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INTRODUCTION

There is more than mere coincidence in the fact that the
recent rapid growth in the theory and application of mathema-
tical statistics has been accompanied by a revival in interest in
the Calculus of Finite Differences. The reason for this pheno-
mena is clear: the student of mathematical statistics must now
regard the finite calculus as just as important a tool and pre-
requisite as the infinitesimal calculus.

To my mind, the progress that has been made to date in
the development of the finite calculus has been marked and
stimulated by the appearence of four outstanding texts.

The first of these was the treatise by George Boole that
appeared in 1860. I do not me& by this to underestimate the
valuable contributions of earlier writers on this subject or to
overlook the elaborate work of Lacroix.’ I merely wish to state
that Boole was the first to present’ this subject in a form best
suited to the needs of student and teacher.

The second milestone was the remarkable work of Narlund
that appeared in 1924. This book presented the first rigorous
treatment of the subject, and was written from the point of
view of the mathematician rather .than  the statistician. It was
most oportune. ’

Steffensen’s Interpolation, the third of the four texts to
which ‘I have referred, presents an excellent treatment of one
section of the Calculus of Finite Differences, namely interpola-
tion and summation formulae, and merits the commendation of
both mathematicians and statisticians.

I do not hesitate to predict that the fourth of the texts that

1 Volume 3  of Trait6 du Calcul Diffdrentiel  et  du Calcul Int&pl,
entitled Trait6 des diffbences  et  des shies.  S. F, Lacroix, 1819.
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I have in mind, Professor Jordan’s Calculus of Finite Differen-
ces, is destined to remain the classic treatment of this subject
- especially for statisticians - for many years to come.
Although an inspection of the table of contents reveals a
coverage so extensive that the work of more than 600 pages
might lead one at first to regard this book as an encyclopedia
on the subject, yet a reading of any chapter of the text will
impress the reader as a friendly lecture revealing an ununsual
appreciation of both rigor and the computing technique so im-
portant to the statistician.

The author has made a most thorough study of the  literature
that has appeared during the last two centuries on the calculus
of finite differences and has not hesitated in resurrecting for- ’
gotten journal contributions and giving them the emphasis that
his long experience indicates they deserve in this day of mathe-
matical statistics.

In a word, Professor Jordan’s work is a most readable and
detailed record of lectures on the Calculus of Finite Differences
which will certainly appeal tremendously to the statistician and
which could have been written only by one possessing a deep
appreciation of mathematical statistics.

Harry C. Carver.



THE AUTHOR’S PREFACE

This book, a result of nineteen years’ lectures on the Cal-
culus of Finite Differences, Probability, and Mathematical Sta-
tistics in the Budapest University of Technical and Economical
Sciences, and based on the venerable works of Stirling, Euler
and Boole,  has been written especially for practical use, with
the object of shortening and facilitating the labours  of the Com-
puter. With this aim in view, some of the old and neglected,
though useful, methods have been utilized and further developed:
as for instance Stirling’s methods of summation, Boole’s symbo-
lical methods, and Laplace’s method of Generating Functions,
which last is especially helpful for the resolution of equations of
partial differences,

The great practical value of Newton’s formula is shown;
this is in general little appreciated by the Computer and the
Statistician, who as a rule develop their functions in power
series, although they are primarily concerned with the differences
and sums of their functions, which in this case are hard to
compute, but easy with the use of Newton’s formula. Even for- - -
interpolation -itis  more advisable to employ Newton’s expansion
than to expand the function into a power series.

The importance of Stirling’s numbers in Mathematical Cal-
culus has not yet been fully recognised,  and they are seldom
used. This is especially due to the fact that different authors
have reintroduced them under different definitions and notations,
often not knowing, or not mentioning, that they deal with the
same numbers. Since Stirling’s numbers are as important as
Bernoulli’s, or even more so, they should occupy a central posi-
tion in the Calculus of Finite Differences, The demonstration of
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a great number of formulae is considerably shortened by using
these numbers, and many new formulae are obtained by their
aid; for instance, those which express differences by derivatives

or vice versl;  formulae for the operations x$X,  and x&  and many

others; formulae for the inversion of certain sums, for changing
the length of the interval of the differences, for summation of
reciprocal powers, etc.

In this book the functions especially useful in the Calculus
of Finite Differences, such as the Factorial, the Binomial Coef-
ficient, the Digamma and Trigamma Functions, and the Bernoulli
and Euler Polynomials are fully treated. Moreover two species
of polynomials, even more useful, analogous to those of Bernoulli
and Euler, have been introduced; these are the Bernoulli poly-
nomiali of the second kind (Q  89),  and the Booze  polynomials
6 113).

Some new methods which permit great simplifications, will
also be found, such as the method of interpolation without
printed differences (Q  133),  which reduces the cost and size of
tables to a minimum. Though this formula has been especially
deduced for Computers working with a calculating machine, it
demands no more work of computation, even without this aid,
than Everett’s formula, which involves the use of the even dif-
ferences. Of course, if a table contains both the odd and the
even differences, then interpolation by Newton’s formula is the
shortest way, But there are very few tables which contain the
first three differences, and hardly any with more than three,
which would make the table too large and too expensive;
moreover, the advantage of having the differences is not very .
great, provided one works with a machine, as has been shown,
even in the case of linear interpolation (3 133). So the printing
of the differences may be considered as superfluous.

The construction of Tables has been thoroughly treated
(§(j  126 and 133). This was by no means superfluous, since nearly
all the existing tables are much too large in comparison with the
precision they afford. A table ought to be constructed from the
point of view of the interpolation formula which is to be
employed. Indeed, if the degree of the interpolation, and the



number of the decimals in the table, are given, then this deter-
mines the range or the interval of the table. But generally, as
is shown, the range chosen is ten or twenty times too large, or
the interval as much too small; and the table is therefore
unnecessarily bulky. If the table were reduced to the proper
dimensions, it would be easy and very useful to add another
table for the inverse function.

A method of approximation by aid of orthogonal polyno-
mials, which greatly simplifies the operations, is given. Indeed,
the orthogonal polynomials are used only temporarily, and the
result obtained is expressed by Newton’s formula (8 142),  so
that no tables are necessary for giving the numerical values of
the orthogonal polynomials.

In 3 143 an exceedingly simple method of graduation ac-
cording to the principle of least squares is given, in which it is
only necessary to compute certain “orthogonal” moments cor-
responding to the data.

In the Chapter dealing with the numerical resolution of
equations, stress has been laid on the rule of False Posifion,
which, with the slight modification given (§$j 127 and 149, and
Example 1, in 8 134), enables us to attain the required precision
in a very few steps, so that it is preferable, for the Computer, to
every other method,

The Chapters on the Equations of Differences give only those
methods which really lead to practical results. The Equations of
Partial Differences have been especially considered. The method
shown for the determination of the necessary initial conditions
will be found very useful (8 181). The very seldom used, but
advantageous, way of solving Equations of Partial Differences
by Laplace’s method of Generating -Functions has been dealt with
and somewhat further developed (Q 183), and examples given.
The neglected method of Fourier, Lagrange and Ellis (Q 184) has
been treated in the same way.

Some formulae of Mathematical Analysis are briefly men-
tioned, with the object of giving as far as possible everything
necessary for the Computer.

Unfamiliar notations, which make the reading of ma-
thematical texts difficult and disagreeable, have been as far as
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possible avoided. The principal notations  used are given on pp.
xix-xxii. To obviate another difficulty of reading the works on
Finite Differences, in which nearly every author uses other defi-
nitions and notations, these are given, for all the principal authors,
in the respective paragraphs in the Bibliographical Notes.

Though this book has been written as has been said above,
especially for the use of the computer, nevertheless it may be
considered as an introductory volume to Mathematical Statistics
and to the Calculus of Probability.

I owe a debt of gratitude to my friend and colleague Mr.
A. &tics,  Professor of Mathematics in the University of Buda-
pest, who read the proofs and made many valuable suggestions;
moreover to Mr. Philip Redmond, who kindly revised the text
from the point of view of English.
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CHAPTER I.

ON OPERATIONS.

8 1. Historical and Bibliographical Notes. The most
important conception of Mathematical Analysis is that of the
function. If to a given value of x a certain value of y correspond,
we say that y is a function of the independent variable x.

Two sorts of functions are to be distinguished. First, func-
tions in which the variable x may take every possible value in a
given interval; that is, the variable is continuous. These func-
tions belong to the domain of Infinitesimal Calculus. Secondly,
functions in which the variable x takes only the given values

x09 x,,  x2,  - . . x,; then the variable is discontinuous. To such
functions the methods of Infinitesimal Calculus are not applicable.
The Calculus of Finite Differences deals especially with such
functions, but it may be applied to both categories.

The origin of this Calculus may be ascribed to Brook
Taylor’s Methodus  ,Incrementorum  (London , 1717),  but the real
founder of the theory was Jacob Stirling, who in his Methodus
Differentialis (London , 1730) solved very advanced questions,
and gave useful methods, introducing the famous Stirling
numbers; these, though hitherto neglected, will form the back-
bone of the Calculus of Finite Differences.

The first treatise on this Calculus is contained in Leonhardo
EuZero,  Institutiones Calculi Differentialis (Academiae  Impe-
rialis Scientiarum Petropolitanae, 1755. See also Opera Omnia,
Series I. Vol. X. 1913) in which he was the first to introduce the
symbol A for the differences, which is universally used now.
From the early works on this subject the interesting article
“Difference” in the Encyclopedic  Mtthodique (Paris, 17841,
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written by l’Abb6  Charles Bossut, should be mentioned,
also, F. S. Lacroix’s “Trait6 des differences et series”
Paris, 1800.

9 2. Definition of the differences, A function f(x) is given
for x f x,,, x,, x,, . . . , x,,. In the general case these values are
not equidistant. To deal with such functions, the “Divided Dif-
ferences” have been introduced, We shall see them later (8 9).
Newton’s general interpolation formula is based on these dif-
ferences. The Calculus, when working with divided differences,
is always complicated, The real advantages of the theory of
Finite Differences are shown only if the values of the variable
x are equidistant; that is if

#i+l -xi = h

where h is independent of i.
In this case, the first difference of f(x) will be defined by

the increment of f(x) corresponding to a given increment h of
the variable x. Therefore, denoting the first difference by A we

a shall have
- Af(x) = f ( x + h )  - f ( x ) .

The symbol A is not complete; in fact the independent va-
riable and its increment should also be indicated. For instance-.
thus:

A1. h
This must be done every time if there is any danger of a

misunderstanding, and therefore A must be considered as an
abbreviation of the symbol above.
-----.

1  The most important treatises on the Calculus of Finite  Differences
are the following:

George Boofe,  A treatise on the Calculus of Finite Differences,
Cambridge, 1860.

A. A. Morkoff,  Differenzenrechnung,  Leipzig, 18%.
D. Sefiuonoff,  Lehrbuch der Differenzenrcchnung,  Leipzig, 1904.
E. T. Whitfaker  and G. Robinson, Calculus of Observations, London,

1924.
‘N.  E. Niirlund.  Diffcrenzenrechnung,  Berlin, 1924.
J.  F. Sfeffensen, Interpolation, London, 1927.
J. B. Scarborough, Numerical Mathematical Analysis, Baltimore, 1930.
G. Kotuafewski,  Interpolation und gen~herte Quadratur, Leipzig. 1932.
L.  M. Milne-Thomson. The Calculus of Finite Differences,  London, 1933.
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Often the independent variable is obvious, but not the
increment; then we shall write A, omitting h only in the case
of h = 2. h

If the increment of x is equal to one, then the formulae of
the Calculus are much simplified. Since it is always possible to
introduce into the function f(x) a new variable whose increment
is equal to one, we shall generally do so. For instance if y=f(x)
and the increment of x is h, then we put x=a+hE;  from this it
follows that AE=l;  that is, 6 will increase by one if x increases
by h. Therefore, starting from f(x) we find

f(x) = f(a+Zh)  = F(i)

and operate on F(S);  putting finally into the results obtained
(x-+)/h  instead of E.

We shall call second difference of f(x) the difference of
its first difference. Denoting it by Azf (x) we have

li)W =  +[$f(x)l  =  ;f;~+hl  -$f(x)  =

= f (x+2h)  - 2f (x+h) + f(x).

In the same manner the n-th difference of f(x) will be
defined by

L?“‘(x) =  +[;“‘f(x)l  =  p-‘f(x+h)  -p”-+(x)  .

Remark. In Infinitesimal Calculus the first derivative of a
df (4function f(x) generally denoted by 7, or more briefly by

Df (x) (if there can be no misunderstanding), is given by

Df(x)  = lim  f (x+hLv  f(x)  =
y(x)

lim - .
/a=0 IsO  h

Moreover it is shown that the R -th  derivative of f(x) is

9”‘(x)
Dnf(x)  = l i m  ___

h=O  h”  *

If a function of continuous variable is given, we may
determine the derivatives and the integral of the function by
using the methods of Infinitesimal Calculus. From the point of
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view of the Calculus of Finite Differences these functions are
treated exactly in the same manner as those of a discontinuous
variable; WC may determine the differences, and the sum of the
function; but the increment h and the beginning of the intervals
must be given, For instance, log x may be given by a table from
x=1000  to x=10000,  where h=Z.

Generally we write the values of the function in the first
column of a table, the first differences in the second column,
the second differences in the third, and so on.

If we begin the first column with f(u), then we shall write
the first difference tf (a) in the line between f(a) and f (a+h)  ;

the second difference A’f(a)  will be put into the row between

N(a) a n d  ?f(a+h) and so on. We have.
h

f(a)

p’(a)

f (a+4 ?”  (al

$f(a+h) y’bl

I f (a-t2h) b’f(afh) (W4+!(a-t2h) +“f la-i-  4 $lf  (4

I
f(a+3h) b’f  (a-t  2h) pf(a-1  11)

ef(a-tW ;“f (a-I-2hJ  j

fb+W +‘f  (at-3h)

+f(a+W

f b+W

It should be noted that proceeding in this way, the
expressions with the same argument are put in a descending
line; and that the arguments in each horizontal line are decrea-
sing. The reason is that the notation u s e d  a b o v e  f o r
the differences is nof symmetric with respect to the argument.
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Differences of functions with negative arguments. If we
have

;, s i
f,

I A f (x)  = f(x+h)  - f (x)  = q(x)
h

b @’

then according to our definition
1 ,..‘i  (6.,i‘f  !:I

wi  .*,I
Q f ( - x )  = f ( - x - h )  - f ( - x ) . a:;;  -* r f E?&‘!,).j

From this it follows that qi~y~.Li”‘t.-“:  G .i “‘tl.,

A f  ( -x)  = ---(-x-h) =(-‘,-yg(-Y)

that is, the argumeit  -x of the function is diminished by h.
F1;-{1-+  k’)“Lp’(-r..,,ni\)

In the same manner we should obtain

4”’ f-x) =  (-l)mg/(-x-mhl;  y’(x)  =  p f ( x ) ,

This formula will be very useful in the following.
Difference of a sum. It is easy to show that

A[f,  (4 + f,  (4 + ’ - ’ +f,WI = Af,(x)  +Af,W +.-.  +AfnM
moreover if C is a constant that

ACf(x)  = CAf(x)..
According to these rules the difference of a polynomial

iS

- A[a,+a,x+a,x’+  . . . +anxn] = a,Ax  + a&x’  + . . , + anAx”.

$3  3, Operation of displacement.2 An important operation
2 Boole denoted this operation by D; but since D is now universally

used as a symbol for derivation, it had to be changed. De la Valfhe Poussm
in his Cours d’Analyse  Infinitesimale  [1922,  Tome II, p. 3291  denoted this
operation by Pseudodelta v.  We have adopted here E since this is generally
used in England. So for instance in

W. F. Sheppard, Encyclopaedia  Britannica, the ll-th edition, 1910, in VOC.
Differences (Calculus of., .)  Vol. VIII p. 223.

E. k. Whitfder  and G. Robinson, lot.  cit. 1,  p. 4.
J. E. Steffken,  lot. cit. 1. p. 4.
L. M. Milne-Thomson. lot.  cit. 1, p. 31.

This operation has already been considered by L. F. A. Arbogd  [Du calcul
des derivations, Strasbourg, MOO];  he called it an operation of “6tat varie”.
F. Crrsoroti  proposed for this operation the symbol @ which was also used
b y  Pjncherle  [lot.  c i t .  41.

C.  Jordan, in his Cours d’Analyse  [Second edition tom. I, p,  1151  has
also introduced this operation and deduced several formulae by aid of
symbolical methods. His notation was

f n = f(x + nh).
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was introduced into the Calculus of Finite Differences by
Boo/e  [lot.  cit. 1. p, 161, the operation of displacement. This
consists, f(x) being given, in increasing the variable x by h.
Denoting the operation by E we have

D
= Ef(x)  = f(x+h).

This symbol must also be considered as 5~  abbreviation of ,E;.

The operation E”  will be defined by

E”f(x) = E [ Ef(x)l  = E f ( x + h )  = f  (x+z?h)

and in the same way

E”f(x) = E[  En-l  f (x)  1 = f(x+nh).

It is easy to extend this operation to negative indices of E
so that we have

0
5

+ f ( x )  = E-If(x)  = f ( x - h )

& f ( x )  = E-nf(x)  = f ( x - n h ) .

$ 4. Operation of the Mean. The operation ofl  the mean
introduced by Sheppard (lot. cit. 2) corresponds to the system
of Central Differences which we shall see later. We shall
denote the operation corresponding to the system of differences
considered in § 2, by M.”  Its definition is

1)
7 Mf(xl  =  ?hV(4 +  f(x+h)  I.

The operation M will be defined in the same manner by

Mn  f(x) = M[Mn-’  f(x) ] = 1/2  [Mn-l  f(x) + Mn-l  f(x+h)  1. \.

Of course the notation M is an abbreviation of M.---
Returning to our table of 5 2, we may write in?:  the first

column between f(a) and f(a+h)  the number Mf (a); between

3 Sheppard denoted the central difference by J and the corresponding
central mean by ,u. Since A corresponds to d it is logical that M  should
correspond to p. Thiele introduced for the central mean the symbol Cl,
which has also been adopted by Sfeffensen [lot.  cit. 1, p, lo].  Niirlund  [lot.
cit. 1. p.  311  denoted our mean by the symbol Pseudodelta V. This also
h a s  b e e n  a d o p t e d  b y  Milne-Thomson  [lot.  c i t .  1,  p.  311.  W e  h a v e  s e e n
that other authors have already used the symbol V for the operation of
displacement, therefore it is not practical to use it for another operation.
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f(a+h  and f(a+2h)  the number Mf(a+h)  and so on. In the
second column we put MAf  (a) between nf(a)  and Af (a+h);
continuing in this manner we shall obtain for instance the
following lines of our table

. . . , . .

f(Q+2h) MA&+h)  A’f@+h) M6”f  (4 A4f (a)
Mf (a+%)  Af(Q+2h) MA’f(a+h)  A”fb+hJ M A’f (4
f b+W MAf (a+2h)  A”f  (a+2h) MA”f(a+h)  h’f@+h)
Mf (a+3h)  Af(Q+3h) MA’f (a+2h)  A3f (a+2h) MA’f(a+h)

9 5. Symbolical Calculus. 4 It is easy to show that the con-
sidered operations represented by the symbols A,  D , M , and
E are distributive; for instance that we have

hn[f(x)  + v(x)  + ~(41  = A”f!x,  + AW4 + A”Y(x).
Moreover they are commutative, for instance

E”E”  f ( x )  =  E”‘E”f(x)  =  E”+mf(~)
a n d

Am Enf(x)  = EnAmf(4.
The constant R may be considered as the symbol of mul-

tiplication by k;  this symbol will obviously share the properties
above mentioned. For instance we have:

Ah  f(x) = k A f(x) s

Therefore we conclude that with respect to addition, sub-
traction and multiplication these symbols behave as if they were
algebraic quantities. A polynomial formed of them represents
an operation, Several such polynomials may be united by
addition, subtraction, or multiplication, For instance

4 Symbolical methods were first applied by Boofe  in his Treatise on
Differential Equations, London, 1859 (third edition 1872, pp. 381-461 and
in lot.  cit. 1. p. 16).

On the Calculus of Symbols there is a remarkable chapter in
Steffensen’s  lot.  cit. 1. p. 178-202.,  and in S. Pincherle, Equations et
Operations Fonctionnelles, Encyclopedic  des Sciences Mathematiques (French
edition) 1912, Tome II, Vol. 5, pp. 1-81.
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(o,+o,A+o,A’+.  . .+a&) (b,,+b,A+b,A2+.  . .+ b,&)  =
n+1 *II+1

= 2 2 a,-b,,  AJ*+P
*=o (L’O  ’

Remark. The operation E-lj behaves exactly like Em;
we have

E - n  Et>’ = EmE-PI  = Et,,-,, I,

Therefore in the case of the displacement operation E, division,
or multiplication with negative powers of E will be permitted,
exactly as with positive powers. Moreover

EWp,WiWl  = f(x+h)dx+hlHx+N  = Ef(4  Ed4 Eq(xl

These are not true for the other symbols introduced.
Q 6. Symbolical Methods, Starting from the definitions of

the operations it is easy to see that their Symbols are connected,
for instance by the following relations

E  =  l+A; M =  %(l+E); M  =  l+EA;
M = E-GA.

To prove the first let us write

(l+yf(x) =  f(x) + $ f(x) =  f(x) -t/(x +  h) - f(x) =

= f(x+h) = F f(x)

the others are shown in the same way.
Differences expressed by successive values of the function.

From the first relation we deduce

Am = (E--1)nl = 2; ( - 1 ) ’  (“:I  E”-”

I Knowing the successive values of the function, this formula
gives its m -th difference. We may write it as follows

I .
’ Our notation of the sums is somewhat different from the ordinary

notation. We denote

f(O)  + f(1) -+ f ( 2 )  + if(n-1)  Ix i:  f ( x )
.rd.l

that is, the value  I(0) corresponding to the lower !imit is included in the
sum. but not the value f(n) corresponding to the upper limit. The reason
for tbis notation will be fiiven in the paragraph dealing with sums.
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Am f(x) = f(x+mh)  - (~)f(x+mh---h]  + (T) f(x+mh-2h)  +

. . . + (-11-I;)  f(x)

Differences expressed by means. Starting from the third
formula we have

Am  = )2(M-1))” = 2” ‘2; ( - 1 )  ’ (:I Mm-’

Performed on f(x), this operation gives

Amf(x)  = 2” IM”‘f(x)  - [y, Mm-if(x) +I;]  Mm-*f(x)  -. . .

+ WP[~]f(,)  I *

The differences may be expressed by means; moreover,
‘using the fourth formula

1” = [2(E---M)]” = 2”1 2’ (-1)’ 17)  E”‘-”  Mr

this will give

Am f(x) = 2” [f(x+mh) -IT]  M f(x+mh-h)  +

-i- 7 M*f(x+mh-2h)  + . . . + (-1)” [:I Mmf(x)  .I I
This formula becomes especially useful if f(x) is such a

function that we have M*f (x) = F(x+r);  since then we have

Em-rMvf(x)  = F(x+m)

that is, the argument of F(x) is independent of V.  This is often
important.

Example. Let f(x) = I Ii . As we shall see later, we have

and therefore
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The function expressed by differences. From the first re.
lation it follows that

1n+1 m
Em  = (l+A)”  = 1 ), Av

u=o ( I

Executed on f(x) this gives

f(x+mh)  = f(x)  + (7) AW + (;)A2f(x)  + . . . +

+ (;) A-f(x)  .

The funcfion  expressed by means. From the second relation
we deduce that

Em = (2M---1)” = 2: (-l) y  ( y) (2M)“‘4

The operation executed on f(x) gives

f(x+mh) = 2+Jmf  (x) -(T12--1Mm-1f (x) + (: ]2m-2Mm-2f  (x) -

+ . . * + (-1,qg f(x) .

Means expressed by successive values of the function. The
second relation gives

Mm = ~‘h(l+E)l* = & ‘2; (;]  EY

and therefore we have

Mmfw  = -j& ifb) + ( 7) f(x+h)  + (7) f(x+2h)  + . -. +

-i- [ E ) f(x+mh)  I .

Means expressed by differences. From the third relation
we get

Hence

Mm = (l+%A)” = ?:[;I 2’; Ay
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Expansion of a function by syntbolical  methods.
have

We

z+1 x

Ex~(l+A)~=s  y Av
v=o I )

since the operation p performed on f(z) gives f(x) for z=O if
h=l  Tberefore this is the symbolical expression of Newton’s
formula

(1) f ( x )  = f(O)  +(;I  Af(o)  + [;) A’fW  +-a..
Hitherto we have only defined operations combined by

polynomial relations (except in the case of E-n):  therefore the
above demonstration assumes that x is a positive integer.

I But the significance of the operation Ex  is obvious for

”

any value of x; indeed if h=l  we always have

Pf(0)  =  f ( x ) .

I
To prove that formula (1) holds too for any values of x

it is necessary to show that the operation E is identical with
that corresponding to the series

E: = l+(;jA+[;)Y+ . . . . +{;r]6’+ I.....

This is obviously impossible if the series

f(O)  + (~]AW + . . . . + 1;)  A”fIo)  +-a

/
is divergent. On the other hand if f(x) is a polynomial of
degree n then A*+I  f(x) = 0 and the corresponding series is

I finite. Steffensen 110~.  cit. 1. p. 1841 has. shown that in such
cases the expansions are justified. If we limit the use of the
symbolical expansions to these cases, their application becomes
somewhat restricted; but as Steffensen remarked, these expan-
sions are nevertheless of considerable use, since the form of an
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interpolation or summation formula does not depend on whether
the function is a polynomial or not (except the remainder term)

If certain conditions are satisfied, the expansion of operation
symbols into infinite series may be permitted even if the function
to which the operations are applied, is not a polynomial when
the corresponding series is convergent. [Pincherle  lot. cit. 4.1

To obtain Newton’s backward formula let us remark that
E-A = 1 and start from

Expanding the denominator into an infinite series we get

According to what has been said, this formula is applicable,
first if x is a positive integer, if f(x) is a polynomial, and
in the general case if the series

f(x) = f(O)  + (7) Aft-1)  + (,,‘) A2f(---2)  +

+ ( ,f2 ] A3f  (-3) + , . . .

is convergent, and f(x) satisfies certain conditions.
An interesting particular case of (2) is obtained for x=1

and if the operation is performed on f(x), we have

f(x+h)  = % Ap  f(x+h)
r=O  h

We may obtain a somewhat modified formula when starting
from
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Expanding and dividing by E,  we get

Ex = +.!, (“t’) &i
In the same manner we have, if f(x) is a polynomial or if

it satisfies certain conditions:

+ = (1&n = 4, (-‘)‘(n+;-l)  Ay

that is

f(x-nh)  = so (-l)y  (n+;-l  J 4’ f(x)
Expansion of an alternate function. A function (-l)*f(x)

defined for x = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . is called an alternate function.
Starting from the second formula we deduce

(-1)”  p = (1-44)x  = 2;  I--l)> (32’M’

This formula may only he applied if x is a positive integer,
since otherwise even in the case of polynomials it is divergent.

Itzhas  been mentioned that the Calculus of Finite Differen-
ces deals also with functions of a continuous variable. In this
case it is possible to determine  both the derivatives and the
differences and to establish relations between these quantities.

Relation between differences and derivatives. If we write
Taylor’s series in the following manner:

I f (x-+-h) = f(x) + hDf (x) -+ $ D”f  (x) + $ D”f  (x) + , . .
I

I Written symbolically it will be

I and therefore

I (3) += ehD  -1.

I
I This formula was found by Lagrange; it gives the first

difference in terms of the derivatives If we expand the second
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member into a series of powers of hD,  and multiply this series
by itself, and apply Cauchy’s rule of multiplication we obtain
A’; multiplying again we get AS, and so on. We could express
in this way the m -th difference by derivatives, but we will obtain
this later in a shorter way by aid of Stirling numbers (5 67).

Starting from ehD  = 1 + A we could write formally
h

(4) hD = log(l++)
In this form the second member has no meaning, but expanding
it into a power series it will acquire one:

hD  = A - I/A2 + ‘I3 Q:’ - I/,++  + . . . .
h h

This formula gives the first derivative expressed by
differences. It holds if the function is a polynomial, or if the
series is convergent and satisfies certain conditions.

Again applying Cauchy’s rule we obtain D2,  then D:‘,  and
so on. We could thus get the expression of the m -th derivative,
but we shall determine it in another way (5 56).

$j 7. Receding Differences. Some authors have introduced
besides the differences considered in the preceding paragraph,
called also advancing differences, others, the receding differen-
ces. defined by

A’f (x) = f(x) - f (x-h).

The symbol ~1’  is that used by Sheppard&;  in our notation this
will be

A’ = -& a n d  (A’)”  =  g

Since the formulae containing symbols of receding dif-
ferences are very easily expressed by formulae of advancing
differences, and since there is no advantage whatever in
introducing the receding differences, they are only
mentioned here.

” Sheppard  Iloc.  cit. 31;  different notations have been proposed
for the receding differences. Steffensen [lot. cit. 1, pp. 2241 puts

v f(x)  = f(x)  - f(x-1).
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8 8. Central Differences. If we accept the notation of the
advancing or that of the receding differences, there will always
be a want of symmetry in the formulae obtained. Indeed, to have
symmetrical formulae the argument of the difference

f(x+hl  -f(x)

should be x+Mh;  and therefore the difference corresponding to
the argument x would be

f (x+ sh)  - f (x-‘Ah)

This has been adopted in the system called Central Differ-
ences. Different notations have been proposed; we will adopt
Sheppard’s notation, which is the following for the first central
difference’

Sf  (x) = f(x+‘hh)  - f (x--h)

and for the first Central Mean

d(xl =  ‘/iIf(x+‘hh)  + fb-‘,#I I .

From the above formulae it follows immediately that

bf (x) = Af(x--1/Zh) and Llf  (x) = Mf (x-‘.2h),

Moreover from these relations we easily deduce the following:

jj’f(x) = Alf(x-h); Pf  (x) = Aenf  (x-nh)

Ll”f(x)  = M’f(x-h); llZnf (x) = Mznf  (x-nh)

j@(x)  = MAf(x-h); &-‘n+lf  (x )  =  MAzntlf  (x -nh-h) .

The connection between the formulae of the advancing and
those of the central differences may be established easily by the
calculus of symbols. Starting from

7 An excellent monograph on Central Differences is found in Sheppard
;Ioc.  cit. 3. p,  2241.  Of the other notations let us mention Joffe’s  [see
Whittaker  and  Robinson lot. cit. 1. p.  36;

A f(x) = f(x+  W)  -1(x-%).
The notation of the Central Mean introduced by Thiele and adopted by
Sfeffensen  [lot.  cit. 1. p,  101  is the following

Oflxl  = %[f(x+%)  + f(x-%)I*
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we obtain

82n  = g ; 82n+l  = $2; cL2"  = Bg

and so on.
Working with central differences there is but one difficulty,

since generally the function f(x) is given only for values such as
f(x+nh) where n is a positive or negative integer. In
such cases f (x+1/$) or f (x--l/zzh)  has no meaning, nor have
Sf  (x) and pf (x). But there is no difficulty in determining
ij2”f  (x), b2*f  (x) and pij2”+lf  (x).

Returning to our table of differences (Q  4) written in the
advancing system, we find for instance the following line

If(a+%h)  MAf(a+h)  A2f(a+h)  MA3f  ( a )  A”f(a)  , .  ,

If in this table we had used the central difference notation
the numbers of the above line would have been denoted by

f (a+2h)  v&f (a+%) ljaf  (a+2h) @ (a+2h) 6*f (a+2h)  . . e 1

That is, the argument would have remained unchanged /
along the line. This is a simplification.

Since in the notation of central differences the odd ones are
meaningless, the difference

c\2n+1  = E11+‘/,62n+l ,_*I  g* /f’> asaL~Mh’~

must be expressed by aid of the even differences azm  and by
Pa 2m+l

To obtain an expression for A we will start from the above
symbolical expressions, writing

E6” + 2Ep6  =  A2 +  2MA = A(A+E+l)  =  2 A E

From this we get the important relations

(1) A=cLS  +%8”  and A2n+1 = E”[v.cS”“”  + g&+2],

Symbolical methods. We have seen in Q 6 that E = ehD
and A = ehD - 1. Putting h=o,  to avoid mistakes in the 1
hyperbolic formulae, we deduce from the definitions

i
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e WJ _ 1
h = &, = e’,aDD = e”W-e-‘@‘o  = 2 sinh r -wD

and

c1=

Starting

M l+E 1 +eoJD
E’“=m=-----=2e’lPD cash ‘,&ND.

from these formulae we may determine any
symbolical central difference expression in terms of the
derivatives, for instance i’jzn,  t$jznt*  and others.

To obtain tjzn we use the expansion of (sinh x)‘)”  into a
power series. The simplest way of obtaining this series is to
express first (sinh x)~~  by a sum of cash  YX.  Since

2 sinh x = e”  - e-’

we have
(2 sinh  x)2”  = z (-1)”  “,” e?ln-VI”.

r=o I I

In the second member the terms correspon-
ding to v and 2n-P combined give

e’(n-l’l*  + e-‘(n-l,)~  = 2 cosh2(n--e)x

so that we have

(2sinhx)“n=2  ViU  (-l)P[2F)  cosh2(n-v)x+  ( - 1 ) ”  (2nn).

From this it follows that

)DZm+l(2  sinh x)~“)+,O  = 0.

For m>O we find

(2) ) Dzm(2  sinh x) zn]z=o  = 2 ,;.  ( -1 )”  [ “,;I (2n-2V)“m ;

therefore the required expansion will be

(2 sinh  x12”  = 2 mi, (t;;  ! ,,=.5 (-I)?  (2;) (2n-2")+
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Finally putting x = ~/$oD  we have

= (cuD)~~
F” = 2 ,,%I  (2m)!  ,=”

: (-1)Y I”yn) (n--Y)‘m.

Expansion of r$jzn*I in powers of the derivative-symbol D
Futting again l/&D  = x, we have

B62n+l  = 2Cn41 (sinh x)2,1+1  cash x

,%e first derivative will be

Dv&?n+l  = (n+l) (2 sinh x)‘“+” + 2(2n+l)  (2 sinh x)Sn

Using formula (2) we obtain the 2m -th derivative of this
expression

[D”m-’  $j2n+‘].r  o = 2(n+1) 3, (-1)”  [ 2ny+2  1 (2nf2-2v)2’J’

-+4(2n+l)  ,z,  (-1)V[2y”J  (2n-2v)““’

and finally

vs
2nfl  -

- ,!2l (2m+1)  !(wD)2m+’  1 (n+l) X,  (-1) I’ [ 2nz2  1 (n+l--,*Jzm  f

+ 2(2n+l) x, (-l)y  12;) (n--u)““.

Q 9. Divided differences. So far we have supposed that the
function f(x) is given for x=x,,  x,,  x,, . . , x,, and that the
interval

xi+1 - xi = h

is independent of i. Now we deal with the general problem
where the system of x,,,  x,, . . . . , x,  may be anything whatever.

By the first divided difference of f(xi),  denoted by Ff (xi)
the following quantity is understood:

Zf (xi)  = f (xi:! zf,‘xJ
I

The second divided difference of f(xJ is

F’f  (x;) X 2f (Xi+,) - Bf  (Xi)
Xi-2 - Xi
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and so on; the m -th divided difference is

pq(Xi) _ !W’f(xi+*)  - Drn-lf  (Xi)

Xi+m - Xi

From these equations we may deduce successively

Bf(X”)  1 g!Q+ -j-  fo
x1-x0  ’

W(4 =
f(X”l !

(x
fk) +

0 --x,1 h---x,)  -i- (x’--xJ (XI--XJ

f(x2)
+ (q--x,) (x2-q  ’

I
I

and so on. Putting W,,,(X)  = (x-x,,) (x-x,) . . , . (x-x,,) we
may give to the general term amf(x,) the following form

(1) .
I

!pf(x,)  = &k-g  + -w-- -f . . . . * + &$
Dwm  (4

I The divided differences may also be given by Vandermonde’s

determinant
1 x0

2x0  .,. X0 m - l fkol
1 Xl Xl2 m - l. . . Xl fkl

. . , . , . , . .

I p7f(x,)  = l 1x. xm2  ':'  .ymrn-l  m f(XfJ

x0 xo2 . . . Xn

1 Xl Xl
2 . . . Xl

m

- ,..  .* . . . .

1 xm x,’ m. .  . X”,

I NOW we shall deduce an expression forf(x,)  by aid of the
divided differences.

First multiplying sf (x,) by w. (x,,J,  then B2f (x0)  by o1  (x,)
and so on: jDvf  (x,) by wIW1  (x,,) and finally Bmf  (x,,) by CO,,,-,  (x,)
we obtain

m + 1

+ =

$1 cd”-1  (x,,,)

i=l  v=i D wy  (Xi)  f(xi)W
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In consequence of the relation

it follows that the coefficient of f(x,) in the preceding equation
is equal to one, since it can be shown that

‘y IL)*-1 (x,,,)
l.=~  D toy  (x,) = -’ ’

so that the coefficient of f(x,,) is equal to -1. Moreover it can
be demonstrated that

VI+1 WY-l  (&),zl D (tiv  (Xi) = O if m ’ i ’ O
therefore for these values the term f(xi) will vanish from the
equation and we have

f M = f (x0)  + h---x,) w (4 + brr-x0)  (x,,,--xl)  6’f(X”)  +

(4 + bi---x,1  hr--XI) (w---x,)  %3f(X,,)  + ’ * * ’

+ hr-4 I&c--xl)  * * - (xm--x,-l)  9”f(X”).
This is the required expression of the function by aid of

divided differences, Putting into this equation x instead of x,,,
and adding the remainder, we obtain Newton’s expansion for
functions given at unequal intervals

(3) f(x) = f k,) + k----x0) 3 Ix,,) + b---x0)  Ix-x,)  sp’f (x0)  i-
. . * + (x-x,) (x-x,) . . . b---xm-1)  ~“fk,)  -+ R”,,,  ’

We shall see in Q 123 that the remainder R,,,, of the series
is equal to

R (x-x,,) (x-x,) ’ * ’ (x-x,n)
mil  = (m+ip-----

D,,,+lf  (6)

where 5 is included in the interval of x, x0, x,, , . , ,x,,,  .
Formula (3) may be written

f(x)  = r(x,,) +  !. o;(x) zi+‘f (x,,)  +  ,mwr;,,‘,  Dm+‘fC1,

Q 10. Generating functions. One of the most useful methods
of the Calculus of Finite Differences and of the Calculus of
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Probability is that of the Generating Functions, found by
Laplace and first published in his “Theorie Analytique des
Probabilites”  [Courtier,  Paris 1812).

Given a function f(x) for x=a,  a+l,  a+2,.  . . ., b-l
u(t) will be defined as the generating function of f(x) if the
coefficient of tX in the expansion of u(t) is equal to f(x) in the
interval a, b.  and if moreover this coefficient is equal to zero
for every other integer value of X. Therefore we have

u(f) = Ii f(x) f”.
.c=a

To denote that u(t) is the generating function of f(x) we
shall write

Gf(x)  = u(f)

If b is infinite, the generating function of f(x) will be
considered only for values of t for which the series is convergent.

Remark. Another function q(f)  may be determined so that
the coefficient of fX shall be equal , in certain intervals, to the ,
function f(x) given above.

For instance, denoting by f,,,(x) the number of partitions
of order m, of the number x (with repetition and permutation
of 1, 2, .., n), it is easy to see that the generating function
cf f,(x) is the following:

u(f) = (f+f’+f3 + , . , + f”)”

but for x<n  the expansion of the function

22,  (f) = (f + f2 + . , , .)” = (l:f]”

leads to the same coefficient as the function u(f). Since the
expansion of u,(f) is simpler than that of u(f), we will use
the former for the determination of f(x). We get

u, (f) zz f”’ “!,  (-1)”  [ :,“I fY  = 9, [ m+zy-‘] tmtv.

Finally we have

i f  x57.
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To determine the generating functions there are several
methods.

First method. In Infinitesimal Calculus a great number of
expansions in power series are known. Each function expanded
may be considered as a generating function. For instance we
found:

1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

1
l--t= s f” therefore

a=0
G 1 = &

e’ = So -$ f”
. ,

G$=e’

--log  ( l - f )  = j,; f” G; = - log (l-f)
- -

(lff)”  = Tsl (;) f”
A’=0

G  (;) =  Il+fl’:

et+  1

f (f-l) (f-2) . , . (f--n+l) = I: s: f”
/=l

G S:,= f(f-1) . . (f--n+l),

Where the numbers Si  are the Stirling Numbers of the first
kind. We shall see them later ((j 50).

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

f(2r)  = 0 ,
2

fG5+1)  = 2”+*

f(2v) E 0 , f(2v+l)  = (3

I--11’f(2vfl) x0, f(2e) = (2s)

Y
f (2v)  =o, fWil1  = (;)yl;)!

f(%+l)=o, f(h) = (2;,,!

f(O)xl,  f(21~+1)=0,  f(2v)=Elr
(2r) !

l+f
u(f) =  log  l - - f

u ( f )  = arctan  f

u(f) = cos  f

u(f) = sin f

u(f )  = cash f

u(t) = sech  f
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The  numbers Ezv  are Euler numbers (Q  105).
B

12. j(l) = --A,  !(2vfl)  =o, f(2Y)  =
t

-& u(t) =Ki’

The numbers B,,  are Bernoulli numbers (5 78) e
Second method. Starting from the generating functions

obtained by the first method we may deduce, by derivation,
integration, or other operations, new generating functions. Of
course the conditions of convergence needed for these opera-
tions must be fulfilled.

For instance starting from formula (1) we remark that the
series X tx is uniformly convergent for every value of t such
that 1 t ) < r < 1. Therefore all derivative of the series, may be
determined by term by term differentiation in the domain

I t I < 1. The first derivation gives after multiplication by t

13. (Iffy =,$  x t” so that
G⌧ =  cl:,)2  l

The Y -th derivative obtained from formula (l), multiplied
by t”/~!  gives

tv
14. -__ = 5

(l--t)  v+* x=0 I I
t P G(g = $;F.

Formula (1) may also be integrated term by term and we get

15. -log(l--t) = f, s G $ = -log(l-f)

if x>O.
In this way we obtain again formula (3). A second

integration will give

t+(l----t)log(1-f)  1 5 t”-
z=2  x ( x - 1 )

G ’x(x -1 )
=  t + ( l - 4 )  Zog(1-q

if  x>l.
Third method. Sometimes it is possible to obtain the ge-

nerating function of f(x) by performing directly the summation

ii f(x) t” = u(f).
XL==0
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First, this is possible if f(x) is &he x -th power of a
number Q; then we have

U ( t )  = & (at)”  = -a!.-.
l-at

Example. Let f(x) = cos 8x. cos IYX  is the real part
of eiSX:  therefore a(t) will be the real part of

1
l--e’:+  f

This is easily determined and we find

17. u(t) =
1 - t cos i,

1 - 2t cos 0 + t”

Secondly, the summation may be executed directly if it is
possible to express the function f(x) by a definite integral in
such a way that under the integral sign there figures the x -th
power of some quantity independent of x. For instance if we
have

then we shall have

In this manner we obtain u(t) in the form of a definite
integral whose value may be known. v

Example. Let f(x) = [cl.  We shall see later that the
binomial coefficients are given by Cauchy’s formula (5),  8 22.

from this we conclude

This is already the required solution; but since in the
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tables of Bierens  de Haan we find that this integral is equal to

1 /y l-4t we may give the generating function this
simpler form ;

1
u ( f )  = y

li l-4t
= G(2,2).

Remark 1. Since

(“z”) = 2  ( $ 7 ; ‘ )  =  2  (2x2),

we have

(19)
2 x - l

G( x 1= 2]L& -/ -

Remark II. Starting from the above result we may obtain
the  generating functions of many other expressions. For instance
according to Cauchy’s  rule of multiplication of series we obtain
from (18)

moreover
-

[ u ( f ) ] ’  = i&y = 2 4” f”.
.r=o

Hence noting that the coefficients of fx are the same in the two
expressions we get

This is a very useful formula.
$j 11. General rules to determine generating functions.
1. The generating function of the sum of functions is equal

to the  sum of the generating functions

G [f,(x) +f,(x)  +a.-. j = Gfl(x)  +Gf:(x)  +ssss

s D .  Bierens de  Haan,  Nouvclles  T a b l e s  d’htbgrales DBfinies,  L e i d e ,
1867. In formula (13) of Table  47 we have to put p-1 and l-q2 z 41.

/
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2. If c is a constant, then we have

Gcf(x)  =cGf(x).

Therefore, for instance, if a polynomial of degree R is
given by its Newton expansion

f ( x )  =  f ( 0 )  f (f) Af(0)  + ($‘f(O)  f . . . . (;)  A”f(O)

then according to these rules we shall obtain the generating
function of f(x) by aid of formula (14) of 8 10. We find

(1)
PI  + 1

G{(x)  = X A”f(0)  “’
“=O (l--fJY+’

3. Given the generating function of f(x)

G f(x) = u(t) = ,z, f(x) t’

we may easily deduce the generating function of f (x+1)  ; indeed
from the preceding equation we may obtain

(4
u ( f )  - f ( O )

% f(xf1)  i”  = Gf(x+l)
t =k”

Therefore the generating fanction  of the difierencc  of f(x)
will be

(2’) GAfIx)  = f [(l--t)u(f) - f ( o ) )

In the same manner we have

( 3 )  Gf(x-i-  II)  =+ [U(l)  ---f(O) --~ tf(1)  - . . - t”-‘f(n-1)  i.

The last formula anablcs us to dctcrmine  the gcnrratinti  func-
tions of .\nlf(x)  or of Mlprf(x)  and so on,

Example. We haw  seen  that

Let us d~tcrminc  G A
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Determination of the generating function of t(x) starting
from a difference equation. If the function f(x) is not directly
given, but we know that it satisfies the following equation
for x 2 0

14)  a,f(x+n)  + a ,,-, f(x+n-1) +.  . .+ a,f(x+l)  + a,,f(x) = V(x)

where the ai are independent of x and V(x) is a given function
of x then we shall call the expression (4) “a complete linear dif-
ference equation of order n with constant coefficients” If we
denote the generating function of f(x) by u(t), the preceding
rules (3) permit us to express the generating function of the
first member of (4) by aid of u(t); if we know moreover the
generating function R(t) of V(x), then, equaling the generating
functions of both members we obtain an ordinary equation of
the first degree in u(t) ; solving this we have finally the generating
function of f(x).

15) u ( t )  = {PR(t)  + z=i  a,$-m/f(O)  + f(l)t+.  .  .+

+ f (m-1)P’  1).  /IL%: an,Pm .

Example. Let us suppose that the generating function of
f(x) is required, and that f(x) satisfies the following equation for
x2 0.

f ( x + l ) - f ( x )  = -&

We have seen that 4 = - log (l-t) ;
1

log 1~0,  hence

according to (2) we shall have G - := -
x-j-1

log  (l---t) = R(f)
t ,

Therefore from (5) it follows that

(7) u(t) = a,f  (0) - log (l-t)
a, + a,+

= f(O)  -log  (l--f)
l--f -

Remark. We shall see that if f (0) = - C (Euler’s constant)
then the solution of the difference equation (6) is the digamma
function ($j  19) and then (7) will be its generating function.
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4. Starting from the generating function u(t) of f(x) we
may obtain immediately the following generating functions

G xf(x)  = tDu(t)
G x(x-l)f(x)  = f2D2u(f)
G x(x-1)  (x -2) ,  .  .  (x -m+l) f (x )  = tmDmu(t)

and in the same manner as before

G x(x-1) . . . ( x - m + l ) f  (x+n)  =

= tmDm
I

u(f) -f(O) -ff(l) -, . . f”-‘f (n- l )
f” 1

.

Other simple particular cases are

G(x+l)f(x+l)  = Du(f)
G&+2) Ix+lVIx+2)  = D’W

a n d  s o  o n .
By aid of these formulae we may determine the generating

function of f(x), if f(x) is given by a linear difference equation
whose coefficients are polynomials of x.

We shall call the expression x(x-1) (x-2) . . , (x-m+l)
‘factorial of degree m’and denote it by (x),. If we expand the
coefficients of the difference equation into factorials, the equation
may be written

n+1
(8) 2,  f(x+m)  izo  hi  Ix)i  = V(X).

,,,=Cl

By aid of the above relations we deduce from this equation a
linear differential equation of n(f) which will determine the
required generating function.

Example. Given (2x+2)f  (x+1) - (2xfl)f  (x) = 0. This
we may write

hence
2(x+l)f(x+l)  -2xf(x)  - f ( x )  = 0

2Du(f)  - 2fDu(f)  - u ( f )  = 0

that is 2(I-f)Du(f) = u(f). The solution of this differential
equation is easily obtained by integration. We find

u [t] = c (1 - 2)-M
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To determine the constant c let us remark that u(0) = f(0)
therefore

u (t> =f(O)  [l - t]-h

§ 12. Expansion of functions into power series. If the func-
tion f(x) is unknown but we have determined its generating
function u(t), then to obtain f(x) we have to expand u(f) into a
power series. In the Calculus of Finite Differences this occurs
for instance when solving difference equations by the method of
generating functions. In the Calculus of Probability very often it
is much easier to determine the generating function of a quan-
tity than the quantity itself. In these cases also we have to
expand the obtained generating function.

The methods for expanding functions into power series are
found in the treatises for Infinitesimal Calculus. Here only the
most useful will be given.

Firsf  method. Expansion by division. Example:

1- -  =
l - f

1 + f + f’ -+ . . . + f” + . . .

Second method. Stirling’s method  of expansion of
I:‘(a,,+a,f+a,f’)  [Methodus Differentialis, 1730. p. 2).

Let us put

1 - f(0) ff(1) f +f(2)f’+....+f(x)  tx+..
Qo+a,f+a,fz -

multiplying both members by the denominator. We must have

1 = a,,f (0)

moreover the coefficient of fx must be equal to zero for every value
o f  x>O.  T h i s gives a,,f(l)  +a,f(O)  = 0 and the following
equation

a,,f(x)  + a,f  (x-l) + a,f(x-2) = 0.

Putting into this equation successively x = 2, 3, , . . we may
determine, starting from f(O) and f(l), step by step f(2), f(3).
. , , and $0 on. Remark: f(x) may  be obtained by solving directly
the above linear difference equation of the second order with
constant coefficients (Q  165).
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This method is known as that of indeterminate coef-
ficients.

Third method. Expansion by the binomial theorem. Examples.

(3) . (1$-f)”  = y;) f”

(4)  (*At)”  = f, (---iI” (A”) f” = i. (n-.+x) f” ,

Example 1.

f(l+f)(l-f)-3 = f(l+f)  SO (y2) fl

and finally the coefficient of fx will he

f(x)  =  ((:z:, + (  x:2)i =  3.

Example 2.

(5) (l+r+fz+ , , . + f”‘)” = (1-fm+l)”  (l-f)-” =

= z. ,Y$ (-1) p (;) ( +-* ) fv+p’m+l)  .

To obtain the coefficient f(x) of fx we have to put
x= y+,u  (m+ l).We find

f ( x )  S-1 (-l)(’  (;) (  x+n;yl-mkL-p)  .

Example 3. Given u = (c,,+c,f+cpf2)n.  Applying the bino-
mial theorem we have

~Co+(C,+csf)f~”  =  2 ; con-” f’ (C,+c,f)’  .
I=0 ( )

I
A second application of the theorem gives

WI a = 5 “$I sf ; c”“-’ c, ‘--I’ cp/l  fVL(, .
U=O fi=O ( HI

Putting XXV-+,u,  the coefficient f(x) of fx  will be

f(x)  = “4  (:) ( x:“) co-  c,2*--2  cz-,

Fourth method. Expansion by Maclaurin’s Theorem.
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Hence we have to d&xmine  Pu(t) for f=O.
successive differentiation, For

instance if u is equa to af, to sin t, etc.
factors u = p(f) , Y(f),  then

we may apply Leibn

(7) D”df)  DrvWl.

C. Derivation of 2 unction of function. [See Schliimilch’s
Compendium II. p, 4.1 us write u = u(y) and y = y(f), We
have

du du dy- -
dr =  d y  df

&U du d2y
;i’Ti

- -
dy  df2

where the functions Y,t  are ; of u. Therefore we may
determine them by choosing e most convenient function u(y) ,

Let

hence

Consequently

!&  fewq  = (d,, + a-h., + . . . + o”Y.J  emurJ,

From this we deduce that

d”
e-w’  dm ewY w=.
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Moreover,

hence

from this it follows by aid of (7’) that

so that

Finally we have

For every particular function y we may determine once for
al1 the quantities Y,,  , Y,, , , . , ., Y,,.

Example 1. Let y = il. We may write

[pfls  = esr (e”-lp = esr 21 (-1) i ( f ) ehls-il

hence

-$[ +d]s = esr 21 (-1)’ (s) (s-i)” eh(ri)  .

Putting h = 0 and dividing by s! we get

Y,,,  = -$ 2: (-1)’ (t) ( s - i ) “ .

We shall see in 8 58 that putting f=O  the second member
will be equal to Gf,,  a Stirling number of the second kind. SO that
Y,, = S: and

n+1 dmu
t=. = ?* ‘: dym  $=,  .l - l
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Example 2. Let y = t’. We shall have

($t’)” = (2t+h)s  hS  = ,zo’  (y) (2t)s+h+i

moreover

Putting h=O every term will vanish except that in which
s+i=n.  Therefore we find

yns = $,  1 $i (pT]r=o  =  $ ( *Ss) (2t)2s-“.

Example 3. Let y = l/t. We have

Proceeding in the same manner as in the preceding example
we get

Deiivation  of a function of function by Faa Bruno’s formula.
Given u=u(y)  and y=y(x),  let us write

Y = ~0 + (x--x,) DY, + (x-x,)’ q D3u,

+....  *
+ b-%I3  -jr +

and

= ,~o~[(x-x,,)Dy+~x-xo)~~  f.,. ‘-dl’uII 1dg” y=#O l

The coefficient of (x-xo)n in the expansion of u is equal
first to



and secondly in consequence of the above equation to

I: ,y! ,
p, , (f2,  . . . a,.

(Dy,,)“’  ( q)“‘.  , , .

. , , ,
so that finally we may write

x (R! , (DY,,)“I‘I =.vo a,. , . . cl,,‘

4 1
D”y,, an

n !
.  .
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where

and
ff,  +UL’$-“.+ff,,  II .

.
a, + 2~2,  + . , . + ncf,, = R.

Remark. Comparing formulae (8) and (9) we find

(IO)  -&  I& [Ay(~)jj=~ = x ,I,! “! ,. , . ‘f,,. (DY,,)  ‘I  (F )“” ’

RnD”vo. , , ( 1n! -

0 13. Expansion of functions by aid of decomposition into
partial fractions. Let the following function be given

where u(t)  and t/l(t)  are polynomials; the degree of (r)(t)  being
less than that of ?/p(t).  We may always suppose that ,,  (t) and (,1(f)
have no roots in common; since if they had, it would always be
possible to simplify the fraction, dividing by f-r,,, , if r,,,  i s
the root.

.

A. Let us suppose that the roots t,,  r3,  ,  ,  ,  ,  r,, of t/*(f)
are all real and unequal. We have

tt+l aiu=  z -
a=,  f--c

c
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Reducing the fractions to a common denominator we obtain u if
for every value of t we have

*+1 44Y(t)  = iz,  Q-i-ri
therefore this is an identity: so that the coefficients of P’,  in both
members, must be equal, This gives R equations of the first
degree which determine the coefficients oi.

But these may be determined in a shorter way. Indeed

y(t) = c(t-r,) (t-r,) . , . . (t-r*);

therefore putting f=ri into the above equation every term will
vanish except that of oi and we shall have

v,(t)Y (4 = ai  lim t--r = ai D+(fi):I
so that

and therefore

Finally the coefficient f(x) of tX in the expansion of u will be
equal to

Example 1.  Let u(t) = 2t / (P+t-I),  From this we deduce
rl = M(--l+ c’ 5) and rz  = t/2(-1-

v 5), Hence we have

Ybl) = - 1 +  1/T a n d  I = -l-v5

Since Dy(t)  = 2t+l it follows that

D$(rr)  = f” a n d m(rr) = - [” ’

consequently
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this gives

and finally

(1)

f(x)  = 2,-!  ~~(l-~5)x-(1+  p'l ,
1/

We could have obtained the same result by solving the
difference equation deduced in Sfirling’s method (Method II,
6 12).

On the other hand the third method giving the expansion
of the trinomial

would lead to

- 2  $ 2: (;) t”+“+’

Putting x = v+,u+l  we obtain

(2) f ( x )  =  - 2  ,x& (“-.,y)

Equating this result to (1) gives the interesting relation

Fzo 2;,..;-1  5” = FL  ,,z( 1 (“-F-l).
Example  2. Decomposition of the reciprocal factorial

u(t) = 1 /t (t-l) (t-2) . , . . (t-m),
We  ?iave

m
1 1-l

ai = mDt(t-I)  . . . (t-m)lz  - (-l)m’i  -$,
therefore

u = wig  wi(~)

r=O m! (t-i)

In the same manner we should have
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1 m+1

’ = t (f+l) (t+2) .  ,  .  (t+m)  -

w,‘(y)

20 ml (t+i)

B. The rootsr,,  t,, ,.,., r, of y(t)  are all single, but there
are complex roots among them.g The coefficients of y(t)
are real: therefore if rl = a+@ is a root of y(t) = 0,
rs = a-pi  will be a root too. The preceding method is still
applicable but the corresponding values of a, ‘and a, will be
complex conjugate:

a2 =
9;  b-P)
Dq(a+i)  = G-Hi*

Therefore the decomposition of u will be

This may be written

The expansion of the trinomial has been shown in Method III
(8 12); putting into formula (6) R= -1, cs=l,  cr= -2a and
c0 = a2+/12,  we obtain

WE0 px (-l)r  (i) ( 2 a )  ‘+  (az+t92)-7-1  fl’+p

This multiplied by the numerator gives

25 ito (-1)”  G (i)  (k)‘-+  (a2+p2)-v-1 p+r+i  +
=o  ,

- 2  s,“gi (-l)aU  (Ga+Hpj  (i)  ( 2 a )  ‘+ (a”+B”)-“-’  f”+a”
8=0  ,

@ Ch. Hermite, Cours. d’Analyse,  2. p. 261-266, Paris 1873.
Ch. Sturm,  Cows  d’Analyse,  Vol. I. p. 331. Paris 1895.
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Putting x=u+,u+l  into the first expression and x=Y+~  into
the second we obtain finally

f(x) = 2 x0 (-l)P (2gz-2r-1 (a”+/!?“)  -[ G (“-;- ‘) -

2a(Ga+Hb)  X-P.-
az+p2 - P( )I

+
, s # , . .

C. The roots rr , r2,  . . . , r, of the polynomial q(f) are all
real, but there are multiple roots. Let us suppose that the
multiplicity of the root T,, is m,..; where m,.  may be equal td
1, 2, 3, * * . , and so on. The general formula of decomposition
into partial fractions is the following:

If we multiply this expression by (f-ry)m~  we get

(4)  WI
233  (f---ry)Nlt,  = t&l  (f--fTy%-l  + . . . a,em,, + R(f)  , (f-r,)“‘v

We have

l)(f)  = C(f-rp (f--r2)m~*,  . , (f-r”)%

Hence if we denote the first member of (4) by A,.(t),
A,(r,)  will be different from zero:

A”(f”) = am,

In the same manner the first m,,--s derivatives give

(5) D”~-~dv(rJ = (m,-s)!  (I,*.

This operation repeated for every value of v will give the
required coefficients ova  , Finally we shall have

Q (4 n+:
* = ,s,

This may be written

n+l
A!L= x
WV)

“i+’ (-l)s  D’“u-~d~(r,,)

r=l s=l Im 7-s)  ! TVS
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Therefore the coefficient f(x) of tX in the expansion of this
expression will be

n+l m,+1
f(x) = z ,zl (-l)

s Dm, -‘A, (rd
w=l (m 4) ! f yz+s (“+:-‘)

D. Multiple complex roots. Let us suppose that the roots
u+/?i and a-pi  are of the multiplicity m. We may write the
fraction in the following manner

To obtain the coefficients a, and by  let us multiply this
equation by [ (t-a)” + $z]nl;  denoting

A ( t )  = + L V--4  “+B’l”
we shall have

(5) A(t) = R(t)[(t-a)2+/3’]m  + (a~t+bl)[(t-a)2+~]m-1  -I-

+ (a,t+b,) [(t-a) z +j!?2]m-z  + . . . . , + (o,t+b,).

From this we obtain immediately

(61 A b+Bi)  =  ama  +  b,  +  amPi.\
We should have also

(7) A(a+i)  = a,a + b,  - a,,&.

The last two equations-permit US to determine om and h. But
the second one is.  superfluous; indeed knowing that a, and b,
are real, by equating first the real parts in both members of (7),
and then the imaginary parts we get the two necessary equations.

The first derivative of A(t) for t=a+/%  JS

DA(a+Pi) = a, + [a,_,  (a+$4  + h-11  (Vi).
This gives again two equations. Determining D”A(a+Pi)  for
c-0,  1, 2, , . . (m-l) will give 2m equations which determine
the 2m unknowns aI,  b,, . . . . , a,, b,.
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Example 3. Let u=l  / (f-l)((t-1)‘+4]*.  We have

1
A(f) === hf+h) [V-l)“+41  + (a,f+b,l  +

+ +* [(f-l)2+4l2,

Putting f =1+2i  gives

Hence

A (1+2i)  = -& = a2 + b, + 2a,i.

a2 + b, = 0 and 1 =-4a,
or

1
a2 = --;4

b, =+.

The first derivative of A(f) gives for f=l+2i

DAU+2i)  = -& = bl+b,+2a,i)  (44 + a2 .
From this it follows that

that is

a,+b,=O  a n d
1
Tr= -8a,  - i

1
a1 = - 16

- a n d  b,=$-.

To obtain c we multiply A(f) by (f-l) and put f=l,  getting

1~16~.

If the coefficients as and b,  are calculated we may expand
each term

a,f + bs
[v-d2+B21s

using Method IIIfor  the expansion of a trinomial. Here we have
to put in formula (6) of Q 12 R= -s, c,=l,  c, = -2a and
co = a2+p2*

8 14. Expansion of functions by aid of complex integrals.
If the function u(f), of the complex variable f, has no poles or
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other singularities in the interior or on the boundary of the
circle of. radius p, then f(x), the coefficient of t” in the expansion
of u(f), is given, according to a known theorem of Cauchy,  by
the following integral taken round this circle:

f(x) = &j$dL

Putting t = e ei”, and therefore dt = i?  ei’p dy we obtain

f ( x )  = & iX  u(pei”)  c-+x  dv.
i 0

Example. Let u(t) = (1 j-t)“. If n is a positive integer
then u(t) has no poles in the circle of unit radius. Putting g=l,
we have

f ( x )  = & j‘(l+e’Y”)”  e-~‘@  drf.
‘0

Now  writing v=2a,  we obtain

ftx) = + jn Ieia + ,-i*)3% @-Ziax  da =

i 0

2” .n=---
5: I cos ra cos (n-2x) a da.

b

Remarking that the coefficient of tx in the expansion of

u(t) is equal, according to Newton’s rule, to 2 , and moreover
0

that the above integral taken between the limits 0 and l/in is
equal to the half of that taken between the limits 0, z,
we conclude that

(i)  = Gk”“-snacos(n-2x)ada.

This is Cauchy’s formula expressing the binomial coefficient
by a definite integral.

Q 15. Expansion of a function by aid of difference equations.
If‘a function of the following form is given, where R(t) is a
function expansible into a power series,
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u(f )  =
R(f) . t”  + aLlf”’  + . . . . . + alf+ a0

cl,)f”  + a,t”-l  + * . * , + a,-,f  + Q,

then u(f) may be considered as being the generating function of
a function f(x) determined by the difference equation

f2) U,,f(X+n)  +  a,,-,f(X+n--1)  +  ,  ,  .  e  +

f a,f(x+l) + aof  = V(x).

Indeed, we have seen (formula 5. Q 11) that the generating
function of f(x) deduced by aid of the difference equation (2) is

(3)
P&f)  + 5 5 a, f(i) fnemti

u ( f )  =
tlk=l ix0

n-i-1
z a, fn-m

w=o

where R(f) is the generating function of V(X); that is, V(x) is
the coefficient of fX in the expansion of R(f).

Knowing V(x), let us suppose that we are able to solve the
difference equation (2) by a method which does not require the
expansion of the generating function (3). If we find f(x) =
= @(x7  Cl,  cy * * *, c,,) where the c are arbitrary constants, then
we shall determine them by identification of (1) and (3), and
thus obtain the n equations:

I (4)
nt1

a ,  = z a,f.(x+m-rz).
I>‘=1

Putting  in the corresponding values of f(x) we may
determine the n arbitrary constants a,,, , and obtain in this way
the required coefficient f(x) of fx in the expansion of u(f).

Example 1. The function u(f) = f / (8f2-6f+l) is to be
expanded into a series of powers of f. According to what has
been said, if we denote by f(x) the coefficient of fX in this ex-
pansion then f(x) will be the solution of the difference equation

I f (x+2) - 6f(x+l)  + 8f(x)  = 0.

We shall see in 3 165 that the solution of this equation is

f ( x )  = ~~4~+c~2*.
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From (4) we get

a0 = a,f  (0) or 0 = f(0)

a1  = a,f(O) + a,f(l) 1 = -6f(O)  + f(1)

therefore
f(0) = 0 and f(l) = 1.

Futting these values into (5) we may determine the constants c”;

we find c,  = 14 and c, = -5. Finally we have

f(x) = 22x-I  -2x-I.

If we do not know the solution of the difference equation
(2) the method may still be applied. Starting from equation (4)
we determine as before the values f (0), f(l), . . , , f (n-l) and
then, by aid of equation (2) we compute step by step the values
f(n), f(n+l) and so on.

Example  2 .  [Leonardo  Eulero,  Introductio  in Analysin
Infinitorum 1748. Lausanne, p, 280 .  ] The function u(t) z
= t’/ (8P--6t+l) is to be expanded into a power series. The
coefficient f(x) of t” is given by the difference equation:

(61 f(x+3)  - 6f(x+l)  i- 8f(x)  = 0

Without solving this equation we get from (4)

ct, = a,f(O) + a,f(l) + a,5f(2) or 1 = -6f(l)  + f(2)
Ul = %fP) c a,f(ll 0 = f(1)
v.  = a,f  (0) 0 = f(0).

Hence
f(0) = 0, f(1) -= 0, f(2) = 1.

By the aid of these values we obtain from (6) step by step
f(3) = 6, f(4) ~36;  f(5) = 216---8  = 208,  f(6) = 1248-48=1200
and so on.

Remark.  This method is identical with that of Stirhg
(Method II, Q 12). Given the function

= f ( 0 )  +  tf(l) +  N(2) +- . and
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multiplying both members by the denominator we have
Ia+1

r+elfn-l + anm2fnm2  + , . . + a0  = 5 Z an-J(i)  fits.
i=O SC0

From this we deduce the equations (Y=O,  1, 2, . . , , n-l)
n+1

a ,  = “z. am f(Y+m--n)

which are identical with the equations (4).



CHAPTER II.

FUNCTIONS IMPORTANT IN THE CALCULUS OF FINITE
DIFFERENCES.

Q 16. The Factorial. In Infinitesimal Calculus the simplest
function.is  the power. Its derivative is very simple. Inded we have

D x” = nx”‘.

On the other hand the difference of a power is complicated;
we have

n
2x”= 10 x”-l h + (;) x”-~  h2 + . . . . + hn,

Therefore powers and power-series will be less useful in the
Calculus of Finite Differences than in Infinitesimal Calculus.

But there are other functions whose differences are as
simple as the derivatives of x”.  These are the products of
equidistant factors, for instance the function

‘x(x-l) (x-2) . . . . (x-n+l) = (x),

called factorial of degree n, which we denoted by (x), , or the
function

(1) x(x-h) (x-2h) , . , (x--nh+h)  =  (x),  h

called the generalised jactotial  of degree n and denoted by
tx)n,h *

Of course the above definitions are valid only for positive
integer values of n. It was Stirling who first recognised  the
importance of the factorial, but he did not use any special
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notation for it. The first notation is due to Vandermondel”  who
was the first to extend the definition of the factorial to any value
of n. To do this he proceeded in the following way:

If n and m are positive integers such that n > m then it
follows from the definition (1) that

(2) (Xl “,  h = (x)rn,  h (x-mh)n-m, h  .

This formula will be considered valid for any value of n and m.
Putting m=O,  gives

(4 n,h = (X)o,h(&,h

that is
(Xl  1.o,h  =

Secondly, putting n = 0 into (2), it results that

1 = (x),,  h (x-  -~&n,  h
so that

Later authors dealing with factorials used different notations:

Kramp’s notation in 1799 was

xnlh  = x(i+h)  (x+2h)  . . . . (x+nh--h)

corresponding to our (x+nh-h),,  h. This notation was used
till the middle of the XIX. Century. Gauss used it, as did
Bierens  de Haan, in his “Tables d’hltegrales  Definies”  (1867).
It is mentioned in Nielsen, “Gammafunktionen” 1906, p. 66;
and in Hagen,  “Synopsis der Hiiheren  Mathematik” 1891, Vol. I,
p. 118.

10 N. Vandermonde, Histoire de l’Acad6mie  Royale  des Sciences,
An&e 1 7 7 2  (quart0  e d i t i o n ,  I m p r i m e r i e  Royale). P a r t  1 ,  p .  489-498.
“Memoire  sur des Irrationnelles de differens ordres avec  application aq
cercle.”

The notation introduced in this paper was
98

and accordingly
[ x ] = x(x-1) (x-2) . . , , (x-n+l)

---(I
[x] = I/ (x+1)(x+2). *.  (x+n).

This memoir has been republished in a German translation: N. Vander-
monde, Abhandlungen aus der reinen Mathematik, Berlin 1888, pp. 67-81.
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De la Vallhe Poussin (lot. cit. 2, p, 332) used the following
notation:

x[nl = x(x-h)  (x-2h)  ,  ,  .  ( x -nh+h) . -

Whittaker and Robinson (lot. cit. 1, p. 8) adopt the
notation:

[x]n  = x(x-1) (x-2) , . . . (x-n+l)
,

Steffensen (lot. cit. 1, p. 8) introduces three different
notations:

/ x(n)  = x(x-1 )  (x -2 )  .  .  .  .  (x -n+l )
x[“l  = (x+$&n-l) . . . .x , , . . (x-$&+1)

x1-n)  = x(x+1) (x+2) . ,. . (x+n-1)

Andoyer, Encyclopedic  des Sciences Mathematiques (French

I
edition) I. 21, p, 59, introduce

[x](n)  = (xl,, 1,  and [~]l-~l  = (x+:h),,.  n = (x)-‘1.  h

Milne-Thomson’s notations [lot. cit. pa  251 are

xlnh)  = (x),,  ,, and x(-nh)  = - -
(x+rthsi  = (x)-n.  h *

Remark. Several authors have introduced special notations
for x(x-h) (x-2h) , , , (x-nh+h) and for x(x+h) (x+2h)  .  .  ,
(x+nh-h)  but this is needless, since both factorials can be

I expressed by the same notation, or&y the argument being
different; for instance, the above quantities would be, in our
notation,

(XL  II and (x+-nh--h)  ,,.  I~ .

One should always use the fewest possible notations, since
too many of them, especially new ones, make the reading of
mathematical texts difficult and disagreeable.

Particular cases. If h=l  and x=0 we have

(0)-n,  = 1 2 31 m. . .,..

In this manner the definition is extended to negative integer
values of the index and to zero.
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It is easy to see that

(x+l)n =  (x), +  ww*

Eom this it follows that

(x+2)” =  (4,  +  24x),-,  +  (n)*(xL

and so on;

Ix+m)n  = *:I  (~)(m)i(x)n-i-

This formula, due to Vandermonde,  may be deduced from
CQZZChy’S  formula (14) Q 22.

Putting into it x+n,  instead of x and multiplying both
members by (x), we find

(x+m+n).W.,  = x [?)(m)iIxl-n(x+nl.j

but in consequence of (2) we have

(Xl-*(X+n)nj  = (X)-i  ;

therefore

(x+m+n).(x)-,  = ‘zi I:] (mli(4-i.

This formula is symmetrical with respect to n and m, and
may be written in the following way:

(4 (YL(xL  = :$I (r 1 M-i b--x----n)i.
*

The above formula can be considered valid even for frac-
tional values of n.

We may express (y) “(xl-,,  by an infinite product in the
following manner. Putting Y into formula (2) instead of JL
and h=l  and m=r,  we get

(VI” = IYL,(Y+4n+v.

Again applying formula (2) we have

(YL = bL,b~+~My+---n)  Y.

this may be written
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(Y)n = (Y+4”  -(J!;;-
+-*

I In the same manner we should have found

1 From the last two equations we obtain by multiplication

(Yl"(XL"  = (u+4n (x+4-n  (,$y y;;r,, _ =r
= “;;I y+v-ij-  1--__ $ ( x + n + i )  ( y - n + i )

i=l x + v + i i=l (x+4 b+i)

It is easy to see that

l i m  n
n+l  y + v - i + l  _ 1.

w=m i=i x+v+i - ’

therefore it follows that

(B) (y)n(X)-n  = & 'x'(==ii',;;;+i'

This infinite product may be written as follows:

ii 1+L( I(1-Li= 1 x + i Y+i )

There is no difficulty in showing that it is convergent.
Application. 1. Vandermonde determined by aid of the above

formulae the value of the following integral: s

(Y) J  = v x  (P-l (I-tY)ydt.
d

Using Newton’s formula we find

J = “$1  (-l)‘(g x
i=O x+i *

Putting n = -x into formula (a) we have

(x)X(Y)-X  = z[ ixj(Y)i(X)-i=  E
(-1)1(4) x

x + i  -0
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Finally in consequence of (/I)  we get

(V J = (x)x(y)-x  = I? i(x+y+i)
i=l (x+i)  (y+i)  *

In the particular case of v=2,  x=1/  and y=  --‘A equation
(y)  gives

and according to formula (6)

This is W&s’s well-known formula.
Since from formula (2) it follows that

hence
( ?4?  1’18 = P//2)  16--%)  -I/¶

(--‘/2) A,* = p*

We shall see in 8 17 that (x), = r(x+l)  so that the
above quantity is equal to r(l/,), moreover that I’(l/i) = 1 ‘T

Application 2. Putting y-l instead of y and v=l into
formula (y) we have according to (1) 6 24

J = X j*fx-I (l-f)5r-1  df = x Q&Y),
0

Therefore in consequence of the preceding formulae we may
write

(4 B(x,y) = 3
(4 Yf’ )-x (x),  (y-l)-,

I==0 x + i X

Finally in consequence of (d) we have

i (x+y-1 +i)
B(x’y) = + i!j  (x+i) (y-l+i) t

and in the particular case of x=  l/L and y= l/p,
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Differences of a factorial. The first difference is

A(4,  = (x+l)n-- (xl,  =  1x+1---x+n-l]  (A,  =  n ( x ) , - ,  .

The second difference:

A’(x),  =  ALA(x),]  =  n(n-1) (x),,--?  =  (n)2(x)n-2a
The higher differences are obtained in the same manner and

we get

(3) Am(x),  = (n),(x),-, .
Differences of the generalised factorial

iWn.h  =  [x+h---x+nh---h](x).-,.h  =  hn(xL.h

and

(4) Am(dn.h  = hm(n)m(x)n-m,h.k

Differences of the factorial with negative arguments. It has
been shown in Q 2 that the differences of a function with negative
arguments are not of the same form as the differences of the same
function with positive arguments, Let us determine for instance the
differences of the following generalised factorial: (-x)~,  ,, , The
simplest way is, first to transform this factorial into another with
positive argument and then apply the above rule.

Since

we have

(-x)n.h  = (--l)n(x-l-nh--h),.h.

~(-x)n,h  = (--l)“hm(n),(x+nh--hl.-,,h.

Now the factorial in the second member may be trans-
formed into one with a negative argument, so that finally we have

~(---x)~.I,  = (-l)mhm(n),(--x-rnh),,.h.

‘&at is,in the m -th  difference the argument is diminished by mh.
In the particular case of h=l,  this formula gives

(5) Am(-x).  = (-l)m(n),(-x-m)n-~.
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Differences of the reciprocal factorial. The differences of
(xh, = l/(X$nh)n.h are determined in the usual manner;

A(x)-n.h  = (xm+ni+h),,h--&L =
= F+nh;h),,+,,,,  Ix+h----x---nh--hI  i

therefore
A(X)-,.,,  = ----hn(~Ll.~~

Repeating the operation m times we find

(6) Am(x).,,.,,  = (-1)”  hm(n+m--l).,(x)-,-,,.I,  =

= hm(-n).,  (X)-rr-nc.h  -

Hence the proceeding is exactly the same as in formula (4) in
the case of positive indices.

Particular case. Let h= 1 and n= 1.

(7) Am(x)-,  = Am-& =  ( - l ) “ ‘ ( x ) - , , - ,  =

(-1) mm!
==  (x+1)  (x+2) . . . (x+m+l).

Mean of a factorial. We have

M(X),,  = ‘/?I  (x+1);,  + W,,)  = ‘/2(4,,-,[2~+2--nJ.
The higher means are complicated.

Computation of factorials. If in an expansion x, (x) 2, (x):,  ,
(x),, are needed, to calculate them it is best to multiply first

x’ by (x - l ) ,  then to multiply the result (x):.  by (x-2) and so
on. If x, x1, . . . , x” were wanted we should proceed’ also by
multiplication. The amount of work is in both cases nearly
the same.

If only (x),, is required, and x is an integer, as it generally
will be, then we may obtain

log(x),, = logx! -log(x--n)!

using Dude’s Tables; I1 and the computation will not be longer
than that of logx”.

‘I F.  J.  Dunrfe,  Nou\elles  Tables de log n! i 33 dkimales depuis
n=l  A n=3000.  C;cntw.  1927.
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Q 17. The Gamma-Function. The factorial may be considered
as a function of the< index. Then in (n), the independent vari-
able is x. The differences of this function with respect to x are
not simple; since

A(n),  = (&[n--x--11-
Hence the higher differences are complicated. This function is
seldom considered in the generdl  case; on the other hand in the
particular case, if R=X and x is an integer, we get a very
important function,

(x), = 1. 2. 3. , . . x.

In Kramp’s  notation [lot. cit. 101  this function would be lx”.
Considering its importance, shorter notations were introduced.

For instance Camp used later (in 1808)

1 ,2 ,3 . . . . . x = x!

We will adopt this notation, which is the most in use to-day. In
England in the past the notation h was often used for 1.2.3, , , X.

The first difference of x! is simple:

A x !  = x .x !

but the higher differences are complicated.
The gamma function denoted by I’(x) is given for ;r> 0 by

the following definite integral:

(1) r(x)  = ie-f  P-1  d t
0

It may be considered, we shall see, as a generalisation of
(x--lLl.

From formula (1) it follows that r(l) ~1,  and by integration
by parts we get

r(x)  = ( x - l ) Jrn em’ Pm2 d t  = ( x - l )  r(x-1).
0

The difference equation thus obtained

(21 r(x)  = ( x - l )  l’(x-1)

equivalent to
AT(x)  = (x - l )  I ‘ ( x )
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may be considered as a characteristic property of the gamma
function. If x is an integer, then the solution of (21. is given by

T(x) =  ( x - l ) !

Therefore I’(x+l)  may be considered as ageneralisation of x!
Another definition of the gamma function may be had

starting from the definite integral below (beta-function) in which
n is a positive integer. By successive integration by parts we get

1

i u”-’  (1--u)“du  =
n-

(xJ;,
II+  I

let us put now u = t/n, then

If n increases indefinitely, we have

To determine the limit of an integral containing a parameter
n, some caution must be used” but here the proceeding is
justified, and we shall have

(4) I’(x)  = lim n! ny
,I-.‘2-  (x-i-n),,-,

valid for every value of x.
If x is a integer, then formula (4) may be deduced from

formula (2), § 16, indeed from the latter it follows that

n! nX ZIZ nX  (n),T,.-.x  Ix-l).,-,

(x+n),,,  , (xl-n),  (n),,-  ,--I
since

!~~  (x;;1,z
- -  = I a n d  (~---l)~...,  = f ( x ) .

Hence formula (4) is demonstrated.
A third definition of the gamma-function is given by’ ’

1” See Hobson, Functions of a Real Variable, Cambridge. 1907,  p.  599
‘:I The demonstration of this formula may be found. for instance,  in

E .  Artin. Einfiihrung  i n  d i e  Theorie  d e r  Gammafunhtir,n,  1931. Herl!n  p 1 4
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where C is Euler’s constant. The formula holds for every real
or complex value of x.

Gauss has given a multiplication formula for the gamma
function:

(6) I.(*)+++]  r(z ++) . ..r(z+q] =
= (2n)%C-11

n”“-‘IZ r(nz).
A demonstration is given in Arfin 110~.  cit. 13. p. 181.

Owing to Euler’s formula, the values of the gamma function
corresponding to negative arguments may be expressed by those
corresponding to positive arguments:

(7) r(-x) =-
%

sinn x r(x+l)  *

[See Artin  p, 251. F rom this formula we easily deduce

r(X) T(l-x)  =
%

sin n x *

Computation of r(z). Equation (2) gives

r(z)  = (z-l)F(z-1)  = (z-l),F(z-2)  =  .  .  *

= (z-l)”  T(z-n).

Therefore if z-l > n > z-2, the argument I-n=x  of the
gamma function will be such that 1 < x < 2. Consequently it is
sufficient to have tables for these values.

The best tables are those of Legendre giving logr  (x) from
x=1*000 to x=2’000  and the corresponding first three differen-
ces, to twelve figures.‘*

Particular values of the gamma function. If x is a positive
integer, then we have seen that r(x)  = (x-l)! ; moreover
from (8) it follows that

14  A. M. Legendre, Tables of the logarithms of the Complete r-function
to twelve figures. Tracts for computers. Cambridge University Press. 1921,

.
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r(-x)  = a,  I’(O)  z m  a n d T(-f,A)  = p

The definition of the facforial  may be extended by aid of
gamma functions for every value of x and n by the following
formula:

(9) Ix),,  = I’(x+4
I’(x-n+l)

This gives, it n is a positive integer,

(x), = x(x-1) (x-2) . . . , (x-n+l).

For n = 0 (9) will give (x), = 1; if n is a negative integer
n=-m, from (9) we obtain

wn~ = (x+1)  rx+2; . . , (x+mj = (xim),:!

conformably to our definitions of $j 16.
Moreover, the extension of the definition of the factorial by

gamma functions conforms to the extension by formula (2) of
8 16; indeed, putting the values (9) into this formula, we find
the following identity:

l’(x+*) l’(x+*) r’(x-m$l)
l-(x+1-n)  -1 I’(x-m+l)  .  I’(x-n+I) .

Q 18. Incomplete Gamma-Function. The definition of this
function is the following:

,I,

11) f’,,,(p+l)  :=  1’  Pe-‘dt.
ti

Pearson introduced the function Z(u,p),  obtained by dividing
the incomplete gamma function by the corresponding complete
function

,I!
r,,,(P+*)

I(w)  = f(p+*)
1 .
~= r(P+*)  II- i t”e“  df

where u is an abbreviation for ml v p+l.

Pearson published a double-entry table giving the values
of the function Z(u,p),  to seven decimals, from p = -1 to p = 50
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(where Ap=O’2),  for the necessary values of u,  (where
Az~=o’l).~~

The table also contains several formulae enabling us to
calculate Z(u,p)  corresponding to values of u and p outside the
range of the table.

Equation (1) gives by integration by parts

From this we conclude that

putting

(4)

we may write

The function $(m,x) has also been tabulated. There are for
instance tables of this function in Pearson’s Tables for Statisticians
and Biometricians, [vol. I, pp. 115-121.1  from m=O’l  to m=15
(where Am=O’l)  for all the necessary values of x (if Ax=l).

It can be shown by the tables of the function Z(u,p)  that for
U= vp o r  m=Vp(p+l)  w e  h a v e  ~(v$,p)  < 1/2 a n d  f o r

- -
u=  1J p+l  or m=p+l  we have I( \,m,p)  > 1/2.

If p is an integer, by repeated integration by parts we obtain
from (1)

,

(6) Z(u,p)  = 1 - 2:  5 e-m = 1 - Lzo  + (m,x).

Remark.  From this we may deduce the sum of a first
section of the series em;  indeed

P+l ms

Z --z em]l-I(u,p)].
zco x !

JJ  K. Pearson, Tables of the Incomplete Gamma-Function, London, 1922.
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Moreover from (4) we get

oJQ(t.x)dt  = -ql(m,x)  + JUQ(t,x-I)  dt.
0

8 19. The Diamma  Function. Pairman  called the deriva-
tive of log r(x+l)  digamma function and denoted it by F(x).
(Digamma is an obsolete letter of the Greek alphabet.)‘O

To obtain the derivative of log r (x+1) we shall start from
formula (4) of Q .17.  It will give

logr(x+l)  = lim [log n! .f (X+1) log  R - I: log  (X+v)].
“Em v=l

It can be shown that the derivative of the second member
may be obtained by derivation term by term, moreover that after
derivation the second member tends to a limit if R increases
indefinitely; therefore we shall have

(2)
n+z 1

F (x )  = Dlogr  (x+1) =  l im [logn-  Z1 x+v  I.
?t=OJ

From this we deduce

(3) F(0)=l&[logn-  E] = -c

where C is Euler’s constant. It may be computed by formula (3)
as exactly as required. We find

C = 0’57721 56649 01532 86060 65120 90082,

A function denoted by t/v(x),  which differs but little from
the digamma function, has already been considered, first by
Legendre in 1809 and later by Poisson and Gauss. (See N. Niel-
sen, Handbuch der Gammafunktion, p. 15). We have

q(x) = F(x-1).

First difference of the digamma function:

A F (x) = DAlogr(x+l)  = D log ;;;$# = Dlog (x+1)  iz

1- -
x+1 *

1s  E. Pairman,  Tables of the Digamma- and Trigamma-Functions.
Tracts for Computers, Cambridge University Press, 1919.

i
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Therefore we have F (1) = F (0) + 1 and if n is an integer

F(n) = f (0)+1+‘/z+%+~..+~.

Hence F (x-l) is a function whose difference is equal to
1,/x;  it is analogous to logx, whose derivative is l/x.

The higher differences of the digamma function are easily
obtained by aid of formula (7) Q 16; we find

(4) Am  f (x) = Am-l  --&  = (-l)m-l (m-1) 1 = (-l),-l(.&,~
(x+mlm

The values of the digamma function corresponding to
negative arguments may be expressed by those of positive
arguments. Starting from formula (8) of Q 17, we have

logr  (x) + logr  (l-x) = log 32  - log sin 3z  xi

by derivation we obtain

(51 f I--x)  = f (x-4) + z cot nx.

To deduce a Multiplication Formula for the digamma ftmc-
tion, we start from formula (6) of $j 17; taking the logarithms
of both members of the equation; we find

* i
z log r(r  +,) = l/z (n-l) log 2n-(m--4/2) log n+1og  r(nz),
820

‘Derivation with respect to z gives

2 DlogI’(z+;)  = -rrlogn+  Dlogr(nz)
i=O

which gives, putting z=x  ++ and p = n- i - l

(6) F(nx) = lognf +- i,F(x-X).
!’

Remark. Starting from formula (5) 8 17,  we may obtain
another expression for the digamma function. Indeed, taking the
logarithms we have

-log  r (x) = log x + cx + f [log (I+$)  -$I.
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Putting in x+1 instead of x, since derivation term by
term is justified, we get

F(x) =-&-c+ 5 1,
I

l
r=, y 1x+l+Y  -

This may be written more simply

(7) F (x) =

Computation of the digamma function. Pairman’s Tables
quoted above give the values of the digamma function and its
central differences a2 and a4,  to eight decimals, from x=0%0
to x=20%0  where Ax=o’O2.  If F (I)  is needed, and 2>20,
then we will use formula (6) and put z=nx so as to have
2-= x < 20. It may be useful to remark that the logarithm

f?guring  in this formula is a Napier’s logarithm.
8 20. The Trigamma Function. Pairman denoted the second

derivative of log F (x+1) by F (x), calling it trigamma function.

F (x) = D F lx) = D”  log r (x+1).

Hence starting from formula (2) or (7) of Q 19 we get

(1) f (4 = .i, (x:42.
___-

Prom this we deduce

In the paragraph dealing with Bernoulli polynomials we
shall see that

5 ;; = ;.
*=l

Therefore we have

f (0) = ; = 1 .64493 40668 48226 43647 24151 66646.. . .

First ‘difference of the trigamma function:

A F (4 = DA f (x) = D & =
-A-
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The higher differences are complicated.
From this we obtain F (1) = F (0) - 1 and if R is an

integer

F(n) = F(o)++-+ . . . -$.

The values of the trigamma function corresponding to
negafive arguments may be expressed by those of positive
arguments. Starting from formula (5) f$ 19, we obtain by deriva-
tion with respect to x .

F ( -x )  = -2& - F (x- l ) .

( Multiplication formula for the trigamma function. Starting
< from formula (6) Q 19, derivation gives

Compufafion of the frigamma function. In Pairman’s Tables
we find F (I)  and its central differences b’ and V to eight deci-
mals from r=O’OO  to 2=2000  (where Az=o’O2).

If z > 20 we shall use formula (3) putting z=nx  so as to

have+=x<20.

$ 21. Expansion of 10g  r (x+1) into a power series.
If 1 x I c 1 then we shall have

l o g  I’  (x+1) =  5 qlDmlogf’  (x+1) ],ti.
d m.

We have seen in 8 20 that

If 1 > I xl this series is uniformly convergent, and the
derivative of the second member may be obtained term by term,
so that we get for m>l

Dm  l og  r (x+1) = % (-‘;;E;l) 1
I.=1

and therefore
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[ Dmlogr(x+l)]m,  = (-I)* (W-I) ! 5 ‘.
q=, vm

Let us Write

In the paragraph dealing with Bernoulli polynomials we
shall see that

s2, =
cwzn  B

2 (24  ! 2n
where B,,  is a Bernoulli number.

There is no known formula for s~,,+~  but Stielties  computed
these sums to 32 decimals for m=2,  3, 4, . . . , 70.17

log F (1)x0  and [ D log r (x+1) j2=o  = f (0) = -C.
lhce

(2) log1”  (x+1)  = - c x  +  ,s (-l)m  z xm

if -l<xll.
Putting x=1  into formula (2) we get

The series is convergent, but the convergence is very slow.
8 22. The Binomial Coefficient. In Infinitesimal Calculus

sequences of functions which satisfy the condition

(al D fn(x)  = fn-1  (x)
are very important. Such sequences are for instance

f,(x)  = 3
and

f”(X) = %4x) ; f,(x)  = En(x)

where q,,(x) is the Bernoulli polynomial of the first kind, of
degree n, and E,,(X) the Euter  polynomial.

I7 T. J.  Stieltjes,  Acta  Mathematics.  Vol. 10, 1887. Table des valeurs
des sommes

s),‘  = Ji n-‘1’
%=I



The sequences satisfying

D f,(x)  = fn,, (4
a.re also important. Such sequences are for instance

f,,(X)  -
I--l)“-’  (n- l )  !

X”

and

f”(X)  = e --I.*‘* H, (x) ,
where H,l(x) is the Hermite polynomial of degree n (8 147); and

f,l (xl = 5 cm  G(x)

where GE(x)  is the polynomial of degree n of § 148.
If f,(x) is a polynomial of degree n then expanding it in

the following manner

(PI f”(X) = c& + c, /I;)  , + . . #.  . + cn-1  x + cn

we have in consequence of (u)

fn-1  I-4 = c,, (nz;)  , + c,  &!) I + . . . . . + c ,L,

from this we conclude that the coefficients ci of the polynomial
(p)  are independent of the degree R of the polynomial, so that
they may be determined once for all. This is a great simpli-
fication.

If a function F(x) is expanded into a series of f,(x) func-
t i o n s  (u)

F(x) = 2, C”f”W

then we may easily determine the integral and the derivatives of
this function. Indeed we have on the hypothesis that these
operations are permited  term by term

s F(x) dx =  h +  9, C”f”,l(Xl

a n d

DmF(x)  = !i c,,f,-m(x).
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In the same manner, in the Calculus of Finite Differences
the sequences satisfying

(Y) Afnb)  = fn-, (4
are important. Such sequences are, for instance, the binomial
coefficients

f”(X)  = x(x-1) (x-2) . . . (x-n+l) x
1.2.3..:..n

=
(In

and
f,(x)  = 9”(X) a n d  f,(x)  = 5‘,(x)

where q,,(x)  is the Bernoulli polynomial of the second kind of
degree n, and 5,(x) the Booze  polynomial.

Equally important are the sequences which satisfy the con-
di tion

Af,(x)  = In+,  (4.
Such a sequence is for instance

- ..,..(n-I)
ffr(x)  = (~!+:~~~:2~(x3+3).  , . (x+n) -

If f,,(x) is a polynomial of degree n then, expanding it in the
following manner,

(d) f,(x)  = e,(;~+c,  (.g +*..**+cn-1[:)  +c*
we have in consequence of (y)

f”-,(X) = co [n:l) +cl  Ln-12)  +....+ G-1.

Therefore we conclude that the coefficients ci of the polynomials
(8) are independent of the degree R of the polynomial; they may
be determined once for all, which is a great simplification.

If a function F(x) is expanded into a series of such func-
tions

FIX)  = m; c,f,,Ix)

then we may easily determine the differences of F(x)

AmF  ( x )  =  5 cnfn-m(x)
(1=1,*

i
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and moreover as we shall see ($32) also the indefinite sum
of  F(X].

The binomial coefficient is without doubt the most
important function of the Calculus of Finite Differences, hence
it is necessary to adopt some brief notation for this function.
We accepted above the notation of J. L. Raabe [Journal fiir reine
und angewandte Mathematik 1851, Vol. 42, p. 350.] which is most
in use now, putting

(1)
X

0
= x(x-1) (x-2) . . . (x-n+l)

n 1.2.3....n

The binomial coefficients corresponding to integer values of
x and n have been considered long ago. Pascal’s “Triangle
Arithmetique”,  printed in 1654, is formed by these numbers; but
they had been published already a century earlier in Nicolo
Tartaglia’s  “General Trattato di Numeri i Misure” (Vinegia 1556,
Parte II, p, 70, 72).

In Chu  Shih-chieh’s treatise ,,Szu-yuen  Yii-chien” (The
Precious Mirror of the Four Elements), published in 1303, they
are indicated as an old invention, Omar Khayyam of Nishapur
(d. 1123) knew them already in the eleventh century; and this
is our earliest reference for the subject.

Omar Khayyam’s fame as a poet and philosopher seems
to have thrown his eminence in mathematics and astronomy into
the shade; nevertheless it must be recorded that these sciences
owe much to him. [ Woepcke,  L’Algebre  d’Omar Alkhylmi,  Paris
1851.1

In those early times no mathematical notation was used for
these numbers. It seems that the first notation used was that of
Euler.‘”

Condorcet in the article “Binome“ of the Encyclopddie

Is  Euler first used the notation
and then  (i) in

[f] in Acta  Acad.  Petrop. V. 1781;
Nova Acta  Acad.  Petrop. XV. 1799-1802. Raabe’s  notation

(i)  is a slight modification of the second. It is used for instance in:
Bierens  de Huan, Tables d’Integrales  definies,  Leide, 1867.
Hagen,  Synopsis Vol. I. p.  57. Leipzig, 1891.
Pascal, Repertorium Vol. I. p. 47, Leipzig, 1910.
Encyclopidie der Math, Wissenschaften, 1898-1930,
L. M.  Mifne  Thomson, Calculus of Finite Differences, London, 1933.
G.  Ii.  Hardy,  Course of Pure Mathematics, p. 256, London, 1908.

5
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Mdthodique [Tome I, 1784, p, 2231  used the notation (x)” cor-

responding to our x
(1

; but later, in his “Essai sur I’Application

de 1’Analyse  a la iluralite  des voix” [Paris, 1785, p. 41, he

adopted the notation $ for .
Meyer Hirsch [Integral Tibles, London 18231,  uses the Hin-

denhurgian notation, “well known in Germany” at that time. It
was the following:

T .M-1 = xM-2, . . , .

French authors generally use the following notation:

Schliimilch [Compendium, 4 th ed. Vol. 1. p, 351,  Whitfaker
and Robinson [lot.  cit. 1. p. 431 use the following notation:

XIIn = (Xl”.

Mathews [Encyc. &it. 11th ed. Vol. I. p. 6071  and G. J. Lid-
stone [Journ.  Inst. of Actuaries Vol. LX111 p, 59, 19321 use

X0n = X(n) *

The following notation has also been proposed:

X0n = (xd..
l

This notation, though seldom used, would be the best; indeed, if
x and n are complicated expressions, for instance fractions, then
in all other notations the printing is very difficult; moreover, the
formulae lose their clearness.

The binomial coefficient X

0
was considered first as

the coefficient of f” in the expatsion  of (1 +f)x,  for instance by
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Tartaglia,  and later, as the number of combinations of x elements
taken n by n by Pascal.

The definition (1) of the binomial coefficient given above
may be extended to every value of x, provided that n be a
positive integer.

From (1) we get, putting x=n,

For x=0 we have

Moreover, if x is a positive integer smaller than n, from (1)
it follows that

XII = 0.n

On the other hand, if x is a positive integer larger than n,
we deduce

(2)
XII IX . x- -

n - n!(n-x).! =  x - nt 1

Putting into (1) x = --z we obtain

(y) = ( - 1 ) ”  (r+;-1)

I 1

Remark. If z is a positive integer, then the absolute value of
-2
R is equal to the number of combinations with repetition of z

elements taken n by R.
We may extend the definition of the binomial coeffigient  x

to every real or complex value of x and n, by writing I )n

(4)
X0 --J&= I’bfl)

n Wrt r(n+l)  r(x-n+l)  ’

It is easy,to  show that, in the cases considered before, the
definition (4) leads to the same results as definition (1).
Moreover, putting n = 0 into formula (4) we have
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This is true even if x is also equal to zero

If n is a negative integer and if x is not a negative integer,
putting n = -m we get

XI 1 rtx+11
- m = F(l-m)  r(x+m+l)  = O,

since then r (l-m) = 00 ,
If x and R are negative integers, then putting into (4)

x = --I and n = --m we find

-2
( 1

lyl-2)
- m = T(l-m)  r(m+l-2)  ’

By aid of formula (8) ($17,  remarking that

sinnz  = sin[n (z-m) +mn]  = (-l)a-msinmn,

we get
(-l)‘+“r(m)

= r(l)  T(m+l-2) = (-l)z+”  (;I;)  .

From this we conclude, z and m being positive- integers, that if
z>m  or if z=O,  then

-2
I I-m = 0, 0I 1 - 0- m  -

and if z=m

- mI 1 = 1.- m

Besfdes from (4) it follows that n
I 1

= 1 for every value of n.

The definition of the binomial Zefficient  may be extended
also by Ccwchy’s  formula. (See Q 14, and N. Nielsen, Gamma-
function p, 158.) If x > -1 then

co+ p cos(x-2n)q dp,  = Ux+ll
F(n+l)  r(x-n+=
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Differences of the binomial coefficient with respect to the
upper index. If n is a positive integer, we have

(6) A[;]  = I”;‘)  -(;) = (Ll]  [ x+l-;+n-l]  =

and therefore

(7)

Formula (6) may be written

This gives a very good rule for computing step by step a

table of the numbers x ,
II

Equation (7) shozs that the numbers
0
x form a solution
n

of the homogeneous partial difference equation

(7’) f (n+l,x+l)  - f (n-$1,x) - f (n,x) = 0.

The general solution of this equation is given later (8 182
and Q 183) where it is shown that starting from .the  initial con-
ditions f (0,O) = 1 and f (n,O) = 0 if n>O  or 60,  we find that
f(n,x)  is equal to the coefficient of t” in the expansion of

(1 +t1=*
Differences of the function with negative argument.

we have seen that

(ix) = (-1)” (x+n”-‘1;
therefore we have

and moreover
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Let us remark that, if the argument of the binomial coeffi-
cient is negative, it is diminished by one in the difference. This
will be useful later.

Differences of the reciprocal binomial coefficient. Since
this latter may be written

1-=
0

I% = n! (x-n)-,
X

n

we may apply formula (6) $j 16, giving the differences of a
reciprocal factorial. We find

Ad- =
II

nl Am(x-n),  = n!(-n),,,  (x-n)+m  =
X

n = (--1l*n-~

General&ad  binomial coefficients. We will denote the ge-

neralised binomial coefficient of degree n by
is

= x(x-h) (x-2h) . . , (x-nh+h)  ,
1.2.3.....n

To determine the differences of this function in a system
in which the increment of x is equal to h, rhat  is Ax=h,  we will
write

and applying our formula giving the difference of the generalised
factorial (4) 8 16, we find

and in the same manner

A(1
lnx

* - hm n xm .I Ins- -
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We have

7 1

therefore the higher means will be complicated.
Generating function of the binomial coefficient with respect

to X. We have seen [formula 14, 8 lo] that this generating
function is:

XGI 1n =  (&;“+I  =  t nII
x p.

Starting from this expression we may deduce a forniula
analogous to that of Cauchy  given below (14). Obviously we
have

5 g x g p+Y =
I II I

tn+m

-Fy) n m (1~f)n+m+**

Putting x+y=z  and noting that the coefficient of t’ in both
members is the same, we have

Formula (11) may be extended to multiple sums. Indeed,
starting from (11) we may write

x I
21

nl+n2+l 11

z+l--z,  =

5 1 t

r+2
n,+n,+n,+2 1

applying formula (11.1 to the first factor of the first member of
this equation we get

IS’ n.(
2+1-z,  x,

I(  I(
21-X1-l

3 4 4 1
Putt ing  now z,-x,-l = x2  and z -x , -x ,  = x3  we f ind:

In the sum of the first member every combination of the
numbers x,, x2  and x3,  with repetition and permutation, must
be taken so that

x, + x, + x3  = 2.
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Continuing in the same way, we should obtain a still more
general formula:

where

n,+n,+  , . . +n,  = n and x1+x2+ , . . +xm = 1.

In the sum of the first member every combination of the
numbers x1, x2, , . . , xm  should be taken, with permutation and
repetition, satisfying the above equation.

The derivatives and the integral of the binomial coefficient
will be deduced later by aid of the Stirling numbers of the first
kind. Here only the results are mentioned.

Dm (;]  = -$ z (Y),  Xv-‘:s:

JI 1
; dx

We shall see later that this integral may be expressed by
the Bernoulli polynomial of the second kind of degree n+l,
that is by %+l(x)

J( 1; dx = %+,(x1  + k.

The binomial coefficient may be considered as a function

07 the lower index. Let us write it thus: .

The difference of this function with rtspect  to x is

(12)  A[;)=[x;l)-(:],=(;)[~-l]  =

The higher differences are complicated.

The mean of l is
(1
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and therefore

(13)

Hence in this case the higher means are very simple.

The generating function of z with respect to x is
I 1

From this we may deduce a useful formula found by Cauchy.
Putting

(l+t)“(l+t)”  = (l+f)“+m

and noting that in both members of this equation the coeffi-
cients of tz are the same, we get

(14)

This is Cauchy’s formula. It may be extended for any
number of factors. From (14) we deduce

where x2  = z,-x,  and xQ  = z-x1-x2.
Continuing in the same manner we finally obtain Cauchy’s

polynomial formula

(15) I
nl+n2+/+nq = z (;:) (;:) ..* [z).

.

In the sum of the second member every combination with
repetition and permutation of the numbers x,,  x2,  . . ,, x,,, should
be taken so that x1+x2+x3+  . . . +x,  = z.

Computation of binomial coefficienfs.  If in an expansion

in paragraph 16, and then divide respectively by 11,  2!,  . , . , nl.

If only one term c
( 1

is required, and if x and n are positive
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integers, less than 3001,  then we may use Dude’s Tables [Ioc.
cit. 111,  and the formula

log(+logx!-log*!-log  (x-n) !

There are also small tables giving E ls(1
To compute a table of the binomial coefficients correspon-

ding to positive integer values of x and n, it is best to start
from the difference equation (7’),  which will be written in the
following manner:

f(n,x)  =  f(n,x--1)  +  f(n-1,x-l),

taking account of the initial conditions f(n,O)  = 0, if n is
different from zero and f(O,O) = 1. These conditions are
necessary and sufficient. Indeed, starting from them we may
obtain by the aid of the above equation every value of f(n,x)
Putting x=1 we find

f(n,l) = 0 if n>l  or n<O

f(l,l) = 1  and  f(O,l)  = 1 .

Putting x=2  we have

f(n,2)  = 0 if n>2 or 60

f(2,2)  = 1 ,  f(1,2) =2,  f(0,2)  = 1 .

Continuing in this manner we should find in general

f ( -n,x)  = 0,  f(x+n,r)  = 0  f(x,x) = 1  and  f (O,x)  = 1 .

Q 23. Expansion of a function into a series of binomial
coefficients. If the function is a polynomial of degree n,  and the
polynomial Pi(x) of degree i is given for every value of i then ,
it is easy to show that it may be expanded into a series of
polynomials Pi(x) in one way only. Indeed, putting

f(x) = c”.+c,P,(x) + *. . + c,P,(x)~-
Is See  Ch. Jordan, Approximation by orthogonal polynomials. Annals

of Mathematical Statistics Vol. 3, p, 354. Ann Arbor, Mich,  1932. The table
gives the values for x<lll  and n<ll.
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and noting that the coefficients of x*  are in both members
identical, we obtain for Y=O,  l,, , . n,  in all, n+l  equations

I
determining the n+l  unknoti  coefficients cO, C, , . . . c,, .

If the polynomial f(x) is given by
I

(1) f ( x )  = a,+a,x+a,x2+....+a,x”

and Pi(x)  = ( xT  )h

then the required expression is the following:

(2)  f(x) = b,+b,(XTa)*  +b,(x7),+...+b”(xy3-

The shortest way to determine the coefficients bi is to use
formula (10) of 8 22; to do this, let us write the m -th  difference
of the expression (2) of f(x); we have

(3) yf(x)  = hm  [ brn + b,,, ( “T”  jh + . - ’ + bn [ ;fm)i ]

therefore
b,  = pf (a) / hm

and the expansion will be

(41 f(x) = f(a)  + ( xya)h

&f (4
+[““],,+7

This is the general form of Newton’s. formula for a poly-
nomial; the function f(x) and its differences for x=a  must be
known.

From formula (4) we may easily deduce the differences
of f(x) for any value whatever of x:

I,f f(x) is a polynomial of degree R,  then from (3) it follows
that the m -th difference of f(x) is of degree n-m; the n -th
difference is a constant, and the higher differences are equal
to zero.
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Therefore in the calculus of finite differences it is always
advantageous to express polynomials by Newton’s formuia.

It has been shown elsewhere [Ch. Jordan lot. cit. 19. p.
257~-3571  what importance Newton’s formula has for the sta-
tistician, This is not yet sufficiently recognised,  since nearly
always the statistician expands his polynomials in power series
in spite of the fact that he is generally concerned with the
differences and sums of his functions, so that he is obliged to
calculate these quantities laboriously. In Newton’s expansion
they would be given immediately.

If f(x) corresponding to a given value of x is needed; the
computation is not much longer in the case of a Newton series.
than in that of a power series. In the latter it is necessary to
compute x, x2,  x3,  . . . , x” and these are obtained most readily
by multiplication. In the case of a Newton series it is necessary
to compute (x-a), (x-a) (x-e--h), (x-u) (x-a-/r)  (x-a-2h)
and so on; these should also be obtained by multiplication; the
only additional work is division by 1, 2, 3, and so on.

But if a table of the values f(a), f (a+h),  f (a+2h),  . . . , and
so on, is required, this is obtained by Newton’s formula with
much less work than by a power series20

The method used is that of the addition of differences. Since
f(x) is a polynomial of degree n, kf(x)  = &f(u)  i s
constant. Putting x=a+[h the differences Arlf(x)  are then
given step by step by h

A”-lf  (a+&)  = A”-If  (a) + &Vf (a)

for 6~1231 , I”. The differences Ar2f(x) are given by

Ar2f  (a+Eh+h)  = Ar2f  (o+Eh) + A,‘f  (a+G)
and so on:

k’-,f (a+[h+h)  = ,&‘-If  (a+lh) -f A”-,  “f (a+th).

Finally
f(a+5h+N  =  f(a+th)  +  Af(o+W

In this way we obtain by simple additions not only a table
of f(a+th)  but also that of the corresponding differences.

20  The method is shown in lot.  cit. 19,  p. XI, and an example is
given on p.  301.
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For instance, given: A3f(x)  ~6,  A’f(0)  =12,  Af(0)  =7,
f(O)=1  we find

I
I x A3f  (4 A’f (x) Af  (xl f(x)t

0 6 1
! 1 :i \-1; 8

2 24
3 30 ;; ‘.A ;I
4 36 9 1 125

We have seen that Newton’s formula may be obtained by
symbolical methods (8 6). Indeed from

it follows that
E = l+A

p = (l+A)x = ,% (i) Am.

This gives, for Z=Q if f(z) is a polynomial of degree n

f(o+x)  = ,;z (;) A”W-

z - bPutting : x z - r - bh and writing f(a + h ) = F(z)

we have

(6)

This is the general form of Newton’s formula.

Application. Expansion of 7 f(x), Writing in formula (6)
0

x instead of z and v instead of b, and moreover putting h=I,
we get

f(x) = f(v) +(x~]Af(y,  +I”;?-jAY(v) +se.+

Since

+ ( xy] &f(v)*
1:) (“;;;y)  = (“?I L”,v)  ’
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x
we have multiplying the preceding equation by y ,( I

(7)

Example. Expansion of

The expansion of (x) vf (x) would be made in the same
manner. Formula (7) is not only useful for determining the

differences but as we shall see later also the sum of I I: f (x)*
Newton’s backward formula. In Newton’s formula treated

above, the argument of each difference is the same. Sometimes
it is useful to have decreasing arguments in the expansion,

In 8 6 we found by symbolical methods E I=  l/(1- $ ), hence

f(F)  being a polynomial of degree n, if we apply this operation
to f(a) we have

(8) f (a+x)  = ,z [ x+:-l ]Amf  (a-m).

Putting into this equation x = (z-b) /h and writing

f(a+y)= F(z)

we get

(9)

AmF (b-mh)
F(z) r 1; ( z-b+mmh-k)h ’ h” -- ,

This is Newton’s backward formula in its general form.
Putting h=l  and b = -1 we obtain an important

particular case. Writing x instead of z we have

(10) F(X)  = 2: (“;t;“)  AmF(-m-l).

It may be useful to remark that

F--l)“-‘[AmF(x)lx=-nr--l  = [AmW-4L.
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Formula (10) may serve in the same manner as (6)  for

the expansion of
0
z F(x). Indeed, multiplying (10) by [ 5)

we obtain

(11) (:) W) = ,x (“j-‘)  (;$;)  [Am~~~llxz--m-~.

Example 2. Given F(x) x E , Formula (10) will give( 1

Example 2. Let us put into formula (11) F(x) = (3.  We
find

(z)  (;) =  2 (5”) (‘;‘+t  )  (-slic+2),

This formula may serve to determine the ,D -th  difference
of the first member; we obtain

Ap I(:)  (;)I  = 2 (‘:“) (1:;‘)  (y;;!!p),

A function f(x) which is not a polynomial may nevertheless
in certain cases be expanded nto a Newton series (6 124); but
then the series will be infinite. Applying formula (10) we get
for instance

2”=%  x;m -&.
w=o ( )

An arithmetical progression is a polynomial f(x) correspon-
ding to ~=a,  a+h,  a+Zh. . . . whose first difference is constant;
therefore it can be expressed by Newton’s formula in the fol-
lowing way:

y (4
f(x) = f(Q) + (x-cQh,

Example 3. Given the series 1,3,5,  7, , . . , Here we must put
h=l,  a=l,  f(a)=1  and Af(a)  ~2.  Therefore we have

f(x) = 1 + 2(x-l)
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The general term of an arithmetical progression of order n
is a polynomial whose R -th  difference is constant. It may be
given by formula (4).

Example 4. Arithmetical progression of the third order.
Given: 1, 8, 27, 64, . . . In this case n=3,  h=I,  a=1  and f(a)=l.
To determine the differences for x=1 let us write the table of
the successive values of f(x):

8 27 64 . . .
1 9 i7

1 2 1 8
6

1

7

Therefore

f(x)  = I + 7 (“T’)  + 12(xy1)  +6(x;1)’

Q 24. Beta functions. These are functions of two variables
denoted by B(x,y). Their definition is

(1) f P-’ ( l - t ) ”  d t  = B(x,y).

It is easy ti show that B(x,y) = B(y,x). The Beta function
may be expressed by Gamma functions20a:

(4
Jw  F(Y)

B(x,Y) = p(x+y)  s

This follows immediately from formula (E) 8 16; indeed,
by aid of (9) § 17 we deduce

B(x,y)  = (x)x  (Y-11-x  = (x-l).-,  (Y-l)Y-1  =
X (x+Y----lL+Y-l

= W) T(Y)
m+Yl ’

B(x,y) may be expressed with aid of (2)  by a binomial
coefficient

(3)

*m  See for instance C. Jordan, Cours d’Analyse,  3. ed. Tome II, p.  222.
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This formula may serve to compute B(x,y)  if x is a positive
integer.

On the other hand, in the general case, the binomial coeffi-
cient may be expressed by a Beta function; writing in formula
(3) n+l  instead of x and x-n+1  instead of y we get

X( 1n = (x+1) B(n:l  , X-n+l)  ’

From the expression (2) we may deduce by aid of formula
(2) 8 17

Ux+l) F(Y)
B(x+Ly)  =  r(x+y+l~  = & B(JGY)-

This gives the difference of B(x,y)  with respect to x

$B(x,y)  = --+W,Y),

In the same manner we should obtain

!Bhu) = - -&B(x~Y).

Therefore we conclude that B (x,y)  satisfies the following Dart -
ial  difference equation

(4) E B(x,y)  + FB(x,yj  --B(x,y)  = 0.
2

By aid of (3) we get from formula (7) 8 16

Am ’~ = (-1)” / B(x+l,  m+l)
x+1

I and from formula (4) 5 19 we obtain the m -th  difference of the
digamma-function:

Am F ( x )  = (-l)m-l  B(x+l,m).

Putting t = u/(1+  )II we may deduce from formula (l),

OD

I
llx-l

o’ (l+u)x+y
du = B(x,y).

6
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On the other hand, putting t = sin’g,  into (1) we get

(6) B(x,y)  = 2J”2zsin  2r1p)  cos 2+9 dq.

Finally in Q 16 we found formula (5‘)

(7)
- i (x+y+i-1)

B(x*Y)  = + 2, (x+i)  ( y + i - 1 )  ’

Particular case 1. Let y=x.  From (6) it follows that

‘/*n
B(x,x) = &cJ sin 2r1 (2~)  dq

0

but this integral is equal to

2 .2,4.6.  , . . (2x-2)
B(x,x)  = -

2%3.5,7.. . . (2x-l)

if x is an integer [Bietens  de Ha&z,  Nouvelles Tables d’Int&ra-
les Definies  (2) Table 401.

In the case considered formula (7) will give

i(2x+i-1)
B(xsx) = $ zi (x+i)  ( x + i - 1 )  ’

Since according to (2)

B(x,x)  = y;;y2

and in consequence of the multiplication formula (6) $j 17

r(2x)  = l-(X)  F(x+1/)  21”1,
v r

Hence writing VT = r&2) we have

From (6) it follows directly that

B(l,l)  = 1  and  B(1/2,1/$)  =  n.
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Particular case 2. Let y=l-x.  By aid of formula (6) we
have [Bierens  de Haan,  (1) Table 421

B(x,l-x)  = 2 rn tan2r$  dg,  = &.
c i

Since from formula (2) it follows thafB(x,  l-x) = I’(x) I’(l-x),
Euler’s formula (8) of Q 17 -is  demonstrated.

Formula (5) gives

B(x,  l-x) = of;$ du.

This integral is, according to Bierens  de Haan  [(l) Table 16)
equal to njsinnx.

Finally from formula (7) we get

B(x,  1-x)  = + jl &:

this is the well-known infinite product giving ,z/sinnx.
Particular case 3. Let y=l;  from (1) we immediately deduce

B(x,l)  = +,

825.  Incomplete Beta-Function, This function, denoted by
B, (p, g), is the following:

(1) B,(p, q) = j-=tp-’  (l-t) 9-l dt.
0

Instead of B,(p, q) the function Z,(p, Q) is generally intro-
duced. This is obtained by dividing the incomplete Beta-func-
tion by the corresponding complete function:

The numerical values of Z,(p, Q) may be evaluated by in-
tegration by parts or taken from Pearson’s tables, if p 5 50 and
q s 50.=

*I H. E. Sopet,  Numerical Evaluation of the Incomplete B-function.
Tracts for Computers, Cambridge University Press, 1921.

K. Pearson, Tables of the incomplete Beta-function, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1934.
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In the tables, I,@,  9) is given only for the values p L q,
This is sufficient, since we have

(3) I.Y(P,  q) = 1 - 1,-.x(9,  PI.
Let us remark moreover that

Zx(Pv  PI  = 1 - f 1% (Pt  ?a

where x1  = I -  (4x--1/2)“.
The tables give the function for p and q from 0’5 to 50. The

intervals Ap and Aq are equal to 0’5  from 0’5  to 11, and to 1’0
from 11 to 50. Moreover x is given from 0 to I; and Ax=O’Ol.

Some mafhemafical properties of the function. The function
ZJp,  q) satisfies the following difference equation:

( 4 ) L (p+l,  9+11  =  xl, (Ps 9+1)  +  (l-4  L(P+L  9 1

hence the values of Z,(p, q) may be computed for every integer
value of p and q, starting from

Ix(P,l)  = xp and Z,  ( I ,  q )  = I -  (I-x)r.

From (2) we obtain, by integration by parts,

(5)
r(P+9)I, (p, q) = r(p+l)r(--$r~  (I--x)q-’  + Zx  (P+L 9-I).

From this it follows immediately that

(6) L (Pt  9)  ‘1, (p+l,  9-4)  ’

Soper  has obtained another formula “by  raising p” in the
following way: Starting from

D[fp(l--f)q]  = ptP-’  ( l - f )  q--qfp(l-f)@  =

= pfp-J (I-f)q--i-  (p+q)  tp (I-f)q-’

integrating both members and multiplying by
~(P+9)/JYP+l)  T(9) gives

(7; zx(p9  q,  = r(p+l)r(g)
r(p+q)-xJn  (l-x) ‘I + I,  (p+l,  q).

From this it results that

03) UP, 9)  ‘Ix (p+lt  91;
moreover it can be shown in like manner that

L(P, 9+1)  ’ I.Y(P,  9).
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Starting from Z,(p,  p) we deduce from what preceds

1, h al ’ zx IP1  PI > 1, Ia, f-4 if q>p
and therefore

(9) 1,  (q,  PI  + L b7, PI  < 1 if Q > p.

In the particular case of p=q  we have

WI 1,  (P, P) +  4, (P, PI  =  1and  IV,  (P#  PI  = %

moreover if q > p, then

1%  (4s PI  < %

To compute the numerical value of I, (p, q) if p and q are
beyond the range of Pearson’s table, it is best to follow Soper’s
method [lot.  cit. 211.  First we have to reduce Z,(p, q) by
repeated integration by parts to I, (p+m, q-m), This gives

+ L(p+m  q-m).
We have seen that Z,(p+m,  q-m) diminishes with increa-

sing m, hence it is often possible to continue the proceeding
till this quantity becomes negligible. To perform the compu-
tation Sopet  transformed formula (11) by factoring the
first term of the sum, in this way: a, (1 + X , . . then again fac-
tor ing  the first term of the new sum thus:
4 + 41 + 2. , , , and so on. In the end he obtained

(12)
I”(p+q)

UP9 d =  qp+l) r(g)xp  (l--x)q-l  I: 1 +

t-q-1 x- -
( Ip + l  l - x

[l+q-2  x- - [1+.*..+
t 1p - t - 2  l - x

+ q---m+1
p+m-1 1 1

ex Ill*-.. 1 + Lb+m, 4-m)  -
The computation is continued till

Is-m+l)x/  (P+m--1)  (1-x) become small enough.
If xq > (1-x)p then it is better to determine 1 -ZIA(q,  p)

instead of I, (p, q).
It may happen that the desired precision is not attained
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before q+l-m  becomes negative. Should we still continue the
proceeding then the absolute value of the terms would begin to
increase and the series to diverge. To obviate this inconvenience
Soper  advises us then to use the method of raising p.

Let us suppose that by repeated integration by parts Z,(p, q)
has been reduced to Z,(p’,  Q’)  so that 1 > Q’ > 0. Now repeating
operation (7) n times, we shall have

(13) Z,(p’,  q’)  = J$$f$  (l-x)‘r’  2; ;;;;;, + Z,(p’+i,  q’).

To shorten the work of computation Soper  transformed this
formula in the following way:

(14) G(P’, 4’) =
T(p’+q’)  ’
-r(p’+l)jT(q’)  xp (l--x)*’

I
,+p’+q’  x

P’fl *

L
-1+

p’+q’+l
p’+2

x 1+*,,.+
I

p’+q’+n--2  x
p’+n-1 1s  I_ ‘*‘* + L(P’+n*  q’).

This can be continued till the required precision is obtained.
In case p and q are integers we shall have from (11)

Remark 2. If in p+q-2 repeated trials p-l favourable
events are obtained, then, according to Bayed theorem the
probability that the probability of the favourable event does
not exceed x is equal to I,  (p,  q).

Remark 2. The quantity I,,  (x, n+l-x)  may be considered
as the probability that in R trials the number of the favour-
able events should not be less than x, provided that the pro-
bability of the favourable event is equal to p. Indeed, from (15) it
follows that

(16)

(17)

1, (x,n+l-x) = x (;) p’(l-p)“-‘.

From this we may deduce

,$ (y”)  a”  - 1 -w,n+1-g
( 1 - P ) ”

where we have to put p = a/ (l+a).
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Moreover if p=1/  we get

WI 4 (: ) =  2”[1  -ZII,,(x, n + l - x ) ] .

Particular case. If np is an integer, then v=np is the most
probable number of the favourable events in n trials. Putting
into (16) x=np+l we get the probability that in n trials the
number of the favourable events should be more than np. This
will be equal to

1,  (v+l, w).
Moreover the probability that v is less than np is

1 --I,  (np,  nq+l).

According to Simmons’ theorem this second probability is greater
than the first if p<q.

g 26, Exponential functions. The exponential function is as
important in the Calculus of Finite Differences as in Infinitesimal
Calculus; the differences and the means of this function are easy
to express.

Differences of ax. We have

(1) AaX  z ax’“-  ax = aX(ah-1)
h

and therefore

(2) Amax  = ax(ah-I)“.
h

Particular cases. If h= 1 and a=2,  then

02” = 2”.
If h=I and a=1/2

AM1”  = - Md””
A”(1/2)”  = (-l)m(~)x+m.

Meahs of the function ax. According to what we have seen
we have

, (3)

and

Max  = l/zax(d+l)
h

(4) Mmax = (M)“ax (a” + I)“.
h



Example. Hyperbolic functions. We have

sinh x = ‘I$  (eX-emX)

cash x  = $$Jz(eX  +  em*),

hence the differences and the means of these functions may be
expressed by formulae (1) and (3). To avoid mistakes we will
write in the formulae below w instead of h.  We find

Acosh  x = l/z[e”(ew-1)  + e-x(e~u~-l)]=1/2(ew-l)[e*-e-~~]=
w

V2(e VP-  e-‘/W)  [@+‘/*”  _ e-x-‘/*u= ] = 2 sinh l/$20  sinh (x+$&e)

and in the same manner

A sinh x = 2 sinh l/20 cash (x+1/&~).
0

Therefore

AZm cash x = (2 sinh l/&u)  2m  cash (x+mw)

ii **+l  cash x = (2 sinh +“u)~“+~  sinh (x+mw+$&)
0

A2m sinh x = (2 sinh I/&U)  Irn  sinh (x+mw)

ii 2m+1  sinh x = (2 sinh 1/2w) 2m+1  cash (x+mo+l/zw),
0

The means of the hyperbolic functions are obtained in the
same manner as the differences. We find

Mm  cash x = (cash l/zw) m cash (x+l/zmw)

irn sinh x = (cash l/~w)~  sinh (x+1/2mw).
U,

The differences and the means of the trigonometric func-
tions could be determined by the above method; but we will
determine them directly.

§ 27. Trigonometric Functions, Of these functions only the
cosine and the sine functions, whose differences and means are
simple enough to calculate, play a role in the Calculus of
Finite Differences.

Differences of the trigonometric functions. We have
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Aces  (ax+b) = cos (ax+b+ah)  -cos (ax+b) =
L

Hence

= -- 2 sin l/zah.sin  (ax+b+%ah)  =

= 2 sin 1/2ah  cos [ ax+b+J/z(ah+n)  1.

(1) $ cos (ax+b) = (2 sin l/$ah)m  cos [ax+b+%m(ah+n)].

In the same manner we could obtain p sin (ax+b),  but we

may deduce this difference directly from (1) by putting into it
b-+&z instead of b; we find

(2) p sin (ax+b) = (2 sin l/zah)m sin [ax+b+J&m(ah+n)].

From formulae (1) and (2) it follows that if the period of
the trigonometric function is equal to h then its difference in a
system of increment h will be equal to zero.

The per iod  o f  cos  (axfb) or  o f  s in  (ax+b)  wi l l  be
2%

equal to h if a = h but then sin$$ah  = 0 and both differences

will vanish. Therefore we conclude that

Aces (;x+b)  = 0 and
h

e sin (gx+b) = 0.

Means of the trigonometric functions. We obtain

y cos (ax+b) = 1/2[cos  (ax+b+ah) + cos (ax+b)]  =

= cos l/zah cos (ax+b+l/zah).
Hence

(3) Mm cos (ax+b) = (cos $‘zah)m  cos (ax+b+$mah),

In the a:me manner we should get

(4) y sin (ax fb) :=  (cos l/ah)m sin (ax+b+l/zmah),

From (3) and (4) it follows that if a = t then the cor-

responding means in the system of increment h will be equal to
zero. Hence

hjlcos  (cx+b)  = 0 and lfj sin (tx+b) = 0.
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Differences and Weans of cosn  x and sin”  x. To determine
these quantities, if n is a positive integer, the best way is to
transform these powers into sines and cosines of multiples of x
by Euler’s formula.

Two cases must be distinguished, n odd or even. First if n
is odd: n=lm+l  then Euler’s formula will give:

pn+lCos2m+lX  = (eix  + e-fx)2mtl  =
2y 2m+1 eix(2m+l-2*)

u=o ( 1Y

where i= -1.
1/-

Combining together the terms corresponding to v and
2m+l-v  we have

wi(2myS1)  [&(2m+l-2")  + glX(2mtl-2r)]  =

= cos (2m+l-2v)  x.

Therefore

(5) COS2m+l  x - --,t, 2 ( 2m$1]  cos (2m+l-2v)  x.

In the same manner we get by Euler’s formula

I (-l)mi  22mtl  sin2m+lX  = (eix-e-ix)2m+l  =

= "z (-1)~  (2m$1jeir[2~+l-2~)  .

Combining again the terms corresponding to v and 2m+l-v  we
obtain

(6) sinZm+l  x = &j+&  mz (-I)‘( 2my+l  ) sin (im+l-2v) x.

Secondly, n is even: n=2m.  Proceeding as before we get

22m  cossm x = *z (‘7) eix(2m-2r),

The number of the terms in the second member is odd,
therefore, combining the terms corresponding to v and 2rn-v

2m
there will remain the term m , Hence( 1

!
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(7) cos**x  =

In the same manner

(-1)”  22m sin2m  x =

cos (2m-2v)  x.

X (-l)m (2) +  2  4 (-1)’ (2r)cos (2m-2v)x

and finally
2m

03) sinamx  = ! I
*+ $J$  4 (-l)‘(2r) c o s  (2m-2v)x.

Now we may write the differences and the means of these
quantities, using formulae (I), , . ,, (4). We find the differences:

(9) + COS**+~  x = hl *z ( 2mv+1)  sin [1/2h(2m+l--2v)]  ,

. cos [ (2m+l-2v)  (x+1/$)  + l/$t],

( 1 0 )  isinzm+l  x  = $f$ *z (-l)‘( 2m:‘)  sin [l/zh(2m+l-2v)]

s sin [ (2m+l-2v)  (x+1&h)  + l/&2].

(11) p
1cos**x = -

22m-2

5 2m
I IY sin (m-v) h

~0s  [Pm-G  (x+1/h)  + l/2n].

(12)  4 sin2m~  =
(-1)*  n’
22m-2  2 (-i,.(“y”)  sin (m-v) h

~0s  W-W (x+%4  + J&3

and the means:

(13)  ylcos *m+l x = L”s’

22”  & I I2mv+1  c o s  [1/2zh(2m+l--2v)],

cos [ &+I-2v)  (x+1/2h)].

(14) y sinam+l  x = -$Js mz (-l)~2mv+1]cos  [$@(2m+l-2y)l

sin [ (2m+l-2v)  (x+1/$)  ].
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(15)

(16)

Mcos2mx  =
h

cos [(2m-2~)  (x+l/zh)l.

M sinzm  x =
h

cos [ (2m-24  (X+Yzh)].

Q 28. Alternate functions, The function f(x) is called
alternate in a system of increments h if we have

f(x)  F f(x)  < 0.

Example 1. The function

(1) f(x) = cosrq + b) q(x)

is alternate in the system of increments h if q(x) > 0 for every
value of x considered.

Differences of the above alternate function. We have

+f(x)  = -cos  (7 +b)q(x+h)  --OS  (7 + b)q(x) =

=  - 2 c o s  (~+b)np(x)

therefore

4”[cos(F+b)p(x)]  = (-2)~cos(~+b)Mm~(x).
h

Particular case. If  in the forgoing example b ~0, h=l  and
for every integer value of x we have q(x) >O, then

f(x)  = (--lPP(X)

is an alternate function in the system of increment h=l.
The difference of this function will be

A [Wl”~(xll = (-1)x+1  qJ(x+l)  - (-l)Xp(x) =

=  - 2  (-l)“Mp(x)
and therefore
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(2) Am[(-l)xq(x)] = (-2)‘“(-l)“Mm~(~).

Means of the alternate function (1). In the same manner as
before we obtain:

(3) ~m[cos(~+b)q+)]=  (--1/2)m~~~(y+  b)yq’(x).

or if h=l  and b=O

Mm [(--1)xv+4]  = FAm (--i)“A”+).
Particular cases. If p(x)  =l  and then h=l  we have

Am (-1)x  = 2” (-1)x+” a n d M(--ilx  = 0 .

Expansion of an alternate function into an alternate binomial
series. Symbolical method. We saw in 8 6 that E = 2M-1,
therefore we may write

(-1)x p = (1-2 M)” = “$ (-1)”  (;) 2mMm.
m=O

Performing this operation on q(z),  for z=O,  we get,  if x is a
positive integer,

(4) (--1)x9(x)  = ,x (-11~  (;)  2mMmd0).

Example 2. Given q(x)  = ax.  We have Mm ax  = ax

therefore

(5) (-l)“a”  = 2 (-1)”  (a+l)m (i) .

Example 3. Given f(x) = z . Then0

[M-($1,= lnzrn) (Ml”

therefore

(6) w(;) = 2 k-1)”  (“Trn)  (:)
This is an expression of the alternate binomial coefficient con-
sidered as a function of the lower index, as a function bf the
binomial coefficient considered as a function of the upper index.
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g 29.. Functions whose differences or means are equal to
zero. The difterence  oi the function f(x) will he equal to zero if
this function satisfies the following difference equation.

(1) f(x+h)  - f ( x )  = 0  *

It is obvious that if f(x) is equal to a constant, this equation
is satisfied. But if w(x) is any periodic function whatever with
period equal to h, that is if

w(x+h) = w(x)

for every value of x, then f(x) = W(X)  is also a solution of
equation (l),

Example:

f(x) = ..,r$T  + b) ,

The Mean of a function will be equal to zero if this func-
tion satisfies the difference equation

(2) f(x+h)  + f(x) = 0.

If we put f(x) = cos( f + 6) then this equation will

obviously be satisfied. But if w(x) is any periodic function
whatever with period equal to h,  then

cos(F + b) w(x)

will also be a solution of equation (2).
8 30. Product of two functions. Differences. The operation

of displacement performed on a product gives

En [u(x)u(x)  u,(x)  . . . ] = u(x+nh)  u(x+nh)  w(x+nh)  . . . .
or

En  1 u v w . . . 1 = EnuEnuE”w...

Therefore if we want to determine e(E)  u u  w , . . it is sufficient
first to expand y(E) into a series of powers of E, and then
apply the rule above. For instance

A@4 = (E- I) au = EuEu-zw
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putting E u = u + Au and remarking that u(E ZJ - ~1 = uhu
we have

(1) A@4 = UAU  + Au E u

in the same manner we could have obtained

(2) A(w) = UAU + AU  E u.

The two formulae are not symmetrical with respect
to u and u;  but we may obtain a symmetrical formula, taking
the mean of (1) and (2). We get

(3) A(uuI  =  MuAu  +  AuMv.

Particular case of 22~0

A(u2)  = 2 M u Au.

From (1) we may obtain another symmetrical formula

(4) A(uu)  = UAU +  UAU +  AuAu.

This formula may be easily generalised for
Putting ulu2u3.  . . . u,  = w we have

(5)

m factors.

+

The first sum is to be extended to every combination of the
first order.of the m elements u,, u2,  , . . . , u,;  the second sum to
every combination of the second order of the same elements; and
so on. The total number of terms will be 2” - 1.

Higher Differences. Starting from formula (3) we may
obtain by repeating the operation

A2(uu) = M”uA%  + 2MAuMAu  + M2uA2u

and in the same manner

(6) Am(uu)  = ‘x (F) Mm-vA’uMvAm--u.

This formula is not often used, since it presupposes the
knowledge both of the differences and means of the functions
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u and v; and we have seen that, except for the exponential
and. circular functions, whose differences and means are simple,
genera!ly, if the differences of a function are easy to obtain,
the means are complicated, orcbrversely.  Therefore formula
(6) is to be transformed so as to contain differences only or
means only.

Example for formula (6). Given uv = ax sinx. Let us put
u=ax and vzsinx.  Then

moreover

Avax  = aX(ab-1)  ”
II

Mm-VA  Y ax = ax(ah-1)  v
k k

and

p-W sin x = (2 sin l/2  h)mdy  sin h+nx+  (m-v) 2
I

finally
MY  Am-psin x =

I,  k
(2 sin 1/z  h)m-”  (cos l/z h) +‘,

sin [x+l/(m-v)n  + $$ mh].
We conclude

Am(aX  s i n x )  = Z
it

‘:Li  (a) (d-1;’  (%)“-‘(2sin  1/ h)m-r,

(cos l/  h) ” ax sin [x + l/l (m-v)n + $4 mh].

Leibnitr has given a formula to determine the higher deri-
vatives of a product [see Hardy, lot. cit. 18, p. 2021

We will deduce an analogous formula for differences.
Using the symbolical method we shall write

This operation performed on uv gives

(7) I = 2 (-1)~ (;) En-r  u En-v.
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If we put in the place of En-*  its value expressed by diffe-
rences

(7')

we shall have

Remarking that

and

(9)

we conclude that

21 (-1) v [ “Ti ] p-*  0 = An-iv;

(10) b(w) xz ;z [ 1) aizz b-i E’v.
This is the formula that corresponds to that of Leibnitt.

Since it needs only the knowledge of differences, it is more
advantageous than formula (6),

Example 1. The n -th difference of 2” iI 1 is required if

h=l.  Let us put 21~2~  and vz , formula (1Oj  will give

We have seen that there are functions whose difference is
a function of the same kind, but the argument is diminished
by one:

ff we apply formula (10) to the product of such a function,

for instance to [:I ( Gx)  putting u= (z) and II= (ix) then the
argument of v will be diminished in consequence of An+  by ,n-i
and moreover it will be increased in consequence of E’  by i, SO

that it will always remain equal to -x-n. Often this is a great
simplification, as we shall see later.



Example 2.

A./ [ ;] [ ;‘]I  = :$; Wi[  s:i ) [ ;;;i) -

Differences of a product expressed by means. Since there
are functions whose means are more easily determined than their
differences, it may be useful to determine the differences of a
product by aid of means.

Putting into formula (7) En-l  expressed by means
M “fl

(11) En-lu  z (2M--I)“-tu  = X0 (-1)” v--i nfY (2M)k
I 1

we obtain
PI+  1

A”(uv)  = le:o  (--1)~1-i(2Mj iun;z’[  ;]  [“i’) En-  vq;

applying again formula (8) and remarking that

(12)
“-I+’  n;i  Enev-iu  = 2”-i Mn-iuz:i=O’ I I

it :follows that
WI-1

(13) Arl(uo)  = izo  (--I)“-’  2” /:]  Miu&p-i  Fu.

This formula is analogous to (10) but means figure in ii
instead of differences.

Example 3. The n -th difference of 2~  (z) is to be determined

if h=l. Let us put ~1% and o = (t). Then we find

2iMiu = 2.~ 3i and p - i  Mn-iu =
( :$:Kii)

therefore

A” 1 2” (;] 1 = ;.i;  (+3’(7] 2”  [ n;;;i]  ,

Q 31. Product of two functions. Means. To obtain the mean
of a product, we will apply again the method of displacement
used in the preceding paragraph. We have

and therefore
M = X(1 + El,
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M(uu)  = 1/uu+1/2E~E~.
Since E = 2 M-l,’ we may write

2M (22~)  = uu+ (2Mv--zz)(2Mu-u).
+Jhis  gives

M(uu) = ZZU-ZZMG--Mu +2MuMu.

Putting again
2Mu- u = Eu  we f ind

M(uu)  = uu--Mu+  EuMu.
To determine the higher means we proceed in the same way,

writing

and therefore

(1) M”(w) = (1/2)”  *z (;) Epvu Pu.

Putting into this formula Errvu  expressed by means, given
by formula (11) of 8 30, we get

Applying again formulae (8) and (9) of 8 30, we finally
obtain a formula analogous to that of Leibnifr:

(2) M”(uu)  = (-l)y1/2)”  2;  (-1)‘2’  (7) M’u  E*&‘%.

To have a second formula, we put into (1) the expression
for Ervu  by differences, given by formula (7’) Q 30; the result
may be written

n+l
M”(uu)  = (l/i)”  2 Ah  2“‘1;] [“r) E-u.

Applying formulae (8) and (12) of Q 30, we obtain the required
formula

(3) M”(UU)  = ;E + (yj A’22  E’w-iv.



CHAPTER III.

INVERSE 0PErtATIoN  0~ DIFFERENCES  AND  MEANS.  SUMS.

Q 32, Indefinite sums. The operation of differences was
defined by

A&4 = f(x+h)  - f (X) .

From the point of view of addition, subtraction, and
multiplication, the symbol A behaved like an algebraic quantity;
but division by A or multiplication by A-l has not yet been
introduced. Let us put

(11 Af(x) = f ( x + h )  - f ( x )  = (p(x).

By symbolical multiplication with A--’  we should get

A-lq~(x) = f (x) .

The significationof theoperation A-l is therefore the follow-
ing: a function f(x) is to be determined, whose difference is
equal to a given quantity q(x).

It must be remarked in the first place, that this operation is
not univocal. Indeed, if o(x)  is an arbitrary function whose
difference is equal to zero, then

A[fW +w(x)l  = v(x)
and therefore

(2) A--‘pC4  = f(x) + wIx)e
We have seen in 8 29 that w(x) may be any arbitrary

periodic function with period h.
If the variable x is a discontinuous one, then o(x) is

equal to a constant.
From (2) we conclude that the operations A-1  and A are

not commutative. Indeed we have

t
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AA-1 = 1 and /j-IA  =/=  1.

On the other hand we have seen that the operations A, M ,
D and E were commutative.

The operation A-’ being analogous to the inverse operation
of derivation which is called indefinite integration, therefore the
operation A--’  has been called indefinite summation, and instead
of the symbol A-1 the symbol Z is generally used. It may be
useful to remark that the two symbols must be considered as
identical.

Determination of the indefinite sum. q(x)  being given, the
problem of deducing A-lp,(x)  = f(x) is identical with the
resolution of equation (1).

The variable being considered as a discontinuous one, it
is always possible to obtain a system of differences in which the
increment is equal to one, and the variable takes only integer
values. For this it is sufficient to put x=a+th.  Then if x=a+h,
the new variable will be 5~1 and so on. Therefore we may
suppose without restriction, that h=l  and x is an integer.

Starting from this supposition equation (1) will be

t3) f(x+ll - f ( x )  = q(x).

This is a linear difference equation of the first order.
AndrP  considered equation (3) as equivalent to the system

of x equations:
f(x)  - f  ( x - l )  = 9(x-1)

f  (x- l ) - f (x-2) = 94x-2)

, . . , s

f(a+ll -WI =%(a)

where a and x are integers and f(a) is arbitrary. From these
x-a equations we may determine the x-a unknowns f(x),
f (x-l), . . ,( f(a+l) but it is sufficient to determine f(x)* For
this, let us add together the above equations; we get:

f(x)  = f(a)  + iisvfi)  = A-1~(4.

22  D&ire  Andri,  Terme  g6n6ral d’une  s&ie q u e l c o n q u e .  Annales d e
I’Ecole Normale Supkieure. 1878, pp. 375-408.
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It is easy to verify that this solution satisfies equation (3).
In this manner the operation A-l is expressed by a sum and
an arbitrary constant f(a). This is one of the reasons why this
operation is called indefinite summation.

Formula (4) presents more theoretical than practical
interest. Indeed, it is the expression of A-’  by a sum; and we
shall see that generally to evaluate sums we make use of the
operation A-‘.  In other cases formula (4) may be used. For
instance it may be shown directly that

A-lx = f(o) + i i =
kl

Therefore according to (4) we have A-lx= I 1; +k.

General rules. The symbol A-r  is distributive, hence

A-t(~+~+w+...J  = A-l~+A-lv+A-lwj-  . . . .

and, if c is a constant,

A-= CY,(X) = CA-~  q(x).

Therefore we may determine the indefinite sum of a func-
tion F(x) by expanding it first into a Newton series, and then
applying the above rules:

i-1 F(x) = ; 4%
CO h”

We have seen that

&Y]*  = qxTy*

and therefore

4-l [“J”)*  = + [ :T;jb +k.

Finally we obtain

I In this chapter k will signify a quantity whose difference
is equal to zero.
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From formula (5) it follows that the indefinite sum of a
polynomial of degree n may be expressed as a polynomial of
degree n+l neglecting k.

Example. Let F(x) be a polynomial of degree n, putting
a=0 and h=  1; the indefinite sum of F(X) will be

A-lF(x) = k + [ 7) F(o)  + [ ;] AFKU  + I’;]  A’FIO)  + . ’ ’ +

+ ln;l)  bF(O)*

I f  we  have  A-l f (x)  = y(x) +  K t h e n

A-‘f(-x)  = - y(-x+h)  + k

that is, if in the first case the argument does not change, then in
the second the argument -x is increased by h. This will be
useful later on.

Remark. The inverse differences may be determined by
symbolical methods. We have

1

a =
-+E =-(l+  E+E’+....).

Taking account of what has been said in 5 6 concerning the
necessary precautions in the case of infinite series of symbolical
expressions we may perform the operations figuring in equation
(6), starting from f(x). We find

(7) A- ‘ f (x)  =- 5 f(x+i) = - ii f ( i ) .
i=O i=x

This may be easily checked; indeed, the difference of the
quantity in the second member is equal to f(x).

Finally we conclude that the inverse difference may be ex-
pressed by aid of a sum, if certain conditions of convergence are
fulfilled.

8 33. Indefinite sum obtained by inversion. There are dif-
ferent methods of determining the indefinite sums. The first is
that of the inversion of the formulae obtained by calculating the
differences. For instance, if we have found

Af(x)  = cq~(x--a)
then we conclude that
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A-~,(X)  =+ f(x+a)  + k .

In this way we get the following formulae:

(11

(4

(3)

(4)

(51

(6)

(7)

(8)

PI

(10)

(111

(12)

(13)

(14)

WI

G-1  c +x+k

c-1 (x),,~ = (xln+l*h  +  k
h(n+ll

$-q;L=  + (*;1 I* + k

A-1.x  =
h aGi  +k

A-’  & -& +k (h=l)

t-l cos  (ax+b)  = -
c o s  (ax+b-$ah-l/&t)  +  k

2 sin 1/ ah

0-l sin (ax+b)  = -
sin(ax+b+/!ah--1/&c)  $I k

2 sin 1/2 ah

A-‘; = F ( x - l )  +  & (h=l)

A-+ --F(x-l)+k (h=l)

$1 (XL,,h = - (ndllh  W-n+l,h + k Wl)

A-’ log x = log r(x) + k (h=l)

A-’ [-;r”) = (-l)nA-’  [ x+n”-1]  = A(‘---t’)  + &

(h=l)

A-l (--1)x 1:) = (-lP+’  [;z: ] + k (h=l)

A-’ (-l)X ax = (-1)x+1 $+k (h=l)

A-1  (-1)x  ~0s  (ax+b)  = (-1)x  ?% (ax+b-l&)  + &
2cosvia

(h=l).

t
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Remark. In the formulae 10, 12, and 13, the argument x is
diminished by h.

Q 34. Indefinite sum obtained by summation by parts,
Starting from the formula of the difference of a product obtained
in Q 30 (formula 2),

AWN  V,Hl = u(x)  AV,(4  + V,(x+h)  A~W.
Writing AV,(x)  = V,(x), and performing the operation

A-l on both members of this equation, we have

(1) A-l [U(x)  V,(x)-I  = U(x)  V,  (4 -A-l [V,(x+h)  AU(x)],
This formula, being analogous to that of integration by

parts, is called formula of summation by parts. It becomes
useful if the indefinite sum of the first member is unknown,
while that of the second member may be determined.

Examples. In the following examples we will denote the
first factor by U(x) and the second by V,(x). We find

(2) i-1  XQ~  = & - A-1 g ELI  XQX -
ah-l

haxth  + k
(ah-l)2

(3) i-
1 x sin x = x sin (x-%4-Y&)-  Aelh  sin (x+%3-%~l=- -

2 sin l/i h 2 sin l/2 h

= x sin (x+/ih+/$z)
2 sin l/2 h -s,s+k

(4) A-‘(;] (‘;]=[;I [;]-A+ (“a’) =

= [;I [ ;I - I”;‘)  +k

(5) A-lx+  -&  +A-+ --g+k

(6) A-lF(x).l  =F(x)  .x-A-‘+x[F(x)-l]+k

(7) A-l F (x) , 1 = F (x) . x + A-Is+ = x F (x) + F (x) + k

If o(x)  is a periodic function with period h, we have

(8) A-l Cw(x)  V,(x) I = w (4 V,  (4 + k.
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Repeated summation by parts. If we introduce the following
notation

A--’  Vi(x)  = Vi+,(x)

and start from formula (l), repeating the summation by parts
on the last term of the second member, we obtain

A-‘[V,(x)W)]  = V, O)U(4  - V,(x+h)AU(x)  +

+ A-l  [V,(x+2h)A’U(x)].
Again performing the summation by parts on the last term,
we get

A--‘[V,(x)U(x)]  = V,(x)U(x)-VVP(x+h)AU(x)  +

-i- V,(x+2h)A2U(~)  -A-’ [V,(x+3h)A3U(x)]
and so on; finally we have

IlO) A-'[V,(x)U(x)l  = V,  (x)U(x)  - V,(x+h)AU(x)  +
+ I’,(x+2h)A*U(x)  -. . ,  . +  (-l)“-‘V,,(xfnh-h)&-‘U(x)  +

+ (--l)nA-l[V,,(x+nh)A”U(x)].
This formula will be especially useful if U(x)  is a poly-

nomial of degree n-1 ; in this case AflU  ~0,  the last term
of (10) vanishes, and the problem is solved. If U(x)  is not a
polynomial, the last term will be considered as the remainder
of the series.

Example 1.

(111  A-$] [~)=[;][;)-[x~‘)[~)+IX6+2)+k.

f12) A-l(k) 1:)~  x (-l)‘( m!$+,)  [nCs)+k*

We have seen that there are functions whose indefinite sum
is a function of the same kind but in which x is diminished
by h. For instance if h=  I we have

A-’  2-x = - 2-x+1  + k,

A-’ ‘( Gx]  = - ( ;:-’ ) + k.

Therefore if V,  is such a function, the argument will remain
constant throughout the operations of repeated summation by

t
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parts. If moreover U(x) is a polynomial of degree n,  then
formula (10) will give

A-’ [2-x U(x) 1 = - 2-x+l z niU(x) + k

Formula (10) may also be applied in some cases in which
U(x) is not a polynomial, provided that the corresponding
series (10) be convergent. Then we have

(14) A-’ [V,(x)U(x)]  = ,+)m-’  V,(x+mh-h)  Am-W(xj.

Example 2. Given ~12~;  if we put V,=x  and U=1/2”  then
formula (14) will give

A-$&=(;]  2-x+ (xt;‘)  2-“-i+...+ (x,+t;)2-‘-n+SS.S

It is easily seen that this is equal to 2-(l+x);2”’  which
result could have been obtained directly by putting into (14)
V, = l/2” a n d  U=x.

Example 3. Given 2-“/x.  Putting V,Z~-~  and U=ljx by
aid of formula (14) we find according to formulae 7, $j 16 and 6,
§ 33

A-1 2-”  -
X-

2-x+1
+ k

= 2-H' ti (---I)“+~  B(n+l  ,x) + k.
d

Remark. Condorcet, in his “Essai  sur 1’Application de
1’Analyse  a la Probabilite des Decisions” (Paris, 1785, p, 163)
has found a formula of repeated summation by parts, somewhat
different from (lo), which written in our notation is the
following:

A-’ [V,U)  = V,U  - (V, + V,)AU  + (V, + 2V, + V,)AW -, , .

+ k--l)“‘Am~  x (7) Vm+li,
the argument x in every term being the same.
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9 35. Summation by parts of alternate functions. We have
seen that

A(-l)X = 2(-l)“+l.

From this we conclude

A-’ (-l)r = 1/2 (-l)X+1  .

Putt ing  into  formula  (10)  5 34  V,(X)  = ( -1 ) ”  and
U(x) = f(x) we find

(2) A-’ (-l)X f (x) = 1/  (-l)X+1  [f(x) - &V(x)  +

++f(x)-.... + ( -1)”  & all{(x) 1 +  K.

It must be noted that this formula holds only if f(x) is
a polynomial of degree n; moreover if in this alternate func-
tion x is an integer.

Example 1. Let f(x) = x; then

(3) A-‘(-1)‘~  = ~~(-1)X+1(x--1/2)  + k.

If f(x) is not a polynomial, we apply formula (14) of Q 34,
but the condition of convergence must be satisfied.

Example 2. Given f(x) = l/(x+1).  We have

(4) A-‘(-1)s -!-. _.
x+1

It is easy to see that in this case the condition mentioned is
satisfied,

Remark. It would be possible to calculate in the same way
A-l(--l)‘aS b tu it is shorter to put A-’ (-a)X and then apply
the known formula of exponential functions:

A-1(-)x  = _ (--alx.
a+1

Summation of alternate functions by aid of inverse means.
From formula (3) of 5 30 we deduce

A-’ [Mu Avl  = uv  - A-l [Mv Au 1.

Putting into this equation v=(-1)x  and u=f(x)  we find Mv=O,
hence we have
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(5) A-’ [ (-1)x f(x) / = g(-l)*‘+l  M-’  f(x).

‘,%at is, the indefinite sum of the alternate function figuring in
the first member, is expressed by aid of the inverse mean of
f(x) (formulae 3, 8 38 and 10, Q 39).

8 36. Indefinite sums determined by aid of difference
equations, The indefinite sum is according to our definition the
solution of the linear difference equation of the first order

11) f(x+l)  - -r (X)  = ‘/ ( x )

where q(x)  is given.
There are several methods for the resolution of these equa-

tions, but for our purpose only the methods may serve in which
the solution is not obtained by inversion of differences.

One of these methods is that of the generating functions,
due to Laplace, which is applicable if x is an integer.

According to formula (3) Q 11, if u is the generating func-
tion of f(x), then that of f(x+l) will be

Gf(x+1) z u-tf(o)

Let us denote by R(f) the generating function of q(x)  and
not that the corresponding generating functions satisfy the
difference equation (1). We have

u - f ( O )
t

- a  = R ( t ) ;

this gives

u= fR(f)  + f(o)
1 --t

-.

where f(O) is an arbitrary constant.
Finally the coefficient of t”  in the expansion of zz  will be

equal  to the required indefinite sum f(x),
Example. Let q.(x)  = x2.  To determine the generating func-

tion R(f) of x2  let us remark that x2  = 2(z) + (F)  and the

generating function of the second member is, according to for-
mula (14) 6 10,
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Gx-  = R ( f )  = flL;,*3  ;

therefore

The expansion of u gives

(t’+f3) (l-f)+  = (f’+f”)  z Ii”] (-l)i fi =

= (f’+f”) x ( i;3] f’.

Putting into the first term i=x-2  and into the second i=x-3
we have

f(x) = d-1  x” = (z-t;  J-i [xA3]  -j- K =;  x(x-1) (2x-l) + k.

@  37. Differences, sums and means of an infinite series. Let
us suppose that the function f(x) is expanded into an infinite
series which is convergent in the interval a, b:

(1) f(x) = U”(X) + u,(x) + , , . . +u”(x)  +..*.

The function

f(x+l) = u,(x+l)  + 2$(x+1)  +. . . . + u,(x+l)  +. . .  .

will be convergent in the interval a-l, b-1.
It is known that the difference of two convergent series is

also a convergent series, whose sum is equal to the difference
of the sums of the given series. Therefore

I4 Af(x) I i(x+l) - f ( x )  =

AU, (4 + AU, (4 + . a . + Au, Ix)  + , . .
Consequently if f(x) is given by its expansion into a con-

vergent series, the difference of f(x) may be obtained, by taking
the difference of the series term by term.

‘We have Mf(x)  = lhlf(x+l)  + f(x) 1; therefore for
the same reasons, if f(x) is given by a convergent series, then
to obtain ttle  mean it is sufficient to determine the mean of the
series term by term.

To obtain the indefinite sum of f(x) given by formula (1)
we determine it term by term.
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(3) A-If(x)  = A-‘+(x)  + A-‘u, (x) + . . < + A-k(x)  + . ,

If this series is convergent, then in consequence of what
has been said before, the difference of the second member is
equal to f(x) and therefore the required indefinite sum is
given by (3).

Q 38. Inverse operation of the mean. The mean has been
defined by the following operation

ryx!  =  ?LJ  [f(x+h)  +  f(x)  I*

We have seen that from the point of view of addition,
subtraction, and multiplication the symbol M behaved like an
algebraic quantity; but division by M or multiplication by
M-l  has not yet been introduced here. Let us put

0) y(x) =  ‘h (f(x+h)  t  f(x)  I =  e(x)*

Multiplying both members of this quantity by M-’ we
shall have

f ( x )  = M-‘p,(x).

The significance of the operation M-l  is therefore the
following: a function f(x)  is to be determined so that its mean
shall be equal to a given quantity y(x).

Here the same difficulty presents itself as in the case of
the operation A-l. In 5 29 we have seen that .there  are functions
whose mean is equal to zero. We may write these functions
in the form

cos (; x + b) . w(x)

where w.(x)  is an arbitrary periodical function with period h.
Therefore in consequence of (1) we shall have also

fy [f(x)  +  cos  (+ x$-b)  w(x) I  =  (AX)

and moreover,

M-’  cp(x)  = f ( x )  + cos  (-  x+b) w(x).
h ;:

From the preceding it follows that
M M - ’  = 1
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but we may have

Remark. If the required function f(x) is necessarily a
polynomial, then the operation M-l  is univocal and there is only
one solution.

Determination of M+J(x).  In the case of a discontinuous
and equidistant variable we may always suppose without restric-
tion that x is an integer and h= 1, since by introducing a new
variable this can always be obtained.

Supposing h=l  and x integer, M+(x)  = f(x) is the
solution of the equation

(2) f(x+l)  +  f(x) =  &4x)

where p(x) is given.
This is a linear difference equation of the first order:

it can be solved by AndrB’s  method [kc. cit. 221, in which
equation (2) is considered as being equivalent to the following
system of equations

f(x) +  f ( x - 1 )  z 2g,(x-1)

f (x-l) + f (x-2) = 259 (x -2)
, . , .

f(a+l)  + f(a) = 2d4

where x and a are integers and f(a) is arbitrary.
Multiplying the first equation by (-l)s,  the second by

I-1)” and so on, the n th by (-l)“+i;  then adding them
together we obtain

(3)  f ( x )  = (--i)fiaf(a)  +Z 5 (-l)x+‘+lq(i)  = M-‘Q?(X). ’
i==a

It is easy to verify that f(x) satisfies equation (2) ; indeed
we have

f(x) = (-l)a+Xf(a)+  2[p,(x-1)--cp(x-2)  +,  , . + (-l)HCt”e’~~(a))

and from this

f(x+l) = (-1) x+a+lf  (a)+ 2193(x)--y>(x-1)  + . , + (-l)“+“cp(a)  1;

therefore
f (x )  +  f(x+l)  =  2?(X).
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Formula (3) is more important from the theoretical than
from the practical point of view, but nevertheless it may be useful
in some cases. It is an expression of the inverse mean by
alternate sums. If the alternate sum of V(X)  is known, formula
(3) may be applied directly.

Example. Let v(x)  = cX, and a=O.  It can be shown that

5 (-l)ici = i (-)i = 1-(--c)x
i==o c+l

therefore formula (3) will give

M-lcx  = (-l)xK+ s

This may be verified by inversion.
Q 39. Other methods of obtaining inverse means, A. Zn-

version. In the preceding chapter we have determined the mean
of several functions t(x); now inverting the results we may
obtain formulae for M-l. For instance, having found

Mf(X)  = cdx+a)
we deduce

M-1 cp(x) 1 -l-fc (x-4 + x*

In this paragraph x signifies an arbitrary function, whose mean
is equal to zero.

By this method we obtain the following formulae:

(1) M-‘c = c+x

12)  k
M-lx = x - %h + x

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

M-$1 = 2 [ ;z;] +z

M-1  cosh x = cash (x-lhu)  + x
0, cash 1/2o

M-l sinh x =
sinh (X--~/&O)

+X
w cash 1,$w

y-’ cos (qx+b)  =
cos (ax+&-%ah)

cos l/,ah +X

H
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(8) y-l sin (ax+b)  =

B. Symbolical Methods. We have

(9) A [  (-l)“F(x)]  = (-l),+l  [F(x+l)  +F(x)]  =

= 2(-1)x+1  M F(x).

Putting into this equation F(x) = M-1 f(x) we get

2(-l)”  f(x) = A[ (-l)*‘+l M-’  f(x)],

Performing on both members the operation A-l we find

(10) M-‘f(x)  = 2(-l)X+‘A-’  [(-l)“f(x)  ].

This is identical with formula (3) of Q 38, giving the inverse
mean expressed by aid of an alternate sum.

Putting into (10) f(x) = (-l)“p,(x) we obtain an ,inde-
finite sum expressed by the inverse mean of the alternate func-
tion.

(11) A-l q(x)  = 1/2(-1)X+1  &I-’  ](-l)Xp7(x)].

Examples. To determine M-’
I I
z’ we may use formula (10).

It gives

M-1  [;I = 2(-l),+,  A-l[ (-l)‘( $1.

By repeated summation by parts performed on the second
member we find (formula 10, Q 34)

M-l[;] = “2’  (-l)mf Inxrn) +x.*I=0
From formula M = 1 + $$A  of Q 6 we deduce

(14 M-1 = (1+x&-’  = ,I, (-l)“$ Am.

This formula applied to polynomials presents no difficulty;
indeed in this case the series of the second member is finite.
Formula (12) would lead in the case of the preceding example
directly to the result obtained above.

Formula (12) may be applied to other functions, if certain
conditions are satisfied.
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C. By Euler’s Polynomials. If a function f(x) is expanded
into a convergent Maclautin series

then we may obtain the inverse mean of the function, remarking
that

M-1$=&(~l  +x

where Em(x)  represents Euler’s polynomial of degree m (§ 100).
The operation performed term-by-term gives

(13) M-’  f(x)  = mio &r(x)  D” f(O)  + x-

If this series is convergent, then according to what has been
said above, the mean of the second member will be equal to f(x)
and therefore the inverse mean of f(x) is given by (13).

From this we may deduce a formula giving the indefinite
sum of an alternate function (-1)” f(x). By aid of formula (10)
we get

(14) A-’  [(-l)Xf(x)  1 = ‘/z(-l)X+1,n;  E,(x)  Dmf(o)  +  k.

Particular case. Given f(x) = x”

(15) A-l I(-1)”  x”J = $5(-l)X+1  nl  E,(x) + K.

D. By aid of p, functions. A function f(x) being expanded
into a convergent reciprocal power series;

(16) f(x)  = ,,;os.

To determine its inverse mean we remark that (Q 122)

and

Mc,(x-1)  = -+

and therefore

M D”  /4, ( x - l )  = (-;!;rnl

M-1  w!+  = k-‘1”-n!-  Dn  B,  (x----l 1.
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Hence, performing the operation term-by-term we get

M-1  f(x) = co + nio  (-1)” c”+l  ppJp  + x.

If this series is convergent it gives the inverse mean of
f (3c).  By aid of (10) we may obtain A-l (-1)”  f(x).

$j 40. Sums. It has been mentioned before (Q 2) that in the
case of a discontinuous variable with equal intervals, we may
always suppose that x is an integer and that h=l.  Let us con- ’
sider in this case the indefinite sum:

A-ly((x) = f (x)  +k.

If a and n are integers we may write

A-’ y(a+n)  -A-‘&I) = f(a+n)  -f(a).

In Q 32 we have seen that the operation A-r  may be expres-
sed by a sum, so that

A-‘&4 = k+p,(4  +da+l)+...+u(x-1)  =

=& v(i)  +h.
Therefore from the above equation it will follow that

(1) fIa+n)  --f(Q) = 44 + da+11  + * “ +
ll+,a

+  q(a+n-1)  = X y ( i ) .
ira

Hence to calculate the sum of q(x)  from x=a  to X=Q+R
it is sufficient to determine f(x), the indefinite sum of v(x), and
then obtain f (a+n)  by putting x equal to the upper limit, and
f(u) by putting x equal to the lower limit. The required sum is
equal to the difference of these quantities. The process is exactly
the same as that used to determine a definite integral. Moreover
we have, as in the case of these integrals,

f Y(X)  +  i* Y(X)  =  xi,x  Y,(X) =  f(c) --r(a)

and
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This harmony and the above simple rule are due to the
definition of the sum used in the Calculus of Finite Differences,
which is somewhat different from the ordinary mathematical
definition. Indeed, the definition used here is the following:

IT+*
da) +  da+11  +  “”da+--1) = ~au;(4

that is, the term v(a)  corresponding to the lower limit is
included in the sum,  but n?t the term rp(a+n) corresponding to
the upper limit. In the ordinary notation the sum above would
be denoted by

a+#-1
s v(x)x==u

but with this notation the concord between the two calculi
would cease, and the rules of summation would be complicated.

However, it should be mentioned that our notation is* not
symmetrical with respect to the limits; this inconvenience is due
to the want of symlhetry  of the notation of forward differences.

Remark. In 8 32 formula (7) the inverse difference has been
expressed by aid of a sum. Starting from this we obtain the sum
of f(x) from X=Q  to x=z,  indeed

[A--’ f(x)]., - [A-’ f(x)lx=a  =

=-  5 f(i) + 5 f(i) = 5 f(x).
i=# i=a w

$ 41. Sums determined by indefinite sums.
1. Sum of binomial coefficients. In Q 33 we found, if h=l,

that

therefore, o and m being integers

Particular case of c=n  and a=0
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Sum of a binomial coefficient with negatioe argument; we
had (12). § 33,

A-l[  yx]  xx  - [ ;;-‘I +k;

therefore

(2) ;( -21  = - (;yY  J.

To determine the sum of (-1) x[;l  I-x”] let us remark that

we have

and therefore

2. Sum of an arithmetical progression. We have seen that
the general term of an arithmetical progression may be repre-
sented by

f (x)  = a + h x .

The corresponding indefinite sum is

A-If(x) = 1;) h + [:]a+&.

Finally the sum of the n first terms will be

(4) S  = 5 f ( x )  =[;I h+[:]a.
x;=J

Parficular  cases. If a= 1 and h= 1 then S= i + n. IfI 1

a=1 and h=2  then S = 2 i +I 1
n = n”.

3. Sum of an arithmetical progression of order n.  We have
seen in 8 2 that the general term of this progression is a po-
lynomial f(x) of degree n.  To obtain the sum of f(x) it is best to
expand it into a Newton series, We have

f (x)  = f (o)  +(;]Af(O)  +I;) A’f(0) +....+(;I A”f(Ol.

The corresponding indefinite sum is ($ 33)

i
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n+1  Y
A-’ f(x) = Z

n=O m’;lI I
Amf  (0,  + k.

Finally the sum of first u terms is

5 f ( x )  =  I$[ ml;1]  A*f(O).
x=0

Hence, to obtain the sum required, it is sufficient to know
the differences of f(x) for x=0.

Example 2. Given f(x) = (2x+1)*.  To obtain the diffe-
rences the simplest way is to write a table of the first values of
the function:

1 9 25
8 1 6

8
Therefore f (0) = 1, Af(0)  = 8, A2f(0) = 8. Since the polyno-
mial is of the second degree, the higher differences will be
equal to zero.

P
In this manner it would be possible to determine Z x”

x=0
but later on we shall see shorter methods, by aid of Stirling
numbers, or by Bernoulli polynomials.

If the sum of f(x) is required for x=a,  a+h,,  , ., Q+ (j~-l)h,
that is, if the increment is equal to h,  this should be indicated
in the symbol of the sum; for instance

(5)

To determine this sum we generally introduce a new variable
5 = (x-Q)/~; then 5 will be an integer, and At= 1, and the
preceding methods may be applied, We expand f(a+lh)  into
a Newton series, determine the indefinite sum, and put into it
the limits. We shall have, if f(x) is a polynomial of degree n

(f-4 fi  f(Q+lh)  = zi[  m~l]Amf(a).
t=o

The significance of Amf(a)  in this formula is jA”f(a+Sh)  1~~0.
Example 2. Given f(x) = x2.  Introducing the new variable,

we get f(a+lh)  = (a+lh)"; determining the differences with
respect to ,$ we have
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[Af(~+[h)]~~  = 2ah + h’ and [A2f(a+th)]i=o  = 2h2.

According to formula (6) we find

(7) ‘!$ f(x) = 5 f (a+th) = ~2 +[ 5) (2ah+h2)  +[ :]2h2.
w

On the other hand, it is often possible to obtain the sum
(5) directly , by determining

b-1  f(x)

and putting the values of the limits into the results.
For this we expand f(x) into a series of generalised binomial

coefficients whose increment h is the same as that of x in f(x) ;
if this function is a polynomial of degree n, then we shall have

Amf (a)

The corresponding indefinite sum will be

Amf (a)
A-‘f(x) = x[;;];LhX +k

and therefore the required sum is

Amf (a)
(8) “%*  f(x) = 2 (m$)&- =w ,z ($-I]  Am&d.

The significance Amf  (a) in this formula is [t\“‘(x)&,  since

[Amf (a+th)]pL--O  = [.!j’“f(x)L=~  ;

therefore formulae (6) and (8) are identical.
Example 3. f(x) = x2. The expansion gives

x2 = a2 + [xT]h  W+hl  +2 [x7]h.

The indefinite sum is

and finally
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X x2  = paa  +
=(I

Q 42. Sum of reciprocal factorials by indefinite sums. If
the increment of the factorial is equal to that of the variable,
then the summation presents no difficulties. For instance if

f(x) =  tx)-“,  h  =  fx+;hln,  h

and the sum of f(x) is required for x=a, x=a+h,  x=a+2h,
.,.. x=a+(~bl)h,  then according to formula (10) of (j 33 we
have, if n>l

A-l (X),,  h  =  -
1

h(
n-l) tX)-n+z,h  +  K =

.

= - -  h(n-1) (x;nh-h)GI<  + ’
and therefore

M-~h
X5, tx)-“,  h  =

1
= h (n-l) (a+nh~h).-I,  h

- -
(.flLh+~h-&,-.l,  h

and i f  u=m

xE (x)-n, h  =
1

h(n-1) (a+nh-h),,h  l

Example 1. Let n=2,  h-2, and a=l.  Then

(x1-2.2  = ~x+2Ax+~

_ %: (x+2j1(x+4)
1 1

-=
2(l) (1+4-2)  = -a e

Remark. If the increment h of the factorial is not equal to
that of the variable, it is advisable to introduce a new variable
whose increment is equal to h.

There is another method: to introduce a new variable
whose increment is equal to one and expand the function into a
series of reciprocal factorials whose increment is also equal
to one.
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I This should be done also in cases when the sum of a fraction
is required whose numerator f(x) is a polynomial and the
denominator a factorial, the degree of the numerator being less

’ than that of the denominator. For instance, the sum of

is to be determined, where u,  p,  . . . , 1.  are positive integers in
order of increasing magnitude.

This problem has been solved by Stirling in his memorable
treatise “Methodus Differentialis” (Lo&n. 1730).

Let us multiply the numerator and the denominator of this
expression by the quantity x(x+1)  , , , necessary to make the
denominator equal to (xfi) ),+I .

The numerator F(x), whose degree is necessarily
less than 1+1,  expanded into a series of factorials gives:

F(X) = A),.:  1 + AA  (x+%) + AL-1  (x+%),  +. , , + A, (x+I.)]..

Comparing this expression with the Newton expansion of F(x)
(4, Q 23) the coefficient of (x+j.),,,  is

(3)
AmF  (-4.)

A+,-, = m,

Therefore we have

f(x) A
(x+u)  (x+/l) , . . (x+zf  = -$ + (x$), + * * ’ +

Aj:+I
(x+4  Lcl  ’

the corresponding indefinite sum is 1 be

f(x)
A-’  (x+“) . . . (%+j.)  = A, F (X-1) -~ - A,

2(x+1),  -
A+-,..- - -  + h.

%(X+i.h),.

From this the required sum is obtained without difficulty;
only the determination of the numbers A,,, is needed.

Example 2 (Stirling, Meth. Diff. p. 25). If h=l  the following
sum is required:

OD 1

2,  x ( x + 3 )  I
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Here we have  3,=3,  and F(x) = (x+1) (x+2). Therefore
according to (3) we have

A, = F(-3) = 2

A:, = AF(-3)  = -2
A2  = ‘/?A’F(-3)  = 1

A, = ‘/J3F(-3)  = 0.
Hence it follows that

A-1  (x:3)x = -
++ 2 --__2

2(x+1), 3(x+2), +k

and finally
m 1 1 1

xz,  x(x+3) = 18 *
Example 2. The following sum is to be determined (Stirling

p. 25) if h=l,

2,  I:::;;

Since here we have 1~3  and F(x) = (~-l)~,

A ,  = F(-3)  = 1 6

A:, = AF(-3)  = -7
A, = $A’F  (-3) = 1
-A,  = l,GA”F(-3)  = 0

The indefinite sum is

A-1 (x-1)” =
(x+3) 1

1 6
- 3(x+2), +k

and finally

Q 43. Sums of exponekial  and of trigonometric functions
(same method). The indefinite sum of the exponential function
qX  is according to Q 33 equal to

(1) A-1 qx  = & + k.
Q
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Applications. 1. Sum of a geometrical progression. Given
f(x) = c ox, the sum of f(x) is to be determined for x=a, a+h,
a+2h,  . , , , a+ (n-1)h;  From formula (1) it follows that

LZ+?Zh

Zh  cqx  =
X==,‘

+$  [a”“--11,
4

2. We may obtain by formula (1) the sums of trigonometric
or hyperbolic functions. For instance if hpl, we have

A - l eirpX  -- 2'""  .- + k

e's@-  1

and therefore
9, Qhwp- 1
z ei(xt14~j  = efhj - =

sin 1bznq  1 _Q /a+ 1+2wp .

x=0 Q*‘l‘- 1 sin l/229,

Since cos (x+b)p,  is the real part of e’@+*)g)

5 c o s  (x+b)+  =
sin $$mp
sin 1,2q ~0s  lh W-1 + 2b) w

r=O

This method becomes especially useful in the case of several
variables; for instance if vve  have to determine

s = 3 . . . 5
XpJ xm=O

cos (x,+x,+x:;+. , . +xm+b)q.

S is the real part of

w=l x,=:0 VZl

and therefore

S  = c o s  $L(Xn,--m+2b)~;;  “2’ %ne
I’==  1 / 2

In the particular case of n, =n  for every value, of v, we have

S = cos I,- (mn-m +26)  ~1: \sii’fnJJJ

The sum of a product of a polynomial and an exponential
function is determined by repeated summation by parts (Q 34).

Example. The sum of xaS is required from x=0 to x=n+l
if Ax=l.  The indefinite sum is as we have seen (formula 2,s 34),
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A-1  xd  =
QX  (ax-x--a) + k

(a-l)2
therefore

a+1

z x&z
a”+1  (an--n-l)  + a

x=0 (a-l)* ’

In the particular case of Q = +$ we have

n+2y-z- = 2--
x=0  2”

and i+2,
r=l

The sum of trigonometric functions may be obtained directly.
According to 6, Q 33 the indefinite sum of cos ax is, if h=l

and that of sin ax

40s (ax-l/~,a)A--’ sin ax = -2 sin l/za + kn

Therefore

(3)

and

(4)

We will now examine several particular cases of trigono-
metric functions which play an important part in the trigonometric
expansions of functions and in the resolution of difference
equations.

2. First form. Trigonometric functions occurring in expan-
sions :

sin 2* x 2nk

P ’
cos -.

P

If k and p are integers, and if k is not divisible by p,
then in consequence of formulae (3) and (4) it follows that

E cos  * x = 0
2nk

;
P

f sin -X = 0.
P
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From these equations we may deduce others. Indeed we
have

(5)  2 cos - x cos2; 2vp x = y2 2 cos 2n(vptP)  x +

+ 1/ e cos  2nb-A x.
P

Therefore if v and p are different and if v+,u  and
v-p are not divisible by p, then, the sum of the first member
will be equal to zero.

If v is equal to ,u but different from l/zp,  then we shall have

E [czos~x]2  = l/zp.x=0
If we have 2v=2p=p,  it is obvious that this sum is equal

to p.
In the same way we could obtain, if v is equal to ,u but

different from l/zp,

(6) E [sin 2nvp”1 2 - l/zp.
x=0

If 2v=2p=p  then this sum is equal to zero.
Moreover, if v and p are different, and if v+,u and

v-p are not divisible by p, then

(7)

(8)

E sm- x sin23  x = 0.
. 2TLv

P P
If v and ,U are integers we always have

3 sin? xcos~ x = 0.x=0
Divisibilify. If k is divisible by p,  that is if k=rZp  (A being

an integer) then
2nk%

E [cos-x]2 T p; 5 [s in
2nk

x = p ; = = 0.x=o P .%=a p”1
The other formulae will change according to these. For

instance, if v+p=lp  and v=p  then we shall have

E COs*X  cos*x  = yip;
P P

E sin&x  sin2-x  = -&p
x=0 P P

and so on.
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If 2R=p  then

2.7k
5 cos- x = 0;

2.7k .,

x=0 P
s Icosp xl-  = p.

xzo

The corresponding sine values are equal to zero. The above
formulae will be used later (5 146).

2. Second form. Trigonometric expressions occurring in
certain difference equations.

n k .7k
cos-xx’, sin - x

P P

where k and p are integers. If k is not divisible by p, or if
k= (21+l)p,  3,  being an integer, then

e ..+ = -$$).l-(-l)k).
x=0

On the other hand, if k=21p,  then

E
;rk

cos-x =  p .
x=0 P

If Y  and p differ and are integers, moreover, if v-p and
v+,u are not divisible by p, it follows that

(9)

a n d

W-Y

P
S = I:  sin”’  x sin  !I!.2  X =

x=0

= l,,:! $ COS (“--,“).7  *p

a==u P
.--l/z  ~pcos~v~~xr = 0

X;rO

c = 5 cos~xcoq~x  =x=0
= I,!,  g COS +---rc)n  x + l/2  5 COS (Y+I'L)n  x = 0.

x=0 P t=o P

On the other hand, if r=,u  but v is different from p and
from ‘/zp,  then

s I= lhp and c  =  */$p

If v=,u=p then S=O and C=p

If v=p=lAzp  then s=p a n d  C=O.



v, ,u and p being integers, the following expression will
always be equal to zero:

5 sinyxcosyx  = 0 .
x=0

3. Third  form. Trigonometric functions occurring in the
resolution of certain difference equations:

cos 32x+1)  ; sin .y (2x+1).

a) The indefinite sum of the first expression will be

. 2nvx
sm .-

A-’ cos 7(2x+1)  = ’ +k.
2 sin 7

I Therefore if v is not divisible by p we have

e co, y (2x+1) =  0
x===o

I and if it is divisible, so that v=lp,  then

5 cos 5 (2x+1) = (-1)“p.
x=0

I b) We have
2nvx

cos -
A-’  sin $ (2x+1) = - ’ +k

2 sin Z
P

therefore whether Y is divisible by p or not,

E  sin F (2x+1) = 0.
r=o

c) If ‘V is different from /L and if moreover V+,LL  and
V-P are not divisible by 2p,  we have

S = So sin:  (2x+1) sin y (2x+1)  =  0

and
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(13) c = 2 cos  F (2x+1)  cos 72x+1) = 0.

If v+p  and if 2v is not divisible by p then Sz1.p  and C=$/,p.
If v=p and if 2v is divisible by p then S=p  and C=O.

d) In consequence of formula (12) we always have

E sin:  (2x+1)  c o s  7! (2x+1)  = 0.
.x=0

whether 2v is divisible by p or not.
The sum of a product of a polynomial and a trigonometric

function is obtained by repeated summation by parts.
Example. The sum of x sinx, for x=0, h, 2h,  . . . , (n-1)h

is to be determined. The indefinite sum will be, according to
formula (3) Q 34,

A-‘xsinx  = -
2x sin 1/2h  sin (x--1/2h-$&z)  + h sin x + k

h (2 sin l&h)  2

and therefore
I(hZh  x sin x = 2nh sin J&h sin (nh--l/h-Y&) + h sin (nh)

(2 sin l/zh)  *
.

.x=0

8 44. Sums of other functioua (same method).
1. In paragraph 33 we had (8)

A-lf = F(x-1)  + R

therefore

(1) 21 -J- = F(n) + C

where C is Euler’s constant (Q  19).
2. Since (9, § 33)

A-’ ; = -F(x-1)  +R

we obtain

(2) “2’ -L = 5;” - /C(n),
x=1  x2 6

3. Let us mention here two formulae, which we will deduce
later. The first is (1, ()  83) :

9
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”
x X”’  =  !B+n)*+’  -  en+1

x=0 mfl ’

This is a symbolical formula, in which Bi  must be substitu-
ted for Bi. The numbers Bi are the Bernoulli numbers given by
the symbolical equation (B+l)m+‘-Bm+l  = 0.

The second is given by the symbolical formula (31  of 8 108:

xF,  ( - 1 ) ”  x”’  = & [%-(-l)n  (@+2n)“] .

The numbers Gi  are the tangent-coefficients of 8 104, given by the
symbolical relation (G+2)m + Q, = 0.

4. To determine the sum of logx  fromx=a to x=a+m  if
Ax=1  we make use of formula (11) fj 33:

A- ’  l ogx  = logr(x)  +  k

from which it follows that

(5)
n+n,

1 ‘(a+m)x l o g x  =  log--,,(*) .
x=-t,

5. To obtain the sum of the digamma function from x=0
to x=n if Ax=1  let us remark that we have found formula
(6) Q 34:

Hence

(6)

A-IF(x)  = xF(x)-x+R.

ii F ( x )  = d(n)-n.
.a- 0

6. In Q 34 we foundlformula  (7)) that the indefinite sum of
the trigamma function is

A-F(x)  = xF(x) + F(x) + R.

Therefore

(7) 5 F(x) = d(n)  + F(n) + C
x=0

where C is Euler’s constant.
Example. For n=20  we find

2 F(x )  I=  20f(20)  +  F ( 2 0 )  +  c = 4’57315605.
.X=0
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Adding the numbers F(x)  from x=0 to x=20  in Pairman’s
Table we find 4’57315614. The error is equal to 9 units of the
eighth decimal.

7. Sum of alternate functions. Let f(x) be a polynomial of
degree n; then the indefinite sum of (-1)”  f(x) is given by
formula (2) of Q 35:

@I A-' (-l)xf(x) = 1,4(-l),+  "$' k$ Amf(x).nL==o
From this formula we deduce, for instance,

(91 2 (-1)x x = 1/2(-l)r+  (/k--1/+-~&
.T=l

If the function f(x) is not a polynomial, then the series in
formula (8) is infinite; but the formula holds if the series is
convergent. For instance if

then

The series

Amf(x) = -i;x-;+.
m+r

1/2m(m+l) [ ximm,tl-l  f

is convergent, therefore we shall have

(10) 20 x+l=
I’  (-1)” l/$(-l)r+l  g -rn !

“, 0 2m(~~+m+llm+l + .f, &*

If ,u=~,  in consequence of what has been said before, the
first sum of the second member will vanish, and we get

(11)
OD (-1)x _ 5 1

$ZO  x+l  - - = - log (l---1/2)  = log 2.
,,I=~  rn2”

Q 45. Determination of sums by symbolical formulae, In
Q 6 we have expressed the n -th difference of a function by its
successive values: we had

h” = %; (---I)~+~  ( “, 1 Ex;

from this it follows immediately that
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(II *g  (-I)$]  f ( x )  = (-l)“Ff(O).

Therefore to have this sum it is sufficient to know the R -th
difference of the function f(x), for x=0.

Example 1. Given f(x) = 1/(2x+1).  To determine the n-th
difference if Ax=1 this may be written as a reciprocal factorial
of the first degree; then we get

1
%b -

1
x+1/2=  -5 -

(-1)” nl

(x+%1  (x+Y,I  ’ * ’ [ x +V]’

Putting x=0,
(-1)” n!  2”

[kf  (xl]x=o  = -
.

1.3.5 , . . (2n+l)  ’

therefore

:g k-1P I:] 2& = n! 2”
1.3.5... (2X’

Example 2. Given f(x) = cos ax. We have seen in Q 27
(formula 1) that if Ax=1  then

k cos ax = (2 sin 4/2a)”  cos [ax+lhn(a+rt) 1
hence

[~COSQX]~=O  = (2sin&a)” cosl&n(a+n)
so that finally

cos ax = (-1)” (2 sin 1/2a)”  cos $&n(a+n)  .

Example 3. Given f(x) = l/(x+m)m.  We found the R -th
difference of a reciprocal factorial (formula 6, Q 16); if Ax=1

k (x+‘m,,  =
k---11”  (m+n-2

(x+m+4m+n
hence

[A4 (x)]x=o  = 6-r)  =
Im+nl  (m-11 1

and finally

m = (m+n)im-I)  I ’
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Example 4. Given f(x) = ( “2” ] we had &f(x) z

= x+aI 1m - n  ’This gives

Putting into this expression a=0  we get a useful formula
for the reversion of series (see later). Indeed the second
member of

2: tB1l”  [z] 1 k) = t-l)” [ mYn  )

will be equal to zero if m is different from n, and equal to (11)”
i f  n=m.

Example 5. Given f(x) = (-1)” 1 u<z  1. We have

[ iz:J = [a-z+x)-

Moreover formula (2) 0 28 gives the n-th difference of an
alternate function expressed by means:

h” [(-lP9,(x)l  = b-2)” (--1)“,M”p,(X)
since

Mn[a-zi+,)  =&-;+x)  =$ [Lx)

therefore

and finally

&f(x)  = (-1)x+”  ( ix )

This is Cauchy’s formula, which we have deduced already
in another way (formula 14 8 22).

Example 6. Given f(x) = F(x). In-5  19~we  found (formula 4)

A,,Ftx:  = (--1P  (n-4  1
(x+n),

= (-l)n-lB(x+l,n).

Therefore
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2;  (-1)x [ ;] F(x) = -$.

Example 7. Let f(x) = xm.  We shall see later that

[&xm].rA3  = n ! azt

where 6~~ is a Stirling number of the second kind. Hence

“5’  (-1)X1:]  xm  = (-l)“n  ! 6:
.x=0

and in the particular case of m=n  we have

2 (-l)n+X[~J x”=n!,

Example 8. Given f(x) = ym(x),  the Bernoulli polynomial
of the second kind of degree m. We shall see later that

[A%n  (xl]x=o  = L.”

where b,, is a coefficient of these polynomials. Therefore

x (-l)*[:) ym(x)  =  ( -1)”  b,, ,

Particular case: m=n

+-.g  (--1P (“x) Y&4  = WI”.

In Q 6 we deduced other symbolical formulae. For instance

g = (1 -i1” = 2 (-1)~ [ ;] E-v

This operation executed on f(x) gives for x=a

(2) “2 (-l)y  [ It) f(a-v)  = dnf(a-n).

Example. f(x) = I:). Then &f(x) = [ mzn] ; hence

Particular case of a=n:

12 C-l,‘(y”) [ “L’)  = (mLnJ*
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This formula is identical with that obtained in Example 4.
A third symbolical formula of 3 6 was the following;

U+EP = (2Mln.
This operation performed on f(x) gives for x=0

(3)
*I+1 n
z

( I“==O  v
f ( v )  = 2”Mnf(0).

Hence the sum of the first member is known if’we know the R -th
mean of f(x)  for x=0.

Example 1. G i v e n  f ( x )  = btx ,I 1 We get  MV(x)  =

= bTztn  $ t h e r e f o r eI 1
n+l  n
z

I I(*.=o  ” a-Lj=jZ]

this is again Cauchy’s formula.
Example 2. If n is not very large, we may determine M+[O)

numerically. For instance, given f(x) = 1,9,25,49,  81,. . , , and
n=3.  Computing a table containing the means we have

1 9 25 49
5 1 7 37

11 27
1 9

then from (3) we get

i ,3
0

(2Vf1)2  = 23.19  = 152.
*==o

Example 3. Given f(x) = cos ax. Since (formula 3, 8 27)

Mn cos ax = (cos l/za)” cos (ax+ !&a)

we have
ntl n
z

I 1
v cos av = 2” (cos I/La)”  cos ‘,$na.

VZO

A fourth symbolical formula of 8 6 was

The operation performed on f(x) gives for x=a
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(4)
l +1 R
I:

0
y f(u-v)  = 2” M”  f(a-n),

GO

This formula generally leads to results similar to (3) ; for

instance f(x) = 1 F)  g’Ives  Cauchy’s formula: f(x) = ex would
n+l  n

give t: y e’ = (l+e)n.
v=o I 1

Starting from formula (3) of Q 6 we may obtain a fifth
summation formula. Indeed from

&” = ,f I-l)*  (n+;-‘)  Ay
we get

p-1 A[1 + E+.  . . + Er’l = ---=
E n E n “zl (-I)*+’ I”‘:’  ) A:

Performing the operation EnAs  on both members we have

I+ E + . . e + E-’  = C  +  i,  ( -1)  *+l  [ *+k’)  A ‘-IEn.

This operation performed on f(x), if it is a polynomial or if it
satisfies certain conditions, gives

5 f(x+ih)  =
I=0

4, (-l)‘+’  [ n+;-l  ] $,-1  f (x+nh).

Indeed, since for n=O the first member vanishes, we have
also C=O.

8 46. Determination of sums by generating functions. It
is often possible to determine sums by the method of generating
functions. This will be shown in a few examples.

2. If the following sum is required

s = 5’ (;) x
x=0

we may start from the generating function

u(f) = (l+t)” = 2; [;  1 tx.

The operation f . D performed on both members of this equation
gives
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t.Du(t) = tn(l+t)“-l=  z(:)xf?

Now putting f =l we obtain

S=n2r1.

Remark. According to formula (3) Q 45 this sum is

s = 2” [M”x’Jx=  o

but Mx = x + l/2;  hence M”x = x + 1/2n and finally S=n 2”-‘.

2. To have

SE zy(:I

we start from

u ( f )  = ( l - f ) ”  =  z3  (-1)x [;I f’.

multiplying both members by frl and integrating from 0 to 1
we get

S = J’F  (I-fj?lf  = B(n+l,a).
0

If R and a are integers we have

Remark. According to formula (1) 5 45 this sum is

S  =  (--I)”  An&a[ 1 x --.

but  &L=
f-1)”  n!

x+a (x+a+n),,
and therefqre S = (.+k).,,  .

3. To obtain
a+1

S= X x4X
x=0

let us start from
n+l

u( f )  = X0 (a t )”  =
(af)*+‘--1

a f - 1

determining D u(f) and putting f = 1 we have
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s= ati1  (an---n-l) + a
(a-l)2 ’

This has already been obtained in 8 43 by summation by parts.
4. We could easily determine by summation by parts

n+t
s = x0 x(n-x)

but it may also serve as an example for the use of generating
functions of two variables, Let

-p+1
u(zJ)  = -=J =

*a+1

z 2% tn-”
x=0

from this we conclude that

s = 3% fzz=l[ I
that is

s =
I

[(n+l)zn + (n+l)P](z---f)  + 2(t”+l--z”+l)
(x---t)3 x=1=1

If we put z=t this giv&  O/O; therefore we must apply HBpi-
fal’s rule. The derivative with respect to z of the numerator
divided by the derivative of the denominator gives again O/O for
z=f; and so do the second derivatives also. Finally the third
derivatives give

s=(  .,l)-

Remark. According to § 34, summation by parts would give

A-l x(n-x)  = (;] k----xl  +A-‘( “f’)  =

I tie  required sum is therefore
++1

x x(n-3)  =-
.Z=O

(n~l)+(n+=(n~l).

9.47. Determination of sums by geometrical considerations.
It occurs sometimes that the result of a geometrical problem is
expressed by a sum. If it is possible to solve the problem in
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another way the result will be equal to the sum obtained
previously.

As a simple example let us consider the sum
n-t1

(1) s zz z v(n-v)
I*=1

which we have already determined by other methods.
This sum is equal to the number  of points whose coordinates

are x = 0, 1, 2, . , . , (n-2); y=O,  1, 2, . . . . (n-2);
zzz  0, 1, 2, .,., (n-2) provided that

x+y+zln-1.

The points above are situated in a tetrahedron whose summits
are the points of coordinates:

x=0,  y=o,  z=o, x=0,  y=O,  z=n-2, x=0,  y=n--2,2x0,

x=n-2,  y=O, z=O.

The number of the given points contained in the plane

x+y = V-l

is equal to v(n-v)  ; and the number of points contained in the
planes parallel to this one, and corresponding to v=l,  2, . , ,, (n-l)
is equal to the required sum S.

On the other hand, if we consider the plane

x+y+z  = s

the number of the points in this plane will be, as is easily seen,
equal to

1+2+3+... +  (s+l)  =  ( s;2  )-

- The number of the points contained in the planes parallel to this
one, corresponding to s=O,  1,2,  . . . , (h-2) will be

this is the total number of the points, therefore equal to S. SO

that
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g 48. Determination of sums by the Calculus of Probability.
Sometimes the result of a problem of probability is obtained in
the form of a sum; if it is possible to solve the problem in
another manner, the result will be equal to the sum above.23

Example. Given an urn in which there are m balls marked
1,2,3  ,,,,, m. Successively R balls are drawn, putting the ball
taken, back into the urn before the next drawing.

The probability that the sum of the R numbers obtained shall
be less than x is equal, according to Monmorf’s solution, to

Since the probability that the obtained sum shall be less
than x=nm+l is equal to unity, we have

Finally putting pu=n--~  we get

Q 49, Determination of alternate sums starting from usual
sums. Often if we know a sum we may deduce the correspond-
ing alternate sum,

Example. We have, as we shall see in formula (6) Q 82,

(1) s= 5x=o  (x+&”  = ?4icw2”
IB,,I
(24  !

where B,, is a Bernoulli number. This multiplied by l/2’” gives

*a Let us remark that Crofton determined by the same method the
values of several very interesting definite integrals, which were verified
later, by analytical methods, by Serref.

Morgan W. Crofton,  On the Theory of Local Robability, the
method used being also extended to the proof of new Theorems’;;  the
Integral Calculus. Phil. Trans. Royal Society, London, 1868. Vol. 158,
pp. 181-199.

J. A. Serret,  Sur un probleme  du calcul integral,Comptes  Rendus  de
1’Academie  des Sciences, Paris, 1869. Vol. 2, p. 1132.

Sur un problhme de calcul integral, Annales  Scientifiques de 1’Ecole
tiormale  sup. Paris, 1869, Vol. 6, p, 177.
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Since this series is absolutely convergent, it follows that the
2n -th power of the odd numbers is

(3) s-g = xz, (2x;*)g  =$(22”-1)  9”  #

and moreover the alternate sum will be



CHAPTER IV.

S T I R L I N G ’ S  N U M B E R S .

Q 50. Expansion of factorials into power series. Stirling’s
numbers of the first kind. The expansidn of the factorial into a
Maclaurin series gives

(1)
n+1

(x)n  =  ,zl x”
[$! D”  (x)n  j x=o

Denoting the number in brackets by Sr  we have

(2) S: = [A Dm(x),lz=,

so that equation (1) may be written

(3) (X)”  = six  + SfX2  + six3  + , . . + S;x”.

The numbers 3: defined by equation (2) are called Stirling’s
Numbers of the first kind. They were introduced in his Methodus
Differentialis, in which there is a table of these numbers (p,  11)
up to n=9.24

?a  0.  Sch&niZch,  Compendium der Hijheren Analysis, Braunschweig.
1895, II, p. 31, gives a table of these numbers, which he calls Facult%ten-
coefficienten. His notation is different; his

c: corresponds to our , p-m
/ rr I

A larger table is to be found in:
Ch. Jordan, On Stirling’s Numbers, TBhoku  Mathematical Journal,

Vol. 37, 1933, p. 255.
J. F.  Steffensen, Interpolation, London, 1927, p. 57, introduces numbers

which he calls differential coefficients of nothing, denoted by DmOt-nl,  and
gives a table of these numbers divided by m!; his

DmObl

ml
corresponds to our 1x1

Niels  Nielsen, Gammafunktionen, Leipzig, 1906, p. 67, introduces the
“Stirlingschen Zahlen Erster Art”; his

c; corresponds to our / St:;-“’  /

[nearly the same notation as Schlomilch’s).
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Stirling’s Numbers are of the greatest utility in Mathematical
Calculus. This however has not been fully recognised;  the num-
bers have been neglected, and are seldom used.

This is especially due to the fact that different authors have
reintroduced them under different names and notations, not
mentioning that they dealt with the same numbers.

Stirling’s numbers are as important or even more so than
Bernoulli’s numbers; they should ‘occupy  a central posiltion in
the Calculus of Finite Differences.

From (2) we deduce immediately that

Sjl=O;  S:=l  a n d  S: =O  i f  m>n.

The other numbers could also be calculated by (2), but we
will give a shorter way. Let us write the identity

(4) (xl,,,  = (x--n)  (~1~~.
If we put u = x-n and u = (x),, then Leibnifr’s formula giving
the higher derivatives of a product (S 30) is

that is-
Dm(uu)  = uDmu  + ( 71 Du  0’9~

Dm(~)n+l  = (x-4 DmW. + morn-l  (4,.
Dividing both members by m! and putting x=0  we get, in con-
sequence of (2),

(51 s;+, = St-l - n  S:.

This could have been obtained from (4) by expanding the
factorials (x),+1 and (x),, into power series (3), and writing that
ihe  coefficients of xm in both members are the same.

Equation (5) is a partial difference equation of the first
order. It is true that the general solution of this equation is
unknown; but starting from the initial conditions we may compute
by aid of this equation every number Sr.  According to 6 181
one initial condition is sufficient for computing the numbers Sz;
for instance S;l’ given for every positive or negative integer value
of m. But from definition (2) it follows directly that

S; = 0 if m =t=  0 and Si  = 1.
Therefore, putting into the equation n=O  we get S;; =Sr--l

and this gives
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St =l a n d  S’;=O  i f  m j l .

Putting into the equation n=l we find

s;l  = q-l -s;,

This gives

S,l=l,  Si z-1 a n d  ST ~0 i f  m>2  o r  m<l

and so on; we obtain the following table of the Stirling numbers:

n\m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1 1
1 2

nirn
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1 0
1 1
1 2

Stirling’s Numbers of the First Kind. S:

1 2 3 4 5

L

-6

2 4
-120

120
-5040

40320
-362880
3628800

-39916800

1
- 3

1 1
-50

274
-1764

13068
-109584

1026576
-10628640

120543840

1
- 6

3 5
-225

1624
-13132

118124
-1172700

12753576
-150917976

1
- 10

85
-135

6769
-67284
723680

-8409500
105258076 -

1
- 15

175
-1960
22449

-269325
3416930

-45995730

s; = 1

6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 12

1
-21 1

3 2 2 - 28 1
4536 546 -36 1

63273 -9450 870 -45 1
-902055 157773 -18150 1320 - 5 5 1
13339535 -2637558 357423 --32670 1925 -66 1

From equation (5) we conclude that .the Stirling numbers of
the first kind are integers.
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Putting x=1 into equation (3) we get if n>l

(6) s,t +S,Z+S~+#..+S~=0.

That is, the sum of the numbers in each line of the preceding
table is equal to zero. This can serve as a check of the table. To
obtain a second check, let us put x = -1 into equation (3) ;
we get

n+1
(-l)nn!  = z (-1)m s; .

St--l

By aid of (5) it can be shown step by that the sign of S:: is
identical with that of I-l)“-“; therefore we have the second
check :

viz., the sum of the absolute values of the numbers in the line n
is equal to n! .

Generating function of the Stirling numbers of the first kind
with respect to m. From equation (3) we conclude that the
generating function of SF with  respect to m is

(81 u(f,n)  = VI,,

that is, in the expansion of u(t, n) in powers of t the coefficient
of t" is equal to S;‘.

In fact, the Stirling numbers, in their definition (2), are
given by their generating function.

Q 51, Determination of the Stirling numbers starting from
their definition. The expression

x(x-1) (x-2) . . . (x-n+l)  = 0

may be considered as an equation whose roots are Ui=i  for
i=O,  1, 2, . . . , n.  Hence in this equation the coefficient of xm  is
equal to

(1) St  = (-l)n-m z u,u,. .  .  u,-m

where the sum in the second member is extended to every com-
bination of order n-m of the numbers 1, 2, . , , (n-l), without
repetition and without permutation.

10
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Equation (1) may be transformed by multiplying the first
factor of the second member by (n-l)! and by dividing the
quantity under the sign X by (n-l) 1 . This gives

1
sz = (-l)n-m  ( n - l ) !  x - -  .

u1ug.. . u,-1

The sum in the second member is extended to every com-
bination of order m-l of the numbers 1,2,3,.  . . (n-l), without
repetition and without permutation.

Formulae (1) and (2) show also that the sign of S;; is the
same as that of (-I)“-“.

Later on we shall see that it is possible to express the sum
(2) by others having no restriction concerning repetition.

We may obtain a third expression analogous to (1) and (2))
starting from the following equation, which will be demonstrated
later (Q  71). We have

(3)

On the other hand, from the known series of log (l+t),
applying m times Cauchy’s  rule of multiplication of infinite
series, we get

44) [log (l+t) lm = ( - 1 ) ”  s (-1)“f” x u,u,  l .n;m _... Qm

In the sum contained in the second member, ur  takes every
value of 1, 2, 3, , . . with repetition and permutation but satis-
fying the condition:

u,  + u2  + UC5 + . . * . + u, = R.

From (3) and (4) it results that

(5) s; = (-1)“~”  nr x uluz l u, .
m ! * .  .

Examples. Let us determine S: by the formulae obtained
above. From (1) we have

s; = 1.2+

Formula (2) gives

1.3+1.4+2.3+2.4+3.4  = 35.
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S: = 2 4

Formula (5) \

Starting from equation (3) 8 50 by integration we get
1

s

a+1 sr

0
(x)n  dx = mz, m+l u

Later it will be shown that this integral is also equal to
n ! b, where b, is a coefficient of the Bernoulli polynomial of the
second kind. Therefore we have

(7)
b,  = r w!’  s::

n! Inn=,  m+l’
This is an expression of the coefficient b, by Stirling’s numbers.

Q 52. Resolution of the difference equation

(1)  ’ s etfi+1 =S;-’  -nS;

As has been said, the general solution of this equation of
partial differences is unknown; but in some particular cases it
can be solved easily.

1. Putting into it m=l  we obtain

S:+,=-nS,‘.

Taking account of St =I the solution of this linear difference
equation with variable coefficients is, as we shall see later,

St,  = (-I)“-l  ( n - l ) ! .

2. Putting m=2  into equation (1) we have

SZ+,+  nsi  = s; = (-I)“-’  (n-l) !
If we write

f(n) = (-l)*S:/  (n-l) I

then the above difference equation will be

f(n+l)  -f(n) = Af(n)  = f,
(I

and therefore according to 5 I9

.
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f(n) = F(n-1) + K.

Sf=C  hence f (2) =l; moreover as F(1) =1-C,  therefore
k=C,  the Euler’s constant. Finally

s; =  ( -1 ) ”  (n- l ) !  [F(n-1)  +  C].

Example. Let n=5.  Replacing the digamma function by the
corresponding sum (p, 59) we find

S: = -24[l/,  + ‘I:! + ‘I, + ‘1,-j  = -50.

Remark. From the above we deduce the sum of l/x ex-
pressed by Stirling’s numbers:

3. If m=3 we have

S:+,  +nSi= Si = ( -1) ”  (n- l ) !  [F(n-1)  +  C].

Writing again
f(n) = (-l)R-l  S,j/  (n-l) !

we get, N(n)  =[F(n-1)  +C\ln  so that

f(n) = A-l$ [F(n-1)  + C].
(I

By summation by parts we obtain

A-l  t F(n-1) = [F(n-l)]‘-Aa-l  $F(n)

since (pp. 58 and 60)

F(n) = f( n-l) + $ and A-l  - f = F(n-1) + k.

Putting F(n) into the preceding equation we find A-‘F(n-l)l’n
which gives by aid of (2’)

f(n) = 1/2[F(n-l)]”  + sIF(n-1)  1 + CF  (n-l) + k.

Since f (1) =O and F(O)  = $ it follows that

k = w[cL;]

and finally

Si;  =  (-l)“-’ (n- l ) !  1/,{[f  (n- l )  +  C]? + F(n-1)  --$I.
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Example.  Let n=5,  Then the preceding formula gives, since

F(4)+C  = l+%+%+%  and F(4)-‘; =-(1+‘/,+‘/~+‘11~)

The formula above gives the sum of l/x’ expressed by
Stirling’s numbers :

s: = 3 5 .

It would be possible to continue in this manner and deter-
mine S: and so on, but the formulae would be more and more
complicated.

4. If we put m=n+l into equation (1) we have

S %+I
a-51 = s::  = . . . . = s: = 1.

5. Putting into equation (1) n+l-m instead of m we
obtain

p-+-l---m = Sn-VL  _ n Sn+l-m
II+ 1 R 98

therefore it follows that the difference of the Skiing  number
below, with respect to n. is

(2) A,,;-“’  = - 11  s;,+- .
81

Particular case of this formula. Making m=l  we have
ASi- = -n

I ‘
and therefore

S:-1 = A-1 (-n)  = - [ ;) + h.
II

Sinct S: = 0 therefore K=O.
In consequence of formula (2) we have

Sz-2 = A-1 [-n S;:- !] 11 A-1 [n (2) ]
,‘ n

and finally

q-2 = 3[;] +2(t).

This is a polynomial of the fourth degree. After multiplying
it by -n, the indefinite sum will give S:-3.  This is a polynomial
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of the 6 -th  degree; indeed, the degree is increased by one by
the multiplication, and by one again by the summation. Con-
tinuing in this manner, we obtain St-“‘which  will be a polynomial
of the variable R of degree 2m.

Let us write it in the following way

(3) s;-‘” =C~,~(2”m)+Cm.~(2mn_~)f.~.+C~,,~.

After multiplication by --n the coefficient of C,,,. will be

-n 2nLvI 1
- -(2m--v+l)[  2mTy+1) -Pm--4 (2m5v)

therefore we have

,yn-1 = A-‘[+  S,:-m] = -
t. ‘1:: C,, ,,  Pm--Y+  111  2m-Yl+2  ) --

- S’ cm,,.  (Zm--Y)  ( 2m:v+1  ) + k
VZO

Writing in the second sum v-1 instead of v we obtain

e-m-’  = - 2>;01  Pm---y+11  ( ,,II,,+,) rGr,  I + C”L  ‘-11  + k

Here we put C,,  -1 = 0.
On the other hand we have according to (3)

2nzJ-3

Sy--l = z cm+,,,.  [
v=o 2tn;2-v -I

From the last two equations we deduce

(4) G+1,*  = - (2m-V+  I) [C,. a,  + C,,,.  J and k = Cm+,.  2m+2  .

The general solution of this partial difference equation
is unknown, but in some particular cases the solution is easily
obtained.

From p-’ = - ;I
9‘ I 12

we conclude that C,, o = -1 and C,,,. = 0,  if v > 0.
Putting m=I into equation (4), it fohows  that

C’;,,  = 0’ if Y > 1.

From this we conclude, putting m=2 into (4), that
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C,,,. = 0  i f  v>2

and so on; finally we find

Cm,,.  = 0 if v > m-l,

Therefore we have also K = C,,  2m = 0; and equation (3) will be

Equation (4) may be solved in some particular cases.
I. Putting v=m it becomes

C m+l,m  = - (m+l)  Cm, m-1.

This is a homogeneous linear difference equation with
variable coefficients; we shall see that its solution is

Cm,m-l=O  ii -(i+l)  = (-l)“m! 0.
isO

C,, ,, = -1; therefore w=l.
2. Putting v=O into equation (4) we get

C m+l, 0 = - Pm+11  Cm,  o.

The solution of this equation, which is of the same type as the
preceding, will be

C In.0 = w ii -(2i+l)  = (-l)m.l.3.5.... (2m-1) .w.
idl

Since C,, o = -1, hence w=l.
Multiplying equation (4) by (-I)”  and summing from v=O

to v=m+l,  we obtain

.- 3’ (-1) Cm+I.,  = - 2: (-I)’  C,,  l.- :i’ (-1) ’ (2m-v)C,,V  $
v==o

+  ‘kil ( - 1 )  r--I (2m-v+l) C,,,,-I.
v=o

Remarking that the last two sums in the second member
are equal to

- ‘2:  A[ (-I)“-’  (2m-v+l) Cm,r-l]
”
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moreover that at the limits the quantity in the brackets is equal
to zero, as C,,  -1 = 0 and C,,,.  ,,, = 0, we have

m+t m+1
I:  (-1)  Cm+,.v  = - z (-l)‘c,*,:

wz.0 r=O

from this we conclude that

(7) “’v:. k-1) y Cl”.  I = k-l)‘“-’ Vi0  (---l)‘C,. ,  =  (-l)m,

Starting from the initial conditions C,. V = 0 if v =/=  0 and
C,, o = -1 we may compute step by step the numbers C,,  ,,
by aid of equation (4). The results are given in the table below.
Equation (7) may be used for checking the numbers.

Table of C,“.,.

nr\” 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 - 1
2 3 2
3 - 15 -20 --6
4 105 210 130 24
5 -945 -2520 -2380 -924 -120
6 10395 34650 44100 26432 7308 7 2 0

Remark. From formula (5) we may deduce the differences
of SZ-~’  with respect to n:

m

I
I1

4” S,:--“’  = ,z,  cm.r  2m--,,-jJ I

and in the particular case of ,u=2m

A-m  S y = C ,,,,  ,, .
#I

From equation (5) we deduce the important formula:

/ SZ-‘JJ  /
(8) !Lt n’m I cm.  0 I _ 1 . 3 . 5 . 7  .,,. (2m-1) 1

== (2m)  - (2m)! =n

permitting us to deduce asymptotic values of St -+,  .
The difference equation (5), S 50 multiplied by (-1)“““”

gives
IS;+:,,1 = IS:;-l( -t- /I py.
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Dividing both members of this equation by n! we obtain

The difference of the quantity in the brackets is understood tobe
with lrespect to n.

From (9) we conclude, r+l  instead of m

@ iw ISpI
z --CT =  (p-1) I ’?I-”

Remark 2. Formula (5) is advantageous for the determina-
tion of Si-”  if R is large and m small. For instance we have

Q 53, Transformation of a multiple sum “without repetition”
into sums without restriction. Let us consider the following sum

8‘  f 1 n+l *+1

(1) cTrn=  I:  z ,,. r, f(u,)f(u,)...f(u,)
,a,= 1 “F  1 ‘a,,,-  ’

from which repetitions such as ui = nj  are excluded. Putting
n+l

(2) ,,x, [f (Ui)-Jk = a/c
i

it is easy to show that 8;  may be expressed by sums without
restriction, We have

&I = z f (u,) x f (u,) - Bf  (u,)f  (u,) = ff12-(J2  *

Indeed, to obtain 4 it is necessary to subtract from the first
expression the terms in which u1  =u2.

In the case of 05 we should proceed in the same manner:
from ui3 we must subtract the terms in which uI=u2  or u,=u,

or uz=u:,;  we obtain o~~--~o~o~.  But in this manner we have
subtracted the terms in which u1  =u2=zzzl  three times, therefore
we must add a, twice. Finally

eq zz  a, 3-3a,n,  + 20,.

Continuing in this manner we could show that & may
be expressed by a sum of terms of the form

a0,j.l 02L  ,..arnj.m
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where 1.1 may be equal to 0, 1,2,3,. . . , but are such that

rl,+2f.2+3?.3+...mi.,=m,
and o is a numerical constant.

To distinguish these constants, we will introduce first the
index Eli which is equal to the degree of the term in 0. Since
there may be several terms of the same degree, we introduce in
these cases a second index pi ,u= 1 will correspond to the term
in which i.,  is the greatest (Z%i  being the same), ~=2  to the
following, and so on. If there are several terms in which r7,i  is the
same, then these are ranged in order of magnitude of 1,
and so on.

The number of terms in which Zl.i is the same, is equal to
the number of partitions of the number m, with repetition but
without permutation, into Xl.i  parts (i. e. of order 23.i).

Adopting Neffo’s  notations (Combinatorik, p. 119) this
number will be written:

It is difficult to determine these numbers in the general
case, but there are formulae by aid of which a table containing
them may be calculated step by step. For instance

P(J'm)  = Z+l(j m-l) + P(J'm--h).

Starting from P(  [m] = 1 and from Pm(  fm) = 0 the following
table is rapidly computed by aid of this equation:

m\XRi  1
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 1
5 1
6 1
7 1
8 1
9 1

Table of rTLi  ( ( m) .

2 3 4 5 6 7

1
1 1
2 1 1
2 2 1 1
3 3 2 1 1
3 4 3 2 1 1
4 5 5 3 2 1
4 7 6 5 3 2
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The total number of terms in flm is equal to the number
of all the partitions of m with repetition (but without permuta-
tion), of any order whatever. Netto denoted this number by

4m; 1,2,3,, , . I = r(J‘m),

These numbers are also difficult to determine in the
general case; but starting from r(j 1) = 1, they can be rapidly
computed by

r(Jm) = F(jm-1)  +r!jm; 2,3,.  . .).

Table of r(jm).
1

yljm)  1

2 3 4 5  6  18 9 10 11
2 3 5 7 11 15 22 30 43 58

These numbers are connected with the former ones by
Euler’s formula

rxii (Jm) = r(J’m--Z&;  1,2,3,  . . . 9 XI+).

Finally our formula will be

(3) &i = I: az+,  p o,Ll  o.2L*  , , , a,,$~~

where Zi&=m and the sum is extended to Xlli  = 1,2,3,.  , . m,

and ~1  varies from 1 to P( fm).
Example. Let m=4,  then  the number of the terms will be,

according to the second table, equal to five. Moreover two terms
will coriespond  to Cli  = 2 (First table). Indeed the partitions
are

1+1+1+1, 1+1+2, 1+3, 2+2,  4,

therefore e will be

<=a4u14 + a3 o1202  + a2,1  0~0:~  + a2.2 022  + alo,,
Determination of the coefficient a, ,, , First we wiil remark

that they are independent of n and of the function f(u) chosen.
Therefore we may deduce these numbers by choosing the most
convenient function. Let us put first
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f(q) = 1 ;

according to formula (2) we have cr = R,  for every value of k.

Hence @m becomes

oYA  = a, nm + a,-, nm-’  + , . . , + (az+l + aI+2  + , . , .) n’“i +

+ .,. + a1 n

but the first member is equal to the number of combinations of
order m, with permutation but without repitition, of the numbers
1,2,3 ,.,., n, 1 and 1 therefore equal to (n), . From this we
conclude, taking account of equation (3) of 8 50, that the coef-
ficients may be expressed by Stirling’s numbers of the first kind:

(4) a ,  = S;; a,-,  = S;-*  ; a, = S!,,

and
aa,.  + azli,2  + . , . . = S,f;“i

This gives m equations, since the number of the unknown
coefficients is equal to .I’(Jm an according to the second table) d
we generally have r(! m) > m; therefore we need more equa-
tions.

To obtain them we will put

f(q) = a”i

where ui=1,2,3  ,..., n.
Since the coefficients a are independent of n we may put

n=w  therefore if a < 1 it follows that:
c-2

0, = -l-afi *

Hence, according to (3), we have

(5) Pm  = X axj.i.!, c~“‘(l-(il)-~~(l--~‘))-~~  . . . (1-a”*)+n

where, as we have seen, Xi& = m.
On the other hand, in the case considered

&I Gxl  = 2 . . . , x a%+%+,  . . +t4tj,  .

The coefficients of a”’ in (5) and (6) are equated, for
il) = m+l,  m+2,  m+3,.  , . . and so on, till the necessary number
of equations for determining the unknown number a.,,, is
obtained.
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The coefficient of aw  in (6) is equal to the number of parti-
tions of w into m parts (ui = 1,2,3,  , . . ) with permutation but
without repetition.

Netto denoted this number in his Combinatorik (p.  119) by

v$w; 1,2,3,,  . . ) = v++

The general expression for this number is complicated, but we
know that

(6’) Vm(  Jw)  = 0  i f  w < jm$i)

and

Vm(Jo) = m !  i f  ~=(~$l].

Indeed the smallest sum, since there cannot be repetition, is

1+2+.  . . * +m=(“$‘).

The coefficient of am  in (5) becomes, after the expansions,
equal to

b-1) x,+x*+-.  .+xtn  axl+2q+.  .+NIx,+m,

In the sums above, xi takes every value of 0, 1,2, . . a with
repetition and permutation, but so as to have

03) x1  + 2x, +, , , . + mx, = o-m.

Moreover the first sum in (7) is extended to every value of Xl.i
and ,u such that Zili  = m.

In this way we get from (6’) with the m equations obtained

t 1
m+1previously, in all 2 equations, which will generally be

sufficient to determine the a,,+,,  since according to our table

But if necessary it would be easy to get even more equations.
Example. Let us determine ~5”;.  Here Xiii = m = 4; we

have seen already that
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4 = a, aI4  + a3 u12ua  + (I~.~  a,~,,  + a2.?  oz2  + aI  04.

The equations (4) give

a4 = St  = 1 a,, = S: = -6

a2,1  + a2,2  = S: = 11 a1 = Sj  = -6.

Since there are five unknowns, we need one equation more. To

obtain it, let us remark that  since 0=5is  less than ( 1
m+i  =lO2

according to what precedes, the coefficient of cs in (6)
is for m=4  equal to zero. We get an expression for this coef-
ficient starting from (8):

x,+~x,+~x,,+~x,  z 1 .

‘fhe  only solution of this equation is x, = 1 and x2=x2=
=x,=0;  therefore from (7) we obtain the required coefficient

I: a~~i,B  1, = 4a,  + 2a:,  + q,,  = 0 .
Indeed if X& = 4 then 1, = 4; and if 23.i  = 3 then 1,  = 2; finally
if Eli  = 2 then 1, = 1. From the above equations we conclude that

a2,1  = 8 and a.‘.2 =3
and finally

4=. 14-6n,‘n.,+srr,n:j  +3n,“--604.

Particular case. f(q) = l/ui  and therefore

&,=X  l
UIUZ  a . . u,

Let m = 4 and ui = 1,2,3,4.  We shall have

25 205
fJ1=jYj;

2035 22369--*
a2 - 144’ % = m; a4=20736

we find
20736(a14) =  390625  20736(-6a,%,)  = -768750
20736(8a,o,)  = 407000 20736 (-6~~) = -134214
20736(3~,~) = 126075 -902964

923700
therefore

20736<  = 923700 - 902964 = 20736 and < = 1.

This was obvious, since as there is no repetition the fraction
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can only be l/l .2.3.4,  and this in every permutation, that is
41 times.

Q 54. Stirling’s numbers expressed by sums, Limits. From
formula (2) of Q 51 we have

where the sum in the second member is to be extended to every
combination of order m of the numbers  1,2,3,.  . . , R,  without
repetition and without permutation. If there is no repetition
the last restriction may he suppressed when dividing the second
member by m! . In order to suppress the first restriction con-
cerning repetition, let us put

According to formula (3) of Q 53 the sum in expression (1)
may be transformed into ordinary sums, writing

Particular cases. 1.  From m=O it follows that Ai = 0 for
every value of i, and we have seen (4), Q 53 that a, = Sr = 1;
hence

S’n+l = (-1)” n!

2 .  Putt ing  m=l  we have R,=l  and  rZ,=&=...=O
since a, = 1

s;,, = (-l)“+l nl  (II.

3. If m=2 we may have 1, = 2 or J, = 1. Moreover we have
seen that U,-~  = Q-l  = Si = -1, therefore

q+,  = k---1) R  n! f/2 (U12-u2).

4. If m=3 we may have 1, = 3, or 1,  = 1 and 1, = 1, or
1,  = 1 we have CJ,,,-~ = S;-’ = -3 and a, = Sk= 2; therefore

s:,, = (+l!g (015-30102  + 20,)

and so on.
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If we have tables giving ck we may determine the Stirling’s
numbers by these formulae.

Example. S&  = 11 ! I+  , but according to Q 19

F(1.1)  = 2’4426 6168
C = 0’5772 1566

(Jl - 3’0198 7734-

Hence Sf, = 120 543839’8. In this result the error is equal to
-0.2.

Formula (2) permits us to determine the approximate
value of S’;T: if n is large. Since according to (14) 0 87 for
large values of n we have approximately

(3) a, = F(n) + C - log (n+l) + C

therefore
St+, - (-I)“+1 n! (log (n+l) + C].

The logarithm in this formula is a Napier’s logarithm. If
for instance n=ll  then log (n+l) + C = 3’062123. Multiplying
it by ll!  we obtain the result with an error of 1’4% in excess,

Knowing the first values of the coefficients a12z,P  we
may deduce from (2) the limits of certain expressions containing
Stirling numbers, if n increases indefinitely. For instance

I s:,:::  I
,%J  ( n + l ) !

=lim-+[s-(!J)  s +,.,,].
,,=cs  Tn.

Since
is

Uk I -- 6
if k>l

and moreover

lim  log;+l)  = lf ;A: Ilog  (n+W = o___-a= m n
I it ‘follows that

(4)

and

(5)
I s:$j  I 1

Et  n! [log (n+l)]m  =m!*
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From this formula asymptotic values of S’$:  can be
obtained, for instance

IW - f=Jf  [log n + Cl”‘.

Variation of S; in the lines of ihe  table; that is if n
remains constant and m increases. Formula (2) permits us to
determine approximately the value of m corresponding to the
greatest term. We have, writing n instead of n+l

I

01 m-
m

01 “-202  + , , .

!iEt I St+’G,  ) Sr 1 =!E A I ( 2 1 1 1-=-
elm-l- ( mzl  1 olm-302 + m, , , 1 0,

Therefore an asymptotic value of the ratio will be:

(6)

If n>2 then for m=l  this ratio will be greater than one, that is
the numbers will increase at the beginning of the rows. This can
be verified in the table from r&3
greatest term of the row, if

upward, S,X  will be the

From (6) we conclude that we have approximately

X>logn>x-1.

Examples.
n=3 log n = 1’099 greatest term of the row n s:
n=8 log n = 2’079 si
n=21 log n = 3’045 s:,
n=55 log n = 4’007 s35
n=131  log n = 5’003 %l

The first two items can be checked by our table.
Change of S;  in the columns of the table; that is if m

remains constant and n increases. From formula (2) we may
obtain

1 1
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(7)

This will lead, for instance, to the following asymptotic formula

(8) Sm  nSzn+1 -

which gives acceptable values if m is not too large. If  m=l,  the
values given are exact.

We have seen that, m being given, the limit of

is equal to zero; now we will determine the differences of this
expression with respect to n. Formula (9) 8 52 gives

(9)

Writing

s::
I In !

- -

and applying to the second member the formula (1) of 8 30,
which gives the difference of a product, we get

(10)
f-T

Ai--/
IS9 ( S”-- 1.-- -

,, n!
=-

(n-kiln ( n - l ) !  + nil ’ --ii?- =

Therefore we conclude that if

A /SF-~ I > 0 then we have
,I#

Therefore the quantity S$ ’
I I

will decrease with increasing

n if m is smaller than the index corresponding to the maximum
of ISt-ll  in the row n. We have seen that this maximum is
obtained if m-l is equal to the greatest integer contained in

lognfl.  Hence  i f  m-l>logn+l, 2

with increasing n.
I In!

will increase
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For instance, since log 8 = 2’079, i f  n=B,  the
sy:

quantity ] S;-11 will be maximum if m-l=3  and 2.  will
I I

decrease with increasing n if m < 4. This can be checked by
the table.

Remark. From formula (9) it follows that

A-lIsr'  - 2
/ p+1 1

n! (n-ijT  + k’

§ 55. Some applications of the Stirling numbers of the
first kind.

1. Expansion of factorials and binomial-coefficients into
power series. We have seen that

(1)
a n d

(2)
X0n +$ s:x*.

. m-l

The expansion of the generalised factorial was
*+1

(3) (X),J  = x1  s:l Xrn Pm.

The above formulae enable us to determine the derivatives
or the integral of factorials and binomials. We have

(4)

and

Moreover we may determine by aid of the preceding
formulae the factorial, or the binomial moments of a function
f(x) expressed by power-moments, Let us recall the definition
of these moments. Denoting the power moment of degree n by
dn,  the factorial moment of degree n by 9X,  and the binomial
moment of degree n by a,, , we have

d/Y, = 5 x”{(x); mm,  = E (X)“f(X)
.X=0 x=0
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&I = 2 (;] f(x).
Therefore if we expand (x), into a power series (1) we have

Expanding z
I I

into a power series (2) we obtain

*+t  1

Particuht  cases. Expansion of the factorial (x+11-1),  into
a power series. Since we have

(x;tn-1)” = ( -1)”  (-X)”

it follows that
*+1 s+l

(x+n-l)n  = XI (--l)*+m  s; xm  = z,  I sr I xm.

Q 56, Derivatives expressed by differences. Given f(a),
Afta),  A”f(Q),  , , , and so on, it is required to find Df (x).

Starting from Taylor’s series

f ( x )  = 5 (x;)m Dmf (a)ml=0
we obtain sa4

(1) D”f (x)  = s ym--;; Dmf (a) .
lna

Therefore it is sufficient to express by differences the
derivatives of f(x) for X=Q.  To obtain them we will expand
f(x) into a generalised Newton series

(2)
pf(Q)

f(x)  = .y""1,, h"'

According to the formulae of the preceding paragraph we have

( X - Q ) ”  h”-p  s:.

From this we deduce
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For x=u this expression gives

and finally

(3)

The value thus obtained put into (1) gives the required
formula, If t(x) is a polynomial, there is no difficultyinapplying
formulae (1) and (3). If f( )x is not a polynomial, the Newton
series (2) must be convergent and the Taylor series too.

Example 2. Given f(x) = l/x;  if h = 1 then we shall have

Dmf  (a) = %A a n d (-1)” n! ,- -Awd = (a+n),,  f

moreover from (3) it follows that

Therefore

m (--i)nm!
DmW = .z,  (~+n) Sit.

If a=1  we get
O”  ICI

’ = 2 (n+l)! *

Let us remark, that the last sum is independent of m. Using
formula (10) of Q 54 it can be shown that its difference with
respect to m is equal to zero for every value of m.

Example 2. Let f(x)=2”.  Putting a=0 and h=l  we obtain

A”f (x) = 2” and Dmf(x) = 23  (log2)“;

therefore according to (3) it follows that

451 (log 21  m - gE!
m !  -r=mn!’
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The conditions of convergence are satisfied.
Example 3. Let f(x) = f(x)  = DlogI’(x+l).  Putting a=0

and h=l  we deduce

&F(x)  = (-1p-1  (n-l) !
(x+&l  *

From formula (2) Q 21 it follows that

DmF(o)  =  (-l)“‘m!  % & .
x=1

Therefore formula (3) gives

(6) L&X
5 ISi?

x=1 “=#n  -J-Y’

Remark. Formula (3) becomes especially useful if we deal
with functions whose derivatives are complicated, and the
differences simple.

Q 57. Stirling’s numbers of the first kind obtained by aid
of probability. Let us consider the following particular case of
Poisson’s problem of repeated trials: n trials are made, and
the probability that the i -th  trial is favourable is pi = i/(n+l).

According to the general theorem of repeated trials, the
probability that among n trials x shall be favourable is:

(1) P(x) = 3’ (-1P 1;) UP”,,. .**
s==x

I w h e r e  P~,~.  vs denotes the probability that the v1 -th,  v1  -th,
. . . , and that the vs  -th  trial shall be favourable. Since in the case
considered the events are independent, we have

P”,  s%.  7. =  PV,P,~‘..PI.  =
VlV, . . . Ys

(n+l)S  l

The  second sum in formula (1) is to be extended to the sum
of the products of the combinations of order s (without repe-
tition and without permutation) of the numbers 1,2, . . . n.  But
we have seen, in Q 51 (formula l), that this sum is equal to
the absolute value of the Stirling number of the first kind qz:-‘.
Therefore

p(x)  = “$’  (-1)X’”  (“x) ‘s&L.-;.-.
s:.x
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Multiplying both members of this equation by
I 1
‘j a n d

summing from x=i  to x=n+l  we make use of formula (3),
5 65:

that is, the sum is equal to zero if s+-i and equal to one if s=i.
Consequently we shall have

If we denote by B(t) the generating function of the
probability P(x), then ‘LI,  the binomialmoment of order s of the
function P(x) is given by

It is easy to show that in the case considered above gener-
ating function is the following:

*+I-
(4) W) = g (Qi+Pif)

where pi = l--pi
From this we conclude that

.:
(5) IS*+l--rl=  @y[.g  @(f)lt&*+I

This formula may serve for the determination of the
Stirling numbers. From (4) it follows that

D@(t) = o(f)

Determining the s-l -th  derivative of this quantity by Leibnifr’s
theorem, and putting f=l  into the result obtained, we get:

B e(l)  = 2 ( ~‘]D- 8(l) 2:  ( - 1 ) ”  ~1 pi”+l

and in the particular cases:
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D” e(l) = (Xpi)2-Xp,2
D” 8(l)  = (&i) ‘-3  Xp,  Xpi2  + 2 I+&’

and so on.
For instance, if n=6  and 9~3, we have

s: 441+2K3 1 = 735.

13 58. Stirling’s numbers of the second kiid.25 Expansion
of u power into a factorial series. Let us first expand xn  into a
Newton series:

984.1

x ”  =  2,  ( x ) ,  $ &.

[ I

We will call the number in the brackets, a Stirling number of
the second kind, and denote it by a;.

(11 q=$ .
[ I .X=3

Hence we have

(21 x”=B;x+q(x),  +...+a~(X)m+..,+q(X)..

Starting from the definition (1) we conclude immediately
t h a t  8,0= 0 and e$+’  = 0 if m>O.  Moreover, putting into
equation (2) x=1  we get GL=  1.

ss The first table of these numbers has been published in:
Jacob0  Stirling, Methodus  Differentialis., . , Londini, 1730, p, 8,  up

to n=9;  but the author did not use any notation for them.
There is a table in:
George Boole, Calculus of Finite Differences, London, 1860, p.  20,  of the

“differences of zero”, which Booze denotes by A”om; this corresponds to

A@m  = [Anxmlxd  = m!  6:

the range of the table is up to n=lO.
A smaller table of the Stirling numbers of the second kind is given by
Odor  Schliimilch,  Compendium der Hiiheren Analysis, Braunschweig,

1895, p. 31; his notation

C,”  corresponds to our GzTz.
Niels  Nielsen, Gammafunctionen, Leipzig, 1906, p. 68, calls these num-

bers, for the first time Stirling numbers of the second kind; his

6:: corresponds to our (--l)“+m ez<A+,  .

In  c. Jordan,  10~.  cit. 24, p,  263, there is a table of 6,”  up to n=12.

i
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From the definition we may deduce a general expression for
the Stirling numbers of the second kind. Indeed, dealing with
symbolical methods in 8 6 we found that the operation of the
m -th difference is equivalent to the following:

A ”  = (-l)m  2,’  (-1)’ (7 ] E’.

If f(x) = xn/m!  the operation gives for x=0

If a few of the Stirling numbers are wanted, this formula
is a very convenient one to determine them; but if we want to
compute a table of these numbers, then there is a better way.

The formula giving the higher differences of a product is
the following (Q 30):

Am(m)  = v(x+m)  Amu + (“If  ]Av(x+m-I)  A*-lu +. . uAmu(x).

Putting u=x and u=xn,  gives
Am xn+’  - (x+m) Amxn  + mAmsl  xx”;

dividing both members of this equation by ml and putting
x=0  we obtain according to (1)

(4) =:+I = a;--’  + me;.

We may also obtain this equation starting from x”+l  = x . x”  and
expanding xn+l and x”  into series of factorials, then writing
x . (x),  = (x)i+l  + i . (x)~  and finally equating the coefficients
of (x), in both members.

We shall see in Q 181, dealing with partial difference
equations , that the solution of equation (4) leads to formula (3).
But if we want a table of the numbers 6,” there is no need to
solve this equation. Starting from the initial conditions

G,O=l  a n d  Ga=O  i f  m=/=O

which follow directly from the definition (l), we may obtain
these numbers step by step, by aid of the equation (4).

From this equation it follows that the Stirling numbers of
the second kind are positive integers.
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4”
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1 0
1 1
1 2

4”
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9

1 0
1 1
1 2

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Stirling numbers of the second kind 6”,

2 3 4 5

1
3 1
7 6

15 2 5
3 1 90
63 3 0 1

127 966
255 3025
511 9330

1023 28501
2047 86526

7 8 9 10 11

1
28 1

462 36
5880 750

63987 11880
627396 159027

1
1 0 1
65 1 5

350 140
1701 1050
7770 6951

34105 42525
145750 246730
611501 1379400

1
4 5 1

1155 55 1
22275 1705 66

1
2 1

266
2646

22827
179487

1323652

1 2

1

If we put x=-l  into formula (2) we get
n+1

!5) ( - 1 ) ”  = mz,  (-1)”  m !  a;.

This equation may be used for checking the r?umbers  in the
table.

In some particular cases the resolution of the difference
equation (4) is simple. The results obtained may shorten the
computation of the table. For instance, putting into (4) m=l
we have

~:I-1 =q=q =l.

Putting m=n+l  it follows that

i
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.-

@+’  = 6” = 61  I= 1.m+1 ?I 1

Determination of G:-+” by’ aid of equation (4). Putting
m=n  we get

Gi+,  -GE-’  = A ai-  = n.

the operation A-’ gives

@I-l  =
0

I 1
;  +k.

Since 6’ = 1 k-0- #
Putkg  ini0  equation (4) m=n-v+l we obtain in the same

manner

(6) A G;-y  = (n-v+l)  G,::-“+‘.
(I

Hence to have 6iw2we multiply a:‘== ( 1; by n-l and

perform the operation A-‘: consequently s,:-~ will be of the
fourth degree in n, G;--3 of the sixth, and so on. et-‘”
will be a polynomial of n of degree 2m. Let us write it as
follows:

(7)

Multiplying both members by (n-m), the operation A-*  gives
I ‘

2m+3

65)=--I+*  = I:  [(m-s+l)C,,,,
.A=0

+ (2m-S+l)~~.,1[2m;2-s]  + k

but in consequence of the definition (7) we have also
24-f  -

,y-  = z c,,  s
u=o 7  (2mJ2-s ;1

therefore the ‘numbers C,.  i satisfy the following partial
difference equation

(8) cn+1,  s = (m--s+l)G, s-l + (2m--s+l)L,  s

and  cm+,.  2my2  = k.

From @-I= it follows that c,, o = 1 and c,, S = 0 if
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s+ 0. Starting from this, we obtain by aid of (8), as in 8 52,
step by step, that C,,,---0 if s > p-1;  hence we have also k=O,

Therefore, putting s=m into (8) we get:

cn+,,nI  = cm. m-1 =  Cl9  o =  1 .

If s=O,  from (8) it follows that

L,o = I2m+lL,  o.

The solution of this difference equation is

G. 0 = h <iO  w+11.

C1,o=l;thereforek=l,  and Cm,,=l.3.5.....(2m-1).
Starting from Cl,,  = 1 we may compute by aid of (8) a

table of the numbers C,. i .

Table of the numbers C,,,,i.

mY O l 2 = 4 =
1 1
2 3 1
3 1 5 1 0 1
4 105 105 2 5 1
5 945 1260 4 9 0 56 1
6 10395 17325 9450 1918 119 1

From (8) let us deduce an equation which may serve for
checking the numbers of the table. Multiplying both members of
the equation by (-1)” and summing from s=O to s=m+l  we get

m+l
z (--llS G,,, =Gzo ,,i I(-11s  (m+l---4  C+,  +

+ (-1)” (2m+l-s)  C,,S].

Putting into the first part of the sum in the second member s
instead of s-l and simplifying we obtain

nI  + 1

z I-11”cn+,,s  =
.s=o

( m + l )  ,E I-~)‘CW.

Denoting the sum in the second member by f(m), we have

f (m+l)  = (m+l) f (m) .
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The solution of this difference equation is f(m) = ml k. Since
f(l)=C,.,=l  &=I and finally we have

(9) 5 (-l)sC,,s  = ml
r=o

This relation may be used for checking the table.
From (7) we conclude that

Remark Formula (7) is advantageous for the determination
of GZ; if n is large and m small, For instance df R= 12 and m ~3,
we have

a72  =15/~j+10(tj2]+[  ‘42]=22275.

The computation can be made very short by aid of a table
of binomial coefficients.

5 59. Liits of expressions containing Stirling numbers of
the second kind.  From equation (3) Q 58 it follows that

;
If n increases indefinitely, every term of the second member

will vanish, except that in which km;  therefore we have

(2)
. .

This  gives an asymptotic value for large n

The values thus obtained are acceptable if m is small. For
m=l  the value is exact; for m=2  it gives P1 instead of 2”-l-1.
If m>2 then the error increases indefinitely with n.

From (1) we may deduce
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Neglecting the terms which are not written in this formula
we may determine the greatest term of the row n in the table, E:
will be the greatest term if for m=X the ratio (3) is smaller than
one, and for m=X-1  greater. According to (3) the conditions fo;.
a imaximum  are

(x+.1)“-’  + Xl%--l)“< 22”

y-1 + (a-1)  (x-2)“->  2(%-l)“.

By aid of these inequalities we find, for instance, the follow-
ing greatest terms: C$ @i,  a:,. Our table shows that this is
exact.

From formula (3) we may deduce the following limits:

and from (2)

If m is small in comparison with R,  then the asymptotic formula

G31 y me,::

gives a relatively good approximation. For instance from S:, we
should get E:,  - 85503 instead of 86526.

Starting from the polynomial expression of @;-“I,  formula
(7) 8 58, we may deduce:

~?l-wI

(6) lim
1.3.5.. . (2m-1)  1

(I=rn
11= A!&.~
.2m (2m) ! =m12”*

We have seen, Q 52, formula (S),  that the limit of the cor-
responding Stirling number of the first kind is the same.

8 60. Generating function of the Stirling numbers of the
second kind, with respect to the lower index, Starting from
the difference equation of these numbers (4, 0 58)

(1) Emil - - #,I
H+l

s 11 - ( m + l )  G;+l  = 0

we denote the generating function of Zr with respect to n by
u(m,  t) and determine it by the method of Q 11. We have
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Ga; = u(m,t)  = 5 GEt”.
I-1)

0bviolrsly it follows that
G@,m+l  = u(m+l,  t),

Since 6,“+’  = 0,

Finally writing that the corresponding generating functions
satisfy equation (l), we obtain

(l-f-mf)  u(m+l,  f) - f zz(m, f) = 0.

This is a homogeneous linear equation of the first order,
with variable coefficients; its solution is, as we shall see later,

111
u(m, fl = w(f)  ,fl,  (l--tt_if)

where co(f)  is an arbitrary function of f, which may be deter-
mined by the initial conditions. Since $ 1 = 1 and therefore
~(1,  f) =f  / (l-f), we conclude that w(f) ~1:  so that the gener-
ating function with respect to n of the numbers ,Gc  will be

(2) u f
(l-f) (1-L)  (:;S , , , (1-mf) = n=a,

ii qf”,

Remark. The expansion of this function in a series of powers
of f gives the solution of the difference equation (1). This is
Laplace’s method for solving partial difference equations.

To expand the function u let us put f =1/z;  then we may
write

zz  = z/2(2-1)  (z-2) . . . (z-m).

This decomposed into partial fractions (Q  13, Example 2)
gives

u = c---1)“’  z “$1 C-lV[~)
m ! I=0 r-i ’

Putting again z=l/f we find
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m m+l
u&!.L x

ml r=O

Therefore the coefficient of fn is the following

(31 a; = (-l)m $ y$  (-1)’  f 71  i” .
. I

This formula has already been obtained in 5 58.
The generating function (2) may be written in the following

form

(4) u=  (l+f+f2+,  . .) (1+2f+2?fz+.  , .), .(l+mf+m2f2+.  , .) f”.

From this we conclude that Gt , the coefficient of f” in
the expansion of this function is equal to the sum of the products
of the combinations, with repetition, but without permutation, of
order n-m of the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . , m.

Example.

S; = 1.1+1.2+1.3+2.2+2.3+3.3  = 2 5
az,  = 1.1.1.1+1.1.1.2+1.1.2.2+1.2.2.2+

t - 2 . 2 . 2 . 2  = 3 1 .

We may deduce another rule to obtain these numbers.

f2 t3
a’---1 = f+2!+3!+..,; ,

therefore using Cauchy’s rule of multiplication of series wz get

(e’-  n=,,,
1)m  = 5 f” z r ,t (l

1' 2. . . .r,l

where the second sum is extended to every value of ri>O  (with
repetition and permutation) such that t, + t2  + . . . + t, = n.

We shall see later that

(ef  - 1)m  = ,,Z,“$Q f”;

therefore we conclude that
-

(51 e=mq z rlrll1 12 . ..rm.

where the sum is formedjas  above.
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Examples.

q 3= 5.4 lt1f3,+ 3 112121 1 = 25

65; = 6 . 5 . 4 . 3 +3131.  - 1 1 - - 31.

Q 61. The Stirling numbers of the second kind obtained
by probability.” Ja Let an urn be given, which contains the numbers
1,2,3,  , , . ( m.  Let us draw successively n numbers, putting back
every time the number drawn, before the next drawing. The
probability that in R drawings the number one should occur rl
times, the number two r2 times, and so on, finally the number m
should occur r,,, times, is, according to the generalised Bernoulli
theorem of repeated trials, equal to

(1)
n! 1 *-

rl ! r2 ! , . . r,”  ! I Im

Let us now determine the probability that in n drawings
every number out of 1,2,3,.  , . , m, should be drawn at least
once. This is given by the theorem of total probabilities

(21 P= ($”  z -nf
t, ! t2 I,, . fm !

where the above ‘sum is extended to every value of ri > 0 with
repetition (and permutation), but satisfying the condition

f, + r, + r::  + . , . . + rm  = n.

According to formula (5) Q 60 the sum above is equal to
m! S; , so that tb.e  required probability is

(3)

On the other hand this probabilrty  can be determined by
using the generalised Poincard theorem, which gives the proba-
bility that in n trials every one of the m events should occur
at least once. According to the theorem, this probability is ob-

‘5.  Ch. Jordan, Theo&me  de la probabilitk  de Poincare  #nCralis&  Acta
Scientiarum Mathematicarum, Tome VII, p. 103. Szeged,  1934,
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tamed  by subtracting from unity the probability that one of the
events should not occur; this is

then adding the probability that two of the events should
not occur

I:] [?I”

then again subtracting the probability that three of the events
should not occur

1:) pg]”

and so on. Finally we have

p = A;; 2
* 0

(-1)” [y ] (m-s)“.

Equating this value to that obtained above (3), and putting
m-s=i,  we get the expression forthe Stirling number obtained
before (55  58 and 60):

Remarks. 2. From formula (1) we may deduce in the same
manner the probability that in n trials, out of the m numbers
there should be drawn any ,IL  numbers, no more and no less;
this is

where the sum is extended to every value of ti > 0 (with repeti-
tion and permutation) such as r, + r2 + . , . + r,“, = n. Then
according to (5) Q 60 we shall have

l

and finally the required probability will be

(4)
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2. From formula (3) it follows that the number of such
combinations with repetition, of order n, of m elements in which
each occurs at least once, is equal to m!E+,,”  .

3. Moreover from (3) we may obtain the probability that in
R trials every one of the m numbers occurs, but the last of them
only at the n -th  trial. This is:

8 62. Decomposition of products of prime numbers into
factors [see also Netfo,  Combinatorik p. 1681.  Given

w, -2 ffIa2azI.,  , -0,

where every ai is a different prime number, Let us denote by
f (n,  V)  the number of ways in which w, may be decomposed into
Y factors (without permutation). For instance, if w3  = a,azan
we shall have

f (3,l) = 1 ; (ala2agl
f (3,2)  = 3 ; (alazlas  t kwh I (a3alla2
f(3,3)  = 1 ; (4 (4 (4

From these we may easily deduce the number of ways in
which o4 = a,a2aJa4 may be decomposed into factors. For
instance, the decompositions of wI into three factors will be
obtained:

First by adding a, to each decomposition f(3,2) :

(ala21  (a:,1  (aA  q (a24  b-4 (4 I b,a,l Ia,)  (a,1 -

Secondly by multiplying successively each factor of the
decompositions f (3,3)  by a,

(ala,1  Ia,)  (4 I (a,1 iv4 (a:,)  f (a,1 (4 (a34  ’

Thus we have obtained every decomposition of o, into three
factors, and each only once; therefore we have

f(4,3)  =  f(3,2)  +  3f(3,3).

Proceeding exactly in the same manner we should obtain
f (n, V)  starting from f (n-l, y-1) and f (n-l, Y);  we will obtain
them first by adding the factor a, to the decompositions
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f (n-1, r-l), secondly, by multiplying successively every factor
of the decompositions f (n-l, V)  by a,, ; therefore each of these
decompositions will give Y new ones, so that we shall have

f(np)  = f (n-1 ,  V- l )  +  vf(n-+).

But this is the equation of differences which the Stirling
numbers of the second kind satisfy; moreover the initial con-
ditions are the same, indeed i(n,l) =l  if GO and f(n,l) =O if
n 4 0. Therefore we conclude that

f(n,v) = e;.

That is: a product of n different prime numbers may be
decomposed into v factors in (5): different ways (no permutation).

Starting from the number of the decompositions of

w,-* = ala*.  . . . ans2

into v factors, denoted by f(n-2,v) we may deduce the number
of decompositions of

0, = a”ala2  . . . . a,-*

into v factors, which we will denote by F(n,v). Let us remark
that into w, the prime number a enters twice.

The decompositions of w, into v factors are obtained:
First, from those of w,-~ into v-2 factors by adding to each

of them the two factors a. a ; the number of decompositions
obtained in this way will be equal to f (n-2, v-2),

Secondly, from those of w,-~ into v-l factors by adding the
factor a and then multiplying each of the Y factors by a; the
number obtained in this manner will be equal to v . f (n-2, r-1).

Thirdly, from those of w,,-* into v factors by multiplying two
of these factors by a; the number of ways in which this may be
done is equal to the number of combinations with repetition but
without permutation of v numbers taken two by two, that is,
r+1I 12 ’ Hence the number of decompositions thus obtained will

be equal to I 1‘J1  f(n-2,v),

Finally we have

F (np) = f (n-2, v-2) + v f (n-2, v-1 ) + [ ‘zl  J f(n--2,4
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and in consequence of (1)

Example. Let w, = 420 = 2” .3 .5 .7 and v=3. Since n=5,
we find

F(5,3) =Q;+36,2  +6(53 =16.

This result may easily be verified.
Q 63. Application of the expansion of powers into a series

of factorials, The expansion of xn  into a series of generalised
factorials is the following:

n+l
(11 x”  = x1 hn-9  G;(x)  r,h.

2. From this formula we may obtain TX”  immediately

ni-1
A” x” = 2
h I---l

h”- y+m  (v)  111  6; (x) v-jn,h,

Putting x=0  we have

[p x”]x-;o = h”  m! at.

2. Determination of the sum of x”.  From (1) we obtain

(2)

We shall see later, that if h=l the sum may be expressed
by the Bernoulli polynomial (P,,+,(X)  of degree n+i,  as follows

A- ‘x”= n!q7*+,(x)  +K.

This polynomial written by aid of the Bernoulli numbers
Bi is

(3) Con+1  (4 = /llI  2 Bi [ *$l) x”+‘-~.

Expanding the factorials figuring in the second member of
(2),  into a series of powers of x we find, if h=l,

(4)
x+1 v+z

A-‘x”  = I: &:zs B
v+1  g=l

v+1
xl” .

“==  1
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Equating the coefficients of x1  in the expressions (3) and
(4) we get

(5)

This is an expression for the Bernoulli numbers by Stirling
numbers of the second kind.

3. Expression of the power moments A’&,  by factorial
moments ?m, and by binomial moments B,,,.  In $ 55 we
denoted by

JM, = 2 x”f(x)

m, = Xi x (x - l ) .  ,  ,  . b--n+11  f(x)

From (1) it follows that
*+1

(6) A!,=  I:  cf:rm,
PIi=1

and
*+1

(7) A,= X m!G,“C%,.
?/#=I

Q 64. Some formulae containing Stirling numbers of both
kinds. Let us expand (x), into a power series, and then expand
the powers into a factorial series again. We get

a+1 r+1 83-l

(x), = z1  St‘ xi  = z
i=l

z s; 6; ( x ) , .
rnn=l

Since the coefficients of (x) y in the first and in the last
member must be identical, we conclude that

(1)
n+1
x q q= Q

i=tn I 1n - m

that is, this sum is equal to zero if n is different from m and

equal to one if n=m;  the binomial coefficient z
I 1

being equal
to zero for every positive or negative integer value of m ac-

0
cording to formula (4) of Q 22. Moreover 0

1 1 = 1.
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In the same manner expanding x”  into a factorial series,
and then expanding the factorials into a power series again,
we find

n+l n+l i+l
X”  1 zl 6: (X)i  = X

id
I: a: S;lXm*

n=l

Since the coefficients of xp  in the first and in the last
member must be the same, we have

This  is also equal to zero if n is different from m and equal to
one if n=m.

The limits of the sums (1) and (2) can be made independent
of n and m, since for i<m or ih  the expressions under the
sign B are equal to zero. We may sum from i=O to i==;  this
is often very useful. We shall see in the following paragraph
that the above formulae may serve for the inversion of series.

Q 65. Inversion of sums and of series. Sum  equations. In
certain cases it is possible to perform this inversion, by which the
following is understood. Given

(1) f ( x )  = 4 fp(i)  q(x,i)
kU

where f(x) and y (x,i)  are known and qt (n) is to be determined:
Let us suppose that equation (1) holds for every integer value
of x in the interval d h x 2 y.

If it is possible to find a function w(x,n)  such that

x=y 9(x4  w(w) = [ .ti];

that, is if the first member is equal to zero for every value of i
different from n, and equal to one for i=n (supposing
P 2 n L a), then multiplying both members of (1) by w(x,n)  and
summing from x=y to x=8  we obtain

i f (x)  co(x,n) = y (n) .
I-Y

Indeed in the second member of (1) each term will vanish
except that in which i=n.
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The only difficulty is to find the function O(X,R)  corres-
ponding to q&i),  We have deduced already a few formulae of
the form (2). For instance we had in 5 45

(3)

(4)

and in Q 64

(5)

(6)

In these formulae, the limits may he made independent of
n and m since for m>xkO,  the first members of (3), (5) and (6)
are equal to zero and also for x>n. Therefore we may sum
from x=0  to x=00.

Example 1. Given the Newton series

f(x)  =f(O)  +[:I Af(o)  + [;]AW) +.a,+[;]  Amf(0)  +...

multiplying both members by (-l)Xt”[ z 1 and summing from
x=0  to x=n+l  we get

n+*
xzo  (-l)“+,  (;I f(x) = kf(0).

This formula has already been obtained in Q 6.
Example 2. We found, formula (3) 8 52:

Simm  = 5 Cm,. 2m"  y
d I 1-

multiplying both members by (-1)“” 1 2mFi  I and summing

from n=m+l  to n=2m-i+l  we get, according to formula (3),

Example 3. We had, formula (7) 6 58:
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multiplying it by (-l)“+’ [ 2”,-’ ] and proceeding as in Example
2, we obtain

Example 4. In Q 50 we found

(x), = s; x + s; x2  + s; x3  + , , , + 9; x’  + . . . + s; xm

multiplying this equation by a;  and summing from m=l  to
m=n+l  we have, according to (6),

n+l
xlTl=l (x),  er  = 9.

This formula has already been obtained in Q 58.
Q 66, Deduction of certain formulae containing Stirling

numbers. 1. Let us write

(x+1)”  = (x+1)  wL1.
Expanding both members into power series we obtain

n+1
x s; (x+l)v

*=l
=  (x+1)  ,i, SE-_,  fi .

Equating the coefficients of xm in both members of this
equation, it results that

Znversion of the sum (1). Let us multiply both members of

(1) by (-l)m+k
I 1
T and sum from m=R to m=n+l;  we get

If we put m+l  instead of m in the second term of the
second member, then the terms of the second member may be
reunited, and we obtain
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(2) SL, = ii (-l)m+L+l  kll  St-:_,  .
Pll=k-l I 1

Repeating the operation, multiplying both members by

(-1) &+%-I RJ’
I 1 and summing from k=v+l  to k=n+l  we

have

(3)
n+l

k2+, (-1)+-l  [ k;l  ] s; = q-,  .
Y

Particular cases. Putting m=l  into (1) we have

n+1
(4) x v  s:, = s;-,  =  ( -1)”  (n-2) !

*=l

Putting k=2  into formula (2) we find

5
m=l

(-l)m”-l mSZ,  = S,Z .

From (3) we get

2. Multiplying both members of formula (4) by S: and
summing from n=2  to n=m+l  we obtain

m+l n+1

(5) I:  ( - 1 ) ”  (n-2)& = x “ii’
II=2 w=l  II=?,

VSp; = m- l .

Indeed, in consequence of formula (2) Q 64, the second
member summed from n= 1 to m+l would give m; but since the
first member is to be summed from n=2 to m+l  and therefore
the second member too, we must subtract from m in the
second member its value corresponding to n=l,  that is

so that it will become equal to m-l.
3. Formula (2) may be written

I&rItiplying  both members by G; and summing from n=v to
n=p+l  will give
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Formula (6) multiplied by e:+, and summed from v=m-1
to v=f~+l  gives

(7) q-1 =*>T,  (-l)I‘+!’  [;J a>,, , (

4. Formula (3) may be written

multiplied by C*;zi and summed from n& to ~=,u+I  this
gives

multiplied again by Er and summed from y=rn to v=p+l  we
obtain

(9)

5. Starting from x(x), and expanding the factorial into a
power series, and then expanding the powers again into a fac-
torial series, we get

ni2 n+2 I.+1

X(X),  = Z Sk-’  X’ = Z ,“, Si-‘G;, (X)i
t-2 ,.=:2

but we have also

xIx)n  =  (x)n+1  +  n (X)”

therefore we conclude, writing vfl instead of v, that

That is, the first member is equal to zero if i is different from R
and n+l;  moreover, it is equal to one if i=n+l  and equal to r~
if i=n.

6. Starting from x. x”  and expanding x”  into factorials and
then the factorials into a power series again, we find
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Eom  this we conclude
n+1 n+l

(11) x s;+,  @” + z1 VS: q
V=l

= I&]~  ~

Bat is, the first member is equal to zero if i is different from
n-tl,  and equal to one if i=n+l.  Ih  consequence of (6) it
follows that

WI

if ra  is different from i-l.
This formula multiplied by 67 and summed from i=m  to

i=n+l  gives

(13)

Equation (12) multiplied by S; and summed from n=i to
n=m+l  gives

“2’ (-l).-ci  ( i21) Sk = m Si,  .
ll=i

7. Starting from the difference equation (4) Q 58

@z+i n ”- @+I - m @n = 0

and summing from m = 1 to m=n+2  we obtain
n+2 n+0

Ifl a;+;,  =
n+1

m=l
Z E,“-l + Z rn8;;

ITS=1 m=l

this gives

(15)
n+2 Of1

x a;+,  =
III=1

Z (l+m)G;.
m=l

Multiplying the difference equation by (-l)m  (m-l)! we

get

(-1)” (m-l) I a;+:,,  = (-l)m  ml G~-(-l)m-l  (m-l) ! GF-’

that is
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ln
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hence performing the operation A+ we find

(16) A-’ [ (-1)” (m-l) I S;;  = (-l)“-’  (m-l) ! em--l  + k.

From this we conclude that the sum, m varying from one to
n+2 is equal to zero, since the quantity in the second member is
at both limits equal to zero. That is

n+l
(17) z

m=l
(-1)m ( m - l ) !  G; = 0.

Moreover if m varies from p+l  to n+2  formula (16) gives
n+2

WI I:
m=p+  1

(-l)m  (m-l) ! a;+,  = (-1) Y+lp!  e.

This equation multiplied by S y“+I  and summed from n=,~ to n=y
gives

(19) 5 Sn+l  er = (-l)r+P+l b-1) 1 .n“=p  w
~,

.

Q  67. Differences expressed by derivatives, Given t(a),
DW, D”f(4,.  . . and so on; it is required to determine &f(x).

Starting, from Newton’s series,

if this series is convergent, we may determine the differences of
f(x) term-by-term

Therefore it is sufficient to express, by derivatives, the
differences of the function f(x) for x=u.  To obtain them we will
expand f(x) into a Taylor series:

f ( x )  =  5 (x-fq p (4
n==o I *n.

But according to formula (1) Q 58 we have

[I;\“(x-u)~]~  = ml fP Q;
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therefore

(3) yf(o) = Ii  $ h”D”f(a)  6;.
n=m  .

The value thus obtained put into (2) gives the required
formula. Formula (3) may be deduced by inversion of the series
(3) § 56. Indeed, multiplying this series by hm65;,lm!  and summing
from m=R  to m=m,  we get

We have seen (5 5 65) that the second sum of the second
member is equal to zero if n is different from K and equal to one
if n=k.  Accordingly we have

9”  f (u)  = E,  -$ h” D”f(a) ali,.

This formula is identical with (3).
Example 1. Putting into formula (3) h=l  and f(x) = log x

we find:

(4) Amlogx  = l o g e  2 (-l)“+lm’ t$
“=,,I n x”

In the particular case of the even differences m=2v  it is
more advantageous to expand Azy  logx into a series of inverse
powers of x+v instead of the inverse powers of x. Writing
r=l/(x+r) we find x=(1-vz)/z and

1- zr: z”(l--VI)-”  =
X” (x;v)” *% b---1)’  [y) j&i

finally putting n+i=,u we have

(5) A21,  log x = (2~)  ! log e z2 --($--+,
“cg (_w-l (q ~2r

11’” “’Y n=2v

From this we conclude according to 8 6, that the last sum
of the second member is equal to

But in consequence of formula (1) , 8 59 we have
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therefore

We remark that if p is odd, the terms of this sum ~wrres-
pending  to i and 2v-i are equal and of opposed sign, moreover
the term corresponding to i=v  is equal to zero. Therefore if p
is odd the sum is equal to zero, so that we may write Z insted
of p in formula (5).

Determining the first two terms of (5) we have

A2r  logx = loge
C

(2-l) ! r(2v+l)  I
- (x+V)2r - 12 (x+rP+  -

Particutar  cases.

A210gx  = loge [-  (x:1)”  - ’
1

2(x+1)4 - 3(x+1)6  -“’1
A’ log x = log e - (xt2)J  - -..,.  .1

Two terms of the f irst expression and one of the second are
sufficient for an exactitude to twenty decimal8  if x h lw.

In the notation of central differences this is

6210gx=loge
I

a n d

a410gx=loge
[
-f-- $ -...I.

Let us choose tbe most unfavourable example. Putting
X=l@MO the first two terms give

ij’ log lOjM0 = -0’00000 00043 42944 81903 2 5
- 2 1 7 1 4 7
-OWOOO  00043 42444 84075

the f irst term gives
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6” log 10000 = -OWOOO  00000 00000 26057 64.

The results are exact to twenty decimals.
Example 2. Putting m=l  into formula (3) and writing x

instead of o we get

Letting :f (x)  =1/x’  and h= 1, we have

(-1)’  (m+i-l)i
A$=: ir

i=l
xm+l ’

Performing the operation A-’  on both members of this equation
we get

f + & = j’, (-1)’  [ mL’T’  ] A-’ -&.

Let us introduce the notation

,S”  = 5 f.
x=2

The sum of the above equation from x=2  to x=00  is

4. (DI--=
2”

x (-
i=l

m+i-1
‘l)’  1 m-1 J ‘IJl+i’  ’

Putting m=l  we obtain
(1D.

l/i = 2, (-l)i+l s,+r’.

The series is alternating and lim  I”‘=@  therefore the
series is convergent.

n=oo

Verification.

(4) g (-l)‘+’  Ski’  = 0’50000 00000.
il

The numbers s,,’ are taken from T. J. Sttettjes’ paper, “Table

des valeurs des Sommes 2 n-“.”  (Acta Mathematics.  Vol. 10,
1

p. 299.)
Q 68. Expansion- of a reciprocal factorial into a series of

reciprocal powers and vice versa, We found in 9 60, that the
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generating function of the Stirling numbers of the second kind a:,
with respect to n, is the following

(l-t)(l-2;.  . . (f-nzf)  = & =z t”*
Putting t=l/z  we get

(1)
CP- -  =

(&, j&  + *

If z>m  this series is convergent. To show it, let us write
22” = qyz”” and remark. that according to formula (2) 8 59
we have

therefore if z>m  this limit is equal
mula (5) Q 59 it follows that

to zero. Moreover from for-

Hence if z>m  then this limit is smaller than one and the series
is convergpnt.

Formula (1) may be transformed  by writing I=-,;  then
we have

(2) ( - l ) “ ( x ) ,  = (;;l$
In

= L (--i)“$.

In consequence of what has been said, this series is con-
vergent if x>m.

The expansion of a reciprocal power into a series of recipro-
cal factorials may be obtained by the inversion of the series (2).
Let us multiply each member of (2) by (-1)’ S; and sum from
m=O to m=  =. According to (5) Q 66 every term of the second
member will vanish except that in which n=~. Hence we have

Multiplying both members by l/x  and writing r+l=n,  we
obtain a second formula for the expansion of a reciprocal power:

13
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(4)  f =
I ft-l  I

mL (x+dn+,  =
5
-1

I q-,-it  (x-l),-, .

This formula was first deduced by Stirling (Methodus
Differentialis, p. 11).

Application of the above expansions. Formula (1) may serve
for the determination of the derivatives of a reciprocal factorial.
We find:

(5)

The’integral of the reciprocal factorial is also obtained by
aid of (1)

(‘3 s&=-
g G,::- + k .(L=m  nl

Equations (3) and (4) may serve for the determination of
the differences, or of the sum, of a reciprocal power. From (3)
we deduce

(7)

and

As f = 5. t-d I S;l  (XL,,

(8) A-'$ =-

Starting from formula (4) we get in the same way

(9) As $ = ,j-, (-m-l), I S:-ll (~-l)-,,,-~~

and

(10) ‘-l f = -nc=n-l  In5 r 1 sy I (x-l)-#Jl.

By aid of (8) or (10) we may obtain the sum of the reci-
procal powers, x varying from x=1 to x=p. For instance from
(10) it follows that

and if ,~=a,

(11)
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This was the formula that Stirling used for the determination
of sums of reciprocal power series (p. 28).

In the same manner we should have obtained from (8)

(12) s f= s IS:l
.I==1 - ( m - l )  ml ’ .

Stirling’s example of expansion into reciprocal factorial
series. (Meth. Diff. p. 12.) To expand l/(x”+ax)  we write

Now we may use formula (4) to expand the reciprocal power
in the second member; putting n=i+2  into (4) we deduce

1~ =
x2+ax

i ai  5 (-l)m-l  St+1  =
i=o -=i+l (x+ml,,  119
m

=
tB1lrn+l  2 d+lSi+l

21  a(x+m),, i=O
m *

But according to Q 50 the last sum is equal to (a),;there-
fore we have

(13)
1 _ 5 (--l)m-’  (a--lLl

x2-+x - wan=1 (X+m)m+l

By aid of this formula we may determine the
of this quantity

(14) A-‘mm-!--  =
x2+ax PII=1 m(x+m-I),  ’

indefinite sum

Finally the sum, x varying from one to 00, will be

Q 69, The operation 0. In mathematical analysis an opera-
tion often occurs which we will denote by 6, and define by the
relation

@=x-&xD.

The operation repeated gives
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02 = xD (xD)  = xD + x2D2
83 = xD 0”  = xD + 3x2D2  + x3D3

and so on. It is easy to see that

(1) 8n=ClxD+C2~2D2+,...+C"XRDn

where the numbers Ci above are independent of the function on
which the operation isperformed.Por  their determination we can
choose the most convenient function. Let f(x) =x1,  then we have

@xl =axi  ; 8”X 1 =a”%% ; Dv x1 = (a), x1-.

Putting these values into (1) and dividing by x2 we get
=+1

a” = I: c,(n),..
v==l

Talcing  account of formula (2) of 8 58 we conclude that C, = @;
and therefore

*+1
M 8”~ 2, a;xvDv.

This is the expression of the 8 operation in terms of
derivatives.

Particular cases.

@k=o @X=X.

@logx=  1 8x1  =a&.

Example 2.  Let f(x) = l/x”. We have

@f(x) = - / l x - ”  ; @ “ f ( x )  = (-A)“%-^

Dvf(x) = -b-1)  r u+v-ll’;
$+V

therefore according to (2) it results that
a+1

(3) (4)”  = z1  e‘:  (-1)’ (n+Y-1)  Y.

Putting rZ=l,  this formula gives a formula already obtained
(5 8 5%

Example 2. Let f(x) =(x+1)“.  We obtain

(4) @ “ f ( x )  = 2 (f) x*y”
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On the other hand from (2) it follows that
na+i

(5) 0” f (x)  = W!t q x* (n)  (x+1)“-*.
.

Equating the second members of (4)and (5) and putting x=1
we get

(6)

Determination of the power moments of a function. If u(t)
is the generating function of f(x), that is if

then

u(t )  = j. f (x)  tx

0” u(t) = E X”  f ( x )  t”.
x=0

Therefore, if the 0”  operation is performed on the generating
function of f(x) and then we put t=l , we obtain the n -th
power mcment of the function f(x):

(7) Jz; = [O” u(t)]k,.

Example 3. The  generating function of the probability
.of repeated trials

(8) I 1: P’ q”’ (where Q = l-p)

is equal to
u(t)  = (q+Pt)“*

‘fherefore  the m -th  power moment of (8) is in consequence of
(7) and of (2) equal to

n+i
Jq,= z v”

l-=1 I
“, pp  q- = “I!, G:,  (n),  p’.

Inversion of the sum (3). Multiplying it by Sz and summing
from n=l  to n=m+l  it results that

(9)

This formula gives the m -th derivative in terms of the
8 operations.
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Example 4. Let f(x) = log x. Since @ log x = 1 and
8”logx =O  if n>l,  we have

LPlogx-  $ =  (--l)m-1  (m-l)1 f .

Sometimes it is possible to determine both members of the
equation (9) directly, and they lead to useful formulae.

Remark A formula analogous to that of Faa  de Bruno  given
in Q 12 is applicable for the @ operation performed on a function
of function. Given u=u(y) and y=y(t),  we have

du
dt=

du dy d2u d2u dy 2 du d2y
-- - 9dy dt dtz=dyzz  +&a-( 1

and so on; on the other hand
du du&l=tz =dy  8Y, wu=

and so on. It is easy to see that the two sets of formulae will
remain similar, so that to obtain 0”~  starting from a formula

d”u
we  dt’

dSyit is sufficient to put in it @y instead of z . For

instance in the case of Faa de Bruno’s  formula (9, Q 12) we obtain:

The second sum is extended to every value of ai=O,  1,2,  . . . such
that

al +  a2  + . . . + as = v

a, + 2a,  + . . . + Sa,  = 8.

Example 5.. Determination of the power moments ps of x-np
if P(x) = G px q*x and 9=1-p.

I 1 We have

(q + pf)”  = z P(x) t=;
therefore

u = (q + pt)”  t-“P  = (qf-P+pf*)”  = BP(x)f”“P
a n d

ps = [@u]k~  = X (x-np)“P(x).
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To determine cc,  let us put y=qt-p+  pt*;  then we have u=y”  and

&u
I 1

.
(111 drry -,+ InL and [@y]~--~  = pq[q’-l  + (-I)$+].

Let us remark that for i= 1 we have [@y]1=,  = 0 and therefore
pI=O;  from this we conclude that in the case in hand, in formula
(lo), aI must be always equal to zero. So that a2 + , , . + a, = Y
and 2a,  + . . . + sa, = s; that is, the partitions of s, formed by
2,3,4, . . . only are to be considered.

Formulae (10) and (11) solve the problem.

(‘J+J)Q  . . . . , [q”f(-py*  .

Q 70. The operation \v,  In the Calculus of Finite Differen-
ces there occurs an operation analogous to that of 8, which we
will denote by Y and define by

y = %A.

The operation repeated gives, according to the formula for the
difference of a product $ 30,

y2 = XA (xb) = xA + (x+1), A2
Y3 = XA Y2 = XA + 3(X+1),  A2 + (x+2),  A3

and so on. We may write

(1) Y” = Ci XA  + C2  (~+l)~  A” + . . . . + C, (x+n-1), &.

The numbers C, being independent of the function on which
the operation is performed, to calculate them we may
choose the most convenient function. This is f(x) = (x+A-l),,
%en

and
Awt(x) = (A)  (x+;L--l)i-,

Yf(x)  = xAf(x) = I(x+&l)~ , Y”f(x)  = F(x+A--1)~  .

Putting these values into equation (1) and dividing by
(x+&1)2 we get
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1”  = 2 C,(A),.

Hence according to formula (2) of Q 58 we have C, = ‘S,:  ; and
finally

a+i
(2) ‘$‘”  = zi (x+Y-l).Q  A-.

This gives the Y operation in terms of differences.
Particular cases:

Yk=O YX=X

y F(x-1) = 1 y (x+&l)  1 = 1(x+1-1)  z

Example 2. Let #(x)=1/(x-i)  1; it follows that

Y f(x) = &- and ylnf (xl = (-‘)’
1 (x-l)1 *

Inversion of formula (2). Multiplying this equation by S:
and summing from n=l  to n=m+l we get

(3) A” = ’
=+1 W-1

22 s: yy”=
(x+rn-11, k=l

(X-1)-m  2, Sk W.

This gives the m -th difference in term s of the Y opera-
tions.

Example 2. Given f(x) = F(x-1).  S i n c e  Y F(x-l)=l
and YF(x-l)=O  if n>i,

AmF(x-1)  =
s!n

(x+m-l),  =
(-lp-l  ( m - l )  I

(x+m-11,  ’

Q 71. Opera&ma  Am Dm  and Dm A--‘“‘  The operation AD-l
is univocaf, that is, it leads to one definite solution only. Let us
write

I f,(x)dx=fb,,(x) +k;
then we have

AD-’ f,(x) = f,(x+l)  -fr,(x) = Af,(x) = I’ f,(x+t,)  dt,.
0

Repeating the operation we have
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(AD-‘)’ f,,(x) = f,(x+2)--2f,(x+l)+f,(x)  = A’f,(x)  =
1,  ’

= IS fo (x+fl+t,)  df,  &
0 0

and so on. Finally we have

(1) (A?-l,  m f, (4 = A”‘f,n  (x) =

= s’ . . . ,s f,(x+t,+.  . . + f,)df,. *. df,.
0

From
(AD-‘)” f,(x) = A”f,(x)

it follows that

(AD-‘)” f,(x) = A”D-” f,(x).

That is, the operations (AD-‘)”  and A”D-”  are equivalent.
This is not obvious, since in

(AD-‘) (AD-‘) = A(D-‘A) D-’

the operations D-l and A are not commutative.
Particular cases.

AD-’ k = k AD-’  ex  = ex(e-1)

AD-’ x = x + l/i AD-’ 2x  = 2x  / log 2

AD-’ -$ - (xfll .
2

Examples. 1. Let f(x) = F(x).  We have

D-’ F(x)  = log r(x+l)  + k;
therefore

AD-’ F(x)  = log (x+1).

To perform the operation ArnDprn  on a given function f(x)
it is best to expand the function f(x) into a Muclaurin  series

f ( x )  = $ 3 D”f(0).
.

The operation A”D-” gives
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We have seen in Q 58 that putting x=0,  the difference in
the second member will be equal to a>,,,  so that

(3)

This formula is useful for the determination of the multiple
integral

Sometimes the operation A”D-”  maybe performed directly
on the function f(x); then equating the result to the second
member of (3) we may obtain interesting relations.

Example 2. Let f(x) = ext. We have

Dnf(0)  = t”, D-mf(X)  _ ir,. ’A m  g = eX’(e’-l)m ;
f”

therefore from (3) it follows that

(5)

Or putting e’-1  =z  we have

(6) zm= xL, + 6: Clog  (z+l)Y.

From this formula we may obtain an important expansion
by inversion of the series, Let us multiply each member of equa-
tion (6) by SE/~!  and sum from m=n to m=m.  According to
the formulae of (j 63 we get

(7) [log (1 +z)]n  = m1 $:I-.z

This formula has been applied already in $ 51.
Operation D”A-“.  This operation is the inverse operation of

the preceding. Indeed, from

it follows that
D”A--”  f Ix) = q(x)

f(x) = AmD-” y(x).

t
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The second operation is t&vocal,  that is, to a given function
q(x) there corresponds only one function f(x) ; on the other hand
the first operation is not univocal; to a given f(x) there cor-
respond several functions q(x).  Indeed, we have seen that if
A-‘f (x) =f,(x) then the following equation is also true:

A-W  = f, (4 + 44
where o(x)  is a periodic function with a period equal to one;

If m = 1 then q(x) = Df,(x)  + Dw(x).  But the
derivative of a periodic function is a periodic function with the
same period, hence this may be written

v (xl  = Df, (4 + w1bl
where ol(x) is an arbitrary periodic function satisfying certain
conditiong.

In the same manner, if A--“f (x) = fm(x)  then too

Ammf(x)  =fm(x)  + Irnf.--l)‘%(X) +***+ (T)  wm-l(X)  +Wm(XI

The WI(X)  are arbitrary periodic functions. From
this, taking the m -th,  derivative, we get

q(x) = Dmfm(X)  + Q(X)

where  n(~)=(,X,)al(X)+(~~2)  &z(x)+-**+am(xl
the J,(x)  being arbitrary periodic functions.

Remark. For x=0  we obtain

[DmA-mf(x)]X=O  = D”f,.(o)  + k

where the constant k is equal to Q(0)  4,(O),
Particular cases. We have

DA-k = k + w,(x)

DA-’ x 7 x - !hl+.~l  (4
DA-’ (x+l)  = x2 + ~(4

DA-’ f =DF(x-1)  + o1  ;x,  = F(x-1)  + o1  (x)

DA-’ log (x+1)  = D log r(x+l) + cu, (x) = f(x) +q (xl.
To perform the operation DmP  on a function f(x) we may

expand it first into a Newton series
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f(x) = . . 1;) &f(O);

then the operation will give

DmA-m  f(x) = $ AWN D”  [ &] + Q,,,+(x).

The derivative figuring in the second member may be
expressed by Stirling numbers of the first hind (5 50); we get,
putting x=0,

[DmA-m  f(x)]x=o  = “4 $;) I A”f(o)  S,m,,  + IL

Example. Given f(x) = (l+t)X. We have A”f(0)  = t” and

A-m f(x) = tit)”
tm

moreover

therefore
Dm(l+tjx  = (l+tjx  [Wl+t)l”’

m.

(8) [ l o g  (l+t)]”  A “5&  & s:,, t’+”  +  k.

Since for t=O  the first member is equal to zero, I k=O, and
formula (8) btzomes  identical with our formula (7) obtained
above.

$72. Expansion of a function of function by afd of Stirlfng
numbers. Semi-invariants of Thiele. Ia 8 12 we found SchZ6miZch’s
formula (8) giving the n-  th derivative of a function of function.
If u=u(y) and y=y(x),  then

(1)

1. Expansion of u= u (logx). Putting into formula (1)
y=logx  we have

Lyogxl~  =
[
log(1+  511’

and according to formula (7) 8 71

i
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the n -th derivative of this quantity with respect to h is

5  YI  (m),h’“-”  sy

In=0 ml xm (II-

Putting into it h=O every term will vanish except the term in
which m=n,  that is Y! S;/x”; therefore we shall have

(2)
d”u-=
dx”

“2 s:, d’u
,.=I  x ”  dy”’

Finally writing in this equation
theorem will give

(3) u(logx)  = 5 7( x - l ) ”  y
II=0 v=o

x=1,  or y=O  Taylor’s

This is the required expansion.
2. Expansion of u=u(eX).  Let us put into (1) y=eX.  We have

[$exly  =epx (en-l)*  .

In 8 71 we found (formula 5)

The n -th derivative of this quantity, with respect to h, is

Putting h=O every term will vanish except that corres-
ponding to m=n,  and this will be Y! @);.

Therefore we shall have

(4)
d% y d”u pq.
- = -I  drdx”

Finally writing in this equation x=0, Maclaurin’s
will give the required expansion

(5)

theorem

Expansion of a function of function by Faa de Bruno’s  formula.
We have seen (formula 9 8 12) that if u=u(y)  and y;.y(x)  are
given, the derivatives needed for this expansion are supplied by
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= ng d’u  x n[ 1,.=,  dy’  Gvo
~ ..__ (Dye) 9 , , ,
a,!...a,!

Where

a, + a2 + . . . + aR = v and a, + 2a,  + . , . . + na, = n.

This formula is useful even in cases where u=f(x)  is given,
but the direct determination of d”u/dx”  is difficult, provided
it is possible to find a function y=p,(u)  such that the calculation
of dny/dxn and of d”b/dy”’  is easy. (See examples 4 and 5).

Example 1. Derivatives o f  u=eOy a n d  y=y(x),  T h e
derivatives for x=0  are obtained by aid of formula (6).
Remarking that

U”U

F-1W’  .2/=y,
= a*‘@.

we find

The numerical coefficients in this formula are independent
of the function y; to determine them we may choose the most
convenient function, that is y=eX.  Then we shall have yo=l  and
[D’yIXd  = 1; therefore from (7) we get

d”eay

I-J

n+1 ll!

_  dx”
= ea I: a* Z -

xr=o *=l a , ! . , . , a,! (21)”  . . , , (n!)“”  ’ .

Comparing this result with that obtained in formula (4), we
get an expression of the Stirling numbers of the second kind:

e:=z J- n!

1 , . . . a,1 (21)“s  . . . . (?a!)“”  ’

where the sum is extended to every value such that a,+a,+
+ . . . + a,=v  and a,+Za,+.  . . na,=n.

From this we conclude that in the derivative (7) the sum of
the numerical coefficients of the terms multiplying a” is equal
to B;.

If v=l, the coefficient of a(py)  is Gf,  = 1; and if v=n  then
the coefficient of a”(Dy)”  is a;= 1; moreover if v=n-1 the
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coefficient of a”’ (Dy)“-’ (D”y)  is equal to @z-l=  i .rl Finally

the sum of all the numerical coefficients in the derivative
n+l

dneay/dxn  is equal to Z
V==l

G; ; moreover the number of terms in

this expression is equal to the number of partitions of R with

repetition, but without permutation; this number, I’(Jn) in

Netto’s  notation. is given in a table in Q 53. For instance in D6eay

this will be r(j n) = 11. Moreover we have

D6eay  = cay  . aD6y +

+ a21WD2y)  (D’Y)  + I (D”Y)  + lo(D”~)‘l  +
+ a3C15(Dy)2(D4Y)  + WDY)  (D”Y)  (D3y)  + l5(D*u)“l+
+ a4[20(Dy)3(D3y)  + 45(D~)~(D*y)*]  + 15as(Dy)*(D2y)  +

+ a”(Dy)”
in which

@,2=15+6+10=31; t?+15+60+15=90;

65: = 20 + 45 = 65.

Example 2. Expansion of u=u  (y) , when y =e~.  We have

[D*y]x=o  = 1.

Therefore, according to (6),  we shall have

n!
a,!...a,l  (2!)“*  ....(R!)an

and in consequence of what has been said in the preceding
example we find

Example 3. Expansion of u =u (y) , when y=log  x. The
derivatives of y are:

D”y  _ (--1P-’  (s--l)!
-

P
- a n d  [DY&o  = (--l)hl(s--l)!

since %a,- Za, = n--Hence  from (6) it follows that
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= -a
(-l)“-, n !

1 ...a,!2a~3a~....na~  ’

Comparing the above result with that of formula (2) we find

(13) s:= (-lP-p  = ; la,!.  . , an;2.*
1 n S.# nun

where a,+a*+ . . . +a, = v and al+2a,+.  . .+ na,,  = n. The
sum is extended to every partition of n, of order v with repetition
but without permutation. This formula is different from (5) Q 51,
in which partitions with permutation are considered.

Example 4. The generating function of the probabilities in
Poisson’s problem of repeated trials is

To obtain the factorial moments of the probability function
the derivatives of u with respect to t are needed for t=l.
Indeed

92, = [D”u]r=r..
Since the derivatives of log u are less complicated than those of
u we shall use formula (6) putting u=ev  and y=logu;
the derivatives of y with respect to t are

Since for y=O  we have u=l  and t = 1, and dSu--=lwe
may write dYS

[oy]&l=  (-l)“-’  (S-l)!  Xpi'.

Remarking that Csa,  - Xa, = n - v we find

n+1
[D”u]L,  = 2,  (-I)“+ x

f-1
Xpf  =”

. . , n = R, .

Particular cases:
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9Jtm,  = Du(1)  = Zpi

Sm,  = D”u(1)  = (2~~)  2 - Xpi2

!Ut,  = D”u(1)  = (Xpi)  3 - 3ZpiXpi2  + 2ZpI”,

Example 5. Expansion of r (x+1)  in powers of x. Let us
put IZ=~(X+¶)  and yzlogu.  Starting from the well-known
formula (see p. 59)

log Ux+l) =-(x+1)  C- log  (x+1) +

+ *,il (? -log  “+j+y]
we find

Dlogr(x+l)  =-C-  --& + % (i-L-1
v=l x+l+y

and if i > 1

Moreover

”L [D log r(x+l)]x=o=  -C
- [D’logT(x+l)]-=  (-1)’ ji-l.)!q
.~
I ~ where.&
e-

s,A $
v==l

For x=0  we get u=l  and y=O. Moreover since

u=ey, for y=O we get ‘6 = 1: therefore remarking that

xiai=n,  from (6) we deduce that

(10) [DT(x+l)].,o = (-1)” 2 a
1
In2;;*,  qcq $) n*  12)”

Sn. . .
I I

an
- ,
n

We have also

14

[D"~(x+~)]~=o  =
0'

iam e-l (logO" df
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therefore the second member of (10) will be equal to this definite
integral.

Example 6. Semi-invariants of Thiele.*  Let xi and f (xi)  be
given for i = 0, 1,2, . . . , N-l. Denoting the power-moment of
order R of f(xJ by

dn = i Xl”f(X,)

and by A, the semi-invariant of degree n of f(xJ with respect to
x0, Xl, ****,XN-, the definition of 1, is

(12)

The expansion of the second member gives

To expand the first member of (11) by aid of formula (6) ’
%we denote it by u and put y = I,o +1,&o* +yo3  +.  , ,;

remarking moreover that

[Y]~=~  = o ,  [Dsyl we =  & and
I 1$f y=. = l;

therefore the expansion of the first member of (11) into powers
of o will give according to (6)

Since the expansions (12) and (13) must be identical,
the coefficients of w” in both expressions must be the same;
therefore

giving the power moments in terms of the semi-invariants.

l T. N. Thiele, Theory of Observations, London, 1903.
Ragnar Frisch, Semi-invariants et Moments des Distributions Sta-

tistiques. Oslo, 1926.
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Particular cases:

=$ = CAa  + 3&l,  + a,q 244

gd4  = [A,  + 42,1,  + 3122  + 61121,  + A,4].i4j

The sum of the numerical coefficients in ?g” is equal to 33;
from y=l to ~=n+l.

To deduce the formula which gives the semi-invariants in
terms of the moments, let us now denote by y the second
member of (ll), whose expansion is given by formula (12) :

=  e-J&  lo”
y= .zo~on!

and moreover let us write u = logy; then

dw
dyy=

(-1) *--l  (V-l) I
Y”

Since for w=O  we have y=l,  it follows that

d’Ur-1dy’ w=o
= ( - 1 )  “-l  (v-l)!  a n d  [Dy],,,=o  =  2 .

On the otherhand the first member of (1 l), equal to y gives
u = logy = Zt, W/Y!  Therefore, by aid of (6) we find

Particular cases
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Remurk.  The sum of the numerical coefficients in the
derivative (15) is, according to what has been said concerning
formula (6), equal to

n+l

(16) 2,  ( -1)  w-l (V- l )  ! e,:

but this is, in consequence of formula (17) § 66, equal to zero.
The semi-invariants are useful in ihe  expansion of functions,

since if the origin of the variable x is changed, the semi-
invariants, except the first, do not change. If the unit is chosen
c times greater, the, semi-invariant A,  becomes equal to @A,,  .
Therefore unity and the origin may be chosen so as to have
A,=0  and 1,=1;  this is a great simplification.

The invariance with respect to the origin is a consequence
of the fact that the sum of the numerical coefficients in 1, is equal
to zero, according to formula (16).

$ 73, Expansion of a function into reciprocal factorial
series, and into reciprocal power series. Given the function
F(x) for x>O  if the solution q(f) of the integral equation

(1) F(x) = j’ y (f) tx-1  dt
0

I is known, then we may expand F(x) into a series of reciprocal
factorials. For this purpose v(t)  is expanded into a series of
powers of (l--t) :

I (21 q(t)  = : (--I)* (l--t)” D”p,U)
n!

.
n==o

Since
1

s
( l - f ) ”  f”-’ df  = B(n+l,x)

0

where the second member is a Beta-function (9 24), we have

(3) F(x) = fi 9 B(n+l,x)  D”q(1).
r=o .

If x and R are integers, then

nl (x-111
Bbtw  = (n+xlI  ;
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therefore

(4) F(x)  = “; &-- D”p,(l) =

= “4 b--l)”  (x--lL,  D%(l)  Dwl).

This is the required expansion. If the series is convergent
(Q  37) then it may serve for the determination of A-‘F(x)  and
A”F(x).  From !4)  we get

2. A - ‘ F ( x )  = ?Z  (-l)n+l $ ( x - l ) - ,  D”p,(l)  +  q(l)F(x-1) +k
a=1

and

AmJ’(x)  = .:i (m-1)” (-n-l)m  (x-1)-n-m-l  DY,(~)-

Remark.  Formula (2) of Q 68 may be written

( - 1 ) ”  (X--l)&, = (xF-,‘m = 5 9 IQ
m+l “=“l

therefore from (4) we may obtain the expansion of F(x) into a
series of reciprocal powers

(5) F ( x )  = 5 I--1)“%  G;Dmq(l)++!
“Z, P+’ IS==1

If this series is uniformly convergent, then we may
determine the indefinite integral of F(x) by integrating term by
term. We find

J‘F(x)dx=  5 b-1) Ml r+1

Zn=i  nxn ##I=1
a;D’“p,(l)  + ~(1)  logx + k.

Moreover then the derivatives of F(x) may be determined too:

D”F(x)  = 5
(-l)“+s  (n+s)s *+I (-l)“SlV(l)

a=0 en+.+1- mz, sy Dmdl)  + p+1 -

Example 1. By integration by parts ~(e  get
1

s
0

(log f)”  P-1  dt = (-s;Yml

[See also Petit Bois, Tables d’Int6grales  Indkfinies,  p. 144.1
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Therefore to obtain the expansion of l/x”‘+’  in a series of
reciprocal factorials, we have to put

v(f) = J$ (log f)”

but in consequence of (7) Q 71 we obtain;

[D(log  t)m]kl  = ml S,”

and finally according to (4)

1 IS3
-&.zi= im (x+n),, = em

5 isy (x-l)n-I.

This is identical with formula (3) Q 68.
Example 2. Expansion of  l/x(x+a)  into a series of inverse

factorials. Let us write

1
x(x+a) = I (x+oRil.

Multiplying both members by x it may be written

1 m

x + l + ( a - 1 )  = “5

We have 11-=
%+a  o s WtXdt  i f  x+a>oi

hence according to (1) F(x+l)  gives

I$+) = P- a n d  &(l)  = (a-l)i
therefore

1 - (-llnIa---1L2
- = “22 (x+-l),,  *%+a

Finally multiplying by l/x we get

1 (D (-l)“(a-l).-,
x(s+a)  = 22 (x+n-1)”  -*

This problem has been solved by Stirling in another way for
a=+&$  (10~.  cit. 25. p. 27).

Remark  Formula (6) is useful for the summation of
l/x(x+a).  For instance
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,g 1

=I ++a) =
$ (---l)“(a-& =’  ’ (l--t)“-1  &

*=1 n. n! a0
s - -  .

t

For a----1/z the integral gives 4 log 2.
Remark. There is a simple method for the expansion of

~,,,(x)/IJ.J,,(x) into a series of inverse factorials, if q,,,(x)  and w”(x)
are polynomials respectively of degree ti and n (where n > m),
Let us write

Fm  (xl

YLGj-  = i!lJ (X+T’l)i ’

It is easy to show, multiplying both members by (x+1”-l),.
that u,, =O if v < n-m. Multiplying by (x+n-m-l),,-,,,  we
have

.b+n--m--l)nqvm(x)W” (4 - = =n-m  + ,jn,+, (x+i21) &n+m

therefore a,, is equal to the constant obtained by the division
figuring in the first member, Denoting the rest by o,-,(x)  which
is of degree n-l, we have

multiplying both members by (x+n-m)  we find

(x+--m)  W.-AX)  = Q-+1  + 5 ai

W” (4 k4+m+2  (x+i---l)cn+m-1  ’

an-R+1  is the constant obtained by division. Denoting the rest (of
degree n-l) by o,,-,,,+, (x) we continue in the same manner to
obtain step by step any coefficient oi whatever.

Applying this method to the preceding example, the first
division gives

x+1
X+a= 1+  l--a

the second
x+a

the third

( l -a )  I=$ =1-a+ u-4 w-4~
x+a

(l-a) (2-a) x$f = (l-a) (2-4  + (l-4  P-4 v-4
x+=

and so on. uz=l,  u,=(l-a),  o,=(l-a)(2-+).
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I # 74. Expansion of the function l/y”  into a series of powers
of x. Suppoeir? that for x=0 we have y=l,  Maclaurin’s
theorem gives

I
(1)
Since

I
(2)

1yt(=
we have

To determine this value corresponding to x=0,  let us
remark that if ib then we have

[DY  (y-l)‘l,1  = 0;

, therefore it will be sufficient to make i vary in the first sum
from zero to ~-j-l, Moreover we may put in the second sum also

r+l for the upper limit, since for m>i we have h ~0,  so thatI ‘I
the additional terms are equal to zero. But if tbe upper limit
of the second sum is independent of i then the summa tion with
respect to i can be performed. Let us write therefore

The part of the second member containing i may be written

Finally we obtain

I
(3) [&]- = n In?)  2, s [;) [D’u”l-.

Therefore, knowing the derivatives of ym  for x=0,  that is
for y=l,  this formula gives the derivatives of l/y”  figuring in
the expansion (1) so that the problem is solved.
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In each particular case [DY  y*JI-&.  is to be determined,
which is generally much easier than 0” WfIJ  I,.

Example 1. If the expansion of x”/(Qx--I)”  is required,
then we put y=(e* -1)/x*  and the derivatives of y” are to be
determined. It is easy to show that for x=0  we have y=l.
Moreover to determine DYym  let us write

(4)
. xmym  = (CC-l)rn.

The v+m -th derivative of the first member is given by
Leibnifz’s  theorem (Q  30) :

v+mmg [ i ] Du+m-iym  Dip.
For x=0  each term of this sum will vanish except that of

km so that we shall have

ml I 1‘irn [Drym]x=o.
The second member of (4) may be written according to

(5) 6 71:

(e”-l)”  = 5 ml
f=0  (i+m)!

a&  a!+m.

From this expression it follows that for x=0  its v+m -th
derivative is equal to ml Q+,. Equating this to the preceding
result we get

(5)

Therefore from (3) it follows that

This can also written in the following form:
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Finally by aid of (6) we obtain the required expansion:

(8)  (A)“= i 3 n [“:‘I zl ;+z

Sometimes it is possible to determine in another way the
coefficient of x”  in the expansion of l/y”;  fhen  equating the
result to that given by (3), we may thus obtain interesting re-
lations.

For instance in the case of Example 1 we may write:

(91
x I8

I 1
- A(w)

- =  20  ( n - l ) *  x*  *ex- 1

To determine the coefficients A(n,v),  we will equate the
first derivatives of both members of this equation. We shall find

n- -
X

[(-&p-x, - [ --xy’+l]  = jl. s, x-1

Taking account of (9), the coefficient of xy-l will be

nA  (w) nA (np-1)
[n--l)y-

nA(n+l,v)  = v4w)  .- -
(n-1) 4 (n), (n-l) y ’

this gives after simplification

(9’) A(n+l,v)  = A(n,v) - nA(np-1).

The difference equation giving the Stirling’s Numbers
of the first kind (5, 8 50) may be written

S;$:-v = S;-v -n S;‘V+l

therefore these numbers satisfy equation (9’) and moreover,
since the initial values A(n,O)  11 and S; = 1 are the same, we
conclude that

A(w) = SE-~
so that

Finally, equating the second members of (7) and (10) we
obtain after simplification
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which gives the Stirling number of the first kind in terms of
those of the second kind. This is the simplest known expression
of the Stirling numbers of the first kind, It has been found in
another way by Schliimilch  [Compendium 1895, Band II. p, 281.

Remark. Since x/(ex- 1) is the generating function of B./v!
where B, is the v -th  Bernoulli number, therefore putting into
(7) n=l  the first will be equal to B, ; after simplification we get

I Iv+l
Y+l

Bv = mTl c--l)m  “m=: G:+*

I IY

In the particular case of v=4,  it will give

B 5.301 1- - -
4 -

~+!!gLT++=~~.
3 0

In Q 63, we found already a much simpler expression (5)
giving the Bernoulli numbers by aid of the Stirling numbers of the
second kind,

Q 75. Changing the origii of the intervals. If the values
of the function f(x) are given for x=a,  u+h,  a+2h,,  , . and so
on, then the differences

$w)  = “2 (-I)-  [;]  f(o+vhl

are known, and also the following Newton expansion of the
function

(1) f(x) = ; (x;u]*F.

Sometimes it is needed to compute the values of f(x)
corresponding to x=c,  c+h, c+2h,.  . . . This problem often
occurs in mathematical statistics. To solve it, the best way is to
determine the Newton expansion of the function f(x) in the
form given below:

(2) f(x) = 2 (x7],,  T.
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I Therefore it is necessary to compute the differences yf (c).
They are deduced from formula (1)

Particular case. If c-armh,  where m is an integer, then

pf(c)  = g f(a+mh).

Therefore if the table of f(a), f (a+h), f (a+2h),  . . . contains
also the differences of f(x), then the numbers above will already
figure in the table.

Q 76, Changing the length of the interval, Sometimes when
a function f(x) is given by its differences in a system where the
increment is equal to h, it is necessary to express this function
in another system of differences in which the increment is k;
that is, the differences of f(x) are required in this system for
x=0,  i. e. A”f(O),  for m=l,  2,3, . . .

This pioblem is identical with the following: Given a table
of the function f(x) corresponding to equidistant values of x,
the interval of x being equal to h; another table is to be
computed in which the increment of x is equal to k.

To solve the problem we first expand f(x) into a Newton
series with increment h (formula 4 5 23)

X
Hence it is sufficient to expand nI I , into a series of (x) ,,Q,  For

this we will write, according to formula (3) Q 55:

Formula (1) Q 63 gives
*+I

x*  = z e,m  (X),J Pm.
%I=1
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Therefore we have

Now we may write the differences of E R in a system of1 1
increment k:

Putting x=0  we have

To abbreviate, let us write k/h=o,  and
a+1

(21 P(n,i)  = x COWS”  e;;
r--i

then we obtain

and therefore

- (3)

Finally putting this value into (1) we may determine $‘“f  (0).
We find

(4) A”f (0) = “; $ P(n,m) +“f  (0)
k

and the required expansion will be

f ( x )  = “; I;),?.

Determination of the expression P(n,m)  . 1. Let m=l.  Since
@yi  = 1, it follows that

P(n,l)  = s 0 s, = (W)m.
S-=1

2. Putting i=n  into formula (2) we get

P(n,n)  = 0”.
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3. Putting i=n- 1 into (21, since k5z-l  = - S;-* =
we find

P(n,n- 1 ) = (;) (co),  d-2a

1.t is easy to obtain a difference equation corresponding to
the quantity P(n,m).  Let us start from

The difference figuring in the first member is deduced from
(3) ; to have  that in the second member we apply the rule which
gives the higher differences of a product; we shall find, after
putting x=0  into the result obtained,

;y;;; p-@+llm)  = w-4 ml
(n+l)  n! P(nsm)  +

- -
(TJl) .

(m-n1/  ! ‘” P(n,m-1);

simplified this gives

(5) P(n+l,m)  = (mw-n) P(n,m)  + wP(n,m-1).

From (2) it follows that P(n,m)=O  if mh;  moreover that
P(n,O)=O. Therefore, putting m=n+l  into (5) we get

P(n+l,n+l)  = wP(n,n)

&cording  to (2) we have P(l,l)=w, hence the solution of
this equation is P(n,n)  =a”.  This value has been found directly.
In the same manner we could deduce from (5) the values of
P(n,n- 1) and P(n,l)  obtained above. This equation is especially
useful for the computation of a table of P(n,m).

Application. 1. Determination of the differences or of the

indefinite sum of X

I 1n ,, in a system of differences where the
increment’ is equal to one. Putting k=l  into formula (3) we get

and from this

moreover
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0a
F

N



Let us remark that in this case o=l/h .

2. Expansion of the binomial I 1a; into a Newton series with
increments equal to one.

ax
I 1

= ax(ux-1)  . . . , , , (ax-nfl) X
n ll!

- = a”
0n 6

where h=l/a.  Putting A=1  and w=a into formula (3) we have

3x
Example. Given 3 .I 1 Since w=3, by aid of the table of

P(n,m)  we get

(33x) =I;)  +l+] ++).

3. We shall see later that Cotes’  numbers may be determined
by aid of the P(n,m)  and the coefficients of the Bernoulli poly-
nomials of the second kind too.

9 77. Stirling polynomials. We have seen (Q 52) that the
Stirting  number of the first kind SZ-~  is a polynomial of x of
degree 2m.

According to Nielsen [Gammafunktionen, p. 71, Leipzig,
19061,  let us call the following expression a Stirling polynomial:

(4
(-1) m+l  s;;;l

ym(xl  = -(X+1)m+s  *

If x > m then in consequence of formula (1) the numerator
is a polynomial of x of degree 2m+2  divisible by (~+l)~+?  ;
therefore 1ym(x)  is a polynomial of degree m. Indeed we have

m+l
(3)

c
Yh(X)= k--1)“-’  i20 2m  “;“’ i) ! k--m---l),-i  *

Particular cases:
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1 1
Y*(x)= g+ij

2(x)  = f x(x+1).

By aid of the  numbers C,i  (Table in Q 52) we may easily
write down a SfirZing  polynomial of any degree whatever. From
c m0 it follows that the  coefficient of x”  in qm(x)  is equal to
l/(m f1)2’“+‘.

Notable particular  u&es.  Putting x=m+l  into formula (2)
we obtain

(-l)m+l
Ym(m+l)  = (m+2)I  S’

1
a+2 =m+2*

If we put x=m+2  into formula (2) we get (p. 148)
(-l)m+’ m+3

Ym(m+4  = (m+3),  SL+3  =A  2, +.

If x<m+l  the n formula (2) gives 010. But we may use for-
mula (3),  which gives

Ymh) = 3’ (-1)‘”  C,,J  &l$i
t=o

m+1 c m+hf
%Q)  = ,s (-‘)‘+l @m++&),  (m-111

YmW = “3 (-l)‘+’
(ZmtZ),  ml

m+l
Ym(-11 = 2 (-llitl  ~2m+2c~-j7m~

from 7, Q 52
m+1

ym  ( - 2 )  = ,E,  (-l)‘+’ (~~+~i  = joj!$ .,
Deduction of the difference equation of the Stirling polyno-

mials. We have  seen (4) 8 52 tbat tbe numbers C,,i  satisfy tbe
following difference equation:

Cm+l.i = - (2mfl-4  G,i  + Cm,C1).

Multiplying both  members by (-l)m-l  (x-m)&  / (2m+l--s’) I
and summing from i=O to km+1  we obtain

15
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(4)
‘$l (_llrn+’  Cm+l.i
i&z0  (2m+l-i)  !

(x-m)
mi =

tn+1
= ,z, (-l)nSG5C&T~ (x--mhf.- .

The first member of this equation may be written
m+1(-l),+’ in  Ti;;;cT;“I  i) ! [(X+2) + @--X--i)] (x--m)m-f

but this is, according to (3), equal to

(5) (X+2)  YmIX+l)  + (m-4  YmIX)*

The first term of the second member of (4) is

,gl (+I”  C”Li  (x-m)
id (2m-i)  ! md  = (x-2m+l+i)  Wm-l(X).

The second term may be transformed by putting i+l instead
of i and we shall have

“S’ (-1 I m G,f

i=O (2ll?.--l--i)!
(X-m),-,-i = (2m-i)  ymel (x) a

We may write m+l  for the upper limit, since for i=m this
expression is equal to zero. Therefore the second member of (4)
will be equal to

(X+llYm-1(X)-
Equating this to the value (5) of the first member obtained before
we get the difference equation of the Stirling polynomials:

(6) (x+1)  Y m - 1  (4 = (m-4 Ymlx)  + (X+2)  Ym(x+l).

Starting from y,,(x) =1/, we may determine by aid of this
equation the Stirling polynomials step by step,

For instance, putting y1  (x) =a,,+a,x  we have

?h  (x+ 1 I - u-4  b-‘,+q4 - (x+2)  (a,+a,+a,x)  = 0.

Since this is an identity, the coefficients of x’  must be equal to
zero for every i. This gives 6~7,,+4a,  ~1  and 8o, =l  so that

1
Yl(Xl  = $+fi.

Continuing in the same manner we could obtain the polynomial
of any degree.
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Equation (6) has been found by Nielsen in another way.
Nielsen defined the Stirling polynomials by giving their gene-
rating function with respect to m:

(7)
P 1

5 ym(x)  tm.(x+1)  (l-e-‘)x+1  - (x+l)t = mzIJ

We will show that this definition leads to the same poly-
nomial ym(x)  as our definition (2). Indeed, multiplying both
members of equation (7) by (x+l)t-x  it becomes:

(8)
1 1- -(1,@)x+1 Ix+’

= (x+1) m;  ym(x)  P-x.

The derivative of this expression with respect to t divided
by x+1 will be

(9)
-e-t

(l-e-t)X+2 + & = $ (m-x)  7pm(x)  tmmrl,

Writing into (8) x+1 instead of x and adding the result
to (9) we find

(lo)  (~~~t)m  =
i [(x+2)Ym(x+l)  + ~~-4~~(~)ltm-p1~

Finally equating the coefficients of t’“-~l in the expressions
(8) and (10) we find the difference equation (6) of the Stirling
polynomials obtained before. Moreover from (7) it follows
directly that

Y&4 = %
Therefore the two definitions lead to the same results.

Putting x=0 into the generating function (7) we have

1 1---= s Gm(0)  tm.
1-e-’  t m=O

Multiplying this equation by t, and then writing in it -t instead
of t, it will become

te’--l = 1 + 2 (-l)m+l  ym(O)  tV+‘.

We shall see later that the first member of this equation
is the generating function of B,lmI, where B, stands for the
m -th Bernoulli number; therefore we have
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"g (-,)'+I cm+,  f
Y171(")  = (-l)m+l(~~~)l  = ~ m, (zm ; 3 ij,

Since B,,,  = 0, if n>O hence we conclude,

(11) ~zn(O)  = 0 and Yan-l(O)  =&j = =,#I.

Writing in the generating function (7) --t instead of t and
- x - 1 instead of x, we obtain

(-1)X (l-e')" 1
x tx+1

--= 2 (-1p  lpn(-x-l)  tm.
xt mv

Now multiplying this equation by x fX+l we get

(et-l)r-fX  = x 2 (-l)m  ym(--x-l)  fntXtl  .

But we have seen [formula (5) Q 711 that

therefore

i+, $ Q f” = x !i
urv

(-1)”  lym(-x-l)  fm+x+l.

From this we conclude finally that

; 6; =  (-l)*pl  xyn-x-I  ( - x - l ) .

This may be transformed by putting n-x--l=m;  we obtain

(-1)” @t-Q+1

(nL2  *
= Ym (m-n)

and writing x+1 instead of n it follows for x>m  that

(12)
(-l)R  e'=;r

Ym(m--X-1)  = -(x+l),2  .

We have seen that the Stirling number 6;;;  is a polynomial
of degree 2m+2of  x’  [formula (7) § 58). By aid of this formula
we get

(13) lynr(m-x-l)  = “5’  (--1)” ‘m+lJ  (x-m-l)&.
I=O (2m+2-i)  I
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If x g m then formula (12) gives O/O but (13) may be used even
in these cases.

Parficular  values. From (13) we deduce

mn+l  ( - 1 ) ’  Cim+l.l
Ym (O) = ho (2m  I 3 i) ! (m+l-i) ’

Hence from (11) it follows if m>l,

(14) = m j0 (<zl?F .

This is an expression forthe Bernoulli numbers in terms of the
numbers Cm,i  respectively of C,,j.

Put t ing  x=m+l into  (13),  s ince  (O)d is  equal  to
zero for every value of i except for km, for which it is equal
to one, and noting that C,,,+l,m  = 1, we have ym  (-2) =
= (-l)m/(m+2)  I obtained before.

Limits of the Stirling polynomials. Writing in%  (2) n+x
instead of x and n instead of m we have

vh(n+x)  =
(-l)“+l  ( x - l ) !  s”

(n+x+l)  1 n+⌧+1  l

Since according to formula (4) $ 54 we have.

8&-l
!2%  (n+x+ijT  = O

if x>O
lim yn(n+x)  = 0.
n==m

Putting into (12) x+m instead of x we obtain

ym(-x-l)  = (-l)“(x-l)!  (;;r;;),  -

From formula (2) g.59  it foliows  that

%+X,1
!Z (m+x+l)I = OB

Hence  if x>O we conclude that
lb ym  (-x-l)  = 0.

In==-



CHAPTER V.

BERNOULLI POLYNOMIALS AND NUMBERS.

g 78. Bernoulli polynomials of the first kind.  Denoting the
Bernoulli polynomial of tbe first kind of degree R by Q)“(X),  let
its definition bew2’

se)  Different authors have given different definitions of the Bernoulli
olynomials.

b
Our definition is that of Nielsen [Trait6 des Nombree de

l rnoulli, Paris, 1923, p,  401.  He denoted the polynomial by B,(x).
Seliwanoff [Differenzenrechnung, Leipzig 1904, p,  49 and Encycl. des

Sciences Mathem.  Vol. I. 20, p 1111 gave the following definition for the case
of integer values of x:

This differs from our definition only by a constant.
In SuaZschiitz’s  Bernoulli’sche Zahlen [Berlin, 1893, p. 911  the definition

is for integer values of x the following

v (x,n)  = i rn-‘.
m=Q

This definition differs from ours by a factor equal to (n-l)! and by a
constant,

N6rkund  [Differenzrechnung, Berlin, 1924, p 191  defined these poly-
nomials by

A B,,  Ix) = nx*-’

so as to have

5 m”-l

m=O
= + tB”M  - B”l

where Be is the n -th Bernoulli number, This definition differs from ours
only by the factor (n-l)! .

Steffensen [Interpolation, London, 1927, p. 1191  uses the aame  definition
as iV&lund;  and so does Pascal [R ertorium I.,  p,  12171.

E .  Lindeliif  [Calcul  d e s  Resr  u s ,t-f P a r i s ,  1903,  p .  341 introduces the
polynomial “9&)” which corresponds to ours by the relation

“Q)JX)”  = nl4)Jx).
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From

Hence the
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AT&) = & Iv-

this it follows that

v&4  = A-l  &; I + 4.

definition (1) is not a complete one; there still remains
an arbitrary constant to dispose of. Let us write the Bernoulli
polynomial of degree R in the following way:

n+1
(4 %(x1  = m!. Urn

x”’
(n-m)  I *

By derivation we obtain from (1)

but the second member is, in consequence of (11, equal to
A~,,,_,(xl  so  that

AD P.(xI  = An-,(4 .
Performing the operation A-’ on both members of this equation,
we may dispose of the arbitrary constant, which enters by this
operation, so as to have

(3) D vnpn[4 = %-1(4;

then the Bernoulli polynomial cpPn  (x) is, by equations (1) and (3),
completely defined.

,In  Q 22 a class of functions important in Mathematical
Analysis has been mentioned in which

D Fn (4 = Frt-,b4
for n=l,2,3,... According to (3) the Bernoulli polynomials
belong to this class of functions.

Moreover if Fn(x)  is a polynomial of degree n .belonging  to
this class

% have seen that the coefficients ai are independent of the
degree n of the polynomial, so that they may be calculated once
for all.
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To obtain them we put n=l  into formula (1) and get

Aq~(x) = 1;
therefore q1  (x) = x + a1 hence a,, = 1. Moreover if n > 1, then
putting into (1) x=0  we find

Aqn,,(O)  = 0.
On the other hand from (2) we deduce

Ado) = 2 /'& [AJP-~]~=o.
But

[ (X+l)“m-X”‘“]x=O  = 1

consequently we find
n

(4) am = 0.
20  (n--m)!

By aid of this equation we may determine, starting from
a,=l,step  by step, the coefficients am.  For instance:

s++o gives Ql =- 34.

$+$+f+o a2 = l/12.

Z+$+%+$=o as = 0.
and so on.

Table of the numbers a,,, .

a0  = 1 a6 = l/30240
a, = - l/2 Q8 = - l/1209600
a2 = l/12 alo  = l/479001 60
a1 = - l/720 (112  = - 691/1307674368000

or to ten decimals,

a2 = 0’08333 33333 a8 = -OWOOO  08267
a, = -0’00138 88889 QlO = omooo  Oil209
a6 = 0’00003 30688 q2 = -0’ooooO 00005



see

(5)
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Remark. We found ai=0  for i=3,5,7,9,11.  Later we shall
that a2n+l=0  if GO.
Writing a,=B,&n!,  equation (2) will be

where the B, are the Bernoulli numbers.
Equation (5) may be written in a symbolical manner:

(6) 44 =+ (x+B)“.

In the expansion of the second member B, is to be put instead
of Bm.

Since Aq”(O)  = 0 if n>l,  hence from (6) there follows the
symbolicai  equation giving step by step the Bernoulli numbers:

(7) (l+B)“-BB,  = 0.

This equation is identical with (4). Starting from B,,=a,,=l
it gives:

1 + 2B, = 0 hence B I = -%
1 +3B,+3B,=O B 2 = l/6
1+4B1+6B,+4B,=0 B ,=o

and so on.
In the Table below we see that the Bernoulli numbers

increase rapidly with n whereas the coefficients a,,, decrease
rapidly.

The Bernoulli numbers are very important in Mathematical
Analysis, especially when dealing with expansiona2’

27  The Bernoulli numbers were first introduced by Jacob Bernoulli [Ars
Conjectandi, Basileae, 1713,  p. 971.  They have been denoted differently by
later authors. Our notation is that used by Niirlund [Differenzenrechnun ,
p. 181,  Steffensen [Interpolation, p.  120],  Pascal  [Repertorium, I.  p. 1217 I!i

There is another notation in use, in which the Bernoulli numbers are
considered as being positive, and in which B, corresponds to our 1 B,,  1.
This notation is found in Saalschiifs [Bernoullische Zahlen, p.  43,  in Hagen
[Synopsis I, p. 911, in Seliwanoff [Differenzenrechnun
de? Sciences Mathematiques I. 20. p. 1111  in Nfeleen l%

p. 45  in and Encycl.
ombres  de Bernoulli,

t
421  in E. Lindelof  [Calcul  des Residue, Paris, 1985, p. 331  and in G.

eano [Formulaire Mathbmatique,  Paris, 1901;  p. 1981.  .In  the last work we
find an extensive table of these numbers,up  to & in our notation,
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Table of the Bernoulli Numbers.

B, =--1/2
B, = 116
B, = -I/30

B, = 1142
B, = -l/30
B,, = 5166
B,, = -691/2730

B,, = 716
B,, 7 -3617/510

B,, = 438671798
B20 - - -17461 l/330
B,, = 8545131138
B,, = -23636409112730

B,, = 855310316

B,, = -237494610291870

B,, = 8615841276005/14322

B,, = -7709321041217/510
B 24 = 257768785836716
B,, = -26315271553053477373j1919190

B,, = 292999391384155916
B,, = -261082718496449122051/13530

B 42 = 1520097643918070802691/1806
B,, = -27833269579301024235023/690

B,, = 596451111593912163277961/282
B,B = -5609403368997817686249127547/46410

B,, = 495057205241079648212477525/66

B,, = -801165718135489957347924991853/1590

B,, = 29149963634884862421418123812691/798

B5o = -2479392929313226753685415739663229/870
B68 = 84483613348880041862046775994036021/354
B 8o  =-12152331404837555~204030499407982024~41491/567867~  ~



B, =
B, =
B, =
B, =
B, =

4, =
B,,  =
4, =
Bltl  =
B 13 =
B20 =

B22  =

B24  =

B2,  =

B 23 =

B30  =

42 =

B34  =

B30  =

B33 =
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Bernoulli Numbers.  Table IL

-0-5
0’16666666...

-o-03333333...,.

o-02389523895...  #
-0’03333333. , . ,

0’075757575 . . , . .

-0.25311355311355.. . .
1’166666666.. l .

-7’0921568627 450980392
54’9711779448 62155388

-529’124242424 . . .
6192’1231884057 898550

-86580’25311355311355.. s
1425517’1666666 e. a

-27298231’0678160919 54
601580873’9006423683 8

-15116315767’092156862 .
429614643061’1666.,

-13711655205088’332772
488332318973593’16666. .

Expansion of the Bernoulli polynomial into a series of factor-
ials. Replacing in formula (I), the power x”+  by factorials,
using formula (2) Q 58 we obtain

Since

A-'(&  = (x)m+l

T&r+&

we get, performing the operation A-’ on both members,
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The constant k, which entered by this operation, has been
disposed of, so as to have v” (0) =a,  .

This is the expansion of the Bernoulli polynomial into a
factorial series. It shows immediately that

A~‘vn(O)  = (n-l)l  n--i(P---1)  ! @p-l

moreover that

f?-%(O) = P”(l)  = an

and so on.
Formula (8) permits us to determine. the coefficients a,,,

and therefore also the numbers B, in termis of the Stirling
numbers. For this, let us replace in the second member of (8)
the factorial (x),+1 by its expansion into a power series (3,
8 50);  we get

Since the coefficient of x’ in the first member is equal to
ati/i!  and ati = Bd/ (n-i)!,

This may be simplified by putting i=l,  and writing
n+l  instead of R.  The required expression will be

(10) n!a,=B,=  Z
“+I  (-l)mm!  em

#II=1 m+l ” *

Example. Let us determine B, by aid of this formula:

B, =- +++$.6+$+,.

We may transform formula (10) by putting into it the value
of Q,” given by formula (3) $ 58:

Q 7%  Particular cases  of the Bernoulli polynomials. From
the table of the coefficients a,,, we deduce
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fp2(x)  = $x2-.
f&(x) = f x3- f 1x2+=x
v4(4 = $x4

1 1
-12X3+$x2--.7‘20

and so on. (See Figure 1.)

Figure 1.
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Particular values of the polynomials. We obtained already
if n>l,

do) = =n v2n-1@)  = 0

V”(l)  = Q/l Q;m  = =n + (/Ill .

Moreover ;.-*  d.

AV,(-1) = I-‘\;;;  hence
n - ‘pn(-1)  = on •k (!yy)*t .- .

Q 80. Symmetry of  the Bernoulli polynomfals.  From the
definition of these polynomials it follows that

A9)2nb) =  ~)zn(x+i)-~)2nbd  =  f2;:;jI'

Putting into this equation -x instead of x we get

but the first member is equal to -Aqzn(  l-x) ; hence we conclude
that

ArppzU-4  = Avwbd.
Let us sum this expression from x=0 to x=2;  since the

indefinite sum of the first member is q2”(l-X)  and that of the
second member q2,,(x) we find after putting into them the
values of the limits:

wzn (l-4 - Q)2n  (1) = %n  (4 - Evl(O)  *

We have seen that ~,,,(O)=Q)~(~),  if m>l;  hence

(1) cp2"W-r)  = f?J,z"bL

Formula (1) has been demonstrated only for integer values
of x, but this expression m a polynomial of degree 2n-1,
and it is satisfied for more than 2n-1 values of x, hence it is
an identity, and is therefore satisfied by any value whatever of X.

This is the expression of the symmetry of the polynomials
of even degree. This can be written in another way; putting
r=1/2+x  we get
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(4 9)&/2+x)  = ~2*Ph---x)~
By derivation this gives, according to (3) Q 78:

(3) Q)2n-lch+X)  = -Y2n-1c%--X)

Hence the polynomials of odd degree are symmetrical to
the point ‘of coordinates x=1/, y=O.  Putting x=0  into (3) we
have

972%lM2)  = - pp.; (%!I  = 0.
Putting xii/;  into (3) we get q2”-r  (1) = - q2”-r  (0) , but we

have seen that if m>l  then q,,,(l)  =vm(0)  ; therefore we conclude
that

(4) q2G1  (0) = 0 or a,,, = 0 if n > 1.

Roots of the polynomials. We have already seen that the
equation q2”+r  (x) =O has three roots if n>l, namely x=0,  x=1/2
and x=  1; hence the polynomial of odd degree is divisible by
x(x-1)  (2x- l )  i f  f&l.

We shall show now that it cannot have more than three
roots in the interval 0 6 x 5 1; that is, more than one in the
interval O< x < 1. If it had at least four in the first interval,
then its derivative should have at least three in the interval
0 <x  < 1 and its second derivative at least two. But

D” vzn+1(4  = v2n-164.

Hence we conclude that if q2,,+r  (x) =O had four roots in the
interval 06 x 5 1, then q2,,-r  (x) =O would have also at least
four in this interval, and so on; q3 (x) =O too, which is impossible,
since ~)s(x)  is only of the, third degree.

Summing up, we state that q2n+l(~)  =O has three roots in
the interval 0 ZZ  x s 1 and only three (if GO).

D ~)nn  (4 = en-1  (xl
and the polynomial of the second member has no roots in the
interval 0 < x < l/z;  therefore Quip  cannot have more than one
root in the interval 0 5 x 2 Y2.  But

Dea+,W  = ~)2n(x)

and we have seen that vtn+r  (x) is equal to zero for x=0  and
x=42;  therefore q2”(x)  =O must have at least one root in the
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interval O<x<l/z,  therefore q,,(O)  and 0)~~(4/2)  are both different
from zero, so that ~~“(0)  =aZn  $- 0. Finally qzn(x)  =0 has one
root and only one in the interval 06&/$,,  In consequence of the
symmetry, qsn  (x) =O  has another, root in the interval l/z<x<l.

Exttema of fhe poZynomiaZs.  If n>l,  then vlkl(x)  is equal
to zero for x=0, y’, 1; therefore Q)~“(x)  will have extrema at
these three places. qzR(x)  has only one at x=4/2,

If GO then qpz,,+i (x) has two extrema, one in the interval
O<x<4/2  and one in ?/2<x<l;  vi (x) has none.

Sign of the numbers a,,, and B,. Let us suppose that a,,>O;
then in consequence of qzn(0)  =a2,  and of the fact that q+“(x)  =O
has a root in the interval O<x<1/2  without having an extremum
in it, we conclude that qzn(x)  must be decreasing in the vicinity
of x=0. Therefore we must have

D v&d  = ~)m--1(4  < 0
but if x is small, the sign of qzndl(x)  is equal to that of aZn-2x
therefore we have

azb2 < 0.

Had we supposed that a,,<O,  then we should have found
that qnn(x)  must be increasing in the vicinity of x=0  and con-
sequently we should have

a2n-t  > 0.

Finally summing up, we always have

a2n  azh2 < 0

that is, the aumbers a2n and also B,,=  (2n) I a2” are alternately
positive and negative with increasing n. Since a, is positive,
we have

a,,<0 a n d  arc2 >O
o r

B,,  CO  a n d  B,,,  >O.

Q 81. Operations performed on the Bernoulli polynomials.
Derivatives of the polynomial. According to (3) Q 78, we have

D”cp,W = ~n..m~~).
From this we deduce the integral of the polynomial
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and

(11

s V"(X) dx = %+1(4 + k

1

s q~,,(x)dx=O  i f  n>O.
0

The difference of v,,(x) may he expressed by a definite integral:

therefore if u is an integer E  z”  may also be obtained by the
integral Y

s %I(4  dx = y+ 4 2"  = %+1(4  -%+1(0).
0 I

Differences of the polynomial. According to (1) Q 78

and from this by aid of (2) Q 58

moreover
(m-l) I

Sum of the polynomial. Applying the method of summation by
parts (§ 34) we obtain

A-’ vn(4  = xd~l  -A-’ (x+1)  ,j&$.
Hence

(2) A-’  w,  (4 = b---l  1 vn (4 - n v+,+~  (4 T k
Mean of the polynomial. In 8 6 we have seen that Me I+‘/$&

therefore

From this we obtain, applying the inverse operation of the mean,

(3) M-’  vn (4 = vn (4 - ?kJL,  (4
1 6
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where, as we shall see, in 8 100, E,,-,(x)  is the Euler polynomial
of degree u-l.

Q 82, Expansion of the Bernoulli polynomial into a Fourier
series. Limits. Sum of reciprocal power series,

If y is a periodic function of period equal to one, with
limited total fluctuation (or,a  fortiori, if it has a limited deriva-
tive), then it may be expanded into a Fourier series (5 145))
such as

00
(1) y = IJ2a,  + Z a, cos2nmx  + 2 pm sin2nmr

III=1 ml
where

(2)  am =2 fy cos2nmx  dx i Pm  = zoJ’ y sin2nmx  dx.
0

Hence we conclude that q*“(x),  may be expanded into a
Fourier series between zero and one. By aid of formulae (2)
we obtain

1
a0 = 2 w&4  dx = van+rU)  -v2n+1K')  = 0os

if n > 0.  Moreover we find by integration by parts that1 1%%  = s y2,,(x)  cos2nmx  dx = sm22nzx
[’ 3% Y2"W -

0 1 0

1

s

sin2nmx-
'0

2nm  v2n-1(4  dx.

The quantity in the brackets is equal to zero at both limits,
and the integral in the second member becomes, after a second
integration by parts:

[

cos2nmx 11 J
1

%m = (2nm12  V2n-1(4  o-o
cos2nmx
- -  v2n-2(4  dx.(2nm) 2

The quantity in the brackets has the same value for
x=0  and x=1,  if n>l, therefore the corresponding difference is
equal to zero.

We conclude that the operation of integration by parts
performed twice, gives an expression similar to the initial; only
the sign has changed, the degree of the polynomial is diminished
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Therefore in 2i operations we should get
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the quantity (2nm)s.

Writing in it i=n-I  we get by integration by parts

The quantity in the brackets is equal to zero; further integration
by parts gives

The integral in the second member is equal to zero. Since
4)1(1)=--9)1(0)=1/2  we find

am = 2W)“’
(2nm)2n ’

Determination of the coefficients /3,,,  . It would be possible
to determine them by integration by parts in the same way as
the coefficients a,,, , but it is easy to show by aid of formula (1)
Q 80 that pm=O.  Indeed, putting l-x into (1) instead of x

f we should obtain ~)~“(l-x) =v2”(x)  for every value of x.

a n d
cos27cm  ( l -x)  = cos2.7mx

sin2nm  (l-x) = - sin2nmx;

hence the coefficients of sin2nmx in the expansion (1) must all
be equal to zero, so that we have B,,,=O.

Finally, the expansion of q2,,(x) will be

(3) V)2n(X)  = 2(-l)“’ %, ~~~.

To obtain the expansion of ~~,,-~(x)  we determine the
derivatives of both members of (3),  and find

(4) Vrn-I(X)  - 2 ( - l ) ”  2, $g.
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Applications of the trigonometrical expansion. 1. If we
write x=0  in equation (3),  we have

(5) qJ2”(0)  = a,, = 2 a ,  = 2(--1J--
Ill=1 (2n)2:1  m:,  & -

This shows again the rule of the signs of u2,, obtained in
8 80. From formula (5) the sum of the reciprocal power series
may be deduced.

(6) ii & =1/2(2z)2”  la,,1 = g$B*“I.
X=1 .

Particular cases:

2. Putting x=4!  into formula (3) we obtain
2(-l)” cn (-l)m+l

Em(%)  = i, I-1)” am = (2n)l”  m5, mzn  *

If the central value qzn(4/2)  of the polynomial is known then
this expression gives a formula for the sum of the alternating
reciprocal power series. We will determine ~)~~(l/z) in 8 86; but
in (j 49 we have seen that if we denote the sum (6) by szn then
the sum of the alternatingeries will be

therefore

(7)
5 (-1)x+1

x=1 X2n
= (22n-1-l)  z2n  I a,, I.

Particular cases:

$ (-1)x+1  _ x2 - (-1)x+1  7324

x=1 X2 12 ’ 2, x4 =-Es*

From this we may obtain the value of q2”(4/2)  ; since the
sign of azn  is that of (-l)“‘,  we get from (7)

(8) 92&I  = & -
( i)

42n  *

We will find this result later by another method.
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3. Limits. Since in the interval zero and one we have

2(-l)“-l  s - cos2nmx
P2*(4  = --&)2”

m=l
,an

it follows that

From
2(-l)”  m sin2n~izx

92n+1(4  = (,,)2ntl  mz, m2ntl

we deduce

1 Q)nn+1(4  I< (2n;2”tl  m;, ,2’.+1  < (2$“+1___- -

We have seen that

m
2, ,zn  1= 1 azn  2ic  1 .

1

From this we conclude

(9)

theiefore
lim I a2,,  I = 0 and lim Pnagn  = 0
II=- *=CQ

if I RI < 23-c.  Moreover

2 (2n) !
</Bznl 2

(2n) !-_
(2n) 2* 12 (2,2)2”-3  -

Hence I B,, I increases indefinitely with n.

5 $” > : -$$
x=1 XT:,

hence from (6) it follows that

a2n+21-1’2
a2n (2x)2

and in consequence of this, the series X I a2,,  I is absolutely
convergent. On the other hand from (9) it results that

B
I IL!!S>

B
24(2n+l)  (2n+2)  ;

2n (274  4
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hence this ratio is increasing indefinitely with n. Moreover
from (10) we get .

B
I I @n+l)  m+a2!kk  <-B2n (2n)2  *

Q 83.  Application of the Bernoulli polynomials.
1. Determination of sums of powers. From formula (1)

8 78 we deduce

A-’ x”  = n! g~n+~(x)  + k = -& (x+B)“+l + k;

in the last term figures the symbolical expression of the
Bernoulli polynomial (6, Q 78). From this it follows that

i 1

x=0  xn=n+l- [ b+BP -&+,I.

By aid of this formula we may determine the sum of a
function expanded into a Maclaurin  series: If we have

A-’ f(x)  = “5 R,+~(xI  Dnf (01  + k
and finally

i f(x) = “to (n~l~l  [(z+B)““-&+,I  D”f(O)~
a==1

Remark. We may. determine A-lx”  by using Luctoix’s
method (Trait6 des Differences et des Series p. 68). The
difference of Xn+l  may be written

Afll = (x+l)“+‘-x*+’  = “$ x"+1-i  ;

i=l

the operation A-’ will give
n-C2

x”+l  = (n+l) A-lx”  + 2
i=2 I 1

nT1  A-lxn+l-i,

Putting A-lx”  = f(n) we find
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(2) f(n) +(;]+f(n-1) +I;] $f(n-2)  +...

+ (:I
&f(O) = 5.

Starting from f (0) = x+C Lacroix  determined by aid of
this equation step by step A-lx, A-lx2  and so on. But we shall
solve this difference equation by aid of AndrB’s  method in 8 178.
Example 3. The result obtained there is the following

(3) f(n) I A-lx0 =

n-t1
= ’ n1  (n$YYbL)!

P+l

/J+J 2, (kl+l)!(k,:if)lf  #.. (ki+l) 1 *

In the second sum k,, k,, . , ,, ki take every integer value
with repetition and permutation such that

k, + k, + . . . + ki = ,U and k, >O.

that is, every partition of ,u with repetition and permutation of
order i.

But on the other hand from formula (1) it follows that

Equating the coefficients of x”+l-@  in (3) and (4) we get

@) +-  =  “p =  ‘zl(k +1) ‘(k :;I:, , (kr+l)!1 *2

where k,+k,+  , . , +ki=,u and k,>O.
This  is an interesting expressionfor  the Bernoulli numbers,

which may be obtained directly, starting from their generating
function (p,  251).

Example. Let ,u=4. For i=l  we have k,=4  and the cor-
responding term is -l/120.  For i=2 we have kl=l, k,=3  or
k,=3,  k,=l  or k, =2,  k,=2.  The corresponding terms are 2148
a n d  l/36. F o r  i=3 w e  h a v e  k,=l,  k,=l,  k,=2  o r  k,=l,
k,=2, k,=l or k,=2,  k,=l,  k,=l the corresponding term
.
IS -3/24.  For i=4  we have k,=k,=k,=k,=l  corresponding to
l/16. Finally we find
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B4
==a,=-  16&-J‘+$+&-g++  = - &.

2. One of the most important applications of the Bernoulli
numbers is the expansion of certain functions by aid of these
numbers, as we shall see later.

Q 84, Expansion of a polynomial f(x) into a series of
Bernoulli  polymdals.  It is known, that if q,,(x),  am, . . . ,
Q’“(X)  are polynomials of degree 0, 1, . . . , n,  then it is possible,
and only in one manner, to expand any polynomial whatever
of degree n,  in the following form:

n+1

11) 04 = 2 QW(X).

If vi(x)  is the Bernoutti polynomial of degree i, then the
coefficients cl may be determined in the following way. Integra-
ting both members from zero to one, every term of the second
member will vanish in consequence of formula (1) Q 81 except
that of c,,  ; since Q,,(X)  =l,  we obtain

(2) co = If(x)  dx.s
0

According to (3) 5 78, the m -th derivative of f(x) will be

Dmfb)  = cm + cm+1  ~1 W + cm+z  Q)~(x)  + * 0 0 * + cn ~)n-m(x)

integrating both members from zero to one, we find

(3) cm = D~lf(l)-D~-lf(0)  = ADmlf(O).

Consequently,if  we know the integral of a polynomial f(x)
from zero to one, and its derivatives for x=0  and x=1,  then the
expansion (1) is known.

Formula (1) may serve for the determination of the inde-
finite integral of f(x), of its derivatives and also of its indefinite
sum. This last is obtained by aid of (2) 5 81.

Example 1.  Given f(x) = xn/n!

s f(x) dx ,= GU + R a n d D*-lf (x) = (nTrtl)  ,;

therefore
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c0  = l/(n+l)l  a n d  c,  = l/(n-m+l)l

and finally

Example 2. Given t(x) = c , We shall see later that
I 1

1

JO
; dx=b,,

0

where b,,  is the general coefficient of the Bernoulli polynomial of
the second kind. From (2) it follows that co=bn  . Moreover since

and according to (4) Q 55

hence putting into it x=0  we get

b-1 11  Sm-lcm = (-1) 1 n-1  4

Finally the required expansion will be

(4)
X

0n = b,  + &)  I Ig2 b-1)  1 vnr  (4 SS .

Putting into this expression x=0  and writing qpnr  (0) =Bm/A!
we have

(5)

This is an expression of the coefficient b, by aid of
Bernoulli numbers B,  .

According to § 65 we may obtain by inversion an expres-
sion of the Bernoulli number B,. Multiplying both members of
(5) by -(n-l) I q-l and summing from 12~2  to n=Y+2,every
term of the second member will vanish except that in which
m=r+l;  therefore we find
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(6) _ F b,,  (n - l ) !  a;-’ =  3 .
nl

Q 85, Jhpadon  of functions into Bernoulli polynomials.
Generating functions. If the function to be expanded is not a
polynomial, the series will be infinite, and considerations of
convergence must be made; but the coefficients c,,,  will be
determined in the same manner as in the preceding paragraph.

Example 1. Let us determine the generating function f(t)
of the polynomials v”(x).  In the case of the generating function
we must have

and

Since

c,,,  = AD+(O) = fm

1
co = .I f(f)  tit  = 1.

and
Dm-1  ,xr  = tm-1  eat

Aexr  = ext  [et-l]

it is easy to see that

therefore

ADm-lg]  _ = tmi
.x 0

(1) f(f)  = -g = fi Vm(x) fm
m=O

is-the genetafing funcfion  of the polynomial vm(x). From this we
may obtain the generating function of the number am by putting
x=0.

t- =
et-l 2 a, P.

m-*

From equation (2) we conclude that Z a, tm  is the reciprocal
value of the function

(3)
et-l
-=

t
5 q.
i=l .

On the other hand, by aid of formula (4) 5 78, we could
show that the product of the series (2) and (3) is equal to one,
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and deduce in this way the generating function of the numbers
cl,, We have seen that the series 2 Q, is convergent; therefore,
putting into (2) f =l we obtain the sum of the coefficients a,,,

5 1
a,  = - = 0’58197 67070 .

m=O e - l

The convergence is rapid, indeed we have:

a , =  1
Q1  =--o’s
Q2 = 0’08333 33333
Q4 =-090138  88889

Q. = OYl00O3  3 0 6 8 8 This gives
Q, =-t-l-O0000  08267
Qlo=  o’~o 00209

z a,,&‘58197  67069
m=O

There is an error only in the tenth decimal.
The generating function (2) may be expanded in the fol-

lowing way writing:

1
=

;+[+1] i=o  .
5 (-,)l[F -qi,

This will give

and after performing the multiplication of the i serfes the result
may be written

l + E, x1 (k,+l)  !(ky!;:“. , (ki+l)  1
where k,+k,  . . , . +ki=m  and k,.  >O.

Therefore we conclude that
m-Cl

Q, =
k--1)’

21 (k,+l)!(k,+l)!.  . . (ki+l)!  .

This expression has been obtained before, in Q 83.
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Q 86,  Raabe’s multiplication theorem of the Bernoulli po-
lyno&als,  Let us start from the expansion of

f(x) = p”l  5 f$3”  ($f) , n>l

into a series of Bernoulli polynomials.
To determine c, let us put x=pr;  we shall have

co = j’ f (ddx  = p”  pi oj’pyn  [I + ;] dz;
0

therefore

= P”[%+111bP”+1(0)1  = 0.
Since we have seen that c,=AD’V (0),

from this it follows that

Cm = Pn-m [9)n+smU)  -%+*-ln(O)l.
Therefore if m =j=  n then cm=O, and

Cal  = cpl(l) -%(O)  = 1.
Finally we have

f(x)  = V”(X).

Putting again x=pz we obtain Raabe’s multiplication
theorem

%)nPZ)  = p”’  5 Pn  r+&  *
p=o I 1P

z=O we get
P

an  = Pn-1  z
P

Pn  - *
,lc=o i  1P

Particular cases. For p=2 formula (2) gives
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1
13) Q)nM) = an m-1 I *

This result has been obtained in (8) 8 82.
We may obtain another expression of (pn(l/z)  starting from

v”(x) = (x+B)*/n! . We get

(4)

2. Putting into (2) n=2m and p=4,  taking account of the
preceding result and remarking that in consequence of the
symmetry

we find that

v2rn  ($1  =pzrn  (:)

3. Putting again n=2m  and p=3,  we obtain in the same
way

1
1

92m !  - t!~ c----Q  2m
2

I
1

- - 132~1 1 .

§ 87, The Bernoulli  series. If certain conditions are satis-
fied we may expand a function into a series of Bernoulli poly-
nomials in the same way as has been done in the case of poly-
nomials (8 85) ; but the series will be infinite and its convergence
must be examined.

Let us start from f(x+a)  ; its expansion will be, in conse-
quence of formulae (2) and (3) 8 83,

(1) f(x+u)  = f+’  f(t)& + 5 qm(x)  ADm-lf(u).
” mzl

Putting into this formula u=O we obtain the expansion of
f(x)  into a series of Bernoulli polynomials fo,und  before. On the
other hand, putting x=0 we have

or

f(u) = s”’ f (fjdt  + ,., a, AD”-’  f(u)
”
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@I flu) = f+’  f(t)dt  + 5 * AD-~(U).
* m=il  m.

This expansion might be termed a Bernoulli series, owing
to the  Bernoulli numbers figuring in it, ;It often leads to very
useful formulae. For instance, starting from cos z we may obtain
the expansions of cot 2, tanz, etc., into power series.

Sometimes these formulae may serve for the computation of
the values of the function f(u) as for instance in the cases of
F(U)  and F(u).

Remainder of the Bernoulli series. If the series is infinite,
its remainder should be determined. For this we will start from
f(x+u)  integrating by parts, u varying from zero to unity;
proceeding in the following way:

1 I

(3) s f(x+u)du  = hW(x+41; - s v,b)Df(x+u)  du.
0 0

To determine the quantity in the brackets, let us remark
that

P,(O)  = al =-Y~z  and v,(l)  =-al  = l/z

therefore we may write this quantity

%$(x+1) +f(x)] = f(x) + 1/2Af  (x) = f(x) - a,Af(x).
The integral in the second member of (3) gives by integra-

tion by parts

- J~‘~,(u)Df(u+xJ  du  = [--vz(u)  Df(x+u)l:  +
0

+ fv2  (4 D”f  (x+u)  du ,n
Since we have

fan  =  ~~(0) =  a2

the quantity in the brackets will be equal to -02 ADf (x),
Continuing in this manner, equation (3) will become

(4) f(x) = {‘*f (t)dt + a,Af(x) + a,ADf(x)  + . , . , +
x

+ a2”AD2”-lf  (x) ,s’ q2”  (u) Ff (x+u)  du .

t
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This is the expansion of f(x) into a Bernoulli series, and
the last term of the second member is the remainder; it may be
transformed as follows:

- a,,+a,,]D2”f(u+x)  du =
1

- a2,,AD2W  (x) - J’  [Q)&)--Q~,,]  , D”“f  (x+4 du.
0

The quantity in the brackets, in the second member,
does not change its sign in the interval 0, 1, therefore the mean
value theorem may be applied, and we have

(5) R,, = -D2”f  (x+6) J” [qpn(u)-a2Jdu  = a2nD2nf(x+t9)
0

where 0 < 6 < 1. Finally the expansion will be
xs.1

(6) fb) = .i f (W + a,Af  (xl + a,ADf  (xl + , . . +

+ (Ix,,, AD2r3f  (xl + agn  D2”f  (x+8) s
If Wf(x)  does not change its sign in the interval 0, 1

moreover if D2nf(x)  D2ti2f  (x)>O, it is possible to obtain a still
more simple form of the remainder. Indeed, since a2na2n+2<0  in
this case we have

R,, R,,,, < 0.

From (6) it follows that

R,, = azn  AD21r1f  (x) + R,,, .
This equation may be written in the following way; if A=B+C
and AC < 0; then, from

A2=AB+AC,

it follows that AB > A2  > 0; dividing by AB we get

l> $>o

SO that we may put A = 5B where 0 < 6 < 1. Finally we have

(7) R,, = 6 a2”  AD2n-1f  (x).

Formula (6) may be transformed by putting DF(x)  ‘f(x);
we find



(8) DF(x) = AF(r)  + 2;’ j+ AD’F(x)  + R,,  .

This formula may be useful first for the determination of
DF(x)  if the derivative of F(x) is complicated but the deriva-
tives of NJ(x)  are simple.

Example 1.  If F(x)  = logr(x+l),  then DF(x) = F(x) and

AF(x) = log(x+1) moreover ApF(x)  = (-~~-+i~~*.

Since from formula (1) $ 21 we have

D2n+lF(x)  = D”“” logr(x+l)  = - (2n) I s, (x+A12n+l

therefore D2”+‘P(x)  D2“+V(x)>0  so that the remainder of the
form (7) may be used, that is

(9) R -2n = :z”n;; AD2”F(x)

where 0 C 6 < 1. Finally from (8) we get:

(10) f(x) = log(x+1)  + 2; (4)“’ 4 ($-J i- t* (&)l:

Although the infinite series is divergent, the formula may be
used to compute the values of F(x)  in P&man’s Tables (lot.
cit. 16). Indeed at the beginning of the series R,,  is diminishing
with increasing R.  In Q  82 we have seen that

BI I-z!!e  <
4,

@n+l) @+a- ;
(W2

neglecting 5, this gives approximately

R
I I2!!tz< @n+l) (24

R2n (242  (1+x)”  .

So that R,,  will diminish till the second member becomes
equal to one: or,approximatelyt  till n reaches the value of 3x+3.
Therefore if x is large it will be eas% generally to obtain the
prescribed precision. The most unfavourable  case is that of x=0;
this should give Euler’s constant, Writing x=0 we get:
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For n=l  this would give C=O’5+ & ; the best value of C is

obtained for n=3,  that is C=5’575  + A.

Example 2. If F(x) = DlogI’(X+l),;hen  W(x)  =F(x)  and

(-1)’ ii
m o r e o v e r  AwF(x) = - -  .

(x+1)‘”
From formula (1) 5 21 it follows that

D2n+lF(x)  = Dz~+zlog~(X+l)  = (2n+l)  I ifI  (x+:)zn+z  ;

therefore the remainder will be given by (9) so that we have
according to (8):

Though the infinite series is again divergent, the formula is
still useful for the computation of F(X); since at the beginning
of the series R,,  decreases with increasing n. (Approximately
till n becomes equal to 3x+3.) The less favourable case is that
of x=0;  then we obtain

F(o)  =;  =1+1/+  i Bzi+5‘B,,.
i=l

For n=l  this gives F(O)  = 1’5 + $. The best value of F(O) is

obtained for n=3,  that is F(O) =1’633  + f

Secondly formula (8) may ‘be useful to determine AF(x)  if
the derivatives of AF(x) are simple.

Example 3. If F(X)=logx  then W(X)=+  and VF(x)  =

= (-l)‘-l (i-l) ! Ix’. Finally we shall have by aid of (8)

A log  x = 1. _ s k--1)“1  Bi
X i=l i

1- - 1X2”  *

Thirdly formula (8) may be useful still in other cases; for
instance if we have

1 7
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[AD’F(~,t)lx=o  = ci f’w (f)

where ci is a numerical constant. From this it follows that

[AF(x,t)]x=o  = co 0 (4.

Writing in (8) F(x,t) instead of F(x), putting x=0 and
dividing both members of the equation by co w(f),  we find

(12)
I DF(x,f)]+=o-=  2z;y++ R

co 41
2n.

0 * co 0 (4
This equation will give the expansion of the first member

into a power series.
Example 4. If F(x,f)  =eXt  then DF(0)  =f  and A.F(O)  =ef-1

moreover [A~F(x,f)]r=o =fi(ef-1)  hence ci=l  and o(f)=e’-1.
Since

D2”+lF(x,f) D*“+V(x,f)  > 0

it follows that the remainder is given by (9) and from (12)
‘we get

t
(13) - =

zn-J  &

e’-1
z i, f’ + ;;;; t”“.
i=O  .

In this manner we again obtained the generating function
of the numbers oi=Bi  ,‘iI .

Example 5. If F(x,f)  =sin  xf then DF(0)  =f  and M(O) =sin  f
ADF(0)  =f(cos f - l ) ,  ADziF  = (-1)’  t*’ sink

Since D2n+1F(x,f)  D”n+3F(x,f)  co the remainder (5)
must be used, that is

(14) R,,  = &, D2n+1F(x+ti)
where 0 < 9 < 1. So that the required expansion (12) will be
[noting that c2i= (-1)’ and w(f) =sint]

f-=
sin f

Blf(~~~~wl)  +  a:;  (-1)’  &if  p i  +

cos 6f+ (-l)+$ f’)“+lSinl.

(cos f + 1) / sin f = cotl/zf;  therefore we may write the
preceding equation in the following manner
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Zn-1

(15) yzt  COfl/~f  = 2 (-1)’  -
i=O

t” + R,,  .

In Q 82 we have seen that lim uzn k*” = 0 if 0 S k < 2~;  there-
*=-

fore if I t I< 2n we shall have lim R,,  = 0. Moreover, according to

formula (10) (j 82 we have “=-

Q2n+2
t*n+*

Q2”  t*”

hence we conclude that if I t I < 2n the first member of this in-
equality is less than one and the series (15) is convergent.

Writing in (15) B,i/ (2i) ! = Q2i  and subtracting it from
2 +4/d  we find

2 +  I/f(l-cot’&)  = 1 +  1/f +  “5’ (-l)i+l Q2i  t*’ +
i=l

m

- R,,  = x 1 Qi 1 t’ .
i=O

Hence the first member is the generating function of the
absolute values of Q,.

From this formula we may deduce the sum of the absolute
values of the a,, by putting t=l:

ii
m=O

1 Q, 1 = 2’5 - 4/2cotl/  -e 1’5847561

(Let us remark that arcl/z = 28O  38’ 52” 40).
The numbers a,,,  in Q 85 would give

ii IQ,  1 = 1’58475 61391.
m=o

Writing in formula
well known formula

(15) t=2z and dividing by I we get the

+ (-1)“2*“+1  &
ca32t!?z

12”  --.
n . sin22

We have tanz=cotz-2cot2x;  this gives

(17) t a n  2 = i (-l)m-l2*m  (2*m-1)  B2m__ z*~-I  + R,,  .
In=, (24 1
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From (16) and (17) we may obtain several other formulae.
For instance by integration

,
-

1 tan xdx  = log cos 2
0.

or by derivation
1

Dtanz= - ,cos”z
-‘D cot z = & .

Since

l/~[tanl/~x  +  cotlAx]  =  &.

Hence we have

( 1 8 )  L=$
sin x

+ nil  (-1)” (2--22m)  $&$ x2m-I  +  R,,  .

8 88. The Maclaurin-Euler  Summation Formula. This is a
formula by aid of which the sum of a function may be expressed
by its integral and its derivatives, or the integral by the sum and
the derivatives.

Apart from the remainder, the formula may be easily
deduced by symbolical methods. In Q 6, we had formula (3)

A I eh’J- 1

from this it follows that

But according to formula (2) 3 85 the expression in the brackets
is equal to the generating function of the numbers ai, the
coefficients figuring in the Bernoulli polynomial; since ai = Bt/i!
where Bi is the i -th  Bernoulli number; hence we may write

A-1  = izo $ (hD)i-1  =+ D-1 + $j . f!! (hD)“‘.
i=t .

This operation performed on f(x) gives, if the sum from
x=o  to x=z  is calculated,

i f(X) = +
% U a*

),-f(x)  d x  + ,p, $ hi-1  jD’-‘f(z) -DD’-‘f(u)],
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This is the required summation formula.
To obtain the summation formula with its remainder we

start from the Bernoulli series (6) of Q 87. Let us write it in the
following way:

x+1

(l) f ( x )  =
x*

1’ f(t)dt  +  2:  a, ADm-‘f(x)  +  ozn  D’“f(x+,j)

where 0<6<  1.
Summing each member of the equation from x=o  to x=r

we find

12) f: f ( x )  = J’f (tjdt +  ‘“%’ a,[Dmlf(z) - Dmmlf(a)  I +X=U a I?l==l

+ a,n xia Dznf  (x+6) s

Remark. The remainder in this equation may be written:

(3) R,, = azn -; Dznf(x+5)  - a2n 5 D2”f (x+C)..X=*
Particular cases. 1. If we have

D2nf  (x) D”n+2f  (x) > 0

and moreover if D2”f(x)  does not change its sign  in the interval

(a, I)  then, according to 8 87, the remainder may be written:

(4) R,, = [ a2”[D2r*f  (2) - Dznwlf (a)]

where O<t<l.
2. If f(x) is a function such that for every value of

m=l,  2,3,.  . , we have Dmf (-) ~0,  then we will use form (3) of
the remainder; and equation (2) may be written

i f ( x )  = J” f(t)&  + >i: a,Dm-‘f(z)  _
x=a a

- a2”  % D2+(x+CT)  + CT
Z=I

where C, denotes the part of i f(x) which is independent
x=a

of I,  that is,
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zn-t
c, =- x am  Dmlf(Q) + azn 5 D’nf(X+c).m=t *=a

We may obtain another expression for C,  writing z=*  in (5)

(61 C, = Ti f(x)- jmf(t)dt-a,f(w).
.lZ=LI a

The value of C, must be determined for each particular
function. From (6) we conclude that C, is independent of n.

Formula (5) will be really advantageous in cases in which
one of the expressions Z f(x) or

J
*f (x)dx  is unknown,

Example 1.  Given f(x)=l/(x+l)  and CEO.  Here we have
Dmf(~)=O  for m=l,  2,3,.  . . , therefore formula (5) may be
used. Since moreover we have f (m)=O, it follows that

but according to formula (3) 8 19 the second member is equal
to Euler’s constant C; therefore Cf  =C:=o’57721  56649 01532.. . .

D2nf  (x) D”n+‘f (x) > 0 and Dznf  (x) does not change
its sign in the interval (0,~): therefore according to Particular case
1, the part of the remainder dependent on I may be written:
agn 6 D*-*f(z). For instance, we shall have, stopping at n=2

5x=0 f(x) = Cf  + j’f (f)dt + a,f  (4 + a2Df (z) + a4 E D”f  (4
0

or

For instance, if 2~21  then

C 0’57721 566

log21 3’04452 244
-VW) -0’02380 952

-l/12(21)2 -0.00018 896

3’59773 %2 + 0’00000 004 6.

Comparing this with the exact result, we find, neglecting the
remainder, that the error is only -3,lV.
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In some cases the Euler-Maclaurin formula performed on
f(x) will lead to the same result as the expansion of

ml = xzo  f(x)

into a Bernoulli series (6) Q 01.  For instance the expansion of
r(x)+C by formula (10) Q 87 is identical with the expansion
above.

Example 2. Given f(x) = log x, and 2, log x is

required. We have D”log(-)  = 0 for m = 1,2,3,  , . . so that
formula (5) may be used. Moreover since D”llf(x)  D2n+2f  (x) ? 0
and D2nf (x) does not change its sign, therefore remainder (4)
will be applied. We find by aid of (6):

Cf = lim [log@-1)  ! - 2 log 2 + z-  1 - a1 log r]
Z=.=aD

but tbis expression may be written

C,+1=log  !lI@$].
r

.
Stirling has shown that the limit of the quantity in the

brackets is equal to %, Therefore
v -
ci =iog1/2n-l.

From formula (5) we get

(7) 5 l o g x = C/+xlogz  - z+l  +allogz  +
x=1

(2m-2)  !
+ 2 a2m ~~-1 + aZn&

(2n-2)  I
ITI=

=2n-1  *

Finally adding log x to both members of the equation (7)
and writing a,=B,/mI  we obtain

(8) log 21  = log 1% + (z+1/2) log 2 - 2 +

B&X
+ $ 2m(2m-1)  zZm-l  + ’ “’2n(2n-1)  Zzrl ’

This is Stirling’s celebrated series for log zl  . According to
what we have seen in Q 82, the general term increases indefinitely
with n and therefore the series obtained by putting R==  will
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be divergent; nevertheless formula (8) is useful for the compu-
tation of log Z!  , The best value of R would be approximately
n(z+l).

Remark. Of course the logarithms figuring in these formulae
are Napier’s logarithms, To have Briggs’ logarithms, the result must
still be multiplied by log 10 = 2’30258 50929 9,

Example  3.  Given f (x)  = I/(x+I)~  and  a=O. S ince
D”f(w)=O  for m=l,  2,3,.  . . , moreover D2*f(x)  D”““f(x)  > 0
and D2”f (x) does not change its sign in the interval (0,~)  therefore
we may use formula (5) and the remainder may be written
5 a2,D2”‘f(x).

According to (6) we find

in consequence of Q 82 this is equal to Cl=  $ - 1  a n d

(9) il (x:1)’
=  c, +  l - -

For instance, stopping at n=2,  we shall have

1 1 1 5- --_ ---~.
z+l 2(2+1)’  6(~+1)~ + 30(t+l)”

The best value of R would approximately be n(c+I).
The series obtained by putting n=m  would be divergent,

but nevertheless the above formula is useful for the computation
of I:  I/(x+~)~.  For instance, let 2~20:

;r2/6 1’64493 4067
--l/(21) -0’04761 9048
-l/2(21)2 -0’00113 3787
-l/6(21) 3 -0’00001 7997

1’59616 3235
and

R,~t/30(21)~ 0’ooo00 0008 6.
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The expansion (9) is the same as that obtained by expanding

T’l
a - ,io &)2 = J(4

into a Bernoulli series in Q 87 (Ex. 2).
Q 89. The Bernoulli polynomials of the second kind. We

will denote the polynomial of degree n by W”(X),  Its definition
is the following:**

(1) D~n(4 = (n:l)
from this we obtain by integration

Hence by the definition (1) the polynomial is not wholly
determined, there still remains an arbitrary constant to dispose
of. This will be done as follows:

The expansion of the polynomial into a Newton series may
be written

(2) YntX) =bO(~)+bl  (n.Ll]  +***+h*

The operation A performed on both members of (1) gives

but this is also equal, in consequence of (l),  to D yndl  (x).
Integrating both members of

ADynW = Dyne,(x1
and disposing conveniently of the arbitrary constant figuring in
~~~(4  we get

(3) AY, (4 = ynn-1 (4.

The Bernoulli polynomial of the second kind is completely
determined by equations (1) and (3).

In 5 22 it has been mentioned that the sequences of func-
tions F,,(x) satisfying

sa  CII.  Jordan, Polynomes analogues aux  polynomea  de Bernoulli . .  .
Acta  Scientiarum Mathematicarum, Vol. 4.,  p. 130, 1929, Szeged.
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A~nb)  = Fn-,  (4
for  x=1,2,3,..., play an important role in the Calculus of
finite differences.

Moreover, if F,(x) is a polynomial of degree n:

then we have seen that the coefficients ci are independent of the
degree n of the polynomial, so that they may be determined
once for all.

From (1) we deduce Dyr (x) =1  and therefore vr  (x)=x-&
so that b,=l.  Moreover if n>l then formula (1) gives &(O)=O.

On the other hand we have

but we saw that (5 50)

Therefore we get from (2)

(4) s ( - 1 ) ”  A-  = 0 .
m=O n - m

Starting from b,=l  and writing in this equation successively
n=2,  3, .,  , ,, we obtain step by step the coefficients b,. For
instance:

l/zbo - b, = 0 gives b 1 = 95

‘l&o -%A +  b, =  0 b
1

z=- -
12

and so on.

Table of the numbers b, :

b, = 1 b, = - 19/720 b,  = - 3395313628800
b1 = l/i b, = 3/160 b,,  = 57281/7257600
b, = - l/12 b, = - 863/60480  b,, = - 3250433/479001600.
b 3 = l/24 b, = 275124192
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Purticulur  values of the polynomials. From (2) we deduce:

w,(o) = bn

wnU1  =  h-1  +  bn
n+1

~4-1)  = (-1)”  m. (--iPb,  0

From the first two it follows that
1

(5)
0s( I

; cfx =  wn+,U)  -~n+l(O) =  bn.

It is easy to express the Bernoulli polynomial of the second
kind by aid of a power series. Since (Q  50) :

X

I 1
1 n+l

n = a  m=lz s,“x”

by integration we get

(6) %+1(x)  =$ "f  s,"
m 1

s + bn,,

this is the required expression. Putting into it x=1 we have

Knowing the Stirling numbers, the coefficients b, may be
; computed by aid of this formula. For instance

Rem-k.  From formula (7) we may obtain another one by
inversion ($ ,65).  Indeed, multiplying both members by nlq
and summing from n=l  to n=r+l  we obtain:

T n! b,G:=l.
II=1 v+l

Sign of  the numbers b,. Let us remark, starting from equa-

tion (5),  that the sign of E! 1 in the interval 0,l is the same as
that of (-1)“’ ; therefore we shall have

b,,<  0 and b,,,  > 0.
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The polynomial y,,(x) may be expressed by a definite
integral :

( 8 )  j(xy)du =Yw’(x+l)  -%+1(X)  = W”(X).

§ 90. Symmetry of the Bernoulli polynomials of the second
kind.  A. Polynomials of ah even degree. Putting x=n-1 +y
into &Y,,(X)  we find

D~zn(n--1+~)  = (2n:lIl  Y(Y~---~)  (~~-2~) . # . * [y2--(n-l)“].

Since this is an odd function of Y 1 its integral will
be an even function*of  y; so that

(1) YA b-1  +Yi  ,?  yan  (n-1-y)
or

y*”  (X)  = ‘yen  (2n-2-x).
.- Hence the polynomial y*,,(x) is symmetrical. The symmetry

axis is x=n-1. .
B. Potynomi&  of an odd degree. The operation A per- -.’

formed on both members of

._ Yzn+*  (n+u)  = Y2n+2b--Y)
will give, according to what we.have seen (p,  5)

(2) y2n+l  (n+v)  = - Y2n+l  b--3-11.
Writing in this equation y=n-l-x,  we get

Y~~+~(x) =~-~&+~(2n--I---x)

or putting y=x+/z  into equation (2):.

(3) ~2n+li+-?h+X)~ = ~~~~+~b---l/--x).

This is the expression of the symmetry of the polynomials
of odd degree. Putting into it x=0  we obtain

~~~+~+--1/2)  = 0.

The polynomials of odd degree are symmetrical with respect
to the point x=n--1/2. .

‘General expression of the symmetry of the polynomials:

ynP@-l+x)  = (-1)” Yn(%n-l-x).
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Corresponding particular cases:

lp”(le-2)  ,= (-l)“?+J”(O)  = .(-1)“b”

y&--l)  =  (-l)“yJ*(-1)  .= 1  - “2’  I&l.
m=l

8 91. Extrema of the polynomials, A. Polynomials of an
odd degree. From

DY,,+,(~ = &j-j 4x-l)  (x-7) , . . e (x--2n+l)

it follows that the extrema of y pn+1(~) corre.spond  to x=0,  1, 2,
. s . 2n-1,  Since between -00  and; zero the  derivative of vnn+l  (x)
is positive,

x=0,2,4,,  :. . ,2d--2

correspond to maxima, and

x=1,3,, , , ,2n--1 _
to minima. !

Theorem 1. Every maximum of the polynomial,of  odd deg-
ree is positive and every minimum negative.

To show it, let us write (8, 5 89):.  + I . .
;Yt

(1)

.
Remark 1. x. being an integer,’ if -x 1 m + 1 then every

is positive, and.  therifore  y,,,(x) > 0.

Remark 2. If 0 I;  x < m then there are -x+l“positive  and

m-x-l negative factors in so that its sign and that of

y,,,(x) will be the same as the sign of (-1)‘“WX-1.

and

(2)

Remark 3. If x < 0 then every factor of
1 1
x+ll,m is negative

the sign of vm(x)  will be that of-(-l)“..
From this we conclude that

Y2n+1Gw  ’ 0 if ~20.  -
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and

(3) %n+1  @y--1  1 < 6 i f  O<rSn.

The inequalities (2) and (3) demonstrate the theorem.
Moreover in consequence of Remark 3 we get

Y,“+~  (-xl  < 0 if x > 0.

B. Polynomials of an even degree. Theorem 2. The maxima
of the polynomial yzn(x)  correspond to x=  1,3,5,  . . . , 2n-3
and they are all positive. The minima correspond to x=0,2,4,
. , . ‘ 2n-2  and they are all negative.

From Remark 2. we deduce that

(4) Yzn  @r--1  1 ’ 0

hence the maxima are all positive. Moreover from 2. it follows
that

(51 apzn(2r)<0 i f  OSySn-1

hence the minima are all negative. Finally in consequence of 3.
we have

yzn(--x)  >O  i f  x>O.

Theorem 3. If x is an integer, then the absolute value of
y,,,(x) decreases from x=-l up to the point or axis of sym-
metry, and then it increases again. So that we have

(6)
I ~~(-1) I > I y,(O) I >.  . . B I ym(l/m-1)  I <.  . . < I ym(m-1)  I.

To prove it we shall show that

(7) I Y”(X) I ’ I Ym(x+l)  1

if -1 S x 6 l/$m--2.  For this we shall determine the mean of
y,,,(x). We find

MYnIb)  = l/2 EYm(4  + Ym(X+l)  1
and in consequence of formula (8) Q 89 we have:
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(8) MwmIx)  = $4  j’[[  ,+A+‘)  + 1 xmf”]] du =

The sign of the mean will be equal to that of (x+u+  l--Z/zm)  ,
(~+&-l~ In the interval considered

(9) -lz+-2

the first factor is always negative. The number of the negative
factors in (x+u)m-r is equal to m-2-x; therefore if m and x
are both odd or both even then the mean is negative; that is

W&4 + Yzn(2~+1)  < 0
Y2n+1  w--i)  + Yzn+1W)  < 0 *

On the other hand if one of them is odd, the other even, then the
mean is positive and we have

YJznw4)  -l- Y2nW  ’ 0

Wzn+1cw -t YZn+l @y+l) ‘0.
Hence from (2),  (3) and (4) we conclude immediately that in the
interyal (9) we have for every integer value of x:

I YmW I ’ I Ym(x+l)  1
therefore Theorem 3 is demonstrated.

Since the maxima of ym(x)  decrease from x=0 to the
symmetry point or axis and then increase again, hence the maxi-
mum nearest to this point or axis is the minimum maximorum. The
minima of y,,,(x) increase from x=0 to the symmetry point or
axis, and then they decrease again, so that the minimum
nearest to this point is the maximum minimorum.

If m=2n+l  and n is odd, the minimum maximorum cor-
responds to x=n-1 and the maximum minimorum to x=n. If n
is even, then x=n corresponds to the first and x=n-1  to the
second. In both cases we have

yzml  b-1) = - lyzwl  (4,
Let us remark that the highest maximum corresponds to

x=0  and is equal to
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Wzn+1(O)  = &“,I

moreover, that the lowest minimum corresponds to x=2n-1 and
is equal to

Wzn+1(2~--i)  = - Yzn+1uI  = -h!"+,  *

If m=2n  and if R is even, the minimum maximorum is on
the symmetry axis and is equal to w,,(n-1) ; the maximum
minimorum is then at x=n-2  and we have ynn  (n-2) = y,.(n).
If n is odd, then yzn(n-1) is the maximum minimorum and
yLnn  (n-2) =ysn  (n) the minimum maximorum.

Roots of the polynomials. The roots of yn(x)  =O are all
situated in the interval -1, n-l ; indeed in this interval the
function changes its sign n times; since y,,(x) is of degree n,
hence all roots are real and single.

Q 92. Particular cases of the polynomials. From formula
(2) Q 89 it follows that

YlW =.++-

etc. (See Figure .2.)
Q 93. Limits  of the numbers b, and of the polynomials

yn (x) . Since

b,=
0'

I”(;]  dx

and

[xn)  = [x(y-q  (T) . , , .  lx---;‘]1  +

then the absolute value of each factor of the second member is
less than one if 0 < x < 1 and we have

XII II 1
n

<-
n
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and therefore

lb.1  c$
so that

(1) limlb,l  = 0.
“COO

Moreover we may write

b,+,=
0
s’[ &) cfx= $‘[;I 5 dx.

Y
Figure 2.

Y
2/ = VI (2) z/ = ‘P*(X)

I

does not change its sign in the interval (0,l);  hence
we may apply to thi’s  integral the mean value theorem. we
obtain

bn,,  = -$ b, i f  0<6<  1.

from this we deduce

gl I b,  I < I b,,,  I < -& I b,  I

and
18
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(2) I I
bn,l<  n-

bn n+l’
that is, by increasing n, the absolute values of the numbers b,
diminish.

Siice  the series

b.  + b,  + b,  + s . . . . + b,  + 0 0,.

is alternate, from (1) and (2) it follows that it is convergent.
In the preceding paragraph we have seen that in the interval

O-=x~n-2

(3) Iyn(x)I  C Ibnl.

From this we conclude by aid of (1) that

(4) limvn(x)  = 0*=oI

if 0 < x C n-2. But this interval may be somewhat enlarged.
Indeed, according to formula (1) of Q  89 we have

Y”(X)  = j(“t;“]  du
therefore

yn(-1)  = .s’[  “‘;;I  J du.

Starting from this formula A. Sziics  has shown that the limit
of 1yn(-1),  for n= 00  is equal to zero. Let us write the quantity
under the integral sign in the following way:

From

(-l)+-+)  [l-+]. . . . (1-g.

1 + x I ex,

remarking that 0 < u < 1, we deduce

and then
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Since for n=m  the limit of the last member is equal to
zero, we conclude

(5) lim ~~(-1)  = 0.
m=oD

But according to formula (3) Q 89 we have

yn(-1)  = (-l)“[bo4,+b,4J,  +,  . . . + (-l)“b,]
or

%+I
Iy,(-1)l  = 2- x lb,1 *

m=o
and if n increases indefinitely

:0
x lb,1 = 2.m=o

Hence the series 2 I b, I is convergent.
Moreover, in consequence of (3) the series Z I y,,,(x) I is

convergent too, if n-2 > x 2 0.
Q 94, Operations on the Bernoulli polynomials of the second

kfnd.  Differences of the polynomials. According to formula (3)
5 89 we have

(1) A”wM = wn-.mW.
Hence the indefinite sum of the polynomial is

(2) A-l  yn (4 = wn+l  (4 + R.
From this we deduce the sum of the polynomial; for instance,
taking account of (3) 6 90 we find

211-l

x%  Y,,(X)  =  y2n+l  (2n-1)  - Yzn+l  (0)  =  - 2 b2,,

or in consequence of (1) Q 90

?f: ylkl (x)  = yzn(2n--2)  - wn(Ol  = 0.

Mean of the polynomial: Since M = 1+1/2A,  therefore

(3) MY”(X) = Y”(X)  + ?h Yn-1 (4.
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Inverse operation of the mean: According to formula (12) Q 39
we have

M-1 W”(X)  = “il v yn-m(X)sm=o
Derivatives of the polynomial:

I Zntegral  of the polynomial. By integration by part9  we obtain

I y”(x)  dx = (x-n+11  yn(x)  - J (x--+1) [ 21) dx.

Since the quantity under the integral sign of the second member
X

may be written n n we have
I 1

(6) s y.(x)dx  = (x -n+l )  y”(x)  -n  y,,+I(x)  + k’;

from this we obtain

[’  yn(x)dx  = (2-n)& i- (l-n)&,
Y

Q 95. E&mion  of the Bernoulfi  polpomials of the second
kind into a series of Bernoulli polynomials of the first kind.
According to § 84 the coefficients of this expansion are given by

1
co = J yn  (x)dx  = (2-n)b,-, + (l--n)b,

0

cl = by,,(O)  = in-,  = b-1

c,,,  = [Dm-‘Ay,(x):lx=o  = [Dm-‘y,,(x)].=o  = (;I;; ‘I S:zi ’

The values of the above integral and of the derivatives have
been obtained in the preceding paragraph.

The required expansion will be



Ye(4  =  e---n)L  +  (1-m  +  Ll9)JX)  +

+ “2’  b---21!  gz,”  ~ (x)
,n=2 (n-2)! m ’

Putting x=0  we get

From this formula we may obtain a,,, by inversion (§ 65).
Let us multiply both members by (n-2)! a;:: and sum from
n=3 to n=i+l. We obtain

This equation gives the Bernoulli numbers by aid of the
coefficients b, .

Q 96. Application of the Bernoulli polynomials of the second
kind. 1. Integration of a function expanded into a Newton
series, Given

f(x) = f(o) + (;, Af(0)  + [ 2”)  AT!(O)  + v.. , + ($40) +I  ”

according to formula (1) 8 89 we have

1 fWx = y,W(Ol  + Y,(dAf@, + . , , , + yn+l(x)A”f(O)  +
+ . , ,

and moreover
+k

(1)
0‘

rlf(x)dx  = b,f(O)  + b,Af(O) + . . . + b,A”f(O)  + es.

Example 1.

.’  dx
1 __-x+1

= l o g 2  1 ri xl- S -lb,1

9091.

PI==0 n=i  n-j-1
Expansion of a polynomial into a series of Bernoulli

polynomials of the second kind. Let us write

(11
n+1

f(xl  = i20  CiWi(X)*

The operation A-l executed on both members of this equa-
tion gives
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*+1

A-’ f(x)  = is ciw+l(x)  + R;
by derivation we obtain

DA-’ f(x) = Z cr
ko

Putting  x=0  it results that

(2) c,,  = DA-‘f (0).

To obtain c,,,  let us write

Awlf(x)  = Cm-1  + Cm  Ye + Crn+~lYz(X)  + . * l *
By derivation and subsequently putting x=0 we find

(3) CT,,,  = DA”’  f (0).

Example 1. Given f(x) = x”/  n! . We have A-‘f  (x) =~,,+~(x)
the Bernoulli polynomial of the first kind of degree n+l.  Hence
Dy-,  (x) = y”(x)  and y”(O)  = a,. Therefore

moreover
cl = Df (0) = 0 if R > 1

Hence

Finally

Putting  x=0 we get another expressson of the Bernoulli
numbers in terms of the coefficients b,:

(5) % = (n-l) I a, = - z2 (m-l) I b, Grzi

From this formula we may obtain  the number br  by inversion
(5 65). Multiplying both members by S;‘:  and summing from
n=2  to n=i+l  we get

WI
i + l

(i-l) I b,  = - X
n=2

(n-l) I a, S’t_:
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Remark. To obtain the expansion of the Bernoulli polynomial
of the first kind into a series of the second kind, it is sufficient
to sum formula (4) from x=0  to x=z;  we find

(7) %+1(4 =  %+1 +  %Z +

If the function to be expanded is not a polyndmial,  then the
series (1) will be infinite and questions of convergence will arise.

Example 2. Given f(x) = 2X.  We find, using the preceding
method c,,, = log 2 for m=O,  1,2, . , .; therefore the expansion
will be

2x=1082[1  +Ylw  +y,w +,.**I;
putting x=0,  we have

& = 1 + b, + b, + . . . .

We have seen in $93 that both series are convergent.
Example 3. By aid of the expansion (1) it is possible to

r determine the generating ‘function of the Bernoulli polynomial
LT. of the second kind. For this it is sufficient to dispose of f(x) so

a s  t o  havec,,, = tm.  SinceAm-l(l+f)*=tm-l(l+t)x and D(l+f)x=
=(l+t)Xlog(l+f)  it is easy to see that

f(x) = t(i+tjx
log(l+fl

indeed, the coefficients of the expansion of this function will be

c,,,  = [DA*-‘f(x)&,,  = t”;

therefore if -1 < t ~5  1 then

fu+~)x
log(l+f)  =

5 Yln(4  tmm=o
is the generating function of the polynomials y,,,(x).

Putting x=0 we obtain the generating function of the
numbe.rs  b, ,

t
log(lS-t)  = ii b,  tm.

VI,=0
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After what we have seen, if -1 < t S 1 then both series are
convergent. Putting into (8) and (9) t=l  we obtain the results
of Example 2.

Putting into (9) t = - 1/2 we have

5 (-l)“b,  1
m=o --=TG&2m

This may )e written in the following manner:

s &L-2-  l
m=o 2m 2log2

Example 4. Given f(x) = log(l+x) ; we have

A-’ log(x+l)  = logr(x+I)  +  R and DA-’  logx = F(X)

therefore
c,=F(O) z-c

where C is Euler’s constant. Moreover

c,,,  = [A’“-1  Dlog(x+l)],=o  =
I
-Am1 &]x=o=  ‘-tl”-’

so that finally

(10) log(x+1) = -c + : (-im-l Ym IX)  *“,Cl

We have seen that X I y,,,(x)  I is convergent if m-2 2 x 2 - I,
therefore the series (10) is absolutely convergent. Putting x=0
*we find

c= 5 Ib,l
d m

This is an expression of Euler’s constant in terms of the
numbers b,,,  , but the convergence is very slow,

Q 98, The Bernoulli series of the second kind, If we put

A-’ 1 = - y1 (u-x)

then the operation of summation by parts executed on X f(x)
may be written

(1) A-l  f(x)  = - y1 (u-x) f (4 + A-l[yl  (u--x-l) Af  (xl].

Putting again
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A-l y1  (u--x---l)  = -y&--x)

the operation of summation by partsperformedon the second
member of (1) will give

-y2(u-x)  Af(x) + A-’ [vv,(u-x-l)  A’f(x)]
continuing in the same manner we shall obtain, after having
applied the operation of summation by parts n-l times,

A-’ f ( x )  = - 2 wm(~--x)  Am-l  f (xl +

+ A-l [ ‘~‘n-~  (u-x-l) A”-l  f (x)-J.

As we may add to an indefinite sum any arbitrary constant,
the next summation by parts may be written

A-l[wn-l  (u-x-i) A n-1  f (x)-J  = [---yn(u-x)  + bn]  k-l f(x) +

+ A-’ : l~nb-x-----l)  -h] A”f(x1  )

therefore we shall have

(2) A-l  f(x) = - zl ~m(u---x) Am-l  f(x) + b&-l f(x) +

+ A-’ { [~;,(u--x-l) - bn]  A”f  (x) ) a

Now let us write the sum of f(x) from x=u-1  to X=Z  in
the following manner

(3Lz$-lf(x)  = - ~l~m(~-~)Am-lf(z)  + bnAr’f(z)  + J(U)+K

where n(u)  is a function independent of I,  obtained by putting
into every term of the indefinite sum (2), except the last,
x=u-1.  To abbreviate we have written R, for the remainder

(4) R, = .=t-, [y&z-x-W---bnl  A’W~

From (3) we get by derivation with respect to t:

DA-If(t)  =-  Z,111 ym  (u-2)  DAm-lf(z)  + 21 [ :I; JAmelf  +

+ b, DA”-‘f (z) + D R, .

If  we put  Z=U we have
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(5) [D ,=:-, f (x)-&at  = f(u)  - .f, hn DA”-’ f(u)  + CD %ls=uI
To determine the remainder let us remark that

(6) Yn(~-~-l)  - b,

will never be negative if n=2m;  and it will never be positive if
n=2m+l  and u-x 5 2m. Therefore, supposing that u-&n  the
expression (6) will never change its sign in the interval x=rz-1,
x=z  so that we may apply the mean value theorem We shall
find, starting from (4)

4, = AW .=t-,  [in b--x--i)  - b.1

where u- 1 < 5 < z.  We have seen above that the indefinite sum
of yn(u-x-l)  is --y*,,(u--JC);  therefore the summation in R,
will give

Rn  = AWl[----Yn+lb-4  --b,z + ~n+l(l) + bnb+-l)].

Now the derivation with respect to z gives

D R, = [-~n+lIu--l) - bnz  + yn+l(l) + bn(u--iI1  Dhnf15)  +

I If we put into this equation z=u,  the first term of the
second member will vanish, and we shall obtain

[D RJ.=,  = -b,  A”f  (q) where u-l < q < u.

I

Putting this value into equation (5) and writing x instead of u
we obtain the Bernoulli series of the second kind:

(7) f(x) = [D 2-, f(f)lz=x  + ,f, b,,  Darn-‘f(x)  + bnA”fb~l1
where x-l < r] < x.

Remark. If A”f (x) and An+‘f(x) do not change their sign in
the interval (0,l) and if

and therefore
&f(x) P’f (x) > 0
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then the same ratiocination as that in Q 87 leads to

(8) R, = 6 b, Dp-‘f (x) where 0 < l< I.

Formula (7) may be transformed by putting f(x) =AF(x):
then we find:

(9) AF(x) ={D  VW--Fh--l)l},=, + ,4,b,  DA”FM  +I
+ b,  A”+*F  (77).

Remark. The first term of the second member is generally
equal to W(x), except if F(x) contains a periodic. . function
whose period is equal to one, which function vanishes in
F(z)-F(x-1) ; so that then the derivative of this quantity with
respect to z is not necessarily equal to that of F(r).

Formula (9) may be useful, first if the derivative of the
function is to be determined and the differences of the derivative
are ,simple.

Example 2. If F(x) = log T(x+l)  then AF(x) = log(x+l)
and P [log r(z+l)-logr(x)].=,  = f(x) and moreover

DA”F(x)  =
(-l)“-l (m- l )  !

(x+m)m
therefore

This expansion is similar to that of F(x)  obtained by aid
of the Bernoulli series of the first kind (formula 10, Q 87), but
that series was divergent and the present series (10) is con-
vergent. Indeed the absolute value of the general term is smaller
than I b,/m I and we have seen that this series is convergent.

i b,,,  I

I 1

<Ib,l
x4-m m

if x > 0,m
m

If x is large enough, the convergence is rapid, as we shall
see in a numerical example (0 118).

Putting x=0  into (10) we should obtain the expression of
the Euler’s constant found before (1 I,  Q 97),

Secondly, formula (9) may be useful for the determination
of AF(x) if the derivative and its differences are simple.
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Example 2. If F(x)=log(x+l)  then DF(x)=  --!-
x+1

and

A”‘DF(x)  = ,x~;-l~!
m+i

a?d finally

Alog(x+l)  = -& + ? (-l)m ml !+ + b,ARtl log(rl+l).
m=l  (x+m+l),+,

Thirdly, formula (9) may be useful still in other cases; for
instance if [DA”F(x,  t)]=d  = cm fm  o(t) where c,,,  is a numerical
constant. From this it follows that [DF(x,  f)lX=o= c0  o(f).
Dividing both members of equation (9) by c0  o(f), we find

(11)
[AF  (x,  f)] x=o

co w (4
= 5 ?!! b,p+ -L!%

m=O  CO co w (4

Example 3. If F(x)=(l+f)” then DF(xl=(l+t)”  log(f+l)
. a n d  AQF(x)  = (l+f)Xfmlog(f+l)  m o r e o v e r  AmDF(0)  =

= tm log(f+l)  and AF(x)  = (l+f)x  f so that AF(0)  = f. Con-
sequently we shall have

t ” &
log+- =

- -
x bmfm  + iog(f+l)m=O

To determine the remainder R, let us remark that in the
case considered we have &F(x) PIF  (x) > 0; therefore we may
use formula (8) so that

R, = tb,D&F(x)  = 5b,fn10g(f+l).

The formula above has already been obtained (in 9, 8 97),
but not the remainder.

8 99. Gregory’s Summation Formula. This is a formula by
aid of which the integral of a function may be expressed by its
sum and its differences, or the sum by the integral and the
differences.

Apart from the remainder, the formula may be easily
deduced by aid of the symbolical method. In 5 6 we had
formula (4) :

hD = log(l+A).
*

From this it follows that
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& = +
A

log(l+A) 1
Since according to formula (9) (j 97 the expression in the

brackets is equal to the generating function of the coefficients b,
of the Bernoulli polynomial of the second kind, we have

Performing this operation on f(x), and calculating the sum
corresponding from x=a to X=Z, we get

+ J’f(X)  dX = 5 f ( X )  +  j, bi [pl-‘f(z)-~-‘f(a)l’
a X==(l

This is Gregory’s formula. Putting h=l, a=0 and
z= 1 we get formula (1) of 8 96.

To obtain the summation formula with its remainder, we
start from equation (7) § 98, integrating both members from
x=a  to x=z;  the first term of the second member will give

i: f ( x ) .
X=G

In consequence of the mean value theorem the remainder
will be

a*
r’bd.f  (7) dx = (z-a) b,  CInf  (C)

where a < 5 < z.  Finally it follows that

(1) [‘f (x)dx  = 5 f (x )  +  L,  b,[Am-if(z)  -Amlf  ( a ) ]  +
a‘ X=8

+ b, (z-a) AV (0.
This formula is more advantageous than Euler’s summation

formula, if we deal with functions whose differences are less
complicated than their derivatives. Moreover there are functions
which lead to convergent series if we use formula (l), while the
corresponding Euler formula is divergent. For instance, this may

to the fact that D” 1;) increases indefinitely with n and

tends to zero if n increases,
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There are some particular cases in which the remainder
may be given in another form.

First, for instance, if p{(x)  and A*+lf(x) do not change
their sign in the interval, a, z,  and moreover if

Ff  (x) Flf (x) > 0

then we may obtain the remainder by integrating the expression
(8) of $j 98 from ~=a to x=z;  we find

(2) 5 b,[A*lf  (z) - A”-lf  (a)] where 0 < 5 C 1.

Secondly, let us suppose that Amf  (00)  = 0 for m=l,  2,3, , . .
and write the remainder of (1) in the following form:

R, = b,  i A”f(C)dx-b,  f A”f(l)dx.
a *

If we denote by C, the part of the second member of (1)
which is independent of t, then

(3) C,  = b,,  j- llnf  (t)dx  - j, b,  Am-If  (a)
(I

and consequently

( 4 )  j&dx  = Zi f ( x )  +  jl b,A”-‘f(r)  -b.  fb”f(C)dx+C,.
D X==C? B

Putting ZZW we obtain an expression which permits
us to compute the number C>.  Indeed, in consequence of
Am!(a)  = 0 we obtain from (1)

(51 C,=  - =:a f(x) - liizb,f(r)  + jmf (x)dx.
0

Remark. In some cases, when the operation DA-’  gives the
same result as A-‘D; then the expansion (1) becomes identical
with that of

F(z) = f f(x) dx
a

expanded by aid of formula (7) 0 98.
Example 2.  Given f(x) = l/(x-l-l). We find

t
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I
s f(x)dx = log(r+l)  -log(a+1)

(I
and moreover

B

xz  & = F(z) - F(a)

and
Am-lf(X)  = (-‘~~~$bl)‘,

m

Hence from (1) it follows that

log(z+l)  - log(a+l) = F(z) - F(o) + mi,  b~(---i)“-‘(m---i)  i

- i cz~m,,  -- F+-]  + bb-4  L-1)”  n1(5‘+n+l)n+1  *
From this we conclude that the remainder is smaller than
h(~--av(n+l)~

This formula may serve for the determination of f(z), if a
is not too small; otherwise the convergence is too slow. If a=0
it is much better to use formula (4). The constant Cf  will be
determined by (5):

Cf  = l i m  log(z+l)  - Xi --&
L 1

=- c
*=oE

where C is Euler’s constant. Since

s l- = F(2)  +  c
x=0  x-+1

formula (4) will be

log(z+l)  = F(Z) + p, b,Am-‘f(4  --n j$hc)d=
‘

This is the same formula as that we obtained in Example 1,
fj 98, except for the remainder.

Remark. Formula (1) but without the remainder, has been
discovered by Gregory in 1670 [Whittaker and Robinson, Cal-
culus of Observations, p, 1441;  this was the earliest formula of
numerical integration,



CHAPTER VI.

EULER'S AND BOOLE’S  POLYNOMIALS.
SUMS OF RECIPROCAL POWERS.

Q lo;), Euler’s polynomials, We shall define the Euler po-
lynomial E,,(x) of degree R by the following equation

(1) ME,(x) = $: ,

that is, the mean of this polynomial is equal to x”/n! . From (1)
it follows that

but according to (1) this is also equal to ME,-,(x)  therefore

(2) DM&(x)  = ML (4

Performingthe operation M-1 on both members of this equation
we obtain

(3) D&W = En-, (de

Since we are dealing with polynomials only, this solution
is, according to 5 38, univocal.

From (3) it follows that the Euler polynomials belong to
the important class of polynomials in which the derivative of the
polynomial of degree n is equal to the polynomial of degree
n - l .

From (1) we deduce

E,,(x)  z M-1  s ,
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We have seen in (12) Q 39 that

M-’  = Lo  (-lP$

hence the above equation gives

E,(x)  = ; 2;  (-l)m  G .
. I

From

it follows that

and finally

n+1
x” =  ,z, a ;  (x),

nt1

Am 9 = 2 (Y)m (XI v-m  6:w=lIl

I This is the Newton expansion of the Euler polynomials.
Let us write the expansion of E,(x) in a power series in

the following manner:

(51 E,(x) =e,,g  +e
x”-’

- -n ! 1 (n-l)  , + . . . a + en-, 5 + en.

c-2 From (3) it follows that the coefficients ei are, according
to ($ 22, independent of the degree of the polynomial E,(X). TO

determine these coefficients we start from (l), writing ME, (x) = 1
and conclude that E,(x) =l  and eO=l.

If R > 0 then we have in consequence of (1) ME,, (0) = 0;
moreover if i > 0

[Mx’],,o = 1/2,

Hence, performing the operation M on both members of (5)
we obtain, if we put subsequently x=0,

Starting from e,=l  we may determine by aid of this
equation step by step any number ei. For instance we have

19
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.

e. + 2e,  = 0 which gives

$+$ +2e2=0
.

3 + $ + 3 + 2e,, = 0

a n d  s o  o n .

e, = - +!?

ep  = 0

1
e,=  24

Table of the numbers ei
e2” = 0

e, = 1 e, = - l/240
4, Z---~/J e7 = 17/40320
eLi  = l/24 eu = - 31/362880

Knowing the numbers ei we may write the expansion of the
Euler polynomials into a power series:

E,(x) = 1 E,(x) = $- &,+&
I .

E,(x) =x-s E,(x)  = $ 2 t&x

.E,(x)=  $- ;= (f)

and so oneX9  (See Figure 3.)
Particular values of the Euler polynomials. From (5) we

have
E,,(O)  = e, ,

used by Niels  Nielsen
r@  Our definition of the Enlcr  polynomial is neariy the same as that

Trait6  Elcmentaire  des Nombres de Bernoulli ,  Paris .
1923 ,  p.  41 , w h e r e  ‘ h e  i n t r o d u c e s  t h e  “fonction  d’Euler”  d e n o t e d  b y
“E,(X)“. The correspondence of his notation with ours is the following :

“E,(x)” = 2EJx).

That is, our polynomial is the half .of  that defined by Niefsen.
To Niirlund’s  definition of the “Eulersches Polynom”, “E,r(x)“,  corres-

ponds in our notation
“E,,(x)” = n! E,,(x).

(See his Differcnzenrechnung,  Berlin 1924, p,  23.)
Ernst LindelGf,  in his “Calcul  des  Rcsidus”  Paris 1905, rntroduces  the

polynomial xr,(x) to which in our notation >‘;n! E,,(x) corresponds.
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If n>O then from (1) it follows that ME.(o)  = 0 and
therefore

which gives
En(o)  +&(l)  =o

En(l) =-eB.*

Moreover from (1) we deduce

ME,(A)  = l/z[E.(--1)  + En(o)1  =y-

Figure 3.
Y

t

I
H

&

&,/&  t-i-.-”

;. Y = E,(4 Y = J%(x)
;

z
From this we get

&(-1) = (-1)”  -$ -e,.

Putting r=S/2  into equation (5) gives

(7)

The coefficients e,  may be computed by aid of the Stirling
numbers of the second kind. Indeed, putting x=0  into equation
(4) we obtain

(8)
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5 101. Symmetry of the Euler polynomials. Let us start
from

and put into it -z instead of x; we find

(1) [ME,,,, (x)]x=-E  = - 12”+1-  = - ME,,+,(z).Pn+l)!
On the other hand we have

MG,, (4 = ?h  I&n+lIx)  + E,n+,(x+l)l;
writing x=-z,  we obtain

(2) [ME,,,, (x)]  x=  --I = ?h  [Ezn+l  (-4 + Em,,  (l-d] =

= ME,,,,  F-4, -
From (1) and (2) follows, if we write again x instead of I,

ME,,,,  I-4  = - ML,, U-4.
Finally the operation of M-l leads to the relation of symmetry

(3) Em,, (4 = -L+,  (l-4

or
%n+l  (%+x1  = - Em+1  Wi-4.

From this it follows that

L+,Ch).  = 0.
Equation (3) gives by derivation

(4) &n(x)  = Em+--xl
or

EznPib+x)‘=  E2nW2-4~

Putting x=  ‘/z we obtain

&n(O)  = &n(l),

But we have seen that E,(O) = -E,,(l) if n>l; hence we shall
have, if n>O

(5) Ezn(0) = E,(l)  = can z 0.

From this it follows that E2,(x) is divisible by x(x-1).
Equation (5) gives by aid of (8) 8 100,
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Roots of the polynomials between zero and one. According
to (5) &n(x)  = 0 has roots at x=0  and x=1. Let us show that
there are no roots in the interval O<x<l.  For if there were we
should have at least three roots in the interval 02x21,  the first
derivative should have at least two, and the second Ezhz(x)  at
least one in the interval O<x<l,  and therefore at least three in
the interval 02x21.  Continuing in this manner, we should find
that E,(x) had at least three roots in the interval 05x51,  which
is impossible. Finally we conclude that E2,(x)  has no roots in
O<x<l.

We have seen that E,,+,(x) =O  has a root at x=1/2. We will
now show that it has no other roots in the interval 05x$1.  Indeed
if it had at least two in this interval, then its derivative Ezn(x)
should have at least one in O<x<l; and we have seen that it
has none. Therefore Ezn+l(x)  = 0 has only one root in the in-
terval 02x21  so that e,,,, + 0.

Exttema of the polynomials. From what precedes we con-
clude that in the interval 0 S x S 1 the function y=Ezn$)
has only one extremum, and this at x=l/z;  moreover y=Ezntl(x)
has only two extrema in this interval, and these correspond to
x=0 and x=1.

If E,,,(O) = er,,-i  < 0 then E2,(x) will decrease at x=0
and the extrema of E*“(x)  corresponding to x=1/2  will be a
minimum. On the other hand if E,,,  (0) = e,,-,  > 0 then Et”(x)
will be a maximum. .

Let us suppose first that e.+i < 0. Since E,,,  (‘/2)  =O
its derivative has no roots in this interval; therefore the derivative
must be positive in the whole interval, so that

Since in the vicinity of x=0  the sign of E,,-,(x) is identical with
that of ezn+,  we conclude that

and therefore
e2h3  > 0

(6) e,,-,  e2”-:, < 0.
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Starting from the supposition that ezG1 >O, we should
have also reached the result (6). Consequently from e,  = - yz
it follows that

(7)
O’

e4hl  > 0, e4ntl < 0

(-1)”  e.+i  > 0.

E. Lindelli!  has shown in a very interesting way [Cal&  des
Rksidus, p. 371,  using the Theory of Residue4  discovered by
Cazzchy,  that the following form may be given to the Euler
polynomials :

(61 Ezhl(x)  = K;F %- =;f;+;;?:x

(7) Em (xl
4(-l)” -

= - p i -
sin(2m+l)nx

20 (2m+l)*“+l  ’

These formulae are valid if 0 ~5 x 6 1. From the first it
follows that I Ezkl (x)1 is maximum in this interval for x=0.
For this value we find

(8) E2”-,  (0) = e2R-1  = cys 2 (2m~l)2n  .
Prom this it follows, if 0 s x s 1, that

(9) IE2,,-11x)l  5 le2R-ll.

In Q 49 we found (formula 3) that the sum figuring in the
second member of (8) may be expressed by Bernoulli numbers
or by the coefficient a,,,  of the Bernoulli polynomials. Indeed we
have

5m=O (2m;l)2n  = 1/2(22”-1) z2=  I Qz*  I = 1/2(22”-1) ?z2”  #:

therefore

w 1 eZhl I = 2(22”---1) I Q2”I.

We have seen that the extremum of Ezn(x)  is reached if
x=4/2,  Putting this value into (7) we obtain
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This formula is very useful, for it gives the value of the
alternate sum, since we have already determined E,,(l/)  in other
ways (7, (j 100 and 4, Q 102). So that we have

(11) - n2n+l  E,,  (1/),

ghis  sum is necessarily smaller than

hence from formula (8) we deduce that in the interval 0 I x 2 1

W) nlE,,(x)  16;21E,,(1/~)I<le2n--11.

% 102. Expansion of the Euler polynomial into a series  of
Bemoullf  polynomials of the first kid.  According to § 84 we
have

1

co  =
s

E,(x)dx=-2e,+1,  c,=[~~(x)],..o=-~~~
0

cm  = [AD”’ En  (4&o  = EGm+,  (iI- E-t+1  (0)  = - 2 en,+1  .
Therefore the required expansion will he

(1) En (xl = - 2  T e,+1  pm(x)s
m=O

If the Euler polynomial is of an even degree, then we shall have,
putting x=0,

n-Cl

(2) 42n = - 2  I:  e2n-am+l  a2m =  0
m=O

where azm  is a coefficient of the Bernoulli polynomial (8 78).
The polynomial being of even degree, if we put into it x=l,$

we get the central value of E2.(x)
n+l

(3) E2nM2)  = - 2 x e2+-2m+l~2mC4.
m=O

From this, by aid of formula (3) 0 86, it follows that
n-Cl

E2nPh) = - 2 m5 e2n-2m+l  aznl  P&:X  -1);
l

finally in consequence of (2)
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(4)
n+1

&“(?4 = - x Ban-zm+l a2m  & -
m=O

The value of En (4/2)  has already been obtained in another form
(7 s w,

If the pclynomial is of odd degree, then we find
nt1

(5) E,,,  (4 = - 2 mzo  e2n--2m-l  vzmel  (4.

Q 103.  Operations on the Euler polynomials, From the
definition of the polynomials it follows tlmt  the derivatives are

(1) Dm &M = Ln(4.

Therefore the indefinite integral of the polynomial will be

s En(x)  dx = E,,(X)  + k

and the integral between zero and one
1

s
E,(x)  dx =-2e,+l.

0

Hence, if the polynomial is of an odd degree this integral will
be equal to zero.

The mean of the polynomial follows from its definition:

(2) ME,(x) = $ s

The differences of the polynomials are more complicated.
From the Newton expansion of the polynomial, formula (4) Q 100,
we deduce

this gives, putting x=0,

(3) Am  E,(o) = -$ “ii’
. I’==,,,

(-2tF; ” q

From formula (4) Q 100 we may determine in the same way
the indefinite sum of En(x),  But we may obtain a more simple
formula in another way. Dealing with symbolical methods we
saw that
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and therefore
A=z(M--iI

(4) A&(x)  =2[+4.

Let us remark that this again gives A E,(O) = -!-  2 e, .
We have

A-’ $ = vn+lb)  + R

where qnel (x) is the Bernoulli polynomial of degree n+l ; hence
from (4) we deduce

(5) A-’ &z(x)  = ~n+l(x) - Y2 W4 + k.
Inverse Mean of the Euler polynomial. In $j 6, dealing with

symbolical methods, we found

1
‘-’  = 1+ l/A = ,n;o  (--l)mA;  *

This formula may be applied to the Euter polynomials; but since
their differences are complicated, the formula will not have

z practical value. We obtain a simpler one, starting from the
formula forthe mean of a product deduced in § 31,

M[uv]  = uv - VMU  + EuMv;
-

performing on this equation the operation M-l  we get

uv = M-l[uv]  - M-‘[vMu]  + M-’  [EuMv].

Putting now 11=x  and v=E”(x)  we find

x&(x) = M-‘[x&J4  I - M-‘F(~+?hPn(41  + M-f (x+1)  51.

Remarking that

M++I) $1 = M-1 [ (n+l) (n”;;,,  + $1. =

= In+lE+,(Xl  + En(x)
we get after simplification

16) M-1~n(x)  =21(1--x)&b) + b+lPn+1(41
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and in the particular casti  of x=0

[M-l  &(x)&0  =  2 4,  +  %+l) en+l.

But from formula (5) Q 100 we obtain immediately
n+1

MS1  E, (x )  = I: e,  E, fx)  .
m=O

Supposing that the polynomial is of an even degree, then,
putting into it 2n instead of R,  writing x=0 and equating the
result to that of the preceding equation, will lead to the
important relation found by Euler in another way:

(71 2(2n+l)  e2n+l = 5 e2n-2m-1  e2m+l  .
m=O

Q 104.  The Tangent-coefficients. Dealing with Euler poly-
nomials we could proceed as has been done in the case of the
Bernoulli polynomials, where we have written

n!a,  = B,

and B,  was called a Bernoulli number. If we now put

n!e,= &n

the number 8, would be interesting, and equation (6) Q 100
would lead to the symbolical relation

11 + cr;]n  + d”,,  = 0

in the expansion of which grn  is to be put, instead of d’m.
Starting from 4: it would be possible to determine step by step
the numbers 4’m.

But it is much better to introduce instead of d:m the
following numbers

(1) 6. = 2”n!  e,.

The number (5,  , which as we shall see is the coefficient
of An!  in the expansion of tan x into a power series, has
been called tangent-coefficient.30

sa  Several authors have introduced the tangent-coefficients, using
different definitipns and notations. For instance in

Leonhurdi Euleri.  Opuscula Analytica, Petropolis, 1783-85, p. 372, the
number 2rl  e, has been introduced, which is the coefffcient  of 2%” in the
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Euter  in his work quoted below has given several formulae
for the determination of these numbers; one of them is equivalent
to our formula (7) 6 103; multiplying it by 22n (2n)  I, by
aid of (1) it will become

M (32n+1  =
5 2n

“1 =o l 12m+l @2m+l  @2*-2m-I

or symbolically

(3) 62n+* = [G * fq’*‘.

We may deduce other formulae for the determination of the
numbers 8,. For instance, multiplying both members of equa-
tion (6) 5 100 by 2” n! we get the symbolical formula

(4) [2 + qn + (3”  = 0.

From formula (5) Q 100 we obtain in the same way the
symbolical expression of the Euler polynomials:

(5) E, (x )  = L2;-$f1”.

Finally, equation (8) Q 100 gives the number 6, by aid of
the Stirling numbers of the second kind:

‘(6)
fl+1

C$,,  = Z (-1)”  2”-” ml 6”.
m-1

Since enm  = 0, hence from (1) it follows that Q,, = 0. The
Stirling numbers being integers, from (6) we conclude that the
numbers CF,  are integers too.

Table of the numbers G,,  .

n % I n E”
0 1 3 2

1 - 1 5 - 1 6

L. Soalschiitz,  Vorlesungen  iiber Bernoulli’sche Zahlen, Berlin, 1893.
p.  22. His p,, corresponds to our I@,,-,  ) .

N. Nielsen, Trait6 des Nombres de Bernoulli, Paris, 1923, p. 178. His
T, corresponds to our 1 G2”-,  ; .

N. E. Niirlund,  Differenzenrechnung, Berlin. 1924, p. 458. His C, corres-
ponds to our @“.



n @.n n Q”
7 272 17 - 209865 342976
9 -7936 19 29 088885 112832

11 353792 21 4951 498053 124096
13 -22 368256 23 1 015423 886506 852352
15 1903 757312 25 -246 921480 190207 983616

27 70251 601603 943959 887872
29 -23 119184 187809 597841 473536

§ 105. Euler Numbers. If we put x=1,/2  into the polyno-
mial E,(x) and multiply the result by 2” n! we obtain a number
which will be denoted by E, ,

(1) E, = 2” n! E,*($G).

This number was first called a secant-coefficient and later
an Euler number. E, is, as we shall see, the coefficient of x”ln!
in the expansion of set x. It would have been better to call the
tangent coefficients “Euler numbers”, because in consequence
of (5) Q 104 they figure in the coefficients of the Euler poly-
nomials, whereas the secant-coefficients are only particular values
of the polynomials.31

Putting x=1/2  into equation (5) 8 104,  we obtain in con-
sequence of (1)

From this formula it follows that the numbers E, are inte-

31 Several authors have dealt with Euler numbers:
Leonhardi Euleri, Institutiones differentiales,  1755, p.  522, or Opera

omnia  Vol. X, p,  419. Euler denoted the number
/fi by ,% 1 El I by Y I

E,, 1 by a$  the number
and so on. He gave a tab e of these numbers up

1.3 .
Scherk,  Mathematische Abhandlungen,  Berlin, 1825 p. 7, gives a table

of  these numbers up to E,, , This table is reproduced by Saalschiitz;  Vor-
lesungen iiber Bernoulli’sche Zahlen,  Berlin, 1893, p. 22. His (I, corresponds
to our [ E,,  [ .

N. Nielsen, Trait6 des Nombres de Bernoulli, Paris, 1923, p.  178, also
reproduces Scherk’s table. His number En  corresponds to our lEzn 1.

Lindefiif,  Calcul d e s  Residus,
Nielsen’s,

Paris,  1905,  p.  33, Same notation as

Niirlund,  Differenzenrechnung, Berlin, 1924, p.  458. The notation WE have
adopted here is the same as Niirlund’s  notation.
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gers. The formula gives the Euler numbers in terms of the
tangent-coefficients. It is easy to get an inverse formula: indeed,

multiplying both members of (2) by (-l)m-n(y]  and summing
from n=O to n=m+,l  we obtain, according to Q 65 (Inversion),

m+l

(3) Em = X0 (-l)“+,  ; E, = [E-llm.
I I

Ez,,,l(l/)  = Oitherefore E,,,,  = 0. Moreover we have
seen that asi = 0 if i > 0, consequently from (2) we deduce,
writing 2n instead of n

and writing in it 2n+l  instead of n:

Finally from (3) we obtain in the same manner_..

i
and

“‘2  2m
i=(, I 12i  E,i=O

6
2m+i = - ;$ 1 ‘;f’) E,i*

-- The above formulae were found by Euler [Opuscula Analy-
tica,  t. II, p, 269-270, Petropolis, 17851.

--
Table of the numbers En.

n En

0 1
2 - 1
4 5
6 -61
8 1385

10 -50521
12 2 702765

n &I
14 -199 360981
16 19391 512145
18 -2 404879 675441
2 0 370 371188 237525
22 -69348 874393 137901
24 15 514534 163557 086905

2 6 A087  072509 293123 892361

28 1 252259 641403 629865 468285



Q 106,  Limits  of the Euler p~lpnomlals and  numbers.  We
found (formula 10, 5 101) that

(1) I e2n-1  I = 2(22n-1) I urn  I ;

moreover in Q 82 we have seen that (formpla  9)

1< Ia*” I  s - -
12(2n)2”2  -

From the formulae above, it follows that

(2)

Therefore

and even

lim e2n-1  = 0
n=oo

limk2”1e2n-1=0  i f  Ikl<n.
la==-

From equation (1) we deduce

eqrt-,
l-l

k-1)- -
e*n+1

= &)  a?:2  ;i 1

according to formula (9) and (10) 8 82 we have

(3)
2 Q2n--n’> - -
3 l I

> 4n’.
Qzn+*

Hence in consequence of (1)

(4)

The series Z e, is absolutely convergent.
In $ 101, formulae (9) and (12), we have seen that

I E2,, (4 I 5 I e2n-1  I a n d  nlE,,(x)I  < le2n-ll  i f  O4x5;l;

from (2) it follows that

I E,n-,  (XII < + and  1 Ezn(41 < &.
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Therefore we conclude that

(5) lEn(  5& i f  05x41

and in the same interval

lim E,(x) =O.
“CC3

The series X E,(x) is absolutely convergent in the interval
OzSxXl.

In Q 104, formula (1) the tangent-coefficients were given by

E2n-1  = 22*-1  (2n-1) ! e,,-,;

from this we deduce by aid of (2)

I Q,,-,  I~- < * 2 “IF”
l 1(2n-l)!  3 ‘i:

e2n-*-__:3m (2n-I)!  = OS
@2n-rFrom these relations we conclude that the series Z --

(2n-1) I
:.

L.

is absolutely convergent.
In 6 105 we defined the Euler numbers by

E,,  = 22” (24  ! E?,(x).

From (3) it follows that

IEznMI  < &
Therefore

and

The series Z E,,/  (2n) ! is absolutely convergent.
Q 107. Expansion of the Euler Polynomial into a Fourier

series. The expansion of the polynomial of even degree in the
interval 0 S x S 1 may be written:
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(1) Ez,(x) = l&a,,  -I- % a , , ,  cos2nmx  + 2 /lm  sin2nmx.
VJ==l “,==I

Since
&n(x) = &n(l--4

we have
pm  = 0.

Moreover we have

%%,  = (‘E?“(x)dx = - 2 e2n+l
0 ’

and if m > 0

(2) %a,,,  = f’E,,(x)cos2nmxdx = zTF &n(x) ’ -
0 '

1 0

1 .
-

0 '
r ‘s E,,-,  (x)dx.

,

The quantity in the brackets is equal to zero at both limits;
a second integration by parts gives:

‘hJ”l  =
cos2mzx

(2m;c)  z E,n-, (x) -I:,  - oj’ e;; E,,-, (x) dx.

The quantity in the brackets is equal to

moreover the integral is the same as that in (2), only the degree
of the polynomial has been diminished by two, and it has been
multiplied by -1/(2m,z)‘,  Therefore repeating the above opera-
tions v times we get:

Putting v=n the integral in the second member will
be equal to zero and we have

(3) urn =
+cJ1 (-1)’  4 h+l--2f
I=, (2mn)”  ’
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The expansion of E,,, (x) will be obtained, in the interval
0 S x I 1, by determining the derivative of both members of
equation (l), We find

E , , - , ( x )  = - 5 2mna, sin2mnx  = g /?;,, sin2mnx;
w&=1 m=l

from (3) it follows that

14)

Let us remark, that the function EzGl(x) considered as a
periodic function with a period equal to one, is discontinuous
at x=0,  being equal to + e,,, ; therefore the Fourier series will
give E,,-,  (0) =O.

Remark. Putting x=0  into equation (1) we get
n+l

E , , ( O )  = 0  = - 2  ezn+l  -I- 2  X e2n+l--2,.  5 -):.
W=l nr=l  (2mn)“v

But we have seen (6), 8 82 that the second sum is equal to
--az,.;  therefore we have

(5)
PC1 n+1

e2.+1  +  X ezn+F-21.  a,, = X azl. e2n+l--2,.  =  0 .?=I w=o
This equation has been obtained before (2 (j 102).

To obtain the central value of E2,,(x) expressed by aid
of the coefficients of the Bernoulli polynomials, let us write in
equation (1) x+/i. We find

J%(%) = ?hao+ %, (--l)marni

in consequence of (3) this will be

and according to 8 49 we have

Therefore
n+l

&(1/2)  = 2 ,z, a~,,  e&-zv [ I-- :,$I,- -I
20
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Since according to (5) the first sum is equal to zero, we
find

Ean(-Q$)  = - ;- a2$y2r.

This formula is the same as that of 4, 5 102.
Multiplying first both members of (6) by (2n)f 22”  and

then the numerator and the denominator of the second member by
(24  ! (2n+l-24  ! remarking that (2v)!az1.  = B2v  is the Bernoulli
number, we get, in consequence of (1) Q 104 and (1) 8 105,

E,,  = -

or
_ ,B

2n+1  2’ 21

This may be written symbolically:

E,, = - & [@+B]‘““.

Equation (7) gives the Euler numbers in terms of the
tangent coefficients and the Bernoulli numbers.

Example.

Ed=-+ [&+lO Q, B, + 5 & B,  ( = 5.

Remark By aid of formula (10) Q 101 we may eliminate azv
of (6) and get an expression of the Euler numbers by tangent
coefficients; or we may eliminate e2n+,...2v  and obtain the Euler
numbers in term s of the Bernoulli numbers.

s 108. Application of the Euler polynomials, 1. Determina-
tion of the inverse mean of f(x) .

Let us expand f(x) into a Maclaurin series:

f(x) = f[o) +xDf(O) + $ D’f(o)  + . . . . + 2 D”f(o)  + . . .

The inverse operation of the mean gives

(1) f&f(x)  = f(o) + E,(x) Df(0)  + E2(x)D2f(0)  +,  . d.

+E,(x)D”f(O)  +.:a.
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Starting from this formula we may determine moreover the
inverse difference of the alternate function (-l)“f (x), According
to formula (10) 5 39, we have

A-’ (-l)x f(x) = 1/2(-l)X+1M-1f  (x).

Therefore the indefinite sum of the alternate function will be

(2) A-’ (-l)Xf(x)  = l/i(-l)X+‘[f(0)  + E,(x)Df(O)+.  . . +

+&(4D”f(O)  +..*I
and in the particular case of f(x) =x”

A-’ (-1)” xm = l&n! (-l)x+1  E,(x)  + R;
moreover

5 (-1)X 9 = 1/2 ml  [Em(O)  - (---1)“E,Inllx=0
or, if we introduce the symbolical formula containing the tangent
coefficients,

(3) j: (-l)XzP=
x=0 j& [%r-f-1)” w+wm3  ’

Particular ease.

2 (-1)” x2 = (-l)n+l  (;I.

Q 109.  Expansion of a polynomfal  f(x) into  a series of Euler
polynomials, Let

(1) f(x) = co + c,E,(x)  + c,E,(x) + . . . + cA(4,

The aperation  M gives

Mf (x) = c, + c, 5 + c2  g + , . ,+ C”$,
. .

Hence
co = Mf(0).

Moreover

Dmf(X)  = cm  +cm+,El(~)  + ~m+&2(~)  + * - - 0 + CnEn-m(d;
hence we have in the same manner

(2) c, = MD”f(0).
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Example 1. Given f(x) =p?,,(x), the Bernoulli polynomial of
degree n, we find

Cm  = ‘42 [Tn-m  (X) + CPn-m  (X+1)  1x=0.

Hence if m =j=  n-l

cm =a,-,
and

C&l  = 0.

Finally the expansion will be
n+1

(3) Y,, IX)  = ,zo an.-,  Em  (4 - al&-,  (4 t

putting x=0  we get
n-Cl
z ckrn  e, = a1 e,-, .

m=l

Writing 2n+l  instead of n we find
n-C1

(4) I: %-2m e2m+1 -- 0.
m=O

This equation has been obtained already in (2) $j  102 and (5)
fj 107.

The formula may be written symbolically,

[2B  + 61’“”  = 0.

Example 2. Given f(x) = x”/n! We deduce

D”lf  (x) = j$& .

Therefore

Hence if m + n

and if m=n

1
cm = z(n--m)l’

cn = 1.

The required expansion will be
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(5)

If f(x) is not a polynomial the series becomes infinite and
its convergence must be examined, but the coefficients are
determined in the same manner.

Example 3. Given f(x) = eX’. It follows that

and
Dm  ,xr  = fm  ,y~

MD” exl  = l/z P (eX’+’  + ex’)i

putting x=0  we have

cm = $5 tm (e/+1)

and the required expansion is

(6) ex’  = 1/2(e’+l)  1, E,,,(x) tm.

The generating function of the polynomial E,,(x)  may be
obtained immediately from (6) :

GE,,(x)  = g = 5 E,(x) f”.
m=O

We have seen in 0 106 that, if 0 S x S 1, we have

l&,(x) I < +

consequently if I t 1 < Z, the series (7) is convergent.
Putting into (7) x=0  we obtain the generating function of

the numbers e, :

(8) Ge, = & = Z e,,, tm = 1 + e,t  + e,t3  + . . . .
m=O

This may be written in another form:

5 e,,f”‘=-  -=-fanhl/zf
“i 1 ef + 1

or putting t=2iz  we  find

tan z = 5,  (-l),+l  esm+l  (22)  Im+l.

According to Q 104 (formula 1) this is equal to
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(10) tans= 5 (-l)m+l  ts2m+l  (2r;;)F  =
m=O .

1 ii IcG2m+,l  --zm+l
m=O (2m+l)!

where the numbers 6, are the tangent-coefficients. We have

[Dmtanzl.,o  = ;@,I.
Let us remark that we have already expanded tan z into

a power series in § 87 (formula 17). Writing that the coefficients
o f  22”’ in the two expansions are identical, we find the
important relation

(11) e2,,  = 2(1-2*“)  a2”

which has been already obtained in § 101 (formula 10).
V&kiting  x=1/2  in (7) we get

2d2 1
-=
1 + et cash 1/2 t

= sech  T/z t = 5 E, (1/2)  tm.
m=o

This is the generating function of the numbers Em (‘/2). Let
us write again t=2iz;  we shall find

(12) secz  = mS  (-l)m Ezm(l/z)  (2z)2m  ;

according to formula (l), Q 105 this may be written
z2m

secz  = 5 (-l)mEpn&!  = ,I,  IE2m  I -. _
m=O Pm)  1

where the numbers Em  are Euler’s numbers or the secant-
coefficients. We have

[Dmseczl,,o  = IE,l.

Example 4. Given I(x)  = cos xt. We have

D 2m cosxt = (-l)m t*mCOSXt

D*m-1  cos xt = (-1)”  Pm-l  sin xt.
Hence

MD’”  f(0) = */!L(--ljm  t’“‘(l+cos  t)

MD*“-’  f (0) = 1/2(-ljm Pm1 sin t

so that the required expansion will be
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(13) cdsxf  = l+y -i-  f. m-,  (-l)m t2m-1  sin t E,,-,(x)

+ + 2 (-l)m Pm  (l+cos t) Ez,(x).
m=l

Writing x=0  and multiplying by 2/sin t we get

(14)
l-cost

sin t
z tan ‘/it  = ii’ (-l)m camel t*m-1 .

m=l

Putting into it t=2z we obtain formula (10) found before.
If i t I < z then the series (13) is convergent for 0 5 x I 1, in
consequence of (5), Q 106.

Q 110. Multfplication theorem of the Euler polynomials. To
deduce the theorem, let us expand the following polynomial
into a series of Euler polynomials:

F(x)  = @P+l)” I$ (--t)“&[  sl I-
According to Q 109 the coefficient of E,(x) is

ci = MD’F(O)
we have

DF(X)  = (Z!p+I)“-’ y,S!:  (--1)“E”-i( Gz$

moreover

If in the second term of the sum we put m instead of m+l
then it will become equal to the first term, but with a negative
sign; the new limits will be m=l  and m=2p+2.  Therefore we
shall have, putting x=0:

ci = MD’F(O) = ‘/$(2~+1)“-~  [En-i(O)  i-E,-,(l) 1.

Hence cn=l  and ct=O if i $r n. In consequence F(x)  will
be equal to E,(x). Finally putting x=(2p+l)r  we obtain the
first multiplication formula (for odd factors):
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2p+1

(1) E"[(2p+l)zl  = (2p+l)" *s (----iP& 2 +t &i'1

Writing in this formula 2x0  we obtain an expression for
e,, . For instance, if p=  1 we have

To obtain the second theorem of multiplication (for even
factors) we shall expand, into a series of Euler polynomials, the
following polynomial:

F(x)  = - 2(2p)“’ mL (-lP%  1%)

where q”(5) is a BernouNi  polynomial of the first kind. We
obtain

D’F(X)  = -2(2p)“‘-’  So (-l)m qn-i  [ 9 1 .

The operation M gives

Putting m instead of m+l  in the second term of the sum,
it becomes equal to the first term, except the sign and the limits,
which will be m=l  and m=2p+  1. Therefore every term will
vanish except those corresponding to m=O and m=2p;  it results,
after having put x=0,  that

Ci = (2P)“‘-’ [%-i(l)  - 9%i(O)]*
In consequence of what we have seen in (j 79, the second

member will be equal to zero for every value of i except for
i=n- 1 where ci-r = 1, Therefore the expansion will be

F(x) =E,-l(x).

If  we write x=2pz, we get the second multiplication
formula

(21 E,,  (2~2)  = - 2 (2~)  “-I
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Particular case. Let p=l, then

%I-I(24  = - 2” CP)“M - v”(z+%2)1.
Putting z=O  we have

en-1 = - 2” Can-h  M I-
Rut  we have seen that (8, (j 82)

vn(!4 = an (&i  -11;

therefore we find
e n-l = 2a,(l-2”).

This equation has already been deduced in Q 101 (formula to),
and in Q 109 (formula 11).

$j 111. Expansion of a function into an Euler series. Starting
from the function f (x+u)  and integrating by parts, we may write

,j-’ f(x+u)  dx = [E,(x) f(x+u)l; - [’ E,(x) Df(x+u)  dx.
0’

The quantity in the brackets is equal to -2e,Mf(u). The
integral in the second member gives by integration by parts

-[&(x1  Df(x+u)l:,  + f E,(x) D”f(x+u)  dx.

The quantity in the bracke:s being equal to -+2e,MDf(u)
is equal to zero. A further integration by parts gives

-2e,MD2f  (u) - s -E,(x) D3f (x+u) dx
0

and so on. Finally we shall have

oJ1f(x+u)  dx = - 2 2’ eJVW’f(u)  + S(E,.(x) D2”f(X+u)  dx.
0

By derivation with respect to u we obtain

p j fIx+u)dx  = F (‘+I f(t) dt = At(u);
”

therefore
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(1) A? (u)  = -2  2’ eiMD’f(u)+  j’E&)  D2n+1f(~+~)  dx.
0

Remarking that A/(u)=2  Mf(u)-2f(u),  .,. _ .\:  we obtain

(2) f(u) = ‘?I eJt/lD’  f(u) - 1
‘ 0

J”l  Ezn(x)  D’“+‘f  (x+u)  dx.

The integral in the second member is the remainder; let us
denote it by R,, . Ezn(x)  does not change its sign in the
interval 0 5 x S 1 therefore; in consequence of the thetuem  of
mean values, we shall have

(3) &,=-SD zn+lf  (q)  oj’E,.  (x)dx  = eantl  D2*+lf  (7)

where u<q<u+l.
Particular cases. 1. If D*n+lf  (u+x) and D2n+3f(u+x) have

the same sign and do not change their sign in the interval
0 ~5  x S 1, then we shall have R,,R,,, < 0; the same ratiocination
as in the case of the Bernoulli series ($ 87 will lead to

(4) R,, = e2n+l @MD*n+l  f (u) where 0 < 9 < 1.

Example 1. Given f(u) = eUf.  We have seen that

MD’  cut = I,$ fi (et+l)  cut.

D*“+l  f(u) and D 2n+3  f(u) have the same sign, and do
not change it; therefore the remainder (4) may be used, and
we have

R,, = 1/2 9 e,,,, (et+l)  f2”+’  cut.

Hence the required series will be, after multiplication by
2/(1+et)eut,

2
- = 1 + elf + e,t3  + , , . + e2n-If2”-1  + 6 e2n+I  f*n+l.
1 + et

This may be written

1 - ef
1 + et = - tanh f = “il e2il  P-1 + 6 epncl pnt1 .

i=l

The preceding series has been obtained before (9, $j 109),
but not the remainder,
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Q 112 :Boole’s  first Summation Formula, It gives the in-
verse mean of the function f(x) or the sum of the alternate
function (-1)X f( )x expressed by aid of the derivatives of f(x).

Apart from the remainder, the formula may be deduced by
aid of the symbolical method. In 5 6 we found

M = 1 + $Qj = !h (1 -t ehD),

From this it follows that

but according to formula (8) Q 109 the second member is equal
to the generating function of the numbers err  the coefficients
figuring in the Euler polynomials. Therefore we have

M-’  = ii ei (hD)‘.

This is the first form of the formula.
To obtain the second we remark that in 6 39 formula (10)

we had
M-1  = 2 (-l)x+l  A-’ (-1)“.

This gives

6:’ (-1)”  = 1/2(-l)X+1  g eJhD)?
ho

The above operation performed on f(x) gives, if the sum of
the alternate function is calculated from x=a to x=z;

A (-1)” f(x) = - l/i i hi ei [ (-l)‘D’f  (z)-(-1)” D’f (a)].

To obtain the formula with its remainder in the particular
case of

DZntlF(u)  DP”+3F(~)  > 0

and if D2”“F(u)  does not change its sign in the interval 0 ~5  x 5 1
we consider the expansion of F(u) into an Euler series according
to formulae (2) and (4) of 5 111:

(1)  FIN = W(U) + i$ e2i+lMD2i+‘F(U)  + ~e,,+,MDzntlF(u)

where 0<9<  1.
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Putting now F(u) =M-‘f  (u) we find

M-‘f(u)  = f (u) + 5 e*i+,W+lf  (u) + 8 eZn+lDZn+lf  (u) +(-I)” k
i=O

where R is an arbitrary periodic function with period equal
to one.

Since according to formula (11) 8 39 we have

A-1 = 1/2(-1)x+1  M-’ (-l)x.

the indefinite sum of (-1)”  f(u) will be

A-l (-I)”  f (u)  = 1/(-l)“+l  [ f (u)  +  ,% e2&21+1f(u) +

I- @em+1 D2”+lf  (u) ] ;K.

Finally the alternate sum from u=O to u=t  is

(2) ui (-I)”  f(u) = MfW  - k---1)’ f(4 I +

+ l/2 2 e2i+l.  [(-I)“’ Dzi+lf  (z) + D”‘+‘f  (0)] +
isO

+ ?He4,,, [ (-l)‘+l  D’““f  (z) + D”““f  (O)].

This is Booze’s first summation formula for alternate func-
tions, which plays the same role in these cases as the Maclaurin-
Euler formula for ordinary functions.32

Example 2.  Let f(u) =eUf. From equation (2) it follows
that

i (-I)” cut = 1/ [I + (-I),+,  eBr]  [ I+
u;=o

& e2i+l t2’+l  +

+ 6 e2n+l  t2”+l].

Particular case of Boole’s formula. Let us suppose that
we have D”f (a) = 0 for m = 0, I, 2, 3, . . . . 9 and
D”*“f(u)  D”“+“f(u) > 0 and that D2”+lf(u_tx)  does not change
its sign in the interval 0 < x < I; then we may write formula (2)
in the following manner:

(3) i (-l)“f(u)  = 1/2(-I)2+l[f(Z)  + S e2i+lD’i+1f(Z)  +
lb=0 izfl

+~e,tl+l D2”+lf(4  1 + Cl
J1 B. Boole. Calculus of Finite Differences, London, 1860,  p,  95,
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where C, has been put for
n

(4) Cf = ?h  f(O) + $4 i=“,  e2t+l  D”‘+W)  + % 6 e2n+l  D”“+‘W

Writing z==  we obtain from (3)

(5) s& (-1)” f(u) = Cf.

The constant C,  must be determined by aid of (4) or (5).
Example 2. Given f(u)=l/(u+l).  We may determine C

easily, using equation (5). Indeed we have

(6)

Integrating both  members of this  equation from t=O to t=l
we get

UzJ  u+l
O”  k-1)”  = logs*

Hence according to (5) we have Cf  = log 2. Since moreover

-(2i+l)  !
D”‘+W  = (u+1)2i+2

the required alternate sum will be

(7)
* ( - 1 ) ”

2* u+l
--=log2+1/2(-1)~[~+

” (2i+l)! (2n+l)  !
+ 2 (1+1)2i*2  "C&l+  "2n+l  -1)

I
'

The series obtained by putting n=a is divergent, nevertbe-
less the formula is useful for the  computation of the alternate
sum if t is large enough. On the other band for t = 0 the series
is practically useless, According to (3), Q 106 the best value of
n is approximately Heinz.

Q 113. Boole’s polynomials, We shall call Boole’s  poly-
nomial of degree n the polynomial 5,(x) satisfying tbe equa-
tion

(11 ML(x)  = [;I.

Performing the operation M-1  we obtain
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(2) 1;,(x)  = M-’  I;]
Since c”,(x)  is a polynomial, there is Oaly  one SOlUtiOn  Of

equation (1 J, as we have seen in s 38.
The operation A performed on (1) gives

AMLW = [Ll)-

Now executing the operation M-l we find, according to (2),

(3) AM4 = Lbd.
Therefore Booze’s  polynomials belong to the important class

of functions mentioned in Q 22 (p,  64).

The coefficients of
X

I Ii in the expansion of Booze’s  polyno-
mials into a binomial series, could be determined in the same
way as has been done in the case of the Bernoulli polynomials of
the second kind; but there is a shorter way.

Indeed we have seen, formula (12) () 39, that

M-1  = 5 (-l)m g
In=0

Applied to equation (2) this gives

This is the expansion of the Boole polynomials into a Newton
series. The coefficients of I If are in consequence of Q 22 in-
dependent of the degree of the polynomials; moreover they are
very simple,

Particular cases.

and so on. (See Figure 4.)
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Remark. (-1)” 2” 5, ( )x is equal to the first part of the ex-
pansion of (l-2)x. Indeed we have

(5) (-1)“2”C”(X)  = 2; (-1)’ 1;) 2’.

From this it follows that

C,(O)  = w

Figure 4.

moreover if x is an integer such that 0 < x S n then

(5’) {,JX)  _ <-1r  (l-2)’ = (-l)“‘x
2” 2” :

If x=-l from (5) we obtain

L(---1) = k$ p+1-11.
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Roots of the Boole polynomials. According to formula (5’)
the polynomial C,(x) changes its sign between 0 and 1, between
1 and 2, and so on, between n-l and n. Hence the roots are
all real, single, and situated in the interval (0, n),

Application of the Boole polynomials. 1. Determination of
alternate sums. Since according to (lo), $ 39 the operation I@’
may be expressed by

M-1  = 2(-1)x+’ A-1  (-1)”

we have
A-l[  (-1)x  t(x)] = 1/2(-l)r1W1  t(x) + k.

If f (3~)  is expanded into a Newton series we have, taking account
of (21,

(6) A-l [ (-1)” f(x)] = yZ  (-l)x+l ,,4  Awml-l(~)=

= y,(--1)x+1 2 I;,(x) Pf(o) + k.

This is the indefinite sum of the alternate function.
From formula (6) we deduce immediately the alternate sum

for x varying from zero to 2,

(7) ; (-l)Xf(x)  = ‘/z  “iO &f(O)  [V -(-l)‘C”(Z)~  *

8 114. Operations on the Boole polynomials. Differences.
We have seen that

A” 5‘” (4 = L-m (4.
From this it follows that the indefinite sum is

A-’ t, (4 = L+l  (xl  + k
and therefore the definite sum

i L(x)  = t,,, (4 - L;,  (01.

Derivatives. Starting from the Newton expansion of the
polynomial

t
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we expand i( 1 into a power series and determine the derivative
term by term. We get

and putting x=0

DC  (0)  _ (-1)“+’ “2’ 2”
n 2”

.
nt=~ m

The higher derivatives are easily obtained from (2).
Integral.

!I 1- ; dx =  y*+ , (x )  + k

where Y”+~ (x) is the Bernoulli polynomial of the second kind of
8 89; therefore from (1) we obtain:

J C,(x) d x  = %I .‘;;!i-”  ~m+~(x)  +  k
m==O

and

0

j’ c,(X)  d x  = “gl ‘;t!r b,
m=O

Mean of the polynomial. From the definition of the polyno-
mial it follows directly that

Znverse operation of the mean. In consequence of formula
(12) Q 39 we have

M-‘&(x)  = 5’ wi-“e.(x).
m=O

Q 115. Expansion of the Boole polynomials into a series of
Bernoulli polynomials of the second kind. According to formulae
(1) and (3) of Q 91 we have

co  = DA-l  f (0) = DC,,,  (0) =
(-1)” 32 2”

pt  1 n4 m
and

ci = D&-l  f(0) = D~,-j+,(0) = $:g “-i? 2 .m=i m
al
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The above values of DC”,(O)  are those deduced in the pre-
ceding paragraph. Finally we find

g 116.  Expansion of a function into a series of Boole
polynomials. If f(x) is a polynomial of degree n we may write
it as follows:

(1) f(x) = C”  + c,c, (4 + c,L(x)  + * * * * + C”M-4.

It is easy to determine the coefficients cm ; indeed, since

it follows that
c,,  = Mf(o).

Moreover
A” f(x)  = cm + cm+,  l-1  (x) + * * . a + G Lrn  (xl

and
cm = MA”f(O).

If f(x) is not a poynomial, the series (1) will be infinite
and considerations of convergence will arise; but the coefficients
a.re determined in the same way as above.

Example 1. Given f(x) = (z),  the formulae above give

c,,-~ = 111 and c,, = 1.

The other coefficients c,,, are equal to zero. So that we find
X( )n =  C,(x) +  ?f2 L,(x) ;

The second member is equal to (1 +r&)&i(x)  or to M<,,(X)
therefore this equation would immediately follow from formula
(2) 8 113.

Example 2. Given f(x) = yrr(x), the Bernoulli polynomial
of the second kind. We have

A”l v’n (x) = ‘l//n-n, (x);
therefore

cm = MA’?’  urn = $4 Iv,,-rn (0) + ww,, (I) I = h-m + ‘h h-n-,
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and finally
fl+1

VJn (xl = ,To (Lm + I/r L-, I 5,  (4 *

Example 3. Given f(x) = f(x).  We have

MF(x)  = F(x)  + zr;& so that c, = I,$  - C.
I

Since
Amf(xl  = (---lP’  M---1)!

Ix+ml”,

it follows that
cm =

so that

MA”‘F(o)  = ~(---1)~l
I
-; -+  ---&~  1

c = k--11’“-’  (m+2)--~
m 2m(m+l) 8

Finally the required expansion will be

F(x)  = ‘,fz - c + 5 Wlm-’  ImS21  t Ixl---
“,:--I 2m(m+l)  -m ’

(See also the expansion of fi, (x) in 5,122).
The Boole series. The expansion of f(x+u)  into a series of

Boole polynomials gives

f(x+u)  = c,, + c,C1(4  + c&(x) + * , * *
where as we have seen c,, = MAmf  (u),

Putting into this equation u=O we obtain the preceding
expansion (I) of f(x) into Booze  polynomials; and putting into it
x=0 we obtain the expansion of f(u) into a series which we will
call a Boole series, just as we have done in the cases of the
expansion of f(x+u)  into series of Bernoulli and Euler poly-
nomials,

Since C, (0) = (-l)“l/2”’  the Boole series will be

An example is given in 8 122.
S 117. Boole’s second summation formula. It gives the

inverse mean of the function f(x) and the sum of the alternate
function (-l)x  f(x) expressed by aid of the differences of f(x).
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The formula may easily be deduced by aid of the symbolical
method. In 8 6 we found

M=l+?hA
from this it follows that

this leads to the first formula. To obtain the second, we remark
that, according to formula (10) 6 39.

M-1  = 2 (-1) x+l A-’ (-1) X
so that

A-’ (-1)x = 1/2(-1)X+1 5 --fli L\’-
i=O 2’ l

This operation performed on f(x) gives, if the sum from x=a to
x= z is to be calculated,

i (-l)“f(x) = 5 -$$[(--L)?Ef(a)-(--l]‘SY(z)I.
i=,‘ i=O

We may obtain this formula by aid of the Boole’s poly-
nomials introduced in the preceding paragraph. The expansion
of f(x+u)  into a series of Booze  polynomials may be written

f(x+u)  = rd$,  c,iu)MA"f(xl.

Putting into it u=O we obtain

Executing the operation M-1  it will follow that

M-‘f(x)  = 5 y Pf(x)  +  ( - 1 ) ”  k.m=o

Hence by aid of (lo),  Q 39 we deduce the indefinite  sum of the
alternate function:‘:’

A-’ [I-l)” f(x) ) = (-l)X+1 Ii ($ Amf(x) + K.
I!-0  L

“’  G. Rode, Treatise on the  Calculus of Finite  Differences. London,
!860.  p. 95.
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This will give the sum from x=0 to X=Z

i*  ( -1 )”  f (x )  = m&  1-g [Amf(0)  - ( -1) ’  Amf(41.

Example 1. Given f(x) = x-&-  . We find

-z.zLl l+x (-1)X = 2 - 1 I - - -  1  ( - 1 ) xm!
mz~  2’“+l  m + l 1(~+m+l),,  ’

We have seen in (6), 5 112 that the first member is equal to
log2 if z=m, so that we have also

: ’- = log2.
m=l  m2m

Therefore the preceding sum may be written

B (-1)X
2, 1 + x = l o g 2  +  (-l)e+l  5 -~ - -  ;+m ;

??I=, in2”’ mc I
this may be useful for the determination of the sum if z is
large.

8 118. Sum of reciprocal powers. Sum of l/x  by aid of the
digamma function. This function has been already treated  of in
$j 19; here some complementary formulae are added.

The definition of the function was the following

f(x) = D logr(x+l).

From this we deduced

AF(x)  = $i

and therefore

A-’  ; = F(x-1)  +  K;

moerover if n is a positive integer
nc1

Z L = F(n)--F(O) .
x=1 A’

We have seen (5, 8 19) that the digamma function with
negative arguments may be expressed by a digamma function
with positive arguments:
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F ( - x )  =  F(x-1)  +ncotnx.

From formula (2) 8 19 we deduce

therefore we conclude that the function F(x) is a monotonous-
ly increasing function. Since we have f (0) < 0 and F (1) > 0
the equation F(x) = 0 has only one root, and this in the
interval zero to one. Determining it we find x = 0.46163 21.

The indefinite sum of the digamma function is given by (6)
Q 34:

A-’ f(x) = x F(x) - x + k

from this we obtain, if n is a positive integer:

5 F(x)  = nF(n)  -n.
a=0

For instance

5 f ( x )  = lOF(10) - 10 = 13.51752 592
.I-=0

This result may be checked by adding the numbers

F(0) + F(1) + F(2) + . . . . , + F(9)

taken from the tables of the function
We have seen (7, 3 19) that the function f(x) may be

expressed by the aid of sums. We found:

Let us remark, that this series is uniformly convergent in
the interval 0,N  where N is any finite positive quantity
whatever. Indeed, if 0 s x < N, we have

From (1) we may deduce the derivatives of F(x); we obtain

D~,EF(~)  = ; k-l)“+’  m!
1.=;, (x+v)m+’

and

i
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or if we introduce the notation

S”,  1 2 -L,.=*  lfl’
then

DmF(0)  = (-l)m-l  m! s,+~  -

Hence the expansion of F(x) into a power series will be

(2) F(x)  = - c  +  5 I-l)“-’  s,+r x”‘.
m-l

S “,+r 5 n2/6;  therefore this series is convergent if
(xl  < 1.

The function F(x)  may be expressed if x is a positive
integer by the definite integral

..’  1-p
F(x)  =-C+j

0
-dt.

bdeed the expansion of the quantity under the integral sign
will be

1+t+t2+  ,,,, -[fX+tX+‘+fr+2+..~.];

integrated from t =O to t =l  it gives

-

therefore from (1) it follows that the second member of (3) is
equal to F(X).  Let us remark that this is true even if x is not
an integer.

From the above formulae it follows that

(4) s, = +-$ D”-‘F(O).

In formula (6) of 8 82 we expressed spn by aid of the Bernoulli
numbers. Using this formula we obtain from (4)

D2=lF  (0) = q IB,,l.

Expansion of the digamma function into a Newton series.
Shce  AF(x)  = l/(x+1),  we have
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(4’) Amf(x)  = (-l~~;$L1)!
m

a n d  AmF(0)  = (-zm-’

so that

f(x) = -c+  ; (-l)m-’  [ ; ) ,
m=l m

If 0 < x < 1 the absolute value of the general term is
smaller than l/m’  therefore the series is uniformly convergent
in this interval.

The values of P(x)  for x>l  may be computed by other
series. For instance if x is large the Maclaurin-Euler series is
indicated, We found in 8 88 an expansion of the sum of l/(x+1),
from which, by remarking that

Ii  l- =  F(2)  +  c ,
x=0  x+1

we deduce:

(6) F(x)  = Mx+l) -2(x:il - mi, y+;;z!  =2m -
(2n-1) !

- 5azn  (x+1)2”

where 0 < 6 < 1. The logarithms figuring in these formulae are
Nupier’s  logarithms. The best tables for these are Schultza’s
Recueil de Tables Logarithmiques (Berlin, 1778). If we do not
possess such tables, we may obtain the Napier logarithms by
multiplying Briggs’ logarithms by the modulus

log 10 = 2.30258 50929 94045 68402.

If in the expansion (6) we put n=a,  the series obtained
will be divergent; but nevertheless formula (6) is useful for the
computation of F(x). E. Pairman  has used it for computing her
tables.34

Since from formula (6) it follows that the remainder is

I R,,  I < IB,nI

2n(x+l)2n

%’ Eleanor Pairman.  Tables of the Digamma and Trigamma Functions,
Tracts for Computers. Cambridge, 1919. They contain F (x) and F (x) from
x=0..  00 to x=20  q 00 (Ax=0  .Ol)  and the corresponding second and fourth
central differences, to eight decimals.
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we may increase n in formula (6) advantageously till
satisfies the inequalities below

B,,

(7)
(X+1)21BZ”--21  >  I%lI < 1 Bm+,  1

2n-2 2n (2n+2) (~+l)~ .

The greater x is, the closer the approximation that may be
obtained. For instance for x=0  from Table II of Q 78 it follows
taking account of (7) that the smallest remainder will be
obtained for n=3.  Then formula (6) gives:

f (0) = - 0.57517 - E ,0,0040398

the  error will be less then 4 units of the third decimal. But for
x=9  already a precision of twenty decimal places may be
obtained for n=12.

Example 2. Determination of F(99) to ten decimal places.
We have

F(99) =logloo-&--l~  --5 $ *

We found in Q 78 that a, = l/12 and o, = -l/720;  therefore
we shall have

log 100 = 4,605170  1860
-l/200 = - 0.005
-l/12.10’ = - 0.000008 3333

-
F(99)  = 4.600161 8527

According to the remainder the error is less than one unit of
the tenth decimal,

If x is large, F(x)  may be calculated also by the aid of the
series obtained in (lo), $j 98:

(7 )  F (x )  =  log (x+l )  - 5 (--i(!~;~~-‘)(b.-b”a”  log(rj+l)
ill=,

where x < 11  < x+1.  We have seen that this series is convergent
for x > 0. This is the expansion of f(x)  into a reciprocal fac-
torial series.

The formula applied to the preceding example gives

4L(99)  =loglOO--  +
b92!L + 66,10100 100.101.102 100.101.102.103 -
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In $j 89 we found that b, = l/z, b, = - l/12  and b, = l/24,
b, = 19/720,  therefore

log 100 Z 4.605170 1860
-l/200 = -0.005
-1/12.100.101 =-0.000008  2508
-1/12.100.101.102 = -0.000000 0809
-19/120.100.101.102.103 = -0.000000 0015

F(99) = 4.600161 8528

The error is less than one unit of the tenth decimal.
Finally F(x) may be determined by the aid of Pairman’s

tables, and though these tables contain F(x) only up to x=20  we
may employ them also for x > 20 by using the multiplication
formula given by (6), Q  19.

F(nx) = log n + i l!!I  F x- + .
i=O I 1

Example 2. Determination of F(lOO). Putting into the
preceding formula x=20  and n=5  we get

.
F(lOO) = log5 + -; (F(20) + F(19,8) + f(19,6) + F(19,4) + F(19,2)].

By aid of Pairman’s tables we find

log 5 = 1.609437 91
3.000723 94- -

F(100)  = 4,610161 85.

Since F(lOO) = 0.01 + F(99), the above result is in good ac-
cordance with those obtained before.

s 119, Sum of l/x*  by the aid oi the trigamma function.
The trigamma function has already been treated of in Q  20. Its
definition; is the following

F(x) = DZlogr(x+l)  = DF(x);
therefore

Ak  (xl = D/V(x)  = D --& z - & .

From this we obtain the indefinite sum

A-’ ; = - F(x-1) + k
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and finally if I is an integer
S-cl
z Jg =  F ( 0 )  - F ( z ) .

x 1
In (7), $j 34 we obtained by aid of summation by parts the in-

definite sum of F(x)

A-’ F(x)  = xF(x)  + F(x)  +  k

where k is, as has been said in Q 32, an arbitrary periodic func-
tion of x with period equal to one.

Fom this it follows that the sum of F(x)  is, when x varies
from x=0  to x=n,

5 f(x) = c + d(n)  + F(n).
XL0

The trigamma function may be expressed by a sum. Indeed
the derivative of F(x)  given by formula (1) Q 118 is

(1)

.
This series is uniformly convergent if 0 < x.

It is easy to show that the difference of this expression is
equal to -l/(~+l)~.

.-
From (1) it follows that F(l)  = 0; moreover by aid of

formula (6) Q 82 (1)‘gives

Since AF(O)  =-1,

F(1) = g - 1,

The values of 1(x) for negative arguments are deduced by
derivation from the formula giving F(x) for negative values
(Q  118); we find

F&x)  = Tr2- - f(x-1).
sin2nx

The derivatives of F(x)  may be obtained by the relation
D”F(x)  = W”F  (x)
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which leads by aid of Q 118 to

a.nd  to

D”F(0)  = .p,  --l);n;;+l)! = (--llm  (m+l)!  sm+z

where we introduced the denotation s, of the preceding pa-
ragraph.

Hence the expansion of the trigamma function into a power
series will be

(2) F(x)  =  ,zo (-1)“’ (m-t- l )  s,+,xm.

The series is convergent if 1 x 1 < 1.
There are other series useful for the computation of f(x) if

r’ is large. We found in the case of the Maclaurin-Euler formula
an expansion into a reciprocal power series (9, 5 88) from which,
by remarking that

we deduce

The series obtained by putting n=x  is divergent but
nevertheless formula (3) is useful for the computation of F(X)  if
xh. Pairman’s tables were computed by aid of this formula.
In consequence of formula (2) p. 302 the best value of n would
approximately be z (x+ 1 ),

Example 1. The value of f(20) is required to ten dximals;
let us write:

F(20)  = & - -__
(2)~ -+ (21)3

“-+&-kg+.

Determining the remainder, we see that the error is less than
two units of the eleventh decimal. Moreover
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l/21 = 0.047619 04762
l/2(21)2 = 1133 78685
1/6(21)3  = 17 99661

- l /30(21)”  = - 816

F(20) = 0.048770 82292

The Bernoulli numbers Bi have been taken from our table
of 8 78.

B, = - l/r,, B, = l/6, B, = -l/30,  B, = 1 j42.

Formula (4) $j 68 gives the expansion of 1/x2 into a series
of reciprocal factorials:

1
q= 21 (%;!,I,

If x 2 1 then the general term of this series is less than
1 ,n2 and therefore the series is uniformly convergent; hence the
sum of this expression may be calculated term by term; we
obtain by the inverse operation of the differences

(4) --$(x-l) = - ,,i* $-y\) + w(x)
IIi

where w(x) is a periodic function with period equal to one.
Therefore the sum from x=1 to x=z  will be

-_
F(O) - F(z-l) = 5 + - 5 -W)! + w(z) - o ( l ) .

tr=, n=1 n(z+n--l),,

We remark that, since z is an integer, o(z) = w(1)
moreover that the first sum of second member is equal to F(O),
so that this equation may be written

f(z-1) = 2 (n-l) !
n=, n(z+=--1)”

or

(5) F(x)  = E 1

?&=I x+n ’
n2  n(.  1

From this it is easy to see that the general term of (5) is
less than l/n”  and that the series is convergent. If x is large, the
formula is useful for the computation of F(x).
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Remark. Formula (5) has been demonstrated above only for
integer values of x.

Example 2. F(lOO)  is to be calculated to nine decimals.*j
Tbe successive terms are:

0,009900  9901
48 5343

6282
136

4

F(100)  = 0.009950 1666

If we calculate by the aid of this formula F(20), it would be
an excellent example to show that a convergent series may lead
less rapidly to the result than a divergent series. To obtain the
same precision as in Example 1, where we calculated four terms,
here it would be necessary to calculate more than ten terms;
indeed we have

0.047619 0476
1082 2511

62 7392
5 8818

. 7529
1207

230
52
1 2

5

F(20)  = 0.048770 8232.

Comparing this result with that obtained in Example 1, we
remark that there is here still an error of three units of the
tenth decimal.

Determination of F(x) by the aid of Pairman’s tables. If
0 < x S 20 then F(x) may be obtained by interpolation from the
tables. If x > 20 the tables still give F(x)  by using the multip-
lication formula of the trigamma functions

so  The binomial coefficients occurring in (5) may be taken out of
tables, for instance such tables as are to be found in the “Annals of Mathe-
matical Statistics”, Vol. III, p. 364, ff.
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F(mx)  = -$ #so F (x- f)
Example 3. Computation of k(100).  We shall put m = 5

and x = 20; it follows that

F(lOO) = & [F(20)  + F(19,8)  +F(19,6)  + F(19,4)  + F(19,2)  1.

By aid of the tables we find

F(lO0)  = 0,009950 166

in good accordance with the result of Example 2.
$ 120. Sum of a rational fraction. Given a fraction in which

the degree of the numerator is at least two less than that of the
denominator such as,

(1)
a,, + a,x + , . . . . + a,r+.,m-LI  xn+2m-z

F(x)  = (x+6,)  (x+-b,) . * * (x+6,,) (x-kc,)‘(x+c,)”  . , . (x+c,,,)Z

To begin with, we shall decompose
partial fractions, so as to have

this expression into

We have seen in $j 13 that if we denote the numerator of
the fraction (1) by ‘1. (x), and the denominator by v!(x)  then we
shall have

A, = (P Wi)
’ D(/)(A)

a n d  d e n o t i n g  ,

we have (formula 5, Q  13)

Cj = I?)(-Ci) and Bi  = DP;(-ci)

Reducing the fractions (2) to a common denominator, the
numerator obtained must be identical with q(x)  ; since the degree
of Q(X)  is at most equal to n+2m-2,  therefore the coefficient of
xr:+  2n,- I obtained must be equal to zero. That is, we must have

(3) A ,  + A , + . . . . + A,, + B, + B, -j- , . , + B,  = 0.
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The operation of A-’ performed on both members of (2)
gives

n+1

A-IF(x)  = I:
m+l

Ai
kl

F(x+bi-1)  + iz,  BiF(x+Ci--l)  -

m+l
- z C#(x+c,-1)  + K.

i=l

From this we deduce without difficulty the sum of F(X)
from x=0  to x=z,  if t is finite and integer:

(4) 2 F ( X )  = 2: Ai  ]F(z+~,-1)  - rF(b,-1)]  +
X=0

n1+1
+ Z

i=l
Bi[F(Z$Cj-1)  - F(C,-1)  1 +

m-Cl

+ iz,  Ci rF( q-1) - F(r+c,l)l.

This formula is not applicable if z is infinite, since then the
digamma functions in the second member will become infinite
too. The following transformation of formula (1) will meet the
case :

r.

Let us add to the second member of (2) the quantity

- & lA,+A,+  . . , +A,+B,+-B,  + . . . +&I zz o.

Since according to formula (7) 8 19 we have

5 -& --I
1

I
= --F(bi-1)  -c

X-LO I x+1

the sum of F(x) will be, taking account of (2), equal to

(5) g F ( X )  = - 2: AiF(bi-I)  - 2: BiF  (Ci-1) +
x-0

mtl

+ Z CjF(Ci-1).
i=O

The coefficient of C is in consequence of (3) equal to zero.
The last term of the second member has been obtained by
aid of the indefinite sum,

Example. To determine by this method the sum of a re-
ciprocal factorial let us decompose l/(x+n),  into partial frac-
tions. Since now q(x)  =l  and v(x)  = (x+n),  we shall have
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(-l)i-1

Ai = D[(X+iZ)“]s-i  = (i-l)! (n-i)!  ’
So that

( 6 )  me?--  =
(x+4”

*” Ai
-=

i=l x + i

Performing on both members the operation A--’  we get

(n-l) ;;n+ = Zl’ Af(x+i-l)  + k
therefore the sum of (6), x varying from zero to z,  will be

To determine the sum, x varying from zero to 00,  we must
use formula (5); we get

nt1
-(*-l);n--i)! - - izl Aif(i-l);

-7 putting in the value of A;  obtained above and multiplying by
(n-l) ! we obtain the formula

1-- *sl (-l)l[ Tz:  J r(i-1).
n-l - i=l

Derivatives of the reciprocal factorial. Starting from (6)
we may determine the derivatives of 1/(x+1),, . We have

(7)

and

nt1

izl  ( i - l )  !  (!Zi’,; (x+i)’

Dm &,! =

nt1
?, (i-1) ~~~116;‘(~Yi)“i’~  *

From formula (4’) of 5 118 we deduce the derivative
n+1

DF’(x)=A~‘!x)  = (--l)“‘l(n--l)  ! i2, ( -1) ’(i--l) j (n-i)  ! (x+i)z *
Putting x=0 we get

22
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According to formula (5) of 5 118 the sum in the second
member is equal to F(n) +C;  therefore we get the interesting
formula

( 8 )  DA”f(o) =A”F(O)  = + If (n)+Cl  = e i, +l.

integral of the reciprocal factorial. The integral from zero
to I is obtained from formula (6):

In n+1 z+i
o ($iz],, = 2,  Ailog  y-’J

This formula is not applicable if z=w, since then the terms
of the second member become infinite. To remedy this incon-
venience we add to (6) the following quantity (which is equal to
zero in consequence of (3):

- $-*  iA, +A,+...+&I

then integrating we find
*

o’ r (x$n). = ,I,:i’ Ai 6’ I& - &

n+1
= Z

i=l I

Ai log >z+ a.
1_  -

Finally

dx =

I
>- dx- - -

0. (x+n)n  -

From this we conclude:

IAnlog(x+l)  Ix=o  = (-I)“+’  nl$  (x+nd;*)
II+  1

8 121. Sum of Reciprocal Powers, Sum of l/xm. A. By
aid of Stirling Numbers.

In Q 68 we found that the expansion of a reciprocal power
into a series of reciprocal factorials is the following:

1 s7’
Xm = i=nt5 (-‘)m+i&  =i=“,-,$y (-l)m+i-l  ,xyj;  .

I+1
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The operation A-’  gives

From this we obtain the sum from x=1 to x=m

We may obtain a third formula for s,, indeed, remarking
that (p,  163)

A-’ Is?1 1 sy+’  )
i -=(i--+k;i!

from the first expression we obtain by summation by parts
(P.  105)

I S?’ (-1)mi  a1 OE Si211 (-*)m+itl___.
(i-l) ! ( i - l ) m - iZm i! ’ (i),

Since SE+’ = 0 and the quantity in the brackets is equal to zero
for i=m (formula 4, p. 160),  sm may be written:

s,,; = 5 - 1 S;+’  1
i=m+l  ( i - l ) ,  ( i - l ) !

Instead of s, it is more advisable to introduce the quantity

s,,’ = z A-  = s, - 1
x=2  xm

as the series X s,’ is convergent; moreover there are several
interesting formulae concerning s,‘.

From formula (1) we may deduce

(2) s,’ =
5 _I,,,-11 2 ) s;!’ 1

k m -  1 i.(i+l)!  = jrn  (L-1) (i+l)!  s

Since from the first it follows that

S ‘- s IW
m+1  -

i=m i. (i+l)!

the second relation (2) gives

and finally



This may he verified by aid of Stieltjes’ table.36
From (3) it follows that lim s,’ = 0 moreover that the series

\’y s,,’  is convergent.
Since

from (2) we get

(4) 2 s,,’  1
1 1 li5 --= _-- --I,

nr2 (=I  i ( i + l ) I Ii I

We have seen moreover that

hence putting m=b+l into the first equation (2) we obtain

(5) : SAf.,‘X i 5 / Sfv 1 - .- 5 --1=-1

I==, i.: L , i i(i+-l)! ,=2 2i(i+l)  4

On the other hand, /when  L putting m=21; we must a!so
consider the case of i= 1, so that we have

(6)

Formulae (5) and (6) are given in Stieltjes’ papzr.
Multiplying both members of the first equation (2) by

(-l)“‘G;T,-, and summing from m=2  to m=m  we obtain, ac-
cording to formula (5) Q  65 (Inversion):

This formula gives in the particular case . k=l

2 (-l)“l  s , , , ’  = +.
mr2

‘I*  The values of s,,~ were first calculated by Euler (Institutiones  Calculi
Differentialis,  Acad. Petropolitanae, 1755, p.  456) up to m - 16 to 18decimals.
Later 7’.  J. Stieltjes’  (Acta  Mathematics, Vol. 10, p.  299,  1887) computed
these values up to m 70 to 33  decimals.
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We have already obtained this result in Q 67 (formula 6).
B. Determination of the sum of reciprocal powers by aid of

the derivatives of logr(x+l).
In 5 21 we expanded log I’(x+l)  into a series of powers of

x;  but in consequence of what has been said at the beginning
of this paragraph it is better to expand it into a series of
powers of x-l.

~logr(x+l)~,,l  = 0 and IDlogr(x+l)  !X=l= f(l)=1  -C

moreover (1, 8 21)

[Dmlog~(x+l)],  :, = $ jx-2 = (-1)” (m-l) ! s,‘:
r=2

therefore we have

(8) log T(x+l)  = (1-C) (x-l) + 5 F s,’ (x - l ) “ .
m=2

This gives in the particular case of x=2

and if x=1/~

3
or if x = -2-

log]’ -;
I 1

--$(1-C) = 5 (-,‘Fmsm’
m=B

Subtracting the second from the first we get

Finally

log f -t  1 - c = 2

c _ 1 -t log 2 - log 3 - ,I, (zrns;‘i’231.

This formula is very useful for the computation of C if the
quantities s,’ are known, as Stieltjes has shown in his paper,ao
in which s, is given,up to s;,,, at an exactitude of 33 decimals.

Moreover we have seen in 5 82, dealing with the expansion
of the Bernoulli polynomials into Fourier series, that
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s a”  = (2x)‘”  2# .

Let us now introduce the following functions:

(10) ‘Pm(x)  = D”logr(x+ll.
These belong to the class of functions mentioned in 5 22,

indeed we have

(11) D Ym (4 = ‘I?,,,  (4.
Remark. Y1(x)  is equal to the digamma-function and Yv,(x)

to the trigamma function.
The function Ym(x) may be expressed’by  aid of sums. In

8 20 we found formula (1)

D’ laI‘(x+l)  = ,f, &-
and from this it follows according to (10)

WI
ym(q  = g .k-lP  (m-*,1

VZI (Xf  v)"

where m 2 2. Putting x=0  we get

(13) ym(0)  = .f (--l)“y(nm--l)l = (-l)m ( m - l ) !  s , .

Moreover from (12) it follows that Y,(x)  ~0,  and therefore
from (11) we conclude if m > 2,

I’=  Y,, (x)dx = - Y,-, (0).
0 ’

From (12) we may deduce

In Q 68 we have seen formulae (3) and (4)

1 !Q(
- - __~
xm - ifm  (X+i)i  = km-1  (X+i)i+*  ’

5 _iS;-l(

(The second expression may be obtained from the first by sum-
mation by parts.) From this it follows, in consequence of (12),
after having performed the summation from v=l  to V=W:



t

.

Ym(xl  = k--llm  (m-1)
(14)

, 5 IV11--
“~m-1  i(x+i)t

YYn,(4  = b--lP (m---l)

From this we conclude that

IS:ll
! 14 ( i - 1 )  (X+i)i-1

343

lim (x)“*-~  Y”*(x) = (-1)” (m-2) ! if m 2 2
(151

*:z x

lim(x),y!,,(x)  =O  i f  m>n+l.
.x=00

Since log r(x+l)  may be expressed by aid of a definite
integral (Nielsen Gammafunktionen, p, 187)

logT(x+1)  = -l 1 l-xf-(l--t)X]dtJ
0. f log(1-f)  .

its m -th derivative y’,(x) till be if m > 1

l 1
Y,;,(x)  = - J t- (I--t)S [log(1-t)]“‘-1 dt

0
and

g- qJn,(o)  = - J l 1
0

7 ]log(1-f)  ]“-I df.

-
i- This may also be deduced by starting from formula (7) of 8 71,
;L putting there 2=--t, dividing by f and integrating from f=O to
i. t=l.  For m=2  we obtain the trigamma function expressed by

a definite integral.
Derivatives of y,,,(x). From (11) we get

D”YV,,  (4 = Yn,,,,  (4
and therefore from (13)

D”\V,,(O)  = (-I)“+“’ (m+n-1) ! sm+,J.

Difference of ylnl(x), Remarking that

A Y’,,  (4 = Dm-‘AF  (4
it follows that

(16) A Ynt(x)  = D”-’  & =
(-I)“-’  (m-l)  !

(x+llm -
and



.

A ym(0)  = (-l)m-’ (m - l ) !  .

This may be obtained directly from (12).
Inverse difference of Y”,(x).  Summation by parts gives,

(p.  105) taking account of (16),

A-’ ‘Pm (4 = x ‘Pm (4 + h--l)  Yv,t-,  (4 + ii.
Therefore if m>2 in consequence of (15) we have

(17) S. jJJm(x)  = - (m-l) \-II,,-,  (0) I I-1)“’ (m-l) ! s,-r, 1
x- 0

This formula may also be obtained in the following way:
Writing successively Yv,  (0), !$I’,,  (l), TV,,  (2), and so on, by aid
of (12) it is easy to see that in the sum (17) the term l/x”  occurs
x times, so that

?I Y”,(x)  = ( - 1 ) ”  ( m - l ) !  xzo  5 = (-l)m ( m - l )  !  s,-r .
x=-o

Moreover from formula (14)  we obtain (mZ2)

(4Y’, = (-l)“.(m--1)  1 5 i
ISy-11

(x)* i---m-l  a (x+i),
l+n

and

z;

(x+n), IFI’,,  (x) = (-1)01 (m-l) !
5 jSymli

i-  nr--~  i(x+i)f-,  ’

By summation of the inverse factorial we find

= Y”,(X)2” 0, = t-l)“1 (m--l)!  i zm-,
(18)

-c

):
5 IST’i

x 0 (x+4, Y,,,I-4  = (-1)“’  (m--l)!  ; m-l  Ii  .? xi)~I n
Putting m=2 and n=l into the first formula we obtain

g ‘I’,oIS,
X

.: ’
X-l

Remark. Stieltjes’ tables 1 lot. cit. 36 1 give s:) = 1.2020569031
and computing by aid of Pairman’s tables to eight decimals
we find



g F(x)- = 1’1538 7192.
.c=, X
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Sum of the alfernafe function (-1)”  y,,,(x). This is obtained
without difficult+  Indeed putting first into formula (12) x=0
and then x=1;  subtracting the second result from the first we
get (-l)m (m-l) !/l”. Putting now x=2 and x=3, proceeding
in the same manner as before we find (-ljm (m-l) !/3”; and so
on. Finally we shall have

In the same manner as in 8 49 it can be shown that the sum in
the second member is equal to (l-2-m) s,, therefore

(20)

Parficular case. For m=2 we find

j.  (-llX  YI/,(x)  = f ?I?,(01  =$ = 1’2334 0055.

Remark. By aid of Pairman’s tables of the trigamma func-
- tion we get

!ii  (-l)Xy2(x)  = 1’2087 0132 and
x=0- 2 1

2: (-l)X yz(x)  = 1’2574 7214.

C. Sum of the reciprocal powers determined by the Maclau-
rin-Euler summation formula. Let us put into formula (5) Q 88
f(x)=l/(x+l)”  and a=O. Since we have

.* 1
o (x$ = ~ -J m-1 (m-1) ;*+I)“-’

and

D’ (x~*)“’  =
( - 1 ) ’  (m+i-1)i

(x+l)“‘+i
and Df(w)  = 0

moreover as D’“f (x)Dzn+zf(x) > 0, and D’“f (x) does not change
its sign in the interval x=0 the remainder
(4) of Q 88 may be applied and omittiz the :rG independent of z,
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so that the expansion will be

Writing z=m  we obtain
. OD

cf = zz,  (xi*)” - &$f =*,-  m!-1
so that we have

Though the series corresponding to n=w is divergent,
nevertheless formula (27) may be useful for the computation of
the sum, if z is large enough.

The expansion of Y,,,(x) into a Bernoulli series leads to a
similar result. In 8 87 we have seen that the quantities to be
determined for this are

z+1
J

.
y’,(t)  dr = A \v,-,  (x) = (--1)” (m-2)  !

* (x+l)m-’
and

D-1  A ym(x)  = (-l)m+*  (m+i-2)  !
(X+l)m+l-*  .

Since we have D2RY’,I(x)  D”“+“Ym(x)  > 0 and D”“Y,,,(x)
does not change its sign in the interval (0,x) the remainder
will be (7, 8 87)

R,,  = iazn  AD’“-’ Y,,,(x)
where O<E<l.

Finally the expansion is:
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This formula may be useful if x is large enough.
9 122. Sum of alternate reciprocal powers, by aid of the

p,(x) function. Besides the digamma, the trigamma  and the
y,,,(x) function, useful for the summation of reciprocal powers,
it is advisable to introduce still another function denoted by
p1 (x) serving for the summation of alternate reciprocal powers.
It has been considered first by Sfirling  (lot. cit. 25).

Its definition is the following

(1) p,(x)  =-2DlogB  I++).

Hence 8,  (x) is the derivative of the logarithm of a particular
Beta-function. It may also be expressed by gamma functions:

r
(1’) A(4  = -2 D log rMx+l)- =-2D10gy(l/..x+1)*

Mean of the PI(x)  funcfion.

1.
I’(%x+ll

(21 MB, (4 = - D log :

=-Dlog+L.
x+1

- Differences of 1, (x). Since symbolically we have A=2M-2
therefore

A/% (4 = 5 --28,(x).

From this it is possible to deduce step by step Amp,  (x) and
we find

A”’ /3, (x) = (-1)”  2” ,!?, (x) + (-l)m-’ f, 2+y;--;!i’  .

Inverse difference of /I1 (x),  We have

MB1 (4 = -& = AF(4

and M=l  +~/~a,  therefore the operation A-’ performed on  the
preceding equation gives
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A-’ B,(x)  = F(x)  - ViP,(x) + k.
Finally  the sum of PI(x)  if x varies from x=0 to X=Z is

i PI(X)  = F(z) + ci-  ‘h/J,(O)  --?A/%(4r=O
where C is Euler’s constant.

Expansion of fi, (x) into a series of Boole polynomials.
According to 8 116 the coefficients of this expansion are given by

cm = MA”%(O);
therefore

c0 = 1 and c, = (-l)m ml

1
(--l)m-

(x+m+l)m+,  z=~ =x&i-
Finally

(3)

Putting into this formula x=0 we obtain (Q  113)

It is easy to see that this is equal to the expansion of
-2 log (l--t) into a power series, where t=l,;
hence

p1 (0) = 2 log 2.

Expansion of /?, (x) info a Boole series. According to Q 116
we have

(4) /L?,(x) = s J--lJi2' M$$l (x) = .s
i!

t---o ix0 2'(X+l +i)i+,

From this it follows that p,(m)  ~0;  moreover, putting into
it x=0  we obtain the result above,

Example 2. Computation of ,8, (200) to 12 decimals.

l/201 = 0.004975 124378

l/2(202), = 12 314664

l/2(203),, = 60663

3/4(205), = 446

6/4(205), = 4

0.004987 500155
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Expansion of /!I, (x) into a series of Euler polynomials. In
Q 109 we have seen that the coefficient c,,,  in this expansion is
given by

cm = MOmPI  (0);
therefore

so that
c, = 1  a n d  cm = (-l)m m!

This series is divergent.
Expansion of p,(x) into an Euler series. According to § 111,

since 0’“” ,bl  (x) 0’“‘” &(x) > 0 the remainder of the
series may be given by (4) Q 111; moreover,

MD’,:,  (x) = Di --!I- = (-1)’ i!
.X-)-l (x+l)i+r

So that the required formula will be

This is the expansion of b, (x) into a reciprocal power
series, For n=m the  series is divergent but nevertheless formula
(5) is useful for the computation of p, (x) especially if x is large.-1.

c From (4), Q 106 it follows that the remainder will decrease until we

have approxiniaLe1  I n  k + x.
L

Example 2. Computation of B,  (200). In 9 100 we found
e, = - I/&  e:: = l/24 and e, = - l/240.

Hence putting n=2 the remainder of (5) will be less than

l/2(201)”  < l/lo’:i.
Therefore we have

l/201 =I 0,004975  124378
l/2(201)”  = 12 375931
-l/4(2O1)a =- 1 5 3

A PW = 0.004987 500156
The result is exact up to twelve decimals,



Expression of 8, (x) by digamma functions. From formula
(1’) it follows immediately that

(6) p, (x) = f(l/+r)  - f (q)

Expression of B,(x) by  sums. The digamma function has
been given (7, 5 19) also by formula

F(x)  x-c+ 5
m=l 1

:; -‘-I.
x-l-m.

Let us put into this first 11$x  instead of x and secondly
1$(x--l)  instead of x; then subtracting the second equation so
obtained from the first we get

2 s _!-*v-’-
i=l x+i

and in consequence of (6) we have

(7)
.I

This is an expression for 8, (x) by aid of an alternate sum.
Putting x=0  into (6) we find that

F (-+I)  = - c - 2 log 2.

To obtain the sum of the alternate function from zero to z,
we may start from

P,  (4 = M-’  i&

and apply:formula  (10) of 8 39, which gives

PI(x)  = 2(-ljX+’  A- ’  s;T + (-1)”  R.

merefore

(8)
i(-‘1”=

x+1
‘/l/W)  - (-*)‘PI  (2)  i.

.Z=O

On the other hand we may express /I1 (z) by aid of the
alternate sum

&(z)  = (-1)‘2  log2-  s, J$
I
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Example 3. Computation of

Y (--1)u  =log2--1/2  (200)
u=o  u+l 1

From Example 1, we have

- %i A Pw = - 0.002493 750078
log 2 = 0.693147 180560

0‘690653  430482

The results is exact to twelve decimals.
Expression of PI(x) by a definite integral. We found in for-

mula  (3) 8 118 the following expressionforthe  digamma function:

f (x)  = -C + 1
.’ 1-p
-17 dt.

0’ -
By aid of formula (6) this gives

and introducing the new variable rz2=f  we obtain

(9) /q (x) = 2 oJ’ +& du.

-. Expanding l/(l+u)  into a power series and integrating, we find:

-. ,dl (x) = 2 &
0’

j” (--l)m uXtm  du = 2 m;.  xr--;l .

This is identical with formula (7). It is easy to show that the
mean of (9) is equal to l/x+1.

Formula for negative values of the argument of Bl(x).  Put-
ting into (6) first -x instead of x and then x-l instead of X,
we obtain the two equations

1;,  (-x) IIT F(--35%)  - F(--F)

P1(x-1)  = F [x;l]-F(“Lx~l).

Now using the equation deduced in § 19
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F (x- l ) - F( -x)  = -rccOt7tX,
by the aid of the preceding equations we may eliminate the
digamma functions with negative arguments. We find from the
first

/91 (-x) = 71.  cot l/$cX  - n cot (F) n + f(!/zx-1) - f &lj

and from the second
p1  (-X) + p1 (x-l) = II [cot.l/znx + tan %nxl.

Therefore

PI (--xl  + Ah--l)  = -&
Particular case. Putting x=1/2  we find

/!?,(--~)  =7c.

Derivatives of p, Ix). D”‘P, (x) may be expanded into an
Euler series in the way used above for /I1  (x); we find

(11) DmBl(x)  = 6--l)m  ( ,x~l\m+l  - ,io ff$~~$,,$  ez,+l  +
(m+2n+l)  !

- 11 (x+l)m+2”tG-  ew+1 I
where 0 5 71 S 1. The series corresponding to n=aJ  is divergent,
nevertheless it is useful if x is large. According to formula (4)
S 106 the best value of n is approximately

(12) n - ‘//z (x.-c-m) .

We may obtain the derivatives of PI(x)  expressed by an
alternate sum; starting from formula (7) we find

(13)

Putting x=0 we get

(14)

and if we introduce the notation
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then we find

WI Dm& (0) = 2 ml (--l)m  a,,, .

Therefore the expansion of @I  (x) into a power series will be

We may obtain the sum of the alternate function in (13),
from zero to x in the following way: Putting x=0  into (13) we
obtain D”& (0) given by (14) ; now writing in (13) v instead of
x+v we have

(--llx D”B,  (4 = 2 (--llm ml ,% (y:7fk  .
Finally

(17) - F--llm
vfo (.:if’,:l  = -2 m! [D”B,W--~--1I”D”B,  (4l.

In ($ 49 we have seen that the alternate sum a, may be
expressed by the ordinary sum s, as follows:

: (38)
i:

a, = s,
t

1 l
1-2m-”

Since the numbers s, are given to 33 decimals up to m=7O
in Stielfjes’ tables [lot. cit. 361  therefore by aid of (15) we may
calculate DrnB1 (0). Moreover D”&(x) may be easily computed
by the aid of formula (ll), if x is large enough, so that the

,

- alternate sum may be obtained by (17).
Example 4. The sum of (-l)x/(x+l)  3 is required to 12

decimals. We have

$ _1__1,”7 = $ [D",t?,  (0) - D'B, (100) 1.
x-0  (X+1)3

According to (18) we have ~7~  = G S, ; and in consequence

of (15), D’pl (0) = 3s,. The tables mentioned give

D”&  (0) = 3.606170 709479.

D’&(lOO)  is then computed by aid of (11). Stopping at n=2,
the remainder will be less than
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Therefore

7! e5
(1()1)3  = & < 10-14.

2/(101)3  = 0,OOOOO1 941180
-6e,/(101)4 = 28829
-5!e3/(101)o  = - 8

0,OOOOOl  970001

This  value subtracted from D”p,  (0), and the difference divided
by four gives the required result

0,901542  184870.

Determination of the alternate sum by Boole’s first sum-
mation formula (Q 112). From formula (11) it follows that
Drnpl  (-) = 0. Therefore we may apply formula (3) Q 112. Putting
f(x)=l/(x+l)m  we have Cy  = cm and

D2i+l Qx)  = - (m+2i)  I --Y---
(m-l )  !  (~+l)~+~~+*

so that we have

(19) s k-1)x = $$(-I)‘+’ 1
z=o  (x+1)“’ r

- -
(z+l)m

-li (m+2i)  Le2i+l (m+2n) !
,=. (m-1) ! (Z+l)m+2i+i  - ’ e9+l  (m-i) [ (Z+l)m+2n+l

I
+  Om  e

This is identical with formula (17).



CHAPTER VII.

EXPANSION OF FUNCTIONS, INTERPOLATION.
CONSTRUCTION OF TABLES.

fi 123. Expansion of a function into a series of polynomials.
Given the infinite series of polynomials, P,  , P,(x), P,(x), , , . ,
P”(X),  * * * 1 where we denoted by P,(x) a polynomial of degree R.

If certain conditions are satisfied, the function t(x) may he
expanded into a series of the polynomials P,(x)

f(x) =cnPo+clP,(X)  +c,P,(x)  +*..+c,P,(xl+...

But if we stop the expansion at the term P,(x),

(1) f (4 = COP,  + c,P, (4 + cP2 (4 + * ’ * * + C”P”(4

and determine the constants ci so that the equation (1) shall he
satisfied for x=x,,  x, , . . . , x, , then for any other value of x the
second member will only give an approximation to f(x).

Let us suppose that cn is different from zero, and add to the
second member of (1) a term denoted by R,,,, and called the
remainder of the series. It must be equal to zero for x=x0,  x1,
. . . , x, so that it does not change equation (1) for these values;
therefore we shall write

R,,, = (x-x0)  (x-x,) . . . (x-x,) 12,

Now we shall dispose of the function Q so that

f(x)  = cop,,  + c,P,  (4 + , e , . + d’,(x)  + Rn,,

shall be exact for a given value x=z;  hence U will be a function
of I only. To obtain it we shall write

y(x) =f  (x)-COP,,--c,P,  (x)- . . . -c,,P,,(x)-  (x-x,). . .(x-x,,)!?.
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Let us suppose now that f(x) is a continuous function whose
n+l  -th derivative has everywhere a determila;evalue.  In con-
sequence of what has been said before, y(x) i’s equal to zero for
the n+2  values

x = x,, x1, X*,  . . , X”,  2.

From this we conclude that the n+l -th derivative of q(x)
must be equal to zero, at least once in the smallest interval
containing these numbers. If this occurs for x=5  we shall have

D”+‘y((5)  = D”+lf(:)  - (n+l)  ! o = 0;

therefore the remainder will be, if x=z

(21
R

n+1
= b---x,)  (z--x,)  * * * (z--X,)

(n+ll!

- D,t”f(l).

Finally writing x instead of z the required expansion will be

(3) f(x)  = C”P,  + c,p,  (4 + czp2  (4 + * * * + GP”  (4 +

+ (x---x,)  k-x,)  * * ~(x--  Dn”f(&
(n+ll!

This is exact for any value whatever of x;  E  being a function
of X, whose value is included in the smallest interval containing
the numbers

X”,  x,, x,,  * * - Xnr  x.

We conclude that the remainder R,,,  depends only on these
numbers, and on the derivative of f(x) and not on the poly-
nomials P,,,(x) chosen.

If a second series of polynomials Q,,  , Q, , . . . Q, is given
and if we expand the function f(x) into a series of Qm(x)
polynomials, stoping the expansion at the term Q.(x) we obtain

(4) f (4 = k,Q,  + R,Q,  04 + . . . + RnQ, (4
and if this equation is satisfied for the same values x=x,,  , x1 ,
. . . . x,  as expansion (l),  then the two expansions are identical
and so also wili be the remainders of the two series. and therefore
the obtained precision too.

But if the coefficients ci  of formula (3) are tabulated to Y
decimals only, so that their error is less than ~=5/10’+~  then
this will be another cause of error; therefore the absolute value
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of the error of f(x) will be
II+1

15) Idf(X)\  < IR,+,I-tE  X IPi  I*
i-0

From this it follows that, finally, the precision will never-
theless depend on the r&ire  of the expansion.

Remark 1. If f(x) is a polynomial whose degree does not
exceed n, then the remainder is equal to zero and the second
member of the expansion (1) will be equal to f(x) for every
value of x.

Remark 2. Should cn  be equal to zero, R,,,  given by (2)
could nevertheless be considered as the remainder of the series
(l), but then it would be possible to chose a remainder R, more
simple, in which the range of 6 is smaller.

# 124. The Newton series. We have seen when treating
the symbolical methods that the operation E is equivalent to
l+A;  therefore tie have

Since E”f(a)=f(a+x)  we may write the above equation in
the following manner:

(I) f(a+x)  =f(a)  +(:) A{(o)  +(i)  A’f(a)  +-..+

-t (E) @f(a)  + . . .

This is Newton’s series. It can he transformed in different
ways. For instance, putting x=z-a  we have

(2) f(z) = mc ( ‘ia)  Amf(a)

which gives the expansion of f(z) into a series of binomial
coefficients.

Expansion into a generalised  Newton series. Putting into
(1) x=(z-a)lh  we find
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Indeed we have

z--a

1-l

h (z-a) (z-a-h) . . , (z-a-mh+h)=-
m h”m!

The last term is the generalised binomial coefficient of 8 22.
(p. 70). If we write moreover

f( a+y)=F(I)
then from the above it follows that

f(a)  = F(a), Emf(a)  = rF(a), Amf(a)  = PFM.

Finally the expansion of F(z) into a series of generalised
binomial coefficients will be:

AF(al AmF  (a)
(3) F(s) = F(a) + (z~]r~X-+,  . e + (zg]A%;;--  + .  .

Expansion by aid of Newton’s backward formula. This for-
mula has been deduced by symbolical methods in Q 6. We had
for a polynomial of degree n

f(x) = x+m-1
2: ( m ) Ff(----ml

putting again x=(z-a)lh,  as above, we get

(4)
A”‘F (a-mh)

F ( z )  1 2; (z-+;h-h),, L-h” .

Expansion of a function into a Newton series. If the function
f(x) is a polynomial of degree n, then we shall have

P+“*f(x)=O  i f  m>O.

Therefore the series will be finite:

(5) f(x) = f(o) + (;I Aft01  + . . . . + (;I A”f(o).

In the case considered f(x) is a polynomial whose
degree does not exceed n; therefore according to what we have
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seen in the preceding paragraph equation (5) is an identity true
for any vaIue  whatever of x.

Problem. Given y,,, yl, , . . , y,,  corresponding to x=0,  1,
2 I ***, n; a polynomial f(x) of degree R is to be determined so
that for the given values of x we shall have f(x) = yX .

The solution may be obtained from formula (5), which gives
for x=0,  1,2, , . . , n the necessary n+l equations for the deter-
mination of the n+l unknowns f(O), At (0), . . . , &f (0). But it
is easier to proceed as follows: From A = E-1 we deduce

A”’  = ( E - l ) ”  = ;?I (-1)’ 1 T)  Em-’  ;

this gives

Amf (0) = 2: (-I)’ (7)  f (m-i);

putting into this f (m-i) = ym-i  the problem is solved.
Remark. The problem above is identical with that of deter-

-- mining a curve of degree n passing through given n+l  points of
coordinates x and yX .

If  f(x) is not u polynomial, the series will be infinite. Stopping
at the term pf (0) the second member of (5) will give the exact
value of f(x) if x is an integer such that

_.
(6) O<xSn.L.2

Indeed, for these values of x the terms i Amf(0)  will vanish if
- I 1

m > n,  so that equation (5) will give the same value as the
infinite series would give.

If x is an integer satisfying (6), then equation (5) may be
written

(l+A)Xf(0)  = E”f(0)  = f(x).

That is, the second member of (5) gives the exact value of
f(x) for x=0,1,2,. . . , n;  but for other values of x it will be
only an approximation of f(x). To remedy this inconvenience we
may add to the second member the remainder R,,,, of (2), 8 123.
This can be done since, as we have seen above, the conditions
enumerated in this paragraph are satisfied.
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Finally we shall have

( 7 )  f(x)=f(o)+(;)Af(o)+...+(;]A”f(o)+

-t (&) D”“f(E)

w h e r e  5 is included in the smallest interval containing
0,1,2 I...,  r&X.

Remark. If f(x) is a polynomial of higher degree than n
and we stop the expansion at the term & then a remainder must
be added as in the general case before.

Putting into this formula n=O, we obtain one of Lagrange’s
formulae

f(x) - -r (O) = Of(E)
x

according to which in the interval 0,x there is at least one point
of the curve y=f(x) at which the tangent is parallel to the
chord passing through the points of coordinates 0,f (0) and x,f  (x).

Putting into formula (7) x=(z-a)/h  and f 7 = F(z)( I
we obtain the expansion of the function F(z)  into a series of
generalised binomial coefficients, with its remainder

(8) F(z)  = F(a) +(‘T”),,q +.  . . +[‘“)$;g +

+ (;;) h D”+lF (a+:h)
%--a

where 6 is included in the smallest interval containing O,R,  h.

In this formula, by F’F we understand $>y.

therefore in the last term of (8) the number hnil  will vanish from
the denominator.

Q 125. Interpolation by aid of Newton’s Formula and Con-
struction of Tables. The problem of interpolation consists in
the following: Given the values of yi corresponding to zi for
LO, 1, 2, . . . r~; a function f(z) of the continuous variable z is
to be deiermined  which satisfies the equation
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(1) yi=?(Zi) f o r  i=0,1,2,...n

and finally f(z) corresponding to z = z’ is required. The solu-
tion of this problem is not univocal; indeed, if we write

F(z) =: f(2) + (z-z,,) (Z-2,) , . . . (z---z,) O(r)

where O(z) is an arbitrary function; then from (1) it will follow
that

(21 F(G) = Yi

for the given values of i.
But if the n+l  points of coordinates yi, z;  are given and a

parabola y=f  (z) of degree n passing through these points is
required, then there is but one solution.

This problem has been solved for equidistant values of x in
9 124. If we put z=a+xh  and z is given for x=0,1,2,.  . . , R,
then equation (8) of $j  124 will become:

(3) F(t) = F(a+xh)  = F(a) + xAF  (a) + . . . + ; A”F(a)  +
0-.

h””  D”+‘F(a+$t).

-2

-

A second case of interpolation is the following: A function
F(z)  of the continuous variable z is given in a table for z=z,+-ih
where i=O,  1, 2, . , . , N. A polynomial f(z) of degree n is to be
determined so as to have

(4) F(z) = f(z) for ~=a,  a+h,  , . . . , a+nh.

Finally the value of f(z) is required for z=z’  different from
a+ih.  First we must choose the quantity a. This choice is
arbitrary, but it is considered best to choose a so as to have on
each side of I’ the same number m of values for which (4) is
satisfied. To obtain this, it is necessary that the number n be
odd, that is n=2m-1, then a must be chosen so that

a+mh-h  < z’ < a+mh.

But sometimes it is not possible to choose a in such a way.
This happens for instance at the beginning or at the end of the
table, when we are obliged to take respectively the first,,and the
last 2m numbers,
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In some cases it may happen that we have to determine
f(Y)  corresponding to a value of I’ outside the range of a

stable  (extrapolation). This is considered as unfavourable. For
instance, given the table

f(O)

f(l)

f(2)

f (3)

Af(Oj  ”
Azf (0)

Aft11 A”j (0)
A’(l) !

Af(2)  :..

aif(n-2)
A3i(n-3)

&l-l)

and f(n+l)  is to be calculated. It is best to use Newton’s back-
ward formula (8 124) which would give

f ( n + l )  = f ( n )  +  Af(n-1)  +  A?f(n-2)  +  A:lf(n-3).

General case of parabolic interpolation of odd degree by aid
of Newton’s formula. Let us write 2m-1  instead of n in formula
(3), then the polynomial obtained will give exactly F(z) for
z=a, a+h,  . . . , a+2mh-h.  As has been said, it is best to choose
a so as to have

a+mh-h  < z< a+mh or m-l<x<m

since then the polynomial will give on each side of z the same
number m of exact values.

To determine the maximum of the binomial coefficient zxrnI I
figuring in the remainder of (3), if m-l<x<m, we shall put
x=i)+m- l/2 so that --‘h<K  l/z. We have

1 it+m---lh
2m I

=I--1)“‘1
I
-

(2m)! 4
-@~)[~--o’)  . . . . /(m--1/2)2-&2);

moreover 1’1’ 5 l/4,  hence the maximum of the absolute value of
this expression will be obtained if 8~0,  or x=m--l/2,  So that

I

I if m-l<x<m.
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For instance

and so on.
Finally we shall have if m-l < x C m

(5) I R,,  I < h2m  I( mz) D2”F(a+5h)  /

where 6 is included in the smallest.interval  containing 0,2m-1,x.
Construcfion  of Tables. A table of a function F(z) should

always be computed from the point of view of the interpolation
formula to be used for the determination of the values of F(Z).
Let us suppose that an interpolation of degree n is chosen, the
error of F(z), denoted by 8F(z),‘will  arise from two sources:

First, by putting approximate values of F(a) and +‘F(a)

into formula (3) instead the exact ones; secondly, by neglecting
the remainder of the formula.

-.-. If in the table F(u) and yF(a)  are given exactly up to Y

5 decimals, then the absolute value of their error will not exceed
5’ 6
i E=lO’qi*

Hence in the case of Newton’s formula the corresponding-
part of the absolute value of the error of F(a+xh)  will be less
than

Since the errors of the function and of its differences are not all
of the same sign, the resulting error will generally be much less.

We have

The two parts of the error should be of the same order of
magnitude. If the remainder is much greater than WE, then there
are superfluous decimals in the table, since with  fewer decimals
the same precision of F(z) would be obtained by formula (3). If
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the remainder is much smaller than WE.  there are not enough
decimals in the table; indeed, increasing them, the same formula
would lead to a greater precision.

Therefore we conclude that if the degree of the interpola-
tion formula, the range and the interval of the table, are chosen
(the remainder depends on these quantities), they will determine
the most favourable number of decimals for the table.

Linear interpokation.  Putting into formula (3) n=l or m=l
we get

(6) F(r)  = F(a+xh)  = F(a) + xAF(a)  + R,

where according to (5)

I R,  I < ; I D”F(a+th)i. .-

Since we chose a so that
have O<s’<l.

a<r<a+h  o r  O<x<l, we shall

If the table contains the numbers F(a+ih)  and their differen-
ces, the error being the same for eac!l  item, for instance less
than F ; then, according to what we have seen,

(bF(a+xh)(<  (I+x)F+~R,~<~E+(R~I.

But if the differences are computed by aid of the numbers
F(a+ih)  of the table, then their error may be much greater.

Parabolic interpolation of the third degree. From formula
(3) it follows that

(8) F(r)  = F(a+xh)  = F(a f xAF(a)  +(g)  A”F(aj  +)

+(g)  . A3F(a)  + . h’[  ‘;) D4F(~+Ch).

Since this curve passes through the points

a,F (a)  ; Ia+h),  F(a+h);  (a+2h);F(af2h);  (a+3h),  F(af3h)

and a must be chosen so as to have two points on each side of I.
hence  we must  have  a+h  < z < a-k2h or 1 < x < 2, and
0 < 5 < 3. According to (5) the remainder will be

)R l<-3E4 1 2 8 I D’F (a+@4
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If the numbers F(a+ih)  and their differences are given by
the table, to C-Y  decimals then we have

I @(a+xhl  i < & 11+x+$x(x-1)(5--*)]  +tz?j+t

+lR,l.
Parabolic interpolation of the fifth degree. From formula (3)

it follows that

(8) F(z) = F(a+xh)  = F(Q)  J- xM(a) + (;) A"F(a)  +

(‘;) A”F(a) + (i) A’F(a) + (g) A5F(a) + h6  ( G)Dt’F(o+Fh).

This formula is of practical use only in tables where the
first five differences are given, but there are hardly any such tables.
Using this formula it is best, as has been said, to choose a in such
a way that a+2h < z < a+3h;  then as the curve passes through
the points corresponding to Z=Q,  a+h,  a+2h,  a+3h,  a+dh,a+Sh,
there will be three points on each side of z, and we shall have
2<x<3.

According to (5) the remainder will be

R , ;  < $$;-  D”F(a+;‘h) I

where 0 < 5 < 5.-
It can be shown that interpolating by aid of formula (8)

the absolute value of the error of F(z) is

G(z)  < 8E + IR,;).

Parabolic interpolation of even degree is seldom used, since
in this the curve passes through an odd number of points, and
therefore Q cannot be chosen so that the position of I shall be
symmetrical.

Putting into formula (3) n=2m we get

(91 F(z) = F(a+xh)  z F(Q)  + xAF(a)  + . . , . , +

A”“IF(~)  + h”n’1
I ‘I

2mx;  1 D’““‘F(a+Sh),

In this case the best way is to choose a so as to have
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a+mh  < z < ai-mh+h or u+mh-h  < z < a+mh

but neither of these dispositions is symmetrical. In both cases
we have

0 < E < 2n.

If the differences A, AZ,  A3, . . . A”  are given by the table,
then  the interpolation by Newton’s formula is the simplest.
The difficulty consists in the differences being printed, which
makes the tables bulky and expensive. Moreover to obtain the
differences with the same precision as the values of the function,
they must be calculated directly, and not by simple subtraction
starting from’ the values of the function given by the tables, and
therefore the determination of the differences is complicated.

$ 126. Inverse interpolation by Newton’s formula. If a func-
tion F(z) is known for z = z,, t,, , . . . , z,, , then the *following
problems may arise:

a) Interpolation: To determine F(z)  if z is given.
b) Inverse Interpolation: To determine z if F(z) is given.
The second problem is not univocal; to a given F(z) there

may correspond several solutions; but if we add a condition, for
instance that z should satisfy the inequality a < z < 6, the
interval being small enough, then there will be only one solution.

If F(r)  is given by a polynomial of degree n and by a
remainder, as in Newton’s series, then we will have in the second
problem an equation of degree n to solve; this is geherally done
by a somewhat modified method of the Rule of False Position. If
the polynomial is given by a Newton, a Lagrange or any other
series the procedure will always be the same.

Let us suppose that for the required precision, the function
F(Z)  is given by a Newton series of degree n, for z=a+xh

(1) F(r) = F(a-l-xh)  = F(Q) + xAF(Q)  + . . . , +

(z) A”F(a)  + hrffl[  n$] D”+‘F(a+fh).

To obtain a linear inverse interpolation we shall start from

(2) F(z)  = F(a) + xAF(a)  + h’(~)DzF(~+th)

this gives, neglecting the remainder,
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and

x = F(z)--F(a)  = _ F(z)  -F(a)
1 AF (4 Fb+hl  - 04

2, = a+x,h

where z1 is the first approximation to Z. If F(s) is considered
exact and if the precision of the numbers F(a), F (a-l-h)  in the
table is equal to E,  then the absolute value of the error of z, due
to this cause, will be less than (8 133):

I62 < -&, , 12&+ ziD’F(o+Eh)Ij  =b,,

From this it follows that if 8, is smaller than the correspond-
ing quantity in linear direct interpolation, then inverse inter-
polation will give better results than the direct; and if 6, is
larger, then it will give inferior results.

Example 2. Given a table of F(z) = log z to seven decimals,
of the integers from 1000 to 10000. Here we have h=l;  the
number o is chosen in such a way that

.: F(a) <F(z) < F(a+l)

the absolute value of the error of z will be less than

It can be easily shown that this is less than l/103. That is, z will
be exact to three decimals, which will give with the four figures
of the integer part of z a precision of seven figures.

. If a greater precision is wanted it is best to repeat the ope-
ration. For this it is necessary to determine F(z,)  with the
required precision, by putting into equation (1) x=x,  .

If we find F(z,) < F(t) then we start from the points
z,,F(z,) and (a+h),F(a+h)  and get

F(z) - F(z,)
x2 = F(=+h)  -FF(~,) Or t?  = ‘1 + X&l

where h,  =a+h-z,  .
z2  will be the second approximation of z. The error of z2

caused by neglecting the remainder will be less than
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If a still greater precision is wanted, then we determine

F(zJ  by putting into (1) x = y .

Since we shall have F(z*) < F(Z)  < F(a+h),  we may deter-
mine t, in the same manner, and continue till the required preci-
sion is attained.

If we had F(a) < F(z) < F(z,)  we should have proceeded
to determine z2 in a way similar to the foregoing.

But we may shorten the computation by the following
method: having obtained z,  , and shown that the error of z1  is
smaller than 6, we may put h,=d,  and determine F(z,+h,).
Then we shall have

Starting from these we determine z2  with a much greater pre-
cision, since the interval now considered is much smaller than
in the method above. An example will be given in 8 133.

# 127. Interpolation by the Gauss series. In the following
we will give only in a summary way the deductions of the Gauss,
Bessel and Stirling interpolation formulae, as they are now very
seldom used, and are merely of historical interest.

If we stop one of the series at the term of degree 2n-1,  and
if the series gives exact values of f(x) for every integer x such
that -n + 1 ZZ  x s n, then the error of the approximation of f(r)
for other values of x will be measured by the remainder given by
formula (2) of Q 123, that is, by

(1) R,,,  = (x+;-1  ) D-f (5)

where [ is included in the smallest interval containing
-n+l,  x, n.

If the curves pass through the same points, the remainder
of every series will be the same; therefore from this point of
view there is no advantage whatever in using any one of them.

Gauss’s first series may be obtained, starting from the
symbolical expression for Newton’s formula:
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I?=  ,; (;)Am.

Let us multiply the second member of this equation from
A+1  _the term AZ  up by E - 1. This will not change the value

of the series. We find

E”=  1+ [;)A+[;)$  + E, %[[;]+[&)I.

Remarking that ii] + [m;l[= [G$:],  the expansion
becomes

Repeating the operation on this series, from the term A’  UP,
we obtain

This may be simplified again by remarking that the quantity

in the brackets is equal to . Then the above operation is

repeated from AU  up, and so on; finally we shall have

This is the symbolical expression for the first Gauss series.
Written in the ordinary way, starting from f(O), we get

(31 f(x)  = f(o)+(  ;jAf(O)+(;j  A”&----11+ (X$l)A:‘+l)+

-I I*,, 1 A’f(-2) +[“;“j A~f(-2)+(x~2)A”f(-31+~~~~

-4
x$m~~l]  A2m-lf(-m+l) + [ x+TL’)  A’“f(-m)  + , , . ,

If the differences of the function f(x) are known, then its
24
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expansion in this series presents no difficulties. If f(x) is a poly-
nomial of degree R,  the series is finite and the second member is
always exactly equal to f(x),

Example 1. Given the function f(x) by its Newton expan-
sion

f (x)  =8+6[xfl)+4[*f1)  +2[“f’].

Starting from this we may easily construct a table of f(x)
and of its differences, in the same manner as in Q 2.

X f(x) Af(x) d’f(x)  A:‘f(x)  A’f(x)

- 1 8
6

0 14 4
10 2

1 2 4 6
16 2

2 4 0 8
2 4

3 6 4

Formula (3) gives by aid of this table

f(x) = 14+1,[;)  +41;] +2[“;1]

From this we conclude that only the terms of the rows of f(0)
and Af (0) are figuring in the formula.

If the function f(x) is not a polynomial, then the series is

infinite. Stopping the series (3) at the term [xzn1),  we shall
obtain

f ( x )  =  “i, [I x+*;-1) A-“lf (-m) + 1 g$Tl)  Az:rn+*f (-m) 1 +

(4)
-t R,n.

This will give exact values of f(x) for every integer x such
that

-n+l<xSn.

Indeed, in these cases every term of the sum in which m > n will
vanish and the limited series will give the same value as the
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infinite series. From this we conclude that the remainder R,,
will be given by (1).

Interpolation by the first Gauss formula. Let us put

x=(z-a)/h and f = F(z), we shall have

F:(Z)  = mi,  [( x:tA1 ) A2mF(a-mh)  + [ ;$;I]  A2m+1FW-mh)  ] +

+I
X+~n-‘)h?“D’“F(a+Eh),

It has been said that it is considered advantageous when
interpolating to choose a so that the points for which the
equation above gives exact values, shall be symmetrical to the
point s,F(r).  Then

a<t<a+h  or O<x<l and -n+l<l<n.

According to (5) of 8 125 the absolute value of the
remainder will be less than

(5)

The second Gauss series may also be obtained, starting from
the symbolical form of Newton’s expansion, by first multiplying

A+1
the terms from A up by -E = 1. We get

x A 9 Am+,Es=1+ 1 E t,:, EI)
Noting that the quantity in the brackets is equal to

we repeat the operation from A3 up. This gives

We note that the quantity in the brackets is equal to

and repeat the operation from A5  up; and so on. Finally we find
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(6)

This is the symbolical expression of the second Gauss series:
written in the ordinary way it gives, starting from f (0):

(7) f(x) = f(o) + [ ~]Aff--ll  + (X$1)A2fk-i)  +

+I X$1)A3f(-2) +  (x;2] A’f(-2)  +  (x;2)Ahf(-3)  j

i I Ixt3 AGf  (-3) + . . , ( x;/ ] AZ”‘f(-m) +

+ ( 2Xm++ml]  Aym+lf  (-m-l) + , . . .

If f(x) is a polynomial, this series is finite and the second
member exactly equal to f(x).

Example 2. Expansion of the function given in Example 1.
By aid of the table computed there, we obtain

f(x) = 14 + 6 (;) + 4 (“$‘I + 2 ( xtl 1.

The table shows that in the second Gauss formula only the
numbers of the rows f(0) and Af(-1) figure.

If f(x) is not a polynomial, then the series is infinite.
Stopping at the term Azn-l we get a polysomial of degree 2n-1;
which is an approximate value of f(x). But for x=-n, . . . ,
O,l,..., n-l it gives  exact values. This can be shown by
remarking that if x is an integer such that

-n<xIn-1

then every term of the infinite series vanishes in which m 2 n,
and therefore the limited series gives the same value as the
infinite series,

For other values of x the error is measured by the remain-
der (1).

Interpolation by the second Gauss formula. Let us again put

.x= (z-a)/h and write f
z - a

I III
= F(z). We have
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It is best to choose a so that the points, for which the
second member of (8) gives exact values, be symmetrical to the
point z,F(z)  . Then

a-h<z<a o r  -l<x<O  a n d  --n<t<n-1

and the absolute value of the remainder will be less than (5).
Stopping the first or the second Gauss formula at the term

A”” we get an interpolation formula of even degree. The exact
values correspond to x=-n, . . . . , 0, . . . , n. The results are the
same as in the case of Newton’s formula of even degree.

$ 128. The Bessel and the Stirling series. To deduce the
Bessel series, we start from the second Gauss formula (6, 8 127)
writing in it x-l instead of x and multiplying it by E; in this
way its value will not change. We get

NOW let US determine the mean of this series and of the first
Gauss series (2, 5 127) ; we find ( putting x(E+l)  = M

This may still be simplified so that we shall have

This is the symbolical form of Bessel’s formula. Fully
written, starting from f(0) it will be

(2) f(x) = Mf(O) + (x-'hAf(o)  + (;]MA'f(-1)  +

+ [;]y Av(-1) + (*,' ) MA"fk-2)  +

x+1
-i 4I 1

-$b  A”f  (-2)  + , , . , + [ x+2G-1]  [ MAZarf  (-m) +

+ xa A21f’T1f(-m)  ( + . , . ,

If f(x) is a polynomial, then the above series will be finite
a.nd the second member will give f(x) exactly.
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I Example 1. Given the function figuring in Example 1 8 126,
we find, using the corresponding table, that

f(x) = 19 + 10(x-‘*)  f 5 1;) +2(;Jq

From this table we conclude that the numbers in Bessel’s
formula are all in the same row of the table, e.  i. in that of Mf (O),

Mf (0) = 19, Af(0)  = 10, MA’f  (-1) = 5, A:jf(---1)  ~2.

If f(x) is not a polynomial, and if we stop the series at
the term of AZ”-*  then we obtain a polynomial of degree 2n--I
which is an approximation of f(x) giving for

x= -n+l I...,, 0 ,“‘.,  R

t h e  e x a c t  v a l u e s  o f  f (x) .  I n d e e d ,  f o r m u l a  (1 )  shows
that if x is such an integer, every term of the infinite series in
which m 2 n will vanish; therefore the limited series will give
the same value as the infinite series. Since these numbers are
the same as those corresponding to the first Gauss se!ies;
therefore according to 5 123 the remainder will also be the
same (1, Q 127).

Stirling’s series. This series may be obtained by determining
the mean of the two Gauss series. Of course Stirling obtained his
series in another way a century before Gauss.

The first Gauss series (2, 9 127) may be written

E”=l +

and the second (6, 8 127)

I Hence the mean will be

After simplification this gives the symbolical expression for
Stirling’s formula
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(4)

Or if written in the usual way

(5) f(x) =f(o)  + 1:)  &?,f(-1)  ,-[;]  q Azf(-1) -t

+ (“i’)  MA”f(----2)  + (“;‘)  5 A4f(---2)  +

+ [ x,2]  MAV(-3)  + 1 “$“I 2 A”f(-3) + , . . .

+(  x2~~~1)  2 Azmf(-m)  + [2”m++“l  ] MA”“+‘f(-m-l)  + ‘. .

If f(x) is a polynomial, the second member of (5) is exactly
equal to f(x),

Example 1. From the table of (j 126 we obtain

f (x)  =14$8[IJ)  +4(:)$+2[X:1)*

From this table it is readily seen that the coefficients in
Stirling’s formula are all in the same row, in that of f (0).

If f(x) is not a polynomial, and if we stop the series (5) at
the term MA’“-’  we obtain a polynomial of degree 2n-1;  by aid
of (4) it may be shown that this polynomial gives f(x) exactly
for the following 2n values x=-n+l,. . , , n. Therefore the
remainder will be given by formula (I) of Q 127.

Remark. Stirling’s formula is in reality a formula of central
differences. We have seen in Q 8 that .

Therefore we shall have Stiding’s  formula (4) expressed by
central difference notation

or fully written
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( 7 )  f(x)  =  f(O)  +[;J $Y(O) + (;)+f(o)  +~X~lJLLs”f(o)  +

+[x;‘); S’f(0)  + . . , +[x2+mm_-J  p.‘-‘f(0) + 2% S”“f(0)  1,

+...

Let us remark that in this formula the argument in each tern1
of the second member is the same.

@  129. Everett’s formula. If from Stirling‘s formula expres-
sed by central differences (6, $j  128), we eliminate uij  by aid of
the following equation (found in § 8),

we get
FIS = E--l--+$

Let us write in the first two terms of the preceding sum
m+l  instead of m; then m must vary in these terms from zero
to mJ  . Therefore we shall have

The third and the fourth terms will give

So that the above formula may be written

From this we obtain after simplification the symbolical ex-
pression of Eoerett’s  formula

Or written in the usual way, if the operations are performed
on f(0) we have
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(2) f(x) = (r] f(1) +(Xf’JVf(1)  +(“f”)  H(l)  +

+[x~3)G”f(l)+....-~x~1)f(0)-~;)8~f(0)-

-
I 1
x31 6’f (0) - 1 x;f-2  J 6”f (0) - * . . .

If f(x) is a polynomial, the second member of (2) will be
finite and it will give f(x) exactly for every value of x.

Example 1. Given the function of Example 1, $) 126. For-
mula (2) will immediately give the expansion of this function
into an Everett series by aid of the table (Q  127). We find

f(x) = 24 [ ;] + 6 ( x$1  ] - 14 [ “T-’  ] - 4 I’;].

The mentioned table shows that in Everett’s formula there
figure only the numbers of the rows f (0) and f (1).

If f(x) is not a polynomial, the series (2) is infinite; stopping
it at the term 6**-* we obtain a polynomial of degree 2n-1
which gives the exact values of f(x) if

x=--n+1  ,.*., 0 I.#.(  n,

therefore the remainder will be given by formula (1) of Q 127.
The precision of Eueretf’s  formula will be the same as for

instance, that of Newton’s formula of the same degree; but while
Newton’s formula requires a knowledge of the differences A,
A2,  A3r . . . A’“-‘, Everett’s formula needs only the even dif-
ferences A*, Aa,. .  . A*“-“; this is an advantage.

Inferpolafion  by Everett’s formula. To obtain the general
formula, we put x=(2--a)/h into equation (2) and write

f[*T ] = F(r). Stopping at the term iY2  we shall have

(3) F(Z)  = F(Q+Xh)  = 2
m=o

a + m - 1-
2m+l ) tj’“F(a)  1 + fz*” [ x+2n;;-1  ] D’“F(a+5h).

The curve passes through the points corresponding to

Z=  (a-nh+h),  . , , .(a+ nh), To determine F(Z)  it is best to
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choose, if possible, as has been said, the number o so as to have
the same number of points on each side of z, that is

(4) acz<a+h  o r  O<x<l.

If we interpolate in a table where the given values cor-
respond to ri=ro+ih (for i = 0, 1, 2,. . . , N) then condition (4)

can only be fulfilled if

&z-l  < 2 < ZNn+,  *

Putting into equation (3) x=6 and 1-x=q  it will become

(5) F(a+@h) =

+ h”n  ( x+.rl 1 D’“F  (a+$h)

where -n+l<E<n.
A. J. Thompson has constructed a table which gives to ten

decimals the coefficients figuring in this formula,::i

&m(W = k--1)” I&$....* ]

for m=l,  2,3 and 0 I4.J S 1 where AAS  = 0,001.
Formula (5) may be written therefore

F(a+@h)  = 6F(a+h) -EE,(8)G2F(a+h)  + E,(a)tj*F(a+h)  -

- E,(WtPF(a+h)  + r/F(a)  -EE,(~)82F(a)  + E,(&?F(a)  -

(6) -- 4 bl W(a)  + R, .

The remainder deduced from formula (5) will be

(7) Ran  = (-l)n-’  &II  9 E,,,-,  (9) DznF(a+th)

where -n+l<t<n.
If 2 < ZRel then we are obliged to put into equation (3)

a=z,+(n-1)h  and we shall have z-u=0h  < 0; the formula
thus obtained is called by Pearson, a first-panel interpolation
formula. To compute the value of F(z) it is necessary to calculate

37  A. J. Thompson, Table of the Coefficients of Euerett’s Central-
Difference Interpolation Formula. Cambridge University Press, 1921.
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the binomial coefficients, since 6 is out of the range of
Thompson’s table.

If z > z,~-“+*  we are obliged to put a=q,+ (N-n+l) h and we
shall have z-u=&h  > h; the formula obtained is called an end-
panel interpolation formula. Since 19 is out of the range of the
tables, the coefficients must also in this case be calculated.

An interesting particular case of Everett’s formula (5) is
that of 9=q=1/2.  For this value the formula will become

N6’m  F(a)  + R,,  .

Stirling already knew this formula, and determined the
coefficients up to 6’” in his “Methodus Differentialis” (Lond.
1730,  p, 111). His formula is, in our notation,

F(a+  f h) = MF(a)  - $MW(a) + & MW(a)  -

- l& MS”Fb-4 + & MtY’F(a)  - & Mti’“F(a)  + . . .

Stirling was the first to use interpolation formulae which
needed only even differences.

Example 2. Given a seven-figure logarithmic table (K.
Pearson, On the Construction of Tables and on Interpolation,
Part I. p. 60,  Cambridge University Press) where logI  and
6*1og  z are given for 10 < z < 100 to seven decimals, and where
h = 1.

Let us determine log 35.562. In the table we find

F(a) = log 35 = 1,544 0680 W (4 = - 3547
F(a+l)  = log36 = 1,556 3025 a2F (a+11 = - 3352.

From Thompson’s Tables we get

0 = 0.562 E,(6)  = 0.0641
y = 0.438 E&)  = 0.0590

According to (7) the remainder will be

The computation of F(r) gives
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l’rF(a+l) = 0.814 6420 1

@ (~1 = 0.676 3017 8
-E,(6)8”F(a+l)  = 214 9
-E,(q)8”F(a) = 209 3

1.550 9862

This result is exact up to the last decimal.
Example 2. We have to determine F(r) = antilog 0.9853426

by aid of the antilogarithmic table (Pearson, Interpolation, p. 60)
to seven decimals. In this table antilog z and b’antilog  z are
given from zero to one, to seven decimals, and h=O.Ol.  We find
the following values in the table:

WI = antilog 0.98 = 9.549926 6’F (4 = 5063 .-

F(a+h)  = antilog 0.99 = 9,772372 a”F(a+h)  = 5182 L

Hence 6 = 0.53426 and v = 0,46574.
Since Thompson’s Tables can be entered only with three -

decimals of 6, then, if there are more, as for instance in this -.
example, E,,  may be determined by different methods,
depending on the number of figures contained in ?jzmF(a)  or
tjzmF  (a+h),

If, as in the present example, there are four figures only
in a*F(a+h) then a precision of 6 decimals of E2(8)  is large
enough. This may generally be obtained from Thompson’s Tables
by a rough linear interpolation.

In the present case we have in this manner

E&Y) = 0,063627 E, (1~1)  = 0,060786.

The computation will give

8F(a+h) = 5.220 987 5
t,vF (a) - 4.447 782 5
-E,(ql)8’F(a)  1 307 8
-E,(B)t?F(a+h)  = 329 7

9.668 132 5

If a greater exacitude is required for E,,,(8) and B has
more than three decimals and less than seven, it would be
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possible to determine Ezm(8) by interpolation, using Everett’s
formula and Thompson’s Tables; but the computation would be
too long, It is far better in these cases to calculate first 8’ and
then

Thompson has given another method, which we shall see
in the next paragraph,

3 130. Inverse interpolation by Everett’s formula. We start
from Everett’s formula (3, $j  129) in which n is large enough for
the required precision.

(1) F(z)  =F(a+xh)  =xF(a+h)  - (X-l)F(Q)  +

+ ( xl1  ) b"F(a+h)  -.- ($1 ij’F(a)  + lxz2  1 8*F(a+h)  --

The function F(z) is given by a table for equidistant values
of z,  the interval being equal to h and the necessary differences 8,
6’ and so on, are given too. z is to be determined corresponding
to a given F (2).  We choose u among the values of the table, so
as to have

or
F(a) <F(z) < F(a+h)

F(a)  > F(t) > F(a+h)

the method is similar in both cases. We will suppose that the
first inequality is satisfied.

By aid of a linear interpolation we deduce x, the first
approximation of x, keeping only three figures in (z,-al/h.

(2)
FW--F(Q)

X,  = :Ia+h)  _ JJQ) and  =I =  Q  +  x,h.
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Now we determine F (2,)  by aid of formula (1) with the neces-
sary precision. Let us suppose that  F(q)  < F(s) ; then we
determine F @,+A,) also by formula (l),  where for instance
h, = h/1000.

If we have

Fkl  < F(z) < %+h,l

then we may determine xt the second approximation of x by
formula (2) in which we put respectively z, and h, instead of a
and h. The first member will be equal to x2, in which we again
keep three decimals, and then determine zz = z1 + q.h, .

Should F(q+h,)  b e 1 ess than F(z) then we should be ob-
liged to calculate F(r,+2h,)  and so on, till we have

F(z,+ih,-h)  <F(t)  < F(z,+ih,).

Then starting from this we would determine the second approxi-
mation of 2.

If we had

then the determination of z, would have been similar.
Now we determine by formula (1) the quantity F(z,) putting

into it x,  instead of x, then x, instead of a and h, instead of h.
Of course the differences a2, a’,,  . must be given now in the
system Az=hl  .

It would be possible to calculate these differences by aid of
formula (l),  but this is complicated, and generally superfluous,
since we may nearly always consider the third differences of
F(x) in the system hi negligible, and therefore the second
differences constant. We have

The determination of F(z,) is simple, since in x2 there are
only three figures, so that Thompson’s table is applicable directly.
If we have F (t2) < F(z) then we compute in the same manner
F(z,+h,)  where we have chosen h, = h,/lOOO.  If

F(z2)  < 04 < F (z,+h,)
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then by aid of (2) we determine x, the third approximation of x
to three decimals, and z3 = zs + x,h,  .

Now we determine the differences t2F(z2) = ~“F(Q)  [2)’

in the system Az=h2  ; if they are small enough to be neglected
in determining F (z&,  then the linear determination of zs above
will give I exact to the required number of decimals, and the
problem is solved.

If the differences are not negligible, we compute I;&)  and
F (z,+h,),  where hs=h,/lOOO,  in a way similar to F(r,). Then
we determine I, by linear interpolation, and continue in this
way till the differences may be neglected.

Remark. It would be possible to determine every value such
as F(q),  F(z,+h,),  F(z,),  F(z,+h,),  F(z,),  , . . by aid of the
same equation (1); this would make the determination of the
differences PF (z,),  a2F (z2),  . . , superfluous. But in this case the

evaluation *&ould  & complicated, since then, for instance,
(Z,-Q)/h  would have a great number of decimals, and
Thompson’s tables of the coefficients would not be directly
applicable.

Example 2. Given F(z) = log z = 7.95717  32271 83589 39035
and z is to be determined by aid of Thompson’s Logarithmetica
Britannica tables to twenty decimals. There we find

F(Q) =X95717  13373 70099 19928 Q = 0.90609

F(Q+~)  = 1.95717  61304 04846 19226 Q+h = 0,90610

Hence h = 1/106.
Formula (2) will give, if we determine (z,-a)lh to three

figures,

x, =6 =*
h

= 0.394 or z, = 0.90609394.

Now we have to determine F(z,) by formula (1) ; to obtain
it exact to twenty decimals, let us take from the table the
differences 6’ and 6”:

8°F (Q) = - 52898 29042.10-‘O b4F (Q) = - 4,1O-‘O
a’F(a+h)  = - 52897 12282,10-‘” 6’F (a+h) = - 4.10-‘O
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By aid of 9 = 0.394 and IJJ  = l-8 ~0.606, Thompson’s
Tables of the coefficients of Euereft’s formula give

E,(0,394)  = 0.05547 28360 E,(0,394)  = 0,01066  . , .
E,(0,606)  = 0.06390 91640 &(0,606)  = 0.01160 . . ,

We conclude that the fourth differences multiplied by E,,
having no influence on the first 20 decimals, may be neglected.

From formula (1) we get

zy?  F(a+h)  + E++.- F(a) = 1.95717 32258 25789 51451

-E,(6)~“F(cz+h)-E,(q)8”F(a)  = 6315 03894

F(q)  = 1.95717 32258 32104 55345

Remark. In computing this value before performing the
multiplication of F(a+h)  by (r,-o)/h  and that of F(a) by
(a+&z,jlh  since the sum of these factors is equal to one,
therefore the first 6 figures common to F(a) and F(a+h)  have
been set aside and only added to the result.

I The new interval will be h, = l/lOB’.  To determine F(r,+h,)
let us remark that now (z,+h,--a)/h  is equal to 6, = 0.395.
Thompson’s tables give E,(0.395)  and E,(0.605).  Finally from
formula (1 j we get

F(z,+h,)  z i-95717  32306 25144 88111.

Since the condition F(z,) < F(z) < F(z,+h,)  is fulfilled,
we may proceed to determine the second approximation of z by
formula (2). We find

X, = $ (z,-z,) = 0.281 and z, = 0.90609 39428 1 .
1

To compute the value of F(z,j we must start from F(z, j
and F(z,+h,)  and form the differences

$rF(z,) = t?F(z, +h,)  = P”F  (a) . 10-u  = fIF(a+h)  , 10d6 =
1

=z  - 5290. lo-“”

We determine F(z,) by Everett’s formula (l), setting aside
the 8 figures common to F (z,  ) and F (z, +h,).  We get
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F(z,)  =i.95717 32271 78948 89087.

In the same manner we compute, after choosing h, = lo-”

F(r,+h,)  =i,95717  32271 83741 93121 .

Since the condition
F(G) < F(z) < F(z,+h,)

is again satisfied, we may proceed to the evaluation of the
third approximation of z; but this time the second differences
will be equal to

&!j7(a)  , 10-I”  = _ lj, 10-2”

therefore they will not have any influence on the first 20
decimals; hence we conclude that z, may be determined by the
linear formula, up to the 20 -th decimal. We have

z = z, = 0.90609 39428 19681 74509.

The error is equal to -3/10”‘;  z being equal to e/3.“*
5 131. Lagrange’s interpolation formula. This interpolation

formula differs from those treated before chiefly by the fact that
it does not need the knowledge of the differences of the function
and that the abscissae xi are not necessarily equidistant.
This is a great advantage, since the determination of the
differences causes much work, their printing makes the tables
bulky and expensive. On the other hand the interpolation by aid
of this formula is more complicated.

Given R points of coordinates Xi,  f(xi)  for i=O, 1,2,  C . , , R
let us put

(1) o(x) = (x-x4,) (x-x,) (x-x,) . . . . (x-x,)

and moreover

It is obvious that we have for m=O, 1,2,.  . ., n,

Lti  (Xi)  = 1  .L,i(x,,)  = 0 if i + m and

:“l  This method is due to Thompson, Logarithmetica Britannica, 1932,
Cambridge University Press, Part IX, Introduction p. vii. The example is
Thompson’s example too.

25
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This permits us to deduce immediately a curve of degree R

which passes through the given nfl points. We have

(3) f(x) = L”O(X) fkJ + L,  (4 f(Xl)  + * * * + L”“(X)  f(xnl.

This is Lagrange’s formula.
We may easily determine the sum of the polynomials L,,(x)  for

id, 1, 2,. , . , R; let us remark that l/o(x) decomposed into
partial fractions gives ($j  13)

where (Q  13)

1 38 1-  1
Ci__...  =

0 (4
z----

idI x-xi

therefore from (2) it follows that
n+1

Z L"i(X)  El.
i=O

If f(x) is a polynomial of degree R it may be represented
exactly by formula (3). If f ( )x is not a polynomial’ or if it is a
polynomial of degree higher than R. then the second member of
(3) will give f(x) exactly for x=x0,  x1,. , . , x, but for the other
values of x it will be only an approximation to f(x). The error
may be measured by the remainder, which is given according
to (2), 5 123 by

Finally we shall have

where f(x) may be any function of x whose n+l  derivative has
a determi value; and where ;i is in the smallest interval
containing the numbers x,,, x,  , x, , . . . x,,  , x.

Lagrange’s formula becomes much simpler in some particular
cases. Let us suppose for instance that the values of x are equi-

distant, say that xi = i for i = 0, 1, , . . , R. Then we shall have
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w(x)=x (x-j[x-f]...  (x-3 =(x),+,,*

where h = i

that  is w(x)  is equal to the generalised factorial of 5 16.
Moreover

= (-l)“ti  i! (n-i)! ;
n”

finally remarking that nh=  1. we have

(6) L,,j(x)  = (-l)“-‘n”  I;),,  [x-$rh],,  = nn[  ;),  [ :I:)*

Expansion of L,i(x)  into a Newton series. From (6) it follows
that L,,i(O) =O (for i+O),  The values of A”L,i(O)  may be deduced

from (6), by aid of the formula which givis the higher differences
of a product (§ 30) and of the formula giving the differences
of a function with negative argument (p. 6). We find

putting x=0,  and ,remembering  that h=l/n we have for n 2 m

(7) y L”i(O)  = (-l)m-’v-m  (7)  (‘2: Jh = (-l)m+i(T).

Let us now express these differences in the system Ax=l.
According to (4), Q 76 we have

The P(m;v)  were given by a table in (j 76. Let us remark that in
the case considered we have to put into the formulae of the
table OCR. L”i(x)  is a polynomial of degree n; therefore
in the preceding formula, for the upper limit of m we may put n-j- 1
instead of 00. From (7) we get
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and therefore

This is the Newton expansion of L,,i(X).
F r o m  t h i s  f o r m u l a  w e  m a y  d e d u c e  t h e  C o f e s  n u m b e r s

defined by

c,,j  = J”’  L,,j(X)  dx.
0

Since we have seen in 8 89 that

0’
1 ( 1; dx=b!.

where bi is a coefficient of the Bernoulli polynomial of the
second kind (5 89); therefore

(9)
clli  = (-‘)’  ‘2’ ,,I  b,.  nfl

i ,=t *
(-l)m  p(m v)

,!,  :-i ( m - i )  ! ’ .

This is the required expression giving the Cofes numbers.
Example 1. Computation of C,,  . According to (9) we have

Ccl,  = I/r,b,IP(2,1)  --P(3,1)  l+b,[P(2,2)  --P(3,2)  I-3b:,P(3,3).

From our table of P(m,v)  in Q  76 we deduce the following
1

numbers, remarking that we have w = - = n = 3,
h

P(2,l)  =  6 , P(2,2)  I= 9

P(3,l)  = 6 , P(3,2)  = 5 4 P(3,3)  = 2 7 .

Moreover in Q 89 we found:

Putting these results into  the preceding formula we obtain
Czt2  = 3/S.

Interpolation by Lagrange’s formula. If the quantities f(xi)

are given for i  = 0, 1,  2,  ,  n then from formula (5) we obtain
f(x) corresponding to a given  value of x. If the interpolation is

I I
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made by aid of a table, it is best to choose the numbers
x0,  x,, * * ’ ’ 1 xn symmetrical to x.

Linear inferpolafion.  Here we have x, < x < x, . Formula
(5) will give

+ %(=--~c,)  (x--x,)  D”W1.
The absolute value of the remainder is

(11)

where i is in at least one of the intervals x,, x, and x0,  x.
Example 1. x is given, and f(x) = log x is to be determined

by aid of a logarithmic table. If a < x < a+1 then we put xO=a
and x,=a+l.  From (10) it will follow that

log x = (a+l-x)  log a + (x-a) log(a+l) +

loge
+ Vi  b---a)  Ia+l--4  ~2.

Of course the remainder and the precision are the same as
in the linear Newton interpolation formula. The
may be useful in logarithmic tables where there
differences. The error committed is less than

formula above
are no printed

loge < 1
- 16a”’85’

Lagrange’s formula is especially useful for interpolation if
the values of xi are not equidistant, since in this case the only
other available formula is Newton’s expansion into a series of
divided differences (Q 9). But since in general the divided
differences of a function cannot be given in tables, hence they
must be computed in each particular case. Therefore this formula
is more complicated than that of Lagrange.

Lagrange’s formula may be useful in some particular cases
too, for instance if the xi are roots of a Legendre polynomial of
degree n, (85 138, 157) or the roots of a Tchebichef polynomial
of degree n, ($j  158) and finally if the xi are equidistant.
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Inverse interpolation by Lagrange’s formula. This may be
done in the same manner as in the cases of Everett’s or Newton’s
formula If f(x) is given, and we have to determine x by aid of
a table giving xi, f(xi) for certain values of i  ( the xi may be
equidistant or not). If

f(a) < f(x) <f(b)

where f(a) and f(b) are two consecutive numbers of the table;
then start ing from these values we deduce from (lo),  putting
x,=a  and x,=b

x = a + !eral  If(x)  - fM1 + W-4 Ix--a)D’f@I
f(b) - f(a) 4fW - f(a)  I (b-4,

Neglecting the remainder, we obtain the first approximation
o f  x

(12) x’=a+ P----al If(x)---f(a)  I
f(b) -f(a) .

If the remainder

113)
a = (b-4 Ix---a)D”f15)  tb-aI

2lfIbk-fk4  I
where a < : < b  .

is positive then we have x’ <x.
NOW we compute f (x’) by aid of (10) ; if we find

f(a) < f(x’)  < f(x) < f(b)

then we determine x” the second approximation of x, by putting
into (12)  x’ instead of a ; the corresponding remainder is
obtained by writing in (13) x’ instead of a. Then we compute
f(x”) and continue in the same maimer till the prescribed pre-
cision is reached.

# 132. Interpolation Formula without Printed Differences,
Remarks on the Construction of Tables. We saw that a para-
bolic interpolation of degree n, by Newton’s formula presupposes
the knowledge of the differences Af  (0), A2f  (0), A3f(0),  . . , , ,
.pf(O);  so that they must be first calculated or given by the table.
This last is preferable, but it makes the printing of the tables
expensive.
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Everett’s formula is much better from this point of view, as
it needs only the even differences; thefalculation  is somewhat
shorter than that necessary to compute all the differences; and
if given by the tables, as the odd differences are omitted, they
are smaller and more economical.

Lagrange’s formula does not need differences at all; but
the interpolation, especially with higher parabolas, necessitates
a great amount of computation.

There is another interpolation formula3g  which dispenses
with printed differences, reducing the tables to a minimum of
size and cost, and requiring no more work than Everett’s
formula, but it is applicable only for equidistant values of x.

The reduction thus obtained will generally be more than
one-third of the tables. Instead of printing the differences it
would be far more useful to publish a table of the inverse
function.

To obtain this formula we start from Newton’s formula,
which gives the expansion of a function f(x) into a series of
divided differences (Q 9).

*+111) f(x) = f(x,)  + 2, (x--x,)(x--x,)  * * * (=--XI-,)  %w,,+
+ b--x,,)  (x-x,) - * . k---x”)

(n+l)!
-.  D”C’f(6).

The remainder has been obtained by remarking that the
polynomial of degree n of the second member gives exactly f(x)
for x=x0,  x,, . . . . , xnel,  x, ; from this it follows, according to
6 123, that the remainder is equal to the quantity above, and
that 5 is included in the smallest interval containing the numbers:

Let us now consider the remarkable particular case

x0=0,  x1=1, x2=-l, x:;=2,  * * . . ,
(4

x,,,~~  =--n-I-1, x3”+ =n.

::!I Ch. Jordan, Sur une formu!e  d’interpolation. Atti de1  Congresso dei
Matematici,  Tomo VI, Bologna, 1928, pp. 165-177.

Sur
Coma,  1 R

ne formule  d’interpolation dbrivbe  de la formule  d’Euerett, Metron,
8.
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Putting 2n-1  instead of n into formula (1) will now give
the same results as Newton’s ordinary formula, if the curve
passes through the points corresponding to x=-(n-l),  . . . . ,
0I***, n. The remainder will be, according to 8 123, equal to

(2’) Rgn  = [ x+;n-1 j D-f($)

where 5 is included in the smallest interval containing
-n+l, x, n.

Determination of the divided differences. The (2m-1)  -th
divided difference of f(x) for x=x,, , given in Q 9 is

(3)
p?a-lf(x,,) = g _ fh)-__

c=  o D~.l,n  (xi)
where opnr  (x) has been written for (x-x,,) (x-x,) . . , (x--x~,,,-~).
Putting into it the values (2) we get

o&(X) = x(x-1) (x+1) . * . (x+m-1) (x-m) = (x+m-l),,  .

Therefore equation (3) may be written

Since
Dw2,,,(v)  = (-1)“” (m+lt-1)  ! (m-4 !

it follows that

This may be simplified by putting m--a=p;  we obtain

2Y”‘-‘f(o)  = (2mlll! :,-=”-~ iiT (-l)!,(  2y,r1 J f(m-p).

Introducing the symbol E  of displacement (8 3), we may
write the above difference in the following way:

2’“‘-‘f(o) = (zm-;)  ! p-’ !f (-I)!’ [ 2;,1 ) E”“-r-‘f  (0).

According to 8 6 the sum in tbz  second member is equal to
(E-1) ““1~ I = iJ~~r~-  1.
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Hence

(4)
a2m-‘f(o)  = - A2m-1

(~~-1) 1  Em-1 f(o)’

By this formula we have expressed the odd divided differences
by ordinary differences.

Determination of the even differences. We have (8 9)

putting the values (2) into w,,+,(xJ we find

u~*~+~(x)  = x(x-1) (x+1) (x-2) . . . (x-m) (x+m) = (x+m),,-,.

Equation (5) may be written

m+1
B”“f(O)  = x D;2;;l(Y),~~--nl

since
Da 2m+l  (v)  = (-l)mi-v  (m+y)  ! (my) !:

therefore putting m-v=,u  we obtain

B2mf(o)  = &)I fr=O
- -  2mS’(-l)!L  12r]  f (m-p).

Introducing the symbol E gives

B2mf(o)  = (zm;! Em bLc=o‘2’ (-1)~ ( 2r) Pm-/t  f(o).

Finally, this is equal to

(6) azmf(o)  = p& f(0) =

Hence D2mf(0)  may be expressed very simply by aid of central
differences.

Putting into equation (1) the values (2) we have

f(X)= ,,,fo [(x+~-~)2mZ)‘mf(0)+1~+m)2m+,~‘m+’f(O)  I + R2”  -

This will give by aid of formulae (4) and (6), writing again E-1
instead of A:
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f(x)  = i. [( x+2z-‘)  (Eg)2m  + (z”m’+“i)  q=y f(O) +

+ R,,.
Expanding the two terms by the binomial theorem and

combining them, we get

f(x)  = mio “X [(g&y)  [ ““;“) - (x+&Ty’)  (~Eq  -

. (-1) 1’  Em+l-Y  f (0) + R,, .

, After simplification it results that

I (7) f ( x )  = %& 2z  ( - 1 )  1,  (“+2;-1)  [““;“j  Ey

. Em”-  )’ f (0) + R,, ,

To transform this expression, let us determine the sum of
the terms corresponding to F and E-“+‘. If Y varies from 0 to
2m+2  then k will vary in the sum from 1 to m+2.  To have
the term corresponding to E”  we put into (7) m+l--Y=K  and

’ find

to obtain the second we put m+l-v=-k+l and get

To combine the two last expressions, let us write

(8) It  = &- [(x+k--1)  E’+  (k-x) E-““1 f(0).

According to Lagrange’s formula this quantity is the
approximate value of f(x) obtained by linear interpolation
between x=-k+1  and x=k.  Introducing In  into formula (7)
we get

(9) f ( x )  = ,,,i& (-l)m ( “$2-l)  ;;r2 (-l)‘+’
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To simplify this formula let us introduce the numbers

The following table gives these numbers, sufficient for
parabolic interpolations of the eleventh degree.

Table of B.,k.
miik 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1
1 1 - 1 .
2 2 - 3 1
3 5 - 9 5 - 1
4 14 -28 2 0 - 7 1
5 4 2 -90 7 5 -35 9 - 1

To check the table let us remark that from (10) it follows
if m > 0 that

110’)
m+2 m+2

X B,,,k=O a n d  z IB,,,k! =
k=i I-=1

From the first we conclude for intance,  that the sum of the
numbers in each row is equal to zero.

We shall put, moreover,

C,(x)  = (-l)“[ x+2;-‘].

Starting from C,(x) =l  these numbers are rapidly calcu-
lated step by step by aid of the formula

(12) c,(x) = (x+m-1)  (m-4
2m(%--1)~ G&4(x).

To shorten the work of computation, a table has been given
*containing  these  numbers  from x=0  to  x=0,5 ( interval
AX = 0.001) for m = 1,2,3,  4, sufficient for interpolations up to
the ninth degree (lot. cit. 39).

Since we have
&(1--x) = C,(x)

these tables may be used if 0 < x < 1.
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Introducing the above notations into formula (9) we obtain
finally the required interpolation formula

where [ is included in the smallest interval containing
-n+l, R,  x.

The formula fully written will be

(14) 04 =  1, +  w,-z,3 + C,[2Z,-3z,+Z,1  +

+ C,[5Z,--9Z,+5Z,--Z,~  +  C,[14Z,-28Z,+20Z,--7Z,+l,l  +

. -I- . , . , , + (“+Tn-‘) D’“f(t)

where Ci  is an abbreviation for Ci(x).
Remark. In the particular case x=ly2 we have:

zk =  1/2 [ f ( k )  +  ?(-k+l)].

Stopping at the term I, we get a linear interpolation; stop-
ping at the term C,(x), we have a parabolic interpolation of
degree 2m+l.

If the absolute value of the error of F(a+ih)  in the table
is less than E,  then from (8) it follows that the absolute value
of the error of Zr  is also less than E,  if 0 < x < 1 ;

moreover according to (10‘)  and to (13) the absolute value of the
error of f(x)  is

ISf(x)  I < & f,  (‘i ) I Cm (xl  1 + R,,  .

Since according to 8 125 the maximum of C,(x) in the interval

(0, 1) obtained for x = */2 is equal to

Particular  cases. Linear intetpoZation:

ldf(x)  < E + IR,i.
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Interpolation of the third degree:

ldf(x)  ! < + E + )R,l.

Interpolation of the fifth  degree:

From this we conclude that interpolation by aid of formula (14)
is much more adventageous than by Newton’s formula; indeed, it
not only dispenses with the calculation and printing of the
differences, but moreover the precision is greater.

Interpolation in a table in which the interval is equal to h.
The table containing the numbers F(a+ih),  to obtain F(r)  we
choose a so as to have a < z < a+h.  But then an interpolation of
degree 2n+l  is only possible by (14) if the table contains the
numbers F(a-nh+h)  and F(a+nh;,  in which case the formula
is called a mid-panel formula.

-. We put into (14) x=(z-a)/h  and write

= F(r)  = F(a+xh).

Hence according to (8) Ik may be written
-.

(15)- Zk  =  G-3  [(x+k--1)  F(a+kh)  + ( k - x )  F(a---Kh+h)l.

Ik is therefore the result of linear interpolation between the
points corresponding to r=a-kh+h and z=a+kh.

C,  is given by (11) and the remainder will be

(16) Rqn  = Ix+;;‘)  h2” D2”F(a+[h)

where - ( n - - l )  <E<n.
In the case of the mid-panel formula we have 0 < x C  1;

hence according to $ 125 the remainder will be

(17) j R,,  1 < hzn  ( nG’)  D2”  F(a+th)  / .

The interpolation by formula (14) needs no more work
of computation than Everett’s formula, even a little less; there-
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I
fore the printing of the even differences in the tables is super-
fluous.

Linear Interpolation. Stopping at the first term in (14),
we put n=l,  and get

F(r) = I, + (; 1 h”D2F(a+:h)

where 0 < 6 < 1; moreover x=(z--a)/h,  and

I, = xF(a+h)  + (l-x) F(a).

Though the computation of I, is easy to make especially
if a calculating machine is used, nevertheless it may be useful
to indicate the shortest way to follow.

Let us denote by A the place on the calculating machine
where the result appears, by B the place where the number to
be multiplied is put in, and finally by C the place where the
multiplicator appears when the handle is turning

First F(a+h)  is put into B, then it is multiplied by x, which
number appears in C. Without reading the result in A, we
cancel F (a+h)  in B and put in its place F(a), leaving the num-
bers in A and C untouched. Then we turn the handle till the
number x in C becomes equal to one. The result in A will be
equal to I,.

The remainder is the same as that in the Newton series.
Since 0 C  x < 1 we shall have according to (17)

I R,  ! < j +-  ~WF  (a+5h)  1.

In 8 125 it has been shown that the error dF(z)  of F(Z) is
due to two causes; first to the inexactitude of the numbers
F(a+ih)  contained in the tables, and then to the neglect of the
remainder. If the tables are computed to v decimals then their
error will be less than &=5/10~+~ ; moreover the resulting error
will be

I dF(zl I< 1oy+,-?- + I R2  I.

We have seen that E  and R, must be of the same order of
magnitude (8 125).
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Example 1. Let F(z) = log z;  given a logarithmic table to
v decimals from b to c, the interval being h=l. We shall have

f-fence the most favourable number Y of decimals, in the case
of linear interpolation, will be

b c V

10 100 3

7 - t

100 1000 5
loo0 10000 7

10000 100000 9

The error of I;(z) will not exceed one unit of the last
decimal.

Example 2. Let F(r)  =lO’  Antilogarithmic tables of range
O-l and interval h.  Since

/ R, / < ha lo”+”< 77,”
8 (loge)” -’

From this we conclude that if the interval is equal to h the
best value for the number of decimals v is

h Y

0.01
0.001

0,OOOl

3
5
7

Remark. The usual seven decimal logarithmic table contains
182 pages, whereas according to what precedes a table giving the
same precision by aid of linear interpolation, containing the
logarithms from 1000 to 10000 to seven decimals, together with
an antilogarithmic table from zero to one (h=O.OOOl)  would
take only 38 pages that is, hardly more than one fifth.

Example 3. Probability integral, F(Z)  = 1 J*  edfq2  df.
\/2x  --‘x)

Table beginning at x=0;  interval h. We have
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! R
2

= h’ z- e--m:2  ._.( 3h”.h’
8 ‘.,-1:  _#. ‘- - 1 0 0 ’sip?

The interval being equal to h the best number v of decimals is

h v

0,Ol 5
0,001 ! 7

Example 4. Probability function F(z) = -A e-^’  2 . Table
beginning from r=O  interval h. Since V2::

e-z4/2  ‘1 1 ( ?h’
p-11 .1oo’

The best value of h corresponding to v is given by the table of
Ex. 3.

Example 5. F(r) = sin z. Range of the table 0 - J+r.
Interval h. We have

I R, ) < is I sin(a+$h)  I < G.

A. Five-decimal table. Determination of the best magnitude
of the interval. According to what we have seen we should have

!L  5
8

10~ t h a t  i s  h=0.006324

If the circumference is divided into 360 degrees, then
h=0°36  and if it is divided into 400 grades then h=OY4.

Steinbecher’s table (Braunschweig, 1914) in which h=O”Ol
is much too large; if we choose h=Og2  the table would be twenty
times as short, giving the same precision. The table would be,
as we shall see, too large even for a seven-decimal table.

B. Seven-decimal tables, In the same manner we find
h=0°036  or 0” 04.

H. Brandenburg’s table (Leipzig, 1923) in which h=lO
seconds or OOOO277  . . , is twelve times too large.

Example 6, F (2) = tan z.  Range of the table 0- :, Interval

h. It is sufficient to consider the above range; indeed if we have
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s < z < 3 then instead of tanr we put l/tan(l/zn-2). We have

1 R
2

j < _he 2 tan(a-!-Eh)  < E
8 cos2(a+(h)  2 *

Five-decimal tables. The best magnitude for h is given by

he  5- = --.
2 10”

Comparing this with the previous example, we see that now
the interval must be twice smaller, that is

h = 10’ or Og2

and in the seven-decimal table

h=l’.. o r  h=OgO2..

Therefore we should obtain a rational five-figure trigono-
metric table by choosing the interval 10’ or 0~2 both for the
sine and the tangent function. This would occupy only one page
and a half.

The interval chosen in seven-decimal table should be 1’ or
0.02 grades. This would take 15 pages

Parabolic interpolation of the third degree. Putting n=2
into equation (14) we obtain, if 0 < x < 1:

(19) F(z) = F(a+xh) = I, +C,(x)IZl-Z2]t(X~1)hWF(a+s’h)

where -1 < 5 < 2. The number C,(x) is given by the table
mentioned. Moreover

I, = 3 [(x+1)  F(a+2h)  + (2-x)  F (a-h)  I*

This is, as has been said, the approached value of F(Z)
obtained by linear interpolation between F(a-h) and F(a+2h).
The remainder is (17) :

(20) IR, I < f$ ID’F(a+Sh)l.

The error of F(r) will be, as we have seen,

IbF(z)  I < ;~+lR,l.

26
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Example 7. Let F(z) = log z and h= 1. The table contains
the logarithms of the integers from b to c, then

The most favourable value of v is given by

b c 1 v
_ _ _ _ _ _

1 0 100 5
3 2 100 7

100 1000 9
1000 10000 13

10000 100000 17
32000 100000 19

The error of F(z) does not exceed one unit in the last
decimal. If the table begins with 32, and I is less, then it is
necessary to bring it within the range of the table by multiplying
it, for instance by 3 and then log3 must be subtracted from
the result.

Example 8. Let F(z) = lOi,  the range of the table being
0- 1 and the interval equal to h; then

,R
4
,<% ‘O”+” <7h4

128 (loge)+ ’

The best value of Y corresponding to h is

h V
- -

0,01 7
0,001 11
0,OOOl  15
0,00001  19

Remark. A 13 decimal logarithmic table could be construc-
ted from 1000 to 10000 and a 13 decimal antilogarithmic table
(h=O..OOOI)  taking together 76 pages and giving 13 exact deci-
mals by the aid of an interpolation of the third degree. This
would be the rational logarithmic table for high precision.
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Example 9. F(x) = k ,J’ e-@fl  dt is given by Sheppard’sV
tables (Pearson, Tables for Statisticians and Bemetricians)
where h=O,Ol.  Linear interpolation.  Putting 1=x1/  2 we get

The definition of Qpn(x)  is given by

@ ” (x)  = 2Dn-1  c
1�7r  l

The quantity Qp, (x)/2”l is to be found at the end of Czuber’s
Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung (Vol. I) and in Jahnke’s Funk-
tionentafeln.

Linear interpolation would give in this table at the beginning
5 decimals: from ~~3.5  up, 7 decimals; and from 2=5 up, nine
decimals exactly.

Interpolation of the third degree. We have

I R,  I < -f&  r ) (~~-32)  1 e-*9*  .
li2r

Into this r=a+[h  must be put. Remarking that

-& (32-23) e-“/2  = &-  (3x-&3) e -*  = ?$I-.

I! ‘2;; v=“-
we have ,R ,< h’  @P,tx)

4 I I40 8

From the tables mentioned it follows that
therefore I R I < 2/1010.

The error of F(z) will not exceed

.

I Gr  (x) 18

one unit

I < O,55  and

of the ninth
decimal. From the point of view of the third degree approxima-
tion the table should contain 9 decimals.

Example 10.  Let

F(m) = F(a+ph)  = y(m,x) = $ e-“’

be considered as a function of m. Pearson’s table gives y(m,x)
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to six decimals for every integer value of x; the interval being
equal to Am = h = O,l.*

According to formula (2) of 8 148 we have

D”y hx)  = G,, (mx)  y (m,x)
PII

where D is the symbol of derivation with respect to m. In

consequ&ce  of formula (2) and (3) Q 148 it follows that

Dy(m,x)  = (-l)“Py(m,x--n).
m x

Therefore according to (17) the remainder of an interpolation
of degree 2n-1  will be, if 0 < x < 1,

A*”  y(a+[h,x-2n)  i .x
Linear interpolation:

I R, I < T I A2  y(a+th,x-2)  Ix
where O<&<l.

R, may be simplified by remarking first that if m < 1 then
0 > Ay > -1 and therefore I A”y  ! < 1. On the other hand,
if m21, then the maximum of y is reached for x=m;
hence according to Stirling’s formula we have

o<y<  1
li

<0,4
2nm mli

and consequently I Ay I C 0,4/ lrn; moreover I A2y  I < 0,8 / vz
So that we always have I A2y  I < 1.

Of course it is possible to obtain lower limits for A”y. For
instance, denoting by y (m,i) the largest of the quantities y (m,x),
y(m,x-1)  and y(m,x-2) it follows that

I Ay(m,x-1)l  < y(m,i) and I A*y(m,x-2)  I < 2y(m,i).

Finally the remainder may be written, in the case of linear
interpolation,

I R,  I < $ y(m,i).

.* Pearson. Tables for Statisticians and Biometricians.
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The exactitude will not be much greater than three decimals.
Interpolation of the third degree. We have, if 0 <x < 1

R, < g I A4y(a+&v-4)1

where -1 c t < 2,  Starting from I A\‘y  I < 1 we get I A’w  1 < 4,
and if m 2 1 from I A$1 < 0.8 we find I A”u,  / <z; or denoting

1’,m vm
by y (m,i)  the greatest of the quantities ~&n,x),  w (mJ--1)  9 . . .
y (m,x-4) we have I A”y  I < 8yImi).

From this it follows that

IR ICg: o
4 32 r

I R,! < = or
4 0 1 / m

I R,i <$ y(m,i).

This gives five exact decimals. ’
Example 11. Let

1
F(m)  = F(a+dd  = nx+l)  o J

.me-ftxdt = Z(a,p).

Pearson‘s Tables of the incomplete Gamma-Function give
Z(zz,p)  considered as a function of u, to six decimals; the interval

_~ being equal to &z=h=O,l. Since  u=m/l!i,+l  we have
dm
- -\/si and
d u

therefore

--

PZ = l/x+1 FZ = I/x+1 y(m,x)

V’Z = (x+1)  Du,  = (xl-l) GIy  = -(x+1)  Ay(m,x-1).n‘
(The polynomials Gi will be introduced in 8 148,)

In consequence of what we have seen in the preceding
example, if m 2 1:

ID’Ij <0.4(+)
u

I’m
or in the general case

i D”Z  I < (x+l)y?(m,i)
”

where y(m,i)  is the larger of the numbers y(m.x)  and tp(m.x-1).
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Hence the remainder in linear interpolation will be respectively

IR, 1 < h2(x+l)---
201/m

and I R, I < it (x+I)v(m,i).

The first will be used if m is large or x small, and the
second if m is small or x large.

Third degree interpolation. We find

YZ = (x-l-1)” G,y = -(x+f)2A3  y(m,x-3).

We have seen that I A3y  I < 2; moreover I A3yi  < 4yr(m,i)
where v(m,i) is the largest of the quantities

y(m,x),  w(w=--11,.  . . w (m,x-3)  and if m 2 1 then I A3y  ( < 1,6

Therefore:
l/m

IR,l<  +$ (x+1)2  o r
2

I R, I < $ (x+l)$(m,i)

moreover if m 2 1
,R

4
, < 3h4(x+l)’

80Vk

Parabolic interpolation of the third degree will not give, in
the case considered, much over five exact decimals.

Parabolic interpolation of the fifth degree by aid of formula
(24).  We shall have

F(a+xh)  = 1, + Cl  (4 K--J,  I + C, (4 I2k--31,  + I,1 + 4
where I,  is, according to (15), equal to

I, = 4 [(x+2)F(a+3h)  + (3--x)F(a-2h)].

This is the approached value of F(r) obtained by linear
interpolation between F(a-2h) and F(a+3h).  The remainder
is equal, according to (17) :

R, = h” [ x;2  j D”F(af:h)

and therefore

I R, I < s4 1 DaiF(a$-$h)  1

where 0 < x < 1 and -2 < 6 < 3.
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The error in F(o+xh) will be, as has been said,

I d~(a+xh)I < g e + I R, I

Example 12. Let F(z)  = log Z. The table contains the
logarithms of the integers from 10000 to 100000, the interval
being equal to one, h=l.  Therefore the remainder will be

IRJ<&.  =F < 1%.

If the table contains the logarithms to v decimal places,
then the error of F(a+xh)  will be

Hence it is best to compute the table to 24 decimals; indeed,
then the error will not exceed one unit of the last decimal.

Example 23.  Let F(m) = Z(u,p).  (See Example 11.) We
have

p’;Z = (%+I):~  G, y = - (x+1)”  Ajy(m,x-5).

From the preceding we deduce
.

!A”I/<~;  moreover, IA”vl<16y(m,i)

where v(m,i)  is the greatest of the quantities y(m,x), , , . ,

w(m,x-5) and if m > 1 then 1 ASy,l  I < 6,4.
v

Therefore we have
m

R,;  < g (x-l-1)”
6

or IR,l <$- (x+l)“y(m,i)

moreover if m 2 1

l&I<
h”(X+l)”

321/m  ’

The third degree interpolation will in most cases be suffici-
ently exact; that is, the fables should always be computed, ii
possible either for linear or for third degree interpolafion.

Using a calculating machine, the shortest way to obtain a
third degree interpolation is the following. First I,  , will be
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computed, as has been described above. I, will be noted; then
we compute I,. To begin with, we put F(a+;Zh)  in B on the
machine (p,  398) and multiply it by (1+x)  ; then cancelling
F(a+2h)  in B we put in its place F(a-h) without touching the
numbers in A and C; we turn the handle till (1 +x)  in C becomes
equal to 3. The result in A is then equal to 31,.  We divide it
mentally by three, putting the quotient into B and checking it
by subtracting it thrice from the number in A where now we
must hay  : zero.

Turning the handle backwards again once, we have -1, in
A; we add to it I,. The difference I,--I,  will now figure in A.
We remove it and put it into B. [There are calculating machines
which permit us to transfer the numbers from A to B by turning
a handle. This is useful if we have to calculate a product of
three or more factors.] We multiply it by C,  taken from the
table. The product appears in A. We cancel the number in B,
put there I, obtained before, and add. In A we have the
number F(z) desired.

Example 10.  To find the value of the probability integral
corresponding to t = 0.6744898 in Sheppard’s tables (hx0.01).

Putting a=0,67  we have

F(a-h) = 0.745 3731 F(a+h) = 0.751 7478
WI = 0.748 5711 F(a+2h)  = 0,754 9029.

Of course it is not necessary to copy these numbers out of the
table, since they can be transferred directly to the machine when
they are needed.

Putting x=0.44898  we first determine I,  by linear inter-
polation as has been described before. We note the result:
I, = 0.749 99737, x contains more than three figures,
hence C,(x) cannot be taken from the tables mentioned; it must
be computed by multiplication; C, (x) = l/zx(l-x). \ The result
is noted too: C,(x) = 0.123 6985.

Now we determine I,--I,  as has been said above; then
without noting it, we multiply it by C,(x) and add I, to the
product. We find

F(z) = 0.750 00002.

This is exact to seven decimals.
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Interpolations by parabolas of higher order than three are
performed in a similar way; by calculating first the numbers
I,, I,, . * . and noting the results. Secondly, by forming ZB,,, 1,
and finally multiplying them by C,,(X) and adding the products.
1 A table giving the numbers C,,(X) is found in lot. cit. 38,I

Let us suppose that a table contains the numbers I,, I,, . , . , zs
and that F(z) is to be determined by a parabola of degree 2n+l
where .

zr,,  < z < z,,+,  *
If moreover

n+lIm<N-n-l

that is, if there are n+l  points on each side of z; then, putting
z, = a and (z-o)lh=x  we have 0 < x < 1. The corresponding
formula will be termed, as has been said, a mid-panel formula.

If
m<n+l

?hen we put z,,-,  =a  and we shall have x < 0. The corresponding
formula is a first-panel formula, which will serve for all inter-
polations of degree 2n+l  if z < z,,,, .

N - n - l  < m

then we put a=~~~-,,-,  and we shall have x > 1; then formula is
an end-panel formula; the same will serve for all interpolation

; of degree 2n+l  if z > z-v-,,-,  .
Remark. In the case of the first-panel and of the end-panel

formulae the maximum of the remainder (16) will be greater
than that given by (17). x < 0 or x > 1; therefore the
corresponding values of C,,(x) are not in the tables mentioned ,
and they must be calculated in each case.

Conclusions concerning the computation of tables. A rational
table should always be calculated taking account of the inter-
polation formula to be used. For instance:

A five-decimal table for linear interpolation by (18) should
contain the logarithms of the integers from 100 to 1000 and the
antilogarithms with an interval 0.01. Four pages altogether.

A seven-decimal table for linear interpolation by (18)
should contain the logarithms of the integers from 1000 to 10000
and the antilogarithms with the interval 0.001 (38 pages).
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For greater precision a 13 decimal table intended for inter-
polation of the third degree by (19) should contain the logarithms
of the integers from 1000 to 10000 and the antilogarithms with
an interval of 0,OOOl  (76 pages).

A 19 decimal table for third degree interpolation containing
the logarithms of the integers from 32000 to 100000. (Thompson’s
Logarithmica Britannica could serve for this.)

Finally for an extreme precision a table of 28 decimals
could be constructed for interpolation of the fifth degree con-
taining the numbers from 32000 to 1OOOOO.

Generally, in order to obtain a given precision of Y decimals,
the intervals could be chosen greater at the end of the table
than at the beginning The table may be shortened in this way
too. Or if the intervals are the same throughout the table, then
at the end more decimals can be given than at the beginning.
This has been done in Sheppard’s table of the probability func-
tion.

Problem. Sometimes if F(u) is determined by aid of a
parabola of degree 2n-1,  the tangent to the point of coordinates
u,F(u)  is also required. For this a knowledge of DF(u)  is
necessary. Putting x=(u--a)/h  into formula (14)

(21) F(u)  = i c:i:(x)  ZIZ B,,,,.  Iv.
lllZXl

Since C,(X) =l,  we get

DF(u) = ,,i, + DC,(x) “!i’ BJ,.  +
u x “-=I

+  ,,,p,  C , , , ( x )  ‘5”  B,w  ; DI,.
r=l x

but from formula (15) it follows that

DI,  = %- [F(a+vh)  --(a--ah+h)l.
i

Taking account of the value of B,,,,. given by (lo), we may
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It can be shown that

“i’  (-l),+l (“mmt+y’]  (El  -E-r-l)  = (-l)m E-nzAzm+l.

TZl

Therefore
“a  +2

(24
( -1)  “’

z B,,,,  Dz,  = m AZNlf’  F(a--mh)
I -7 1 x

The derivative of C,,(x) is obtained by the aid of Stirling’s
numbers (24),

Parficutar case of the third degree (formula 19). Neglecting
the remainder, the derivative of F(u) will, in consequence of
(221,  be

DF(u)  = -; [(i-x) (Z,-Z1)  + AF(a)  - 5 C,  (x)A”F(a-41.
1‘

The p -th derivative of F(u) can be obtained by aid of
Leibnifz’s  formula. Starting from (21) and remarking that
D’Z,  = 0, we have

1

(23) uD,lF(u)  = +, [ ,,,;, D~Crn(x)  :F:  B,,, I ,  +
x -

+ ,u  ,,z,  DOT,,  “-!i B,,,,.  DZ,.  Jx ,=I x
where

(24) f?:,C,,,(x)  zz (-lj”’ p!l  (“$z-‘) =

= k-l)“’ 2m+1- -  ,z, (i),,  (xfm-1)‘.!‘Si,,,  .
(2m) !

9 133, Inverse interpolation by aid of the formula of the
preceding paragraph. In 5 132 we found

(1) F(z)  = F ( a + x h )  = : C , , ,  T$ Bwn  IA  f
,,,=o

th-1  1 x+;n--l 1 D’nF(a+&h)

where - (n- l )  < i c n  or 0 < :’ < x;  and
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(2)
1, = x+k--12k-1 F(a+kh)  + 2 F(a-khfh).

To begin with, we determine by aid of the remainder in
formula (l),  the number R of terms necessary to obtain the
prescribed precision. Generally n=2, corresponding to a third
degree parabola, will be sufficient.

If F(Z) is given, and the corresponding value of Z is to be
determined by aid of a table containing the numbers F(z) cor-
responding to equidistant values of z (the increment of z being
equal to h) then we choose F(U) in the table, so as to have

(3)
or

F(a) C F(Z) < F(a+h)

F(a) > F(Z) > F(a+h).

The method is similar in both cases. We will suppose that the
first inequality is satisfied.

Now we compute z1 the first approximation of Z, by linear
inverse interpolation between a and a+h,  using Lagrange’s
formula (12) of 5 131.  Putting into it a+h  instead of 6, we get

(4)
4FW---F(a)  1

*I  = a + F(a.+h)-F(a)  +
h(a+h-Z)  (Z-a)  D’F(a+:h)

___- -2IFk+hl  -F(a)  I

where O<t<  1.
The maximum of the absolute value of the remainder 27

will be
hQ2F  (a+[h)

““’ < 1 8JF(a-+h)--F(a)]  ’

Denoting by E the precision of the numbers F(z) contained in
the table, for instance E = 5/IOB+*  (Y exact decimals), the ab-
solute value of the error of z, produced by the inexactitude of
the numbers in the table will be:

he 3he---~-
F(a+h)  ---FM

1 1+2  F(Z)--F(a)
I f I Fla+hl  ----F(a) II I< F (a+h)  -F (a) I

therefore the absolute value of the total error of Z, is

3he
162, I < qqq---- /+‘8’<&  =h,.- F ( a )  ,
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Neglecting the remainder in formula (4) we determine Z,
keeping only the r1 exact decimals. If Z > 0 we necessarily have

a<r,<Z<afh.

Then adding one unit of the P, -th decimal, that is h, = l/lo”1  ,
to z, we have

(5) zl < Z < z, + h, .

Now by aid of (1) we determine the values of F(r,)  and
F (z, +h,),  putting first into this equation x= (q-)/h  and then
x=(z,+hl-a)lh,  using the necessary n terms for the required
precision, In consequence of (3) and (5) we shall have

F(q) < f’(Z)  < F(z,+hl.

Then we proceed to the determination of z2, the second
approximation of Z, obtained again by linear inverse interpo-
lation, but between z, and r,+h,  . We find

(6)
hIF(Zl--Fk,l  I

” = ‘l + F(z,+h,)-F(q)  +
(z,+h,-Z)  (Z--z,)VF(a+Sh)__-.

2lF(z,+W--Fk)  I ’
The remainder a,  will be

I”,  1 <
h13D2F(a+Eh)  ’
/ qF( ~,+hk---FkH

Moreover the absolute value of the error of F(z,)  or
T(z,+h,)  Icaused  by the inexactitude of the numbers F(Z)
contained in the table, if the interpolation executed was of the

third degree 1,  being less than + E,  if follows, in consequence of

what has been said above, that

(7) / (jz, ( < -...~ 3hl&
I F(z, +h,)--Fo

+ 1~8,  I < A; = h, .

We keep in z, only the ~~~ exact decimals. If a greater precision
is necessary, then adding one unit of the v2  -th decimal, that is
h, = l/10’! to z,, we find

z2 < Z < z,+h,.

Now we determine F(z.,)  and F(r,+h,)  by (1) in ihe same
way as F(z,) before. Then starting from
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W,)  < F(Z)  < F(z,+hz)
we determine zH the third approximation of Z, by writing into
(6) respectively z,, z,, h,  instead of z2,  z,  , h, ; the error 62,
is given by (7)  in the same manner. If Bz,  is negligible compared
with the prescribed precision, or if .A;  is smaller than the first
part of the error CJZ,  due to the inexactitude of the numbers of
the table, then the problem is solved; if not, we continue the
proceeding as described before.

Example 1. To compare this method of inverse interpolation
with that of Thompson, by aid of Everett’s formula, using the
even differences, we will again choose Thompson’s example.
Given

F(Z) = 1ogZ  = 1.95717  32271 83589 39035

Z is to be determined by Thompson’s logarithmic table to twenty
decimals. In these tables we find

F(a) = i.95717 13373 70099 19928 , a = 0,90609

F(a+h) = 1.95717  61304 04846 19226 , a+h  = 0,906lO

therefore h=l/106;  moreover, AF(a) > 4/10°  and E  = 5/lO”l.
Starting from these values, we determine first the maximum

of the remainder in formula (4). We get

Hence

)A’)<  h3 <&.
16a2AF (a)

therefore the first ten decimals of z, will be exact. From (4) we
obtain, neglecting the remainder:

z, = 0.90609 39428,

Since the last decimal is exact, hence z,  < Z and adding one unit
to the tenth decimal of z,  we have z,+h,  ~0.90609 39429;
moreover,

z, < Z < z,+h,.

Before computing F(z,)  and F(z;+h,) by aid of formula (1)
we must determine the number n of terms necessary to obtain
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a precision of 20 decimals. For this we determine the remainder
of (1) in the case of n=2,  and find

IR  ,< 3h4  6loge  < 2 .- -__-4 128 a*  10””

hence a third degree interpolation is sufficient; so that we have
only to determine I,  , I z and C, (x).

For this we put first into equation (1) x = Ly = 0,39428

and k=l;  we find

I,  = 0.39428F(a+h)  + 0.60572@)  =

= i;95717 32271 67839 24368.

-.

Remark. Before performing the multiplications by F(a+h)
and F(a), since the sum of the factors x and (l-x) is equal to
unity, the first six figures common to F(a) and F(a+h)  have
been set aside and only added to the result.

In the same way, putting into formula (2) x=0,39428  and
k=2 we get

‘7
I 1

‘2
= lq39;128  F@+‘&)  + 1’y72 F(a-h)  =

z-i,95717  32271 14941 49591

F(a+2h)  and F(a-k)  were taken out of the logarithmic table;
and before the multiplications, again, the five common figures
were set aside. From the above results we deduce

moreover
I+,  = 0.00000 00000 52897 74777;

and
C,  (x,) = (0.39428) (0.30286) = 0.11941 16408

C, (x,) II,--Z,]  = 0.00000 00000 06316 60686

and finally

F(q) =i.95717  32271 74155 85054.

We had F(U)  < F(Z) < F(a+h)  and z,  < Z; therefore
we must have F(z,) <F(Z), and this is what we really find.

Now to obtain F(r,+h,)  we put into (1) x=0.39429  and get
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and

I,' = 0.39429 F(a+h)  + 0.60571 F(a) =

- -1.95717 32272 15769 59114

I ’ = le3y F@+2/,)  + y
2 F(a-h) =

=i,95717 32271 62871 84338
therefore

I,‘-- I,' = 0.00000 00000 52897 74776.
Since

C,(O,39429)  = 0.11941 26979 5
it follows that

c,(I,'--l,')  = 0.00000 00000 06316 66278
and finally

F (q fh,) =i.95717 32272 22086 25392.
As was to be expected, we have

FM  <F(Z)  < Fb,+h).

Now we shall determine the maximum of the remainder
corresponding to formula (6). We find

Therefore the error caused by neglecting the remainder will
be less than one unit of the 20 -th decimal. The problem is solved.
The error due to the inexactitude of the numbers of the table
cannot be overcome, and we shall have in consequence of (7)

z, will be determined by (6), neglecting the remainder. Since we
have

F(Z)-F(q)  = 0.00000 00000 09433 53981
and

Fk+h,) - F(z,) = 0.00000 00000 47930 40338;
therefore

z2 = 0.90609 39428 19681 74509.
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Remark. Taking account of the fact that 1ogZ  is equal to
log (e/3) the error being less than 5jlO”,  it follows that the
difference between tr and e/3 should not exceed 4,/10”“;  and
really this difference is equal to 3/1020.

g 134. Precision of the interpolation formulae, In 9 125
we have seen that the precision of an interpolation formula of
degree 2n-1  having the same remainder may be measured by
the maximum of the possible error caused by the inexactitude of
the numbers in the table, that is by WE,  if. the error of the
data in the tables is less than E  = 5/10’+‘, and if UI  is
the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients figuring in the
formula. Therefore, to compare the different formulae we have
to determine the corresponding values of o.

2. In the case of Newfon’s formula ((j 125) we find:

if 0 I x 2 1,  the series below is then convergent and

.,zo  w,“(;J =o
--

therefore tie have w1 S 2.
2. In the first Gauss series we had (2, 8 127)

moreover in the second Gauss series (6, $j 127)

From this we immediately deduce that for every value of
x and m we have ws > w2.  Indeed from the preceding it follows
that

x + m  > m - x  o r x >o;

if this is satisfied, the maximum of the error of the first GQUSS
formula is less than that of the second of the same degree; thus
the former is preferable,

2-i
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3. From Bessel’s formula (4, Q 128) we obtain

It is easy to see that if x > ‘/z then wI  < w2,  Indeed for every
value of m this gives x--‘/z  < x + m. But even if I/,< x < 42,
then we have l/z- x 5 x + m. So that if x > 1/1 then Bessel’s
formula is preferable to the Gauss formulae.

4. Stirling’s fyrmula  gives (5 128)
211

W>i  z x + m - 1
w [Ii 2 m 1 m&i  + llzxmf+mi]l]’

From what precedes, we may easily deduce that Stirling’s
formula is preferable to the Gauss’ formulae, if 0 < x < 1/.

5. In the case of Everett’s formula we get (§ 129) if O<x<l

From this it follows that wa  > w6.
7. The interpolation formula dispensing with printed

differences of Q 132 will give

Other conclusions may be obtained by comparing the inter:
polation formulae in some particular cases.

A. Linear interpolation. The Newton, the two Gauss and the
Stirling formulae give

0 = 1 + x .

To Bessd’s  formula corresponds

therefore if 2.  X < ‘14 it will lead to results inferior to the
former formula, and if x > I/~ to better ones.

Everett’s formula and that of 8 132 give o = 1; therefore
these are the most advantageous.

B. interpolation  of fhe third degree. We obtain the follow-
ing values:
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1. Newton: (if O<x<  1)

2. Gauss I:

w,=1+x-+- I[;)[ + l(x;lli.
3. Bessel:

5. Stirling:

6. Everett:

II I

x i
w,=1+ .)’

- I’
7. Formula of ,$  132:

w7 = 1 + x(1-x).

From the above we conclude that in the case of an inter-
polation of the third degree the error is generally the smallest
when using Everett’s formula.

Moreover if x > l/2 then Newton’s formula is preferable to
the Gauss formula I. If x=l/&  then both lead to the same result;
and finally, if x 5 l/z,  then Gauss’ formula is better.

Comparing Newton’s formula with that of Stirling, we find
exactly the above result.

On the other hand, comparing Newton’s formula with
Bessel’s, we are led to x2  -9x + 2 > 0; therefore if x = 0,278
both formulae give the same result; Newton’s formula is superior
or inferior to Bessel’s as x is smaller or larger than 0.278.

Comparing Stirling’s formula with Bessel’s, we find that
both lead to the same result if XX I/, moreover that Stirling’s
formula is preferable to Bessel’s if x < I/*.

The formula of (j 132 gives better results than the Gauss,
kewton, and Stirling formulae. Comparing it with Bessel’s
formula, we find that if ~~0.386  or if ~~0.613,  both formulae
give the same result; and that Bessel’s formula is preferable if
0.386 <x  < 0.613; for the other values of x the formula of
() 132 is better.
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This is another reason why the tables constructed for interpo-
lation by aid of the formula of (j 132 may be shorter than those in
which the interpolation is to be made by Newton’s, Gauss’ or
Stirling’s formulae.

9 135.  General Problem of Interpolation. A. The Function
and some of its Differences are given for certain values of the
variable.

We have seen that if a function f(x) and its differences are
given for x=a  then the function may be expanded into a Newton
series, Moreover if the function f(x) and its even differences are
given for x=a  and for x=a+h,  then the function may be ex-
panded into an Everett series.

Now we shall treat the general problem. The function f(x) is
given for x=aO, aI,  a*,  . . . , a, ; moreover some of the differences

Af  (ai),  Aaf  (ai),  . . , A”i-‘f  (ai)

are given. Let us suppose that

vo+v,  +v,+v,+...+,v~=R.

that is, there are given n .quantities  in all.
We may obtain the required interpolation formula of f(x)

satisfying the above conditions by aid of a Newton series. Let us
write

f(x) = f(o) + [ ;j Afto,  + (;] A-f(o)  +. . . . + lnTl)  A’7-‘f(o)
and

Putting into these equations the n given values

AUif (al)  for ,ui  = 0, 1, 2, . , . , (y-l),

we get n equations, which determine the n unknowns:

A f(0) for K=O,1,2 ,,.., n-l.

The remainder of the series will be that of a Newton series
stopped at the term A”-‘.  Hence the interpolation formula will be

f(x) = f(o) + [ yj Af(0) + . . , +  ( n:l j AI-‘!(O) +  [ ;] D”F(:)

where 0 < 6 < n-l or 0 < 5 < x.
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B. The Function and some of its Derivatives are given for
certain values of the variable.

If a function f(x) and its derivatives are given for x =a then
the function may be expanded into a Taylor series.

If the function f(x) is given for x=a,,,  a,, . . . . , a,, moreover
if Df(ai),  DV(ai),  1 . . . , D”i-‘f(q)  are given too, then putting

v,, + Y, + vq + , . . . + vi = n

we may expand the function f(x) into a Taylor series. Writing

f(x)=f(O)+xDf(o)+ ;.j D’f(o)+.  , . + $I& D”-‘f(o)

and

D:lf (x) z.z Dl,f  (0) + xD!’  “f (0) -t , . , + (n “T“:,)!  D”-‘f  (0).

Putting into these equations the n given values

D”if  (a,) for ,IL~  = 0, 1, 2, . . . , vi-1

we may determine the n unknowns:

D’f(O) for k = 0, 1,2,  , . . , n-l,

The remainder of this expansion will be &at  of the Taylor
series .which  has been stopped at the term D”-‘f  (0). Hence the
required formula will be

f(x) = f (0) + xDf (0) + , , . , + &- D”-‘f(O)  + 5 Dnf(:)

where 0 < 5 < x.



CHAPTER VIII.

APPROXIMATION  AND GRADUATION.

$ 136. Approximation according to the principle of mo-
ments. When solving the problem of interpolation, f(x) was
givenforx=0,1,2,..., R,  and we determined a curve of degree
r! passing through the points of coordinates x,f(x).

The corresponding problem of approximation is the follow-
ing: The points of coordinates x,y=f  (x) are given for x=0,1,2,.  . ,,
N-l and a function F(x) satisfying certain conditions is to be
determined so that the deviations

&=F(x)-y

shall be, according to some principle, the smallest.
.Such a principle is for instance the principle of least

squares, according to which, a function F(x) containing
disposable parameters being given, the parameters must be
determined so that

QF=  g
x=0

E?  = X:0 IF[x)-yy

shall be a minimum.
A second principle of approximation is that of the moments.

Let us denote by

(1) dLrn  = I5  xmy.
x-0

This is the m -th power-moment of y; given a function F(X)
containing n+ 1 disposable parameters, these must be determined
in such a manner that the moments &G, PM;,  . . . , d* of y shall
be identical with the corresponding moments of F(x).

There are other principles of approximation.
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A second case of approximation is the following: a function
f(x) of the continuous variable x is given, another function F(x)
satisfying certain conditions is to be determined so that the
deviations of the two curves shall be the smallest according to
some principle.

For instance, according to the principle of least squares,
F(x) containing disposable parameters being given, these are to
be determined so that

8=
-cd

(*=  If(X)-F(X)]‘dX

shall be a minimum.
On the other hand, according to the principle of moments, if

(2) z-4&= [I xrnf(x)  dx
--OD-

is given for m=0,1,2,..., n; the parameters of F(x) are to be
determined so that the first n+l  moments of F(x) shall be
equal to the corresponding moments of t(x) given by (2).

The simplest case of approximation is that in which F(x)
is a polynomial of degree n containing n+l disposable coefficients.
Let us suppose first that the variable is discontinuous,
x = 0, 1, 2, . , . , N-l, and that

F(x) = a0 + a,x + . . . . + a,,x”.

-4ccording to the method of least squares the equations
determining the parameters ci will be

ad7--
art,

y-2 x8+  [f(x)--F(x)]Y  =o

therefore we shall have

s xrf(x)  = s xyF(x)
x=0 x0

for Y = 0, 1, 2, . . , , n. But these are also the equations
determining the parameters if the principle of moments is
applied.

From this we conclude that if F(x) is a polynomial the
principles of least squares and of moments lead to the same
resulf, and therefore if the polynomial F(x) is expanded into a
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series of any polynomials whatever, the method of least squares
will always lead to the same result.

Consequently we shall choose the expansion which will
require the least work of computation, This will happen if F(x)
is expanded into a series of orthogonal polynomials.

Remark. 1. The above results are also true in the case of a
continuous variable.

If in order to obtain an approximation the principle of
moments is chosen, it is often adventageous to introduce, instead
of the power-moments given by formula (l), the factorial-
moments ?J& or the binomial-moments “;iS,  given by the follow-
ing definition:

m
(5) ‘ms = .go  (x)sf(x) as = zx=0 I I5 f(x).

The approximation obtained will be the same whatever th:z
chosen moments are, but often the calculus needed is much
simpler in the case of binomial-moments than in that of power-
moments. Moreover the computation of the binomial-moments is
shorter than that of the power moments, as is shown in Q 144.

Remurk. 2. If u(t) the generating function of f(x) is known,
then we have

u(f) = 5 f(x) P
x=0

a n d  D%(t)  = Xi  (x)Sf(x)  tXmS

so that

On the other hand, if the binomial-moments are known we
may determine the generating function of f(x) by Taylor’s
formula

Example. The binomial moments of the probability function

F(x) = (!$x (1-p)“-x are  2Bs  = n
0s pS and therefore the ge-

nerating function of F(x) will be

u(t)  =  azo  I;] IfP-PIS =  u-P+fP)“.
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Remark. 3. The principle of approximation applied is nearly
always that of the moments; indeed, the other principles, for
instance that of the least squares, or Fisher’s principle of
likelihood, are as a rule used only in cases when they lead to
the same result as the principle of moments. The reason for this
is not that the principle of moments is more in agreement with
our idea of approximation than the others (indeed from this
point of view, the first place belongs to the principle of least
squares), but that the calculus is the simplest in the case of the
principle of moments.

If the principle of approximation is chosen, we have still to
choose the approximating function F(x) containing disposable
parameters. In this, the interval in which x varies, the values of
the function f(x) to be approximated, at the beginning and at
the end of this interval, finally the maxima and minima of f(x)
play the most important parts.

In the case of the principle of least squares, it is the mean-
square-deviation that measures the approximationlobtained  . In
the case of the moments, we have not so practical a measure, but
we may proceed as follows: If the function F(x) has been
determined so that its first n+l  power-moments shall respec-
tively be equal to the corresponding moments of f(x), that is to
CM,,  OK,  , . . , . A,, then to measure the obtained approximation
we have to compare Xx”+‘F(x)  with d(+,;  the less the difference
is, the better the approximation may be considered.

Remark. 4. 1  If the function f(x) is expanda‘d  into a
s e r i e s

c,+c,(P,(x)  -tc.‘cr2(x)  +....+c,“%z(x)+....

and if we stop at the term c,,r/l,(x)  it may happen that the
coefficients c,, of this expansion are ihe  same as those we should
have obtained by determining them with the aid of the principle
of moments, putting the given moments J,, , 1, , . . . , A,, of f(x)
equal to the corresponding moments of

@n(x)  = co  + c,v, (4 + . * ’ + W/h(X).
This will occur:
1. If (I)“,(X)  is any polynomial whatever of degree m;  for

instance a Legendre polynomial, if the variable is continuous
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(§ 138),  or an orthogonal polynomial of §Q 139-141,  if the
variable is discontinuous (x = 0, 1,2, . . . , , N-1).

2. If the variable x is continuous, and if q,,,(x)  = H,Q  -x’J2
where H,  signifies the Hermite  polynomial of degree m (Q  147).

3. If the variable is discontinuous x = 0, 1,2, . . . and if

cpm(x)  =G,  F , where G,,,  is the polynomial defined in
§ 148.  .

This adds to the importance of the principle of moments.
On the other hand it may happen that, stopping the expan-

sion of f(x) at the term cnqn(x),  the coefficients c, are the same
as those we should have obtained by determining them according
to the principle of least squares by making minimum either the
sum or the integral of the quantity

If(x)  -@n(412
according as the variable x is discontinuous or continuous.

This will occur:
1. If v,,,(x)  is any polynomial whatever of degree m.
2. If the variable x is continuous and if f(x) is expanded

into a Fourier series (5 145),  in the interval (0, l), and

c,,ym(x)  = a,cosZzmx  + &sin;Znmx.

3. If the variable is discontinuous, and if f(x) is expanded
into the trigonometrical series of Q 146, where

cmrpm(x)  = a, cos F + /j,sin?$Z-.

This is in favour of the principle of least squares.
$j 137. Examples of the function F(x) chosen.
Example  1. Function with two disposable parameters.

Continuous variable. The range of x extends from 0 to 00.  If
f(0) = f(m) = 0 and f(x) > 0, th& we may try to approximate
the function f(x) by aid of

F(x)  = c r;;x;;).
We have

J’-F(x)dx  = C
0 0

jmxF(x)dx = C $:;;:I  k (p+l)C
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Let us write

rJi  -=
0 ’

j”-  x’f(x)dx.

According to the principle of moments we must put C = Jl,
and (p+l)C = ,d< ; so that the mean of x will be ~4 (x) =
=p+  1 =x,/uu,  . The formula (1 J presupposes that p > 0;
therefore we must have cd(x)  > 1. Writing in (1) C Y d<, and
p=d(x)-1 we get an approximation of f(x).

To measure the obtained approximation let us determine

4, - I’- x’F (x)dx  = ~4~ - (p+2) (p+l)C = ,?Y< - (p+2)@3
0 ’

The less this quantity is, the better the approximation,
Let us determine moreover the mean-square deviation 1~

corresponding to f(x) , 2 being the mean of Ix----,~-~(x)]~;  therefore

- on the other hand, starting from F(x) we get a2  .wp+l=  ,-J’(X).
Since the function (1) is maximum for x=p,  if f(x) is

. . .

,~-

maximum for x=x,, then the approximation will be useful
only if approximately x,,,  x .4(x)  - 1.

If the approximation of f(x) by F(x) is accepted, then from
(1) we conclude that

.X
1 f(t)df  .x*

0 ’
1 x F(f)df  = ~+4dZ(u,p).

0 ’

Here Z(u,p)  represents the incomplete;gamma-function of 8 18,
and u=x/  \/p-/-l.

The median Q of x is obtained from the equation
0

0 ’
F f(x)dx=Z[&,  p) = ‘I,.

The tables of the incomplete-gamma-function show that

p < 0 < p+l and therefore x,  < Q < d(x).

ConcZusion.  The approximation of f(x) by the function (1)
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may be accepted if x varies from 0 to x1  if f(0) = f(x)  =O

and if f (x)20;  moreover if we have approximately
02 - c&f (x)

XIll - d(x) - 1

?-/(X)-l  <Q<  @Y(x).

Remark. 1. In certain circumstances formula (1) may be used
also for the approximation of a function f(x), if f (0) = x and
f(x) = 0; but then we must have -A(X)  < 1 and -1 < p < 0;
moreover there should be no extremum in the interval between
x=0 and x=00,

Example 2. Function containing three disposable parameters.
If x is a continuous variable and if its range extends from 0 to 1:
moreover if f(0) = f(1) = 0 and f(x) 2 0 then we may try to
approximate the function f(x) by

(2)
g-1 (1-x) q-1

F ( x )  = c  -
B(PJ71

where p>l  and ~>l.

Since
0 ’

1”  F(x) dx = C,

I
0 ’

c xF(x)dx  = c “p;;” = A!!-
PfQ

an d

1’  x’F(x)dx _ Cp(p-+I)
0’ Ip+a) (P+g+l)

we have to put

c=Gf$;  -/+~-d(,  and  -“//2=; PIP-t11

P+4 (Pf4)  (P+q+l)  4.

From this we conclude that the mean of x is given by
d(x)  = p/(p+q)  i a n d  -s the mean-square deviation by

Starting from the above equations we may determine the
parameters p and Q ; first we get

i
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.u,q  = (G/lo---d%,)p and d&q  = (‘//,---‘/l.J  (p-+-l)

and finally

‘Ii, (J/,-J/,)
p = -J&J&--dfc,”

q = (~“-4) vAl,-‘-4
--,ll,,,ll,--,1(1’--’

To find the mode x, we have to put DF(x)=O, this gives

x,,,  = P----l- 1 .
p+T--2  -

l+ s

If p>q  then from the above equation it follows that x,  > 2
dl

and if q>p  then z4  >x,.
, 0

It is easy to show that the sign of ID2ylx=xm  is the same as
that of

!P-1)  (1-q)
p+q-2

-. Since p > 1 and q > 1, this is negative, so that a maximum
corresponds to x=x,.

If the approximation of f(x) by formula (2) is accepted, then
we have also

0'
fl(t]dt  = (.‘F(t)dt  = Zs(p,q)

0'
-..

where Zs(p,q)  is the incomplete Beta-function of $j 25.
The median Q of x given by-

0
f Wx = 1, hd  = ?h

0’
r

is determined by aid of the tables of this function. If p > q then
it can be shown that

P--l P-- >e>  -
Pi-Q--2 P+Q

or x,,, > g 2 d(x)

and if p < q then
x&psqx).

If X, and Q are nearly equal to the above values, then the
approximation is admissible. To check the obtained precision we
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that of F(x); the smaller the difference

of the obtained quantities is, the better the approximation should
be considered.

Remark. 2. The function (2) may serve as an approximation
of f(x) J also in the following cases:

1. If f(0) =f(l) = Oc ; but then we must have 0 < p < 1,
and 0 < q < 1; moreover x, will correspond to a minimum.

2. If f(0) = co and  f (1 )  =O,  t h e n  O<p<l  a n d  q>l.
No extrema in the interval (0, l),

3 .  :If  f ( 0 )  =O and  f (1 )  =m,  t h e n  p>l  a n d  O<q<l;
no extrema.

Example 3. Function containing three disposable parameters.
The variable x is continuous and varies from -00 to 00, If
f ( f -)  = 0 and f(x) h 0, moreover if there is but one maximum
of f(x), it may be approximated by

(3)

Since

F(x) =
c_ e-W-mPl2n’

u I’ 25:

and

J

,=
F(x)dx = C,

--oI
JJmxF(x)dx  = Cm

1

.-
x”F(x)dx = (n”+m”)C

-m
moreover denoting

d$ =
-MS

1’-x’f(x)dx

hence according to the principle of moments we have to put

Mode. The maximum of F(x) is reached if x = xnr = m.
If the approximation by aid of (3) is accepted, then we

have also
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-I)

jf(x)dx  =  *

x ..m’

where R= (z-m)/ o .
The median is equal to e=m.
Conclusion. The function (3) will only be useful as an appro-

ximation of f(x) if we have nearly

Xm -d(x)-@.

Since the third moment of the deviation x-m with respect
to the function (3) is equal to zero, hence the obtained precision
may be measured by

The smaller this quantity is, the better the obtained approxi-
mation.

Example 4. Disconfinuous  variable. Two disposable para-
meters. If x = 0, 1, 2, . . , , w then an approximation may be
tried by

- 5 F(x) zc, 5 xF(x)  = C m ,
X=0 x-0

xi x"F(x)  = C(m’+m);

moreover writing

A$ = 5 x’F(x)
XZO

hence according to the principle of moments we have to put

C-MO  a n d  m =  3 = 3 8 ( x ) .
0

The precision obtained will be measured by

42SZ,  - (m’+m)  Ho z M2-7i = $do-d(.
0

Mode. The maximum of (4) is reached for x=x,,, , where

m-l < x,,,  < m  .
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If the approximation of f(x) by formula (4) is accepted,
then we have also

I+1
I:  f ( x )  = 1-Z(u,p)

k=o

where Z(u,p)  is the incomplete-gamma-function of 5 18, and
__.

u=m/brz+l  a n d p=z.

The median of Q is drrermined by aid of

that is, by

l- I [”

Ve
,@-1) -I IA,  e].

v e+*

Since Q must necessarily be an integer, hence this equation will
be only approximately satisfied.

From Example I it follows that m-l < g < m + 1.
ConcZu~ion.  The approximation by (4) is advisable if we

have

d ( x )  -1 < x,  < -d(x)  ( d(x)  - 1 < @ < J (Jr) + 1

and
(y2  N 04 (x).

Example 5.  Discontinuous variable, three disposable para-
meters x=0,1,2,  . , , , R.  The approximation of f(x) may be tried by

(5)
Cp”(l-p)“-”

F(x) = B(x+l,n+l-x)
= c [ ;] px (1-p)“-x.

We have
u+1 *+1
z F(x)=C Z xF (x) = Cnp

x=0 x=0
and

n+1
I:  x(x-l)F(x)  = Cn(n-1)~’

x=0

Z x ( x - 1 )  (x--2)F(x)  = Cn(n-1)  (n-2)~:’
x-0

Since we denoted by mi the factorial moment of degree i, that is
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n+l
9J&  = x2o  (xh f(x)

We have to put

c = iI&* Cw = I1J1,, Cn(n-l)p2  = g)J,
that is

n  =  Tuz1’.--mm0 rm12-'%R2wo

9JL2 p=-ilYtlmn,, '

To check the approximation we determine

The less this quantity is, the better the obtained approximation.
The mean of x is

d(x)  = ~32,.
9%

The standard deviation or mean square deviation of x (p.  427)

.,o-  = lB@-  + .!P&  _ (go)‘=  np(l-p),

Mode. The maximum of F(x) is reached by x=x,  if

np < xtn  < np+l  o r d(k) <x,  < d (x )  +  1 .

If the approximation by (5) is accepted, we have also

i f(t) = 1 - ZP (x,n+l-x)
t=o

where I, (x,n+l-x)  represents the incomplete-beta-function (16),
5 25.

The median Q is obtained from

or from

e f(x) - fig f(x)
x=0 x=p+  1

1 - 1,) (e,n+l---e) - L (e+M--4.

From example 2 it follows that np-1 S Q 5 np.
Conclusion. The approximation by (5) will be useful if we

have
“R(x) < x,  < d(x)  + 1

28
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moreover if p > l/r or $$s’(x)  > n”  then

J(x)-1  <g<  J(x)

and if p < l/z or l/z ad(x)  < o’ then

d(x)  < @<d(X)  + 1.

Q 138. Expansion of a function into a series of Legendre’s
polynomials. The Legendre polynomial of degree n denoted by
X,(x) is defined by

(1) X,(x) = -& Dn[  (x2---l)]~

From this it follows that

(2) X,(x)  = -&  2’ (-1)’  [ 1) [ 2nT2i]  Xn-2i

where m is the greatest integer in n/2.
Important particular cases and values of the polynomials

x0  = 1 X,(x) = x

X,(x)  = 1/2(3x2-1) x,  (x) = ?/i (5x:‘-3x).

From (2) it follows immediately that X2,-,  (0) = 0 and

x 2n (0) = F-1)”  2n22” (n)=(?).

Since (1) may be written:

hence by aid of Leibnitz’ formula we get

(2’) X”(X) = $, “Z’ [ ;)’ (x-l)“-’  (x+1)‘.
i 0

Therefore
X”(1) = 1 and X,,(-1)  = ( -1)“ .

Symmetry of the polynomials. From (2’) we easily deduce:

X,(-x)  = (-1)” X”(X),

The roots of the polynomials are all real and single and
comprised between -1 and +l.
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Roots of X,(x) =O  for n=2,3,4,5

n=2 x0 = -00.57735026, x, = 0.57735026
n=3 x0 =-Oo.7745%66, x, = 0. xq -- 0.77459666
n=4 x0 = -00.86113632, xl = -0.33998104

x2 = 0.33998104, x3 = 0.86113632
n=5 x0  =- 0.90617994, x, = -0.53846922 x2 =0

x2 = 0.53846922, x4 = 0.90617994

In consequence of the symmetry of the polynomials, if xi is
a root of X,(x) =O  then -xi  will also be a root.

In Mathematical Analysis it is shownqO  that
1

c X,(x)X,,(x) dx = 0 if n =/= m
- i

(3)

([X.(x),2dx  = 2-. - i 2n+l*

That is, the polynomials are orthogonal in the interval (-1,  1).
A function t(x) of limited total fluctuation in the interval

(-1,l)  may be expanded into a series of Legendre’s polynomials.
Let us write

f(x) =co+clxl(x)  +c,X,(x)  +...,+c,X,(x)+  . . . .

Multiplying both members of this equation by X,(x) and
integrating from -1 to +i  in consequence of the equations (3)
we find

c = 2m+l ’
m 2 r f(x) X,,,(x) dx.

- i

Putting into this equation the value of X,(x) obtained in (2) we
have

c, = $4(2m+l)  5
i=o

k$![T]  [2m;2i]  t(x) xm-zidx

4s  See for instance C. Jordan, Cows d’Analyse,  Vol. 2, 3e  6d. p. 299.
E. T. Whittaker and G. N. Watson, Modern Analysis (1927),  p. 305.
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and denoting by A!s  the s -th power moment of f(x) in the
interval considered:

ah<=  !J xs f(x) dx
- 1

we finally find that

(5)

where ,u is the greatest integer contained in $$m+l.
The determination of the coefficients c,,, is very simple in

consequence of the orthogonality of the polynomials; otherwise
it would be a laborious task.

Approximation of a function f(x) by a series of Legendre’s
polynomials. Stopping at the term X,,  let us write

(6)

The coefficients c,,, must be determined according to the
principle of least squares so that

(7) #= (? If(x)-f,,(x)j”dx
- i

shall be a minimum. Putting into it the value of f,,(x) given by
(6) the equations determining the minimum will be

i)@
-=O for  m=0,1,2  ,.,.,  n .
i)C,

In consequence of the orthogonality of the functions we shall
find for c,, the value (4) obtained above.

Moreover by aid of (3) and (4) we find

$ 139. Orthogonal polynomials with respect to x=x0,  x1,
. . . x.\-~.  The polynomials U,,(x) of degree m are called orthogonal
with respect to x=x,, , , . . . , xs-,  , if the equation

(1) g
i=O

U,,,(X;)  u, (Xi)  = 0

is satisfied, if m is different from +
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These polynomials were first considered by Tchebichef”
and since then several authors have investigated this subject.

In the general case the polynomials are complicated and of
little practical use. But if the values of xi are equidistant, then
simple formulae may be obtained.

Determination of the orthogonal polynomials, if the given
values of x are equidistant. x=a+hE  and t=O,  1,2,. . . , N-l.
lnstead of starting at (1) we shall employ the following formula:

where F,-,(x) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree m-l. If we

‘1)  Tchebichef, Sur  les fractions continues. Journal de Mathemstiques
pures  et appliquees,  1858, T. III ( 0euvres, tome I, p. 203). - Sur I’inter-
polation par la methode  des moindres car&.  M&m.  Acad. Imp. de St. Peters-
bourg, 1859 (Oeuvres, tome I, p. 473). - Sur  l’interpolation des valeurs
equidistantcs,  1875  (Oeuvres, tome II, p. 219).

Poincari,  Calcul  des Probabilites.  Paris,  1896,  p. 251.
A. Quiquet, Sur une methode d’interpolation exposee  par Henri Poin-

care Proc. of the Fifth International Congress of Mathematicians. Cambridge,
1913, p. 385.

J. Gram, Ueber partielle Ausgleichung mittelst Orthogonalfunktionen.
Bull. de i’Association  des Actuaires Suisses.  1915.

Ch. Jordan. al Sur une serie de uolvnomes dont. chaaue somme oar-
tiel le representd  la’ mcilleurc approxiiatibn  d’un degre d&m6 suivani  la
m6thod.e  des moindres carres. Proc. of the London Mathematical Society,
1921, pp. 298-325.

F. Essher.  Ueber die Sterblichkeit der Schweden. Lund. 1920. - On
some methods .of interpolation. Scandia, 1930.

R. A. Fisher, Agric.  Science Journ. V o l .  9  (1921), p p .  107-135.  -
Fhilos. Transactions Royal Sot.  London, B. T. 213 (1924),  pp, 89-142.  -
Statistical Method for Research Workers, I. ed, 1925,  IV. ed. 1932.

P. Lore&z,  Der Trend, Vierteljahrshefte der Konjunkturforschung.
Ferlin,  1928; zweite Auflage 1931.

Ch. Jordan, b) Statistique Mathematique.  Paris, 1927, p. 291. - c) Sur
la determination de la tendance  seculaire  des grandeurs statistiques par la
methode des moindres car&.  Journal de la Soci6t6  Hongroise de Statistfque,
Budapest, 1929, - d) Berechnung der Trendlinie auf Grund der Theorfe  der
kleinsten Quadrate. Mitteil. der Ung. Landeskomm. ftir  Wirtschaftsstatistik
und Koniunkturforschung. Budapest, 1930.  - e)  Approximation and Gradua-
tion according to the Principle of Least Squares by Orthogonal Polynomials,
Annals of Mathematical Statistics, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1932, pp. 257--357.

A Sipos,  Praktische Anwendung der Trendberechnungsmethode von
<Jordan.  Mitteil. der Ung. Landeskomm. fiir  Wirtschaftsstatistik und Kon-
iunkturforschung. Budapest, 1930.

F. E. Affan,  General form of the Orthogonal Polynomials for simple
series.  Edinburgh, 1930.

C. E.  Dtealefait, Determination  de la tendencia secular. Rosario,  1932.
A. C. AitRen,  Graduation of data by the orthogonal polynomials of least

sqriares. Edinburgh, 1933.
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were to expand F,-,(x) into a series of U,(x) polynomials we
should return to equation (1) again.

Since F,,-,  (x) is of degree m-l, formula (IO)  of ($ 34, giving
the indefinite sum of a product, may be written, putting there

U(x) = Fm-,  (4 and  V,,(x)  = Urn  (4

in the following way:

!A-‘-‘rF,-,  Ix)  Un,Ix)‘l  = F,-, (4 A-‘Urn  (4 -

-AF,-,  (x) A-‘U,(x+h)  + A’F,-,(x)  ,A--“U,(x+2h)-.  . . . +

+ (-l)m-‘Am-‘F,,-,(x) A-mU,(x+mh-h).

Now. since we are considering polynomials only, A-W(x)
contains an arbitrary constant, to which may be assigned such a
value that [A-W,(x)  IX=,,  is equal to zero. But AW,(x+h)
contains an additional constant, which may be chosen so that
[A-“U,(x+h)]xz  ,z = 0. Con inuing after this fashion, we mayt

dispose of all these arbitrary constants in such a way as to have

A-“U,(x+nh-h)  = 0

for x=a, and for every value of n satisfying to n <,  m; therefore

: A-’ IF,,,-, Ix) U,(x) ] >,=a  = 0.

But in order that the definite sum may be equal to zero, it is
necessary for the above expression to vanish also for the upper
limit x=a+Nh=b.  But since A’  F,-,(b) is arbitrary for all
values of v, it follows that each expression A-P-l  U,  (x+vR)  ob-
tained for v=O, 1, 2, . . . , m-l must vanish separately for x=b.

From this  we conclude that (x-a) and (x-b) must both be
factors of A-’  U,(x).  Considering for the moment only the first
of these factors, we may therefore write

A-W,(x)  = (x--@(x).

Applying to this expression the formula for the indefinite
sum of a product (10, Q 34),  we find

m+1

A-W,,(x)  = ,.2 (-1) r & [ “-;;“+;‘“)  Ari(x).

(x-o) must be a factor of A-W,,,(x)  too: therefore the
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additional constant must be equal to zero; it follows that  (x-a)z,,,
is a factor of A-W,(x)*  By successive summation we should find
that (x-o),,n is factor of AbmU,,,(x)  so that it may be written

A-“V, (x) = [ x;a ]I Y(X).
As (x-b).  must also be a multiplying factor of A-lc,,,(x)

we deduce by the same reasoning that

A-W,(x)  is of degree 2m; therefore C is an arbitrary
constant, and we conclude that the general formula for the
orthogonal polynomials with respect to x=a+Eh,  where l=O,  1,2,
. . . , N-l and b=a+Nh  is the following:

(3) U,,,(x)  = CAm[(x;“)h  (x;b)h]  +

Starting from this expression, there are two different ways
of deducing the expansion of U,(x) into a Newton series. First
utilising formula (10) Q 30 which gives the m -th  difference of a
product; we obtain

(4) U,(x) = Ch”l

Secondly, we can develop AsmU,  into a Newton series

of generalised binomial coefficients
x - b

I 1
i ,, . According to 5 22

we shall have

A-W,,(x)  = C ‘r,“:I:  IXTblh$qz-“].  (*;P]*].+

butAfj’;p].  [“;;;“)nl =  2; h ’ ( t )  [;zq* (;:iijY$

Putting  x=b,  we get
2m+l  i

A-u",(X)  = c z
i=O ( IIm %zhJ, ( xTb)h

and finany  putting i=m+v,  and determining the m -th difference
of the above expression, we find
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(5) U,(x)  = Ch” Zo’ lrnfzvJ[ byTFh)*  [ “;“I,,  .

As U,,,(x) is symmetric with respect to a and b, we can get
two other formulae from (4) and (5) changing a into b and
inversely. For instance, remarking that b-a=Nh,  from (5)
we get

(6) U,(x )  = ChXm ‘2; h-’ (mm+v)  [ ;I;] (“s;“1,.

Remark 1. If in this formula we put m=N then every term
will vanish except that in which ,v=m,  and we obtain

u/,,(x)  = Ch2.”  (71 ( xT;a)h.

Therefore, if x is equal to the given numbers x=a+th  for
6=0,1,2  I.,,( N-l we shall have

Us(x) = 0.

2. If m > N then every term of (6) will vanish in which
Y < N; but if x is equal to x=a+th  and 6~0,  1,2,. , . , N-i, then
the last factor of (6) will be if v > N

[ “;;“],,=  h”  [ j] ~0.

Conclusion. If m > N and x is one of the given values, then
we have

U,(x) = 0.

Introducing into (6) the variable 6=(x-a)lh,  it w-ill
become

(7) U,(a+,th)  = Chl’m

We have seen that

,v
2 U,,(x)  U:,(x)  = 0

&O

if ,u =j=  m. It remains to determine the value of this expression if
.u=m. That is
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This may be done by determining the indefinite sum of the
product U”,(x)U,  (x). According to formula (10) $j 34 we have

19)
A-‘[U,(x)U,(x)l  = U,(x)A-IUrn  -AU,(X)A-~U~(X+~)  + . .

, . . , + (-l)mAmU,n (x)A-~-W,  (x+mh).

To obtain the sum (8) we have to put in this expression x=b  and
~=a;  but we disposed of the arbitrary constants in U,(X) SO as
to have:

A-W,(x+nh-h)  = 0

forn=l,2,..., m at both limits x=o  and x=b. Hence it remains
to determine the value of the last term at the limits.

For this we start from

A-mUntbd  = C 1”;;;”  1, [ x;;;b),,;

the above quoted formula of the sum of a product will give

Putting x+mh instead of x into the preceding expression
it will become

A-“-W,,,(x+mh) = $‘I%: (-l)‘( xzzh)L (x-~~v:++ymh)~]~

At the upper limit x=b  every term in the second member
is equal to zero, so that

(9’) [A--“-W,,, (x+mh) 1-6  = 0.

At the lower limit x=a  we have (remembering that
b---a=Nh)
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[Awme1  U,  (x+mh)  IX=,,  = Chzm
m + v-N
mfvfl  =1

and in consequence of Cauchy’s theorem (14, Q 22) finally we
have

[A-m-lU,, (x+mh) IXzn  =  ( -1) “*+I  Cfp  [ fm+c”l  1 .

Moreover from (6) it follows that

this gives for x=a

.

Finally by aid of (9) we obtain the required sum:

It may be useful to remark, that this quantity is independent
of the origin of the variable x.

15  140. Some mathematical properties of the orthogonal
polynomials.”

Symmetry of the polynomials. Putting into formula (4) Q 139
afb-h-x instead of x we find

nt+t  m
U,(a+b-h-x)  = Ch” X ,,

I 11
b - h + v h - x

A V

but this is equal to

II,,,  (a+b-h-x)  = (-1) m Ch” ys [ y ] [ x-agy?-,~h)h  (x;b)l*

Now putting into it ,u=m-v from (4), 8 139 it follows that

(11 U,,(a+b-h-x)  = (-1)“’ U,(x).

This equation shows the symmetry of the orthogonal poly-

Q They have been described more fully in lot. cit. 41.  Jordan.  a) pp
314-322  a n d  e)  p p .  309.-317.
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nomials. Particular case: x=$$(a+b-h)  gives the central value
of the polynomial:

u, 1 a+2Lh)  = (--l)“‘U,  ( “+y )
therefore

U,“~,,  (=+F] = OS
Functional equation. We may easily deduce a functional equa-
tion which is satisfied by the orthogonal polynomials; this can
be done by expanding xv,,,(x) into a series of orthogonal poly-
nomials. We find

(3) xUm(x)  =  An, m-1 Urn-,  (4 + &mUm(x) + Am.  m+Jm+l (xl ;

as in consequence of the orthogonality of the polynomials the
other terms vanish. Indeed

i xu,“(x)u:,  (x)  = 0
x=u

i f  p> m+l or p<m-1  (2, Q 139).
Hence we have only to determine the above three coefficients,

Multiplying by U,,,  (x) and summing, we obtain from (3)

(4) i xU,(x)U,+,  (4 = An. m-i, 5 [Urn+,  (x)1”.It=U x-;1
We know already the sum in the second member; to

determine the first member let us apply the formula giving the
indefinite sum of a product (10, 8 34).

A-’ I xu,,,  (4 - U”,, , (4 I =

= ixU,,,(x)  1 A-‘U,,,,,  (x)  - AIxU,(X)  1 A-‘U,,,  (x+h)  +

+*... + (-l)m+l  Amil\xUn,(x)  1 A-nl-WIII+,  (x+mh+h).

When determining the polynomials U,,(x) we disposed of the
arbitrary constants so as to have

AW,(x+nh-h)  = 0

for R=  1,2,3 ,,,., m at both limits: x=a  and x=b.
Therefore every term of the preceding seiies will  vanish at
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these limits except the last term, which according to formulae (9’)
and (10) of 5 139 is equal to zero for x=b;  and for x=a  it is

[A-“-“U,+,(x+mh+h)].=,  = (-l)“C,+,  h2m+2
I
‘2;:-’ ] <

In this formula we have written C,,, instead of C.  since this
constant may depend upon the degree m+l of the polynomial.

Since formula (11) Q 139 gives

AmU,,, (u)  = C, h”m “,”
I 1

we shall have for x=c

I

Am+l[xUm(x)]  = h(m+l)  AmU,,  = C, h 2m+1 (m+l) 12:),

Finally we find

Moreover from formula (12) Q 139 it follows that

(6) & [U,+,(x)]” = Cm+,:  h’m’“(;;$f)  (N&y$l).

By aid of the last two equations we get from (4)

(7) A C (mfl)’
ms  m+l  = * 2(2m+l)  ’

Putting into equation (5) m-l instead of m we obtain

i%==a [XUrn-l(~)]u~(~)~)  = Cm-,C,  h4m-lm(~v<2]  [ fL+y 1:

moreover putting m-2 into (6) instead of m it follows that

4
x=3

[u,,(x)]2  = Cm-,” h4m-4  ( “m::2]  [ %!iy’)  -

From (3) we deduce by aid of the last two equations

(8) A _ = &he3  tN2-m2)
m.m  1 Cm-1  2(2m+l)’

To determine A,,, by the preceding method would be more
difficult; but, since equation (3) must be true for every value of
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x, if we put into it values of x for which U,(x) is known, we
obtain equations which permit us to determine the coefficients.

Putting into it x=&h  we find

(9) !b--hW,r,  P-4 = Am, m-JJm-1  (b--h)  + A,,  nPm@--h)  +

+ An,  m+JJm+l  (b-h)

now if we put into (3) x=0 we have

40)  aUrn  =  Am  m-1Unwb) +  4vJm(4  +  Am.  m+JJm+,(~l
remarking that in consequence of the symmetry polynomials
U,,(x) it follows’ that

U,(Q)  = (-l)mU, (b-h)

hence from (9) and (10) we obtain

(b+a-h)  U, (b-h) = 2 A,, ,,, U,(b-h)
(11)

A - lh (b+a-h)m,m  -

therefore the function-equation (3) is determined:

C,  h”
XU”,(X)  = z: *

p--m2

2Pmfl)
U,,,-,(x1  + ?4(b+~---hW~(xl  t

C
+nc,,,

(m-t-11" u,,,  (x),
2(2m+l)

Application. Let us determine the central value of the  func-. .

tion U,,(x), that is U,,
I
a+&h

2
If we

putinto  (3) m=2n+1  and x=a+l/z(h’h-h),.then  in consequence
of (2) it will become

- A 111+1.  PI U
N h - h

zn+1.2n+2 2n+2 a+ 2 *
1

Writing m=2n+l  we obtain A,,,,, 2n from equation (8) and
A 2n+I,  2n+2  from equation (7). Therefore the preceding formula
may be written

(12) F(n+l)  = - N~~~~l~z1)2 F(n)

where, in order to abbreviate it, there has been put
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F(n) =
h4”  c 211

The solution of equation (12), which is a homogeneous linear
difference equation of the first order, with variable coefficients,
is as, we shall see in f 173, the following:

-[NZ-(2i+l)“]
F ( n )  =,$ - -

” [E&i) (+.]
- -

4(i+l)r = IL0  L?J  - (i+l) (it-11

hence

F(n) = o (-1)” (

Since F (0) =l  therefore w= 1, and the required central
value will be

this may be written

Difference equafion. It can be shown that the polynomial
U,(x) satisfies the difference equation

(14) (x--a+24  (x4+24A2U,Ix)  +

+  /2x--a--b+3h-m(m+l)hIhAU,,(x)-m  (m+l)hW,(x)  = 0 .

[See lot, cit41. Jordan a) p*  315; e) p, 316.1
Roofs of the polynomial. L. Fejhr  has given [See lot.  cit.”

Jordan a) p. 3191  the following theorems concerning these roots:
The roots of U,(x) =O are all real and single, and they are

all situated in the interval a&-h.
Whatever 5 may be, in the interval a+lh,  a+th+h  there

is at most one root of U,(x) ~0.
Fe@ showed moreover that if Pm(x) is a polynomial of

X
degree m, and if in its Newton expansion the coefficient of mI I
is unity, then the polynomial which minimizes the following
expression
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is the orthogonal polynomial U,(x) with the constant C suitably
chosen.

$ 141. Expansion of a function f(x) into a series of poly-
nomials orthogonal with respect to x=a+Eh,  where 6=0,1,2,
. ..*. N - l .

Supposing first that fix) is a polynomial of degree R such
that n < N, then we have

f (4 = c, + c,u,  (xl  + 42 (4 + * * * * + GUI,  (4

multiplying both members by U,(x), and summing fromx=a to
x=b  (that is from E=O  to 5=N,  since a+Nh=b),  we find in
consequence of formula (1) 8 139, that

11) Cm z [Urn(  = tz f(X)Urn(X)*

Hence the coefficients cm are easily obtained.
In the general case of t(x) the series will be infinite.

Stopping it at the term U,, (x), the series will nevertheless give
exactly the values of f(x), if x is equal to one of the given values
x=a+th.  Indeed, according to what we have seen in the
preceding paragraph, every term in which m h N will vanish for
these values; so that the limited series will give the same value
as the infinite series.

To have f(x) exact for the other values of x we must add
the remainder to the limited series; according ‘to Q 123 this
will be

(2) RN  = & (x-a) (x-a-h) . . , (x-a-Nh+h) DNf  (a+Ch)
.

where O<tSN-1 or a<a+th<  b.
If m 2 N then the coefficients of U,(x)  in the expansion of

f(x) cannot be determined by formula (1) since in consequence
of formula (7) U,(x)  is equal to zero for each of the values of x
corresponding to E=O,  1,2, . . . , N-l ; hence both members of
equation (1) will be equal to zero.

In the preceding paragraph we have already determined
z[Um(x)12s  T here oref to determine the coefficients cm by aid of
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equation (1) it remains still to compute XU,,, (x)f(x). For this,
let us start from the expression (7, 5 139) of U,(x);  this will
give

i U,,,(x)f  (x) = Ch”nz
X=3, 2: (m,+v] (zZ!J j. ($(a+%

According to 5 136 the last sum in the second member is
equal to the binomial moment of order v, denoted by &., of the
function f (a+[h)  ; therefore this may be written:

Therefore

(3) Ii U,(x)f (x)  = Chzm
*=,,

As will be shown later, there is a far better method for
rapidly computing the binomial moments than is available in the
case of power moments. If we operate with equidistant discon-
tinuous variables, it is not advantageous to consider powers; it
is much better to express the quantities by binomial coefficients.
Indeed, if an expression were given in power series, it would still
be advantageous to transform it into a binomial series.

Several statisticians have remarked that it is not advisable
to introduce moments of higher order into the calculations, In
fact if N is large, these numbers will increase rapidly with the
order of the moments, will become very large, and their coef-
ficients in the formulae will necessarily become very small. It  is
difficult to operate with such numbers, the causes of errors being
many.

To remedy this inconvenience, the mean binomial moment
has been introduced. The definition of the mean binomial moment
,& of order Y of the function f(x+Eh) is the following

therefore

The mean binomial moment will remain of the same order
of magnitude as f(x), whatever N or Y may be. For instance, if
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t(x)  is equal to the constant k then we shall have dy = k for
any value of Y or N. On the other hand the power moment of
order v

k Ti  5‘”
+I

will increase rapidly with v and N.
Introducing into formula (3) dy instead of Q%  we shall

have

This may be written in the following form

(-*)‘a”-  (m+l)  [mN+*  1 2 (-l)l’  [ mm’y]  (; J -&

To simplify the formula we shall write

Since these numbers are very useful they are presented in
rhe  following table, which gives all the numbers necessary for
parabolas up to the tenth degree.

II

- m\V  0

1 - 1

2 1

3 - 1
4 1

5 - 1

6 1
7 - 1

8 1
9 -1

10 1
29

1

1

- 3

6
- 10

15
-21

28
- 3 6

4 5
- 5 5

4 5

Table for b,,,,,

2 3

2
- 10 5

30 -35 14
-70 140 -126 4 2
140 -420 630 462

-252 1050 ~2310 2772

420 -2310 6930 -12012

4620 -18018 42042
990-8580 42042 -126126
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mlV 6 7 8 9 1 0

6 132
7 -1716 429

8 12012 -6435 1430
9 -60060 51480 -24310 4862

1 0 240240 -291720 218790 -92378 16796

The, following relation can be used for checking the numbers:

Al,  + Bm,  + Pm+ * * * + Bmm  = 0

that is, the sum of the numbers in the rows is equal to zero.
Moreover let us put

m+l
(6) z prn,,2c  = 0,.

r=O

If we already know the mean binomial moments, the values
of 8, may readily be computed with the aid of the table above.
Finally we obtain

(7) ja  U,(X)  f(X)  = CfPm  (m+l  1 lrnjJ1)  Qm -

As this expression could be termed the orthogonal moment
of degree m of f(x), therefore we can consider 0,  as a certain
mean orthogonal moment of degree m of f(x).

The mean orthogonal moments are independent of the origin,
of the interval, and of the constant C. Particular case:

is equal to the arithmetic mean of the quantities f (xi).
By aid of equation (7) and of (l2), § 139 we deduce from

(1) the coefficient cm:

03)
c

m
_ (2m+l)Qm

Cpm  N+m '

I 1m

The coefficient c, is independent of the origin. In parti-
cular we have

c,, = 0,/c.
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$ 142. Approximation of a function y given for i=O,  1, 2,
. . . , N-l, by aid of a polynomial f(x) of degree n,  where
x=a+th,  according to the principle of least squares, that is, so
that the sum of the squares of the deviations y-f(x)  for the
given values of x

8 = go [Y--f(412

shall be a minimum.
If the polynomial f(x) is expressed by orthogonal poly-

nomials:

(1) f(x)  = c,,  + c&J,  (x)  + c&J2 (4 + * . *’ + CJJ”  (4

then the conditions of the minimum will be

--

for m=O,  1,. , . , n.
In consequence of the orthogonality (1,  Q 139) most of the

terms will vanish and we shall have

Since this expression is identical with equation (1) of Q  141,
which gives the coefficient c,,,  of the expansion of y into a series
of orthogonal polynomials: from this we deduce the important
result:

To obtain the best approximation possible of a function y,
according to the principle of least squares, by aid of a polynomial
f(x)  of degree n, it is sufficient to expand x into a series of
orthogonal polynomials, and to stop the series at the term U,,(x).

Moreover, if the approximation obtained by aid of a
polynomial of degree n should not be close enough, then to
obtain the best approximation possible by aid of a polynomial
of degree n+l  it is sufficient to determine only one additional
coefficient, c,,, ; the others would not change. This is an
important observation, since, if the expansion were not an
orthogonal one, then, passing from the approximation of degree
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n to that of degree n+l every coefficient would have to be
computed anew.

If the approximation of degree n+l is still unsatisfactory,
this can be repeated till the required precision is reached.

Since we have seen in the preceding pragraph that the
coefficient c,,,  is given by

c m = em+11 @,
Ch’m(  Nm+m]

hence if we know the mean orthogonal moments of the y quan-
tities, the problem is solved, It remains but to determine the
obtained precision.

Measure of fhe precision. In the method of least squares the
precision obtained is measured by the mean square deviation o,,~
(or standard deviation), that is by

ana  = dVN.

From this it follows that

% 2 = f ,io Iv”  + W)12-2Y  f(x)1

putting into it the above expression of f(x) by orthogonal
polynomials, the equation is much simplified in consequence of
the orthogonality of U,(x), so that we have

0,2 = -,:  2 y2 + + e [I!:,  C/n2[fJ,(X)12-2Y  li dfmbdl.

Since from (2) we deduce

therefore cm2  will be

l 5an2  = m E=.  Y2

In formula (12) Q 139 we found

$ [U,(X)]~  = Czh4”’  (“,”
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moreover, multiplying it by c,,” taken from (3) we obtain after
simplification

1- cm2 m+11(  N;l J
N fz [U,(x)]‘)  =

,g=O

N+m
I I

em2
m

To abbreviate, let us put

Ymo  z (-1)“*(2m+l)  [ “;;r’ I/  [Nz”  1.

Finally we have

1 R n-t1
0”’ = -

N
): y’  - x I urn,  I c&2.

;=o III=0

Remark 2. ‘&,, is easily computed by formula (4) if we have
a table of binomial coefficients; moreover there are tables giving
this quantity up to N=lGO and m=7,  that is, up to a hundred
observations, and for polynomials up to the seventh degree.
[Lot. cit. 41, Jordan, e) p. 336-357.1

Remark 2. All quantities figuring in formula (5) are independ-
ent of the origin, of the interval, and of the constant C; con-
sequently this formula is valid for all systems of orthogonal
polynomials.

If the approximating parabola is known in its form (1) then
the problem is solved; but if it is necessary to compute a table
of the values f(a+ih) for 6 = 0, 1,2, . . . , N-l, then the cor-
responding values of U,(x) must first be computed by aid of
formula (7) $j 139. This also seems easy enough, especially when
using the tables of the binomial coefficients; yet if N is large, the
computation is a tedious one. At all events, the calculation
would not be shorter if the U,(x) were expanded into a power
series.

The labour  will be decreased considerably, however, if
tables giving the values of U,,,(a+Eh)  are available.43  But tables
with a rangelarge  enough would be too voluminous, and we shall
see that they are superfluous, as by a transformation of formula
(1) into a Newton series we can get the required values by the

‘:I I adopted this procedur;  in my paper published in 1921, and later
Essher  and Lore&z  did the same.
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method of addition of differences Q 23; and if an interpolation is
necessary for any value whatsoever of x, Newton’s formula will
give it in the shortest way. Moreover by this method we shall be
independent of the value of the constant C, that is of the
orthogonal polynomial chosen.

Transformation of the orthogonal series (1) into a Newton’s
expansion. Since the approximating parabola and the mean
square deviation are independent of the constant of the orthogonal
polynomial used, it is natural to transform equation (1) so that
it shall also be independent of this constant, This can be done
by a transformation into a Newton series.

For this it is sufficient to determine the differences of
f(a+th)  for 5~0 and &=l.  Starting from (7) Q 139 we get

AplY,,,  = Chsm  ( “m+’ ) 1 zx:).

Hence from (1) by aid of (3) it will follow that

I
N-,u--1

(5) &f(a) = 2: (-*)*p(2m+l](  m$P)  F-Q: 1

I I

0,.

m
To abbreviate let us write

I
N-/e--l

(61 %& = (-l)m-p 1(2m+l)(  mm+B)  :TJ .

I 1m
Therefore

n+l

Knowing the differences for t=O  the problem is solved.
The equation of the approximating parabola is

f(a+N = 44 + (i) AW + . . . + (i) A”f(al.

The numbers ‘%& may be computed by aid of (6) and a
table of binomial coefficients, but there is a table giving them
up to p = 7 (parabolas of the seventh degree] and to N = 100
ILoc.  cit. 41, Jordan e) pp, 336-3531.

Remark. Having obtained, by the above method, the Newton
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expansion corresponding to the approximating parabola of degree
N say y “f”(x),  it may happen that the expansion corresponding
to a parabola of degree n-+1  is desired. Then only the calcula-
tion of O,,, is necessary, and the coefficients of the new ex-
pansion will be

Acsf,+,  (4 = A!+,,(a)  + %+I,,,,  On,,  .
The work previously done is therefore not lost.

Summary. Given the points x,y for x=a+Eh  where
(f  = 0, 1, 2,. . * , N-l the equation of the parabola of degree n
approximating these points is, according to the principle of least
squares, or that of moments,

f(a+<h)  = f(a)  + ( f ) Af(a)  4 ($)A’f(a)  -;-  . . . . i- [:I A’f(aj

where A:‘f  (a) is the ,LL  -th difference of f (a+fh)  with respect to
& for <=O  if Al=l. We have

h-1

;. (g&,  being given by formula (6) and

- Moreover Pm. is given by formula (5) or the table in 8 141
The precision obtained is measured by nz

” Cl

where J+’  (y’) is the mean value of the y”, that is Ey’/N.
Remark. If there are two sets of observations y,x  and z,x

given for x=a+ch  where t=O,l,.  . , , N-l; and if we denote
the mean square deviation of z by (I’, and the orthogonal
moments of L by ($,,I, then the coefficient of correlation between
y and z will be

Particular case. Approximation of the values of y,x by a
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function of the first degree, if y is given for x=0,  1,2, , . . , N-l.
We have

and the required function will be

f(x) = f(o) + xAf(O)
where

f(0) = ~oi(,,o,  +g,  0, = q-
3(N-1)N+l  (.?T-  69;)

Af(O)  = Kl”=,,  0, = & (&---G~  1.

If the coordinates are chosen so that & (y)  = 0 then

(7)
,>q6x

f(x)  = jy+*
3(N-1)  ~7

N+1  .

Finally the mean-square deviation will be

I?  Ix  d (y’) - 3(N-1)  &”-
N+l

Therefore to obtain the required approximation by formula
(7) it is sufficient to determine q, the mean binomial moment
of the first degree; so that even in this, the simplest case, the
approximation by orthogonal polynomials is preferable to the
usual method. But the great advantage of the orthogonal poly-
nomials, in shortening the computations, is shown, if approxima-
tions are to be performed by parabolas of higher degrees.

Q 143. Graduation. by the method of least squares. If the
observation of a phenomenon has given a set of values y(xJ
where i=O, 1, 2, *.#,, N-l then the y(xJ  will be affected
necessarily by errors of observation; if the quantities y(xi)
are statistical data (frequencies), then they will show accidental
irregularities so that the differences Amy will be irregular.
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The statistician generally wants to “smooth“, to “graduate”
or to “adjust” his observations, that is to determine a new
sequence with regular differences, which differs as little as pos-
sible from the observed series.

The simplest way of smoothing is the graphical method; but
this gives no great accuracy. A far better method is that of the
means in which, writing f (xi) for the smoothed value of y (xi), we
put for instance

fh) = & (y(xr-kh)  + y(x,-kh+hj  + . . . . + Y (xifkh)  1

The best method of smoothing is that of the least squares.
According to this method, to obtain the smoothed value of y (xi),
let us consider first the points of coordinates x,y(x)  where

x=x,-kh,  x4-kh+h,  . . . .q xi+kh.

E

Then we determine the parabola y=f(x)  of degree R which
is the best approximation of these points according to the prin-
ciple of least squares. Finally f(xi)  will be the required smoothed
value of y (xi). This will be repeated for every value of i consi-
dered.

Proceeding in the usual way this is complicated, but when
- using orthogonal polynomials then the parabola of degree R

approximating the given points may be written

where according to the notation of 8 139  we have N=Xk+I;

a =xi-kh and b = xi + kh + h

and therefore

xi = 1/2(a+b-h)  = a + M(Nh-h).

But we have seen in 3 140 (formula 2) that

u,,,,  [+h ) = 0.
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Moreover, according to formula (13) 5 140 we find

Since in consequence of formula (3) 8 142 the coefficient
czm in the expansion (1) is equal to

Czm  = (4mfl) %I _
C,,,,h  In’

I N;tm”“)

hence /(xi)  the smoothed value of y(xi) will be

To abbreviate, let us write

The number ;‘zm could be easily computed by aid of a table
of binomial coefficients; but the following table gives yarn  up to
parabolas of the tenth degree and up to N=29  points (kz14).
The calculation of f (Xi) is now very simple:

all we need is to compute the mean orthogonal moments O,, ,
and f(xi) will be the smoothed value of y(xi) obtained by aid
of a parabola of degree 2n approximating N=2k+l  points.

Remark. It is useless to consider parabolas of odd degree,
indeed in consequence of formula (2) a parabola of degree 2n
will give the same smoothed value as would a parabola of degree
2n+l.

In the next paragraph an example will be given.



I i.,: i
I

N Y2
3 - 1
5 -1.42857143
7 -1.66666667
9 -1.81818182

11 -1.92307694
13 - 2
15 -2.05882353
17 -2.10526316
19 -2.14285714
21 -2.17391304
2 3 -2.2

2 5 -2.22222222

2 7 -2.24137931

2 9 -2.25806451

Table of the numbers yrm.

Y4

O&B571429
0.818181818
1.13286713
1.38461538
1.58823529
1.75541796
1.89473684
2.01242236
2.11304348

282

2.27586207
2.34260289

2,40175953

Yfl

-0,151515152
-0.363636364
-0‘588235294
-Q.804953560
-1.00619195
-1.18993135
-1.35652174
-1.50724638
-1.64367816
-1.76739587
-1.87986652 _
-1.98240469

Ys

0.0489510490
0.141700405
0.263157895
0.400457666
0.544622426
0.689855072
0.832583708
0,970708194

1.10307749
la22914349
1..34873583

Y1n

-0,0150036437
-0.0508816799
A,106851528
-0.179405034
-0.264467766
-0.358311167
-0.457842047
-0.560622914
AI,664792712

-0.768962511
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a 144. Computation of the binomial moments. In the
preceding paragraphs we have seen that in the calculus of
approximation and also in that of graduation, knowledge of the

’ binomial moments is needed. C. F. Hardy44  gave a very useful
method for the determination of the binomial moments, which
dispenses with all multiplication and may be executed rapidly
by aid of calculating machines.

If y is given for x=a+Eh,  where 5=0,1,2,.  . , , N-1,  then
the binomial moment of y of order m is given by

The method consists in the following: Denoting by y(S)
the value of y corresponding to t ; jn the first column in a table,
the values of y(E) are written in the reverse order of magnitude
o f  5, that’is

YW-l),Y(N----21,  *** ,YU),Y(O).

In the first line of every column we write the same
number y(N-1). Into the Y -th line of the 1~  -th column we put
the sum of the two numbers figuring in the line r-1 of column
,u,  and in the line ‘V  of column p-1.

Therefore, denoting the number written in the line Y  of
column ,u  by ~(v,,u),  the rule of computation will be

(1) Y h-4 = Y k-- L,u) + Qbw--I).

The solution of this equation of partial differences of the
first order, by Laplace’s method of generating functions (5 181,
Ex. 5) is the following:

r+1
Ybw)  = z p-2I

11-2  $ iv-i

1
y (N-i).

i=l

The initial conditions are satisfied; indeed for v=l  we get
;(id;)z;(N-1).  Putting into the formula obtained v=N-/.~+2

-6 we get

o6  G. F. Hardy, Theory of construction of Tables of Mortality. 1909,
London; p,  S9  and onwards.
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._
92(N-,U+2,/()  = i! 5I I/c--2 Y a-

p3+2

Therefore the number figuring in the line N-,~+2  of
column ,M is equal to the binomial moment of degree ,u-2. Hence
if we want the binomial moments d,, , aI,  . . , a”, then we
must compute n+l  columns. The results obtained give by aid of
formula (4), 6 141 the corresponding mean binomial moments
3; .

Remark. If we put v=N  into formula (2) we get the
following moments

h

z
I

x+yc-2
,(4+2 I Y(X)XZtl

that is the numbers in the last line of the table arc equal to these
quantities.

Example. Given the following observed values:

x=a, y = 2502

x=a+h, ~~2548

x=a+2h,  y=2597

x=a+3h,  y=2675

x=a+4h,  ~~2770

x=a+5h,  ~~2904

x=a+6h,  ~~3064

x=a+?h,  y=3188

x=a+8h,  y=3309

The graduated values of y corresponding to x=a+4h  are
to be determined corresponding to nine-point parabolas of the
second and of the fourth degree.

To begin with, we shall first determine, by aid of the
preceding method, the binomial moments aO, a,, . , . , a,. For
this purpose we write in the first column below the values of
y in reverse order, and in the first line of every column WC

put the last value of y; the other numbers of the table are
computed by aid of rule (1).
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2770
2675
2597
2548
2502

3309
6497
9561

12465
15235
17910
20507
23055
25557

3309 3309 3309 3309
/ 9806 13115 16424 19733
-+ 19367 32482 48906 68630

31832 64314 113220 181859
47067 111381 224601 406460
64973 176358 400959
85484 261842

108539

The last number in the second column is equal to ~93~  .
hence

d; z- do / 9 = 25557 19 = 2839.6667.

The last number in the third column is equal to ,A;,  therefore

q= cs*/gl  = 108539 / 36 = 3014.9722,

The last number in tbe fourth column is J%~,  so that

&T = a?/  I;, = 261842 / 84 = 3117.1667.

The last number in the fifth column is hi,  therefore

d; = pw, / 4” = 400959 I126  = 3182.2143.
I I

Finally the last number in the sixth column is a,,  hence

3; = &I / 1 = 406460 / 126 = 3225.8730 .
0

Now by aid of formula (6) Q 141 we may compute the
mean orthogonal moments. We have

8 ,, = a0 = 2839.6667 ; 8, = 2& - 3 eq + ‘~3  = 29,O8335
0, x 14-&--35Js + 303%  - l@J;  + & = - 10.33148.

Tbe required graduated values will be

and
f,(a+4h)  = 0, + y,0,  = 2786.78783

f, (a+4h)  = O,,  + y20? + ~~0~  = 2775,0837.
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The constants ;‘? and 1, corresponding to N=9  (nine-point
parabola) were taken from the table of Q 143; we found

i’z  = - 1.81818182 and y4  = 1.13286713.

0 145. Fourier series. A function f(x) of a continuous
variable x, with limited total fluctuation in the interval a, b may
be expanded into a Fourier series.

Let us write

The determination of the coefficients a,,, and B,,,  is simple
in consequence of the orthogonality of the circular functions.
Indeed we have, if m +,a

b

J
2.7m  (x-a)

a cos - b - - a
2x

b - a  1.
= x- o.! cosmt cos ,u;’  dZ = 0

where 2~2.7  (x-a) / (b-a) has been put, In the same manner
we should have

2% 2n
L

I
sinm<  sinff$  d$ = 0 and sin rnf  cosp5 d: = 0.

0 ’ 0’
1

-
The last equation holds for every integer value of m and p.
Moreover if m is different from zero, then

b

J I

2rrm(x--a) 2 dx  _ b--a
‘OS  - b-a 2n o’

cos”m$ dg = l,G(b-a)
(1.

and in the same way
b

.

’ I
sin  2.7m(x-a)  ’

b - a
dx = lh (b-a).

a*

Therefore, multiplying both members of (1) by cos
2.7m  (x-a)

b--a

we obtain, after integration from x-a to x=b:
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(2)
2 b

am  - b - a  II.
- - f(x) cos b-1

2rrm(x-a)  dx

‘

in the same manner,
2.7m ( x - a )

multiplying by sin ~-
b - a

a n d
integrating, we find

(3) & = &
:

1” f(x) sin 27mEa)  dx.

Putting these values into (1) we obtain the expansion of
f(x) into a Fourier series.

Approximation of a function f(x) of a continuous variable
by a Fourier series of 2n+l  terms. Let

II+1

f , ( x )  = 1/2a,  + Z a ,  c o s  2.7:(za)  +
m=l

n+l 27rm  (x-a)
+ IT  Pm  sin b-a - --

mrz,

The coefficients a, and Pm  are to be determined so that
according to the principle of least squares

shall be a minimum. Putting into it the value (4) of f,,(x), the
equations determining the minimum will be

a8- x0 a?7
aa, and __ IO.

ap,  ’

This gives 2n+l  equations which determine the coefficients
U, and p,,,  . It is easily seen that in consequence of the ortho-
gonality we obtain the same values as before in (2) and (3).

From this we conclude that, expanding f(x) into a Fourier
series and stopping at the terms a,, pn we obtain the best
approximation attainable by aid of these terms.

Putting into (5) the value (4) of f,(x) we get in consequence
of the orthogonality and of the equations (2) and (3)
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Example. In the calculus of probability and in mathematical
statistics a function f(x) of a continuous variable is often
considered, in which f(x) =y; is constant in the interval
a+#  <xc  a+Eh+h;  and this is true for every ititerval  h,
though the yg  generally differ from one interval to another.
For instance, f(x) is the probability that the number of the
favourable events does not exceed X.

This function is a discontinuous one; but since the total
fluctuation is limited, therefore it is representable by a Fourier
series. Putting into the formulae above b=a+Nh,  we find

u+r,,’ 1 sin
2nm&-’  dx

3
a n d

Bmd&  5 YE icosT - cos
2rrm(5+1)

:=0 N I
finally

Pm = $
N

s in  T X0 yf sin ?!!!!w. .

In the same manner we should have

m-zCX+llcl,  = yi cos N ’

8 146. Approximation by trigonometric functions of dis-
continuous variables. Let us suppose that the numbers y(x) are
given ,for x=a+th  and l= 0, 1,2,.  . . , N-l.

A function f(x) is to be determined which gives for the
above values f(x) =y (x). T his will be done in the following
manner :

Starting from equation

(1) f(x) = l/a. + 2: [p,sin  2”mfh-)  + %cos  -I]

where n is the greatest integer contained in N/2, the coefficients
a,,, and pm are to be determined so as to have

f(a+$h)  = y(a+[h) for t=O,  1,2,.  . . . , N-l.

If N is odd, N=2n+l,  then this gives N equations of the first
degree with N unknowns to solve; if N is even, N=2n,  then the
30
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number of the unknowns is also equal to 2n, since then the term
&sir&$  vanishes for every value of 6. The resolution is greatly
simplified owing to the orthogonality of the introduced circular
functions established in 8 43.

Remarking that 2m+lI  N and 2,~+1 S N, the formulae
found there will be, writing in order to abbreviate t=(x-c)!h
if m is an integer different from ,u:

s 2.-rmE  . 217~5
L

sin - sin
N N

= 0 and 2nd  = 0
g=o

i cos $firn3- cos N
po

and for every integer value of m and y,

I

Moreover,

2nm,’
cos -___  = 0.

N

(2) zi
2.7mE

cosz  - = Ti
2smz N

$‘O N t=0
sin’ N z 2 .

To determine the coefficient a,,, let us multiply both

members of (1) by cos
2zm (x-u)

N h
and sum from x=a  to

x=a+Nh;  then in consequence of the formulae above we findO-+Nh 2.7m  (x-a) a+Nh

Z y(x)  cos  -Nh = a , x cos’  ++-a1 = N (<

.C=@ x=u Nh 2 “I

since the other terms vanish. Finally we have

13)
2 ll+-Nh 2zm (x-a)

u,,  = -
N ‘I:*a Yix)  ‘OS  N,,

and in the same way

(4)
2 n+Nh

Pm = F .?a  Yix)  sin
2.7m  (x-a)

Nh ’

Putting (3) and (4) into equation (I) the problem is solved.
Approximafion.  y(x) is given for x=a+th  and l=O, 1,2,

. . . . , N-l. A function

(5) f(x) = ? + Ifi  1 /ill,  sin ‘*;p
2;rm  (x-cz)

+ u,,, cos ____
Nh I

where n < M(N-1), is required so that it shall be the best
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approximation of the given values, according to the principle of
the least squares, that is, which makes

36)

a minimum. Therefore the coefficients a,,, and pm are determined
by the following equations

a#
- =O a n d  iT=O
a%l m

this gives the necessary 2n+l  equations to determine the
coefficients.

Putting into (6) the value of f(x) given by (5) we obtain
for a,,, and &,,  the same expressions as before, (3) and (4).

Moreover from (6) we deduce, in consequence of the
crthogonality by aid of equations (3) and (41,  that

(7) 8 = ‘S?  [f(x)]‘-  $ cfo2-$  2: (an2+/?,2).
%==a

Formula (5) may be useful for detecting some hidden
periodicity of the numbers y(x).

Q 147. Hermite  polynomials. In the general case this
polynomial of degree m could be defined by4s

i
H,  = eL’#  Dm[e-ns]

but it is better to do it in the following particular case, in which
the formulae are the simplest, and which is very suitable for-
approximation purposes, by aid of the probability function.

(1) H,  = H,(x)  = e*B D”[e-“‘n]  .

This may be written

(2) Hm = Am.mx*  +  Am.m-lxml  +  * * * * +  Am.0

where the coefficients Ampr  are independent of x; moreover from
(1) it follows that

*3  Tckebickef,  Sut le d&elop  ement des fonctions.  1859. Oeuvres I. p,  505.
Hermite,  Sur un nouveau B6veloppement en s6rie. Compte Rendu 1664.
Markoff,  Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung, p. 259. 1912.
Moser, Jahresbericht, Band 21, p. 9.
CR. Jordan, Probabilite  des Epreuves r&p&es,  Bulletin, Sot.  Math.

de France, 1926, pp, 101-137.  - Statistique Matbamatique,  Paris, 1927.
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Dm e --x’.Q = D [e-x’2 H,/]

multiplying both members by ex’i2  this gives

H, = DH,-~-xH~-~
writing by aid of (2) that the coefficient of xi in both members
is the same, we get the following equation of partial differences:

(3) &,i = (i+l)Am-I.I+~  -&-I,I-~ *

According to Q 181 the conditions

A,,, = 1 and A,,i  = 0 if i > m or i < 0.

are sufficient for the determination of the coefficients A,,i,
Indeed, starting from these values a table of the coefficients

may rapidly be computed by aid of (3):

m\i 0 1

0 1

1 0 - 1

2 - 1 0

3 0 3

4 3 0

5 0 - 1 5
. . . . .

Therefore we shall have

Ho=lr  HI=-x, H,=x*-1,  H,=--x3+3x,  H,=x’--6x*+3

TO obtain A,i in a general form it is better to solve (6’),  and get

2 3

1

0 -1

-6 0

0 10

4 5

1

0 - 1

An,“-Y  = (-lpi’  [ :) Ar.0 *

Moreover, putting x=0  into (7) to find

A - 021+1,0 - AzKO  = (-1)‘l  .3.5.. . . (2~1) = (-,‘1;!?)1.

(4) H,,=m! 2
(--l)m+vfl-Yu

.FO Y! (m-2v)  ! 2v

where r is the greatest integer contained in (m+2)/2.
Mathematical properties of the Hermite  polynomials. From

(1) we obtained above
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On the other hand, by aid of (4) it can shown, that

(6) DH, =- nH,-,
that is

(6’) i&i = -n&-,,cl.
This is another difference equation giving the coefficients A,*i.

From (5) and (6) we may deduce immediately the function
equation of the  Hermite  polynomials.

(7) H,,,  + xH.  + nH,-,  = 0.
The second derivative of H, obtained from (5) is

D’H, = DH,,, + H,  + xDH,
finally by aid of (6) we get the differential equation of the
polynomials.

@I D2& -xDH,  + nH,  = 0.

From (6) it follows that

(9) jH,dx=-%l  + C

and from (1) if n;l: 1

(10) .I H,,e--*‘I2  dx = H,-, e -#I2  + C.

Orthogonality of the polynomials. It may be shown by
repeated integration by parts, if n j= m, that

m H,H,e-$12  dx = 01

jm (H,)2e-Zz’2  dx = ml v%.
--co

Remark  1. Determining the polynomial Z(x) of degree n, in
which the coefficient of x” is equal to (-l)“, and which makes
minimum the quantity

*O”J 1  Z (x)12 e-x’/2  dx

we find that Z(x) = i:(x).
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Remark 2. The roots of the equation H,(x)  =O are all real

and are included in the interval -2 vi and 2 YL
Expansion of a function into a series of Hermite  functions

H,e+/*. If a function f(x) and its two first derivatives are
continuous and finite from -m to 00,  and if

f(-+_s)  =  0 Df(+-) = o, D’f(+-)  10

then f(x) may he expanded into the following convergent series:

WI f(x) = I.c,+c,H, + c,H, + . , .I e+“*.

Multiplying both members by H, and integrating from -90  to
m we find, in consequence of the relations of orthogonality (11))

(13)
1

C”,  = -
m! g-m’1/

irn H,f (xjdx.

To obtain the integral contained in the second member, let us
introduce the power-moments of the function f(x) by

A,, = I’- x”f (x)dx.
--an-

Replacing H, in (13) by its value (4) we obtain:

(14)
1 r (-l)m+i  LNm-zicm=-=  x

I/
2X  i=o i!(m-2i) ! 2’

Particular cases:

CMco  = 0
v 2::

c, = L [3&+6A,+J/*]
24 1/25:

. . . . .

Example. Expansion of x”  into a series of Hermite  poly-
nomials; that is, ~“e-““~  is to be expanded into the series (12).
Hence the coefficients will be

1 .-
C”,  = -I

m! g-m.v

x”H,,,e  +‘/* dx.
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By m times repeated integration by parts, this gives, taking
account of (lo),

c, = (-l)“’  (9

V
J’- x”-“*

21;  --m
e-q2 dx.

From this it follows immediately that c,=(-1)“.
Moreover, integration by parts shows that c,-~~-,=O. To

obtain c”-qi let us write the above integral in the following way:
. -m

1 -x’)i-1  (-x ,--.V”)  dx = (2&l) x2i-2 e  --x’J2  d x .
- iL. -cc*

We repeat this operation till we get
.‘a

1.3.5.... (2iL1) 1 cxY2  dx = 1 .3.5  . . ,
-.D*

. (2i-1) r?Gc,

Finally it results in

c,-,~  = (-1)” [ zi]  1 ,3.5..  , . (2i-1) = (--l)“n!
i! (n-2i) ! 2’

and

(15) x” zz (-l)Un!  i Hn-qi
r=()  i!(n--2i)!

Particular cases:

x=-H, x2 = H,  + H,, x”=-H  - 3 H3 1’

Integration of a function expanded into a series (12).
According to (10) we get

- OD*
(’ f (x)dx = c,

- 00’
[ie-“.i2 dx + e-“‘j*  2 c,H,,-~  (R) .

Ill=1

We have seen (formula 14) that in the expansion of a func-
tion f(x) into a series of Hermite  functions, and stopping at H,,

f,,(x) = [c,+c,H,+.  . .c,H,] e-“*h

the coefficients c, are determined by aid of the moments A,,,
‘MI,..., ‘/l,,  of the function f(x), Let US show now that the first
n+l  moments of f,(x) are the same as the corresponding
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moments of f(x) ; and therefore f,(x) is an approximation of f(x)
according to the principle of moments.

To obtain the moment of order m of f”(x)  let us multiply
f,,(x) by xm  given by formula (15) ; we find

(-l)“m!  c,X”‘f,,  ( x )  = xz ~--
i! (m-2i) ! 2’

Hm-ni  HI,  c--x’~’

Integrating from -co to O”, in consequence of the ortho-
gonality (11) we get

x F--1) m m! cmepi  \i-Sr

i! 2’

Putting into it the value of ~,,,-~i taken from (14), it gives

xx (-1)” m! JLL.~~  .
i! S!  2i+S(m-2i-2s) ! ’

writing i+s=p:

1

!ZJ
m! Jk2:,

,d 2!L (m--2p)  !
T (-1)s (;I.
S==”

The second sum is equal to zero for every value of ,L’  except
for ,u=O;  but for ,u=O  the preceding expression is equal to I,.
Consequently, A,  the moment of order m of f(x), is also a
moment of f,(x). Q . E - D.

Numerical evaluation of H,,(x)B-~‘~~  I 2~.  Since there arev---
no good tables giving the derivatives of the probability function

g-x’/2

zz T
II 277

we have to compute H,,(x) (formula 4) and multiply the obtained
value by z taken from Sheppard’s Tables.46a

Particular values c

H = 0 H ?“Z (0) = I”‘!
m!2m

*G K. Pearson, Tables for Statisticians and Biometricians, Part I.
(Table If). London.
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8 148. G. polynomials.4s  Let us denote by y(m,x)  the
following function introduced by Poisson, when he deduced his
formula of probability of repeated trials:

(1) y = y(m,x)  = -rT e-“.

Let the definition of the polynomial G,(x) of degree R be

D”v  (m,x)
(2) G = G,(x)  = mv(mX)t

where by D the derivative with respect to m is understood.

Deduct&n  of the polynomials. We have

$y= lx% -l]Y,
In Q 6 we found the following formula for the R -th difference
of a function

pf ( x )  = :!L:  I-1)’ (71  f  (x+n-i);

therefore,
-.

A”y(m,x-n)  =
I

rii:  (-1)’ (7) y(m,x-i).

Moreover

D y = vp(m,x-1)  - vlj(m,x)  = - Ay(m,x--1).
111 x-

Hence

and finally

pn y = (-1)” +V(m,x-n)

(3)

In consequence of what precedes this gives, if we introduce
?he variable v=n-i,  this gives

(4) G,(x) = $ “i’ (-1)” ( nL) yv.
Y=O

o”  Ch. Jordan, a )  ProbabilitC d e s  tpreuves  r6pSes,  B u l l e t i n  d e  la
SociHe Mathknatique  de France, 1926, pp, 101-137.

b) Statistique  Mathematique.  Paris, 1927, pp. 36-40,  99-102.  etc.
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Par titular  cases:

G,  = 1

G, (x) = .; [[ ;] - m]

G,(x) = $1~1;  ) - ;

G:(x) = $0  I(;)-:

. , . . .

Particular values of the polynomial. From (4) it follow>
immediately that

G,(o) = (-1)”
and

We get an important particular value of G”(x) by putting
into 141  x=m:. ~

(4’) G,(m)  = -$ “c’ (-1)’  ( &) 3’
y=o

or by putting into it p=n--v,

therefore according to Q 6 we have

Expanding the factorial into a power series we obtain

(m),=
m:’

“jj’  Si mi-!,;
I,

is*

writing in it k=,u-i

(m’)--!e = i y m-i.
m.‘C k=O

Hence we may write

G,(m)  = An  1 kfo  m--“’ S;:-)]  ,A.
?
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According to formula (5) 5 52 we have

k
SF-" = x Ck.i

i=O

from this we deduce

[y s;-k]:,=O  = ck. lk--n

and finally

(4”) G , ( m )  = jr  ck.2k-“-$  *

where r is the greatest integer contained in (n+1)/2.
The numbers C,,, may be computed by aid of the difference
equation (4) of $ 52, or taken from the table of this paragraph.

Particular cases: a G, (m) ~0, G,(m) =-l/m, G,(m) =2/m*,
G,(m)=3(m-2)/ms,  G,(m) =4(6-5m)/m4  and so on.

Mathematical properties of the G polynomials. Startiug from
(2) we deduce, if Ax= 1,

D”bwl --mD”y
AG,= m m
x v

Applying Leibnitr’s formula giving the n -th  derivative of a
product (Q 30), we obtain

-.
(5) AG, = + G,-, .

x

In the same manner we may deduce from (2)

mD”‘$-(x-m)Dy
;Gn  = m my “’ .

that is,

(6) DG, = G,+,-7  G,.0)
From (5) it follows that

A-lG, =
x s G+, + k.

Moreover, by aid of (3) we find
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(8) ~-lG,(x)y(m,x)  = (-l)~~-~y(m,x-n)  + k =

= - G,-, (X-I) li~(m,x--l  ) + h.
Since

therefore from (4)

n+l5 G,(x)  wIm,x)  = $ ,,so b-1 I” 3 x=ox=0 ii-  (,i;)  w(m04
and finally

so that

(9) s Gny = 0
x=0

i f  n>O.
Orthogonality of the polynomials. The operation of sum-

mation by parts gives (Q 35)

A-l [(T).  G,(x)y(m,x)  1 = - (T] G.-,(x---l)v(m,x--1)  +

It is easy to see that

(10)
indeed

lim
x=x I)

f y(m,x) =  0

eTm
X mxf I---

e-m  mi m.v-i

i x! i! (x-i) !
and

From (10) it follows in consequence of (4) that

(11) lim
*=P
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Therefore

continuing in this manner the first member will be equal to
x

(12) 2 G”-i(X)y(m,x)-
x=0

But if n > i then this quantity is equal to zero according to
(9). So that we have

(13) 5 I J7 G,yf  = 0 if n > i.
x=0

f-fence if P, is any polynomial whatever of degree Y and if
II > Y then

(14) Z P,G,,ti’  = 0

and in particular

(15) X G,,G,y=O if n +v.

This is the relation of orthogonality of the polynomials.
Putting into (12) n=i we get

x=o  y(m,x) = e-*  2 $5 = 1.
- .

i Therefore

Finally, if n < i then from the preceding it follows that

since the second member is equal to

(l:;)!  j- e-m

mx-l+n mi-n

x I 1 (x-i+n) ! = (i-q-j’

Therefore

(17) 5 I I: G,y = f$ if i  > n .
x=0 -
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Since, according to (4) the coefficient of z in G,(x) isrl
equal to n!/m”  therefore from (16) it follows that

Expansion of a function f(x) of a discontinuous variable
(x=0,1,2,,  . . ( N-1)  into a series of functions G,. v(m,x).  That is

(19) f(x) = [co + c,G,  + c,G,  + . . . . . Iv(m,x).

To obtain the coefficients c, in (19) let us multiply both
members of this equation by G,(x), and sum from x=0  to x=x;
this may be done, if we put f(x) =O  for every integer value of
x such as x 2 N. In consequence of the orthogonality (15)  we
shall have

iii f(xlG,(x)  = c, X:0  ~‘G.l”w;x=0
hence according to (18) the coefficient cn will be

w ‘, = 5 E, G(x)f(x)..

This may be transformed by putting into it the value of G,
given by equation (4). We get

#+I (D

C”  = izo  (-1)’  ;I z
. x=0 I 1n?i  f(x)

finally introducing the binomial moments ,& of f(x) we find

llC1
(211 C”  = ,zo (-1)’  $ ‘gn-i  .

Knowing the coefficients c, the expansion (19) is determined.
But in consequence of (3) this equation may be written in
another manner:

I22) /lx)  = .fo (-l)“c,, A”vh=-4.
x

Remark. We may dispose of m so as to have the coefficient
c, in the expansion (19) equal to zero. For this we shall put

c, = ‘28, -m ‘-H,, = 0.
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Then m will be equal to the mean of the quantities x; m=  .~g~/&.
Example 1. Expansion of into a series of poly-

nomials G,

=co+c,G1 +c2G2+ . . . . +c,G,.

This expansion is identical with that of [G) y(m,x) into a series
(19). Therefore the coefficients ci may be determined by aid of
(21); but owing to formula (17) there is a shorter way. Indeed,
multiplying (23) by G,. y (J m,x) and summing from x=0  to x=00;
in consequence of the orthogonality we find:

& (E] G,.y(m,x)  = tic,.  .my

Equalizing this result to (17) we have

and finally

m* nc,. = - ( In! v

(24).-
X! 1n = 5 “i. (:) G,.  .

From this we may deduce the binomial moments of a func-
tion f(x) expressed by (19). Indeed, multiplying (24) by f(x)I:
and summing from x=0  to x=00 we get by aid of (20)

n+l

(25) di?”  = x c,, mn-r  .
v=o (n-v) !

Sum of a function f(x) expanded into a series (19). Starting
from (19) we may determine A--‘f  (x) . For this purpose let us
remark first that for x=0  the quantity (8) will be equal to zero.
Indeed we have

w (m,-1) = 0.

This is readily seen if we write y(m,x) in its general form

y(m,x) = emrn  mx/r(x+l)

the denominator is infinite for every negative integer value of x.
Moreover, according to formula (3) Q 18 we have
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where Z(u,p)  is the incomplete gamma function; p = rl and

zJ=m/p+1.
Finally we shall obtain by aid of (8)

1+1
(26) Z f ( x )  = c,[l-Z(u,p)l  - y(m,i,)  2 c,,G,~-~  (1).

x=0 n=1

We should have obtained this formula starting from (22);
indeed we have

A-’ f(x)  = q,A-Wmx)  + j, (-~)~c+“-~~(m,x--n),I x
This leads to the following result

(27) “5’  f(x) = co[l-Z(u,p)]  + 5, (-l)“c”~-l~(m,~+l--n).
x=0 x/

The integral with respect to m, of a function expanded into
a series (19) may be obtained in the following way:

From (2) we deduce

(28) ~Gwl  = G+, w

therefore it follows, if n > 0, that

(29) J ’ G,,ydm  = G,-, p + k.

G-,  Y =
eem (n-l) !

x ! ,zo ( - 1 ) ”  [ n ;- - 1 )  “;fl+* ;

Therefore, if m=O every term of the second member will vanish
except that corresponding to y=n-l-x;  so that we shall have

1 Gn-ly]m=~  = (-l)n-1-x ‘;’ .
( 1

Id x > n-l this quantity is equal to zero, then from
(29) it follows that

1

WJ) s G, (m,x)  y (m,x)dm = G-, VJ)  ~(44
0
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Moreover we have

where Z(u,p)  is the incomplete gamma function (2, 8 18) given

in Pearson’s Tables (lot.  cit. 15); p = x and u = a/ 1/x+1.

Finally it results from (19) that

(32) *’J f ( x ) d m  = coZ(u,p)  +  5 c,G,-,(I,x)~~(t,x)
0 n=l

if x>n-1.
Approximation of the function y(x) given for x=0, 1,2, . . , ,

N-l, according to the principle of moments by aid of

f,(x) = [co + c,G,  + c,G,  + . . . + c,G,lw(m,x).

Putting y(x)=0  for x L N, let us show that the coefficients CI

corresponding to this principle are the same as those obtained
by the expansion of y(x) into a series of G ,.y (m,x)  function&
when stopping at the term G,.

According to (25) the binomial moment of f,(x) of order s

is equal to
-21

r+1
da, = x

m”-’

=+v=o ( s - v )  ! .  ;

moreover cr  is given by (21)
Vfl

cv = is ( - 1 ) ’  -$&-i,

Uihere  &-i is the binomial moment of y(x) of order ~4.
From these equation we conclude that

[S = &lx kl)‘,s+i-v(,,,-.
s i! (S-V)! ’ ”

Writing s+i--r=p  we find

The second sum is equal to zero for every value of ,u except
for p=O,  and then we have

3 1
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-7P9&  = cd;

for every value of s=O,  1‘2,  . , a , n. Therefore the corresponding
n+l moments of y(x) and f(x) are the same. Q. E. D.

Remark 1. If we determine the coefficients ci so that

.&+=  i [ f ” ( X ) -Y(X) l”lwh4x=0
shall be a minimum, we find again the same values of cl as
before. Moreover the minimum of @will  be equal to

&=  x50  lY(x)12/y(m,x)  - ri -$ CF.

Remark 2. Among the polynomials P, of degree n in which

the coefficient of tt I is equal to unity, the polynomial which
makes

2 Pn2y  (m,x)
-

a minimum, is equal to m” G,/n!  .
Computation of the numerical uaIues.  The function f(x) is

expanded into a series of G,,y(m,x),  or into a series of
ky(m,x-rz) and f(x), corresponding to a given x is to be
determined. Since there are no tables of G,y (m,x) nor of
A%  hx) the computation of f(x) by aid of the preceding
formulae would be complicated. To obviate this difficulty there
are two ways:

A. We may start from

y hx)  G,, = h-1 )“A%  (ma---R)

and express the differences contained in the second member by
the successive values of the function (5 6). We find

G,,y(m,x)  = 1: (-l)nti  (7) w(w+--iI.

Putting this into formula (19) we get

(331 f ( x )  = Ii  y(m,x-i) “3, (-l)“+i[y)cn.

In the same way from (26) we obtain
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i+1

x f(x)  = co[l--lb&P)1  +
+=0

+ 2:  y(m,A-i)  S, (-l)n+i  (7’) c,.

By aid of Peurson’s Tables (5 18) giving y(m,x) the values
of f(x) may easily be calculated. Z(u,p)  is computed by aid of
the tables incomplete r function (8 18); but if 1 is small and if
the value of m is contained in the table of the function y, then
we may determine

2+1

l--I(sP)  = xs y Iv4

by adding the corresponding values of y.
B. There is still a better way to compute the function f(x)

corresponding to a given value of x. Indeed we may start from
(4) and write

n+l

G,(x) = i%  (-l)“+l  z [;]
1

then formula (19) will give

WI f ( X )  = y(m,x) “5’ q (;1 5 (-1)’ (S)iCs
m r--O

and (26)
1+1

(36) z f(x) =  co[l-z(~,Pl  I +

h
01+1 i

+ hd.1 x m’
i=O

i, (-1 j s+i (s-l) i Cs ,

i.
The coefficients Of iI! are rapidly calculated, and there is

only one value of y to be determined by the table; this is
important in cases when y(m,x) is to be determined by inter-
polation.

Example 2. Let us denote by P(x) the probability that an
event shall happen x times in n trials, if the probability of its
occurrence is equal to p at each trial. The formula of this
probability was given by Jacob Bernoulli:
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P(x)  = ; pxq”-*( 1
where q=  1-p.  This is to be expanded into a series (19). In
order to obtain the coefficients cl we must first determine the
binomial-moments of P(x). We have seen in 8 136 that if u(t)
is the generating function of P(x) then its binomial moment of
order i will be equal to

8. = D’UV)‘ I 1i! I=1

And since the generating function of the given probability is
(q+pt)“, therefore we shall have

Qq = nI 1i pi.

Finally the coefficient c,. of the expansion will be (21)

To simplify we shall dispose of m so as to have cl=Q  for
this we put m= ~2,  /OS” or m =np.  This will give in consequence
of formula (4’):

where G,.  (n,n) signifies the particular value of G ,, corresponding
to m=n and x=n.  Finally from formula (4”) we get

Particular values. By aid of the table (p*  152)  giving the
numbers C,,,  we find:

c,=l; Cl  =o; c2=--l,$lp2; c3 = np”/3

c4 = (n-2)np4/8; c,=-(5n-6)np5/30;  and so on.

Writing m=np the approximation of the second degree
given by formula (35) will be
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XI)
P(x)  = W(~PJ)[co--c,+c,  + $ (c,---2c*)  +L2c,lnZp”

and putting the above values into it we obtain

P ( x )  = y(np,x)  1-l/2?@ +  p x -  ; ;
I ( 11 .

Particular case: n=IO, p=1/3 and x=5.  We find

P(5) = ; $1 y ‘5) =- ; (0.122339) = 0.135932.

The exact value would be: 0.1366.
In the same manner an approximation of the fourth degree

given by formula (36) is
.I+1

Z P(x) = c,[l--l(u,p)]  - v(vJj~c,--c,+c,,---c,  +x=0
‘h

-t- ; (c,-2c,+3c,)  + 0(2c,,--6cJ  +-$-  6c,l.

““.
-r

c...

Particular case: n=lO,  p=1/3 and 1~5.  The value of

Z(u,p) is computed by aid of the table of the incomplete r func-

tion (5 18) putting ;=A=5  and u=
m 1 0

_= = = = 1.360198.
?.+1v’ 3V6

Interpolation of the third degree gives

-. Z(Utp)  = 0.1209823.

In Pearson’s Table of the 111  function (§ 18) we find

p y,  5 = 0.122339
t 1

(interpolation of the third degree). Since

C”Xl, c, =o, c, =----5/g, c:;=10/81, c,=10/81

therefore

%
273

A==0
f(x) = 0,87902  + (0,122339)  810  = 0.92025.

The exact value is 0.92343.



CHAPTER IX.

NUMERICAL RESOLUTION OF EQUATIONS.

Q 14% Method of False Position, or Regula Falsi. The pro-
blem of the numerical resolution of the equation f(x) =O  is
identical with the problem of inverse interpolation of y=f (x),
when y=O.

The most important method of the resolution of equations
is that of the False Position. We have already used this method
in the inverse interpolations of paragraphs 131, 132 and 134,
with slight modifications.

Given the equation f(x) ~0;  if f(x) is a continuous function
in the interval a, b, and if f(a) f(b) < 0, then the equation will
have at least one root in the interval mentioned. If b--a  is
chosen small enough, there will be only one root in it.

Let us suppose, moreover, that the function f(x) has a first
and a second derivative which do not vanish in the interval.
These last conditions serve only for the determination of the
error.

The curve y=f(x)  will pass through the points of coordi-
nates a, f(a) and b, f(b). Let us consider the chord passing
through these points; it will cut the x axis in a point whose
absciss  is x1.  We have necessarily a < x, < b; x1 may be con-
sidered as the first approximation of the root.

To obtain x, and the corresponding error 8, , we shall write
Lagrange’s linear interpolation formula:

f(x) = Fa f(b) + s f(a) +%(x-4 (x--b)D”f(O ’

where a < E < b. Putting into this equation f(x) ~0  we find
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(1)
e--w4

x = = -Qb)-f (a) @---)----~
f (b)-f (a) ?h  (x-4) (x--b)  DWI;

neglecting the remainder we obtain x1  ; the maximum 8, , of the
remainder will be equal to the maximum of the absolute value
of the error. Determining f (x,), there are two cases to be
considered :

First
fW(x,)  <O

then, denoting the root by r we shall have (Figure 5)

a<t<x,

this will occur if Df (x) D’f (x) < 0.

Figure 5.

Putting into formula (1) &x1, we determine x, the second
approximation of r and 8, the corresponding maximum of the
error. Necessarily we have Q < t < x2, and continue in the
same manner.

Secondly,
f(xAf(b) <o

then we have (Figure 6)
x,<r<b

this will occur if Df (x) Dzf (x) > 0. We put into formula (1) X,
instead of a and determine x2 the second approximation of r.
We have

x,<r<b

and continue in the same way.
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It is possible to shorten the method in the following manner:
If we have obtained, for instance, in the first case the approxi-
mated value x, and 6, the maximum of error, then, since in the
case considered the error is positive,* we have

Xl -dl<r<xl

and we may apply the method in this interval. Since 6, is con-
siderably smaller than x,-a  therefore the second approximation
will be far better.

In the second case the error being negative we shall have
x1  < rl < x, + 6, and we may apply the method to this interval.

Figure 6.

Example 1. Let us choose for our first example that of
Newton’s equation given by Wallis

f(x) = xa-2x-5 = 0

which has been solved subsequently to 101 decimal places.“’
Since 1(2)=-l  and f(3)=16  therefore between x=2  and

x=3  there is a root; this must be determined- to twelve de-
cimals. It would be possible to put a=2  and b=3 and apply
the method; but remarking that f(3) is very large in comparison
with f (21,  therefore the root will be near a=2.  We may try to
p u t  a=2 a n d  k2,l. Since f (2,l)  ~0,061  hence 2 < r < 2,l.

* If x1 is the obtained value for I then by error we understand the
difference x1-r.

47 J.  Wallis,  Treatise of Algebra, London, 1685, p.  338.
Whiftder  and Robinson, Calculus of Observations, p.  106 and p. 86

where 51 decimals are given. ~~2,094 551 481 542 326 591 482, , . . , .
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Putting ~=2  and b=2,1  we obtain by aid of formula (1):

(41
x1  = 2 + 1,061

- = 2,0942..  . .

The corresponding maximum of the error is also given by
formula (1); we find 6, < 6. 10e4.  Therefore

2.094 < x C 2.095.

We repeat the operation, putting a = 2,094 and b = 2,095.
If follows that

f(2,094) = -0.00615 3416

f(2,095) = 0.00500 7375.

Therefore from formula (1) we get

x, = 2.09455 134228. . . ,

Determining the corresponding maximum of the error we find
S2  < 2.10-j  hence we shall have

2.094551 < x < 2.094552.

Repeating the operation, starting from these values we obtain

-. f(2,094551) = -0.OOOOO  53747 03234

f(2,094552) = 0,OOOOO 57867 28439.

Formula (1) gives

x3  = 2.09455 14815 4245,. .

The corresponding maximum of the error will be 6, < 2,  lo-r3  ;
hence the problem is solved and we have

x = 2.09455 14815 42

exact to the last decimal.
8 150, The Newton-Raphson method of numerical solution

of eqoations.  Given f (x)=0  let us suppose that between X=Q
and x=b  there is a root denoted by r, and that

f (a)f (b) < 0.

We will suppose moreover that f(x) is a continuous function
whose first two derivatives are different from zero in this
interval.
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We shall distinguish two different cases. First let

11) D&d D”f(d < 0
(figure 7) then the tangent to the curve y=f(x) at the point of
coordinates a, f(a) will cut the x axis at a point x=x1 such that
we have

aCx,<r<b

while on the contrary, the tangent at the point b,f  (b) will not
necessarily cut the x axis in a point belonging to the interval
a, b.

Since we want to consider x, as the first approximation of
the root r, it is generally advisable to start from the point a,f  (a)
if inequality (1) is satisfied.

Figure 7.

An exception to this rule is the following. If Df (x) is large,
that is, if the curve y=f(x) is steep in the interval, then the
tangent to the curve at the point a,f  (a) will meet the x axis
near x=a and therefore the approximation obtained will he not
much better than that of x=a;  but in this case the tangent at the
point b,f(b) may cut the axis nearer to x=r,  giving thus a more
favourable approximation. Hence, although the inequality (1) is
satisfied, we may start nevertheless from the point b,f(b) if
Df(x) is large.

Secondly (figure 81,  if we have

(2) Df(4 D’f(4 ‘0
then, to obtain certainly a number x, belonging to the interval
a,b,  we must start from the point b,f  (b). This we shall generally
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do unless  the curve is very steep, in which case we may obtain
a better approximation by starting from the point a$@).

Having found x, we compute f(x,) and determine the
tangent at the point x,,f  (xl) which will cut the x axis at a point
x=x,,  serving as a second approximation of the root r. Then
we compute f(x,)  and continue in the same manner till the re-
quired approximation is reached.

We shall proceed in the following way: First we expand
f(x) into a Taylor series.

(3) f(x)  = f(q)  + (x--x,)  Df (x,)  + %(x-x,) * D”Qx,+t)
where 0 < E < x-x,, .

If we start from the point corresponding to x=a then we
put into this formula x,,=a; in the other case we put x0=6.

Figure 8.

Omitting the remainder in formula (3) we obtain the equa-
tion of the tangent at the point x,,f  (x,):  this will cut the x
axis in

(5)

The corresponding error will be
,

‘, = -9;  (x,-x,,)  L
D’f(x,+SlDf(r

The second approximation and the corresponding error are
given by (4) and (5),  if we put into these equations x2 instead of
xl and x, instead of x0. Having obtained x2 we continue in the
same manner till the required precision is obtained.
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Example. We will take again Newton’s example. Let

f(x) =x3-2x-5  = 0.

There is a root between x=2 and x=3; indeed, f(2) = -1 and
f(3)=16.  We have

Df (x) = 3x’ - 2
and

D’f (x) = 6x.

Since in the interval considered we have Df (x)DPf(x)  > 0
we should start, as has been said, from the point 3,f(3);  but
since Df (3) ~25,  the curve is very steep; it is advisable to start
from the point 2,f(2)  where Df (2) =lO.  Since this is the second
case, we shall have a < r < x, .

Starting from x0=2, we find f (x,) =-1,  Df(x,)  ~10 and
therefore according to (4) and (5)

x1  = 2,1, 6, c 7/1000.

Starting from x,=2,1, we have f(x,)=O.O61,  Df(x,)=11,23
and therefore

x2  = 2.0945681 , . . 18,1<2/105,

Starting from x,=2,09457,  we obtain f (x,) =0.000206694976
and Df (x,) = 11,16167  0455 and therefore

x3  = 2.09455 14817 26, Id, I <3/  10’0.

§ 151.  Method of Iteration, Given the equation f(x)=O,
let us suppose that it has a root x=r  in the interval x,, x,+h.
If we write

f(x) = f,(x) -fr,(X).

Then the root of f (x)=0 will be equal to the absciss  of the
point in which the two curves y=f,(x) and y=f,(x) meet. We
will suppose that the decomposition has been made so that the
second curve is steeper than the first in the interval considered;
that is

I Df,  (x,,) I ’ I Df, Ix,)  I.
The method of iteration described below is applicable if it

is possible to determine the algebraic solution of y=f,(x) and
obtain x=~~(y),  Then we start from the equations

-
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Y =f*W and  x = e(y)
and put x, into the first equation to obtain y,,=f  (x,) ; then
putting y,, into the second equation we get x, = q2(yO).  This is
the first approximation of r.  Since generally we have

b-xx,1  < It-x01.

The second move is to put x1  into the first equation and get
y1 , which gives by aid of the second equation x2, the second
approximation of the root. Continuing in this manner we reach
the prescribed precision.

Figure 9. Figure 10.
.

We may consider two cases; first,  both curves are increasing
(figure 9),  or both are decreasing, and therefore

Df, (4 Df, (xl ’ 0
in this case we shall have

x,<x,  <x,<  . . . . . . cr.

Secondly, one of the curves is increasing and the other
decreasing (fig. lo), and therefore

Df, (x) Df, (4 < 0.
and we shall have

x,,  < x, < x4  < , . . . < r < . . , . < x, < x1  .

In the first case there is no simple way to estimate the
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error committed when stopping at the term x,; in the second
case since xln  <r < ~s”+~,  therefore the error is obviously less
than

1 x2n-x2n+1I

Example. The equation

f(x) = x3-2x-5  = 0

has a root between 2 and 3, since f(2)f(3)  < 0. Let us put

f,(x) = 2x+5 a n d f,(x) = x3.

Our condition, that the second curve shall be steeper than the
first in the interval 2,3, is satisfied. Indeed (first case)

Df, (xl = 2 a n d  Df,(x) = 3x2

and therefore

Df, (4 ’ Df, (x) in (2, 3).

The second condition was that it must be possible to solve
algebraically y=f2  (x). We have

3

x = Voz(Y)  = I/Y.
Starting from x,=2, the first equation will give y0=9. For

this value of y, the second equation gives x1=2:08. . , . The
value of x1 put into the first equation gives ~~~9.16,  and this
by aid of the second: x,=2.094, and so on.

The operations are given in the following table:

i Xl Yi=fl (Xl) xi+l=P2(Yi)

0 2 9 2.08 . . ,
1 2.08 9,16 2.094, , .
2 2.094 9.188 2.0944 , * .
3 2.0944 9.1888 2.09453 . . a

Q 152. Daniel Bernoulli’s method for solrIng  numedcrl
equations. Given the equation with real coefficients:

(1) f(x) = x” + a,-lx”-’ + . . . . + qx  + a0 = 0.

We may consider this as the characteristic equation of the
following homogeneous linear difference equation
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(2) y(~+~)+%-,YP+n--l)  + * * . + wV+1)+qd)  =a

If the roots of the characteristic equation (1) are all
different, say x1, x2, . . . , x,,, then we shall see (Q  165) that
the solution of (2) is equal to

y(f) = CIXl  + $X2’ + . . . . + C”X,’  .

If we denote by x,  the root whose modulus is the greatest,
tben it results that

(3)

=liln
lim

lim Y(‘+l) =
f=0 Y(f)

c2x2
x1+  - I 1

3 f+....+  -p(z)'

1+“1~]~  +,*..+  ; ($1’
= Xl  ,

Hence if we determine cp(f+l)/y(f) for f sufficiently great,
we shall have the value of the root with the required precision.
It is easy to show that equation (3) holds even if the roots of the
characteristic equation are multiple roots. If some of the roots
of (1) were complex (except the root x, with the greatest
modulus), we should have the same result; but if x, were a
complex root, then, as the root conjugate to x1  would have the
same modulus, the ratio (3) would not tend to a limit but would
oscillate.

To determine q(f) by the aid of (2) we may start from any
n initial values of this function, Let them be

y(0) = v(l)  = (p(2) = . . . . = ~(n-2)  =O a n d  ~(n-1)  = 1 ;

then the difference equation (2) will give

y(n)  =---ah1

dn+l)  = - a"-lY  (4 - G-2

dn+21  = --a,-,dn+l)  --On-2P(4  -Q,,

and so on.
Example. Given the equation

x6  + 5x4-5 = 0.

The corresponding difference equation is
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(4) f$q+q  + 5#+4)  -559,(f) = 0.

We shall start from

~(0)  = q(l) = ~(2)  = ~(3)  = 0 a n d ~(4)  = 1.

From equation (4) we get successively

t 0 1 2 3
At+51 - 5 25 - 1 2 5 625

t 4 5 6 7
Cpv+3 - 3 1 2 5 15600 -77875 388750

5 - 2 5 125 - 6 2 5

- 3 1 2 0 15575 -77750 388125

and from this

~(9)  /q(8) = - 4.992 . .
~(10)/~(9) = - 4.991987 . ,
pl(ll)/F(lO)  = -4.99197431 . ,
9(12)/~(11)  = - 4.991961415.s

By this method we may also obtain the root whose modulus
is the smallest. For this we have to put into (1) x=1/y,  and
apply the method on the equation y(y) =O obtained.

8 153. The Ch’in-Vieta-Homer method for solving na-
merical equations, This method was known in China as early
as the XIII Century. 48 It was given by Ch’in  Chiushao in his
book on the “Nine Sections of Mathematics” published in 1247.

The method was first used in Europe by Vieta about 1600.
It is probable that he had not heard of the Chinese method, but
that he rediscovered it, since his procedure is more complicated
than Ch’in’s. Indeed it was considered as very difficult, was
seldom used, and soon superseded in Europe by the Rule of
False Position or by other methods.

In 1819 Homer published a numerical process for carrying
out the method, which was very convenient and in consequence
it became widely known and is now generally considered as the

48  Y. Mikumi The Development
Leipzig, 1913, pp. %-I?.

of Mathematics in China and Japan,
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most practical of the methods for solving numerical equations.
Horner’s process differs but very little from that of Win.

It consists in the following:
Given the equation f(x) = 0, let us suppose that by means

of a graph or in another way, we know that this equation has a
root x,, between r,, and r,+l ; where r, is an integer. Therefore
we have

f(r,lf(rO+ll  < 0.

The method consists in the following operations:
First we deduce from f(x) =O another equation, such that

the roots of the new equation shall be equal to those of f(x) =O
but each diminished by rO, This equation will be f(x+r,,) ~0,
which expanded into a Taylor series gives

(11 f (x+r,)  = f (r,) + xDf (rO) + , . . + 5 D”f(ro)  = 0.

From this, an equation is deduced, such that its roots are
each ten times larger than those of (1). This will be

expanded into a Taylor series, and multiplied by 10” it gives:
_-

‘^. (2) 10”f  [rO +G] = lPf(r,,) +lCPxDf(rJ  +,.,+sDf(r,).

- Since equation (1) has a root in the interval 0, 1 therefore
(2) will, have a root in the interval 0, 10. Let us denote this root
by x1.  From (2), by inverse interpolation we obtain approximately

Xl -
-1Of  (rJ

Df(ro)  .

If  rl < x1  < r, + 1, where r, is an integer, then the
approached value of the root obtained by the above operations is

x0 = r,, + 6 + . , . .

To have another digit of x0  we start from (2) and determine
an equation (3) whose roots are those of (2) diminished by rl,

3 2



and then an equation (4) whose roots are each ten times larger
than those of (3). From this last equation we deduce

Y* < x2 < t* + 1

and we shall have

and so on till the prescribed precision is attained.
Let us show Homer’s method for determining the coefficients

of the transformed equations in the case of an equation of the
fifth degree.

Given

(5) f(x) = F + Ex + Dx* + Cxa  + Bx’ + Ax3 .

The coefficients of the equation whose roots are those of
(5) diminished by r,,  are

F, = f (rO)  = Ar05  + Br,’ + Cr,,a  + Dr,”  + Er,  + F

E, = Df(r,,)  = 5Ar04  + 4Br03  + 3Cr,*  + 2Zh, + E

Da = $ D’f (t,)  = lOAr,s + 6&,* + 3Cr,  + D

C, =$ D”f (r”)  = lOAr,” + 4Br, + C

B, = & D’f  (to) = 5Ar, + B

A, = k. D”f (to) = A.

Homer’s process for computing these values is given by the
following table

A B c D E F

+Ar, B,r, Cf Dr-_--Lo--lL---- E1r0
4 Cl Dl El Fl

+Ar,  B,r, C*ro D2ro

B2 c2 D2 E2
+Ar, B3r0
4

C3r0
C3 D,
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A I B3 c3
+Aro  Bar,

B4 C4

, where
Bi  = Bcl  + Ar,

Ci  = CL1  + & ro

Di = DC1  + Ciro

In this manner we obtain

D3

6 = Et-, + Di  r.
Fi=Fcl+  Eir,,

(6) f(x+r,) = F, + E,x  + D,x* + C,x3 + B,x4 + Ax5.

The equation, whose roots are each ten times larger than
those of (6) will become, if multiplied by 106:

(7) lo5 f [rO + $) = 105  F, + 10’ E,x  + lo3 D3x2 + lo* C4x3+

+10B,x4+Ax5=0.

From this we get by linear inverse interpolation

If we have rl <x1 < rl + 1, where rl is an integer, rl will
be the second digit of the root. Then the above operations are
repeated till the required number of digits is obtained.

The error will always be less than one unit of the last
decimal.

Example. Given

f(x) = x372x-s  =o.

Since  f (2)f(3)  < 0 therefore this equation has a root x0 in the
interval 2, 3; so that we shall put r,,=2.

To obtain an equation whose roots are those of f(x) =O but
diminished by 2, and multiplied by ten, we will perform
Horner’s computations:
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1 0 - 2 - 5

2 4 4

2 2 - 1
2 8

4 10

2

6

The transformed equation will be

%3+60x2+1000x-1000=0.

From the last two terms we conclude that r-,=0;  so that
there is no need to diminish the roots by rl . We make the rooti
ten times larger and get

(8) x3+6OOx~+lmx-lOOOOOO=0.

From the last two terms we deduce rz=9.  To determine the
coefficients of an equation whose roots are the same as those
of (8) but diminished by nine and multiplied by ten; we follow
Homer’s  method and find

1 600 1OOOOO -1OOOOOO
9 5481 949329

609 105481 -5067 1
9 5562

618 111043
9

627

SO that the fourth equation will be

x3  + 6270x’  + 11104300x - 50671000 = 0.

The last two terms give r3=4.  Now we diminish the roots
of this equation by 4 and multiply by 10, using the same method
as before. We have

.
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1 6270 11104309 -50671000
4 25096 44517584

6274 11129396 -6153416
4 , 25112

6278 11154508
4

6282

Therefore the fifth equation will be
x3 + 62820x2+1115450809x-6153416ooo  = 0.

This will give r,=5;  and we could proceed in the same manner
as before; but let us suppose that the root is only required to
six decimals exact; then we may obtain the last three decimals
by simple division. In fact we may write

6153416000 -62820x* -x3
x-- 1115450800 ’

The term in x3 is less than 216 (the root being less than
6), hence if we neglect this term the error in x will be less than
2/105  and that of the root x,, less than 2/10”.  Moreover the term
in x2 is less than (62820) (36) =2261520;  therefore neglecting
this term too, the error of x will be less than 3/103,  and that of
x0 less than 3/107.  Accordingly we have

r, = 6153416000/1115450800  = 5.5165
and finally

x0 = 2.094551 65.

The equation of this example has been solved by this
method, in 1850, to 101 decimals.

One of the advantages of the method is the following: If
for instance the root is exactly equal to two figures, then we
obtain these in two operations, whereas by the other methods a
great number of operations is necessary to show that the root is
approximately equal to these two figures.

If the root to be determined is greater than ten, it is
advisable to deduce first an equation whose roots are the same
as those of the given equation, but divided by 10k;  where k is
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chosen so that the root under discussion should be in the interval
0, 10. For instance, equation

a& + e * e . + qx + 00  = 0

will be transformed into

a
cl&”  + -fg a?-’  + . . . + lo;;-k  x + -=o12”

and then we proceed as before.
Ch’in Chiushao’s method differs but little from the

preceding. Indeed the only difference is that if the first digit r,
of the root of f(x) =O is found, then Ch’in first deduces an equa-
tion whose roots are ten times larger than those of f(x) ~0,  and
secondly deduces from this another equation whose roots are
diminished by iOr,.

The result will be the same as in the method described
above, moreover, Ch’in’s computation is exactly the same as that
of Homer.  Indeed, starting from the equation -

Ax4+BXR+CxZ+Dx+E=o

we shall have

A 1OB 1O’C 1WD 104E
lOAt, lOB,r, lOC,r,, lOD,r,

Bl Cl Dl El
iOAr, lOB,r, lOC,r,

4 c, 4

lOAr, 1 O&r,,
47 c::

lOAr,

B4

and the new equation will be

AxJ  + B,x”  + C,,x”  + D,x + E, = 0.

Example. Ch’in solves the following equation

X4 - 763200x” + 40642560000 = 0.
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It is easily seen that 100 <x,, < 1000 therefore we deduce
another equation whose roots are those of (1) but each divided
by 100; so that the root will be between 0 and ten. This
equation is

(8’) x4 - 76,32  x2 +  406,4256  = 0

since !(8)f(9)  < 0 therefore there is a root between 8 and 9.
Ch’in’s  computation for multiplying the roots by ten and

diminishing them afterwards by 80, will give

1 0 - 7 6 3 2 0

8 0 6400 - 9 8 5 6 0 - 7 8 8 4 8 0 0

80 -1232 - 9 8 5 6 0 - 3 8 2 0 5 4 4

8 0 12800 925440-
160 11568 826880

80 19200
2 4 0 30768

8 0

3 2 0

Therefore the transformed equation will be

(9) 3~’  + 320x8 + 30768x*  + 826880x - 3820544 = 0.

From this we deduce by linear inverse interpolation t, = 4. The
roots multiplied by ten and dinimished by 40 will give

1 3200 3076800 826880000 -3820544OOOo

4 0 129600 128256000 38205440000

3 2 4 0  3 2 0 6 4 0 0 955136000 0

Since the last term vanishes, hence 4 will be the last digit
of the root, so that the root of equation (8’) will be 8‘4  and that
of the given equation x, E&U).*)

Q 154. Root-squaring Method of Dandelfn,  Lobetchevsky
and Graeffe.  Given the equation:

(1) a&” + U”-#-’ + . . . + alx + 0, = 0.

l ) dlihmi’s  interpretations of Ci’ln’s  processes, in the book quoted
above, are not quite correct, and in consequence of tkis the coefficients of
tke equation correspondiip  to (9).  given on page 77, are erroneous. Indeed
the coefficients of x and x’ are ten times smaller and the absolute term is
10000 larger than they should be.
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We shall deduce from this equation another whose roots are
Xl 92 x22, . . . x,~.  Since equation (1) is identical with

un(x-x1)  (x-x,) . . * . (x-x,) = 0

it is obvious that multiplied by

%(x+x1) (x+x,) *  * ’ (x+x”) = 0

it will give the required equation, if we put into the product
obtained x instead of x2.

But the last equation is identical with

(2) 4,x” - U”-1X n-l + . , . . + (-l)“Uo =  0

therefore if we write the new equation in the following way:

(3) b,xn  + b,-lxn-l  + , e . a + b, = 0

then we shall have

6, = (-l)“-”  Uv2  + ,z, 2(-l)“+y-i  U*e+i a&n-i.

The upper limit of the sum in the second member is equal to the
smaller of the numbers v+l and n-r+l.

Starting from (3) we may obtain, repeating the same opera-
tion, an equation whose roots are x,~,  x,~,  . , . , x,,~;  and repeating
it again several times we get an equation whose roots are
Xl

2' x22m
2m

I...., x, .

Let this equation be

(4) u&xn  + w,-lx”’ + . . . . + w,x  + W”  = 0.

Moreover we will suppose now that the moduli of the roots are
unequal, so that we have in descending order of magnitude

lx11  > lx21  >. . . . . > ix,l.
Since

QJn-.i- = (-1)’  X X1’”  X*2m  . . . Xi2*  .
wl

Therefore we shall have

lim X Xi2m -%-I= l im ~ zz 1
,n= 9 Xl 2m “t= OD  0, Xllm

and approximately
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Let us suppose first that the roots of equation (1) are all
real; then we must have w,Jw~ < 0.

In the same way we have

lim
X X~““Xj*”

= lim on-2
-1

In- (D x1 2’ x2zm m=- w,xl 2" 2m-x2

and therefore

2”
Xl X2

2m r-.d  -%-2

%

or

a.nd  finally

X V2'"  N - Qb8-w

%-V-l

starting from these equations the roots are easily cal-
culated by aid of logarithms. In this way we get in the same
computation every root of equation (1) without needing any
preliminary approximate determination. This is one of the
ad&ages  of the method.

There is but one small difficulty; the method gives only the
absolute values of the roots. The signs must he found out by
putting the obtained values into the equation. Often Descartes’
rule giving the number  of the positive and negative roots is
useful, and sometimes the relation I: xi = - u,~/cJ,,  gives aho

some indications,
It is advantageous to make the computations in the follow-

ing tabular form:
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Qn a,1 an-2 G-3 Oh4 Qn-6
-ah1 anm2 -n-n an-4 -66

an 2
-0-1

2
one2

2
-n-a

2
ame4

2
-n-6

2

2w,, -2a#+lan-3  2an-2an-4  -2a,,+a,&6  2andaw

&an, -2a,,a,,  2a,,a,  -2a,-3a,r
%a,+ -2adh-,  2k2aGg

2wn, -2a,-,a,
%ahlo

baa L, h-2 bn-n b-4 b II-6

Example 1. Given the equation

x3  + 9x2  + 23x + 14 = 0.

The roots are to be determined to four significant digits. Ac-
cording to the preceding table we will write

9

-81
4 6

- 3 5

-1225
554

-671

2 3

529
-252

277,

76729
-13720

63009

14 First powers

-196 Second powers

-38416 4 th powers

450241 3,9701.10~
126018 -0,0516

1 -3,2422. lo6 3,9185i@ -1,4758.10” 8 th powers
-_.

-1,0512.10”
785

1 -9,728.101° 1,5355.10’” 16 th powers

-9,4634.10z1
307

1 -9,4327.1021 2,3578.103s 32 nd powers

-8,8976.1043
5

1 -8,8971.1043 64 th powers.
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If the coefficient corresponding to X x12”  is only the square
of the coefficient corresponding to X $‘“+’  then we stop the
computation, since by continuing we should get the same value
for x,. In the present case this happens at the 64 -th power.

For the determination of X xi2’”  x/”  the computation could
have been stopped at the 8 th power; therefore to minimise the
error we will choose this value for the determination of x2. To
have x, we start, for the same reason, from x,x,x,=14.  We
have

log x1  z d log 8..8971.1043  = 43.94924/64  = 0.68671

log x1x2  = + log 3,9185.10D  = 9..59312/8  = la19914

log x2 = log x1x2  - log x1  = 0.51243
logx,x,x,  = log 14 = 1,14613

and therefore

log x, = log x1x2x:I  - log x1x2  =i,94699.

Since according to D&rtes’  rule the given equation has
only negative roots, therefore we have

x1 = - 4,8608, x2 = - 3.2541, x::  = - 0.8851.

General case. Let us suppose that the equation f (x)=0  with
real coefficients has both real and complex roots. We shall denote
the real roots by x and the pairs of complex roots by

~,(cosq~ + isinq,.) and .p,, (cosy,.-  i sinrp,).

The indices will correspond as before to the moduli in
decreasing order of magnitude. We shall have

am-l  =
an

xx,.  +2x@,.  cosp,.

aF = z x,x/A + I: @Y2 + 2 I: @*x/c  cos~,~+  2 z eve/,  cos (q-b 42  yp)

a3
a,

= I: XGqJc,,Xl  + I: xuep2  + 2 x @v&t” cosfp.+ 2 x x~x&cosQ)*+

+ 2 ~x,g,,e~cos(~~~  &r/:2)+  ~XQAQ,.Q!,  cos(qi k pv + CpJ

and so on.
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Particular case. 1. Let us suppose that we have for instance
an equation of the fourth degree, the roots corresponding to the
moduli:

From the preceding formulae we deduce

WI-1_
WI

-’ 2&Z” cos 2*Oj1

By aid of these four equations we determine ?I , xr  , xr,  and

$ R f yl,

Particular case ZZ. / x, > CJ~  > ’ x::  I. We have

-%I-1 /Wr -- $2” %-.2 I% - XIZrn  Q*2m  cos 2mf&

-W-3IWn ^V  x,  2”  Q22+* cI/,&,  -‘-’ XIZrn  x3zm  g2zm+’  .

Particular case 111.  Let eI > e2  > x, . We have

-%-1 /W” ’ 2@,2”  cos 2my, %-2 IWn -.J & 2977’

WI-3 /WI
2m+?

>@I  e2 2”  cos 2m(E2 wn-,/wn  -.J Q,‘“+‘Q22m+’

WI-~ IWn - x32  m &2m+r  e22”+*.

Example 2. Given the equation

X3 -6x”+9x+50=0.

The roots are to be determined to four significant figures
accurately. The computation by the method considered will give:

1 - 6 9 50 First powers

1

- 3 6 8 1
1 8 600

- 1 8 6 8 1 -2500 Second powers

- 3 2 4 4,63761.10”
1362 -90000

1 1038 3.73761.10” -6,25.10” 4 thpowers
_--.-.-. -. .-.~ - ~. ~-. -- ~.
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1 1038 3.73761.105 4,25.106

-l.07744.106 1.39697.10”
74752 12975- -

1 -0.32992.10e 1.52672.10’1 -3.90625.10’s 8 thpowers

-1.08847.1011 2.33087.1022
3,05344 - 2 5 8

1 1.96497.10” 2.32829.10z2 16 th powers.

Since the numbers of the first column oscillate between
positive and negative values, therefore we conclude that the root
with the greatest modulus is a complex one. So that we have
according to Case I,

- 2 = 2.0, lo cos 16$P,  = - 1.96497.10”

2 = e13”  = 2.32829.10”’

@I2  x3  = 50.

From the second we obtain ,oi  = 5,OOOO.  The third equation
divided by ei2  gives I x3  I = 2.

Finally from the first we deduce

cos 1*,  = -
1,96497.10’0

515 - o r  ql=---; + 8O 7’48”

where K is equal to one of the values 0, 1,2,  . . . ,7.  TO determine
k we choose one of these values, determine the corresponding
root, and put it into the given equation: this we repeat till the
equation is verified. But generally there is a shorter way. For
instance, in the present example we know that the only real
root x, must be negative, since for x=---o0 the first member of
the equation is negative and for x=0  it is positive. Therefore
x,=-2.  Moreover the sum of the roots must be equal to 6,
that is,

x3  + ~Q,COS~,  = -2 + lOcos~,,  = 6

this gives rp,=36O  52’ 12” corresponding to &=l.
Finally the roots are

xl =4+3i, x2 = 4--i, x, z-2.
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Multiple roots. If the given equation has multiple roots or
roots whose moduli are the same, the treatment of the problem
is somewhat different. Let us suppose for instance that we have

I x1 I = I x2 I > i x, i .

From our computation table we conclude that

-- t!?kL
wl

=2x12m; !!kg2  =X12n+q;  -?!A!  = X32mX12m+q,

On the other hand if we have

Ix11>Ix21=IxsI
then

0,1  =x 2".  __ =zx  2"*n-2 %-a 2m  p+t
%

1,
%

1 x2
2mi --=x

wl
1 x2 *

Therefore if in a column of the table of computation the
number corresponding to the 2m -th powers does not tend to the
square of the number corresponding to 2’“+’  but to half the
square of this number, then we conclude that there are two
roots  corresponding to this  column whose moduli are the same.

There is no difficulty in deducing, in the same way, the rule
corresponding to any other case of multiple roots. ’

Example 3. Given the equation

X3 -2x2-9x+  18 = 0.

The table of computation will be:

1 - 2 - 9 18 First powers

4
-18

- 2 2

4 8 4
306

-178

81
72

--iii -324 Second powers
.~

2.3409.10’
-1.4256

9.153r103 -1.0498-l O5 4 th powers
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1 -178 9.153-10s -1.049810~

-3.1684-104 8.3777 -lo7
1.8306 -3.7373

1 -1.3378.lo” 4.6404~10’ -1.1021~10’0 8 th powers

-1.7897-105 2.153510’5
9281 -2949

1 “.616-10’ 1.8586-10’5 -1.2146.1020 16 th powers

-7.4235-1015 3.4544 -1030
3.7172 -209

1 -3.7063-10’5 3,4335-l O”O -1,4751-1040 32 n d powers

-1.3737-1031 1.1789*1061
6867

1 -0.6870 103’ 64 th powers.

-.
Since the number of the first column corresponding to the

64 th powers is approximately equal to half the square of the
number corresponding to the 32 nd powers, we may stop the
computation, concluding that there are two roots having the
greatest modulus.

Ix,1  = Ix,J  > Ix,I.

- Hence we have
2X,64 = 6,870:1  OS*.

This gives I x1  I = 3$00. In the second column we should get the
same number from

x13*  = 3,4335:103o.

Finally x,x,x,=18  gives I x3 I = 2. From x1-l-x2+x, = 2 we
conclude that x1=3,  x2=-3  and x3=2.

We have seen that in the Win-Vieta-Hornet method the
fewer figures there are in the root, the less is the work of com-
putation. The above example shows that the computation in
Graeffe’s  method is independent of the number of figures by
which the root is expressed, and this is a drawback; but the
method is nevertheless very useful, especially for the determina-
tion of complex roots.
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Q 155. Numerical integration. Given y (x,,) y (xl),  . . . , y(x,,),
the integral of a function f(x) satisfying to

f (Xi)  = Y (Xi) for i=o,  1,2,. . .,R.

is to be determined from x=u  to x=b.
The problem becomes univocal if the condition is added that

the function f(x) shall be a polynomial of degree R.
Then by aid of Langrange’s  interpolation formula (Q 132) we

obtain this function
n+t

(1) f(x)  = z WlYi(Xl
i=O

where Li(x)  is given by formula (2) Q 132. It may be written as
follows:

(2) &(x1  =
(x-x0) (x-x,) . . . . (x-x,)
(xi-q)  (x,-q)  - * * tG=J  *

In this expression the terms: x-xi in the numerator and x,-Xi
in the denominator are suppressed.

The required integral will be

(3) I=
a

Jb f(x)dx  _. ;;  Y(Xj)  JLJx)dx.
a

To determine this integral we will introduce a new variable f SO
that the limits of the integral shall be zero and & ,We put

(b-4x=a+- t and P----4  f.Xi=U+  ___
n n L.

The transformation gives

(f--to) (f-f,) , . . (f-f,)
Ux) = Ir,f,) (f,-f,) ’ . * K--f”l

This is of the same form as the corresponding expression of X;
we shall denote it by 9$(f).  As we have dx=(b-a)df/n  therefore

Z = (&a)  yg y(xi)  $ oj”.9,;i{f)df.

If the same values of f,,, f,, . . . . , f, occur often, it is useful
to construct a table of the integrals
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+,J 2$(t)dt f o r  i=O,l,...,n

which are independent of the function f(x). Having these values,
the computation of the integral I is reduced to a few multiplica-
tions and additions. The above integral has been determined for
several systems of t, , as we shall see.

Formula in the case of equidistant values of x. Putting

b-a=nh  and x,=a+ih  we have ti=  & = i.

The integrals corresponding to these values of t have been
denoted by

The numbers C”i are the celebrated Cotes numbers; they are
given in the table below4e

Table of the C,,i.

n / i  0 1 2 3 4 5

1 Y2 %

2 l/6 416 l/6
3 l/8 318 318 V3
4 7/90 32/90 12/90 32/90 7190
5 191288 751288 SO/288 501288 751288 1 9 1 2 8 8
6 411840 216/840 27/840 2721840 271840 2161840 411840

Remark. The Cotes numbers are not always positive, for
instance in the cases of n=8 and n=lO  some of them are
negative.

The integral Z expressed by aid of these numbers will be

(4) j-bf(X)dx  = (&-~)[C~,,Y(X,,)  + GUY +. . . + Cnn~(xn)l.(I
1g  E. Pascul, Repertorium Vol. I., p. 524.
Cotes,  Harmonia Mensurarum, 1722.

33
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Putting into this Q=O, b=l,  f(x)=1  and y(xJ=l we obtain an
interesting relation between the Cafes  numbers:

c no  i- C”, + * * ._.  + C”, = 1. I

It can be shown moreover that

Cn.nf = CM.,

Determination of the Cotes numbers by uid  of Stirling
numbers. If ti=i,  then Lagrange’s polynomial Z&(t)  will become

z,(t) = (i] [ :zg
Replacing the binomials figuring in this formula by their

expansion into a power series (Q  55) we obtain if, n > i:

$ L$i(t)  = R”---
i+l n-i+1

n(i) I (n-i) ! W5
XI Sl bS;-i  t’(n-t)“.

The integration, if t varies from zero to n, gives, according
to Q 24,

In the case of i=n we have

Integration from t=O to t=n gives:

c,,=  + 2’ n!!-
. vi1 v+1

If the Stirling numbers of the first kind S:  are known then
the Cotes number C,, may be computed by aid of this formula;
but we may obtain them. still in another way. By aid of formula
(5) of Q 89 from (6) we get

C””  = $ [Yn+l(n)  - v~.+1(0)1
where v,,+~(x)  is the Bernoutli  polynomial of the second kind
(Q 89) of degree n+l.
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In consequence of the formulae of p. 269 we may write

(9) c,,=  g1- lz’ IW-&+,[l+(-l)“]).

On the other hand if the Cotes numbers C,, are known the
sum of the coefficients bi  in the  Bernoulli polynomial of the
second kind may be obtained by

(10) s I bl  I = 2 - (2n-1)  c,,,,  21-* .
i=O

Examples. If C,, , from (7) it follows that

If c,,, then n=3  and i=2,  and every term will vanish
except those in which ,u= 1; since Si  = 1, hence we shall have

1 3 p1 s; 3
c32 =  -z *?I  (v+2)  (v+li =  8’

and from (9) by aid of the table of p. 266 we find

In Q 131 we have seen another method for obtaining these
numbers (Formula 9).

Application of the Cotes numbers. Trapezoidal rule. If n=l
then C,,=C,,  = ‘/z and the integral (4) will be

z = %@--4[f(xo)  + fW1.
If we have m+l equidistant points XI+~  -xi = h, then

applying this rule between each two pojnts  we get

Z = WM(xo) + f(x,) + -. -. + fbn-J + %f(xnJ  I,
1 4

Simpson’s rule. If n=2 then C20=C22=  3 and C,,=  3 and

the integral will be

z = ; V(xo)  + 4f(Xl)  + f(x211.

If there are 2m+l  equidistant points, then applying the rule
between each three points we have
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1 L- f [Y, + Y2m + 2(Y2+Y4+  * ’ Y2m-2) + 4(Y1+Ys+*  * + Ynm-1) 1.

Boole’s formula. If n=4,  by aid of the Cotes numbers we
deduce

z = & [7f(x,) + 32fk)  + 12f(x,)  + 32fM + 7f(x4)  I.

g 156. Hardy and Weddle’s formulae, Hardy’s proceeding
for numerical integration is the following. We start from the,
points of coordinates:

4--3,Y(u-3)‘  o-2,Y(o-2),  =sY(a)s  Q+&Y(Q+2),  Q+3,Y(c+3)

and determine the parabola of the fourth degree passing through
these five points. Let it be

(1) f (a+x) = c, + c,x + c,x2 + c,x3 + c,x”.

From this it follows that

f(u) = y(a) = c,

f (a+2)  = y(a+2)  ti C, + 2C, + 4C,  + 8C,  + 16C,
f (a-2) = ~(a-2)  = qO  - 2c,  + 4c, -CC,  + 16C,
f(a+3)  = y(a+3)  = C, + 3C, + 9C2+27C,  + 81C,
f ( a - 3 ) =  y(a--3)  =  c, - 3C, + 9C,-27C,  + 81C,.

By the aid of the above five equations we may determine
the coefficients Cl.  For instance we find

c,= ggj\ [y(c+2)+y(l ‘ 8 1 4-2) I-16ry(a+3)+y(a-3)]-130y(a)}

c4= &j :4~~@+3)+~@-3)~I  --~TY(~+~)+Y(~-~)]+~OY(U):

Now we may determine the integral of f(a+x)  from a-3
to a+3.  It will give

I= J.&+x)  dx = 6c, + 18C, + 7 C, .
-j

Putting into it the obtained values of C, , C, and C,  we get
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(2) 1 = f {110~(4  +8lTvb+2)  +~@--2)1+14[~(a+31+

+ Yb+3)1~~
This is Hardy’s formula of numerical integration.

Weddle’s formula is obtained from (2) by adding to it a
quantity equal to zero, therefore it will give the same values as
Hardy’s formula.

The quantity added is the sixth difference of f (a+x) divided
by 50; since f(a+x) is of the fourth degree, obviously the sixth
difference is equal to zero, According to 8 6 this quantity is
equal to

f A6f( a-3) = f [f(a-3) - 6f (a-2) + 15f (a-l) - 20f  (a) +

+ 15f (a+l) - 6f (a+2) + f (a-l-3) 1 - 0.

We shall have

(3) Z = -& CuI--3)  + W--2)  + Q(a)  + 5y(a+2)  +

+ yb+3) + f( a-1) + f(a+l)l.

Now f (a+l) and f (a-l) should be determined by aid of
equation (l), but if we do this, then the obtained formula becomes
identical with Hardy’s formula.

Weddle’s formula is obtained from (3) by putting simply
fb+l)  = y(a+l) and f(a-1) = y(a-1) which is inexact.

8 157. The Gauss-Legendre method of numerical integra-
tion. This method differs from the preceding methods especially
in the following: The given n+l  points through which the
parabola of degree n shall pass do not correspond to equidistant
abscissae but to the roots of Legendte’s polynomial of degree
n+ 1.

The roots of the polynomials of the first five degrees are
given in 5 138.

The equation of the parabola is given by Lagrange’s inter-
polation formula 8 132:

n-t1
(1) f(x)  = iz Li(X)f (4

where
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(2)
&+I (4

Lni(x)  = (X--X,)  DX,l(Xi)
(where 1=0,1,2,...,n).

If we add to (1) the remainder

R,,+1  = -&+%  P1f  (6) (where -1 < 6 < 1)

then it will represent any curve passing through the given n+l
points.

If the integral of (1) is required from x=-l to x=1,  then
we must determine the integral of L,,(x). We shall have

These numbers may be determined once for all and given by a
table. They may be considered as Cafes  numbers corresponding
to the Gauss-Legendre  method of numerical integration.

The numbers Ani  are always positive; this is an advantage
over the numbers corresponding to equidistant abscissae, which
as has been mentioned may be negative.

Table of the numbers Ani.

0 1 2 3 . 4
1 1 1
2 0.5555556 0.8888889 0,5555556
3 033478558 0‘6521452 0.6521452 0.3478558
4 0.2369268 0.4786286 0.5688889 0,4786286 0.2369268

Remark. It can be shown that Ani=An,n-i  and
@@+1
t: Ani  = 2.
i=o

Finally the integral of f(x) will be
1

(4) s f(⌧) d⌧ =  4,~  (4 +&Y (~11 + l 0 . + &Y (⌧.1.

- 1

Gauss introduced this method because the value of the
integral (4) is the same as that corresponding to a parabola of
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degree 2n+l  passing through the given n+l points and through
any other n+l chosen points.

Indeed, if we add to (1) the following remainder

4+, = ?;I;; Qnb)n .

where Q,,(X) is a polynomial of degree n, then, first the curve
will still pass through the given n+l points; as 2”+,  is equal
to zero at these values; secondly, we may dispose of the coef-
ficients in Q”(x)  so that the curve shall pass also through the
other n+l  chosen points. Moreover, in consequence of the
orthogonality of the polynomial X,(x) we have

j1 &+,  (%I QnIx)  dX  = 0.
-1

From this we conclude that the integral corresponding to the new
curve will be equal to (4).

L. Fejhr’s  step parabola. So Fejdt  disposes of the polynomial
Qn(x)  so that the tangents at the points of coordinates xi, y (xi)
are parallel to the x axis. He found

where the xi are the roots of X,,, (x)=0;  and y(xi) the corres-
ponding given values.

The advantage of this formula over the other is the fol-
lowing. If a given continuous function F(x), is approximated by
the step-parabola (5) then if n is increasing indefinitely the
curve (5) tends to F(x). This is not so in the general case.

Q 158. Tchebichef’s formula for numerical integration.
Given xi, y (XI)  for i = 0, 1,2,  , . . , n, if a polynomial f(x) is
determined so as to have

f (Xi1  = Y (Xi1

:a  L .  Fe@:  AZ  interpolbci&bl.  M a t h e m a t i k a i  6s  Term&szettudom&nyi
l?rtesltB.  Vol. 34. 1916. pp. 209 and 229,

Uber Interpolation, Nachrichten der Gcsellschaft  der Wissenschaften.
Giittingen, 1916.
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for the given values, then according to Lagrange’s formula (5 132)
we have

n+1
f(x) = is &ix) Y (Xi)

and the integral of f(x) from x=-l  to x=1 will be

jf(x)dx  = “i y(q)  / L”l(X)dX
-1 - 1

or if we denote the integral in the second member by &I (the
Cotes numbers corresponding to this formula of numerical
integration), then we have

1

s

n+1

(11 f(x)dx = I:  B”iy(xl).
-1 i=l

Since the numbers B,i  are independent of y(xi) therefore
putting y(xJ=l  and f(x)=1  we find

*+1
x B,, = 2
kl

whatever the system of values x, , , , . . , xn may be; but the B,i
themselves depend on these values.

If the quantities y(xJ  are results of observation, then owing
to the errors of observation, which necessarily occur, they will
not be absolutely exact, and consequently the integral (1) will
be affected by the errors.

Denoting the error of y (xi)  by &it  the error E of the
integral will be

E = &A + Bnl~~  + . e . + &A,,

Supposing that the probability of the error Ei  is independent
of i, and denoting by 0 the standard error of y (xi),  then the
probability P(A)  of having I E I < 1,  as shown in the Calculus of
Probability is given approximately by

where we have
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Now Tchebichef wanted to dispose of the numbers B,i  so
that the probability P(1) should be maximum. This problem is
identical with the following. Given I:  B”i  = 2, to dispose of the
B nl so that Z Bg$’  shall be minimum. This will be obtained when
the equations

aaB [X B,i’-tl(I:  B,i-2)]  = 0
RI

are satisfied for every value of i. we get

2B,i--1 = 0

or B,i  = l/&J.  The numbers B”i  are all equal and therefore
B,i  = 2/(n+l).  Finally the integral will be

I= &- [Y(X") +Ykl +'~~-+YbJl.

Therefore it is necessary to dispose of the values x,, , x, ,
X2*..., xn  so that

(2)

1
r Lnidx  = 2.

-i n+l

Tchebichef has introduced a certain polynomial obtained
from

-g-  n

(3) x”  e r=*  2Y(2Y+l)x’1”~

by expanding the second factor into a series of inverse powers;
neglecting, after multiplication by x”,  the fractional parts. Let us
denote the polynomial of degree n by T,.

Tchebichef has shown that the roots of the polynomial T,+l
satisfy the conditions (2) .61

If y(x) is a function of x such that y (O)=O then the expan-
sion of ey will be

ey = 1 + $ [Dey] H -+ x$ [D’ey]y=O  + $ [D”ey],=o  + . . . .

The expressions Dmey  are given by formulae (6) of $ 72.
If we put
61 Tchebichef, Oeuvres,  Vol. II, pp, 165-180.
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y=-  5 n z2r
F, 2r(2v+l)  *

Writing in the exponential of (3) 1/x=1  we shall have

where r is the greatest integer in (m+l)/2.
From this we conclude that

[P+ly],=o  = 0  a n d [D2my],=o  = - ‘ammo)’

Therefore from the above-mentioned formulae it follows that

and
ID2m+1ey]2=.0  = 0

[D2eyla=o  = [D”U]l=o  = - T

[D’ey]y=O  = [~(D*Y)~  + D’y].=.o  = $ - $

[DBeylrr=o  = l15(D2y)3  + 15D2y  D4y  + lYy].-?,  =
z&$3- -$- n3- yn.

Finally the expansion of ey  will be

eY=l-dL6e2 +&I$-$) +&- [6n--$  n2-y)+

+ ..a

and the polynomial of degree n

T,=x”--%-eJ-2 + -!!$I: .- f) +

-f-g [(6n-$f-  71 +,,..

Particular caseit:

T,  = x6 - + x3 + 4 x

T, = x6 -x4+5  x2-L

105

T, = x’ - f x2 -j- 2 T, =x7-fx5+!!!x32!&
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The roots of these polynomials are given in the table below.
Let us remark that we have

xi = - XnJ-1.

n = 2 x0 = - 0.577350
x1  = 0,577350

n=3 x0 = - 0.707107

x1= 0

x, = 0.707107

n=4 x0 = - 0.794654
x1  = - 0.187592

x2 = 0.187592
xs = 0.794654

n = 5 x0 = - 0.832497

x1  = - 0.374541
x2= 0

% = 0,374541
x4  = 0.832497

Table.

n = 6 x0  = - 0.866247
x1  = - 0,422519

x2  = - 0.266635
x3  = 0.266635

x4  = 0.422519
x5  = 0.866247

n = 7 x0  = - 0.883862
x1 = 0.529657

x2 = - 04323912
x,= 0

x4  = 0.323912
X6 = 01529657

X6 = 0.883862

This method is only useful if the roots of the polynomial used
are all real; it has been shown that in certain cases some of the
roots may be complex; for instance if n=8 or if n=lO.

Let us mention here the numerical integration corresponding
to the “Tchebichef abscissae” given by

cosna  = 0 and cos6  = x

and that corresponding to the abscissae

sin(n+l)6
sin&

= 0  and  co& = x .

Fe@* has shown that in both cases the correspondingcotes
numbers are always positive, like those in the Gauss-Legendre

* L. Fejdr, Mechanische Quadraturen mit positiven Cotesschen Zahlen.
Mathematische Zeitschrift, Berlin, 1933.
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method (g 157) ; moreover that if the abscissae are chosen so
that the corresponding Cotes numbers are positive, then the
integral obtained by numerical integration will converge to

1

I F(x) dx:

9 159. N&Cal f&ration of functions expanded into
a series of their differences. In the preceding paragraphs we
have integrated Lagrange’s formula in different particular cases;
now we shall proceed to the integration of series expressed by
differences.

1. Newton’s formula. Given f(a), Af  (a), . , , kf (a), the
integral of the corresponding polynomial of degree n is to be
determined. We have

7.’ determine (‘f(x)dx we need the integrals of the general-
ized binomial coefiicients.  These we may obtain by expanding
the coefficients into a series of powers of (X-U) by aid of the
Stirling numbers of the first kind. (Q  55).

x - aI 1m h
= -$ “i’ srn  (x-a)*,  h”‘-”

y=O
therefore

Particular cases. The most important particular case is that
in which the integral is taken between a and a+nh. Then we
obtain

a+*t/,

(3) ’J
fix)dx=  h 'sl gf(a) "g sw w+l

B nt=O m! ,=o *’ y+1  -

If we put in this formula n=2,  it becomes identical with
Simpson’s formula; and for n=4  with Boole’s formula (5 155).

We get a more simple expression if the limits are a and
a+h.  Since according to formula (7) $j  89 we have
.

1 tn+1
- x d?”  = b,,
m !  vzl  v+l
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where b,,, is a coefficient of the Bernoulli polynomial of the
second kind, hence from (2) it follows that

a+/#

(4) 1
a+1

a-
f(x)dx = hmzo  b,,Pf(a).

This is a particular case of Gregory’s formula.
2. Everett’s formula. Given f(O), f(l) and the corresponding

central differences ij”f(O), h”f(l),  ,  .  .  ,  ,  h2”f(0),  a”‘f(l),  the
integral of f(x) is to be calculated. In Q 130 we had (1)

(5) f ( x )  =  ;,g (;T1) a”+(l)-  y$ [“ztr;‘)  Pf(0).

In 8 89 we have seen that

where Y~+~(x)  is the Bernoulli polynomial of the second kind of
degree m+l,  Therefore from (5) we deduce

(6)
1 * f(x)dx = :g y,v+,(x+“)tP f(l)--

*+I
- x ‘/.‘21.+2(X+V--1)8~1~f  (0) + k.

&CO

Let us consider first the particular case of this integral if
the limits are 0 and 1. Since Ayi(x) =vi-,  (x), we have

0 ’

(.‘f (x)dx = “2’  y2,.+, (v) 6”vf (1) - %’
,,=o B---O

yzr+1  h-1)  a”#,  f (0);

remarking moreover that

Y2*.+1  b) = - Y2v+1  b---l)

finally we get

(7) (.‘f(x)dx  = 2; v2,+l(x)16”lf(l)  + i-jzP  f (O)] .
0‘

3. Numerical integration by the Euler-Maclaurin formula.
According to 5 88 this formula may be written (the interval
being h):
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(8) jbf(u)du = h $ f(x) - j, yf [Dn-lf(b)-D”-lf(a)]
:

where Ax=h,  and b=a+zh,  z being an integer, and 0 < 6 < 1.
The numbers B, are the Bernoulli numbers (Q  78). Given

are the values of f (a+ih) and the derivatives of f(x) correspond-
ing to x=a  and to x=b.

Since B,,,  = 0 if n > 0, therefore formula (8) may be
written:

(9) jf(u)du  = h [1/2f  (a) + f(a+h) + . , . + f(b-h) + ?hf(b)] -
a

- g
la==1

h’“-$$  [D2n-1f (b) - D2n-lf  (a)] -R,,,,  ,

4. Numerical integration by aid of Gregory’s formula. Let us
U---a

start from formula (1) Q 99, putting into it x=0  + h a n d

f[a+‘?]=  ( 1,F u moreover writing z-o=y.  Since dx = 9

hence we shall have

(10)

+ i
m=l

b, [P-lF  (a+yh) - y-‘F(a)]  + yb” yF(a+Eh)

where Au=h and 0 < gh  < z or 0 < 5 < n. The numbers bi  are
the coefficients of the Bernoulli polynomial of the second kind
(8 W-

Example 1.  [Whittaker and Robinson, Calculus of Observa-
tions, p, 1451.  We have to determine

A” +
(-1)” m!

= (x+m),,,  *
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Therefore from formula (10) we deduce

The terms in the three brackets will give
-105

I$= O.OS?!XJ  95-OBOOOOO  76-O.OOOOOO  01 =
100’

= 0,048790  18.

There is an error of one unit of the last decimal, since the
integral is equal to

log 105-log  100 = 0.048790 169432. . .

Q 160. Numerical resolution of differential equations. The
best method is that of 1. C. Adams. Let us apply it to a dif-
ferential equation of the first order. Given the quantity ya  cor-
responding to x, and the equation

(1) DY = f,b,y).
A suite of numbers yl, ys, ya,  . . . . corresponding to x, ,

x2* x,, . .*, is to be determined.
From (1) we deduce by derivation

D’y 3 --i&-ai1  by)  + af, (XSY)
aY

Dy = +$  +f, % =f,(x,y).

From this  we obtain in the same manner Day  = f:, (x,y),  and SO

on: D”y.
First,  putting x0 and y0 into the obtained formulae we

compute the values of Dy,  , D”y,,  D*y, and D4yo.
Then we may obtain y(x) by the aid of Taylor’s series:

(2) Y(X)  = 2
m (xiT)m  Dmy,,  .

m=O

But it must be remarked that x-x,, should be chosen small
enough, so that stopping formula (2) at the term m=4,  this
latter should be negligible; hence putting x =x,+5/1 the quantity
h must be small, and moreover let us say: 6 < 5.
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Now we may compute y1  , y2, ys  , y4  by aid of formula (2),
and then DyI , Dy, , Dy, , Dy, by aid of (1). Finally let us
form by simple subtractions the following table of the differences
of hDy,:  -

~DY,

!hDn
hDr, ;“hDYo

AhDr,
hDy,  a

i3hDYo
+QDyl G4hDy,

$hDy, e3hDyl
hDu, +2hDYa

$hDys
~DY,

Consequently h should be small enough, SO that A’hDyi shall
also be negligible.

The expansion of Dy(a+Eh)  by Newfon’s backward formula
(81,  § 23, &es

Dy(a+th)  = $ [ ‘+I-’ ) FDy (a--nh).

Multiplying it by dx=hd[,  the integration of this expression will
give, if x varies from a to a+h,  or 5 from 0 to 1:

f+*DY(xldx  = $~(a) = h .% pDy(a-nh)

hccording  to S 89 we have

0
J’[  ‘+r’) dt.

6

dx  = WII+~  (b)  - yn+,  ( a )
R

where Y,,+~(x)  is the Bernoulli polynomial of the second kind of
degree n+l.  Remarking that Ayn+,(x)=y”(x),  it follows that

’ E + n - 1Jl n 1 dt = yn+l  (4 - yn+l  (n-l) = vn (n-l)
0
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but in consequence of the symmetry of these polynomials (5 90)
we have

yn(n-1)  = W)“Y”k-i).

Moreover we found (Q 89) that
n+1

yn(-1)  = (-l)“[l- x 16ml].

This will give
n .-

m=l

Y&--l)

a
5112
318
2511720
2331720

Finally we have

(3) ey (a) = h 2 vn (n-1) h”D  (a----nh)

that is

(4) my = hDy(a)  + f h$Dy(a-h)  + &h$‘D~(--ah)  +
h

f hi3Dy (a-3h) + G h~‘Dy(u4h).

Putting into this equation a=x,+rlh=x,  we get

(5) ~b,  = hDy,  + f ihDy,i + ; ThOra  + $ $“~DY,  f
h

+ ;$ +‘hDy,,  .

Third ly ,  by  a id  o f  (5)  we compute y,=y,+Ay4  and
Dy,=f,  (xstu,l-

Then we add the number hDys to the table above, and
compute the differences ahoy,.  +‘hDy,, FhDy,  and $‘hDy,.

After this we may put a=x,,+5h=q  into equation (4) and
proceed to the determination of y. in the same way; and SO on.
In this way we may obtain yy  generally with sufficient exactitude
for any value of Y.

3 4



CHAPTER X.

FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.

Q 161. Functions  of two independent variables. Given a
function s=f  (x,y)  we may apply the methods already established
for determining the differences of z with respect to the variable
x, considering y constant. The first difference will be denoted
as follows:

L?‘(X,Y) = f (x+h,y) - f (x,y).

Moreover we may determine the difference of z with respect
to y, considering x constant:

py)  = f(x,y+k)  --r(x,y).

The above differences are called partial differences of the
function t. The second partial differences are obtained in the
same way:

A*f  (xty) = f (x+%y)  - 2f (x+W  + f (xty)

yxi = f(x+hy+R) - f(x,y+k) - f (x+hy) + f (xty)

i” (X,Y)  = f (x,y+ak)  - 2f (x,y+R)  + f (x,y).

The other operations will be defined in the same manner.
For instance the operation of displacement with respect to .x is

,E”‘(X,Y)  = f (x+nh,y)

and that of the displacement with respect to y

rf (x,y)  = f (x,y+mk)  .

An equation of partial differences will be written symbolically
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@(Et  El WGY) = V(X,Y).x Y
where @ is a polynomial.

The operation of the mean with respect to x will be

ff fby) = vmx+w + fwi
and with respect to y

y fw) = 1/2rfb,Y+4  + fhy)i.
Strictly in the symbols A, A, . , , the increments of x and of

x I

y should also be indicated, for instance thus:

A, A0 li.k
but if in the following formulae we always have Ax=h  and
&CR  then, to simplify, the increments. may be omitted in the
notations.

The operations will be executed exactly as has been des-
cribed in the foregoing paragraphs. For instance:

Expansion of a function of two variables by Newton’s theo-
rem. Given the function z=f  (x,y),  first we expand it with
respect to x considering y constant; we shall have

Now considering x constant we will give y an increment
equal to k and obtain

If f (x,y)  is a polynomial the expansion (1) is alwayS legi-
timate, since then the series is finite. If not, formula (1) is ap-
plicable only if certain conditions are satisfied.

Putting into equation (1) x=a+Eh  and y=b+qk  we find

f(a+G,b+qk)  = .; “2 (i 1 (A)  $“$“‘f@.b).
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I § 162. hterpolation  in a double entry table. If the values
of f (ui,u,)  corresponding to i = 0, 1, 2, , . . and to j = 0, 1,2,3, . , .
are given, it is possible to range them into a double entry table:

i\i 0 1 2 3 4

0 f@&,l fb,vv,l f(wd fhlJt:)
1 fkJd fbw,l f(w4 f (u,,v,) . . . .

2 f (%PcJ f(w41 f b%&l f (u,,v,,) . . . .

3 f(UVV”l f w4 f (%%) f(u,,u:,) . . . *
.***-..

Let us suppose that such a table is given, where the values
f(ui,v.,)  are equidistant, that is, where

Ui = U,  + ih and vj = U, + jk.

The following problem occurs very often: the value of f (u,u)
is to be determined corresponding to given values of u and v
which do not figure in the table. We choose from the numbers
ug,  q,  u,, . . * and from v,, u,, v,, . . . the numbers a and b so as
to have respectively

a<u<a+h and b<v<b+k.

If linear interpolation is considered as sufficiently exact,
and if the table contains, besides the values of f (uiquj)  also the
first differences of this function with respect to u and to u then,
using Newton’s formula, we have

Af WI Ai (4)
(1) f(u,o)  = f (a,b) + (u-a) %-- + (u-b )  %-- .

In this way the first approximation of the point U,U  is
obtained by the plane (1) passing through the three points cor-
respmding  to a,b;  a+h,b and a,b+k.; but these are not sym-
metrical with respect to u,u (Figure 11).

If the differences are given, the determination of f(u,u)  by
aid of this formula presents no difficulty.

But if greater precision is wanted, then the application of
Newton’s formula requires the knowledge of the following five
differences:
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Af,  Af, A?f,  A’ft  &If
u v ” 1:

indeed

Af (ah) Af (ah)
(2) f(u,v) = f (a,b)  + (u-a) !--h + (o-b) I---F- $

Azf (a,b)

-k [ “7 J,,  +-
A 4 f (a,b) A’f (u,b)

+ (u-a) (u-b) ‘“:hk- + yyb)k+-

Figure 11.

a,b.k  .
+ v,v

qb.21

a,b-k

4 __

+ u:v

-

Here w=f (u,v)  is an equation of a second degree hyperboloid
which passes through the six points corresponding to 44;  e,b+k;
a.b+2k; a+h,b; a+h,b+k;  a+2h,k.  Since these points are not
symmetrical with respect to the point corresponding to u,v,  to
be determined, therefore the interpolation formula is not ad-
vantageous (Figure 11) .

There are hardly any tables containing the five differences
mentioned above. A third degree approximation by Newton’s
formula would require the knowledge of ten differences; these
it would be nearly impossible to give in a table, and it would be
superfluous, since by the aid of Everett’s formula for two
variables, the same approximation may be obtained by the two
central differences

c12f  (a,b) and Pf (a,b).
” c

Moreover, using Everett’s formula it would be possible to
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obtain an approximation corresponding to that of a fifth degree
Newton formula if the following five differences were given:

d”f(a,b) d2f (a,b) d”f (a,b) d-‘f  (a,b) d* 6’f  (a,b).
” 0 Y v I‘ c

In fact, in Pearson’s celebrated Tables of the Incomplete
Gamma-Function [§ 18, lot. cit. 15) the first four are given; to
apply Everett’s formula only the last is to be calculated.

We will not describe the proceedings of interpolation of a
function of two variables by Everett’s formula, since there is an-
other formula which permits us to interpolate as rapidly with
the same amount of work, and has the advantage that no printed
differences at all are necessary, and therefore the table may be
simplified by suppressing the differences. The reduction thus
obtained will generally be more than one-third of the tab1e.O’:

Let us suppose that a table contains the values of f(u,v)
corresponding to u = u,,,  u,,+h,  u,+2h,  . , . and to v = v,,,  v,+k,
v,+2k,  . . . If f(u,v) is to be determined for a given value of u
and v, then we will choose from the table the numbers a=u,+nh
and b=v,+mk  so as to have

a<u<a+h and b<v<b+k.

Putting moreover

x = ( u - a ) / h  a n d  y  = (v-b)/&
we shall have

O<x<l  a n d  O<y<l.

To begin with we start from the formula (16) of the third
degree of Q 133

(3) F(z) = I,  + C,[Z,--l,I  + lx,, 1 lYF(a+:h)

where -1 < 5 < 2, and C,  = $2x(1-x).  Moreover according to
(15), 8 133, we have

(4) f, = & ( (x+1,--1)F(a+h) + (r-x]I;(a-vh+h)  1,

If we apply formula (3) to F(u,o),  considering u variable
and v constant, we get- -

* C/I.  Jordan, Interpolation without printed differences in the case of
two or three variables. London Mathematical Society, Journal, Vo. 8, 1933.
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(5) F (wl  = 1, (4 + c, (4 [I,  04 - bW1
where according to (4)

and

I, (II)  = xF(a+h,v)  + (1-x)F(a,v)

Z2(v)  = + [(x+l)F(a+2h,v)  + (2-x)F(o--h,v)].

Let us again apply formula (3) to the above quantities, but
considering now v variable and u constant. We find

4 = &I + Cl(Y)  [Sl,  -Ll
1, = $2, + c, (Y) &I - S,*l

where S,, is the result of interpolation of Z,(v), between the
points corresponding to v=b  and v=b+k;  or that of F(u,v)
interpolated between the four points corresponding to u=a,a+h
and v=b,b+k  (Fig. 12). Therefore S,,  is equal to

$1 = XY .  F(a+h,b+k)  +
+ X(1-Y) . W+h,bl  +
+ u--r)Y . F(d+k)  +
+ ( l -x )  ( l - y )  .  F(a,b).

Sr2 is obtained by interpolating Z,(v) between the points
corresponding to v&-k and v=b+2k,  or F(u,v)  between the
four points corresponding to u=a,a+h  and v=b-k,b+2k.
Hence we shall have

3s,,  =  x ( 2 - y ) .  F(a+h&k)  +
+ 4l+Y) . F(a+h,b+2k)  +
+  (1-x)  P-y) .  Q&--K) +
+ (l-4 P+Y) . Fbh+W

S21 is the result of interpolation of Z2(v) between the
points corresponding to v=b  and v=b+k;  or that of F(u,v)
between the four points corresponding to u=a-h,a+2h  and
v=b,b+k.

3L = (1+x)  ( l - y ) , F(a+2h,b)
+ (l+xlY . F (a+2h,b+k)  z
+ (2-4 (1-Y) . F(a-h,b) +
+ @-X)Y . F(a-h,b+k).
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And finally S,, is obtained by interpolation of Z,(u) between
the two points corresponding to v=Lk  and v=b+2k;  or that
of F(u,u)  between the four points corresponding to u=a-h,a+2h
and v=b-k,b=2k.  Therefore

9S,, =  (1+x)  (2-y)  F(~+W+--4  +
+ (1-tx)U-t~)  F(a+2hb+2kl  +
+  (2-x) (2-y )  Fb-M--R) +
+ P-4 (1 +Y)  F(cE--hsb+W

Consequently the numbers S,, , S,, , S,, and S,, can be
easily calculated, especially when a calculating machine is used.

In the end, putting the obtained values of Z,(u) and Z,(u)
into equation (5), the interpolation formula for two independent
variables will be

(6) 0~) = S,,  + C, (4 [G--s,,1 + C, Iv) FL--s,,1  +
Cl(X)Cl(Y)  [&I  + s22 --12  -%I.

The numbers C,(x) and C,(y) may be taken from the table
mentioned in 3 133. If we had first interpolated with respect to
u and after obtaining I, (u) and Z,(u) interpolated with respect
to u,  we should have found the same formula (6). This is an ad-
vantage over some of the other methods.

The term S,,  may be considered as the first approximation
of f(u,u);  in which the hyperboloid z=S1  of the second degree
passing through the mentioned four points is substituted for the
surface z=f (u,u).

Formula (6) may be considered as the second approximation
of f (u,u)  in which we substitute for the surface z=F(u,~)  an
hyperboloid of the sixth degree which passes through the sixteen
points corresponding to u = a - h,a,a + h, a + 2h, and
v=b-k,b,b+k,b+ak.

Remark. Equation (6) of the hyperboloid does not contain
terms with x4,  x6,  x”, y4,  y”, y 6, or terms of the first degree
or a constant.

Formula (6) is identical with the Newton expansion of a
function of two variables, in which the partial differences of
higher order than three are neglected and in which the first term
is F (a-h&-k),

The sixteen points through which the hyperboloid passes
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In these cases C,(x) and C,(y) must be calculated by

C,(x) = 1/2(1--x)x and  C,(Y)  = %(I-Y)Y

as the corresponding values of x and y are outside the range of
the mentioned tables.

Exumpte.  Let us take Pearson’s example of the Incomplete
Gamma Function [Lot.  cit. 15 p. XXXIII]. The table contains
the numbers F(u,u)  corresponding to u=zr,,,u,+h,u,+2h,.  . . and
U=U,,U,+k,u,+2b,  . . . where h=O,l and k=O.2.  The value of
F(4.025;7.05)  is to be computed by interpolation. We shall have
a = 4.0 ; b = 7.0 and

u--Qx = - = 0.25 ;
h

y = 9 = 0.25.

Computation of S,,

XY = 0.0625 I;(a+h,b+k)  = 0.8861276
4 1 - Y ) = &I875 F (a+h,b) = 0.8913309
(I--x)Y = 0.1875 F(a,b+k) = 0,8700917
(l-x) (l-y) = 0.5625 F WI = 0.8759367

The sum of the products is equal to S,,=O.878364106,  this
may be considered as the first approximation of the required
value of F (u,u).

Computation of S,,

(1 +J4y = 0.3125 F(a+2h,b+k) = 0,9004831
F(a+2h,b) = 0.9050932
F (a-h,b+k) = 0.8522574
F (cd) = CL8759367

One-third of the product is equal to S,, ~0.876650329.

Computation of S,,

xU+u) z 0.3125 F(a+h,b+2k)  = 0.8807594
X(2-Y) - 0.4375

5 0.9375
F(a+h,b-k) = 0.8963699

(l-x) (1 +y) F (a,b+2k) = 0.8640723
(l-x) (2-y) = 1.3125 F (ah-k) = 0,8816070

One third of the sumof the product is equal to S,,=O.878192038.
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Computation of S,.

(1+x)  (l+y) = 1.5625 F(a+2h,b+2k)  = 0.8957190
(1+x)  (2-9)  = 2,187s F(a+2h,b-k)  = O,!W95504
(2-x) (1 +y)  = 2,187s F(a-h,b+2h)  = 0.8455420
(2-x) (2-y) = 3.0625 F(a-h,b-k)  = 0.8651402

One-ninth of the sum of the products is equal to S,,=O.876479714.

Since we have C,(x) =C,(y)  = 0,09375  and C,(x)C,  (y) =
= 0,008789  therefore

C,(x) [S,,-S,,]  = 0.000160667

Cl(Y) [S,, -S,,] = 0,000016149

cl w, (Y)  ~s,,+s,,--s,,-%I  = 0.000000127
and finally

f (u,u)  = 0.8785410.

This result is exactly the  same as that obtained by Pearson
using Everett’s formula and requiring the second central dif-
ferences. Our computation by formula (6) is in no way longer
than that by Everett’s formula, perhaps even somewhat shorter.
It is not necessary to copy out of the table the values contained
in the second columns; they can be transferred directly to the
machine.

Should the precision of the result obtained by formula (6)
be insufficient, it would be possible to make a further step and
obtain a third approximation (of the tenth degree) by starting
from

F WI = 1, (ul  + c, (4 [I,  (4--l,  (4 1 +
+ c, (4 [2Z,  (u)-3Zs  (0) +I, (4 1

obtained by interpolation of the fifth degree with respect to U;

this followed by an interpolation of the fifth degree with respect
to v will give an hyperboloid of the tenth degree passing through
the 36 points corresponding to ’

and
u=a-2h,a-h,a,a+h,a+2h,a+3h

v=b-2k,b-k,b,b+k,b+2k,b+3k.

We find
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(7) FW)  = L + Cl  (4 [Sn-%I  + Cl(Y) w-%I +

+ c,(4cl(~)  [S,,-S,,-S,,+S,,I+C,(X)[~S~~-~S~~+S::~~  +

+ C,(Y)  [2S,,--3S,,+S,,1  + cl w,(~)  [2S,,+3Szz-Szn-

- 2s,,-3S,,+ s,,i + c,w, (~1 ~2S,,+3S,,+S~,-2S,2-

--3&l-%I + ~,(~)C~(YI[~~,,+~S,,+S,,+~S,,+~S:~,--~S,,-

- 6S,,---3S,,---3S,, 1.

Where the nine values of S,,  are obtained by nine interpola-
tions, each between four points, we shall have

(2v-1)  (2y-1) s,, = (Y-l+%)  (p-l+y)  F(a+dl,b+yR) +

(8) -5 b-1  +x1 (P-Y) F(a+M+-pk+k) +

+  b - 4  k-1 +Yl F (a--Yh,b+&  +

+ (“-4  k-Y1 F(a-vh+h,b-pk+k)

In formula (6) we had four such values to determine,
therefore the work of computation would be now somewhat more
than the double of the preceeding example. If a machine is used,
this may be undertaken in important cases. Nevertheless,
constructing a table of a function f (u,v],  the intervals should be
chosen so that the second approximation by formula (6) should
be sufficiently exact. This may generally be done.

Remark. If the tangent plane is wanted at the point corres-
ponding to u,v we have to determine

aF(u,u)/a  u and aF(u,u)/av.

In the case of the first approximation we shall have

aF(u,u) 1 aS,!. aF(u,o) i a s .
au = ‘7;  ax

and ~..  = _-e-U.
aV k ay

aS,Jax  and i)S,,/ay  may be expressed by the differences
of the function F (u,v).  Indeed we have

and

O S
2; =  Y  e+F(a,b)  +  OF(G)ax u

a!3
--G = xAAF(a,b)  + AF(a,b).

ay  u1 I
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In the case of the interpolation of the
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sixth degree (6) we

aF(w) = i
au h I[

-!$l+  C,(x) [3 - y +

+c,(y)j~?&-a~]+c,(x)c,(y)(~+~-~  -

-_ as,,
ax II - (x-vi) &-%I  -

- b-?4Kl(Y)  P~~+s22-&--%1~

Therefore it will be necessary to compute the numbers
aS,,,/ax. To obtain them we have only to change in formula (8)
of S, the first factors. For instance in the case of a&,/ax  they
will be y, (l-y), -y, -(l-y), The term aF(u,u)/au  is obtained
in the same manner.

$j 163. Functions of three independent variables, It is easy
to extend the methods of the preceding paragraphs to functions
of three variables. Interpolating between the 8 points cor-
responding to u=a,a+h,  v=b,b+k  and w=c,c+j  we obtain
a hyper-surface of the third degree t = Q,,, passing through
these points and giving the first approximation of f (u,u,w)  ; Q,, L is
given by formula (9) below. Its computation is easy enough but
generally the precision obtained will be insufficient. To remedy
this inconvenience we shall determine a hypersurface of the ninth
degree passing through the 64 points corresponding to

u=a-h,a,a+h,a+2h  ; v=b-k,b,b+k,b+2k;

w=c+,c,c+j,c+2j.

To obtain it we shall start from formula (6) considering the
quantities S,qc as functions of w. For instance

S, , (w)  = xyF(a+h,b+k,w)  +  x(1-y)  F(a+h,b,w) +

(1-x)y  F(a,b+k,w)  +  ( l -x )  ( l -y)  F(a,b,w)

and so on; then we interpolate with respect to w by formula (3).
Denoting by Qyf,l the result of interpolation of S, (w) be-

tween the two points c-Aj+j  and c+Aj, or that of F(u,u,w)
between the 8 points corresponding to

u=a-vh+h,a+vh  ; v=b-pk+k,  b+,uk  ; w=c-q-j-j,  c+i.j.

.
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’Therefore we shall have

(1) (2~1)  (2/.4-l)  (21-l)  Q,n =

= (x+*1) (y+/4-1)  (2+&--l)  F(U--yh+h,~~k+K,c-~i+i)

+ (x+--i I (Y +P--1) u-4 F (a-vh+h,b-pk+k,c+dj)

+ (x+--l 1 (P-Y) (r+l--l) F (a-vh+h,b+pk,c--IZj+j)

+ (x+--l) (P-Y)  w-4 F (a-vh+h,b+pk,c+li)

+ (u-4  (Y+P-1)  (z+A--1) F(a+vh,b-pk+k,c-Ajfj)

+ k-4 (y+P--l)  w--r) F(a+vh,b-,uk+kc+rZi)

+ b-4 (P-Y)  (z+l-1) F (a+vh,b+pk,c-lj+  j)

+ b-4 (P-Y) w---r) F (a+vh,b+pk,c+Y).

Finally the interpolation formula giving the second appro-
ximation of f(zz,u,w) will be

F(w4  = Qm + C, (4 :Qn,--Qml + C,(Y) [Q,,,-Qml  +
+ C,(4  [Qm-Qml + C,(xlc,(~) IQm+Qm-
- Qm-Qml  + C, (xlC,  (4 IQm-Qm-Qm+
-t- Qml + C,(Y)G@) [Q,,,-Q,,,-Q,,,+Q,,,l  +
+ C, WC, (~1  C, (4 [Q,,,-  Qm+Q,,,-Q,,,---
- Qn,+Qm--Qm  +Qml

where z= (w-c)/j.  Since we have to compute nine values of
Q,i and each is twice as long as that of S,  hence the inter-
polation will give a little more than four times as much work as
the example in $ 162.



CHAPTER XI.

DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS.

Q 164.  Genesis of the difference equatfw  Let y be a
function of the variable x, which is considered as a discontinuous
one, taking only integer values. If we had a function of the
variable z taking the values of z,+ih  (where i is an integer)
then we should introduce a new variable x=(2--z&h,  which
would take only integer values, and c\x=l.  Given

(1) w(x,y,a)  = 0

where a is a constant parameter. If x is increased by one, the
increment of y will be Ay. As y+L\u=Ey,  we get

(2) w(~+l,Ey,~l  = 0.

Eliminating a from (1) and (2) we obtain

Wc,y,Ey)  = 0.
As in this expression one is the highest exponent of E, this

is called a difference equation of the first order.
If we start from a function containing two parameters u and

b, we have
y (x,y,asb)  = 1)

and deduce in the same manner

y(x+l,Ey,ab)  = 0

and repeating the operation,

y(r+2,E2yd)  = 0
then eliminating from the last three equations a and b, we find

F(x,y,Ey,E2y)  = 0
which is a difference equation of the second order.
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If the function (1) contained n arbitrary constants cr , c2,
. . . * , G

(3) y(&Y,C~tC2r.  * * * 9 C”) = 0

then we should be led in the same way to the difference equation
of the n-th order:

’ (4) F(x,y,Ey,E”y, . . . . , E”y)  = 0.

If the quantities ci instead of being constants should be
periodic functions with period equal to one, then we should. be
led to the same equation.

Example 1. Given y=c,+c2x;  it follows that

I and
EY = c, + cz(x+l)

E”Y  = c, + c,(x+2)

I after elimination of c, and c, from the three equations we obtain
a difference equation of the second order

E2y--2Ey  + Y = 0.

Generally, instead of deducing the difference equation of
order n, starting from a function containing n constants, the
inverse problem is to be solved; that is, the difference equation of
order n being given, a function y containing n arbitrary periodic
functions with period equal to one is to be determined, which
satisfies the given difference equation.

If starting from a difference equation of the R- th order
the function obtained contains n arbitrary periodic func-
tions, then it is called a general solution; if it contains fewer, it
is a particular solution.

Remark. If the highest power of E in the difference equa-
tion (4) is equal to n and the lowest power to m (where y is
considered as being equal to E”y),  then the equation is of order
n-m only, and there will be only n-m arbitrary constants in
the solution,

In the particular case of n=m equation, (4) becomes an
ordinary equation and its solution py=f(x)  or y=f(x--rz) does
not contain arbitrary constants.
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Equations of the form:

(5) F(x,y,Ay,A*y, . . . A”y)  = 0

(6) F(x,y,My,M*y,  . . . t M”y)  = 0

are also difference equations according to the above definition,
indeed if we eliminate from them Amy or Mmy by aid of

Am  = (E-1)”  o r  Mm  =(l+E)“$.

we obtain an equation of the form (4).
There are some cases in which it is easier to solve equation

(5) or (6) than (4).
In the foregoing Chapters we have already solved several

such difference equations. For instance, when hy=f(x)  was
given, and we determined the indefinite sum y=A-‘f(x);
moreover when solving My=cp(x) by aid of y=M-$(x); and
also in other cases.

Difference equations are classed in the same manner as
differential equations. The equation

(7) Q,,E”Y  + anJ?y  + , . , . + KEY  + a,y = V(x)
is called a linear difference equation, provided that the coef-
ficients oi are independent of y and Emy  .

If V(x)=0  then the equation is termed homogeneous; if not
it is a complete equation.

The coefficients oi may be constants or functions of X; we
shall consider the two cases separately,

Remark. Sometimes, though the increment of x is equal to
cne, the difference equation may concern a function of a con-
tinuous variable. Then for instance

f(x+l) -f(x) = V(x)

is true for every value of x. These equations will be solved by
the same methods as those of a discontinuous variable; hut as
we shall see some precautions will be necessary.

8 165. Homogeneous linear difference equations with
constant coefficients. Before solving the equation

(1)
35

anPy  + , . . . + a,Ev  + soy  = 0



we will establish a preliminary theorem. It is easy to see that

E[r”]  =~.F’x; Eyj  =rs.rx; E-y]  =t-se.

From this we conclude that if I+!(E)  is a polynomial of
E then

(2) Y (El  PI = eW.
Moreover if v(E)  and w(E) are polynomials, then we may

give the following definition of the operation q(E)/v(E)  per-
formed on f(x): The equation

I 1-s f(x) = Y(X)

means that y(x) is a particular solution of the difference equa-
tion

TV =9,(EVW.
This definition is, in agreement with that given of

A- ’  = 1/ (E- l ) (6,  5 32)
M-’  = 2/ (E+l) (29 § w.

In the particular case of f(x) =P the equation

P(E)I 1- r”=y(x]
w(E)

implies that
v(E)~(x)  = dEbx  = w(d

but according to (2) this equation is satisfied by

‘% (d

therefore

Y(X)  = ylr)

In this way the operation F(E) has been performed on P if
F(E) is a rational fraction.

(3) F(E) [tX]  = r” F(r).

Remark. In the particular case when F(E) = l/(E-1)  =A-’
we find the formula A-’  rv=rV/ (r-l) and if F(E) =2/(E+l)  =
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= M-1  then we have M-l rX = 2r”/(r+l)  as it has been obtained
before.

Now if r, is equal to one of the roots (real or complex) of
the equation

(4) y(r) = l7$” + a,,r”-’ + . , . . + ult + a, = 0

which. is called the characteristic equation of (1) then it follows
from (2) that crlX  is a particular solution of (1). If it has R
unequal roots, we Shall have R SOlUtiOllS Of the form  yj=Citix  .

It is easy to see that if clyl  , c2ya, . . . , cnyn  are particular
solutions of the difference equation (1); then their sum.

y = CltlX  + c,r2s + . . . . + c”m”x

will also be a solution; since this function contains R arbitrary
priOdiC functions Ci, i t is the general solution.

In the Calculus of Finite Differences the variable is dis-
continuous and takes only equidistant values; the particular
solutions yi, yr, . . .) y,,, will be called independent if starting
from any n initial values such as y,Ey,  . . . . Ply,  the cor-
responding constants ci may be determined by aid of the equa-
tions I

Y = ClYl + %i,  + - * ’ - + CJIYn

EY = c,EY,  + c,Er,  + . . . . + cnEyn
E-‘y = c,Py,  + c2E”-ly2  + s , . + ~nE”-~y,,

that is if the determinant

Yl

:aEY,
. . . . .

E”-l~l
E”-IYp

is different from zero.

. . . . . Y”
- . . . . EY”

. . .
1:.  . . En-%,

On the other hand if it is equal to zero for every value of a
then the constants ci corresponding to given initial values E’y
cannot be determined; and the particular solutions are not
independent. It can be shown that in this case one of them may
‘be expressed by aid of the others. For instance if yz, y3,.  . . yn
are given, then y1 may be determined by aid of the linear equa-
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tion of differences of order n-l, obtained by writing that the
determinant is equal to zero.

From the above it follows that an equation of differences
of order n has only n independent particular solutions; moreover
that if the n initial values y(a), y(a+l),  . . . y(a+n-1) are
given, then every value of y(a+t)  may be computed step by step
by aid of the equation of differences (1).

Example 1. Given the difference equation

(5) f(x+2)-3f(x+l)  +2f(x) =o

the corresponding characteristic equation is

rr-33r+2=0

therefore r, =l  and r2=2. So that the general solution is

f(x) = c, + c, 2X,

Putting this value into (5) it is easy to see that it verifies this
equation.

Example 2. Fibonacci’s numbers are the following

0,1,1235813,21,..,1 1 9 1 I

each of which is the sum of the two numbers immediately
preceding it. If we denote the general term of this series by f(x),
we shall have

f(x) + f(x+l) = f(x+2).

The corresponding characteristic equation is

rs-f-1 =o
and therefore

rl =  1/2(1+V3),  t:! =  lh(l-VS)

SO that the general solution will be

U-4

To obtain the general term of the Fibonacci numbers, the -
arbitrary constants c, and cs should be determined by the inital
conditions. Let us put f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1; we find
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Cl  + c* = 0 (6, -c*)  y s = 2

therefore
cl=-cc,=-.

- ;-5

Finally expanding the powers in (6) by Newton’s formula
we have

$j 166. Characteristic equation with multiple roots, If the
characteristic equation y(r) = 0 has multiple roots, then,
proceeding as before, the solution will contain less than n arbitrary
constants or periodic functions, and therefore it will be only a
particular solution. To obviate this we must find new solutions
of the difference equation y(E)y  = 0.

Let us show the method, first in the case of double  roots.
If rl is a double root of the characteristic equation, then we shall
suppose that rl and tl+&  are roots of this equation, and later
on we will put E=O.

If t, and tl+&  are roots of the characteristic equation,
I~J (t) = 0, then obviously

(1) y = (rl+~)x-r,X _ A,.‘.
& E

will also be a solution of y(r) ~0.
The expression (1) will really be a solution, if putting E=O;

but

Where D denotes the deriva.tive  with respect to t, .
Therefore a2xrlxe1 is a new solution, putting a2=c2r  this

solution will be c,xr,“. If r, is the only double root of the
characteristic equation, then the general solution will be

y = (c1+c2x)rlx  + c3tzx  + , * , + cnrnX .

If there were other double roots we should proceed in the
same way.
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It is easy to verify that xfIx is a solution of the differenue
equatidn  y(E)y=O  if rr is at least a double root of the charac-
teristic equation y(r) ~0.  Indeed, putting y=x tls  the operation
Es  gives

aspxflX = a* (x+-s)r,X+*  = asxf,“(flq  + a*f,X+‘(sf,‘q

from this we conclude, summing from s=O to s=n+l,  that

v(E)m, X==lX~(f,) + rlx+l Dw(rJ.

Since fl is a root of y(f)  =O therefore the first term will
vanish and y=xrlX  will be a solution if we have DY(r,) =O that
is, if rr is at least a double root of the characteristic  equation.

Example 1. Given the difference equation

f (x+2) -6f(x+l) +9&r) = 0.

The corresponding characteqstic  equation is

t= -6r+9=0

so that tr =tr = 3. According to what we have seen the complete
solution of the difference equation is

f (x )  =  (c,+c,x)3~.

Example 2. Calculus of Probabilify. The first player has
Q shillings, the second b shillings. The probability of winning one
shilling in each game is 1/ for each player; play is finished if one
of them has won all the money of his adversary. The probability
is required that the first player shall win, Let us denote this
probability by f(x) if he possesses x shillings.

He may win in two ways. First, by winning the next game;
the probability of this event is $,; then his fortune will be x,1
and the probability of winning will become f(x+l).  Secondly, by
losing the  next game, the probability of this event is also ‘/z  ;
then his fortune will be x-l, and the probability of winning will
become f (x-l), Hence applying the theorem of total probabilities
we have

w =  %zf(x+l) +  WC-1)
that is f(x) will satisfy the difference equation

f(x+2)-2f(x+l)  +f(x)  =o.
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The corresponding characteristic equation is

r2 -2r+l=O  h e n c e  rl=tP=l.

Therefore the general solution is f(x) =c,+c,x.
The arbitrary constants are determined by the initial con-

ditions, If x=0  the first player has lost and f(O)=O;  if x=u+~
he has won, f(a+b)=l.  From this we deduce

c,  = 0 and c, = l/(a+b).

So that the required probability is f(x) =x/(a+b).  This gives
at the beginning when x=a, f(a) =a/(a+b).

Multiple roots. Let us suppose now that rr is a root of
multiplicity m of the equation y(r) =O.  To obtain the general
solution of the difference equation y(E)y=O  we may proceed as
before considering first the m roots of the characteristic equation
as being different, and equal to

rl,rI+E,  r,+2&,  . . . . , rl+(m-l)E.

Supposing i < m, then a solution of the difference equation is
given by

,&  [(r,+i&)X-( :)(r,+ia--E]‘+.  , . + (-l)‘riX]  = 4$

Putting E=O  this solution will become

o r

y = a1  k Dir,”  =

Y i<m.

Therefore the solution corresponding to rI containing m
arbitrary constants will be

This formula holds for all real or complex values of rl .
Verification. r, being a root of v(r)  = 0 let us determine

the conditions so that r,” shall be a solution of y(E)y=O.

We have
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In consequence of Cozzchy’s  rule (14, 8 22) this may be written

I Hence, summing from s=O to s=n+l  we must have

Y(E)  [[;J  rlx] = 2 (& ] 5 D’Y(~,)  ~0.

I Therefore 7 rlx
11

is a solution of the difference equation if

D’*y(t,)  = 0 for Y = 0, 1,2, . , . , i.

That is, r, must be at least a root of multiplicity i+l  of y(t)=O;
hence, if rl is of multiplicity m, then a particular solution with
m arbitrary constants is given by (2).

g 167. Negative roots.  We have seen that the obtained
solutions of the difference equation y (E)y=O  were applicable
also in cases when the roots of the characteristic equation y(r) =0
were negative or complex. But in these cases the solutions may
appear in a complex form, and generally the real solutions are
required; therefore they must be isolated.

If the function considered is one of a discontinuous variable
the increment of x being equal to one, and the root r1 is negative,
then the preceding methods may be applied without modifica-
tion.

Example 1. Let us consider the series

O,l,  a, ;, ;, ;, ; I‘..,

obtained in the following manner: each number is equal to the
arithmetical mean of the two numbers immediately preceding it.
If we denote the general term of the series by f(x), we have

?4#(4  + f(x+l)l  = f(x+2)
this is a homogeneous linear difference equation with constant
coefficients

2f(x+2) - f(x+l) - f(x) = 0.
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The corresponding characteristic equation is

2r2-r- 1  =O, h e n c e  r, = 1  a n d  t2=-1/2. .

Therefore the general solution will he

Y = Cl + c2b--?h)x.

The arbitrary constants are determined by the initial conditions.
We have

y(0) =  0  and  y(1) = 1
therefore

c,+c2=0  a n d  c,--1/2c2=1.
This gives

2
c,=-cc:!=  -.

3
(--1PFinally the general term of the series will be y = -a- 3.

Remark:
2

limy=  -.
X==oD 3

Secondly, if the function considered is one of a continuous
variable and if T,  is negative, then the solution y = rI+  is
complex.

Let us write the general expression of a number t,

(1) rl = a1 + i/l,  z ,oo(cosgi,  + isintpl)  = eleiFl

where i  = I’=;  el > 0 ;  ply  = aI2 +  B,’ and  tanv,  = PI/al.

From (1) it follows that

(2) tlx = ~~~(cosxq~~  + i sinq,)  = eIxeixW

If rI is a negative number, then from (1) we deduce qI=z
and eI =-r1  . Therefore

t1 x = ~,~(cosnx  + i sinzx)  = ~,Xei~X.

The real part of the solution is i

y = celx  cosnx .

According to what we have seen, if rl is a double root of
i;*(r)=0 then we have the particular solution corresponding to r,:

y = (c, + c2x)@,x  cos7c.x.
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If the coefficients in the difference equation are all real,
then the real and the complex part of T,~  must each satisfy
separately the difference equation; so that the solution may be
written

y = elx  Ic,  cosnx + c2  sinnx].

But since the difference equation is of the first order, the
two particular solutions cannot be independent; and indeed the
corresponding determinant is equal to zero. Moreover since x
takes only the values ~=a+5  (where 5 is an integer) hence we
have

sin.-tr  = sin3 (a+$) = (-1) 5siniro, cosicx  = (-1) kosna

therefore
sinnx = tan-ra  cosnx.

Finally the above solution will be

y = ,orx  [cl  +c,  tan.za]  cos~x  = celX  cosnx.

Example. 2. Given the homogeneous linear difference equa-
tion

F(x+l)  + F(x) = 0.

The corresponding characteristic equation r+l=O  gives rl=-1.
Therefore the complete solution will be

F(x) = c, cosnx .

8 168. Complex roots. Given a homogeneous difference
equation with real, constant coefficients y(E)y=O.  If the root r,
of the characteristic equation y(r)  =O  is a complex one,

fl = el(cosy,  + i sinq,)

then, since the coefficients of the difference equation are real, it
follows that

rz = e1 (cowl - i sin&

will also be a root of the equation. Therefore if the characteristic
equation has no multiple roots, the general solution may be
written
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y = kltlX  + kg,”  + . , , = (k,  f&q COSX~,  +

+ i(k,-k,)e,xsinxql  +.  . . ,

If we put

k,  = 1/2(cI-ic2) and k, = l/z(c,+ic,)

we have

y = clelx cosxq,  + cze,x  sinxy,  + . . , .

Remark. If the complex root is a double one, the solution is
of the following form:

y = [c,+c,x]  pls  cosxy’, + lb,  +b,xI  Q;~ sinxq, .

Example 1. Given the difference equation

{(x+2)  + 2/(x+1)  + 4{(x) =  0

the corresponding characteristic equation is

rz+2r+4=0
therefore

r,=--l+i1’3,  r,=-1--iI’

this gives, according to (l), § 167:

@l  = 2, tanyl,  =  -I,!3 a n d  v1  =  2n/3.

The complete solution will be

y = c, 2” cos ‘F fc, 2” sin 7 .

Example 2. Given the difference equation

f (x+4) - f(x) = 0.

The corresponding characteristic equation is

rJ  - 1 = 0.

It is necessary therefore to determine the fourth roots of
unity. Let us write the general expression of a number a in the
following way

a = gJcos(++2kT)  + i sin(rp+ak.-r)-1.

Its R th roots are given by
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(1)

putting for R the values 0, 1,2,, . . (n-i).
Therefore writing a= 1, Q= 1, y=O  and n==4  we shall have

4
1’: = cos$ikz  + i sin$$kn

for k=O, 1, 2, 3. So that

I,  = 1, r2=-lr  rzl=i, r4 = - i .

The general solution will be

y = cl + c2  cosnx + c:, COS~/~~X  + c, sinl&zx .

Example 3. Given the equation

/(x+4)  + f(x) = 0.

The characteristic equation is

r4 + 1 = 0.

Hence the fourth roots of -1 are needed. Putting a = -1,
c=l,  y~=;c  and n=4  into (1) we get

r, = cos z + i sin “~
4 4

3z 3X
rz = cos - + i sin -4 4

Remarking that

7?r x
cos -

4
= cos -

4

x
sin - 7::

4
= - sin -

4

5?F 5%
r,=cos-+isin-

4 4

7% 7x
r4 = cos - + i sin -

4 4

5n 37;
sin - = - sin -

4 4

the general solution will be
3zx

y = c, cos 7 + c, sin $ + C:, cos -j--
3%

+  c, s i n - - .
4

Example 4. Given the difference equation

f(x+2) -2cos~f(x+l)  3-f(X)  = 0.

The characteristic equation is

i
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r” -2rcosy+  1 = 0

hence r = cosp,  Ifr  i sinq  and therefore

(2) f(x) = c, cosqx  + c, sinpx.

The constants must be determined by the aid of the initial
conditions. Let for instance f (0) =O and f (n)=O,  then equation
(2) will give

Cl -- 0 and c, sinpn  = 0.

From this we conclude that if Q,  is not equal to .-w/n,  where
Y = 1,2,3,. . . , n- 1 then cz=O  and the only solution is f(x) =O.

On the other hand if q=nv/n  then we shall have

f(x) =c2sin  y. .

Since this equation still contains an arbitrary constant, therefore
we may impose upon f(x) a further condition.

Recapitulation. Given the homogeneous linear difference
equation, with real, constant coefficients:

a,f(x+n)  + a ,,-, f(x+n-1) +.  . . . + a,f(x+l)  + aOf =.O

if
r, = Q,,  (cosyl  + i sin,, V)

is a real or complex root of the characteristic equation, of mul-
tiplicity m, then the solution of the difference equation is

y=..... + [c,+r,(~]+...+c”,(,X1)1~
. erx (cosxyr  + i sinxq,.  ) + . . . .

§ 169. Complete linear equation of differences with con-
stant coefficients. Given the equation

(1) a,f(x+n)  + . , . . , + a,f(x+l)  + a,f(x) = V(x)

or written symbolically

dE)f(x)  = V(x).
Let us suppose that the function u is a particular solution

of equation (l), so that we have

y(Eju  = V(x).
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Subtracting this equation from the preceding we obtain

w(ElV(4  - ~1 = 0.
Hence y=f(x)-a  is a solution of the homogeneous equation

w(E)Y  = 0.
From this we conclude that f(x) =u+y  is the solution of

equation (1). Therefore first we have to determine the general
solution of the homogeneous equation; then we must find one
particular solution of the complete equation. This last may be
attained in different ways; sometimes a particular solution may
be obtained by simple reasoning. Often the symbolical methods
lead to it easily enough, or even the direct method of determi-
nation.

Symbolical methods. They may be useful in some particular
cases, A, First let V(x)=Ca*.  If the difference equation

(1) w(E)f(x)  = CaX
is given, where a is not a root of the characteristic equation
y(r) =O  that is y(a) + 0; (the equation ,v(t) may have multiple
root8 or not).

Dividing formula (1) by p(E) and using formula (3) of 8 165
we have

(2)
1

f(x) = y(E)

which is a particular solution of equation (1). Denoting again by
y the general solution of the homogeneous equation correspond-
ing to (l),  the solution of the complete equation will be

(3) f(x)  = yz +y.

Particular case. a=l,  V(x)=C.  If r=l  is not a root of
y’(r)=0  then according to (3) the general solution will be

(4) f(x) = &+y*
Example 1. Given the equation

f(x+2) - 5f(x+l)  + 6f(x) = 2.
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The corresponding characteristic equation is

y(r) =r2-5r+6=0

so that r,=2  and r2=3;  since moreover a=1 and ~(1)=2,  the
general solution of the complete equation will be given by (4)

f(x) = 1 + c,2”  + c,3.r .

Example 2. Given the difference equation

f(x+3)  - 7f(x+2) + 16f(x+l) - 12f(x)  = CaX.

The corresponding characteristic equation is

y(r)  = r3  - 7t2  + 16r -12 = 0.

Hence r, ~2,  r2=2 and r,=3.
Therefore if a is different from 2 and from 3, then the

general solution of the complete equation is given by (3)

f(x) = ~Q&5jaM-12 + (c, +c,x)  2”+c,  3X.

Secondly, given the difference equation

t+f(E)f(x)  = Ca*’

where a is a simple root of the equation q!(r)  ~0.  To solve the
difference equation we put

t/r(E)f(x) = C(a+E)X

then the particular solution will be as we have seen:

u=
C(a+&)r
V?(a+t) ’

The general solution of the homogeneous equation is

y zx  R,aX  + c,r,X  + c.g::x + . . .
If  we put

C
k, = c ,  - - -

vb+4

then the general solution of the complete equation may be
written

f(xj  = c (Q++-a”
u*(a-i-~)

+ c,a,Y  + c.,r..X  + czir:T  + . . . .- -
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y(a)=@  hence we have

lirn (a+4  x-ax _ x@’ .
c=a Y (a+4 DwW  ’

moreover a being a simple root, therefore Dv~(a)+  0 and the
required solution will be:

(5) f (x)  = ;;(;; + claX + c2r2x  + . . .

Particular case. Let a=l, y(l)=0  and D~il(l)  +O. The
solution of

y(ElfW  = C
will be, according to (5),

c x
f(x) = -DY(~)

+ Cl -+ c,r,x + . . .

Example 3. Given the equation of differences

f (x+2) - 4f (x+1) + 3f (x) = 3.v.

The characteristic equation is

t2 -4r+3=0  h e n c e t, x.1 and r,=3.

Since 3 is a simple root of this equation, the solution is given
by (5)

f(x) = l/$x3x-’  + c, + c$ .

Example 4. Given the equation of differences

f(x+4 - 4f(x+l)  + 3f(x)  = 2.

The characteristic equation is

r2 - 4r + 3 = 0 hence r2 = 1, rz = 3;

moreover we have D~+j(r)  = 2r-4.  The solution will be, according
to (6):

f (x)  = -x  + c, +  c23x.

B.  Let V(x) =&p,(x)  where v(x)  is a polynomial of degree
n. Before solving the equation of differences

(7) vIEIf = a%+4
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we will establish the following auxiliary theorem. It is easy to
see that

EmI:axq(4  I = [Emax][Em~(41  = aX[aElmq(x),
This holds for every positive or negative integer value of m.
Therefore if y(E) is a polynomial of E and q(x)  is any function
whatever, we have

(8) w(E)la%Wl  = a+v(aEIdx).
Let us show now that, if y(E)  is a rational fraction,

t(E)=U(E)lV(E)  where U(E) and V(E) are polynomials, we
have

(9)

lndeed, multiplying both members by V(E) we find:

U(E) [a”y(x)]  = V(E)  Iax  B Y(X)1

but according to (8) the second member will be equal to

asV(aE)  w v(x)
a

that is, it will be identical with the first member. Therefore
formula (9) is demonstrated; so that if F(E) is a rational fraction
we have

(10) F(E)a%(x)  = aWaE)y(x).
Let us execute the operation l/y(aE)  performed on a

polynomial q(x)  of degree S; if y(aE)  is a polynomial of E of
degree n; and if a is not a root of the characteristic equation
y?(r)=O.  (The roots of this equation may be multiple or not.)
From the equation of differences (7) it follows by aid of
(10) that

(11) f(x) = ax J--
v(aE) Y(X).

Eliminating E from y(aE)  by aid of E=A+l  we get a
polynomial @(A) of degree R.  Let us suppose first that the

3 6
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coefficient of A”  in @(A) is different from zero. Then l/Q(l)
may be expanded into a power series of A:

co  + c,A  + c,A’  + . . . + csA=
v(x)  being of degree s the series may be stopped at the term
c,k, since As+$  (x) =O (if i > O),

Finally we have

& Y,(X)  = Ice + c,A  + . . . , + c,As]  y(x)

The coefficients CL are easily determined. For instance, Taylor’s
series would give

(13)
1

w (a+aA) 944 = iz  p
‘+l ai D’ _ 1

.[ w(a+aA) IA- 0 Aiy(x)

and the required particular solution will be given by (11).
Since the higher derivatives of l/y are necessarily complica-

ted, it is better, if n 2 2, to determine the coefficients in another
way. If we have

y(a+aAl  = h,  +&A + , . . + b&
then the coefficients ci of the expansion (12) are given by the
following equations:

b,c, = 1
b,c, + b,c, = 0

b,c, + b,c, + b,c,!  = 0
. . . . .

b,c,  + bi-,c,  + . , , * + b,,ci  = 0.

On the other hand if for instance b,,=bl=b,=O,  then we
may write

A3[b3  + b,A  : . . . + b,&-::I
- --~ = + rc,  + c, A + . . . . + c,+,d”-3-J

and the coefficients ci are determined in a similar way, as before.
Example 5. Given the equation

’f (x+2) -4f(x+l)  + 3f(x)  =x4”.

The roots of the characteristic equation r’4r+3=0  are rl ~1
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and r2=3.  Moreover &u(t) = 2r - 4 and D !- = - 2 there-Dv,

1
fore -=I and-

944  3
aDy(a) = -16 so thatV;he  partkar
v2 (4 9

so -

lution according to (11) and (13) will be

u=  4”. 3x-16
9 -

Using the second method, we have

v(o+cA) = u”(~+A)~ -4a(l+A)+3=3+16A+16A(

therefore the equations will be

3c, = 1 3c,+16c,=o
so that

Example 6. Given the equation

f(x+2) - 4f(x+l)  + Y(x) = x.

The roots of y(t) = r2-4r+4=0  are rI=r2=2. Moreover u=l
and p(x)  =x.  Therefore

y(a) =u2--4a+441
’ &(a) = 2a-4=-2

from (13) it follows that

II = (1+2&x=x+2.

The second method would give

y(a+aA)  = u2(l+A)“--4a(l+A)  + 4 = 1 - 28 + A”.

Therefore

co  = 1 and
and

c,-2c,  = 0

u= (1 +,2A)x  = x+2.

Example 7.  Given

r(x+2)  + f(x) = xa= .

We have y(r)  =r2+1  ~0; the roots of the equation are complex.
The particular solution will be, according to (11) :
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Xu=Q” - - 2a”
a”+1 IIa’+l)’  .

Particular case of the difference equation of the first order.
In the second case (B) the difference equation of the first order
may he written

(14) f (x+1)  -r,f (x) = a”y(x)

where q(x)  is a polynomicil  of degree s.
Let us suppose that a + r, , then we shall have

Dm’= (-1)“’ m!
r - r , (r-r,)m+l  ’

Therefore the particular solution given by (13) will be

(15)

Example 8. Given the equation

f(x+l )  -2f(x)  =  I’;].

Hence r,=2,  a=l,  my=-1  and Dy(l)=l, therefore

u=-l;]-1;) - (;I-1.

Formulae could be deduced for cases in which a is a single
or a multiple root of y(r) ~0;  but it is simpler then to use the
method given in the next paragraph.

Summing up we conclude that this method is independent
of the order n of the difference equation, and therefore especially
useful for equations of high order. It does not matter if the roots
of v(r) =0 are single. or multiple, real or complex; to obtain the
particular solution it is not even necessary to determine the roots
of the characteristic equation; but the formulae are different if a
is a root of y(r)  ~0.  Since the number of terms in the solution
given by (11) increases with the degree s of the polynomial yj (x) ,
the method is not advantageous if it is of a high degree.

Q 170. Determination of the particular solution in the
general case. Given the difference equation

v~(E)f(xl  = V(x).
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The particular solution obtained by the symbolical method is

Q = J- V(x).
v(E)

To determine the second member we shall decompose l/y(E)
into partial fractions. Let us denote the roots of the charac-
teristic equation y(r) =0 by r, , ti , . , . , r,, ; first we suppose that
these roots are all real and single.

If we write

then according to (j 13 we have

(2) b,,, = l!ID&)]r=,., .

Let us apply now to each term & V(x) the following

transformation. It is easy to see that

(E-a) [ax-IF(x)]  = a+AF(x).

Putting the second member equal to V(x), it gives

A-‘IQ-“V(X)]  = F ( x )

moreover from the preceding equation we get

- v ( X )  = ax-IF(X).
EL

Eliminating F(x) between the last two equations we obtain
the important formula

(31 & v(x)  x mv-‘A-’  1 Q-v(X)]

this gives the required particular solution in the form of in-
definite sums:“”

(4) u = blrlX-’  A-‘If,-W(x)]  + . . . + b,,t,“’  A-l[r,-W(X)].

The formula supposes that t=O  is not a root of v(r)  =0 but
this may always be attained, For instance, starting from

33  This formula is identical with that given by G. Wahlenberg  und A.
Guldborg,  Theorie der linearen  Differenzengleichungen,  Berlin 1911, p, 175.
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f(x+3)  -2f (x+2) + f (x+1)  = V(x)

we get by putting x-l instead of x

f(x+2)  -2f(X+l)  + f(x) = V(lr-I).

I f  &)=O  h as multiple roots, for instance if m is the
multiplicity of the root rv, then the decbmposition of l/y(E)  into
partial fractions will contains terms of the form:

(E!?&)P ’ for ,u = 1,2,3, . . . , m.

Denoting

then the numbers b,,,,  are given according to (4) 8 13 by

Now we have to perform the operations

For this let us remark that, according to (3),  the operation
l/(E-u)  performed on

will give

,&  V(x) = ax-’  A- 1 :,-I  A-’ [a-x  V(x)]}  = a”-” A-’ [a-” v(x)].

Continuing in this manner we get

&q V(x)  = rvx-:’  A-i<  [r,-”  V(x)].

Finally the corresponding particular solution will be

(5) u = 2: b,!,  t,?-f’ A-:’  [r,.-”  V(x)] + . . ,

This method may also be applied in the particular cases of
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5 169. Sometimes it is even more advantageous than the prev,&us
methods. For instance, given the equation

w(EVW  = +4x)
where p(x)  is a polynomial, then in this method it does not matter
if u is a root of v(r)  =O or not. The number of terms in formula (5)
is equal to the order of the difference equation, therefore the
method is especially useful for equations of low order. For
instance, in the case of an equation of the first order we have
only one term. The degree of q(x)  does not increase the number
of terms.

If the roots of v(r)=0  are multiple or complex, if the
equation is of a high order, then the method is more complicated
than that of Q 169. The following example will serve as a
comparison:

Example 1. Given the equation of differences

f (x+3) - 7f (x+2) + 16f (x+1)  - 12f (x) = CaX  .

We have y(r) = r3 - 7t2 + 16r-12 = 0, hence rl=3,  r2=r3=2.
Moreover Dy(t) =3r”-14r  + 16 and A(r) = l/+3).

By aid of the preceding formulae we find

b,=l,  b2,=-1  a n d  b2,=.-1

therefore the required particular solution will be

u = 3”’ A-’  13-x  &xl - 2x-1  A-1  12-x  &x] _ 2x-9  A-2  [2-x Cax]

determining the indefinite sums in the second member we obtain

u = Cax  j (u-2) * (a-3).

This  result would have been given directly by formula (3)
of Q 169.

Exampte 2. Given the equation

f(x+l) -2f(x)  =2x@.

Since we have y(r) =r-2  and r1=2,  hence the particular solu-
tion is given by (4):

u = 2x-l A-’  [2-” 24  ;)I = 2x-l  (; ) .
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The method of Q 169 would have been much more compli-
cated. Indeed, since a=2  is a root of y(r)=O, hence after
executing the derivations in the second member of formula (9),
putting a+&  instead of a and determining the limits for E=O  we
should have had

It can be shown that this is equal to 2.\‘-’ ( 1: *
Negatiue roofs. If the root r of v(r)=0  is negative, then we

may put
t I..v = Q,, + cos;rx

and formula (4) will give

u=.... + b,.~v~-’  cos(x-1)~  A-’ ]gr-”  cos-cx  V(x)] + . , . .

Complex roofs. If the root r, of the characteristics equation
is complex

t,  = g(cosy,  + i sinq)
then

r2 = ~(cosp  - i sinv)

is also a root of this equation, since the coefficients of the given
equation are supposed to be real. The decomposition of l/y(E)
into partial fractions will give

-27 + & + . . . .
E 1 2

where bp  = &r.,)

Putting Dy(r,)  =M+iN and therefore Dy(r,)=M-iN,  we have

M -  iN

h = Mz+N2  ’
b = M+iN

2
M’+N”

consequently formula (4) will give

u = b, exe1 [cos(x-l)q+i  sin(x--l)ql]*

- A-* {e-x[cosxp)--i  sinxv] V(x) } f

+ b, Q”-’  jcos(x-l)p-i  sin(x-l)y]A-I  {e-“[cosxvfi  sinxq] V(x)  j

and after simplification
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2M
’ = Jj2+jjI’  e‘-l cos (x-l) VA--’  {em”  cosxg,  V(x) ) +

2 N
+ M’+N2  .c?-l sin(x-l)qA-l  {eeX  sinxq V(x) }

8 171. Method of the arbitrary constants. Given the equa-
tion of differences

(1) Y(E)  f(x)  = V(x).
We will suppose that the coefficient CT”  of f(x+n)  in this

equation is equal to one, and that V(x) is of the following form

(2) V(x) = ax [aD+al(if)+a2[~]+~~,+am[~)].

We shall consider a as a root of multiplicity R of the characteris-
tic equation y(r) ~0.  If (I is not a root of this equation then k=O.

According to what we have seen, the particular solution of
this equation may be obtained also by the method of Q 169, or
by that of Q 170.

No& we will try to write a particular solution in the following
way

and dispose of the coefficients ,!Ir in such a manner as to make
this expression satisfy the difference equation (l), Putting there
1 (x) =u we shall have

In consequence of formula (8) Q 169 we get

on the other hand we have

t,.~(uE)  = tp(u+uA)  = “g D~e,u(u)~~
p=k Pl  -
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I
Indeed, y(r) being of degree n, hence D”“y(a)  ~0; moreover
a is a root of multiplicity K of y(r)=O,  therefore D.?p(a)=O
if p < K.

Finally we shall have

V(x)

I writing k+v-p=i  we find

m+l

,.5,  Bv

a+-i  D+-iv(a)  = v(xl

(k+v-i)  !
.

I NOW we shall dispose of the coefficients /?,,  so as to make
the first member identical with V(x) given by (2); we obtain

VI+1

(4) ai = ,zi  br

ak+v-i  Dk+v-i  v[a) OD

(k+v-i) ! = .zo B,,+t-k$  Dh4,*
fori=O,1,2  ,..,,  m.

If D&y(a) and a are different from zero then the last of
these equations will give pm,  the last but one Brnml,  and so on; since o
is a root of the equation y(x)=0  of multiplicity k, therefore the
first condition is satisfied. The second is satisfied too; indeed, if
we had a=0  then equation (1) would be homogeneous.

The 8,.  being determined, the problem is solved. This
method is applicable whatever the roots of y(r)=0  may be, and
it is not even necessary to determine these.

Purticular  case of the equation of the first order.

(5) f(x+l) -rr,f(x)  ==~[a.+al[~)+,...+~~(31.

From (4) we deduce

(6) ai=bi-ky(a)  + @i+l-kaDy(a)-
Here we have y(r) =r-r1  , &(a)=1  and D2y(a)=0. Let us
suppose first that o+r,  and therefore k=O, we find

ai = BiY  (4 + /La

for i=O,l,2,... (m-l), moreover since &+i  =O,  therefore
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am  = /%8YJ(Ql~
Example 1. Given

f (x+1) -2f(X)  = (;)*

We have y(t) = r-2, &(r) = 1 and a= 1; therefore k=O and
formulae (6) are applicable.

a,=l=-&

az=O=-b2+B8
al=O=-B1+P2
a,=O=-PO+/&

t&&we PO  = /I1 = p2  = /Ia = - 1; and according to (3)

E-l-(;)-[;]-I;).
Secondly let (I = t, and therefore k = 1; since y(a) = 0

formula (6) will give,

(7) ai = MDy (a) = u/h.
The particular solution given by (3) is

(8)
m+lu=axpl  ZZ x
i=o al  i+l l( 1

Example 2. Given

f(x+l)  -2f(x)  = 24 9).

Since y(t)  = r-2, a=2 and moreover ao=O,  a,=0  and aa=l
therefore the particular solution is given by (8)

u = 2F’  f :
0

Example 3. Given

f(x+2)  -3f(x+l)  + 2{(x)  = (;).

Therefore

y(r) = P- 3r + 2; Dy  (t) = 2r-3  and D2y  Id = 2.

Moreover  rl=l,  r2=2. Since a=l, it follows that k=l,  putting
into (4)  m=2,  aO=O,  alAI,  a2=l we find
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a0 = o = BoaDy(4  + &Via”D’yIa)  = -A + A
aI  = 0 = p,aDy(a)  + #?,Vi~‘D’vt(a)  = -P, + 6,
a, = 1 = @&u,(a)  = -&

so that
p. = PI  = & = - 1

and according to formula (3):

u=-(;)-(;)-- (;].
Example 4. Given

Hence
f(x+3)  - 2f (x+2) + f (x+1)  - 2f (x) = x3”.

y ( r )  = r”---2r”+r-2  a n d  Dv(r)  = 3r”-4r+l; Q=3.

Since y(3) + 0 therefore LO. Moreover putting into (4) m=l,
u,=O and a,=1 we find

a, =  0 =  B,,lc,(a)  +  haDv(~)
a, = 1 = p,v(a),

Since ly(a)=lO  and Dy(a)=16 therefore

lop,,  +  488, =  0
lop, = 1

s o  t h a t  b,=l/lO a n d  is’,=-12/25.  F r o m  ( 3 )  w e  o b t a i n  t h e
required particular solution

8 172. Resolution of linear equations of differences by
aid of generating functims,u=u(t)  is the generating function of
f(x) :if in the expansion of u(t) into a series of powers of f, ths
coefficient of fX is equal to f(x); that is if

(1) u=f(O)  +f(l)f+f(2)f”+  ,.,,  ff(x)P+  .,.,

The generating function of f ( x )  was denoted in  Q 10  by
Gf(x),  Starting from this generating function we deduced in
8 11 the generating function of f (x+m) :
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(2) Gf(x+m)  = &u(f)  -f(O) -f(l)t--. , . , , -f”-‘f(m-I)].

Therefore if the following difference equation is given

13) %f(X+n)  + a,-,f(x+n-1)  + . . . . +QIf(X+l)  + a, = V(x)

then, denoting the generating function of V(x) by R(t) we
obtained the following relation between the corresponding ge-
nera t ing  funct ions :  .

n+l

x .$ ~u(t)-f(O)-~f(1)-....-f~-‘f(m-l)]=R(f).
m - 0

From this we deduced

(4)
n+1

u(f) = {f”R(f) + X, a,,fn-mIf(0)+f(l)f+.  .  .  +

+ f  (m-l )  fm-‘1)/ 21  aArm.

Remark 1. The characteristic equation of the difference
equation (3) is the following

a# + . , , , + a,r + a, = 0

hence the denominator of u(f) is obtained from this equation by
multiplying it by f” and putting into it r=l/f.

Remark 2. Knowing u(f) the generating function of f(x), it
is easy to deduce w(f)  the generating function of the indefinite
sum of f(x), that is of A-If(x)  =F  (x). Indeed we have

we get
F(x+l)  -F(x)  =  f (x )

Wb-04
t --w(f) = u(f)

that is

w(f)  = fu(f) +F(o)- -.
l - f

Having determined u(f) by aid of (4), the expansion of this
function into a series of powers of f will give the required
function,

In the general solution of a difference equation of order R
we must have n arbitrary constants; in fact the generating func-
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tion (4) contains the n constants f(O), f(l),  . . , , , f(n-1).  Hence
it will lead to the general solution. Finally the constants will be
disposed  of so that the initial conditions shall be satisfied.

Formula (4) gives the generating function of the difference
equation of the firef  order  if we put into it R=  1:

I

u - elf  +fwl-
al+%t *

This expression expanded into a series of powers of t will
become

I zz= [f(O)  + ; ,s+ V(p)c+‘]  ,i (-2,‘P

I therefore, puttfng  -a,,/a,=r, , we deduce

I (6) f ( x )  =  r,xf(O)  +  J& p; v(p)‘lx-‘-“.

This formula is identical with that corresponding to (4) (j 170.
Example 1. Given the equation

f(x+l) -2f(x) = xd.

In consequence of (6) we have

I

.s

f(x) = 2Xf  (0) + 2x-1  ,x0 p(l/$J)  p.

According to formula (2) Q 34 the second member is equal to

f(x) = 2xf(())  + ti+l(x--~ + u2x  .

From formula (4) we may obtain the generating function of
the difference equation of the second order. Putting into it n=2
we find

(7) ll= d(O) + Calf(o)  + %fU)lf  + t2w
a2  + ad + =ot2

.

Example 2. Given the equation

f(x+4 -3f(x+l)  +2f(x) =o.

Since t1 = 1 and t2=2, hence the denominator of u is equal to
(l-f) (1-2t) and the expansion of u will give
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u= ( f ( 0 )  +  [f(l)--sf(O)]f}  % 5 2”fY+f’.
v=Q  p=o

Therefore
x+1

f(x)  = f(O)  ,zo zr+ Cf(lF--3f(OIl  Vi0 2”
and

f(x) = 2f(O)  -f(l)+[f(l)-f(0)]2X.

Example 3. Calculus of Probability. A player possessing x
shillings plays a game repeatedly; he stakes each time one shil-
ling, if he wins he gets two. The probability of winning is equal
to p. It is required to find the probability f(x) that the player
will lose his money before winning m-x shillings. This problem
is a little more general than that of Example 2, (j 166. Applying
the theorem of total probability as in this example, we shall get

f(x) = pf(x+l)  + gf(x-1)

where q=l-p.  Hence we have to solve the difference equation

pf(x+2)  -f(x+l)  + qf(x)  = 0.

Applying formula (7) we get

Pf (0)  + [PfU)  -fOlPu= -
P --f+qtz  *

Since the roots of the characteristic equation are rr=l  and

r,=q/p,  hence the denominator will be ~(14) (1- % t) and the

expansion of u will give

u = {f(O)  + If(l)

so that

f ( x )  =f(O) 2;  (g + If(l) -+ f(O)1  *f (g

performing the summations we find

(8) I(*)  = Qf(O)  -PfU)  ; PlfUl-f(O)] 2 =*
Q - P 0Q-P P

To determine the arbitrary constants let us remark that if
x=0  the player has lost so that f (0)  ~1; and if x=m  he cannot
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lose before winning m-x, as he has already done SO; therefore
f(m) 10.

Putting into (8): f(0) 11,  x=m and f(m) =O  we find

f(1) =
Q (pm-l-q~~-l)

Pm-v

and finally

f(x) = [ q”‘-p”I  [$‘I/ (,“I-P”‘).

Remark. In the method considered above we supposed that x
is a positive integer, but putting the obtained result, in order of
verification, into the given equation of differences, it is easy to
see that the result holds for any value whatever of x, the opera-
tion E being always the same.

Since the method does not presuppose the resolution of the
characteristic equation, it may be useful if this equation cannot
be solved and if we are able to expand the generating function
without the knowledge of the roots of the characteristic equation.

Generally this method leads to the same formulae as the
methods applied previously, so that its real advantage will show
only when applied to functions of several independent variables,
when the other methods fail.

Q 173. Homogeneous linear equations of differences of the
first order with variable coefficients. We may write these
equations in the following way

(1) f(x+l)  -p(x)f(x)  = 0.

Let US suppose that x takes only integer values such as
x 2 a. Then we shall introduce a function y(x) so as to have
y(a)=1  and for x>a:

Y(X) =  P(Q) PtQi-1) P(Q+2) .  .‘. Pk-1).

Now dividing both members of equation (1) by y(x+l)  and
putting

Q(X) = f(x) /Y(X)
we obtain

22(x+1)  --u(x) = 0 or Au(x) = 0

therefore
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a(x)  = c a n d  f(x)  = Cy(x)

moreover f(a)=C;  hence from x > a it follows that

(2) f(x)  = f(a)  ii p(i).
i=R

Example 1.  The general term f(x) of the series given by the
following equation of differences is to he determined if the initial
value is f (0) = 1. [Stirling, Methodus  Differentialis, p. 108.1

2x+1
f(x+l)  - -2x+2  f(x)  = 0.

According to (2) we have

f ( x )  = f ( 0 )  ii g$ = [Y] &.

Example 2. Let us denote by f(x) the number of permutations
of x elements. Starting from the permutations of x elements we
may obtain those of x-i-l elements, if we insert the x+1 th element
into every permutation, successively in every place. For instance,
if x=2 the permutations are ab and ba. This gives for x=3

cab, acb, abc, and cbtr,  bca, bat

therefore we have

f(x+l)  - (x+l)f(x)  = 0.

The solution of this equation of differences is, according to
formula (2),

f (x)  1 f (1)  ii1 (i+l)  = f ( l )x ! .

Since f (1) = 1 hence the solution is f(x) =x!  .
Example 3. Let us denote by f(x) the number of the possible

combinations with permutation of y elements taken x by x, i . e.
of order x.

Starting from the combinations of order x we may obtain
those of order x+1,  if we add at the end of each combination
successively one of the still disposable y-x elements. In this
way we obtain from each combination of order x a number of
y-x different combinations of order x+1.

37
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For instance, if y=4  and x=1  we have the combinations
a, b, c, d; this gives for x=2:  ab, ac, ad, ba, bc, bd, and so on.

Hence we shall have
f(x+l)  - (y-x)f (x) = 0.

The solution is according to (2),

f(x) = f(l) ii (Y--i) = f(l) (Y--lL,  .

Since f (1) =y  therefore f(x) = (y)* .
Example 4. Let us denote by f(x) the number of combina-

tions without permutation of y elements of order x. Starting from
the combinations of order x we may obtain those of order x+1
by adding to each combination one of the still disposable y-x
elements. But proceeding in this way we obtain every combina-
tion x+1  times.

For instance if y=4,  x=  1, we have the combinations a,b,c,d.
From this we obtain the combinations of order x=2:

ab, ac, ad, ba, bc, bd, ca, cb, cd, da, db, dc

every combination has been obtained twice.
Therefore we have the difference equation

f(xf1) = s f(x)

whose solution is according to (2):

f(x) =f(l) ,i, s = f Ix!.

Since f (1) =y,  hence

11)  (Y--l)x-,

.f(x) = ;( )
Example 5. Let us denote by f(x) the number of combina-

tions with repetition but without permutation of y elements of
order x. Starting from the combinations of order x we obtain
those of order x+1,  by adding first to every combination succes-
sively every element of y. In this way we should obtain every
combination of order x+1  but not each the same number of
times; to obviate this, we add secondly to every combination of
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order x successively each element which figures already in the
combination. Then we get each combination x+1 times.

For instance, if y=4  and x=1 we have a, b,  c, d. First we
have

au,  ab, ac, ad
ba. bb, bc, bd
ca, cb, cc, cd,
da, db, de, dd.

The combination ab has been obtained twice, but aa  only
once. Secondly we get

au,  bb, cc, dd

now we have obtained each combination twice.
Therefore the difference equation will be

f (x+1) -5 f(x) = 0

and its solution

f ( x )  =f(l) iI g= (Y+11  (Y+a * ” (Y+x-11
2.3....x

Since f (1) = y therefore

f(x) = y-l).

8 174,  -8 method for SOlVhg  hkear homogeneou8
difference  equations with varfable  coefflcfents.  Given the
equation

11) amf (x+n) + . . . , + a,f  (x+1)  + a,f  (x) = 0

where the ai are polynomials of x. Let us put

(2) f(x) = j*t”u(t)df.
a

The function u(t)  is still to be disposed of, and so are the limits
of the integral. From (2) it follows that

f (x+n) = j&+“v(f)dt
a
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therefore we get f (x+n)  starting from f(x), if we write in (2)
f%(t)  instead of u(t).

Multiplying equation (2) by x and integrating by parts we
find

xf(x) =
:

(.hxf.~-‘u(f)df  = jpo(t)]:  - /f.KD”(f)df.
a

Multiplying this by x+1 and repeating the integration by
parts we have

(x+l),f(x)  = 1 (x+l)f+u(f)  -f”+’  Do(f)];  + & D”v(f)df.
a

Multiplying this by (x+2) and repeating the operation, and SO
on, in the end we obtain

(x+m-l),f  (x) = [“ii: (-l)i+l  (x+m-l),jfrlti  D’-%(t)  ]I+

+ (-l)m
us

)**tX+“‘-‘D”‘u(f)df.

Now writing into it f%(f)  instead of v(f)  we get the general
formula

(3) x m-l)m  f (x+n)  =

= {x1  (-l)it’(r+fm-l)~,-ifx-l+i~-l~f.u(t)lr  +

b

+ (--I)“’  1’ P+*-1  Dm[f”u(t)]df.
(1

Since we may suppose that the coefficients a,. of (1) are
expanded into a series of factorials (x+m-1),  therefore
formula (3) permits us to write the difference equation (1) in
the following form:

h

[fp(x,o,f)];  + I’ f” I,~(U,f) df  = 0.
a*

First we dispose of u=v(f)  so as to have y(u,f)  ~0.  Generally
this gives a homogeneous linear differential equation whose
solution is equal to u(f) . Having obtained this, we dispose secondly
of the limits of the integral, so that q(x,u,f)  shall be equal to zero
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at both limits. The limits must therefore be roots of the
equation in t:

ql(x,u,t)  = 0.

Let us suppose that they are, in order of magnitude, t, , t, , , . . ;
each combination of these roots, two by two, will give by aid of
(2) a particular solution of the difference equation. The sum of
n independent particular solutions each multiplied by an
arbitrary constant will give the general solution.

Remark. Having determfned  f(x)  by equation (2) it is easy
to deduce A”V(x)  and A-If(x)  ; we find

Amf(x)  = (.‘F(t-l)“%(t)  d t .

A-,  f(x) = (t.X-1

tz

Example 1. Given

f(x+ll - xf (x) = 0.

From (3) it follows that

I-- t”u(t)l;  + J” t”[u(t) + Du(t)]dt  = 0.
a

Putting first

we obtain
u(t) + Do(f) = 0

v = Ce-’  .

Secondly, the limits of the integral are the roots of

Ye+ = 0

therefore t,=O and t,=~  .
Finally we shall have

f(x) = c I’- t”-’ e-‘dt  = Cr(x).
0 ’

Starting from the difference equation of I’(x), we have got
its expression by a definite integral.

Pctrficufar  case of formula (1). The coefficients oi  are all of
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the first degree in x; so that we may write equation (1) in the
following manner:

nil
E (a,x+/L.)f(x+r)  = 0
d

where a,. and By are numerical coefficients. From (2) we obtain

and from (3)

n+l
b

s
fx  D[t ‘o] df.

Hence u will be the solution of the equation
n+1 n+1
vz (By--yaw) frl+u~- 2 avPYDu =O

which can be written

(4)
Do _ E W%-+ay)  .

V Xa,W

The limits of the integral are chosen from the roots of the
equation

n+1
Pu  2 a,f’ =  0 .

First we have the root LO; moreover, if the roots of

a# + . ...+  a,f  + a0  ~0

are all real, different from zero and unequal, say t, , t, , . . . . ,
t,, then the general solution will be?’

4
f(x) = Cl s t=-ludt+....

0

+ c, oj+  P-l u dt.

Example 2. Given the difference equation corresponding to
Siding’s series (Ex. 1, (j 173):

(2x+2)f (x+1)  - (2x+l)f  (x) = 0.

M  See Schlesinger, Handbuch der linearen  Differenzialgleichungen,  Vol.
1.. p.  409.
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In consequence of (4) we have

Du 1
- - 2f(l-f)V

whence

therefore the limits are determined by

P(2f-2)v  = - 2f”f’z  (1-f)l’p = 0

so that we have t, =O and t,= 1, and finally

f(x) =
-’ tx+

0 1:‘1+  dt*
J -

Verification. This integral is equal, according to a formula in
Bierens de Haan  (Nouvelles Tables d’lntegrales  definies,  Table
8, F. 2.1 to

f(x) =
1 . 3 . 5 . , . . . (2x-l) 22Jc 1

2.4.6....2% I 1x 22”’

This result has been found before (Ex. 1. $j 173).
8 175. Complete linear equation of differences of the iirst

order with  variable coefficients,
We will suppose again as in 8 173 that x takes only integer

values, such that x L a. Given the equation

11) f(x+l)  -p(x)f(x)  = V(x),

we introduce the function y(x) as in Q 173; putting y(a)  =l  and
Y(Xl=Pw(a+l)  *  * * p(x-l),  for x > 4; moreover

u(x) = f(x) / y(i).

Now dividing both members of (1) by y(x+l)  we get

V(x)
Au(x) = y(x+l)

therefore

u(x)  = u(a)  + 5 --V(i)
i=a y(i+l)

and finally
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(2) f@l  =  Y(X) fkl  +  f g$j].
I

Example 1. Given the equation

f(x+l) --f(x)  = (x+1)!

where x > 1, therefore we have to put a=1 and y(x) = (x-l) ! .
Formula (2) will give

(3) f ( x )  =  ( x - l)! f(l)  + ;
I i-1

y =
I

=  ( x - l ) !  [f(l)  +  r”$‘)--11

Remark 2. In the particular case, if a=0 and p(x) is
constant, say p(x) =ri , then we shall have y(x)=rlx  and formula
(2) will be the same as that corresponding to (4) of 8 170.

Remark 2. As has been said at the end of $ 172, though we
supposed x to be an integer, nevertheless, if the result may be
written in such a way that it has a meaning for every value of x,
for instance in the case of (3), writing

f(x) = r(X)  (t(i)  +[ “2+l]  -11
then this will necessarily satisfy the given equation, Indeed the
operation E is the same whatever the value of x may be.

0 176. Reducible linear equations of differences with va-
riable coefficients. In some cases the equations with variable
coefficients can be reduced to equations with constant coefficients.

A. If the following equation is given .

a,f(x+n)  + k,p(xl  f(x+n-11  + an-2p(4p(---ll  f(x+n--2)f
(11

+.... +  a,, Pb)P(X-1) ’ . .  p(x-nfl)  f(x) = V(x)

where the ai  are numerical coefficients, then the equation may be
reduced by putting

f(x) = p(x-n)p(x-n-l)  . . . . p(a) p,(x).

Supposing that x 1 n + a.
Dividing both members of equation (1) by p(x)p(x-1) d .  .

p(a) we find
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a,rp(x+n)  + . . * # + vf~(x+l)  + wf4x) =
I/ix)-~

P(x)P&--1)  . . .p(a)
B, Given the equation where the oi  and c are constants,

(2) a,f(x+n)  + a,-,c” f(x+n-1)  + (1,-p f (x+n-2) +

+..,. + u,,c”S  f(x) = V(x),

If we write cls in the following manner
&X  = cx p-1 .  .  ,  . cx-“+l  C’/&-l)~

Then putting cx = p(x) equation (2) will become of the same
type as equation (1) and may be reduced therefore to constant
coefficients.

In the particular case of the equation of differences of the
first order

f(x+l)  - P ( X )  f(x)  =  V(x)
putting f(x) =p(x-l)p(x-2)  . . . p(a) y(x) we find

y&+1) -v(x) = &(x)  z p(x)p(xL;’ ---- .
, . . P IQ)

The solution of this is the same’ as that in 5 170.
Example 1. Given the difference equation.

f (x+2)  - 3xf (x+1)  + 2x(x-l) f(x) = 0

let us put

f(x) = (x-i)  (x-3) . , .2.1 .y(x)  = (x-2)!q4x)

where xlz and a = 1.
Dividing both members of the given equation by X! we find

v(xt2)  -%,(x+1)  + &4x)  = 0

the equation is reduced to one of constant coefficients. The cor-
responding characteristic equation is

r”--33r+2=0

therefore r,=l and r,=2,  so that

y(x) = c, + c,2?
and finally

f(x) = (x-2)! (c, +c,2q.



Q 177. Linear equations of differences whose coefficients
are polynomials of x, solved by the method of generating
fllnctions.5”

We have seen in Q 172 that if the generating function of
f(x) is u then the generating function of f(x+m) is

G.f(x+m) = i; [u-f(O) --f(l) -. . . .-tm-lf(m-l)].

The first derivative of this function with respect to f
multiplied by t gives the generating function of xf (x+m).  The

second derivative multiplied by P/2! will give that of ($]f(x+m)
and so on.

(1) $1;) f(x+m)]=$  ~lU-f~o)-ff(l)~~~~-~f(m-l)

Let us consider now the equation of differences

(4 anf(x+n)  + . . . . + a,f  (x+1)  + a,f  (x) = V(x)

where the coefficients ci are polynomials of x. If the generating
function of V(x) is known, we may write that the generating
functions corresponding to both members of the equation (2) are
equal. This will give a linear differential equation:

@(n..  . , D*u,.  . . . . , Du,u,f)  = 0

whose solution gives the generating function u. Developing it
into a series of powers of f we get the required function f(x).

If the coefficients in equation (2) are of the first degree,
then the differential equation will be of the first order.

Example 1. We have seen that if we denote by f(x) the
numbers of the combinations of R elements of order x, then this
number is given by the equation of differences

(x+l)f(x+l)  - (n-x)f(x) = 0.

Let us solve this equation by the method of generating
functions. Noting that

j5 Laplace,  Thkorie  analytique des ProbabilitCs,  p,  80.
Seliuanof-Andoyer,  Calcul des Differences et Interpolation, Encycl.

des Sciences Mathimatiques, I. 21,. p.‘76.
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G [(x+lV(x+l)l  = Du
from the given equation it follows that

Du- nu + tDu = 0
and therefore

d u ndt-=-*
u 1+t

Hence
u = cp+q*.

Developing this into a series of powers of t this gives

f(x) = c (=I.

As f(l)=n,  there ore it follows that c=l  and finally f(x) = Ff I I
Example 2. Given the equation

(2x+2)f  (x+1) - (2x+l)f  (x) = 0

according to formula (2) we have

Hence
2Du-22tDu-u=O.

Du 1-=
U 2(1--t)

whose solution is

and finallv
u = C(l-4) -I’*

f(x) = c [“xx)  f .

Q 178. And&s  method for solving difference equations.36
If x is a positive integer, the method consists in considering the
solution of a linear equation of differences as identical with that
of a system of x linear equations, with x unknowns.

Given for instance the complete linear equation of differea-
ces of the n -th order, written in the following way:

(11
f(x) - a,(x)f(x-1) -aQ:!(x)f(x-2)  -. . . -a,(x)f(x-n)=V(x)

sa Ddsird  Andrd,  T e r m e  gbnkral  d’une skrie  q u e l c o n q u e .  Annales  d e
1’Ecole  Normale  SupCrieure.  1878, pp. 375--408.
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and the corresponding initial values f(l), f (2), . , . , f(n) ; then the
solution will be that of the following system of equations:

f ( x )  - a,(X)f(x-l)-aJX)f(x-2)-..,.-a”(X)f(X-n)=V(X)

f (x -1) - a, (x-1)f (x-2) -. . . - a,(x-1)f (x-n-l) = V(x-1)
. . , . . .

f(n+l) -al(n+l)f(n)  -. . , . - a,(n+l)f(l)  = V(n+l)

f(n) -q(n)f(n-1)  -. . . , -aa,-,(n)f(l) = yn
. * . , * . , ,

f(2) --a,W(l) =Y2

fill = Yl  *

If instead of the f(l), f (2), . . . , f(n), the quantities y, , y, ,
. . . , y,, , are considered as known, then from the above system
of x equations, the x unknowns, f(l), f (2), . , , , f(x) may be
determined; but it is sufficient’to determine only one of them,
viz. f(x).

It is easy to see that the determinant figuring in the denomi-
nator of f(x) is equal to unity. Indeed it is equal to

1 -1(x)  -cl2  (4 -aa . . . . i

0 1 -1(x--l) -u2(x-1)  . . . .

0 0 1 -q(x-2). , . . ’ =l
0 0 0 1 , , . .
. . * . , . . . ,
0 0 0 0 a,., 1

The numerator of f(x) is equal to the following determinant
of order x

WI -1(x) -a2 (4 - a , ( x )  ,...

V(x-1) 1 -a1 (x- l )  -02(x-1)  .  .  .  .
V(x-2) 0 1 --fq(x-2) ,  .  .  .
V(x-3) 0 0 - 1 . . # ,
,  ..*, ..# .., .  *

Y2 0 0 0 . * . 1 --a, (21

Yl 0 0 0 0 1
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Let us determine the coefficient of V(x-m) in the expan-
sion of this determinant.

The coefficient of V(x) is obviously equal to one. The coef-
ficient (If  V(x-1)  is equal to u,(x); that of V(x-2)  is

-Q1(4 -a2 (x) --a,(x) . . . .

1 -aI (x-l) ---&(x-l)  . . , .

0 0 1 . . . ,

0 0 0 . . . ,
.., . . . . . . . . . .

0 0 0 . . . . 1

therefore equal to

-1(x) --a,(x) /
1 -Q*(x-l) j = Ql  IX)%  (x-1) f%(X)

In the same manner we should have the coefficient of
V(x -3 )

-1(x) -02 (Xl -3(x)  '

(-1)3 1 --0,(x-l)  42,(x-l)  =
0 1 -a* (x-2)

- = a,(x)~,(=--l)~,(x-2) +a::(~)  + a,Ix)a,(x-l)+a,(x)a,(x-2)

and so on; the coefficient of V(x-m) will be

-1(x)  -2 (xl - a , ( x ) . . * . * -am(x)
1 --+(x-l)  -&(x-l).  . , . . -u&i  (x-l)

(-l)m ; l -a, (x-2) * . . , . -tlJq(x-2)

0 1 , . , . , -G-R (x-3)
. . . . . . . , . . . . .

0 10 0 . . , . . --a1  ( x - m - l ) ,

Let us denote the general term of the expansion of this
determinant by

Uk,  (xl)arp  (x2)  . . . . an, (Xi).
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We shall show that these expressions satisfy the following
conditions :

1. The terms are homogeneous with respect to the indices
of a, and we have

k, + k, + . . , , + kj = m.

2. The first argument is always equal to x, so that x1=x;
the others are: x*=x--RI,  x::=x--R1--K2,  . . . .

Xi = X-kl-kk,--.  . . .-ki-,  = x-m+ki.

Therefore the coefficient of V(x-m) will be equal to

I: ak,(X,)as,(x,)  . . . ski  (Xi).

This sum is extended to every partition of the number m with
repetition and permutation. The number of the terms being
equal to

r(J‘m)  = 2”‘-‘ .

(See Netto’s Combinatorih,  p. 120.)
This may be verified in the cases considered above of

V(x- I), V(x-2)  and V(x-3).  For instance in the last the
terms correspond to 1 +l  +I,  1+2,  2-k1,  3.

We shall show now that if the sum above is equal to the
coefficient of V(x-m), then it follows a similar formula for
V(x-m-1)  and therefore the formula is true for every m such
that x > m.

The coefficient of V(x-m- 1) in the numerator of f(x)
being equal to the determinant

(-l)m-’

-q  (x)  -2 (xl ’ * ’ * ---%,(X1 -m+i  txl
1 - a ,  ( x - l )  ,  ,  .  .  -a,-,(x-l) -ml  (x---l  1
0 1 . . . , -a,-:!  (x -2) -In-,  (x-2)
. . . . . . . . ...*
0 0 .  .  .  .  - a , ( x - m - l )  -a,(x-m+l)

0 0 . . . . 1 -, @--ml

We shall examine each term of the expansion of this
determinant to see whether our conditions are satisfied.
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The coefficient of the term a,+,(x) is equal to one, hence
it satisfies both conditions.

The coefficient of a,(~-1)  is equal to a,(x) therefore the
term aI (x)u,(x-1)  satisfies the conditions.

The coefficient of a,-,(x-2)  is equal to that of V(x-2),
Since the sum of the indices in this coefficient is equal to 2, there-
fore 2+m-l=m-i-1  satisfies condition (1). Moreover the
arguments in the last factors of the terms in this coefficient being
equal to (x-2--RJ  so that the terms

. . . . . Qk,  (--2+&a  ,,,-  1 (x-2)

also satisfy condition (2).
The coefficient of a,-,(x-3)  is equal to that of V(x-3).

For the same reasons this coefficient satisfies both conditions,
and so on; finally, the coefficient of a,@-m)  is equal to that
of V(x-m). The sum of the indices which has been equal to m,
has become now equal to mfl;  moreover the argument in the
last factor has been (x-m+&,  therefore

. . . . . . aki(x-m+kj)a,  ( x - m )

satisfies the second condition too.
Finally putting

(2) x Uk,  (X,)ak,($)  . , . . ak,(xi)  = y(x,m)

we have
x--n

(3) f ( x )  = Z v(x,m)  V(x-m)  +  j: v(x,m)y,-,.
m=O “,=x--n

We have already used Andrh’s method in simple cases, SO,
for instance, in Q 32 determining the indefinite sum of V(x), that
is, solving the difference equation

/(x+1)  --r(X) = V(x)

or in fj 38 by the inverse operation of the mean, solving the
equation

1(x+1)  -+-  f(x) = ZV(x).

Now we shall apply it to more complicated problems.
Particular case. 1. Difference equation of the first order with

constant coefficients. We have
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f(x) - a,f(x-1) zz V(x)

f  (x - l ) - a , f ( x - 2 )  = V ( x - 1 )
. . . .

f(2) - a,f(l) =  V ( 2 )

f(l) = Y1*

Multiplying .the second equation by a, , the third by a,z  the
fourth by a,3, and so on; after addition we get

r-l
(4) f(x) = X a,” V(x-m)  +  a,“-’ y,  .

m=O

This result could have been obtained directly by formula
(3). Indeed the sum of the indices must be equal to m, therefore
we have a,“l; moreover, since a, is constant, there is no need to
consider the arguments. Finally we shall have Z a,“V(x-m)  and
a,“-ly, .

Particular case 2. If the given equation is homogeneous, then
we have V(x)  =O and the solution (3) will become

(5) f ( x )  = Z y(x,m)y.v-m.
,fI=.Z-”

Particular case 3. Linear equations with constant coef-
ficients of order R.  If the coefficients a, are constants, then
formula (2) will become

(6) y(X,m)  = x ak,ak,  - .  .  .  aQ.

In this sum every combination with repetition and permutation
of the numbers K,. = 1,2,. . . . , n will occur, in which

k, + k, + . . . . + ki = m.

If, in the product above, the coefficient a, occurs a, times
for ~=1,2,..., n,  then we may write this product as follows

alalap  US . . . . anu~~
where

a, + 2u, + 3a:: + . . , . + na, = m.

But in the sum (6) this product will occur

J.
a,!a,! .

!
I. . . u,,.
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times, where a,+az+  . . . +a,,=1  has been put. Indeed this
expression is equal to the number of permutations of rl  elements
among which there are a1 elements a, , moreover a, elements a2
and so on, u,, elements being equal to a,.

Therefore formula (6) may be written

‘,‘(X,rn)  = z i,!a,la,l..,a,i  a,“la,“*....a,“*

where the sum is extended first to every combination with repe-
tition of the numbers a, = 0, 1,2,  . , , , satisfying the equations:

~,+u~+...+~,,=i  a n d  u1+2a,+  ,..,  +na,,=m

and secondly extended to every value of 1.  from the smallest
integer not less than m/n to m (inclusive).

Finally f(x) is given by (5).
In this way we obtain the solution of the difference equation

without determining the roots of the characteristic equation. This
is an advantage of the method; but the result is obtained in the
form of a sum generally very complicated.

If we solve the problem in both ways, then, equalizing the
results, we may obtain interesting formulae.

Example 1. 1 Waring, Meditationes Algebraicae, Cantabri-
giae,  17821  Newton has deduced a differen& equation, one of
whose particular solutions f(x) is equal to the sum of the x th
powers of the roots of a given equation. Writing this equation in
the following way:

@I r~-aa,rn~‘-aa,r”~2-.  , , .-arrmlr-a,  = 0

he found
f(l) = a,

f(2) - a,f(l)  = 2a,

f(3) -a,f(2)  -aa,f(l) = 3a,,

;(i;  -‘aif  (n-l) -. . , , - a,,-,f (1) = nail

and if x > n, then

(9) f(x) - a,f  (x-l) - a,f  (x-2) - . . . - a,f  (x-n) = 0.

The last equation is a linear equation of differences of order
I? whose characteristic equation is given by (8). Therefore,
3u
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denoting the roots of (8) by t, , rz  , . . . . t,, , the solution of (9)
will be

f (x)  =C,r,X+C,r,X+....+C,r,~.

If we dispose of the constants so as to have C,  = C, = . . . =
= C,  = 1, then we get the particular solution

n+l
f(x) = I: rix

i=l

that is, f(x) obtained from Newton’s difference equation (9)
will be really equal to the sum of the x th powers of the roots
of equation (8).

Waring has determined the generating function of f(x); this
we will obtain by An&d’s  method of solving equation (9),
Remarking that in the problem considered the n given values
figuring in this method are

Yl = a1  9 y*  = 20,) . . . . , yn  = nun.

Equation (9) being homogeneous therefore, according to
formula (S),  its solution will be

f (4 = 2 y (x,m)  (x-m)a,-,  .m==x--n

Putting into this equation the value of t+l(x,m)  obtained in
the case of equations with constant coefficients (7) we find

This sum is first to be extended to every value of u, = 0, 1, 2, . . .
satisfying the following equations

a,+a,+....+a,,=A
(11)

u,  + 2a, + . . . . + nu,,  = m

secondly to every value above mentioned of i, and finally to
every value of m from m=x-n  to m=x  (inclusive).

We may write (10) in the following way, putting x-m=i

ftx) = 2 i(y:L’  ” + an)1  a,“&,  , . a/d+’  . . .anUn
1 *! . , . a,!

where we have
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a,+2a,+ . . . + na, = x-i.

Writing moreover ai  instead of ai+1  we get

f ( X )  = Z iai  I: tal+  * * * * + an--l1 !
a,!....a,l

- &cc,,  . . .a ann

and
a, + 2a, + . . . + na, = x.

Now the second sum is independent of i, therefore we may
execute the summation with respect to i. Since Z:  iai=x  hence
finally we shall have

f(x)  = x x +I+  * * - + ac-1)  ! Qla’.  .  .  a =I,

a,! . . . . a,! ”

This sum is to be extended to every combination with
permutation and repetition of the numbers a,. satisfying
u,-+2a,+nu,=x.  This is Waring’s formula. It is easy to see that
f(x) is the coefficient of tX in the expansion of the following
expression

x+1  1

that is in

x  X  - (a,t+a,t’+  .  .  .+a,P)p
r.=cJ  v

log(l--a,f---Q,t’- . . . . -a,f”)-”

therefore this is the generating function of f(x).
Example 2. Equation with variable coefficients. Problem of

Coincidences. (Rencontre.) From an urn containing the numbers
1, 2, 3, . . . , x these are all drawn one after another. If at the
m th drawing the number m is found, then it is said that there
is coincidence at the m th drawing.

The number of the possible cases is equal to the number of
permutations of x elements, that is to xl. If we denote by f(x)
the number of permutations in which there are no coincidences
at all; then the number of permutations in which there is one

coincidence will be
0
f f (x-l); the number of those in which

there are two coincidences is equal to
1 1

G f (x-2) and so on;

finally, there is only one permutation in which there are x
coincidences.
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Therefore we may write the following difference equation

f(x)+(;]f(x-l)+(;jf(x-2)+...+(  *Q(l) = x ! - 1 .

From (2) we may deduce

Since x, =x,  x,=x-k1  , xzI=x--RI-k2  and so on, therefore
putting

x2I 1
(x-k,) !

kz = k,! (x-k,-k,) ! ’ . ’ * ’ ’

we obtain

In this sum we have

112) k,  + k, + . . . ki = m.

Therefore if i is given and the k, > 0 then according to (5)
5 60 we have

1 i!
’ k,!k,!...ki!=m!

- q

where the sum is extended to every value of k, different from
zero and satisfying equation (12). The number EL is a Stirfing’s
number of the second kind. In consequence of (5) Q 58 we have

mt1
iIZl (-l)‘i! Ei,  = (-l)m

the expression of tp(x,m) will be equal to (-l)NJ(i)  and finally
according to (3)

f(x) = & (-1)“ ’  [i] ) (x-m)  !-1) = x !  2: (-1)” -$

Example 3. In ($  83 we deduced Lacroix’s difference equa-
tion giving f(x)=A-‘u”-‘;  we found:

t(
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( 1 3 )  f ( x )  +(x~l)ff(x-l)+[x~‘)$  f(x-2)  +***.+

+-( X - ly ]& f(X-Y)f....+;f(l)+

The initial condition being

f(1) = u + c.

Let us solve this equation by aid of the preceding method.
We have

(14)
x-l 1I 1a , . = -  y -

v+1
and

V(x-In)  = I1X-m.
x - m

According to formula (2) we have

~fdXJ4  = x [::1(ij  . * ’ * I;:]  (k,+l)(k;T:;i..  , (k&-q
where the sum is extended first to every combination of order i
with repetition and permutation of the numbers k,. = 1,2,3,  .  .  .
such that

k, + k, + . . , . + ki = m
then to every value of i. Moreover,

x1  = x, x2 = x-k,, . . . . x,. = x-k,-k,- . . . -k,.-, ;

therefore xi=x-m+ki  . After simplification we have

(15) y(x,m)  = ml xml XI I
( - 1 ) ’ _...-  -.

(k,+l)!(k,+l)!  . . . (k,+l)!

and y(x,O)=l.  Finally the solution is given by formula (3):

(16)  f (x)  ~‘“5’ m! xI 1
WI’

Xm=O m us-“’  ’ (k,+ll!(k,+l)l..  . (ki+W+

+ (“+c)(x-l)!  ’ (& +l)!(&  :il’;, , . (&-ti-jT’1 2 I *

The last sum is extended to RI+&,+.  . . + ki=x-1s
Remark. It is possible to express the preceding sums in

another form. In f$  60 we found formula (5):
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(17)
1

’ k~!k*!...kil  l?Z! m
=P@Ji

the sum being extended to the same values of k, as the sums
fi@ing  in (16). If in the latter sum k,. could also he equal to
zero, then its value would be, in consequence of (17))

In order to obtain from this the required sum, we have to
subtract from this the terms in which k,. = 0, and that for every
value of v=l, 2,3,  , . , , i. That is:

I’11 (m+i-l)!
(i-1)  ! e-1

m + i - 1  ’

Proceeding in this way, we have twice subtracted the terms
in which we had k,,=k,,=O.  Hence we must add these again

for every combination of v,, vz, that is

1‘1i (m+i-2)!
V-2)  ! e-2,

m f r - 2 ’

But in this manner we have added twice the terms in which
k,,=k,=k,.,=O;  so that we must now subtract

and so on; finally we shall have:

ig  (-l)y(i-v)!  i gi-V
IIu=o  ( m + i - v ) !  v m+i-v  .

putting now m+i-v=n,  we get

(m;i)  l ;x+;  (-1)m+i-”  ( m;ti ) @5:--m

but we have seen in Q 65 (p. 185) that this sum is equal to cm,m~
(see Table p. 172); therefore

(18)  z (k,+t)l(R,+:)!.  . . (km =
i! e

(m+i) ! m,mJ *
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The sum being extended to every combination of order i
with repetition and permutation of the numbers R,  = 1,2,3,  . . .
such that

k,+k,+...+ki=m, (k,.>O).

To obtain f(x) we have still to sum the expression (18) from
i=l  to i=m+l.

In 5 83 we found the symbolical formula

f(x) = $ lu+B]*’  + k.

Equating the coefficient of u”-“’  in this expression and in
(16) we have

(19) B,“=m!  X
(k fl)’ (k1 *2 ‘Ilf’; . . . (ki+l) 1

where k,+k,+ . . . + ki=m and k, > 0 and the sum is extended
for every value of i from one to m. Moreover in consequence
of (18)

(20) B,,, = :
,- I

k-iii  Cm.“,-i *

I Im

Q 179. Sum equations which are reducible to equations of
differences. Besides the forms of difference equations (4), (5)
and (6) considered in Q 164 there is another form in which sums

and differences figure. The simplest case is:

(1) @[x,f(x), Af(x), A?f(x), .  .  .  ,  5 f ( i ) ]=  0 .
i=a

In certain cases this equation may be solved; for instance
if it may be written in the following way:

c4 5 f(i)=QP,Ix,f(x),Af(x),...]
1=11

then performing on both members the operation A we find

f(x)  = A@,Ix,f(x),Af(xj,.  . - .I

an ordinary equation of differences.
Example 1. Probability of repeated trials. In a game the

player gets n times the amount of his stake, if he wins. If he
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loses he plays again, staking each time anew, and continues till
he wins in the end.

Let us denote by f(i) his stake in the i th game. This
quantity is to be determined in such a manner that if the player
wins, say the x th game, he gets back not only the stakes he
lost previously but moreover a certain sum s fixed in advance.
Therefore we shall have

x+1

nf(x)  = s + ,zl f(i)

performing the operation of differences we obtain

nAf(x) = f (x+l )
or

f(x+l) - fil f (x)  =o .

This is a linear equation with constant coefficients, whose solu-
tion is

f(x) = c [ 3 1;

To determine C let us remark, that we must have (n-l)f(l) =s,
therefore C=s/n  and

Particular case. If n=2  (for instance in the roulette), then

f(x) = s2”-’

that is, the stakes must always be doubled.
The given equation may be somewhat more general than (2)

for instance:

(3) 5 p(i) f(i) = Q,lx,f(x),Af(x), . . , ,J
i:a

where p(i) is a given function. Proceeding in the same way as
before we perform the operation of differences and get

p(x)f(x) = Ac@lx,f(x),Af(x,,  . . .I.

8 180. Simultaneous linear equations of differences with
codant  coefficients. Given two such equations:
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(1)
q,(Elu + wfE1~~ = 0~4

~,(E)u+Y~(E)u=F~(x)
where the unknown functions u and v are to be determined,

Starting from these equations we may deduce a difference
equation containing only one function. Indeed, executing the
operation q,(E)  on both members of the first equation, and the
operation v,(E)  on both members of the second, we get, after
subtracting the second result from the first:

(4 LY~E)Y(E)  --~,(E)Y,IE~I~=Y~(E)F(~)  -dEV,(x).
This is a complete linear equation of differences with

constant coefficients whose order n is equal to the highest power
of E in the first member of (2); n will also be equal to the
number of the arbitrary constants in the solution of U.

Denoting by V(x) a particular solution of (2), then if the
characteristic equation has no multiple roots, the general solu-
tion of (2) will be

(3) u = c,r, x+.... + C"r"X + v (4,

In the same manner we could get a difference equation of
order n determining the function u. Denoting by U(x) a parti-
cular solution of

(4) [~,IE)v,(E)--(E)~,~E!I~=Y(E)F,(x)--~,(’E)F(~)
then its general solution will be

(5) U=C,‘T1”+....+c”‘r”~+U(x).

It may be shown that if V(x) is a iarticular  solution of (2)
and U(x) a particular solution of (A),  then it follows that V(X)
and U(x) are also solutions of equation (1).

u contains also n arbitrary constants, but they are not
independent of those figuring in v. Indeed, from the first of the
equations (1) it follows, in consequence of formula (2) 5 165, that

n+1
I: [Ci  Y(fj) + Ci’  y((tj)] rix  = 0.

bl

Since this is to be satisfied for all values of x, therefore
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the coefficients of each exponential must be separately equal
to zero, so that we have

Remark. If the equations (1) are homogeneous, the functions
u and u will differ only by the values of the arbitrary constants.

Example 1. Given

(4E- 17)~ + (E--4)~  = 0

(2E- 1)~ + (E--2)u=b

from these it follows that

IE”-8E+15]o  = 0
and therefore

v = c, 3” + c* 5x
moreover

1
c,’ = --cl

5
a n d  c2’  = -J-C.,

3 -
so that

1
u=- FC,  3.+,5-Y

If the characteristic equation of (2) has double roots, the
calculus is a little more complicated. We have seen that in this
case the solution is of the form

0 = (c, + c2x)r,x + . . . .
u = (c,’ + c,‘x)t,S  + , . . .

Before putting these values into the first equation (l), let us
deduce the following formula. In (j 165 we had

p(E)ry  = r”q(r).

Derivation with respect to r followed by multiplication by t gives

(6) dEb+ = xT”y  (r) + P+Dg,  (r)

therefore from (1) we get

cl’dr,)  + cz’r~Dv(r,)  + c,‘v(+  + c,  drJ + v~D1ylrJ  +
+ c&+,)x  = 0

t



for every, value of x, and therefore

(7)
c2’  = Y @I)

- cpoC2

= w(rJ  + vDP(~J  + c,‘r,Dd[r,)Cl’ = - AL-
dr,)

Example 2. Given

(E2-8)~  + 2Eu  = 0 a n d Eu - ( E2-2) CJ  = 0.

From this we deduce
(E’- 4)%  = 0.

Hence the solution will be

u = (c,+c2xPX  + (c,+c,x)  I-W
finally by aid of (7) we deduce

fl = (c,+3c,+c,x)2”-  (c,+Qc,+c,x)  (-2)“.



CHAPTER XII.

EQUATIONS OF PARTIAL DIFFERENCES.

8 181. Introduction. If z is a function of the two indepen-
dent variables x and y, so that z=f(x,y),  then the equation

(1) F(x,y,z,  AZ, AZ, A:z,  . . . . , A*z,  Amz)  = 0
x Y x x I

is called an equation of partial differences, or a difference equa-
tion with two independent variables.

Eliminating from equation (1) the symbols A and A by aid

of E=l+A and E=i+A  we obtain a seconds  formYof  these
x x Y if

equations

(4 F,(x,y,z,Ez,Ez,E”z,E”z,.  . . . , E”z,E”z) = 0.
x !lx Y x B

The function z may be determined by aid of (2) if certain
initial conditions are given. But in these cases a few particular
values of z are not sufficient, here particular functions must be
given. For instance, if equation (2) is a linear equation of the
first order with respect to x and also with respect to y, and if
the equation contains each of the four possible terms, so that
we have

(3) ~11  E F z  +  =ol  if  z  +  a,,  E  z  +a,,,~  =  V(X,Y)
x

then, to enable us to compute z=f  (x,y)  for every integer value
of x and y, two functions must be given as initial conditions.
For instance:

f(x,O) = q(x) and  f(W) = Y(Y)

for every positive or negative integer value of x and y.
If the two functions are given, then putting x=0 and y=O
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into (3) the only unknown quantity in this equation will be f (1,l).
This being calculated we put into (3) x=1 and y=O and get
f (2,1), and so on. Moreover putting into (3) x=-l  and y=O we
obtain f (-1,l) ; and so on step by step we may find any value
f (x,1 ) whatever. [Figure 13,)

In the same way, starting from x=0 and y= 1 we now obtain
r(x,2) and starting from x=0 and y=2 we get f[x,3).  Continuing
we may find finally any value of f (x,y) whatever.

In the general case of a difference equation of order R with
respect to x and of order m with respect to y, the number of
the possible terms.

Ei’& for r=O,1,2  ,.,. n and ,~uO,l,...  m

will be eiull to (n+l) (m+l).

Figure 13.

If the equation contains all these terms, then the initial con-
ditions necessary to compute f(x,y) are m+n given independent
functions. For instance the following:

f (xi) = Vi(X) for i = 0, 1,2,.  , , , (n-l)

f(ifY)  = Vj(Yl for j = 0, 1,2,  . . . , (m-l).

Indeed, after having put x=0 and y=O  into (2), the above
equations will give mn+m+n  of the quantities figuring in (Z),
so that there will remain in this equation only one unknown,
f (n,m). Having determined this we may proceed to the determi-
nation of f(n+l,m),  and so on.

But if from the (n+l) (m+l)  possible terms in equation (2)
some are missing and if x and y are positive, then the number of
the necessary conditions may often be reduced. For instance,
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if the equation is of order n with respect to x and of the first
order with respect to y; moreover if there is but one term E in

the equation, and if y 2 0, then instead of the nf 1 neceszary
conditions, one condition will be sufficient. For instance if we
have

%,f(x+zY)  +  al~f(X+l,Y+l)+a,,f(x+l,Y)  +  %mY)=v(x~Y)

then f (x,0) =q(x) given for every positive and negative value of
x will  be sufficient for computing step by step every number
f(x,y).  Indeed, putting y=O  and x=-l into this equation, the
only unknown will be f (0,l)  ; this being calculated we put into
the equation y=O,  x=0 and obtain f(l,l),and so on. (Figure 14.)

Figure 14.

We may determine in every particular case the number of
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the computation of
f(x,y). We have to dispose of them so, that putting the cor-
responding values of f (xi,yj)  into equation (2), there shall
remain only one unknown in it, for instance f (nm).  But this must
be done in such a way that having determined f(n,m) we may
proceed in the same manner to the determination of f(n+l,m)
and PO on.

The conditions must be independent; that is, no condition
shall be obtainable starting from the other conditions, by aid of
the equation of differences.

Let us suppose that the necessary initial conditions coc-
responding to an equation of partial differences are the following
functions:

kY,)t  f(X,Y,),  * * * * 9 f (X.Yj)i f(X”,Y),  f(X,vY)  - * * * f(Xi,Y)

given for every value of x and y; if the arbitrary functions
contained in the solution are such that they may be disposed of
so as to satisfy the above initial conditions, then this solution
may be considered as the general solution.
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g 182. Resolution of linear equations of partial differences
with  constant coefficients, by Laplace’s method of generating
functions.

If the given equation is of order n in x and of order m in
y then the complete difference equation may be written in the
following manner:

n+l mtl
(11 x ,,zo  a,.,t  f(x+y,y+p)  = V(x,y).

v=o

Let us call u(t,t,)  the “generating function of f(x,y)  with
respect to x and y” if in the expansion of u(t,tJ  into a double
series of powers of t and t, the coefficient of fXf,Y  is equal to
f (x,y)  ; if x and y vary from zero to OQ , then

(2) u(f,f,)  = *;. $2 f(X,Y)  fXf,Y

[should y vary for instance from one to 0~ , we should simply
have to put f(x,O) =0-l.

This generating function is also denoted by G . f(x,y).  If

first we expand zz(f,f,)  into a series of powers of f %d  have

(3) u(f,fJ  = z.  w(x,fJ fX

then we say that u(f,fl)  is the generating function of w(x,fJ
with respect to x, that is

p w (XJJ = u Wll

1,  is in this formula only a parameter.
Expanding w(x,t,)  into a series of powers of t, we get

(4) w(x,fJ =  #z. f(w) f,y =  G.f(x,y).
1

Here w(x,fl)  is the generating function of f (x,y)  with respect
to Y; in this formula x is a parameter.

In this manner, instead of a generating function of two vari-
ables we have obtained two functions of one variable.

From (4) we deduce directly

y. f (x+v,y)  = w (x+dl



and according to formula (3) $j  11

G, f(;~+y,y+p)  = & [w(x+qtl) --f(X+d)  ----f(X+~~l)k--~~  -
Y

- f  (X+Y,p-l)fl!‘-‘]  .

Let us denote by R(x,t,)  the gknerating function of V(x,y)
with respect to y,  that is

9. V(x,y)  = R(x,f,).

Now we may write that the generating functions with respect
to y corresponding to the terms of equation (1) satisfy this
difference equation. Therefore we have

n+1 m+l
(5) .zo  ,z,  QWfl m-@  ~~W(XfV,f,)  -f (x+v,o) - f,f (x+v,l)  -. .  ,

--q-if (x+v,p-1)]  = f,mR(x,t,).

This is a linear difference equation with constant coefficients
of the variable x, of order n; it contains already m arbitrary
functions of x

f(x+v,,u-1)  where !c = 1,2,3,  . . . , m.

Into the solution w(x,f,)  the3.c will enter moreover R arbitrary
functions of f,  , The expansion of w(x,f,)  into a series of powers
of f, will give f (x,y);  the arbitrary functions of f,  expanded will
give n arbitrary functions of y.

Finally the m-/-n  arbitrary functions of x or of y are deter-
mined by the aid of the initial conditions.

Example 1. Problem of poinfs. In a game the first player
needs x points to win the stakes; the second needs y points. The
probability that the first player shall win the stakes, is denoted
by f (x,y).  Let us suppose that the probability of winning a point
is p for the first player and 1-p=q  for the second.

To determine f(x,y) let us remark, that the first player may
win the stakes in two different manners; first by winning the next
point, the probability of which event is pi  then, as he needs now
only X-I  points to win and his adversary y points, the probabi-
lity of his winning the stakes will be f (x-l ,y)  ; and the compound
event, viz. of winning the next point and afterwards the stakes
too is pf (x-1,~)  .
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Secondly, the first player may win the stakes by losing the
next point, the probability of which is q; then for winning the
stakes he needs still x points and his adversary y-l Faints,
therefore the probability of the compound event will be qf (x,y-I).

According to the theorem of total probabilities, the probabi-
lity t(x,y)  that the first player shall win in one of the two ways
is equal to the sum of the two probabilities obtained above,
that is, to

f(w) =  pf(x-1,y)  +  qf(x,y-I).

We shall write this equation of differences in the following
manner:

(6) f(x+l,y+l)  - Pf(x,Y+l)  - qf(x+l,y)  = 0.

To solve this equation we have to put into (5) n=m=l;
we find

(7) (I-q~,)w(x+l,t,)  -puJ(x,f,)  = f(x+l,O) -pf(x,O).

According to 8 181, it is easy to see that, knowing the
values of f(x,O) and f (0,y) we may compute f (x,y) by aid of the
equation of differences, step by step for every integer value of x.

But f(x,O) is the probability that the first player wins the
stakes if he needs x points and his adversary none. This pro-
bability is obviously equal to zero, Therefore f (x,0) =O for every
positive value of x;  f(O,O)  cannot occur.

f (0,~)  is the probability that the first player wins the stakes
if he needs no points at all; if y > 0 this probability is equal to
one, since he has won already. Therefore f (0,y) =I.

Since f (x,0)=0  if x > 0, therefore from (7) it follows that

w(X+lrfl) - --E--
I-+,

w(x,fl)  = 0.

If  x=0 then we have

w(O,f,) = f(O,l)f,  + f(0,2)f,”  + . . . . .

Since f (0,~)  = I,  hence

W(O,f,) = & .
I

The equation above is a homogeneous linear equation of
39
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differences of the first order, with constant coefficients; hence
its soiution will be

y(tJ must be determined by aid of the initial condition cor-
responding to x=0,  therefore

Hence

The expansion of w(x,fI)  into a series of powers of f,  will
give f (x,y)

w(x,fJ = z z f,f,“p”(-1)’ (7x1  g’f,‘.

If we put R+l+i=y,  then the coefficient of fyi, that is, the
required probability, will be

f(x,y) rpy ii (x+;-‘]  q’.

Example 2,  The problem of coincidence considered in f$ 178
(Ex. 2), somewhat generalised, will lead to a partial equation of
differences. From an urn containing the numbers 1,2,3,  . . , - , y
these latter are all drawn one after another. The probability is
required of not having coincidence in x given drawings.

The number of the different ways of drawing y numbers is
equal to the number of permutations of y elements, that is, to y!
If we denote by f(x,y) the number of the favourable cases, that
is, those in which there is no coincidence in x given drawings;
then the required probability will be f (x,y)/y!

But f (x,y)  may be considered as equal to the number of ways
of drawing y numbers so as to have no coincidences at x-l
given places, that is to f(x-1,y)  less the number of ways of
drawing the y numbers; so that there is coincidence at the place
x,  and no coincidences at the other given x-l places, This last
number is obviously equal to f (x-l,y-1). Consequently we have

f (x,y) = f (x-1,y)  - f (x-l,y-1).
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Let us write this equation of partial differences in the following
manner :

(8) f(x+l,y+l)  - f (x,y+l)  + f (xy)  = 0.
Since this equation contains only one termof  x+1,  moreover,

since y 2 xl 0, therefore one initial condition will be sufficient
for the computation of f (x,y).  Such a condition is for instance
f (0,y) = q(y),  But f (0,y) is equal to the number of ways of
drawing y numbers without any restriction at all; therefore
f(O,y)=yl  for y=O,  1, 2,. . . . Moreover, since there is only one
way of not drawing numbers, we have f(x,O)  ~1.

Starting from the conditions f(x,O) ~1 and f (0,~)  =y! we
may compute step by step every value of f (x,y),

In consequence of (5) the generating function of f(x,y)  with
respect to y, denoted by w(x,fl),  will be given by

w(x+l,t,)  - (1-f,)w(x,t,) = f(x+l,O) -f(x,O) =  0

therefore, if x > 0, the solution is

W(XJll  = P’(h)  U---t,)”
moreover if x=0,  then

w(O,f,)  = f (0,O)  + f (OJ) f, + f (0,2)f,2 + . # .

and in consequence of f (0,~)  = y I we have:

w(O,f,)  = ; Y!  f,”

this  is equal to the arbitrary function q(f,), and we get

w(x,f,)  = (l-fr)” I: V!f,Y

The expansion of this function will give

w(x,f,)  = z Y!  f,v x (--1P  (;)v

Finally, putting Y+,u=Y,  the coefficient of fly will be equal to

f(JGY)  = 2 w(;) b-Al

From this there follows the interesting formula (p,  8)

f  (x,y) = (-1)X [k (y-P)  !),&l *
B
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In the particular case of y=x  we obtain a formula already
deduced in $j 178:

x+1 (-1)”
f(x,x)  =x!  x 7

nr=o

From this the probability of not having coicidences  at all
in x drawings is obtained by dividing f (x,x) by x! , If x increases
indefinitely this probability tends to e-l .

Example 3. The rule of computation of the numbers in
Pascal’s arithmetical triangle is given by the following equation
of partial differences:

f(x+l,y+l)  =  f(x+l,Y)  +  f(XvY).

Since this equation contains only one term of ~4-1,  and since
y 2 x 2 0 therefore the condition, which follows from the defini-
tion of these numbers:

f(x,O) = 0  i f  x=0 a n d  f(O,O) = 1

will be sufficient for the computation of f (x,y).
According to (5) Gf(x,y)  will be given by

u(y+lJ)  - (;+t) u(u,f) = f(O,y+l) - f (O,y),

Starting from the initial conditions it is easy to show that
f (0,y)  ~1,  therefore we have

u(y+l,t) = u+q  4YA).

The resolution of this equation gives

u(u,fl  = q$) (l+w

for y=O we get u(O,f)  ‘v(f); but in consequence of the initial
condition it follows that

u(O,f)  = f(O,O) + f(l,O)f  + f(2,0)f2  + . . *. = 1

so that finally

and
u(u,f) = u+qy

f(XtY)  =(g.

Example 4. We have seen in 5 58 that, denoting the Stirling
numbers of the second kind a;  by f (x,y), they satisfy the follow-
ing equation of partial differences:
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(9) f(X+l*y+l)  - (x+1)  f(x+l,y) - f (x,y)  = 0.

Since this equation contains only one term in y+l,  and
y 2 x 2 0 hence the condition

f(x,O) =O  if x=/=0  and f(O,O) = 1

which follows from the definition of the Stirling numbers, is
sufficient for the computation of f (x,y).

According to (5) w(x,tl)  the generating function of f(x,y)
with respect to y is given by the difference equation:

w(x+W - f(x+l,O)  - (l+x)t, w(x+l,t,)  - t,w(x,t,) = 0.

Since f (x+1,0)  ~0  therefore we have

(10) w(x+lA)  - &$-- w(x,t,)  = 0.
1

This is a homogeneous equation of the first order with
variable coefficients, whose solution is (5 173):

w(x,fJ = w(O,f,)  ii 4
t0 1-(l+i)t,  *

To determine w(O,t,)  let us remark that starting from the
initial condition it is easy to show that f(O,y) =O if y > 0;
therefore

w(O,t,) =f(O,O)  +f(0,1)t,  +f(0,2)t,2+...  = 1

so that finally

w(x9tJ  = (1-fl)  (l-2;;,  . . , (1-xf,)  *

To expand this generating function into a series of powers
of t, it is best to decompose it into partial fractions and then
expand. This has been done in (j 60, where we found the coeffi-
cient of t,Y equal to

f(x,y) = 9 2: (-l)i(;)iY = E,“.

Example 5. In 8 144 we denoted by F(E) the frequency of
E which was given for 5 = 0, 1,2,  . , , . , N-l. There in a table,
we put into the first line of every column the same number
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F(JV-1) ; moreover into the first column we put F (N-1).
F(N-2), F(N-3),  . . ., F(l), F(0).

Denoting by f (x,y)  the number figuring in the line x and
in the column y, we have

f(l,y) = F(N-1)
f (x,1)  = F (N-x)

where x 2 1 and y 2 1. These are the initial conditions. The
other numbers f(x,y) of the table are computed by aid of the
equation

(12) f (X+l,Y+l)  - f(x,y+l)  - f (x+l,y)  = 0,

Since in this equation there are two terms of y+l  and two
of x+1,  hence, according to Q 181, two equations of condition are
necessary to compute f (x,y), The two equations given above
are such.

To solve equation (12) we shall denote by w (y,t)  the ge-
nerating function of f (x,y)  with respect to x;  since in our problem
x > 0 therefore

w(y,f)  = f(l,y)i  + f(2,y)f2  + . *, +f(x,y)fX+ *. .

Starting from equation (12)  we obtain

w(u+lJ)  - +y w(y,f)  = 0.-

The solution of this linear equation with constant coef-
ficients is

where y(f) is an arbitrary function to be determined by aid of
the initial conditions. Putting into this equation y=l  we find

vjf) LVil
- = w(l,f)  1 5 f(V,l)  f’ = *20  F(N-3)  f’

l - f ,,=l

therefore
1 A,+ 1

W(YJ)  = T-~),,-, ,,zl W--4.f1,

and expanded into powers of f
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Finally putting v+~=x  we obtain the solution

f(x,y)  = 1: [y+;m:;-2)  F(N-v).

This will give, in the particular case, the number of the line
x=N-y+2  and of the column y:

f (N-y+2,y) = 3;’ (;--;I F(N-lg.

Therefore this number is equal to the binomial moment of
degree y-2, of the function F(e):

WV--y+2,y)  = ,&.+

Computing the table mentioned above the required binomial
moments are obtained all at the same time by simple additions:
this is the shortest way, since no multiplications are necessary.

Example 6. Bernoulli’s formula of the probability of
repeated trials, Let the probability of an event be equal to p at
each trial. The probability is required that the event shall occur
x times in n trials. Denoting this-probability by P(n,x) we obtain
by aid of the theorems of compound and total probabilities

(1) P(n+l,x+ll  =  pP(n,x) +  gP(n,x+l).

Indeed the probability that the event shall occur x+1 times
in n+l trials is eqtial to the sum of the two probabilities: first,
the probability that it shall happen x times in n trials, and
moreover also at the n+l th trial; and secondly, the probability
that the event shall occur x+1 times in n trials and fail at the
last trial.

Equation (1) is a linear homogeneous equation of partial
differences of the first order with respect to both variables. To
solve it, since nT XT 0, according to $j 181 one equation of
initial conditions is sufficient, For instance, if P(O,x)  is given for
every value of x; but P(O,x)  =O  unless x=0 and then P(O,O) =l;
indeed, if the number of trials is equal to zero, then the event
can only occur zero times; hence the probability of it is equal
to one.
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If now we denote by u(n,t)  the generating function of
P(n,x) with respect to x,  that is

9 P(m) = u (ntf)

then we have (p*  608)

GP(n+l,x+l)  = f [u(n+l,f)  --P(n+l,O)]
x

and

GP(n,x+l)  = f [z+,f)  --(n,O)l

hence from (1) it follows that

(4 u(n+l,t)  - (pf+g)  u(n,f) = P(n+l,O)  - gP(n,O)  = 0.

Indeed, from the theorem of compound probability it fol-
lows immediately that

P(n+l,O)  - gP(n,O)  = 0

hence the solution of equation (2) will be

u(d)  = C(pf+q)“.

In consequence of the initial condition u(O,f)=l, we have
C= 1, and P (n,x)  will be equal to the coefficient of fX in the

expansion of u(n,f)=(pf+g)“,  that is P(n,x)  = (4) px qpx.

Q 183. Boole’s symbolical method for solving partial dfffe-
rence  equations. This method is applicable *to partial difference
equations in which one of the variables (e. g. the variable y) does
not figure in an explicit manner:

(1) y(x,E,E)f(x,y)  = 0.x Y
We write k instead of the symbol E,  and considering it

as a constant solve the equation (1) and f&d

f(w) = Y,(JG~ V(Y)  = wlC$’  ~4~1

where q(y)  is an arbitrary function of y.
Finally we obtain f (x,y)  by performing the operation y1 (x$)

on the function q(y).
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As in every symbolical method, the result obtained must be
verified by putting it into equation (1).

The function v(y) will be determined in particular cases by
aid of the initial conditions.

Example 2. Given the difference equation

y(x.ul  - y(x.y)  = 0

let us put E=k and have
I

Ef (x,y)  = kf (x4x
the solution of this homogeneous equation with constant coef-
ficients is

f(XtY) =  kXdY)  =  yY) =  v(x+Y)*

Where q(y)  is an arbitrary function. Since the equation contains
only one term of x+1,  so that to compute f(x,y) for x20  only
one equation of condition is necessary, and this is for instance
f(O,y) given for every integer value of y. Putting x=0 into the
above equation, we get f (0,y) =9(y)  and therefore

f(XPY)  = f(O,Y+x)*

It is easy to verify that this result satisfies the given equation.
Example 2. Given the equation

~~f(x~Yl-~frx~Y~-f(x,Y)=O

putting E=K  we have
?f

k E f(x,y)  - (h+l)f  (x,y)  = 0*
the solution of the equation with constant coefficients is

Finally the expansion gives

This result satisfies the given equation. In this case too, one
initial condition is sufficient for the computation of any value
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of f (x,y) s For instance if x 2 0 and if f (0,~)  is given for every
integer value of y, we find f (0,y) =q(y)  and

fIx,yl  = 2; (;) f(O,y--il.

Example 3. Given the equation

E F f(%Y) - xf (x,y)  = 0

the transformation gives

k E f(w) - xf (x,y)  = 0.x
The solution of this equation with variable coefficients is

f(X*Yl=  fi,  + y ( y )  = ( x - l )  ! !-,+I  q(y) = ( x - l )  ! ~(y-x+l).
I I

Since the given equation contains only one term of x+1,
hence if x 2 0 one initial condition, for instance f (1,y) given for
every integer value of y, is sufficient for the computation of
f(x,y). We find f(l,y) =p(y)  and

fkY1 = ( x - l ) !  f(l,y-x+1).

Example 4. The difference equation giving the numbers in
Pascal’s arithmetical triangle is

f(x+l,y+l)  - f(x+l,y)  - f(x,y)  = 0
or written in the symbolical way

rEf+E-l*
the transformation gives

P---l 1 F f (x,y) - f (x,y)  = 0

1 f (x,y)  = 0

whose solution is

fbY) = [$J,.(Yl = [J’.;  (VI.
Y

The function y(y) is determined by aid of the initial values.
Since the given equation contains only one term of y-l-1 and

y 2 0 hence one initial condition f (x,0) =O  if x =j=O  and f (0,O) = 1
is sufficient for the computation of f (x,y).
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Putting into the above result x=0 we get

Y(Y)  = f(OtY)*
From the initial condition it follows that f (0,~)  = 1. Therefore
e(y)=1 and

f(w) = +-“l= (,y)  +F(y)

where F(y) is a polynomial of y; but putting x=0 into this
equation we find F(y) ~0.  Finally

fhY)  = (;]

that is, the numbers in the arithmetical triangle are the binomial
coefficients.

0 184. Method of Fourier, Lagrange and Ellis, for solving
equations of partial differences, Given the linear homogeneous
equation of partial differences

(1) v’(~*~)f(x,Y)  = 0

and likewise the necessary initial conditions corresponding to a
problem, the method consists in determining a certain number
of particular solutions of equation (l), multiplying them by
arbitrary constants, forming the sum of the products obtained,
and finally disposing of the arbitrary constants in such a manner
that the initial conditions may be satisfied.57

The method was first applied in the case of partial differen-
tial equations; but there the difficulties were much greater;
indeed, to satisfy the initial conditions, the number of arbitrary
constants and therefore that of the particular solutions to be
determined is infinite. On the other hand difference equations
are generally valid only for a finite number of values of the
variables, and therefore it will suffice to dispose of a finite
number of arbitrary constants, in order to satisfy the initial con-
ditions.

Of course, the number of these constants will be very great,
especially in the case of three, four, or more variables; so that it- - -

37  R. L. Ellis,  On the solution of equations in finite differencer.
Cambridge Mathematical Journal, Vol. 4, p, r82,  1844; or in his Mathe-
matical and other Writings, Cambridge, 1863, p, 202.
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would be impossible to carry out the calculations in the usual
way; this is only possible, as we shall see, by means of the
orthogonal properties of certain trigonometric functions given
in 9 43.

Example 1. “Third Problem of Play.” TWO players have
between them a number a of counters; they play a game in which
the first player has a chance p of winning one counter from the
second in each game. At the beginning, the first player has x
counters. Required the probability that after a number y of
games the first player shall have z counters, neither of the
players having previously lost all his counters (ruin).

Let us denote this probability by f(x,y,z).  If the first player
wins the next game, of which the probability is p, then the
required probability becomes equal to f(x+l,y-1,~).  If he loses
it, the probability of which is l-p=q,  then it becomes equal to
i(x-l,y-1,~).  Therefore, applying the theorem of total proba-
bilities, we get

(2) 1(x,y,z)  =  pf(x+l,y--lJ)  +  qf(x-l,y-1,z).

This is an equation of partial differences of two variables, which
may be written

(3) pf(x+2,y,zl - f(x+l,y+l,zl  +  qf(x,y,z)  =  0

where z is merely a parameter,
Since there is only one term of y+l  in this equation, and

moreover since y > 0, hence, according to 9 181, one initial con-
dition will be sufficient for computing the values of f(x,y,z)  by
aid of equation (3). Such a function is, for instance, f (x,0,2),
given for every integer value of x from -00 to +“,  We shall
suppose that 0 < z < a.

Obviously we have

(4) f(x,O,z)  = 0 if x $I z and f (z,O,r)  = 1

this will give for x = 1,2,  . . . , a-l in all a-l conditions.
Starting from (4) we may compute step by step any value

of f (x,y,z).  There is but one difficulty; in our problem there are
two supplementary conditions, viz. :

(51 f (O,y,r)  = 0 and f (a,y,r) = 0
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that is, the probability of having I counters after y games is
equal to zero if one of the players has already lost all his
counters, since then the play is over.

But the values (5) are necessarily incompatible with those
corresponding to the difference equation (2). To obviate this
inconvenience, we will restrict the validity of (2) to the interval
0 < x < a; then there can be no contradiction.

In the end we shall have a-l condition to satisfy, therefore
the number of the arbitrary constants in the particular solution
must also be equal to that number.

It is easy to find a particular solution of (3), by putting

f (x,y,Z)  = ay F(x)

and disposing of a in such a way that equation (3) shall be
satisfied. From (3) it follows that:

(6) pF(x+2) -aF(x+l)  + qF(x)  = 0.

If we write a=2  cosy ],‘Fq  then the roots of the character-
istic equation corresponding to (6) will be

r = (cosfp  f i sinq)  (:r.

In consequence of the sign + this gives, according to 8 165, two
different solutions of (6), so that we obtain the general solution
of (6)

F(x) = [%r” [A,cosqx  + A,sinvx]

and therefore a solution of (3) containing the three disposable
parameters A,, A,, q,  will be

(7) f(x,y,z)  = (+~g)9~  [$r’ (COSQ))~ [A,cospx  + A2sinyx).

To satisfy the condition f(0,y.z)  =q we have to put in (7)
A,=O.  Moreover, to satisfy f(a,y,z)  =O  we put ~=wz/u,  where
v is an integer such that 0 <Y < a. To each value of Y there
corresponds one particular solution of (3) ; multiplying it by the
constant C,.  and summing from r=O  to ~=a  we get a particular
solution containing a-l arbitrary constants.
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(8) f(x,y,z)  = (4~g)“~  [:jd2 ,jio C,.  s i n  y ( c o s  F]“.

(There is no objection to beginning the summation with Y=O
instead of r=l,  since the term corresponding to 1~x0  is equal
to zero.)

The number of the conditions (4) still to be satisfied is also
equal to a-l, therefore we may attain this result by disposing
of the constants C,.  in the following manner:

xl2
Putting y=O  into equation (8); after division by

get for x=  1,2, , . . , a-l the equations

we

I IP */2

4
f(x,O,Z)  = 5 C,.  s i n  y .

IV-=0

Multiplying the first of these equations by sin -?: , the
2p jl.TIX

second by sin -;- , . , . the x th by sin ~
a

and adding up the

results, we find

The first member of this equation is equal, in consequence
o f  (4), t o

P
1.4

3iz 11.72
sin ‘-

9 a

The sum in the second member, according to formula (9) 8 43,
is equal to zero if JJ=[ ,U and to MaC,,  if v=-!(.  Therefore we
shall have

Finally the required probability obtained from (8) will be

(9)

This formula has been found by Ellis (lot. cit. 57, p. 210),
it may be transformed in the following way; the product of sines
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is expressed by the corresponding difference of cosines, and the
power of cosine by cosines of multiples.

Let us suppose first that y is odd; y=2n-1;  then the sum
in the second member may be written:

The products of cosines occurring in this formula are again
expressed by sums of cosines. We find

(10)
_ cos 2i-1  +x+f  y7 _ cos Zzkl-x-z

V.-l
a a I

In Q 43 we have seen that
0

(11) ): cosy =o
v=o

if a is an integer not divisible by a. Therefore the first term of
(10) will be equal to zero unless we have

2i+x-z-l= l a  o r i = l/z(ia-x+2+1).

Since the number y of the games is odd, hence z-x is also
odd; moreover, since i must be an integer, therefore ?.a must be
even. If 1 is odd, we have

(12) 5 cosl.vz  = 1 - (-1p.
r=o

But if 1 is odd, then a is necessarily even, and the above expres-
sion is equal to zero. Hence it is sufficient to consider the even
values of R,  If rZ is even, then

(13) i codvn  = a.
u=o

If we put rZ=2y,  then in the first term of (10) we shall have
i=a~+l/~(z--x+1),  and the sum of this term will be

aZ I
2n-1

n-ay- 1fGz+  y~x--y~  .
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Since we must have i 2 1, hence if z > x then 7 may be equal to
0,1,2,... and if z < x, then y = 1,2,3,  , . ,

In the second term we have i=ay+1/  (x--1+1),  therefore
it gives

aZ
[

2n-1
n-ay--‘/2x+  1/~--1/~  .I

If x > z,  then in this sum we have y=O,  1,2, . . , , if not, then
y=l,  2,3,. . . Since

I 2n-1
1 I

2n-1
n--‘/z+  V2=--%i = n+ $4 z-?4x-l/2 1

therefore we conclude that the first two terms of (10) will give

2n-1
n--‘/2x+1/2z--‘/2 I +

+ a yz,  [( n-ay2iTt$$x--L/z  +1 (
2n-1

n-a y + 1/2z--f/2~--1/~ 11 *

In the third term of (10) we have kay--‘/ (x+2-1),  hence
we get

-ax (
2n-1

)A 1n - a y +  Y2x+$$z--1/

In the fourth term we have i=ay+ ‘/z (x+z+l),  therefore

- a  Z1 2n--1
yo 1n-ay--‘/2 x---fA2z--‘&  ’

Finally the required probability will be

(14) f(x,2n-1,z)  = (pa) n-‘;?  [ $](X-Z”z

i I(
z 2n-1 2n-1

Y’O n--1/2--ay-‘/2  x + $5~ I (- n-?&ay-+x--‘/2  Z II +

In the same manner we could obtain the formula for
f(x,2n,z)  ; but there is a shorter way; indeed, we have

f(x,2n,z)  = pf(x+l,2n-1,z)  + g/(x-1,2n-1,z).
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By aid of (14) this will give

f(x,2n,z) = p(pq)“-“’  ($I”-‘+‘“’  { I: . * . . } +

+ q(pq)“-%  ,g-*-“‘2  { x , . . .> .

Let us remark that both factors preceding the brackets are
equal to

(pq)”  ff)e-z”2  .

Moreover, the two first terms under the Z signs corresponding
to x-l and x-l-l, are

I
2n-1

I (
2n-1

n-l-ay--‘/x+I/zr  + n-oy--Mx+yzr I *
We have seen in 5 22, formula (13) :

therefore the sum of the two terms above will be equal to

I
2 n

n-up-*/~x+l/~z  *I
Combining in the same way the other terms two by two, we find

From (14) and (15) it follows that for y even or odd we have

4 I(
z Y

y=o 1h~-%x+  $5 z--v 1 I
Y

- %Y--?4 x--+&-ay
Jl

+

+ yz, [l%Y+Mx%+aY  -1 I
Y

%Y + ?4 x+ l/zz-q11) -

40
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I
The probability above is necessarily equal to zero if y-z+  x

is odd; therefore, to simplify, we may put
2w=y-2+x.

We find

I

(16)

1 [I
r, Y Y. +

y=o I Ico-+-r-x-q  - w-x-ay II

This formula is advantageous for the computation of the
required probability.

Particular Cases. 1. If the two players have the same
chance for winning, then p=q= 1/2,  and the term preceding &he
sign Z in formula (9) reduces to 2/a;  moreover the term
preceding the brackets in (16) will be equal to 112~.  In this case
the formulae will be symmetrical with respect to x and z.

2. In the particular case of x=z,  formulae (9) and (16) give
the probability that the players have the same number of
counters at the beginning and at the end of the play. The for-
mulae are much simplified by this substitution.

3. An important particular case is that in which the number
of counters the second player has, may be considered infinite;
this occurs if he has more counters than the number y of games
he will play, that is if a-x>y.  But in this cast we have to put
into formula (16) y=O; it will become

(17) f (X&Z) = (pq)“‘2  [ f]‘“i”  [[ w+:-x) - ( ,41_,  ]] *

This formula was found by D. Arany.5s
We may obtain another formula for the required probability,

by starting from (9) and putting into it p)=vz/o and therefore
&p=;r/a. Now if a increases indefinitely, then the sum in (9)
will become a definite integral:

5x Considerations sur  le Probleme  de la Dur&e  du .leu. TBboku Mathe-
matical Journal, 1926, Vol. 30, p. 160. What in our notation is f(x,y,z), is

in Arany’s  notation, in the case of a = 00:  Y:-~,~-~;  and in the general case:
.r.a--z
YI-z.z-*
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(9’) f(x,y,z) = 2(4pq)~/z(%](xm”2  i f sinxg,  sinzp,  (cosqp)~  dv.
0

From (9’) and (16) it follows that

1 z-
?c s

sinxp,  sinzp)  (cosp))~  dp,  =
0

In the case of z=x  this may be simplified as has been mentioned
before.

Problem of ruin. Let us suppose now that play continues
until one of the players has won all the counters. What is the
probability that the first player shall lose his last counter at
the y th game? This would be f (x,y,O)  ; but this number cannot
be obtained by putting z=O  into formula (9) or into (16). Indeed,
in establishing these formulae we supposed z to be different
from zero. Nevertheless we may derive this probability from
these formulae. First, by determining the probability that the
first player has only one counter left after y-l games; this is
equal to f (x,y-1,l)  and may be obtained by the formulae (9) or
(16) ; and secondly by writing that he lost the y th game; the
probability of this is equal to 9, so that the required probability
will be: gf  (x,y-1,l).

Putting y-l instead of y and r=l  into formula (9), we find
after multiplication by 9

This formula has also been obtained by Ellis, but starting
anew from the difference equation (2).

We may obtain qf (x,y-1,l)  also by aid of equation (16),
putting into it y-l instead of y and z=l  ; after multiplication
by 9 we find
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where 2w=y+x-2.
If moreover we put a=m, then the above formula will be

This may be simplified; indeed in Q 22 we found formula (12) :

therefore the difference in the brackets is equal to

2 x  y - l- -
I 1y-x 0-x

so that the required probability will be

(21) f(x,y,O) = (pq)“‘” [g’,‘$ [;zf, 1.

This formula is identical with that found by Ampere.59
We may obtain a corresponding formula by starting from

(9) and putting q-an/a and therefore Ae,=n/a.  Now if a
increases indefinitely, then the sum in (9) will become a definite
integral

(22) f(x,y,O)  = (4pg)  V!2 [ $)“‘2+
0 ’

1” sin91  sinxy (cosv)rl dp, .

From (21) and (22) it follows if p=$$  that

1 I’-
J sinq  sinxe,  (COST)  y-1 dc/;l  = -& -f!.- [ Y-1

5;
0 2 , ’  ’ y - x  ‘/;y-?,$x-l

Remark. Starting from (19) we may moreover deduce the
probability that the first player shall be ruined during the games
1,2,3,  * , . ) w . This probability will be

58  ConsidCrations  SW  la Theorie  Mathbmatique  du Jeu. Lyon, 1802. In
Ampere’s notation A(mf2p)  corresponds to our f(m,m+2p,O).  See p. 9.
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the second sum being equal to

I1 I
0,

l- 2 ‘&OS  7
- - - . -

1 --2p&os;  .

From this it follows the probability v(x)  that the first
player shall be ruined at all, by putting w = 00.  We find

(23)

This probability can be determined directly by aid of the
difference equation

v(x)  = P cL  (X+1)  + Qvb-1)
the initial values being equal to q(O)=1  and ~(a) =O. According
to Q 165, the solution will be-

y(x) = c, + c, %I r
and taking account of the initial conditions we find

(24) y,(x) = a” p-”  - v-1
pa--Q” ’

Now from (23) and (24) we deduce the value of the definite
SUIll

where we put 2 II&=  k. To have the definite sum, we must still
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determine p and Q by aid of K. Starting from 2 1 p(l-p) =K, we/- -
find p=1/2(1-yl-k?)  andq=?+(l+1/1-K*)  or vice versa; the
formula being symmetrical with respect to p and q.

In the particular case, if a may be considered as infinite,
we shall put into the first member of (25) ~=vn/a,  then q will
become a continuous variable whose range is 0,~. In the second
member, if q has been chosen for the larger root, we have

Finally we shall have

The formula may be verified by aid of formula 12, Table 64,
in Bietens de Haan’s  book quoted above.

Example 2. Problem of Parcours.  A point is moving on the x
axis; starting from x, it may advance one step to x+1 or it may
go back one step to x-1, the probabilities of both.events being
the same, that is, equal to ‘/2. Having moved, it can again take
one step in one of the two directions, under the same conditions.
The probability is required that in n steps the point shall be at
x, without having touched in its movement the points x-0 and
x=2a.

If at the first move the point has advanced one step (proba-
bility 1/),  then it has still to cover a distance of x,-x--1  in n-1
steps. If we denote the required probability by y(x,n), then the
probability of both the above events is l/sq(x+l,n-1).

If at the first move the point has gone back to x-l (pro-
bability ‘/), then it has to cover a distance of x,-x+1  in n-l
steps; the probability of both events is ‘/2cp(x-l,n-1).  Finally,
according to the theorem of total probabilities y (x,n) will be
equal to the sum of the two probabilities mentioned.

q(x,n) = ‘/zcp(x+l,n-1)  + 1$&(x-l,n-1).

This equation of partial differences is the same as that of
Example 1.; moreover, the initial conditions are also the same,
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except that in (9) 2a is to be written instead of a, moreover R
instead of y and p=q=yz. We find

Let us consider the particular case in which x=a.  Since
sin$+vm is equal to zero for the even values of v, hence we may
put v=2i+l.  Then sinQ(2i+l);r=(-1)‘. Introducing moreover
the new variable $=X-Q (so that E,=x,-u),  the above formula
will give:

(28) F@,,R)  =z  ; 5
2i+l 2iJ-1  ”cos  -.x&!l  co3  -----z

i=O 2a I 12a *

This is the probability that the point starting from l=O  shall
reach in R steps the point f =[,,  without having touched in its
movement the point [= f a.

The formula has been found by Courant  and h-any””  in
different ways, but in the first paper there are certain mistakes.

From formula (16) we obtain by putting into it 2a instead
of a, moreover x=a  and p-=q=$&  y=R  and t-n=ll

where 2w=n--5,.  Th e formula may be still further simplified by
writing

If (I=-,  then the sum vanishes, and we have

(30)

The problem may be solved directly in this case by aid of
Combinatorial Analysis. The total number of ways possible in

I“l  R. Cournnt.  i:ber  ~ar!iellc  Diif~renzen~leichunlen,  A t t i  de1  ConRrerso
Matemntico  d i  Rol&na.  i928,  Vo l .  3., p.  83 .  CT .’

D. Army, Le Probl&ne  des Parcours, TBhoku  Mathematical Journal,
Vol. 37, p.  17.
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n steps is 2”.  To obtain the number of ways starting from 6~0
and ending in tl, let us remark that to reach the point tl, in n
steps, starting from 6x0 the number of steps in positive direc-
tion must be equal to w+tl  and in negative direction equal to o.
Since the number of steps is n,  therefore

Hence the number of ways ending in lr in n steps is equal
to the number of permutations of R elements, among which there
are w+E,  elements equal to +1 and w elements equal to -1.
That is

and the required probability will be P = (y&-)” [It).

Q 185.  Homogeneous linear  equations of mixed differences.
If such an equation F (A, D,  x, I) = 0 is given; where I is an

unknown function of the;wt  variables x and y, and F is a poly-
nomial with respect to the symbols A and D, moreover the
variable y does not figure explicitly in F, then Booze’s  symbolical
method is the following: Instead of the symbol D we have to

write k, and considering it as a constant, to solvl the ordinary
equation of differences

F (A,k,x,r)  = 0.

Supposing that its solution is:

z=~~(x,k)C,+y,(x,k)C,+......

Now we put

k = D and Ci = vi(y)
v

where the vi(y)  are arbitrary functions of y. The equation

z = ~~(xsD)v,(~l  + w~(x~DIcp~(~I  + - -. -’t/ Y
will give the function 2.

Example 1. Given the equation

AZ-Dz=-.Er---z---&=0
2 Y z Y

i
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writing D=K  we have
Y

Ez- (l+k)z  = 0.
w

The solution of this equation is

z = (l+k)X  = (l+D)+(y)
Y

that is

If for instance the initial conditions are for x=0 to have
z=y”/n!  , then q~(y)=y~jn!  and

x-t1  x
I= I:

0
Y”--”

izo v (n-v)! ’

As has been said; when solving difference equations by
symbolical methods, it is always necessary to verify the results
by putting the obtained functions into the given equation. In the
case considered, it is easily seen that the general solution (1)
satisfies the given equation.

Q 186. Difference equations of three independent variables.
Sometimes it is possible to solve a linear homogeneous equation
of differences of three independent variables by using the me-
thod of $j 184 due to Fourier, Lagrange and Ellis.

Example. Problem of parcours in two dimensions. A mobile
starting from the point of coordinates x,y may advance one step
to the point x+l,y,  or to the point x,y+l;  it may go back to the
point x-1,y  or to the point x,y-1.  The probability of either of
the four events is equal to l/4. Having moved, it may again take
one step in one of the four directions, and so on. The probability
is required that the mobile reaches in n steps the point of coor-
dinates xI,y,, without touching the four lines,

x = 0, y = 0, x = 2a, y=2b.

The same ratiocination as that employed in the case of the
problem in one dimension (5 184) shows that this probability
satisfies the following difference equation:
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(1) f(x,yJJ)  = + f(x - l , y , n - 1 )  +  f fix-+1,y,n---1)  +

+ $ f(x,y-l,n-1)  + a f (x,y+l,n--1).

The values of the function f (x,y,n)  may d computed step
by step by aid of (1) starting from f (x,y,O).  In the problem
considered this latter is known, Indeed, for every value of X,Y
except for x,,y, we have

(21 f (X,Y,Ol  = 0 a n d  f(x,,y,,O)  = 1 .

Putting nzl  into (1) we obtain f (x,y,l); and having de-
termined in the same manner f (x-l,y,l),  f(x-l-l,y,l),  f(x,y-l,l)
and f(x,y+l,l) we may proceed to the computation of f(x,y,2)
and so on; finally we should obtain any value of f (x,y,n).

In this problem, as in that of 8 185, there are also sup-
plementary conditions to satisfy:

f (O,y,nl  = 0, f (x,O,n)  = 0

(3)
f (2aJm)  = 0, f (x,2b,n)  = 0.

They are also necessarily incompatible with the results given
by (1); to obviate this contradiction we are again obliged to
restrict the validity of (1) to 0 < x < 2a and 0 < y < 2b.

To determine a particular solution of (l), let us write:

(4) f (x&n)  = u”  8”  yy .

Now we dispose of a, 8, y so as to satisfy equation (1) ;
putting the expression (4) into equation (l), we get after simpli-
fication:

(5)

If we put
yp + (+--4ay+l)~  + y = 0.

(61 cosy  = - y”-4ay+ 1

21’
then from (5) it follows that

b = cosy k i sing7
(i= v-1) and from (6)

Y”  - 2(2a--cosqj)  y + 1 = 0;
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Futting  into it

we have

and moreover

cosy  = 2a - cosp,

y = cosy  2 i siny,

a = ~~(cosy+cosy),

Finally, by aid of these expressions, from (4) we get

f [x,y,n) = + (cosp+cosy-f)”  (cowpx  * i singx)  (cosyy rt i sinyy).

In consequence of the signs f , this gives four different
particular solutions with two arbitrary parameters q and ly,
Multiplying them by arbitrary constants and summing, we shall
have the following particular solution:

f (x,y,n) = $ (cos~+cosp)” (A, sinrpx  sinvy+Az  cosq~x  cosvy  +

+ A, sinvx cos yy + A, cosqx  sinyy) I

To satisfy the first two of the conditions (3) that is f(O,y,n)=O
and f(x,O,n)=O  we have to put A,=A,=A,=O.  TO satisfy the
other two conditions (3) viz. f(2a,y,n) =O and f(x,2b,n)=O,  we put

where v and /t are arbitrary positive integers.
Finally, writing CP,,,  instead of A, and summing from v=O

to ~=2a, and also from ,u=O  to ,u=2b,  we obtain a solution of
(l), which is sufficiently general for our problem, as will be seen.

(7) f (x,y,n] = zO ,4  Cc!, ($17 cos z + cosErsin  z sin !!$?!

Putting n=O  into equation (7) we obtain for x = 1,2, . . . ,
2a-1  and y=l,  2, . . , ,2b-1 the equations:

f(x,y,O) = s i! C,.!,  sin z sin P+  .
v=o  ~lc=o

Let us first consider the equations corresponding to x=1,

3-, . . . (2~1-1. Multiplying the first equation by sin z , the
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. 2v,nsecond by sm 2a
VITCX

and so on, the x th by sin - d sum-
2a rBP

ming up the results, we find:

We have seen in 8 43 that the last sum is equal to zero if
v+vl and to a if v=vl. Therefore the second member will be

Now we consider the equations obtained for y=l,  2,, , . ,

261,  and multiply the first equation by ain T, the second

bysin++nd PlnYso on, the y th by sinx. Summing up the

results obtained we have:

i S f (x,y,O)  sin z sin 9 =
x=1  #==l

The last sum is equal to zero if ,u =/=pl  and equal to 6 if
,u=pl  , Therefore the second member will be ub Cr,P1. In con-
sequence of (2) the first member becomes equal to

. VI*% * PlnYlsm-  sm -.
2a 2 b

Finally we shall have writing v and I( instead of vi and pl:

This gives, by aid of (7),  the required probability:

( 8 )  f(x,y,n)= 2 i &-&sv~+-~~)“*

. vnx .
* ml 2a

vnxl * WY * t-Y1- sm  - Sill- SlIL-.
2a 26 26

Particular case.  The mobile starts from x=o,  y=b (centrel;
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putting these values into (8), the terms sin 7 and sin F in

which Y or ,u is even, are equal to zero, so that we may write

v=Zi+l  a n d p = 2j+1.

Moreover, introducing the new variables 6=x--a  and 7jzy-b
we obtain the probability that the mobile starting from x=4,  y =b
that is from t=O,  q=O  reaches the point F1=xl-u,  ql=yl-b
in n steps:

2i+1(9) P = i e: g& [ cos,=- 2j+l  *
iz0 j=O n+cos~z -I

2i+l 2j+l.  c o s  __ ;rElCOS  2b nq1.
2 a

If a and b may be considered infinite, then the expression of the
probability (9) is transformed into a double integral; putting
u=(2i+l)n/2a  and ~=(2j+l)n/2b  and therefore Au=n/a  and
Av=nlb,  we get

(10) P = -2:n’  [[ (cosu+cos”)~  COSUE,  coslq,  du du.
0 0

But if a=-  and b==  then the probability P may be ob-
tained directly by aid of combinatorial analysis. The total
number of ways possible in n steps is, under the conditions of
the problem, equal to 4”. To determine the number of ways
starting from the point t=O,q=O  and ending in E1,r],  let us
remark, that the number of steps taken in the positive direction
of the 6 axis is equal to i+[, and that in the negative direction
to i; moreover, the number of steps in the positive direction of
the q axis is equal to to-i+q, and in the negative direction to
m-i. Since the number of steps is equal to n, hence we have

2w = n--5,-rj1.

Therefore the required number of ways ending in tl,ql is
given by the number of permutations of n elements, among which
there are i+E,  elements equal to a and i elements equal to -a,
moreover (o--i+t],)  elements equal to b and (o-i) elements to
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-8, But this number of permutations must still be summed for
every value of i from i=O to i=o+l.  Hence we have

co+  1

2 (i+t,ll  il (

fl!

w-i+v,)  ! (o-i) !

This may be expressed by a product of binomial coefficients:

[iI  x ( 5 )  [n-ZYl-i]*

Applying Couchy’s formula (14) ($ 22, we find that the last sum
is equal to

Finally the required probability will be

(11)

The formulae found by Courant and Arany (lot. cit. 60) are
particular cases of formula (9).

Equating the quantities (10) and (ll), we obtain an evalua-
tion of the double integral (10).

I)  187. Difference equatfons  of four independent variables.
The method of Q 184 is applicable in the case of four or more
independent variables.

Example: Problem of Parcours in three dimensions. The
mobile starts from the point x,y,r and may take one step parallel
to the axes fn one of the six directions, the probability of either
direction being equal to l/6.  Having moved, it can take again  one
step in one of the six directions, and so on. The probability is
required that the mobile reaches in n steps the point of coordi-
nates x1,  yr,  tI without touching the six planes

x=0,  y=O,  z=O, x=2a,  y=2b,  z=2c.

It may be shown, in the same way as in the case of one or
two dimensions, that this probability satisfies the following
equation:
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(1) f (x,y,r,n)  = f f (x+l,y,z,n-1) + f f (x-l,y,*,n-1)  +

$f(x,Y+l,r,n-l)  + +f(x,y-l.lJ+l)  +

-

+f(x,y,r+l,n-1)  + $f(x,y,z-l,n-1).

To compute f (x,y,z,n) by aid of this equation, it is sufficient
to know the values of the function f (x,y,z,O).  In the problem
considered we know that this function is equal to zero for every
value of x,y,z except x,,yl,z,,  so that we have:

(2) f(x,y,z,O)  = 0 a n d  f(x,,y,,z,,O)  = 1 .

Here too we have supplementary conditions:

f(O,y,z,n)  =  0 f (x,O,z,n) = 0 f (x,y,O,n)  = 0
(3)

f (2a,y,x,n)  = 0 f (x,2b,z,n)  = 0 f (x,y,2c,n)  = 0.

Since the conditions (3) are necessarily incompatible with
the general results given by equation (l), hence we must restrict
the validity of this equation to

OcxC2a O<y<2b 0 < z < 2c.

To determine a particular solution of (l), let us write

(4) f (x,y,z,n)  = u”  p” yy d’ .

This gives by aid of (l),  after simplification,

6aW  = B2yd  + ~6 + y2tQ  + PJ + (~“BY  + Br

that is
p”yd + /l(y”d+d’y+y+6--6ayd)+yd  = 0

therefore, putting

(5) coscp = -
;&5+d”y+y+b-6ayd

2Yd

so that we obtain
B = cosp I!I i sincp

(i= k’-i)  from (5) it follows that
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y”d+y(26  cos(p+P+  1-62s)  + 8 = 0.

Putting again

(6) cosy
26cosy+bb”+1-6ad=----

26

we find
Y = cosy  31  i siny

and from (6)

Putting

we have

and

d* + 28 (cosg,  + cosy  - 3a) + 1 = 0.

cosx = - (cosp,  + cosry - 3a)

6 = cosx  + i sinx

a = cosg,  i- cow + cosx
3

The above values give by aid of (4),  the solution

f (x,y,z,n) = f (c0s~+c0s~+c0s~)”  (cosxq f isinxy) .

. (cosyy f isinyv) (coszx  5 isinzx)  .

In consequence of the signs f, this  gives 8 different parti-
cular solutions; multiplying them by arbitrary constants and
summing, we obtain a more general solution:

f (x,y,z,n)  = $ (cos~+cosy+c~~~)~  [A, sinqx sinyy sirqt  +

+ A, sinvx sinyy cosxz + . . . , -I- A, cosqx  cosyy cos~z].

To satisfy the first conditions (3) f (O,y,z,n)  =O, f (x,O,r,n)  =O
and f(x,y,O,n)=O  for every value, we must put A,=A,= . . . z
=A,=O.

To satisfy the second conditions (3), f(2a,y,z,n)  = 0,
f (x,lb,r,n)  = 0 and f(x,y,2c,n) = 0 we put

v,p,rl  being arbitrary positive integers.
Writing moreover C,,I. instead of A,, and and summing from
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v=O to v=2a,  from p=O to ,u=2b and A=0  to 1=2c  we obtain
a sufficiently general solution for our problem:

I
232  * . mx py

* cosz +cos$y+,os~ 1
R?CZs in  - sin  - sin- .

2a 26 2c

~ Putting into this equation n=O we find

( 8 )  f  (X,y,z,O)  = !i !i iEo  C,i sin z sin 7 sin $.
-0 p==o

To begin with,  let us consider these equations correspond-

ing to x=1,2,.  . . , 2a-1,  and multiply the first by sin 3.5 , the
2v 3?isecond by sin -A-  ,

2a
and so on, the x th by sin F. budding

2a
up the results we have

. sin%  sin%  3 sinz  SinF.
x=1

The last sum is equal to zero if v+vr  and equal to a if
v=v~, Therefore we have

E” f(x,y,z,O)  sixq =a  X; ~!i
bz

x=t
C,,i  sin z sin 2~  .

We will now consider these equations for y=  1,2,  . . . ,2b-1,

/ and multiply the first equation by sin E
26 ’

the second by

I * 2Cl1n
-I an  2b , and so on the y th by sin ‘e, finally adding up

the results we get

$2
%==I

i!  f  (x,y,r,O)  sin z sin y =
9=1

=a E2b % c
. aa2  g PY  * PIXY

&o k==o +I@ sm 2c  y=,
sin -26 sm  28 .

41
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The last sum is equal to zero if ,u+pI  and equal to b if

P=Pl' We have

20 2)

X Z f(x,y,z,O) sin%  s i n  y =ab  ,$ C,,,1sing.
x=1  I=1

Considering these equations for z=l,  2,. . . ‘2~~1  and
An

multiplying Ayz  first by sin z, the second by sin $, the

z th by sin 1
2c ’

moreover adding up the results, we find

g $ . +z

CC=1 #:=I

$j f(x,y,z,())  sin5  sin  F sm - =
1=1 2 c

2c Inz r2,ZZ
= ab ,s C,f,pI~  sin 2~ sin  2~ .

The last sum is equal to zero if A+ 1, and equal to c if
R=l,  . Therefore the second member is equal to abc CYIprl,. The

first member is according to (2) equal to

. v,?cxl  . PlnYl  ’ 4%

sm 2n
sm - sm - .

2b 2c

Therefore writing v,,LJ,;~ instead of v~,,u~,~~  we get

(9) C,,,, = & sin 3 sin 52 sin 2 .

Finally the required. probability will be:

f(x,y,z,n)  = %v=o 2 izo  & ( cos z + cosg  + cos $1”.p=o
WI

vxx * ClnY anz I
. sin 2a- sm 2b sin 2~  sin :T$  sin ‘2 . hq

sm 2c *

Particular case of x=a, y=b,  and z=c.  Since in this case
sinl,zvn,  sinl/z,un  and sin$@n are equal to zero if v,~  or rZ are
even, therefore we shall consider only the odd values, and put
v=2i+l,  ,uu=2jfl  and r7=2k+l.  Moreover, introducing the new
variables 5=.x-o, v=y-b  and [=z-c  we find
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0 6 c
7

1’ = <:o jz kzo 3” abc
2k+l *

cos
2i+l
- -2a + cos 2i+l2b Jl+ cosypz

1
-

(11)
2i-L1 a.+1 2k+l

. c o s -2a 35, c o s 2b .ql cos zc n5 1

where ~l=~l-Q,  ql=y,-b  and <,=zr-c.
If a, b, and c increase indefinitely, this becomes a triple

integral. But on the other hand we may then determine this
probability by combinatorial analysis.

The total number of ways possible in n steps is 6”. To
determine the number of ways starting from E=O,  q=O  and
5~0  and ending in E,,  tj,,  C, let us remark that the number of
steps taken in the positive direction of the 6 axis must be equal
to i+tl  and in the negative direction to i, where i may vary
from zero to every possible value, Moreover the number of steps
in the positive direction of the q axis must be equal to s+ql  and
in the negative direction to S, where s varies also from zero to
every compatible value. Finally the number of steps in the
positive direction of the 5 axis is o-i-s+~l  and in the negative
direction w-i-s. Since the sum of the steps is equal to n we
have

2w = n-t,  --,-Cl.

Hence the required number of ways is given by the number
of permutations of n elements, among which there are i+5,
elements equal to c, and i elements equal to --a then s+ql
elements equal to /? and s elements equal to -/3 moreover
w-i-s+E,  elements equal to y and w-i-s elements equal to
-7. But this number of permutations must still be summed for
every possible value of i and s. Therefore we have .

I-I

This may be written in the form of a sum of a product of binomial
1 coefficients
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The second sum is, in consequence of Couchy’s formula (14)
fj 22, equal to

I
n-t,-2i

n-~l-ql-i =1 I

Therefore the required probability will be

Remark. Starting from formula (11) we may easily derive
the formula corresponding to the problem in two dimensions and
also that of the problem in one dimension,

First we have to put into (11) [,=O and then c=l;  thus we
obtain the probability that a mobile starting from [=O,  9~0,  c=O
reaches the point Er,  ql,  0 without touching the planes l= +a,
*I= + b and C= f 1. But then the corresponding ways will all be
in the plane c=O.  This is therefore the solution of the problem
in two dimensions. Only the total number of ways will now be
4” instead of 6*, hence we have still to multiply the probability

(11)  by  ($r- Then it will become identical with formula (9)

of Q 186.
In the same manner, starting from this formula we may

solve the problem in one dimension, putting first ql=O and then
b=l.  The corresponding ways will all be on the 8 axis. The total
number of ways will now be 2” instead of 4”, hence we have still

to multiply the probability (9) 8 186 by [-$r. The formula

obtained will be identical with formula (25) Q  184.

-
* Courant’s  formula (lot.  cit. 60) is erroneous. The formula given by

Army. without demonstration, is another form of formula (12).



GENERAL INDEX
The numbers  refer  to  pages.

Addition of differences, method of, 76.
Alternate functions, 92-94; sum of, 320, 324; summation by

parts, 108.
Alternate reciprocal powers, sum of, 251.
(I, numbers, table of, 232, 251; expressed by sums, 251; gene-

rating function of, 251.
Antilogarithmic tables, 399, 402.
Approximation, principle of least squares, 422; principle of

moments, 422; by Bernoulli’s probability function, 432; by
Laplace’s probability function, 430; by Poisson’s probabi-
lity function, 431; by incomplete B function, 428; by in-
complete r function, 426.

Arithmetical progression, 79.
Bayes’ theorem, 86.
Beta functions, 50, 80.
p,  functions, 347; expansion into Boole polynomials, 348; into

Boole series, 438; into Euler polynomials, 349; into Euler
series, 349; expansion by digamma function, 351; by a
definite integral, 351; derivatives of, 352.

brnv  numbers, table of, 449, 450.
Bernoulli numbers, 23, 62, 130, 140, 181, 182, 227, 229; ex-

pressed by b,,, 250; by a sum, 247; by Stirling numbers, 219,
236; by’  Cnri, 229, 599; by C,,ri,  229; table of, 234, 235;
symbolical formula of, 233,

Bernoulli polynomials, first kind, 60, 62, 181, 230; multiplication=
formula of, 252; expansion into factorials, 235; into Fourier
series, 242; into Euler polynomials, 308; generating function
of, 250; limits, 245; roots, 240; extrema, 240.

Bernoulli polynomials, second kind, 64, 72, 134, 147, 224, 265--

645
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277; expansion into Bernoulli polynomials first kind, 276;

into Boole polynomials, 323; generating function of, 279;
limits, 272; symmetry, 268,

Bernoulli series, 253.
Bernoulli series, second kind, 280.
D, Bernoulli’s solution of numerical equations, 494.
Binomial coefficients, 62-70; Cauchy’s formula of, 73; gene-

ralised, 70.
Binomial moments, 424; computation of, 460, 613.
b,,, numbers, table of, 266; expressed by Bernoulli numbers, 249,

278; by Stirling numbers, 267, 147; generating function of,
258, 279, 284.

Boole’s first summation formula, 315, 354; second summation
formula, 323.

Boole polynomials, 64, 317, 321; expanded into Bernoulli po-
lynomials second kind, 321.

Boole series, 323.
Faa Bruno’s expansion of a function of function, 33, 205;

formula for the 0 operation, 198.

Cauchy’s formula for binomials, 24, 41, 48, 68; rule of multipli-
cation of series, 25; rule for summing binomials, 73, 133,
135, 136; integral, 41.

Changing the origin of intervals, 219; the length of inter-
vals, 220.

C,,,  numbers, table of, 152.
C,,,  numbers, table of, 172.
Combinations, difference equation giving number of, 578.
Construction of tables, 363.
Correlation, coefficient of, 455.
Cotes numbers, 224, 388; determined by Stirling numbers, 514.
cot z expansion of, 259.

Decomposition into partial fractions, 34-40, 335.
Jkrivatives  expressed by differences, 164-165; by 0 opera-

tion, 197.
Differences (advancing), 2; divided, 18; receding, 14; central, 15.
Differences expressed by derivatives, 189-192; by the UJ  ope-

ration, 200;  by means, 9; by values of the function, 8.
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Difference of a product, 94-98; of a function with negative
argument, 5, 69.

Difference equations, genesis of, 543.
Difference equations, linear, constant coefficients, homoge-

neous, 545; characteristic equation with single roots, 542;
with multiple roots, 549-552; with negative roots, 552; with
complex roots, 554.

Difference equations, linear, constant coefficients, complete,
557-564; particular solution obtained directly, 564; by
method of arbitrary constants, 569; resolved by generating
functions, 572.

Difference equation linear variable coefffcients  first order, 576;
homogeneous by Laplace’s method, 579; complete, 583;
reducible, 584; resolution by generating functions, 586;
resolution by Andre’s method, 587.

Difference equations, linear mixed, 632.
Digamma function, 58-60; expressed by Bernoulli series, 256;

by Bernoulli series, of the second kind, 283; by reciprocal
powers, 328; by powers series, 327; sum of l/x expressed
by, 325; derivative of, 326.

Displacement, 6.

Endpanel  interpolation formula, 379.
Expansion of functions into binomials, 74; Bernoulli polyno-

mials, 307, 248, 250; Bernoulli series, 253; Boole polyno-
mials, 322; Boole series, 323; Euler polynomials, 307; Euler
series, 313; Legendre polynomials, 434; Newton series, 74,
358; orthogonal series, 447; polynomials, 355; powers,
29-34; reciprocal factorials, 192, 212; reciprocal powers,
212.

Expansion of a function by decomposition inta,  partial fractions,
34-40;  complex intergrals, 40-41; difference equations,
41-44; symbolical methods, 11.

Expansion of a function of functions, 31, 33, 204, 205; of l/y”
into powers of x, 216; of x”/(eX-l)“, 217; of an alternate
function, 13; of a product, 31.

Exponential functions, 87-88.
Euler’s constant, 27, 55, 58, 129, 130, 148, 341.
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Euler’s formufa  for r functions, 55, 83; for trigonometric func-
tions, 90.

Euler numbers, 23, 300; limits of, 302.
Euler polynomfals, 62, 115, 288; extrema of, 293; generating

function of, 309; inverse difference of, 297; inverse means
of, 297; limits of, 302; multiplication theorem of, 311; roots
of, 293; symmetry of, 292.

Euler’s polynomials expanded into Bernoulli polynomials, 295;
Fourier series, 303; Newton series, 289.

Factorials, 45-53; difference of, 51; mean of, 52; computation
of, 52; definition by gamma functions, 56; expansion into

p o w e r s ,  1 4 2 .
Factorial moments determined by generating functions, 208.
Fibonacci numbers, 548.
First panel interpolation formula, 378.
Fourier series, 242, 426, 463.
Functions expressed by differences, 10; by means, 10; whose

differences or means are zero, 94; product of two, 94-98.

Gamma function, 53-56; computation of, 55.
Z’( I’m) numbers, table of, 155.

Ivvi(‘rn)  numbers, table of, 154.
yXrn’ numbers table of, 429.
G, polynomials, 426, 473.

Generating functions, 20--29,  109; determination by difference
equations, 27; of binomial coefficients, 71, 73.

Graduation by least squares and orthogonal polynomials, 456.
Gregory’s formula of numerical integration, 525.

Hermite  polynomials, 63, 426, 467.
Hospital’s rule, 133.
Hyperbolic functions, 38.

komplete  B function, 83-37; I’ function, 56-53; Table of,
405, 485.

Indefinite sum, 101; by difference equation, 109; by inversion,
103; by summation by parts, 105.

Infinite series, differences and means of, 110.
Interpolation by Bessel’s formula, 373; Gauss’ formulae, 363;
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Everett’s formula, 376; Newton’s formula, 361; Stirling’s
formula, 374; formula needing no differences 390; in a
double entry table, 532; case of three variables, 541; by aid
of calculating machines, 398.

Interpolation formula, precision of, 417-420; general case
420, 421.

Inverse difference, 101.
inverse interpolation, Newton, 366; Everett 381; Lagrange 390;

Formula needing no differences, 411.
Inverse mean, 111-116; of a function, 306.
Inversion of sums and series, 183-185.
Iteration, method of, for solving numerical equations, 492.

Lacroix’s difference equation giving the sum of x”, 596.
Lagrange’s formula, 360; interpolation formula, 386; polyno-

mial, 385.
Legendre polynomials, 389, 434; roots of the, 435.
Leibnitz’ formula of higher derivatives, 96, 143, 167.
log, tables, 399, 402, 407, 409, 410.
log(x+l)  differences of, 191; expansion of, 257; expansion into

Bernoulli series, second kind, 284, 287; expansion into
Bernoulli polynomials, second kind, 280.

!log(r+l)l”  expansion into powers, 146, 202, 204.
log z ! expansion of, 263.
fogI’(x+l)  expansion, 61, 62, 130, 209.

Maclaurin-Euler summation formula, 260-265.
Maclaurin series, 201, 216, 246,
Mean of a function, 7; central, 15; of a product, 98-99.
Mean-square deviation, 427, 433, 452,
Mean, arithmetical, 433; binomial moment, 448; orthogonal

moment, 450.
Median, 433.
Midpanel interpolation formula, 397.
Mode, 433.
Moments, power, 163, 164, 812; expressed by semi-invariants,

211; factorial, 424; binomial, 424; computation of binomial
moments, 615.

Newton’s binomial formula, 49; expansion, 26, 75, 76, 77, 79, 164,
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189, 219, 357; expansion for unequal intervals, 20; formula
for two variables, 531.

Newton-Rapbson solution of numerical equations, 489.
Numerical integration, 512; Euler-Maclaurin formula, 525; by

Everett’s formula, 525; by Gregory’s formula, 526.
Numerical resolution of difference equations, 527.

Operation 0,  199;  Y 199;  AD-’  and DA-‘,  200.
Orthogonal polynomials, 436; central value of the, 445.

Partial differences, 530.
Partial difference equations, 604; linear, constant coefficients,

60 ; Boole’s symbolical method, 616; Fourier, Legendre,
Ellis’ method, 619; Laplace’s method of generating func-
tions, 607; three independent variables, 633; four in-
dependent variables, 638.

Pascal’s arithmetical triangle, 612.
P(n,m)  numbers, table of, 223.
Powers expressed by factorials, 181.
Power moments expressed by 8 operations, 197; of devia-

tions,. 199.
Power series, sum of, 246.
Probability function, table of, 400, 403; 408.
Probability, Examples on, Bayes’ theorem, 86; repeated trials,

86, 599, 615; coincidences, 595, 610; problem of, 575;
problem of points, 608; ruin, 550, 627; parcours, 630, 633,
638; Third problem of play, 620.

Probability, determination of, by sums, 140; by Stirling num-
bers, 166, 177.

Probability function, binomial moments of, 424; expanded into G
polynomials, 483, 484.

Product of prime numbers, decomposition of, 179--181.
Progression, arithmetical, 118; geometrical, 124.
y,,,(x)  numbers table of, 404,
Y operation expressed by A, 200.
ym(x)  function, 342; differences of, 343; sum of, 344; sum of the

alternate functions, 345; expanded into Bernoulli series,
343; expressed by Stirling numbers, 343; expressed by
definite integrals, 343.
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Rational fraction, sum of, 335.
Reciprocal factorial, sum of, 121; expanded into reciprocal pow-

ers, 193-195; integration of, 194, 338; derivation of, 337.
Reciprocal powers, sum of, 194, 244, 214, 325, 338; alternate sum

of, 244; difference of, 194.
Reciprocal powers, sum of, by Stirling numbers, 338; by deriva-

tives of logr(x+l),  341;  by Maclaurin-Euler summation
formula, 345; alternate sum of, by &(x)  function, 347;
expanded into reciprocal factorials, 183.

Reula  falsi, 366, 486.
Remainder of the expansi.on  into a series of polynomials, 356;

maximum o,f, 362,
Rule of false  position, 366, 486.
Schli%nflch’s  expansion formula, 31, 204.
Semf-invariants  of Thfele,  204, 210; expressed by moments, 211.
Simmons theorem, 87.
Sfmuftaneous  linear difference equation, 601.
Standard deviation, see mean square deviation.
Stirling’s interpolation formula containing only even differences,

379.
Stirling numbers of the first kid, 22, 72, 142-168, 218, 19;

table of, 144; limits of, 152, 160, 161; generating functio of,
145; expressed by sums, 159-163, 146, 208; express by
probability, 166-168; expressed by Stix$ng  numbers 1cond
kind, 219,

Stirling numbers of the second lcind, 32, 134, M-179;  table
of, 170; limits, 173, 174; generating function, 174-177,  193;
expressed by sums, 106, 176; expressed by difference
equations, 612; obtained by probability, 177-179.

Stirling numbers, formulae containing, 182, 185-189.
Stirling polynomials, 224-229; expressed by C,T, 224; ex-

pressed by c,,, 228; limits of, 229; diff. equations of, 226;
generating function, 227.

Sums, 116.
Sum of l/(x+1),  262; of l/(x+1)“,  264; of exponential and tri-

gonometric functions, 123.
Sums obtained by symbolical formulae, 131; generating func-

tions, 136; probability, 140.
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Summation by parts, 105, 106, 107; of alternate function, 108,
140, 320, 324. L

Sum without repetition transformed, 153-158.
Symbolical talc., 7-14.
Taylor’s series, 13, 165, 189.
Tangent coefficients, 130, 298.
tan x,  expansion of, 259.
Tchebichef polynomial, 389.
Q operation expressed by derivatives, 196; performed on a

function, of function, 198.
Trigamma  function; 60-61; expansion of, 257; indefinite sum

of, 331; expansion into reciprocal powers, 332; expansion
iato reciprocal factorials, 333; sum of 1/x2 by, 330.

Trigonometric functions, 88-92; sum of, 124; tables of, 400, 401;
series, 426.

Vandermonde’s determinant, 19.
Wallis’  formula, 50.

NO p. No

1 2
2 5
3 6
4 7
5 8
6 14
7 15
8 2 5
9 3 7

10 4 6
11 5 2
12 5 4
13 5 4
14 5 5
15 5 7

16
17
18
19
2 0
20a
21
2 2
2 3
2 4
2 5
25a
2 6
2 7
2 8
2 9

QUOTATIONS

Pm N O P* N O

5 8 3 0 298 4 6
6 2 -31 300 4 7
64 3 2 316 4 8
7 4 3 3 324 4 9
7 6 3 4 328 5 0
80 3 5 334 51
8 3 3 6 340 5 2

101 3 7 378 5 3
140 3 8 385 5 4
142 3 9 391 ” 55
168 4 0 435 5 6
177 41 437 5 7
230 4 2 442 5 8
233 4 3 453 5 9
265 4 4 460 6 0
290 4 5 467

P.

473
488
496
513
519
521
534
565
582
586
587
619
626
628
6 3 1


